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PREFACE
growth of the Roman
working during the two phases
of its maturity, the developed Republic and th e Pri ncipate.
The title selected perhaps expresses more succinctly than any
other could do the nature of the plan which I wished to undertake,
My desire was to touch, however briefly, on all the

Thb

work

object of this

constitution,

to trace the

is

and to explain

its

important aspects of public
vincial
ill

municipal,

and

and, thus, to exhibit the political genius of the

j

connexion

which

central,

life,

it

with

all

attempted to

the

chief

problems of administration

This design, like

solve.

comprehensive plans which have

pro-

Roman

many

other

to be adapted to the limits of

a single voluTne, was necessatily subjected to Tuodifications in
detail ; and, since one of these modifications has affected the

whole scope of the book,
I

the

had intended
confluea

of

organisation of

and

it

requires

to carry the

the

his successors.

my

in a preface.

subject beyond

and to describe the political
Empire as elaborated by Diocletian

Principate,

the later

period would cause

some mention

treatment of

I found, however, that a discussion of this

my work

which can be conceded

to a

to exceed the reasonable limits
handbook, and I was forced to

abandon the enterprise much against my will. I was somewhat
comforted in this surrender by the suggestion that the constitution of

This

is

which

“Roman.”
The organisation
centre was certainly the

the later Empire was perhaps not strictly

a verdict with which I agree in part.

had

Constantinople

as

its

organisation of an Empire which was permeated with the social
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Home, which had adopted a Latin code, and which
employed an administrative system whoso origin was to be found
in Italy ; but in the forma of rule which the monarchy presented
ideals of later

the break with the past was remarkable.

no new thing, but the guise assumed by

The absolutism was
this absolutism was

It is not only that classic traditions were

startlingly novel.

Gibbon

says, “the purity of the Latin language
was debased by adopting, in the intercourse of pride and flattery,
a profusion of epithets, which Tally would have scarcely understood, and which Augustus would have rejected with indignation,”
but that, even where the continuity in public institutions can be
traced, it is one of names rather than of ideas. In the Principate
we see a perverted Republic ; in the monarchy a Bes publica only

forgotten, that, as

in the narrowest etymological sense of those words.

the accession of Diocletian does, after
true

“Roman

The

task,

” public

all,

mark the

Perhaps
close of a

life.

even as thus limited, has been a long one, and

would have been

still

assistance rendered

Lady Margaret

longer had

me by

Hall.

it

not been for the kindly

a former pupil, Mies Muriel Clay, of

The

help which she has given in the

^reading of the proofs, and in the verification of the references to
original authorities, has not only facilitated the production of the

book, but has materially improved

it

by the removal of errors

thank her for the Indez o£
subjects and the Index of Latin words which accompany the

and

obscurities.

I

have also

to

volume.

•

A, H.

Oxford, April 1901.

J.

G.

^
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known

which

is

of

the City

Italy there

as the fagus
itself

^

is

—an

a survival of
ethnic or, at

composed of a number of
its group of villages

This district with

represents the most primitive organisation of the Italian
engaged in agriculture and pastoral pursuits. ^
The

yagu^ seems to resemble the tribe {trihus) of the fully formed
city-state,^ while the vicxts may often have represented, or
professed to represent, a simple clan (gens).
In the centre of
the district lay a stronghold (arx, castellum), in which the people

took shelter in time of danger.
•

There are, indeed, traditions of isolated units still smaller
than the pagus. The clan is sometimes pictured as vrandering
alcftie with its crowd of dependants.^
But migration itself would
have tended to destroy the self-existence of the family j the
horde is wider than the clan, and the germ of the later civitas
must have appeared first, perhaps, in the pagus, later in the
populus which united many pagi.
The union may have been
Pagv^ (connected etymologically with vTjyvvfUf j)ago, pango) implies the
idea of “ foundation " or “ settlement.”
^ Cf.
Liv. ii. 62 “ Incendiia deinde non villamm modo, sed etiam vicomm,
qnibug frequenter habitabatur, Sahini ezciti.’*
® So
Servius Tullius is said, according to one account, to have divided the
temtory of Rome into twenty-sixpa^z. Pagus is
in Greek (Festus p. 72), but
this proves little as to its origin
it is the pagus as part of a state that is thus
^

;

translated.
The
existent commniiiby.
^ Liv.

ii.

16.

or Sa/tos

in Greece

Yet even here the Claudia gens

a civiias.

s>

had often been

B

is

(as

in Elis) a self-

represented as expelled from
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and may often have been based merely on the
some common shrine. Much of the civil and
criminal law was administered within the family in the form

slight at

first,

possession

of'

a domestic jurisdiction which survived in historical Home;
but a common market would involve disputes, and these
would have to bo settled by an appeal to an arbitrator (arhiter)
even before the idea of a magistracy was evolved.
Lastly come
military necessities whether of defence or aggression.
It is these
that create a power which more than any other makes the state.
The mild kingship of the high-priest of the common cult gives
way to the organised rule of an imperiuwy and the king, praetor
or dictator^ is the result, the coherence of iiifanb organisation
being dependent on the strength of the executive power.
In the earliest city of Rome, to which we arc carried back
by tradition or archaeological research, this development has
already been attained.
The square city {Roma qmdTaia) was
the enclosure of the Palatine, the ** grazing-land of the early
Roman shepherd;^ the bounds of the oldest ’pfmerium were
known in later times to have been the limits of this site,^ and
traces of the tufa ring-wall may yet be seen.
From this centre
the city spread in irregular concentric circles,^
Traces of ritual
have preserved a memory of a city of the seven hills {StpiiTnontiurri)
not those of the Servian Rome, but five smaller
elevations, three (Palatium, Cermalus, Velia) on the older city
of the Palatine, and two (Oppius, Cispius) on the newly-included
Esquiline ; while two valleys on the latter (Fagutal and Subura)
also bear the name montes^^ and are^ with the sites that really
deserve the name, inhabited by the mmtanif who are distinguished
from the pagani, the inhabitants of the lower-lying land beneath.
It is not impossible that these seven “hills'' were one© the sites
of independent or loosely connected villages (vid, or perhaps even
pa^i) which were gradually amalgamated, under a central power,
and, as the walls of the state could never have been coterminous
with its territory, each successive enclosure must show the
of

''

—

The ancients derived Palatine from the baktre or palare^ of cattle (Festus
It is perhaps derived
220) or from the shepherd’s' god Paka (Solinua 1, 15).
from the root pa (posco). See O. Gilbert Oeschickie u, Topographk d&r Siadt
Rom in AUe,rium i. p. 17*
^

p.

Ann, xu. 24.
This tendency is best exhibited in Richter’s m.ap showing the extension of
Rome (Banmeisler DenhrUUeT art. **Roin’' Karte v.),
Festna pp, 340, 341.
See Gilbert Topographic i. pp. 3S, 162.
^

*

Tac.

>
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voluntary or enforced, of a far greater number
units than those which the fortifications
directly absorbed
^fodern inquirers, following up a further
hint supplied by the survival of a ritual, have held that there
was another advance before the epoch of the Servian Home was
incorporation,

smaller political

of

reached, and that what is known as ‘^the Rome of the four
regions ” survives in the sites associated with the chapels of the

and

Argei,^

is

preserved in the administrative subdivisions of

the city to the close of the Republic.^
Caclian, the Quirinal,

and the Yiminal

To form
hills

these regions the

were added, while the

Capitol with its two peaks now became, not indeed a part of
the town, but, as the “ head ” of the state, its chief stronghold and

the site of

its

greatest temples.

The

final

step in the city^s

growth was the enclosure associated with the name of Servius
Tullius, a fortification extending beyond the limits of the true
poTnerium, which added to the city the whole of the Esqiiilino to
the north-east, the Aventine to the south-west, stretched to the
west to the bank of the Tiber where the Pons Sublicius crosses
tho river, and formed the enceinte of Republican Rome.
It is possible that an amalgamation of slightly different

dements may bo associated with this extension of the
That a difference of race lay at the basis of the division
of the primitive people into their three original tribes was believed
in the ancient, and has often been held in the modem world.
The Titles (or Tilienses). were supposed to be Sabine,^ the
Ramnes (or Ramnenscs) Roman ; the Luceres were held by some
to be also Latin, by others to be Etruscan.
There is, however,
arrival tradition of the artificial creation of these tribes by the
ethnic
city.

first

Roman

tion in

significant,^
'*•

^

ki ng,^ and,

we may

VaiTo L^L.

V.

45

when we remember

the arbitrary applica-

world of tribe-names that had once been

the Greek

hold

it

possible that the great a-uvoiKUTfi6%

ff.

PdUUina (Palatine, Cermalus, Veiia), Esquilijia
(Oppius, Cispius, Fagntal), Suburwna or Sucusana (Coeliiis, Subura), CoUxtui
(Quirinal is, Viminalis
a region outside tlje old Septimontium).
See Belot
UistoiTt des Ciievaliers liomaina i. p. 401.
* The Sabine origin of the Titles rested perhaps on the Sabine sacra of tiie
sodaXes Titii (Tac. Ann, i. 54).
Cf. the Thracian origin ascribed to the Eumolpidae
at Athena on account of the character of their cult.
i.e.

in the four city tribes

—

*

Cic.

de Rep.

if.

8,

14 “popnlumque et auo et Tatii nomine

et

LHCumonisj

qni TlonmU socins in Sabiuo proelio occiderat, in tribns tris
.
discripserat."
.
® e.g. the manner in which tiie Ionic tribe-names were imposeil ut Athena
aftei
their pnrnitive signification had been lost
.
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by tbe name of Remains was not aecompanied
by any large alien intermixture with the primitive Latin poputypified

lation.

The

existence of Sabine gods like Sancus, or Sabine
Numa Pompilius, is no more evidence of

ritual as typified in

Sabine intermixture than the early reception of Hellenic deities
is of Greek ; ^ and though it is possible that a Sabine tribe once
settled on tbe Quirinal, and it is almost certain that at the close
of the monarchical period an Etruscan dynasty ruled in Romo,
yet the language, religion, and political structure of tbe early
state were of a genuinely Latin type.
There was, indeed, contact with peoples more developed in material civilisation or more
gifted in their spiritual life, and to this contact the debt of Rome
was great. Rome adopts the Chalcidian alphabet ; she receives
early Greek divinities such as Hercules, Castor, and Pollux ; she
models her statue of Diana on the Aventine on that of Artemis
at Massilia ; she imitates the Greek tactical organisation in her
early phalanx.
Bub it is very doubtful whether the obligation
extended to the reception of the political ideas of Hellas.
Parallels between Roman and Hellenic organisation may be
observed in certain institutions such as the e^^toand the cenmis ;
bub these are military rather than purely political, and in all the
fundamental conceptions of public law the rights of the citizens

—

individually and collectively, the

power

the divine character even of secular rule

of the magistrate

—^Rome

and

differed widely

from the developed Greek communities with which she was
brought into contact, and seems in her political evolution to
have worked out her own salvation.
The more developed civilisation of Etruria doubtless filled
religious organisation both

by

up

certain gaps in her political arfd

contact and

of the religious guilds {collegia) of

by rule.

Rome may

The strength

be due in part to

an imitation of the Etruscan hierarchy the refinements of the
science of augury may also be Tuscan j and tradition, as we shall
see, derives from the same source the insignia of the Roman king.
;

§ 2.

The Elements of the Population

—

Patricians^ Plebeians^ Clients

The free population of Rome as a developed city-state
was composed of the two elements of .Patricians and Plebeians.
The ultimate source of this distinction, which is undoubtedly
'

Cf.

Mese Grundriss der rOm.

Oesch. pp. 20 sq.
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anterior to the foundation of the city, can only be a matter of
conjecture; but the origin of the Patriciate may probably be
explained as the result partly of earlier settlement, partly of

superior military prowess.

new

The warriors within the

pale receive

but only on certain conditions ; these conditions
are perpetuated and become a permanent badge of inferiority.
the

settlers,

The happiest guess

of the

many made by Roman

antiquarians

as to the origin of the Patricians was that they were originally
the
free-horn” men (mgenui)^ the men who could point to
fathers (palres) and in their turn become full heads of families ^

—

men

who^ at a time when the family with its
and not the mere individual, was the true unit of
life, were the only full citizens of Rome.
Such men alone could
be partners in the true ownership of property, or sue and be
sued in their own right, ^ and such an exclusive right to a full
the

in short

juristic head,

personality in private law they claimed jn virtue of their public
services or privileges
the duty of taking the field on horseback
or in heavy armour, the right of uplifting their voices in the

—

assembly when they acclaimed a king or ratified a law.
The whole free community, other than thepatres or Patricians,
is regarded as the “complement'* of the latter, “the multitude”
(plebs, plebeii) which, with the fully privileged class, makes up
the state."^ It is possible that, in a very primitive stage of Roman
history, these Plebeians may all have been in the half-servile condition of clientship
bub, even when the earliest records of Rome
;

are revealed to us, this has ceased to be the case.

Not only
has the son of the original client evolved a freedom of his own,
b^t a man may become a plebeian member of Rome without
subjecting himself to the degradation of dientela.
No less than
five

ways, are described or can be imagined in which the nonbecome a citizen, and at least one of these reveals
the possibility of the perfectly free Plebeian.
In the old life of
the pagus and the genSy the weaker sought protection of the

citizen could

^ Cincius
ap. Festum p. 241 ^^Patricios Cmcuis ait in libro de comitiis eos
TO^llari Bolitos, qui nunc ingenui vocentur." Cf. Liv. x. 8 (300 B,c. ; from the
spee<ili of Decius Mus)
§ 9 “Semper isU audita sunt eadem, penes vos auspicia
esse, VOS solos gentem habere, vos solos
justum iraperium et auspicinm (lomi
“
inilitiaeque
§ 10 en unquaiu fando andiatis, patricios primo esse factos non de
“
coelQ demisaos sed qui patrem ciere possent,
id est uibil ultra quam ingenues ?
Mr. Straeban-Davidson remarks (Smith Diet, of Aniiq. ii. p. 354) that, on
the Evolution of the rights of the plebeians, these too should h ave
palridiy
hut that the word pairiofizs survived as a “token of an an:esf^'
Plehs is connected with the root which appears in
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by a willing vassalage, which ripened, when the state
was formed, into the PJebeiate which had its origin in cHentship.
A similar position was ultimately gained by the descendant of
the mamimittcd slave.
The stranger (/los^is) from a city which
had no treaty relations with Rome, or no relations which
guaranteed a mutual interchange of citizenship, must, if he
wandered to this new home, also make application to a patron
and become his client. It is less certain what was the fate of
the inhabitants of a conquered city who were violently deported
to Rome.
The annalists, indeed, represent such men as being
received into the citizen body, and as becoming members of
the tribe and the curia/
but it is probable that in the prehistoric period they became clients, immediately of the king to
whom they had made their subjection, ultimately perhaps of
patrician houses to which he chose to attach them as dependants.^
In all these cases clients)iip may have been the original lot of
the Plebeian ; but this could hardly have been the fate of the
immigrant who moved to Rome from a city which already
possessed the jus commercii with that state, and by the exercise
of the right of voluntary exile from his native land (jits mdandi)
stronger

.

Roman civitas. The existence of such relations
between Rome and cities of the Latin league is attested for a
very early period, and they may even have been extended to
claimed the

the league.®
As the
commercii implies the right
suing and being sued in one's own person before Roman
courts, there seems no reason why such an immigrant should
make application to a Roman patron ; ^ but, if he did not, he
was in the chief aspects of private law a perfectly free man, and

cities outside

of

'

Liv.

L 28 “populum onmein Albamim

Romam

trailucere

m^animo

est,

Dionysius (ii. 35) represents
ciTitatem dare plebi, primores in patres Icgere."
11 6 people of Oaeniua and Antemnao as being, after their subjection, enrolled
j

€h

K-al

(PpArpas.

^ Cf. Diotjyaiiia*

diiKa^ 51

account of Romulus’ institution of cJientsLip

rots TrarpiKlot^ roi>9

i^ov\€T<t vip.nv 'trptxrTaTTjy

.

.

,

5‘7/i.ort/co!5y,

Trarpuft'elaP dvopAa-as

(ii,

^KA<rTip

.

9 irapdKaro.

»

bv oi)r6s

irpotTraa'lciv).

* Thejua commerdi has been read into Uie relations of Rome with Carthage as
2iseX(g,
depicted in Polybius’ second treaty [Polyb. iiL 24, 12
iTfdpXOWTif Kal iff KapxyjSbPt trdyra xal votflrcj ical TwXcIrw (the Rottan) S<ra
ifal
iroX/7T7(the Carthaginian) r^eanp].
But jurisdiction here may have been
the work of some international court, and the Jus comTiierciij without the Jus
exuUindi, would hardly have made a foreign immigrant a citizen of Rome.
* Cicero shows that there was a controver.'iy whether applicatio was consistent
with exilium (cfe Oral. i. 39, 177), “Quid? quod item in centumvirali judicio
certatum esse accepimus, qui Romam in cit ilium venisset, cui Komae exulare jus
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illustrated a status to wliich the quondam-client

early period have tended to approximate.

7

must from an

Where

the right of

intermarriage (jus conubii), as well us the right of trade, was
guaranteed in a treaty between Rome and some other town, it
questionable whether this gift ever implied thfe possibility of
matrimonial union with members of the Patriciate.
It is at
least certain that, at the time of the Twelve Tables (451 B.C.),
and therefore probably from a very early period, a disability
common to all the Plebeians was that they might not intermarry with members of patrician clans. Yet, although there
is

was

this great gulf parting the

two orders,

it

was possible

either class to be transferred to the status of the other.
shall see that tradition represents

their

assembly as a means

the addition of a

an assembly of

new family
own, a

for

We

a vote of the Patricians in

by
had evolved

sufficient to recruit their order
;

while, after the Plebs

ad plebem might be effected
Adoption from a patrician into a
plebeian family produced the same result.
That the clientship of which we have spoken was not
peculiar to Rome, but was an old established Italian institution,
is a truth reflected in the legend of the gens Claudia which
moved from Regillum to Rome with a vast multitude 'of
dependants.^
It is separated by but a thin line from slavery.
While the latter was based on conquest in war, the former was

by an

its

transilio

act of that body.^

probably the result of voluntarily-sought protection in the turmoil
of a migratory life, or perhaps at times the consequence of the
suzerainty of a powerful village being extended over its weaker
neighbours.
In the developed state the principal object of this

by the patronus^ for the client
own.
For the condition of
we can but appeal to that of the slave and the son

relation is legal representation

possesses

no

the client

legal personality of his

fii 86 ad aliquem quasi patroDum
applicaviss^t intestatoquo asset mortuos,
Dotiue iu ea causa jus applicationis, obscurum sane et ignotum, pateTactum iu

esset,

judicio atque illustratum est a patrono

?

method ; 'when it was opposed
adoption.
Courtly writers imagined a trarisitio for
the plebeian Octavii, Suet. Atig, 2 “Ea gens a Tarquinio Priaco rege inter
miuores gentes adlecta . . . moi a Servio Tullio in patricias transdiicta, procedente tempore ad plebem ee contulit.**
^

Zonaras

vii.

he resorted to the

* Liv.

ii.

artifice ol

16 (504

clieutiuin comitatua

Anienem

.

.

P. Clodiua first tried this

15.

.

B,0,)

“Attus Clauses (driven out from Regillum) magna

maim Romam

Appius

transfugit.

HU

civitas

iuter patrea (i.c. the Senate) lectus

pTtDcipum dignationem pervenit."

Cf. Suet. Tib. 1.

data agerque trans
ita multo post in

baud
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Such property as he possessed may have been
merely apccn/tum, the small accumulation of cattle and means
of husbandry which his master allowed him to form ; had the
client wronged a citizen, wo may assume that his body might
be surrendered in reparation of the damago {noxae dediiio ) ; the
origin of Roman occupation of land on sufferance {frecario) may
perhaps be traced to the permission by the patron to till a little
plot of land which might be resumed at will ; ^ in default of
direct heirs (sui h&edes) such personal belongings aa the client
possessed may have fallen to the members of the protecting clan
{geniiles)j for it was to the clan rather than to the family that
he was attached.
of the family.

The

description which

we

possess of the

mutual obligations

although it contains many primitive
elements, obviously refers to a time when the client was allowed
to possess property of his own and was often a man of considerable wealth, but when, in spite of this power, be does not seem
to have appeared in person in the public courts.
It was the duty
of patrons

and

clients, ^

of the Patricians to interpret the

law to their

clients, to

accept

and to represent them when they were
plaintiffs.^
The client, on the other hand, was bound to help to
dower the daughter of the patron if the latter was poor ; to pay
the ransom if he or his son were captured by enemies and, if
his lord was worsted in a private action or incurred a public fine,
to defray the expense from his own property.
If any of these
duties were violated by the client, he was held guilty of treason
(perduellio\ and as the secular arm suspended him from the
unlucky tree, so the religious power devoted to the infernal gotls
the patron who had woven a net of fraud for his dependant.'*
Even after the effective infliction of religious sanctions had disappeared, the duty to the client ranked only second to that
which was owed by a guardian to his ward.® The earliest
their defence in suits,

;

^

Sa Vigny

RecM

des BesUzes (7th ed.) p.

the client see Ihering GeisC des rom, Jiechts
®

Uioays,

*
li.

10),

ii.

i.

202.
On the general condition of
p> 237.

9, 10.

ri SUaia

,

.

dlfcas

.

-

.

'rots

4yKa\oO(Tiv

(Dionys,

must have resembled
procuratory was unknown

If representation in the civil courts is meant, it

that of the j)aterfamilias, who sues in his own right, for
in early Homan procedure (Just. Inst. iv. 10 “cum olim in usu fuisset alteriua

nomine agere non posse ’').
*
Verg. Acw. vi. 609 “ fraus innexa clienti.*' Cf. Servlus ad loc.
® Cell. V. 13 “Conveniebat ... ex moribns populi Romani primum juxta
parentes locum tcncre pupillos debere, fidei tutelaeque nostrae creditos; secuuduin
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but the bond must have
was strictly hereditary
become weaker with successive generations, after the evolution
of* plebeian rights, and at a time when di€7\ies themselves possessed
Nay, the Plebeian at this period
votes in the comitia curiata,^
may himself be a patron, and his attainment of full citizenship
in private law must have been held to qualify him for this duty
of protection. Yet the client body still continues to be recruited
by new members ; for the antique form of applicatio still exists,
and tho manumitted slave owes duties to his patron. We know
too that in the fourth and third centuries tho patronal rights
over the freedman extended to the second generation.^
A faint trace of hereditary clientship, based on a purely moral
sanction, and accompanied perhaps by the performance of some
clientsliip

;

of the duties of the old relationship, still exists in the second

The family

century.

of Marius,

of the plebeian Herennii,

we

and some

ship were held to extend to him.

arc told, had been clients

of tho rights of the relation^

But we are

also told that at

a principle was recognised that this bond was for ever
broken by the clicnb^s attainment of curule office,^ that is, by the
ennoblement of him and his family.
this period

§ 3.

—
— Tke

Roman Family Organkaiion
Bondsman and

ike Slave

T!ie

Gens,

ike

Familia^

Di^psition of Property

—

the
T]ie

Conception of ''Caput

The

clan (gens)

be sprung from a
rights in private

notion

of*

was an aggregate

common

of individuals supposed to

source, a social union, with

law, which

had as

its

common

theoretical basis

descent from a single ancestor.

the

According to the

its individual members would, if
through every degree, have sprung
from two individuals who were within the power of this ultimate

juristic

theory of the clan,

all

their descent could be traced

locum dientes habere, qui scse itideni in fidem patrociniumque
nostrum dediderant." The third place was filled by hospiies, the fourth by
cognali and adjincs.
eoa proxicnmi

^

Ldv. ii. 56.
Suet, Claud,

24 “ (Claudius) Appium Caecum ceusorem (312 B,C.) .
libertinorum hlios in senatam allegisse docuit iguarus temporibus Appil (312-280
B.C, ) et deiuceps aliquamdiu libertinoa dictoa, uoa ipsos qui manu emittereutur;
Bed ingenuoa cx hla procreatoa.”
®

,

;

‘

' Plut.

Mar.

5.

’

.
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ancestor, a sign of this original polesias being the

common

gentile

name.^

The members
In

gentiles.

of a clan are to

many

one another cither agnaii or
was based

cases the difference of nomenclature

merely on the degree of certainty in the relationship.
They
were agmt\when tho common descent could be traced through
all its. stages; they were gentiles when the common descent was
only an imagined fact, baaed on tho possession of a common
name.
As a rule agmti are also gentiles; but there might be
groups of agnates who could never be geiitiles groups, that is, ol
proved relationship through tho male line, who could not, for
reasons which we shall soon specify, form a gens.

—

If

who

—

we

believe that the Itoraan Patriciate represented those

alone possessed the legal status of heads of families (patres)

since, the familia being the unit of the clan, the rights of

member

(geTiiilis)

that the

imply the position of n paterfamilias

genies were, as they are represented

—

by

it

^

a clanfollows

tradition,

originally exclusively patrician, and that the terras gentiliSy gentilitas

implied a perfect equality of status

among

the only true

members

of tho state.

The words became

restricted to a certain section of the comconsequence of the evolution of plebeian rights, i.e. in
consequence of the Plebeians becoming in strict
patres familias,

munity

Tho

in

consequence of this should have been, where groups
common name and were believed to have
a common descent, that these groups should form genks.
But
history is illogical, and this conclusion was not reached.
No such group could possibly form a gens of its own, if It
could be regarded as having been originally in dependence on a
patrician clan.
Although in course of time legally independent
logical

of such families bore a

and freed from all trammels of clienbship, it was yet disqualified
from clan-brotherhood by this original connexion; it remained
an offshoot {siirp$)y a mere dependent branch, and could never be
a

self -existent

gens.

This disqualification

is

exhibited in the

133
which gives as two of its conditions free birth in the second
degree, and tho absence of seiwilo blood in one’s ultimate ancestry.^

definition of gentilitas given

by the

jurist Scaevola (consul

n.C.),

' Festus p. 04 **gentili8 dicitur ex eodem genere ortus et (1) ia qui siiiiUi
^ p. 5.
Domine appellatur,”
^ Cic, T(^, 6, 29 "Gentilea snnt inter ae, qui eoilem nomine sunt; qui ah

lugeuuia oriaadi Ruut
non sunt deminuti.”

;

quorum majorum uomo servUuteiu servivU

;

qui capite
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This definition excludes from memberslnp of a gens all those
Plebeians who had sprung originally from emancipated slaves. No
one who could be proved to have the taint of servile blood could
ever be a gentilis. But there is every reason to believe that sendtus
was interpreted in a further sense, that clienbship was regarded
as a quasi-servile position,

and debarred a group of

families,

whose

ancestor could be proved to be a client, for ever from being a
clan.

As

would have been difficult, if not impossible, to
but there was one legal sign of it the bear;
ing by a plebeian siirjps of the same name as a patrician clan.
The presumption of the law, in the case of the coexistence of a
plebeian group of families with a patrician group of the same
name, was apparently that the former had once been clients
of the latter, and could never, therefore, form a gens of their
a nile

it

—

furnish this proof

own.^
But,

there were plebeian families that

if

was nothing

had no

origin in

prevent these from being
genies.
It is true that Patricians sometimes made the claim
that all the plebeian families bad originated from clientship.^
But this is, as we saw,® probably not true of the origin of many
of the plebeian families, and there is abundant evidence that
the theory was not recognised by law.
We know, for instance,
cUentsbip,

there

to

that gentile inheritances were shared

by the plebeian Minucii,
and gentile sepulchres by the plebeian Popilii.^
The foregoing description shows that the gens rests on a
•

natural basis, that
of

•

professedly represents

it

blood -relationship

;

hence

it

the widest limits

would seem

to

follow

that

could not be artificially created or its members redistributed
that the nimbers of the clans could not be regulated numerically,
it

^ The test is illustrated by a controversy between the patrician Clandii and
the plebeian Claudii Marcelli, CHc. de, Oral, I 39, 176 “Quid ? qua de re inter
Marcellos et Claudios patricios centumviri jndicarunt, eum Marcelli ab liberti

ejusdem homiuis hereditatem gente ad se rediisse
ea cansA fuit oratoribua do toto stirpis et gentilitatis jure
dicendum r’ Suetonius (7;i6. 1) says of the clan of the Claudii Marcelli, as
compared with their patrician nauaesakes, “ oec potentia minox nec dignitate,”
hlio stirpe, Clandii patricii

nonne

dicereut,

® Liv. X.
8,
*

in

quoted

p. 5.

p. 6,

*
Cic. in Verr. i. 45, 115 “Minucius quidam mortuns est ante istum (Verrem)
praetorem ; ejus teatainentiim erat nullum.
Lege bereditas ad gentem Mmuciam
veniebat'^; de Leg. ii, 22, 55 “Jam taiila religio est sepulcbTOrum, ut extra
sacra et gentem inferri fas iiegeut esse ; jdque npud majores nostros A. Torquatus

in geiite

PopCia judicavit.*'
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except conceivably by the addition to the existing number of

—

number

of added clans
a most improbable procedure j
being a natural and not an artificial creation, it was
a union which was not likely to be of primary importance
politically, and
the rights of whose members were in all
probability those of private rather than of public law.
These
expectations are verified, but the attempts to point out certain
purely political characteristics of these associations deserve
a precise

and

that, as

examination.^
(i.)

were the unit of voting
Romo, the comitia curiata^

It has been held that the clans

in the original popular assembly at

But. the passage on which this conclusion
that, originally,

membership

sion of a gens; eventually, at a time

Plebeians, on possession of a familia,

based only implies

is

of this comitia

depended on

when

posses-

the curia included

and therefore presumably

of a siirps or genus.

A

(ii.)

distinction

is

presented

—

by ancient

authorities between

the gentes majores and mimes
a distinction ^vithin the patrician
genies that survived into the Republic.
Of the gentes viiTwres we

know but one name,

that of the patrician Papirii

of the gentes majores has been reconstructed with

list of

some

some

plausibility

from those clans which furnished prindpes senate/ they are the
Aemilii, Claudii, Cornelii, Fabii, Manlii, and Valerii^
Tradition
to represent this distinction as having originated
is inclined
politically,® but it is a tradition working on the impossible
hypothesis that the Patriciate derived its origin from member*
ship of the Senate.

This

political distinction doubtless existed

was probably derived merely fr«m
the Teapectivc antiquity, and therefore dignity, of the (jeufes
within the Senate] but

it

^ The theory of the artificial origm. of tha gens ia baaed on the symmetrioal figures
The full numbers of the early genUs are given as 300 ; these
given by tradition.
are Byrnnietncally divided, ten into each of the thirty ewriaCj as the euriae are
divided into the three original trihea.
Henco Niebuhr (Hist, Jifme i. p. 319) says,
‘*The numerical scale of the gentes is an irrefragable proof that they were not
more ancieiit than the coMtitutdon, but corporations formed by a legislator in
harmony with the rest of his scheme."
“ Cum ex
^ Niebuhr op. cit
p. 333 ; from Laelius Felix (ap. Cell. xv. 27)
generibus hominiim suffraglum feratur, curiata comitia esse" (genus because

came
ad Fam,

the assembly
^

Cic.

to include Plebeians,
iz. 21, 2.

some of whoJn had no
*

Momma.

gentes),

Staaisr.

iii.

p, 31.

35 “(L. Tarqubius) diiplicavit ilium prifltiniim patrum
nninerum ; et antiques patres majorum gentium appelUvit, quoa priores senUntianv
a se ascitos minonim"; Liv, i, 35 “ (Tarquinius) centum in patrea
rogabat
qui delude minorum gentium sunt appellati.**
legit
®

Cic. de Rep.

;

;

ii.

20,

•
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from which its members were drawn. And this association with
the Senate leads us naturally to the third question connected
with the political character of the gmte^y i.e. their relation
The theory of an
to the primitive council of the state.
ultimate connexion between the two originates with the
correspondence of the number of the gmies and of the Senate.
Both are given by tradition as 300. The Koman community

have originated with the amalgamation

to

said

is

domains

number

original

its

The

{tribu$) into one.^

rise of the

as constituted

of

three

Senate from 100,

by Romulus,

to

300

as its

accounted for by the gradual amalgamation of
these three tribes with their 100 gentes each.^
parallel
to the original centumviral constitution of the Senate is found
in the centumviri of the Italian towns, and is supposed to be
derived from the same invariable division of a itihus into
final

number,

is

A

100 genies?

The

chief objections to this view are the symmetrical

into which

it

number

divides the gentes, and the fact that the Senate

is,

according to the best tradition, a body of nominees selected
by the chief magistrate. But yet there is an element of truth
in the theory.
The Senate did rise from 100 to 300 in con-

sequence of the incorporation of fresh elements into the community, and therefore in consequence of an increase of the gcTdes.
The kings and early consuls would doubtless, in the exercise
of their powers of selection, wish to see each of the patrician
clans represented in their council.
Hence the addition of
new clans would add new members to that body, and hence
thb inferior place occupied in the Senate by the genks miiwres^
the younger branch of the Patriciate.

Although the clan

itself

was

in expansive,

number

the

of

the clans, even in the old patrician community, was not.
It
was possible for new gerdes to be added to the community, and

even for old

gentes to quit

of six clans that

—the

it.

Cloelii, Curiatii, Geganii, Julii, Quinctilii (or

Servilii;^

and Sabine races

state of

Alba

Quine tii), and

as well, such as the Yalerii,^ are also

said to have been admitted.
^

Tradition speaks of the reception

had once belonged to the parent

The reception

of

new

gentes

was

p. 3.

^ Tlie gentes minores are sometimes identified witli the gentes of the lost
admitted of these trihea, the Luceres (Ortolan HisL of Roman Law i. § 33).
*
*

Alomms. HisL of Rome bh.
Liv- i. 30 ; Lionys. iii. 29.

i,

ch. v.

Diouys.

ii.

46.

H
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by the Patricians and, as we should expect, by the
assembly which represents the whole patrician body, the comiiia
cumto, under the presidency oi the king. They were coopted
by their peers, ^ and it is improbable that the patrician order
could have been recruited by the act of the king alono.^
He
effected

might conceivably have chosen Plebeians as members of his
advising body, the Senate, as the first consuls are said to have
done,^ although such a selection is extremely improbable ; but
even this act would not have raised such Plebeians to the
Patriciate.

The admission

of

new

gentes implies that foreigners,

or even a portion of the plebeian body, might be coopted into

the Patriciate

;

might be the reception, in
This possibility of recruiting

in the former case it

the latter the creation, of a gens.
the patrician order

—whether

by the creation or reception

of

ceased during the Kepublic, because the assembly of the
Curies came eventually to admit Plebeians, and there was no

assembly composed exclusively of members who fulfilled
The only instance of the
expulsion of a gens preserved by legend is that of the Tarquinii
and the decree that this whole clan had forfeited its right to be
a member of the Homan state is said to have been passed by the
political

the conditions of being gentiles.

all

Populus.^

The account of gentes being received into the Eoman community is accompanied by a tradition of their keeping together
Thus the Claudii, on the reception
in their new settlement.
of the dviias^ are said to have received a special tract of
territory across the Anio for themselves and their clients.^
Sucli a tradition at once suggests a close connexion between the

gens and the

soil,

which there

no reason to doubt.

is

But the

further questions have been raised, whether the gens^^ a whole

was the owner of the land on which

it settled,

and whether

this

“ Hobilitatem vcstiaiu per cooptatioiiem in patres habetia
^ Liv. iv, 4
"
So Servius and Numa are
Snet. Tib. 1 “gens Clauclift in patricios cooptata.”
said to lave been transferred by the Populua from the ranka of the 6?/xos to those
of the iraTpUiOL.
* As is implied in

® Dioii ^s. v. 13.
Suet Aug. 2 (quoted p. 7).
5
2 “Brutus ad populum tulit ut omnes Tarquiuiae gentia exsulea
essent’*; Varro ap. Non. p. 222 “omnes Tarquinlos ejicerent ne quam
reditionis per gentiUtateiu speni haberent'*
® Suet Tib, 1 “ Patricia gens Claudia.
orta est ex Regillis. oppido Sabinorunj
*

Liv. iL

.

.

Agrum iusnper
post reges exactos sexto fere anno, in patricias cooptata.
IraJis Anienem clienLibus, lociimque sibi ad sepulturam sub Capitolio, pubJicc
accepit” Cf. Liv. ii, 16 (cited p. 7).
.

.

.

•
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was the form of common possession recognised in early Eome.
It must be admitted that tradition knows nothing of such a tenure.
Dionysius represents the territory given to the Claud ii as destined
to be divided

up amongst the various famUio^ of the gem ; ^ while
we hear of such being

in other accounts of land-assignments

but
to the curia {^pajpa) ^ or to individuals
Yet a plausible theory of common possession
never to the clan.
has been based on the survivals both of legal terms and of clan
Amongst the terms describing early territorial possession
rights.^
we have, apart from ager puWtcus, the heredium and the ager
private.
The private possession of the keredium is attributed to

made

thus regarded as a modification of some form
licredium consisted of only two
jugera^^ an amount obviously insufficient for the maintenance of
a family.
Hence there must have been ojer pamte as well,

Romulus,^ and

common

of

is

tenure; and the

owned by some

larger unit, and this unit

would naturally have

has also been thought that the terms
descriptive of individual ownership
manus, mancipium referred
originally to movables,^ as though immovables belonged to a
common stock. Lastly, we find connected with the clan the

been

the gens.

It

—

and collective duties
According to the ruJes of regular intestate
succession, in default of tho
hereSy property lapses to the
proximus agnatus and then to the gentiles;^ and it was in connexion with this right, which lasted down to the end of the
Republic,® that tho definition of a geniilis was of such legal
importance.^®
This inheritance is by the gentiles as a whole, for
there is no proximus gentilis^ and in historic times it must have
been an inheritance by individuals, the property being dirided
amongst those who could prove their claim ; but it may be the
relic of an earlier inheritance by tho gens as a corporation.
Bub the gentiles have rights in a corporate capacity as well.
survival of a corporate right to property

connected with

it.

ms

*

Dionys,

v.

*

40.

ib.

it.

7.

^ Momras. SUzeU^, iii. p. 23.
de Rep^ ii. 14, 26.
Varro
1. 10, 2 ; cf. Plm. if. A" xvx. 4.
® Festus
Centuriatus ager in ducena jugera definitns, quia Romulus
p. 63
centeuis civibus ducena jugera tribuit.’*
^ It is possible, liowever, that mantis in such expressions is merely the symbol
*

Cic.

*

of power.
*

“

Si

adgnatus nec

escit gentiles faiuiliam

babeuto.”

®

Suet. Caes. 1, of Caesar's refusal to divorce Cornelia
“uxoria dote, et gentiliciia haereditatibus multatus."
p. 10.

;

as a consequence he was
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By

the Twelve Tables they have the guardianship of the insane
and a reversionary right of guardianship over women and
Guardianship {tulela) must have given them all tlie
children.®
rights of a person in Eoman law, to exercise which they must
have had a personal representative. But this devolution itself
shows the gens acting as a corporation.
Of corporate action in their own interests, or with a view to
^

the interests of the state, there

are traces of

common

dignity of the family.

is little

evidence, although there

up the
by com-

activity for the purpose of keeping

The

mon agreement i\i(h •pramomen

patrician Claudii repudiate

Lucius,'^ because two of its bearers
had been respectively convicted of highway robbery and murder,^
and the patrician Manlii renounce the praenomen “Marcus’^ in
consequence of a crime committed by a clansman of that name ^
but such an agreement could hardly in historical times have had
**

;

other support than the will of individual members to observe it.
Perhaps the closest of the later ties of the gei\& wore its common

worship and sacrifices. They never, as in Greece, rose to the
rank of great public worships, but excessive care was taken by
the state to maintain them ; chiefly from the view that, if the
worship of a race died out, the community would lose the

had belonged. Hence the
and inheritance.*
Property, in the last resort, passed to
gentiles; and the sarra,
that they might be maintained, were a necessary burden associated
For the sacra to pass out of the family was of little
with it.
importance; had they passed out of the gens^ there was no
In cases of transition from *3
security for their continuance.
family of one clan to a family of another, it was the duty of the
porUifices to inquire how the continuity of the sacred rites might
bo maintained,* and hence one of the forms observed in the case
of a change of gens by adrogation was the sacrorum delestatio, a
favour of the divinity to which

it

close connexion of gentile sacra with property

^

^'Si furiosna

escit,

ast ei

pecuniaque ejua potestas esto."
® Cic .^0 I)(mo 13, 35.
* Cic.

Phil.

• Cic.

pro

i.

13, 32.

Dmo

13,

mstoa bbc
’

*

escit,

adgnatiam geatiliumqHe iu eo

TOv 1.
Maine Ancient
Suet.

35 “Quas adoptiooea

(i.e.

Law

pp. 6, 27.
legal ones) . . . heredi tales
neque amissis sacria pateniis

nominia, pecuniae, sacrorum secutae snnt. Tu . . .
in haeo adoptiva venisti,
Tta pertnrhatia eacris, contaminatis geutil^us, et quam
deaeniisti et quam poUuiati, etc."; de Leg. iL 19, 48 “haec jura pontificum
auctoritate conaecuta sunt, ut ne morle patris familia$ sacrorum

memoria

occideret,

essentea adjuncta, ad quos ejusdem morte peennia veiierit.’* The transmission
waa thus a part ot jus pont^dUTT^ not oijv^ civile. Cf, Serv. in Aen. ii. 156.

its
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who sought thig change
had ceased to claim any participation in the sacra of his race.
The care for the continuity of the sac/ra of the clan was long one
of the professed, and perhaps real, bars to marriage between
public declaration that the individual

Patricians

and Plebeians.^

question of the &aCTa is an index to the fact that
membership of a gens might be either natural or artificial. The
natural mode of entrance was by birth ; and in the case of the

This

was extended
marriage with a patrician mother and by the
ceremony of the confarreatio was necessary to constitute gentilitas
for the child.
Later any form of marriage sufficed, as it had
The
doubtless always done in the case of the plebeian clans.
child, in accordance with the patriarchal principle, belonged to

patrician clans, before the right of intermarriage

the Plebs,

to

the clan of his father.

The iorm

oi

religious marriage peculiar

\X}

the Patriciaus

on the part of the wife ; for a
woman married by the ceremony of confarreatio became a partner
in the property and sacra of her husband,^ and there is even some
trace of her having originally changed her gentile name as well.®
The ordinary plebeian form of marriage by mere agreement
{c(msmsus\ which ultimately became almost universal, did not lead
to a woman’s falling into the poiestas of her husband, unless this
power were assumed, originally by prescriptive right
later
by the ceremony of fictitious purchase {coerfipii^* In such a case
she became a member of her husband’s family, but it is questionable whether the logical conclusion was pressed and she also
necessitated a change of geiis

member of his gens. The anomaly, if it existed, may
perhaps be explained by the fact that the Plebeians, who evolved
these forms of marriage, had, as a rule, no gentes.
The clan might also be changed by adoption. Adrogatio
perhaps the only form known to the old patrician community
bcftame a

—

was the method by which the head of a family voluntarily submitted himself to the poiesias of another.
Adoptio^ on the other
hand, was the change from one polestas to another.
If there was
^ Cf.
the Btory of Verginia in Liv. i, 23 (296 B.C.) “Verginiam Auli filiam
patneiam plebeio nuptam L. Volumnio consnli niatronac, quod e patribus
enupsiaaet, sacrig arenemot.”
Sbo then founds an altar to “Pudicitia plebeia,"

in hnitation
of that to “ Pudicitia patricia.”
^

dySpl K.otvu)vbv atrdvTwv ‘XprifidriDv re Kal lepwi/ (UionyB.
Plut. Qu. Rom. 30 AiA rt
yCtub-nv eladyovT^^

<^^rd\\>s,iyi^Tdia;

ii.

26 ).
/C€Xc)Joip<rii''
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a form of true adoption by patrician law/ it has been lost to ns,
and the earliest that we hear of is the plebeian form by threefold
Bale recognised in the Twelve Tables.
At a later period it might
also be cflfected by a written testament.

The famil}’^ (familia) * in its original and proper meaning is the
aggregate of members of a household under a common head;
this head was the paterfamilias
the only member of the house-

—

who possesses legal rights.
The two ideas underlying the Roman

hold

conception of the family

and power, and both are singularly perfect.
The former is attained, and the latter exercised, by the head.
It is through him alone that the family is a person
and the
authority he wields over -the members subordinated to his will is
called potestas.^
The power over the children is described as
f atria poiesiaSy as over tho slave it is dominica. The two do not
are those of unity

;

differ legally

Under

;

there

this potesias

is

only a difference of ethical signification.
firstly, the children, both sons and

fall,

daughters ; secondly, the descendants of these children ; thirdly,
the wife united to her lord by a form of marriage which makes
her a member of the family ; fourthly, the wives of the sons and

grandsons

who have

of marriage.

entered the familia by a similar binding form
is a complete absence of independent rights

There

amongst these members of the household. As to the wife, any
property that she might be possessed of, or which she acquired,
passed absolutely into the power pf her husband.
Ho was
responsible for her conduct and possessed the right of moderate
Severer punishment for wrongs to the household
chastisement.
required the support of the family council.

No

legal

action

might be brought by the woman against her lord, for they were
not two personalities, but one.
Ho might divorce her on good
grounds,^ but if she were married under a form which subjected
her to his power, she had no legal means of freeing herself from
his tyTUTiTious tuW.
Her posiiioTi is that oi a daughter arid ^he
inherits equally with her children.
The decision as to whether the
a tcstameivUry adoption by & pnblio act in tbc corjiitia ca^a^a.
is etyniologicaUj a “household.*'
Cf. Sonshr. dhd “to settle,"
“ aeUlement/'

*

e.g.

^

Familia

dhAman

term was, perhaps, nianus signifying “power” (see p, 32), but
in course of lime to be restricted to the control OYer the wife Y?ho
had become a member of tho /amilia.
^
Plutarch {Rom. 22) quotes a law of Romulus allowing tho divorce of tho wife
* Tlie original

this

word Dame

iirl ipapfitiKtl^

^ K^cidQy vttoQoX^

Kal fioix^vOeiffav.
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was

child of the marriage

the father, but

to be reared (liberi suscepiio) belonged to

in the interest of the state, subjected at an

The “ laws

early period to certain modifications.

— that

10

the early pontifical

of

Romulus

law— enjoined

the rearing of every
male child and of the first-born of tbo females ; the exposure of
is,

was to receive the assent of five neighbours,^ and
of these canons was to be visited with severe
penalties on the parent who neglected the welfare of the state.
The children and their descendants are never released from the
absolute rule of the father as long a3 he lives.
They cannot own
offspring

disobedience

property

and

is

;

for all that they acquire belongs to the

at the disposal of the

common

stock

head of the family. At best the
as he might permit the slave, to

might permit the son,
employ his own earnings for his own use. This is the peculium.
Yet the grant is a mere conccssionj and one which may be withdrawn at any moment. If the son dies it lapses to the father; if
father

the father dies

The

to the heir.

it falls

having no property, cannot give satisfaction
for wrongs which he has committed.
He is regarded as irresponsible, and responsibility for bia conduct devolved on the
father, who might either give compensation to the injured man,
or surrender the delinquent for him to visit with his vengeance, or
to use as a means of working out the damage (nosra^ dedUio);^ in
the latter case the child becomes for ever the property of another.
child, as

The

father might sell him ; if beyond the limits of the country,
the son becomes a slave if within the limits, he is one in private
;

•

though not in public law

(in catisa

maTicipii)^

and exchanges

servitude to the father for that to the purchaser.
In an age
which recognised no free contract of labour, the sale of the son
was a meaiis of putting him out to business.® The injunction
of the

Twelve Tables (perhaps the recognition

of a custom far
than this law) that the thrice-repeated sale of a son
involved loss of the patria potestas* was an attempt to pub an

earlier

‘

.

Dion y 5. \l 15,
jiis noxae datienU

first disappears finally in the law of Justinian {ItisL
^
4.3, 29, 3, 4),
Before its abolition a modification had been introiwed by tlie rule that,
when the child hail acquired an equivalent for the damage he
caused {ipiajitum damni dedU),
owu^r should be

g

the

Lven by Constantine

tlie

permitted, hut only propter
.

lull

new-hom

forced to manumit hiiiL
children [sanguinoleTiii) was

nimiam paupertutem {Cod.
venum duuit, filius a patre

4, 43, .2).
liber esto.”

It has been
however, that by the time of the Twelve Tables the sale had become
fill

th oaght,
^

sale of

fictitious.

ter
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an inhuman traffic.
The child as a thing might bo
and as such be the object of recovery. In
this case the father
vindicates him as he would a chattel or
a beast that bad strayed from the homestead.^
Tlie father might scourge or imprison hia child, ^ even put
him to death.
The formula employed in adrogation (the
procedure by which a man puts himself into the paternal
power of another) shows that the
vitae nedsque was the
most distinctive aspect of the patria potesias.^ It was a power
never questioned throughout the whole of Republican history,
and which received no legal limitations until the time of the
Middle Empire.^
Sometimes it was employed as a means of
saving the honour of the family, and there are instances of the
son guilty of theft, the daughter of unchastity, being thus put
sometimes it was enforced in the interest of the
to death
state to punish a public crime.®
Although law is in a sense an outline of life, it would be
very misleading to fill up the content of Roman private life by
analogy with this harsh outline. Like most of the theory of
lioman law it had little correspondence with the facts ; and
this non-correspondence of fact and theory is the source of the
strength and the beauty of Roman family life.
If legal obligations do not exist between husband and wife, father and child,
their place, in a civilised community, must be taken by moral
obligations ; and the very absence of legal sanctions will make
It was so with the
these moral bonds peculiarly strong.
Roman family.
It was an isolated, self-existent unit.
The
members clung closely to one another and to their head. The
power of the father the source of the unity of the household
fostered the devotion to the hearth, the love of homo, which
end

to

stolon or detained,

—

—

' This vindicatio JUii was in later Roman law replaced by a writ issued by
the praetor {interdictwn de liberis e^ihendis), the effects of which were like that

of Habeas Corpus.

®

Dionys,

ii.

^ Cell. v. 19, 9.

26, 27.

Hadrian punished the killing of a son with deportation [Dig. 48, 8, 5)
Constantine declar^ it parricidivTn,
® Instances are given in Voigt {Zi/oolf Tafdn ii. 94).
M. Pabius Buteo
(223-218 D.C.} put his son to death as a punishment for theft (Oros. iv. 13), and
a certain Pontius Aufidianus his daughter for immorality (Val. Max. ri. 1, 3)
there are algo instances of banishment inflicted by the father, presumably under
the threat of inflicting the death penalty if the children retamed.
* We may cite two instances lying at the very extremes of Republican history,
6, 7), and the
the semi -mythical one of L. Junius Brutus in 609 (Plut.
historical one of A. Fulvius Nobilior, who in 63 B.a put his son to death for
*

partnership in the Catilinarian conspiracy (Sail.

Cat

39).

“
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It created the
such a distinctive attribute of the Roman.
members of the household, owing allegiance to a
conunon chief, should act loyally by one another in all the
relations of life, and loyalty to a living head begat loyalty to
his predecessors; traditions of this union as persisting under
the rule of a long line of deceased ancestors, account for the
the championship of
hereditary policy of Roman houses
is

belief that the

—

by such

principles advocated for centuries

clans as the Valerii,

the Porcii, and the Glaudii.

The moral

influence

own

on the pater was

also

He

great.

but tho rights of a corporation dependent on him; “self help” is the essence of the
defends, not his

selfish rights,

of
early Roman law.
In private matters the
authority of the state is weak, that of the individual strong.
The rule of the Roman father was the benevolent despotism
that embraces many within tho sphere of its despotic interests,
that forces others to observe its rights because its interests

principles

are

personal,

riot

that produces a deep sense of moral and

religious responsibility towards

The only “individual” known
familias^ but hia was a glorified
its

•

the weak, a stern unyielding

man who would

attitude towards the

to

infringe

upon

Roman law

their rights.
is

the pater^

individuality, which,

through

rule over the family, gathered strength to rule the world.

If it be thought that the loss of character must have been
proportionally great in the case of the dependent members of the
household, it must be remembered that the pairia potestas is, for
the individual, a transitory condition of things.
Each subject

member

is

preparing himself to be a pater in

liis

own

right

With the death of the existing head, all the hitherto dependent
members ar^ freed from the potestas each forms a familia of his
own even his grandchildren by predeceased sons become heads
;

of houses

the daughters are also freed from power, although,
;
out of deference to the weakness of the sex, they are still under
guardianship (tutela)}
The family splits up into a number of

familiae^

and none

of

these

is

of

more importance than the

to reject the appeal made to the dczus fragUitod
to believe that the original motive lay in the desire to
the property of the famCy together (cf. Czyhlarz IruL
p, 275) ; but, as
Qia motive did
nob operate in the case of sons, it ia difficult to see wby it should
ave done so in
the case of the wife or daughters, apart from a belief in the incapability of women
For the motive underlying
to defend their own claims.

by the

Wp

writers are

mdined

Roman jurists, and

tutela

miUierum

see p, 31*
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For tlie evils of primogciiiture were unknown to
Rotnan law.
No hereditary caste based ou the accident of
birth was ever formed ; and when we find an aristocracy of birth
other.

arising

it

the fittest son

is

political oiRce

influence

;

who can

succeed

father in

his

for the bulk of the property, on which political

was based, has not passed into the hands

of

some

incapable elder brother.

Rut, apart from the moral checks on the authority of the
father,

which the absence

of legal restraints

strong, the civil law, public opinion,

made

peculiarly

and the positive morality

which found expression through certain religious or semireligious organa, did impose certain restraints on a possible
abuse of power.
If the father is a lunatic (/uriosiis) he is, with
his property^ pub under the care of his next of kin;^ if he is
wasteful {pTodigu$) and is squandering the property, of which
(though legally it is his own) he is regarded only as the trustee,
he is debarred from all commercial relations (commercium),^ and
prohibited from disposing of goods of which he is an unworthy
administrator.

A

very real customary control, one not actually enjoined by

by the powerful sovereign, which
custom of their ancestors [mos inajorum)^
was the obligation incumbent on the father of consulting a
council of relatives (consilium domeslicum) before taking any
extreme step with respect to the members of his family. This
was never limited to the agnatic circle ; it admitted blood
relations and relatives by marriage, while personal friends
outside the family might be summoned as welL^
Any seme
punishment of a child and the divorce of a wife had to be
the civil law, but enforced
the

Romans

called the

submitted to the judgment of this assembly.
How strong
the sentiment in favour of this procedure was may be judged
from the fact that in later times we find the censor (in
Republican times the personal exponent of the moral sense of
the community) degrading a senator who had divorced his ^vife
^

p. 16.

tJlp. Reg, 12, 2 “ Lex. xii. Tab, prodi^m, cai bonis intcrdictum est, in curatione
jubet ease agnatorum ” ; cf. Ulp. in Big. 27, 10, 1 “Lege icii. Tab. prodigo
interdicitur bonorum suoriim administratio.’*
There can ba no doubt of the
antiquity of this interdiction of the ** prodigus,’' proceeding as it docs from the
theory that the property belongs to the family rather than to its head ; but from
what authority it proceeded in the earliest period of Roman history is uncertain.
* See the account in Val. Max. v. 8, 2 (p. 28) “adhibito propiaquorum et
®

amicorum

consilio.’^
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The sentiment
without taking advice of the family council.^
ouft expression of U\e piineiple v;bieb runs tbvongb tbe
whole of Roman life, that no man should act in an important

was but

matter without taking counsel of those best qualified to give it.
Certain extreme abuses of the paternal power were prohibited
by religious law (/as), which in such cases enjoins capital
penalties. "By a supposed law of Romulus, a man who sells his
wife is to be sacrificed to the infernal gods \ if he divorces her
without due cause, half of his property is to be confiscated to
tion of

With

and half to the goddess Ccrea.^

his wife

Roman law

such penalties disappeared, and

the secularisait is

question-

able whether they often required enforcement,^ for such religious
bans are mainly the expression of a strong moral sentiment.
Lastly, there

was the principle that the paternal power

It is a principle that
cannot interfere with the jus publicum.
In its first application
applies both tx) persons and to property.
it means that the son can exercise his vote independently of the
paternal control ; that he can fill a magistracy which subjects
his father to his command ; that, at least in later times, even
the function of guardianship {Mela) can be exercised without

fatheih

the

respect

to

for

will;

With
a public duty.^
though not infringing on

too,

this,

public

property,

is

law,

the theory that all goods belong to the paierfamilias, yet does

not regard them as the object of purely individual ownership.
father is rather a trustee than an owner, and even under
the Servian constitution, that is, according to tradition, before the

The

monarchy, the value of a freehold is taken to qualify
of the familia^ not merely its head, for service to
and ultimately for the exercise of political rights.^

close of the

members

th«

the state,

“M. Val, Maximus et C. Junips Brutus Bubulcus
senatu moveruat, quod, quani virginem in matrinionium
duxarat, repudiasset, nullo amicorum in cousilio adhibito.'*
See Greenldge
^ Dionys- ii- 26, 27,
Tn/amia in Homan Imw p. 65.
* For the alleged lateness of divorce at Rome, even after the Twelve Tables
had freely permitted it, see Gell. iv. 3 {Ir^amia in Roman Lato p. 65).
* Dig, i.
6, 9 (Pomponius) “filiua fainiliaa in publicis causis loco patria
familias habetur, veluti ut magistratum gerat, ut tutor detur,’*
Compare the
^ VaJ.
Mai.
cenaores , . L.
.

fttoiy in

venit

9,

2

Liv, xtiv.

44 (213

filio

legatua ad Suessulam in castra
is,

equo, inclamavit, turn

scirea
^

“Paler

b.c.)

—the consul went to meet him aud the old man on horseback passed eleven
—
ut descenderei
“ut consul animadvertere proximum lictorem jussil et
;

lictors
fix

ii-

Anuium

conSulem

te esse.*’

demum
CL

FeBtus &v. Duicej^sua

tfeUSTOi*'

desiliens,

Gell.

(p.

ii.

‘

Exj)eriri,

'

inquit,

*

’

volui,

fill,

satin

2.

66) “dicebatur

cum

altero,

id est

cum

filio
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instance of the triumph of the state in

private property

is

its conflict

with

furnished by the position of the bondsman

It may be appropriately discussed here ; for the nesms
in private Law practically in the position of the sou under

{nexu^.
is

He was

a man who had contracted a debt on the
person/ and who, on non-fulfilment of that
obligation, had had his body and hia services attached by the
creditor.
In private law he is a slave ; in public law he is a
freo-born Eoman citizen, and may be summoned for service in
the legions when the state needs his help.
It would be an anachronism to enter on a full treatment of
Eoman slavery in connexion with the beginnings of Eoman
power.

security

of

history.

his

Almost

all

that

we know

of the legal relations of

slaves to their masters, of their capacities

and

their disabilities,

home, and their
on the public life of the city, refers to a far later
Yet the class doubtless existed from the earliest times,
period.
and as Roman legal conceptions became modified but never
completely altered by the course of time, it ia possible to give
a faint outline of the conditions of slavery 'in the Eegal and
their hopes of freedom,

their position in the

influence

early Eepublican periods.

may

Rome

be defined
(res) and
belonged to that more valuable class of chattels which the
Romans called res mancipi^ and which included land and beasts
of burden. He was, therefore, a part of the homestead {Jamlia\^
the transfer of any portion of which required the most solemn
As a thing, the master is said to exercise
forms of Roman law.
dominium over him ; he might deal with him as he pleased, and
had over him the power of life and death. The slave, on the
other hand, has not only no rights against his master, but cannot
conclude legal relations with others.
He has no legal relatives,
no legal wife ; he may be permitted to retain the fruits of his
Slavery

at

all

periods of the history of

as an absence of personality.

The

slave

was a thing

^ Probably by a mancipatio fducicLt causa, one, Le., by which he had formally
transferred {mancipavit) his body on the condition that it was not to be seized

and thut the transfer should be dissolved (soliUio nexi) if the
debt were paid within this time.
^ Ulpian lUg. 19, 1
Gains ii. 15. lUs rmneipi at a later period included
;
lands in Italy (with their servitudes), slaves and quadrupedes quae darso eollove
domantur. In the expression familia pecuntaque, “faniilia’* probably denotes
Pierron (Z>w sens des moisfatmlia pecuniaque) has shown the theory
the slaves.
of Ihering and Cuq, that the former denotes res vumcipi^ the latter res nec mancipi,
for a cettain time,

to be untenable.

<
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own

labour, but even

property.

How far this

— how

we jdo not know
him could be

realised

25

his master’s will cannot make it hia
“ thing ” possessed a potential personality
far, that is,

the personality inherent in

by subsequent emancipation.

Liberation

could at best have raised the slave to the condition of the client
at this early period
a slight ascent in the scale of actual

—

but one that might have been valued for the greater
personal freedom and the surer guarantee of religious protection
which it gave. But the fact that the slave is a part of the
homestead, and at the same time an intelligent being, makes him
in the truest sense a member of the family.
The owner is said to
have power (pofeste) over him, a word which is used only of rule
over reasonable beings ; and this dominica potestas does not differ
essentially from the patria potesias which is exercised over the
son.
The treatment of the two was doubtless different, for tho
one would some day be a lord, the other would remain a slave,
but their legal relation to the dminus was the same.
But the legal status of the slave is no true index of his
condition.
This will depend on two factors, his origin and
his social relations to his master; and on both these grounds
the early slavery of Rome must have compared favourably with
that of later times.
The slave trade was probably unknown,
and the condition must have been mainly the result of capture
in war from neighbouring states.
Slavery is not altogether
degrading when it is wholly the consequence of the laws of
war.
The slave was an Italian, perhaps of as noble birth as his
master, and this, though it may have aggravated the bitterness
of .the lot, must have rendered possible an intimate social intercourse which would not have been possible with the barbarian,
and must have forced on the master’s mind the conviction that a
sudden turn in fortune’s wheel might place him in the same
position in the city of his serf. Again, the servitude was domestic;
whether employed in the home, or on the common lands of the
clan, or on tho petty plot of ground
that the master called
his own, the slave was never severed
from his master or his
master’s kindred.
We hear in early times of his sitting at
his master’s tabic, ^ and of his being the
tutor and playmate of
his lord’s children.^
He may in some cases have been better off
than the client or the unattached Plebeian engaged in some petty
rights,

•

i'fade.

Certainly the
^

opportunities for the primitive culture

Plut, Cato rnaj. 3.

*

Pint. C&r. 24.
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by the Roman household were more open to him than
from the Patriciate. In the case of

to the other orders excluded

domestic slavery extending over a small area, public opinion is
do
generally a powerful restraint on the master’s caprice.

We

not

know whether

this opinion

found a religious expression

in

such principles as those which protected ‘the client s rights ; but
the fact that the censor of the later Republic, who perpetuates
the obligations of religious law, punishes acts of cruelty committed by the dommus,^ may show that the slave was not wholly
without the pale of divine protection.
If, as we have seen, the Roman’s chief mode of livelihood, the
land,

was not

his

own property but

that of the clan, no individual

death was possible,
although there may have been some right of bequest over
the movables classed as res nee mancipi
When the theory of
common possession was modified by the recognition of a
disposition of it during lifetime or after

heritable allotment,

bequest

may have become

possible;

but

continued to be the rule,
A law of inheritance is first known to us from the Twelve
Tables, which allowed the utmost freedom of bequest and
doubtless intestate inheritance

still

but there was a survival both of theories and practices
;
which show that testamentary disposition was originally regarded
as the exception and not the rule.
First, we may notice that even in later times the immediate
heirs of a man were regarded as having a claim to property, a
kind of potential ownership, during the lifetime of the pateVy
and that inheritance is regarded merely as a continuation of
ownership {dominium ) ; ^ and in accordance with this view we
find the practice of holding an inheritance in joint ownership,
legacy

the co-heira bearing the

name

of emsories?

wo have knowledge
were public acts performed before the comilia of the people. The
most ancient was the patrician form of testament the testamentum amitiis ealatis
effected at the comiiia curiaia which
Secondly, the earliest testaments of which

—

*

—

See the section on the cenaor.

Paulas in Dig. 28,2, 11 “in suie heredibua eviJentiuS apparct cOQttnUationem dominii eo rem petducere, nt nulla videatur hereditas fuisse, quasi olLm hi
domim essent, qui etiam vivo patre quodammodo domini e^cistiinantnr." What
the pltus familias acquires by the death of his father is merely libera hOTumim
*

adminisiratio.
*

i 9 “Tamqnam illud Tuit anticum cousorlium, quod jure atque I'orho
appellabatur ‘ercto non cito'“ ; Serv. in Am. viii. 642 “ citae divhiae,
jure ‘ere to non cito/ id est patriuionis vcl hereditate non divisa.”

Gell.

Romano
ut est in

‘

'

,
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were summoned {caloia) twice a year for this purpose.' The
original purpose of this public testament is obscure. It is possible
that originally it took place when there was no direct heir {sum
heres) to receive the inheritance, and that it was accompanied
by some form of adoption of a successor. The person adopted
might have been tho son belonging to another family although
of such a procedure there is no further trace in Eoman law.^
;

The publicity of the act and the infrequency of its occurrence
show how exceptional a will must have been, and that the
normal mode of succession was that by intestacy.
But we have
no warrant for saying that this testament at the comiiia calaia
was an act of private legislation and was permitted by the
assembled burgesses.
The gathering was perhaps merely a form,
and the persons assembled may have acted only as witnesses;^
but the very publicity would have made it almost impossible to
pass over a son of tho family, unless there were expressed grounds
for his disinheritance.

The second kind

of public will

was the military testament

produciu)* but our authorities leave us in doubt as to whether
this testament could be made in any gathering of the soldiers
prepared to meet the enemy and in any place, or whether it was
a formal act possible only in the great gathering of the exercitus
(iTi

—

the Campus Martius
that gathering which was finally
organised as a legislative assembly, existed by the side of the
in

assembly of the Curies, and came to be

known

as the cmitia

centuriata.
Gell, XV. 27 “Isdem comitiia> quae ‘calata' appellari diximus, et sacrorum
detestatio et testameuta fieri aolebant.
Tria enim genera testamentoruia fuisae

accepimus

unuta^ quod calatis comitua iu populi contione fieret, altemia in proviri ad proellum faciendum in aciem vocabantur, tertium per familiae
emancipationem, cui aes et libra adbiberetur’* ; Gaiua il, 101 “aut calatis
comitiia faciebant, quae comitia bis in anno testamentis facieiidis destiiiaU erant
aut in procinctu, id est, cum belli causa anna suraebant.*'
Cf. Ulpian {Reg. 20,
2) on tbe testamentorurn genera tria.
^
This testament is never associated with adrogation, although this took place
before the same assembly.
* In Gell.
(cited n. 1) it is associated with the sacrorum detestatio (see p. 16),
<ind perhaps this was its main object.
The pontiffs and people had to be satisfied
that the sacra would he continued and the family not become extinct
* See
the passages of Gclliiis, Galas, and Ulpian, cited n. 1, and compare
Festus p. 225 “procincta classis dicebatur, cum exercitns cinctus erat Gabino
oinctu confestim pugnaturua."
In the second century B.c, we find some kind of
military testament, called by this name, made by Roman soldiers in Spain
(V'elleiiis ii. 6 ^‘facientibus
.
omnibus in procinctu testamenta, velut ad
\

enm

.

certain

mortem enndum

.

foret ”).
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In the

first

case it

LIFE

may have been an

CUAP.

old patrician form of

testament, an informal will permitted in an emergency, perhaps
to enable a childless soldier to transmit his inheritance.

know whether

not

it

had absolute

We do

validity, or only a validity

dependent on circumstances, such as the absence of direct heirs,
or the satisfaction of religious conditions approved by subsequent
pontifical scrutiny ; on this hypothesis the comrades of the testator
Could hardly have acted other than as witnesses to the will.
On the second hypothesis it would have a closer analogy to
the testament made in the comitia calaia^ and may have been
introduced only when Plebeians were admitted to political rights
in this assembly.
It is true that this is not a necessary conclusion,
for the patres gathered armed for war in the Campus long before
the enrolment of the Plebs for military duties or their admission
to political rights ; but we may at least say that, when this enrob
ment and admission were effected, this form of testament could bo
used by the Plebeians.
If we accept the traditional date for the
Servian constitution, it was
the close of the monarchy.

common

to the

two orders before

But there was a third type of will, one purely plebeian, which
from the comparative simplicity of its form and the readiness
with which it could be employed (since it did not depend either
on chance or formal gatherings of the people) gradually came, in
its subsequent developments, to replace all others, and became
the prevailing Roman form of testament^making.
This was tho
testament per aes el libram, one use of the mancipatio or solemn
transference of property “by the copper and the scales.’’
In the
form in which it is known to us, it is a late development, fer
the sale of the property has entirely ceased to be a real, and has
become a fictitious sale ; the mancipation in fact has^ become a
mere formality, and its employment is said to have been dependent on the condition that the testator “eubifca morte urguebatur”^
a condition which implies that the comitial testa-

—

ment could

in ordinary cases bo resorted to.

But

as the Plebs

had originally no access to this form of will, the testament per
acs ei libram must have been in use among them long before its
It was
recognition as a form valid for tho whole community.
then regarded as a mere formal application of the mancipation
^

Galus

Buum

ii.

102 “Qui neque

calatia comitiis,

neqne in prodnetu tests^uentao)

sabita morte urguebatur, amico familiam euam, id est, patrimonium
maacipio dabat, eiimque rogabat, quod cuique post mortem suam dari vellet.**

fecerat,

iq, ai
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a special emergency, and as supplementary to the comitial
until its superior utility came to be recognised, the
;
sentiment in favour of a free disposition of property grew to be
strong, and the Twelve Tables, which effected the triumph of
plebeian over patrician forms of procedure, recognised it as the
to

testament

normal mode of testate disposition.
By this act the testator, in the presence of five witnesses and
the lihripenSy transferred the whole of his patrimony {familia)
into the custody and guardianship of a person called ^‘the
In order to make a
purchaser of the family {familiar emptor).
legal disposition of his property the vendor makes a formal
announcement of the purport of the sale, and the buyer, as he
pays the single copper coin for the patrimony, repeats the
same form of words, “Let my custody and guardianship of
your patrimony be purchased by this coin, to the effect that
you may make a legal testament in accordance with public
law.”

^

formula,

The words, which may not represent the most
show that the familiae emptor is a mere

ancient
trustee.

Although

the transference does not appear to have been
conditioned by any express stipulation on the part of the
vendor,^ it was understood that it should only take effect on the
of the testator.
On this the familiae emptor becomes
guardian of the patrimony.
He is not an heir but an executor,

death

who

distributes the property in accordance with the instructions

of the testator

from

The second

stage

whom
is

he has purchased.
reached by the added importance given

to the

form of instruction (nuncupatio) uttered by tbe vendor.
Twelve Tables gave absolute validity to such instructions,^
and the mere expression of the will of the testator came to be
Tfio

considered* the essential part of the testament

In this announce-

ment a true
mptor sinks

and the familiae

heir (heres) could be mentioned,
into the background.

It is true that his presence

is still necessary to the ceremony
he still professes to take the
;
patrimony into his guardianship ; but, like the man who holds
the scales and the five witnesses, he is merely a formal assistant.
' Gaius
ii. 104
Familiam pecuniamquo timm endo mandatela tutela custodelaque mea, quo ta jure testamentiim faccre possis Becundum legem publicam,
hoc aere esto milii erapta.”
For famUia peeaniaqy^ see
24.

p.

The
'vholly

stipulation that it was a trust would still have taken the patrimony
from the testator during the remainder of his life.
hear nothing about

We

formal reservation of a

Cum neium

faciet

life

interest

mancipiumqoe,

uti lingua nuncupassit ita jus esto/*
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The tcstamenb has ceased

to be

LIFE,

CHAP.

a contract;

it

a one'-«jded

zs

expression of will and an arbitrary disposition of property.
It
may be either verbal or written the last stage in the history ot'
;

the

testament

civil

is

reached when the testator

allowed to

is

document to the witnesses of the mancipation with
these words, “ These waxen tablets contain my will and beqnest
^
I ask you, Quirites, for year testimony.*^
Thus at a very early stage of Roman history, perhaps as early
exhibit a

as the

middle of the

century B.a, a

fifth

man

could exercise the

most absolute power over the disposal of his goods. The only
limitation was that the direct heirs (sui heredes) must be formally
disinherited if they were to lose their rights.
A mere passing
over of a JUius familias without formal disinheritance {exh^eiaiio)
rendered the will invalid and in this case the swi succeeded to
the vacant estate.
The social and political effects of such a dangerous liberty as
the right of arbitrary testamentary disposition depend upon its
use, and its use depends on the character of the people.
The
Roman character was, at all periods of history, devoted to the
•,

hereditary theory.
that

it

—during
Empire

was so strongly believed in
it was never contemplated

the later Republic in succession to

in the succession to the Principate

office,

—^and

in the early

as applied to

an essential condition of the permanenea of the
For the maintenance of a house a rigid system
intestate inheritance is bad ; it may not produce great wealth,

property

Roman
of

It is one that

asserted itself in spheres where

it Avais

family.

The only satisfactory
but it often produces great poverty.
system is a minute examination of each particular case by the
Such a control by the state was utterly
state or by individuals.
alien to the latsser Jaire principles of the Roman, and history
shows that the Decemvirs were right when they entrusted this
discretionary power wholly to the paler,
Hia fzinctions as trustee
were but extended to a period beyond bis lifetime, and freedom of
bequest was used as a means of equitable adjustment of property

to the circumstances of the

members

who had made a rich marriage need not

The son

of the family.

receive so

much

;

the one

destined to carry on the family traditions of office might recelvo

more than the others. To him the heredium might be given,
We do not
while the younger sons wmre drafted into colonies.
^

Gftius

li.

104 "'Haec

lego, ita teatoT,

ita,

ut in his tabulis cerisqne scripta sunt, ita do, ita

quirites, tesUmQ\il\ua wttvi

‘

.
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know

the principles;

St

but that the principles tended to tho
ia proved by the long traditions of

preservation of the family

Boman

the -noble

A

houses.

of the Romaii family would be incomplete
without consideration of the rights or infringement of rights
dependent on it.
The full legal status of a Roman citizen was designated by
the word caput. It denoted all the rights that ho possessed, but

view

legal

primarily it

is

was

private

a conception of public Jaw, for the possession of

originally regarded as

public rights.

Thus

capui

is

an annexe

to the possession of

retained even though the exercise

of private rights ia hindered for a time, as it is in the case of a
son under power; the Jilius familias possesses a capui, although
it is modified by his subjection to his father.
This theory of the
dependence of private on public rights, common to Greek and

Roman

law, probably

The

women.

accounts for the perpetual tutelage of
an honourable position in the

materfamilias holds

household

she is its queen, as her husband is its king, but yet
;
she is subjected by marriage to the legal position of her own
daughter, and, on her husband's death, is in the custody of her
sons; for a primitive society cannot be brought to believe

a being

that

state or

who cannot

exercise a

fight,

and may not

fill

oflBces

vote, is capable of looking after its

of

own

Appearance before a court of law at Rome, whether
purpose of defending one's own or another's rights, was
regarded as a public act ; and Roman sentiment so strongly disapproved a woman's taking part in public life that, when one was
interests.

for the

•

enough to plead her cause in the Forum, the Senate
official inquiry of the gods what the j)ortent

foithd bold
in

afarm made an

that in the earliest stage of Roman
regarded as having any rights to defend
they are regarded as having rights, and therefore a
but as incapable of defending them.
When, in the latest

signified.^

law

.It is possible

women were not

later
capui,

stage, the disabilities of

sex disappear partly through enactment^^
but chiefiy through a series of legal fictions, the capacity o!
^vomen to defend their own interests first emerges.^
'

fp

Comp. Lyc.
dyop^
ef?]

NWm. 4 X^ 7 rrai youv irore yv^aiKht e/iroi^s blKyjv I5lap
uiyKh-qrov th Oeod, jTVk&ayapiiirriv, rlvo^ dpa
irdAet

c.

ri y^tv-t^jiivov

Sach as tbe Ux Claudia,
(Gains

i.

in

A. trace

"wliicti

atoliated the Ugitima

tutela

aoTiatorum

).

of the old

disability survives in the prohibition of advocacy

to
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Tbe

limitation

sjboken of as a

by which a

lessening of

LIFE

CHAP.

series of civil rights is destroyed
ca;put

**

is

It is in

{ca^iis deminuiio).

every case an infringement of rights already possessed by’ the
individual.
Now the loss of public rights could only follow on
a loss of citizenship; but this is not the diminution but the

and could not therefore in the earliest stage
there was no status recognised but that
The term must have
be called a capitis deminutio.

annihilation of capid^
of

Koman law (when

of citizenship)

been wholly confined to a loss of private rights, i.e. to the loss
Thus the
of the rights conveyed by the control of a
adrogaiiLS suffers a lessening of caput by passing into the power of
But a change from a higher to a lower status (even
another.
when the higher did not imply active rights) may at an early
period have been regarded as an infringement of capuL
Wo
know, for instance, that the datio in mancipium of a son of a
family was thought (at what period is uncertain) to involve it,
because the child passes from a better to a worse station, although
in his former conA’tion he bad no active rights of his own.
It
is stranger still that, certainly at an early period, the fact of a
woman’s passing into her husband’s power {conventio in manum)
was held to have this consequence. It is one that is scarcely
intelligible in the case of a filia familias who. passes from one
potestas to another ; but in the case of a woman only under the
burden, lighter and ever tending to be more relaxed, of the tutda
of her relatives, it is a natural though not strictly legal conccption,2
Some other applications of the system are still more
artificial,

came

and are perhaps creations

to consider that the essence of

of status (status commuiatio)?

of late

a

Eoman

Joss of caput

Thus adoption, which

jurists

was a
is

who

cha'hge

the change

•

the praetors declined to grant them a formula on behalf of others.
A
“ invercennde pOfitnlans et magistratum inquietans
is said to have been the occasion of this rule (Dip. in Dig, 3, 11, 5).
^ This usage was preserved in the praetor's edict
he spoke of ^*qui quaeve . .
;
capite deminuti deminntaeve esse dicentnr" {Dig, 4, 5, 2, 1), meaning what the

women

;

certain Carfania (Gaia Afrania)

dem. minima^ i.e. loss oifamUia.
See Eisele *^Zar Natnr n. Geschichte der capitis deminiitio*' in Beitrage eur
Romischen Rechtsge&chicKU p. 160. He combats the counter view that capilia
dem, meaut an annihilation of personality, hlommsen (iSfoofsT-. ill. S) takes
a natural result of juristic refinement, but a conception that
this latter view
wonld have been quite unintelligible to a primitive community.
* Gains i.
162 “Minima capitis deminutio est, cum et civitas et libertos
retinetur, eed status hominis commutatur ; quod accidit in his qui adoptantur,
item in his quae coemptionem facinnt, et in his qni mancipio dantur, quique ej
mancipatione manumittuntur."
later jnrista call cap.
*

—
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from OHO poiestas to another, and even manumisaion, whieb ia
These
the freedom from power, w^ere supposed to involve it.
applications contain some historical truth only in so far as both
these changes involve a temporary mancipation.
The original capiUs deminuiio is thus a purely private law
conception and implies the distinction between persons sui juiis
and alieni juris. To the first category belong those who are free
from the power of another, to the latter those who are under the
poiestas^ manuSy and mancipium
amongst citizens, therefore, the
The person
son, the wife, and any one mancipated to another.
alimi juris is not altogether devoid of private rights, but they are
singularly incomplete in their effects.
Thus the son under power
has the right of marriage (ccmttMwm), but the children of the
marriage are not in his power but in his father's ; he has (if not
in the earliest period, yet throughout the greater part of

Eoman

history) the right of taking part in the legal business of

trade {commerdum), yet all that he acquires by this business
belongs to his father.
In his case, however, the condition is
transitory, while in the case

of the slave

(apart from the possibility of emancipation)

and the mancipatus
it is

permanent.

Conversely, the fact of being sui juris does not always imply

freedom of action ; this might be limited through consideration of
age or sex.
Minors and women may be free from poiestaSy but
the former were subject to a temporary, the latter originally to
a perpetual

§ 4,

iiUela,

The Cilizens and the Political Subdivisions of

the State

The whole collection of Roman citizens forms the populm
Ttomanus quiriHumf or populus Romanus quiriies,^
Of the terms
thus placed in apposition, populus Romanus is the more general
descriptive name, and quirites the official title by which the citizens
are addressed in the assembly.
Yet both words appear to have
the same signification populus is the armed host,^ and the quirites
;

are

tlis
Liv.

I

‘'bearers of the lance.”
i.

Mommsen

T"-

80

;

v.

If

the latter etymology

a Gell.

i.

12, 14

;

is

x. 24, 3.

the word with populari.
The
master of the infantry host,
HioDys* ii- 48Other views derived it from the Sabine town Cures
51 ; Strabo V. 3, 1) or connected it with Curia (Lange ROm, All, i

populi

fv
arro
\

^

32.
{Slaatsr,
(i.e,

iii.

3,

n.

tho dictator)

Belot Hist. d. CJi&u.

Rom.

2) connects

is

i.

p. 312).

D
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correct, the

word

many

finds

CTIAP*

came, by a course of development which

Roman

mean

history, to

At

its original signification.

opposite of
it signifies

quirites

parallels in

LIFE

exactly the

the end of the Kepablic

the citizens in their purely civil capacity, wearing the

the garb of peace, and exercising political functions within

toga,

the city; Caesar once quelled a mutiny of his legions by
addressing them as quirites, showing by this address that they,

were disbanded and were no longer

A

more

soldiers.^

real historical diflSculty with respect to the original

is to determine whether they denoted
whole people. Plebeians as well as Patricians. Roman
records do not use populns as equivalent to the patrician community alone; but these records all refer to a time after the

connotation of these words,
the

won

Plebeians had

political rights, at least the rights of serving

and of voting. If populus and quirites denoted
the aggregate of fighting, and therefore privileged, men, they
must have originally referred exclusively to the patrician community.
After the Servian constitution the words denote the
whole people (urtirerstis •populus). Populus and piths are henceforth only distinguished as the whole to the part
the distinction being necessary, since the Plebs continued to form a
corporation apart, and Uiis corporation excluded the patrician

in the legions

—

So,

families.^

in

a later

formula,

official

Romanus denotes two corporations, the
the

members

senaius populusque

latter

composed of
members

of the state, but in this the individual

all

of

the smaller corporation are included.
Civis,

a word of uncertain origin,
the possession

quirites

of

active

'

signifies less definitely

political

rights.

than

Hence

its

women and to the partially-privileged members of
to those who were, at certain perzodo of Roman

application to

the state

—

debarred from the

history, given rights in private law, while

exercise of the suffrage or the attainment of

office.

It is possible

that the distinction between the full citizen (rims optimo jure)

and the

^

although probably
yet be an ancient conception of Roman

partial citizen (civis non optimo jure),

may

not a primitive,^
Suet. Jvl, 70.

Capito ap. GeU. i. 20 “Plehes ... in qua gentes civium patriciae non
plebiscitum
.
.
est . . , lex, quam plebea, noa populus, nccipit,*’
Cf. Festus p. 233.
® According to tbe primitive conception private are dependent on public rights
;
But the growth of the Plebs, and alliances with other states, had
see p. 31.
*

Liiaunt

,

;

effected

many

modifications in this conception.
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Those Plebeians who bad never been, or who had ceased
dependent on a patronus for the exercise of their
legacl rights, would practically have belonged to this latter class.
Before the reform of Servius, which gave them political privileges,
it is only after this reform
they might have been called cives
It was, perhaps, in
that they could have been called qmnkd.
law.

to be, entirely

consequence of this change in the constitution that dves replaced
as the designation of the full citizens with reference to

guiriles

all their rights.

If

were,

we ask what

the original rights of the citizen of

Rome

impossible to frame a simple category applicable to

it is

all

Taking our stand at a period just before the Servian
reforms, we find that private rights were possessed in varying
degrees by all the members of the community. These rights are
generally summed up as those of trade and of marriage {commercii
the

cives.

The first is the legal capacity to acquire full rights
kind of property, to effect its acquisition, and to transfer
it by the most binding forms, and to defend the acquired right
in one's own person by Roman process of law {legis aciio).
This
ei

conuUi).

in every

commerdum was possessed equally by the Patricians and the free
Plebeians.
It was no infringement of the right of commerce that
the right of occupying domain-land wrested from the enemy may
for a long time have been possessed only by the dominant order
for such land was not acquired, but only held on a precarious
tenure from the state, and the privilege was, perhaps, one of
^fact rather than of law.
Thejws conubii is the right to conclude
a marriage which is regarded as fully valid by the state {vmirirfumium legxiimum ov jure dvili)y and which, therefore, gives rise to
the patria poiesias.
This right was possessed by tlie Patricians

and by at least the free Plebeians, but by each class only within
itself.
There was no right of intermarriage between the orders,
and the member of each effected bis position as a father by a
different ceremony.^ The rights consequent on membership of a
clan
those of inheritance and of religious communion
were, aa

—

we

—

saw, probably shared with the Patricians

at least

whose ancestors had never been

by

those Plebeians

in

a condition

of

clientsbip.

—

Public rights
those of voting, of serving as a fully- equipped
soldier in the legions, and probably of holding office as a delegate
p. 101 ‘^HerninA in aniialibus,
P ^Dilatem agro piiblioo ejecti simt.'" Cf. Liv. iv. 48.

*

Quicnmqiie propter
^ p. 17.
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of tho Icing

— were possessed

to these privileges

LIFE

exclusively

we must add

CHAP.°

by the Patricians

;

and

the right of holding the fullest

communiou with the gods

{jus au^idorum).
Auspidum, or the divination by birds, came eventually to be
applied to any circumstance that might be interpreted as an

expression of the will of the gods.
The capacities of human
beings with reference to these signs are partly a right of invoking,
partly a

power

power

Both the right and the

of interpreting them.

rest on the assumption that there is a

medium

of inter-

course between the national gods and the citizens of the state,

and tho

peculiarities of the conception

of this divine patronage are

which the Pomans formed
their views both of the

shown by

nature of the revelation and of the qualifications requisite for
the ‘^medium."
(i.)

The

revelation is not an answer to a question about future

an attempt to pry into the
hidden counsels of the gods ; this profession of the Chaldaeans
was never looked on with favour at Rome, and no science of the
future was encouraged by the state.
The Roman consultation of
the gods is only employed as the test of the rightness of an already
formed human resolution.^ It tells men only whether they are
to carry out a course of action already puqjosed j it may confirm
them in it or warn them from it ; and it is the duty of men to
seek a sign either of encouragement or of warning.
It is of the
highest importance to remember this view of the guidance of the
gods, for it is the chief sign of the way in which the Romans, in
spite of their genuinely religious spirit (nay, as an outcome of it),
events, for true divination is not

subordinated the theocratic to the lay element
of this subordination is the unfettered use of

roHgion

Tho chief elFect
human reason

employed as a

teat^ rather than as a guide, ^f rightness
a thoroughly lay view of the function of
religion in life, very unlike that of tho Jewish prophet who
questions God in detail, but only for interpretation of a law
ia

This

of action.

is

wbetber auspicea ware merely directed
formed a true method of diviaatiou) ‘'ai euim
deos esse concedimus .
et eosdem hominum coDsuIere generi, et posse nobis
signa renim futuranini oatendere
non video cur esse divinationem negem.*’
^

Cic.

de^

Leg.

ii.

13, 3!Z (on tho question

to the utUiicLs of the atate, or
.

.

;

* Cic,

de Div. iL 33, t'O (the diflBculty of

answering

for results

may

appeal

to a Marsus augur but not to a Roman) “non enim aumus ii nos augures, qui
avium reliquorumve eignorum ohservatione futura dicariius."
Cf. i. 58, 132
nauci Marsum augurem, non vicanos Imrusplces, non de circo
'*Nonbabeo
astrologos, non Tsiacos conjectorea, non interpretes somniorum.
Non enim aunt
U aut Bcieutia aul arte divini,^'
.

,

.

*
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The

belief

the product of His, not of the

is

human

will.

that the gods do not give instruction, but merely advice, gave an
**
inward freedom ” to the Roman, which made him at times resent

and we

the divine interference,

shall find

many

forcing an interpretation to suit his wishes.

nob seen need not be attended

to,

instances of his

The omen

that

is

and precautions are taken that

In undertaking acts of state, the magisbut all the efforts of human
;
ingenuity are directed to secure that the signs shall be favourable.^
it

not bo seen.

shall

trates are

(li.)

bound

to ask for signs

on this theory of religious intervention,
required between the gods and their worDivination as the science of the future is an elaborate

It is plain that,

no priestly medium
shippers.

is

which cannot be possessed by the ordinary man. It requires
ritual to compel the divine utterance j it
assumes that the gods have special confidence in the select
participators of an inner cultus, to whom they reveal what is
hidden from the many ; it requires the devotion of a lifetime,
and often special rules of asceticism and purity, to interpret the
hidden signs ; it leads, in short, to the belief in oracular power,
art,

the knowledge of

in ‘the prophetic
set

•

gift,

in the

claims of a priesthood specially

There was none of this at Rome. The right of
invoking auspices is not a priestly gift it is one that is possessed,
;
in a higher degree by the magistrate, in a lower degree by all
the full citizens of the primitive Roman community.
It is true
that there is a class of wise men, the augurs, whose chief function
IS the interpretation of signs,
but their function is limited to
interpretation ; they have no more power than any private individTial, and less power than the magistrate, of eliciting such a
revelation.
Yet, if the assistance of the augur was called in,
and his inUrpretation given, this verdict was final. We are told
apart. 2

that disobedience to it, at least by the magistrate in taking the
public auspices, was in early times visited with a capital penalty ®
;
a sUtement which
probably means that the heads of the Roman
I’eligion,

the pontiffs, reckoned such an impiety as one for which

the treatment of the auspices in the section on the magistracy (p, 163).
Strangely enough the Greek belief in oracular or prophetic power did not
to the conception of a priesthood set apart from the people.
But the Greek
science of divination,
though associated with oracles and prophecy, did not aim
much higher than the Roman. Its object was generally to win approval for a
contemplated course of action.
ii. 8, 21 “Quaeque augur iujusta, nefasta, vitiosa, dira dedxerit,
..
tirita
infectaque aunto
quique non paruerit, capital esto.”
;
2

^
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tbo gods would accept no expiation, and for which, therefore,
the penalty of excommunication {sacer esio) was pronounced.
The right of taking the auspices is said to have been a -gift
peculiar to the Patricians; but the extent of this gift can be

estimated only with reference to a fourfold division of the
auspices, which, from its nature, must have been primitive and

not a creation of the later disciplina of the augurs.
The auspices were divided into impeiraliva (or impelrita) arid
ohlativa}
The auspicia impetratim were those which were sought
and asked for, and such signs might be taken from observation

The ohlativa
sky or from the flight or sounds of birds.
were those which were forceti-on the attention, and which, since
they were not sought, were generally regarded as an impediment
to action, and, therefore, as unfavourable.
They were gathered
from a heterogeneous collection of signs of ill-omen (dirat\
It
is plain that the right to take or, as it is expressed, to have
auspices {kahm auspmo) can refer only to the first of these two
categories ; it was this right that was assumed to be peculiar to
of the

the Patricians;

it

was the members of the original clans
who had the right of asking signs

the primitive pairts^

alone,
of the

and it was held that every important act of their lives,
whether public or private, should bo pervaded by this divine
intercourse.
It was believed that it was through' auspices that
the city had been raised, political development attained, and
former victories won.^ The existence of the patrician order is
from this point of view a necessary condition of the existence of
the state itself, for without it the right of eliciting the divine
will would be wholly lost.*
But no human power could prevent
the Plebeians from following the religious scruples of their betters
in giving^heed to those warnings which were thrust, upon their
notice.
The au&picia Maiiva, whether the gods destined them
for others besides the patrician body or not, must from the
earliest times have been respected by the Plebeians, and have
guided their political conduct when they became a corporation
gods,

within the state.
^

Serv.

vul

injpetrativa,

Aen. vi. 190 “attguria aut oblativa suut, quae non poscuntuT, aul
For the categories of these two kinds of
quae optata veuiunt."

auspices see tUe discussion of the auspices in the section on the magistracy (p, T.C2).
* Liv. vi. 41 “Auspiciia hanc urbem conditam esse, auspiciia bello ac pace,

omuia geri, quid est quL ignoret
This view is most folly expressed in the fonoalities of tlie interregnum
tke
section which treats of this institution (p. 147).
See
don)i milUiaeque
*
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was neither a priestly nor even
was possessed by every Patrician.

right of iaUng auspices

The
a
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magisterial function, but

man in a private capacity could exercise it only in his
guide public action
concerns
private
j the auspices destined to
Hence the
are vested in the person of the patrician magistrate.
There was a
distinction between au^cia publica and privaia.
But, the

time when no important act of business or domestic life was
undertaken mthout an appeal for divine guidance.^ Marriage
especially demanded the taking of the auspices ; and even when
the custom of such private divination had become wholly
discarded, a survival of the custom is found in the presence of

bridegroom who superintend the due
The confarreatio was older than the
traditional institution of the augural college, and it is nob
probable that official intervention was brought to bear on
marriage, still less on such concerns as were more strictly private.
Hence it is difficult to see how the Plebeians could have been
prevented from taking the auspicia privata^ although their use
of them was probably scoffed at by their patrician rulers.
On
the one hand, we find that the incapacity of the Plebeians to
share in the auspices was one of the arguments used against
the permission of conubium between the orders ; ^ on the other,
that the aaspex continues to be an integral part of a ceremony
which was founded on plebeian marriage law.
It was different with the auspices taken on behalf of the
state {auspicia publica).
It is the Patricians alone who have
these auspices, and only a magistrate belonging to the order can
extreise the right of looking for them (specHo),^
This remains
nob only a purely magisterial, but a purely patrician privilege,
friends of

auspices,

performance of the

the

rites.^

^ Cic. de
t>iv. i. 16, 28 “ Nihil fere quondam majoris rei, nisi auspicato, ne
privatim quidem, gerebatur: quod etiam nunc nuptianim auspices declarant,
qui, re omissa, nomen tantum tenent.’'
In i. 17, 31 we have the story of Attus
Naviua taking auspices \>y awj in a private matter. Cf. lav. vi. 41.
^ Cic. dt
i. 16, 28 (see last note)
Suet- Claud, 26 ; Tac. Ann. xi. 27.
* Liv. iv.
2 “Quas quantasque res C. Cauuleium adgressum ? Conluvioiiem
gentium, perturbationem auspiciomm publicorum privatorumque adferre.”
Yet
this passage has only an indirect reference to the matrimonial auspicuL.
The
and
disappear,
is that intermarriage would cause the pure Patriciate to
With it the general right of taking auspicia impetTaliva,
;

*

Cic.

de Div.

ii.

36, 76

The relation
auspicia accepta habemus.'*
former denotes the abstract right of
exercise in a particular case (Momma. Staatsr.

“a populo

OMspicia, Jiahere to the spectio is that the

questioning the gods, the latter

b 89

h,

to see

3j,

irjie

was known as

its

by the magistrate of the signs which he wished
legum dictio (Serv. ad Aen. iii. 89 ; cf, p. 43 n. 2).

specification
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so-called plebeian magistrates of later times, great as

their po^^-er was,

had not the

the Plebs had forced

its

way

It

gift.

is

quite true that, after

into the consulship, this right could

not be denied to tbo plebeian holders of the supreme office.
But the admission was based on the legal fiction that the holder
of an office once reserved to the^afrawas, for religious purposes,

a patrician magistrate.^

The enjoyment

of full political rights in ancient

Koine was

conditioned only by membership of a patrician ^eris/ full citizenship here, as in moat ancient states, being dependent on birth, and
the membership of a purely private association satisfying all the
demands that the state made as a condition of the attainment of its
rights.
But there were other forms of association of a definitely
political character, amongst which the citizens were distributed,
and as members of which they exercised active political rights
or were subject to personal burdens.
These were the three
patrician tribes of iLamnes, Titiea, and Luceres, and the thirty
curiae.
With reference to the question whether these were
primary and natural associations of an ethnic character or artificial creations made by a supreme authority after the founding
of Kome, we have already seen ^ that the tribus are probably an
ethnic survival artificially employed in the case of the curiae^ it
must remain far less certain whether they were of spontaneous
growth Of purely artificial creations, or (what is perhaps more
probable) in the main natural associations, artificially regulated
in number and grouping to suit a political purpose.
The tribe, which was a division not merely of the citizen
body hub of the land, was the basis for taxation and the military
;

We know

levy.^

nothing of the

first

burden, but

it is

probable

that no detailed scheme of direct taxation existed jn the early

Roman

state.

rendered him
in the

^

A

army

The revenues from
self-sufficing,

at their

own

the king's domains probably
while the patrician burgesses served

cost,

and were doubtless expected

to

confusion was at an earlier period introduced with reference to the
They are said to be given by the people (Cic. de Div. ii.
p. 39), but the great bulk of the people (Ic. the Plebs) did not possess

ainiilar

givers ol the auspices.
36, 76

;

them.
^ Pionys.

* p. 3.

14 (Serviua Tullius] ra? Karaypatp^s rwv trrpanwTQf^ kuI rdr
€iV7rpd^«? rw#* j^pArujp , .
w?
oifKirt /card rdf rpefi 0uXdj rdy 'ym/fdy,
•rpfrr^.popy
Varro L,L, v. 181 “Tributum iJictiuri a tribubus, quod ea
pecunia, quae populo unperata erat, tributim a siuguUa pro portione cenaua
”
iv.

.

exigebatur.
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It is probable that in
defray the expenses of their retainers.
cases of emergency a tax in kind was levied from the landholders
of the tribes.

burdens tradition has preserved some plausible
as the legio or “'g<athering,” ^ and
was composed of three “ thousands {mililes)^^ one from each of
These foot-soldiers were commanded by three
the three tribes.
or nine tribal oiheerg, the triJymi
The cavalry consisted
of three hundred celeres^ one from each of the three tribes, each

Of

the military

details.

The aimy was known

commanded by three tribuni celtrum. When the Patriciate was
enlarged by the addition of the gentes minoreSy^ these three
hundreds (centuriae) were increased to six.®
Besides the heavy infantry and the cavalry, there may have
been a corps of light-armed troops (veliies and arquUes\ and these

composed mairdy of clients. We do
Plebeians were forced to Gorve , but,
have been in this inferior capacity,
training and no cost of maintaining a
panoply. It is evident that the whole burden of the regular levy,
and of such war- taxation as then existed, fell upon the Patricians,
iind before the close of the monarchy an effort was made to
remedy this unequal distribution of burdens
an effort which
had as its result the abolition of the patrician tribes as the lead-

would doubtless have been
not know whether the free
if they did, it would only
which required no time for

—

ing divisions of the state

and a serious infringement

of patrician

rights.

•

The thirty curiae, originally local units, as is proved by their
names, ^ were divided, ten into each of the three tribes. The
members of the clans belonging to the same curia were called
curiales.
But, although the curiae had local centres, membership
of these bodies did
It wag hereditary

not depend on residence in a given locality.
if the members of a gejis migrated from
and
;
^ts curia, the gentiles were still members of that state-division.
The curiae were religious as well as political associations, which
From

Varro L.L. v. 87.
89 .......TV., quod trium milium prime legio fiebati ac singulae
Titleosiunj^ Uamiiium, Liicerum niilia singula mill turn mittebant.”
2 ?
81 “tribuni militum quod terni tribua tribubus Eamnium, Luceruin,
rp
^
ad exercitum raittebantur,” On the other hand, Serviua (in Am. v.
KCm
bO) saya that
the tribuni were so called because they presided over one- third
^

legere,

Varro L.L.

.

v.

Of the whole
force.

Calabra, Foriensia, Veliensis.
epoayinoua.

*

p. 12.

»

Liv,

i.

36.

Other names (such as Titia) may be
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had from the first, or finally developed, a close corporate life.
Each had its peculiar sacra ^ and a place of worship, containing
an altar and chapel, which itself bore the name curia ; ^ and the
religious affairs of each were conducted by a priest called curio,
assisted by a flamen curialis}
The thirty curiones formed a
college, of which the curio maximus was the president.*
It
curiae

is difficult

to say

certainly

at

character.
comiiia

member

how

far the religious organisation of the

development.
But artifice was
work in detemining their important political
The primitive popular assembly at Rome is the

was a natural or

curiaia,

artificial

composed

wholly of

Patricians,

Here each

—probably the
commenced — had the

of a patrician clan above the legal age

age of eighteen, at which military service
right of giving a single vote ; a majority of the curiales decided
the vote of the particular curia, and the decision of the assembly
was determined by the majority of the groups.
They also bad, in a secondary degree, an importance of a
military kind ; for the supply of knights to the corps of celeres
is said to have been effected through the curiae^

§ 5.
It is generally

Rome

The Monarchical Ctmiiiution

agreed that the monarchical constitution of

power
by the extraordinary authority of their sole magistrate.
This popular sovereignty was asserted in jurisdiction, in legisla-*
tion, and in the ratification of magisterial power. The attribution

early

rested on a limited sovereignty of the people, a

restricted

of the right of appeal in criminal cases {jrrovocatioy to the people

shows that with them rests either the sovereign ^attribute of
pardon or some right of trying criminal cases in the last resort.
Tradition makes the Roman people the sole source of Jaw,^ that
is, of standing ordinances of a general kind whick are to bind the
community,® although the initiativo in legislation can come only
Festua p. 62 “ciiriouia sacra, quae in curiis fiebant’*; p. 64 “curiales
sacerdotes.”
curiam
^ ib. p. 49 [g.v. curia) “locus est, ubi publicag curaa gerebant.*’
^ Festus p. 120
* See note 1.
Liv. xxvii. 8.
;
® Fcatus p. 65 *' Celeres autiqui dixerunt, quos nunc equites dicimua
.
qui
primitus cleoti fuerimt ex singiilig curiis deni, ideoque omnino trecenti fuere.'’
* Liv. i. 26
Dionys. ii. 14.
Cic. di Rep. ii- 31. 54.
^ “
Gene rale jussum “ (Capito ap. Gell. z. 20).
1

m

flamiiies

.

;

.
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from the king; and apart from the nilings of the pontifical
which did not require the sanction of the people, this
theory of primitive legislation seems to be correct ; for the very
early laws passed by the amitia on the downfall of the monarchy
do not appear to mark any violent break in the theory of the
Wc do not know whether the king employed the
constitution.
formula afterwards used by the Republican magistrates, which
college,

elicited

“ will

the

and command

of

the burgesses

{velitiSy

from the first something
“ laid down ” by a competent authority, and binding, therefore,
in virtue of the power that ordains it^
Alter its ordinance it
may or must create a contractual relation between individuals,^
but there is no hint of its being the result of a contract or
The source of
co-operation between independent authorities.
law is, therefore, simple ; it is the people’s will but, through

jubeatiSy

quiriies)

hut law

(lex)

is

;

the bar to

by

the magistracy, this will is
The people are also
capacity for expression.

utterance created

very limited in its
affirmed to have been in a certain sense the source of honour
and typical illustrations of this power are presented by the
traditional beliefs that the regal insignia of Etruria, adopted by
the kings of Rome, were only assumed by them with the consent
of Senate and people,^ and that the appointment of officers for
special purposes, although these may have been in theory merely
delegates of the king, had to be ratified by laws of the curiae.

The

quaestors, the earliest prototypes of the later magistrates
at Rorne, are said to have been so appointed.*

The people, therefore, possessed certain sovereign rights, but
each right was limited by the vast authority of their personal
representative, who wielded the whole of the executive, and so
much of tlv3 legislative power as is implied in the sole right of
initiative.

power in
see,
^

We

cannot even speak of the people as vesting this

their king

;

for their right of election was, as

we

shall

probably as limited as tbeir power of legislation.
Lea: is probably coozjected etjnioJogically with the OeriBaz2 le^en (Gothic
as detrfLds with TldTffii,

^jan)
^

In business

we baFa leges locationis, vendiiioniSf in the structure of corporaOn the other hand, in the legwm dictio of augury, which is
the statement of the mode of the answer of the gods to a request, in the lex data
given to individuals by a magistrate (e.g. the leges cffftsoriae) or granted by Rome
tions a lex coLlegii,

W

a charter to a subject state, there seems to be the idea of a purely one-sided
nance,
^
*

Dionys. iii. C2 ; Cic. de Rep. ii. 17, 31.
Tac. Ann, ii. 22 ; Ulp. in Dig. i. 13.
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This personal head possessed a variety of titles which marked
titles which survived into the
Republic, and, on the differentiation of the functions which he
united, were applied to various magistrates.
As supreme judge
he was judex, as leader and commander in war praetor,^ dictator,
and magisier populi^ The most general title which marked him
out as universal head of the state, in religious as in civil matters,
was that of rex, the “regulator” of all things human and divine
a title which survived in the rex mcrorwa^ the heir of the king
in sacrifice and in ritual.
The powers on which this position
was based were summed iip in the word imperiuta}
The severance of the king from the state, over which he
ruled, was also expressed in certain outward signs {in^gnid),
which distinguished him from the rest of the burgesses.
He was preceded by twelve “summoners”
each
carrying a bundle of rods (/h^ces), and
axe-head gleamed from
these bundles even within the walls, for the king’s military
jurisdiction could be exercised within the city.
His robe was of
“ purple,’^ or rather of scarlet
^the colour in which most nations
have seen an emblem of sovereignty
but his dress probably
varied with the ritual which he was performing, and the three
kinds of striped garment (irabea) which survived in the Republic
that of purple for the priestly office, of purple and saffron for
augury, of purple striped with white for the rex®
were
probably all vestments of the king.
Tradition also assigns him
the eagle^headed sceptre, the golden crown, the throne (soMum),®
and the chariot within the walls, from which the cunile chair
{sella cumlis) was believed to be derived.’
The statement that
the various aspects of his rule

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

?, 80 “Praetor dictus, qui praeiiet jure et eiergiu."
Put the
perhaps, a purely military one {prae^itor, ‘‘the luan who goes before the

Varro L.L,

title is,

army ”).
*

magistro populi faciendo, qui vulgo Dictator appellatur.”
p. 198
de Rep, L 26, 42. Regnum denotes the position of the king as head of
the Y^a\ po-WCT.
the state (\b. lu 271,
* Lictor is probably derived from licere.
For other attempts at derivation see
Cell. xii. 3.
They flummon, not only to the assembly, but also to the courts, and
The
are thus the chief mark of jariadiction and coercive power {coercitio).
individual curiae were yrobably summoned by the thirty liciores ewriatiU who
survive into the later Republic. See Momma, ^laaisr, i. p, 392. For the number
of lictors that accompanied the king see Cic. de Rep^ ii. 17, 31
Liv. i. 8
Dionya, ii. 29 ; iii. 61, 62.
^ Serv. in Aea. viu 188, 612
Ov. Fast. iL 503.
; li, 334 ;
* Cic, ds Fin. i/. 21, 69
iii. 61.
; Dionys,
^ Festus p. 49 “currnlea magistratus appellati sunt, quia cumi vehebantur,"

Fe^tus

* Cic.

;

;
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magistrate were but the

king^

of the

is

extremely

probable ; for the crown, the toga picta (a development of the
purple robe) 2 and the chariot reappear in the Roman triumph.
Other royal prerogatives were connected with the primitive

The king, although he
conception of a patriarchal monarchy.
lacks the absolutism of the paterjamilias, occupies much the same
position

In a

the state as the father does in the family.

in

owner of the whole community, and as such capable
Rut a large portion
of commanding the munera of the burgesses.^
of the public domain was more peculiarly set apart for his own
private use.*
This crown-land must have been worked mainly
by the king’s own clients, who held it precario from him ^ for
sense he

is

;

seems

doubt the belief that a large
proportion of the half- free Plebeians were in the immediate
clieniela of the king, connected with the community chiefly
through him, its representative. These may have been captives
who had submitted to the Jides of the state, and whom their
conqueror had not attached as dependants to other leading
families of the community.
The theory of a kingship is best expressed in the mode in
which the monarch ascends the throne.
The alternative
there

no

reason

to

principles that have usually been recognised are the hereditary,

the elective, or that of divine right.

Of the hereditary principle there is no trace at Rome. It is
contradicted by the facts of the traditional history, which
believed that, when the hereditary principle was first realised in
theMast king, the monarchy came to an end

and it is expressly
on the character of the
early monanchy.®
There Is rather more to be said for the theory
of divine right,
Romulus is the son of a god and awaits the
verdict of heaven before he assumes his rule.
Numa, his
successor, insists that the same verdict shall be appealed to.'^
^

denied

by

But,

the taking of the auspices be the sign of a divine origin,

if

later authors

^

Dionys.

iv.

^

Pestus

p,

who

reflected

74.

dicitur purpurea ante vocitata est
20 & “Picta quae nunc
erat sine pictirra.”
It was already picia {Sidxpv<ro^) ia Polybius* time
3
(Polyb. vi. 53
50
).
*'
Arvi et arbusta et pascui lati atque uberes
(Cic. de Rep, v. 2, 3).
Cf.
.

fi.

W
^

® p.

5.

Cic.

Liv.

de Rep,
i.

7

8.

24 **Nostn illi etiam turn agrfestee viderunt
tegalem, non progeuiem quaeri oportere.** Cf. App. B.O,
and 18.
ti.

32,

virt utem
i.

98.
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then everything in Home proceeds almost equally from the gods.
Probably in earlier as in later Rome religion played a most
important subsidiary part in public life, but we have no warrant
As we
for believing that it was ever the sole guiding power.
shall see, in discussing the question of the inauguration of the
king, this theory raises into a primary and material what was
merely a secondary and formal element in the transmission of
the monarchy, although this formal element was one of the utmost
necessity

and importance.

The Roman thinkers were thus thrown back on the theory

of

unanimous in representing the monarchy
as elective
depending, i.e., on free popular election^ or on such
election guided by the Senate.^
On the death of a king there is
no immediate successor with a title to rule
an interim-king
(inierrex) is appointed for a few days, and on his proposal a king
Tradition

election-

—

is

;

by the

elected

is

patrician

burgesses

at

the comiiia curiata^

subject to the sanction of the patrician Senate (aucloritas patrumy^

In the expression of these views the Roman thinkers were
attempting to reconstruct the monarchy from a knowledge of
their own magistracy; for they rightly believed that this
magistracy was a very slight modification of the original kingship.
The elective principle of the Republic was not regarded as a
novelty in the theory of the magistracy, and there were two
reasons for

this

The

view.

first

continuity, for the elective process

was that there was

another, that of nomination by the magistrate

The

a real

was always subsidiary to

who guided

the

became an almost formal process in the
Republic, but the question was not asked whether at one time it
may not have been the material element. Secondly, there was
elections.

latter

element in the monarchy, which survived as a
form into the Republic, a form which the hypothesis of monarchical election adopted by Roman antiquarians could not
really an elective

explain.
It is strange that, in seeking for their theory of regal
appointment, they should not have appealed to the clearest
survival of the monarchy, the dictatorship, on which so much
of the rest of their reconstruction of the monarchical power was
based,
Cic. de

R^.

17, 31occasional office in the Republic,

*

Liv.

^

The vnitn^nuTn^ though only an

i.

17

;

ii.

is

repre-

sented as an invariable part of the procedure in the transmission of the kingly
p<jwcr (Liv.

I.

47).
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In the two dehnite survivals of the Koman monarchy election
was not recognised 3 the dictator was nominated by the consul,
not by his predecessor, for it was only an occasional oflicc ; and
the rex sacrorum was nominated by the ponti/ex maximus,^
no longer by the preceding rex; for this office simply continued the priestly functions of the king, the religious headship

This oldest principle of appoint-

being vested in the poniifex.

ment survived

in Republican

Rome

elective process, to reappear again

as an integral part of the
in the Principate, in cases

where election had become a mere form, as the living principle.^
It is, in fact, the one principle that has a continuous history
election is the Republican interlude.
If, therefore, we are led to consider the monarchy as not
purely an elective office, and substitute for election the principle
j

of nomination^ we must consider that it was the rights and
probably the duty, of the king of Rome to nominate his
successor.
If there had been no due nomination during his
lifetime, and consequently no distinctly marked out successor
to the monarchy, the duty of providing such a successor lapsed
to the Senate, from which body the inlerrex was appointed.
The inienregnum is said by tradition to have dated from the first
vacancy in the regal office, after the death of Romulus.* When
such a vacancy had occurred, the auspices, under which the

had been founded, and which were the mark of divine
acceptance of the kingly rule, “ returned to the patreSf' * and

state

wo
*

are told that this was from the first interpreted to mean,
not to the comitia curiata, but to the patrician Senate.
The
earliest interregnum is represented as an exercise of collective

by tba
the sole n^agistraeyy
btii, <m tha
took tho form of a creation of a succession of interreges.
The first step was the division of the Senate into decuriae
etich
decury had fifty days of government allotted to it 3 within this
period each individual member of the decuria exercised rule for
it

five

days, and, according to one account, the succession of tho

was determined by

decuries

collegiate, the

fts

^

Dionys,

^ Tftc.
*

Cic.

v.

1

Ann,

i,

;

The rule is represented

lot {sortiiio).^

whole decury possessing the imperium^ while

Liv. x?. 42.

Dio Gass. liii. 21, 7 Iviii. 20,
14 and 81
d& Rep, ii. 12, 23 ; Liv. i. 17 Dionys. ii. 57.
;

;

S,

;

ad BrvL i&rv. in Aeti.

^

[Cic.]

5, 4.

®

Cf.

vi.

decurias.”

508

“ Ronvvilo

mortuo cum
®

Dionys.

ii.

.

.

57

.

Senatus

.

.

.

vegnasset
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ceap.,

the individual who ruled for five days had the fasces and the
In later times we shall
external emblems of the royal power.^
see that, though the interregnum

was

retained, the whole pro-

cedure was simplified by the abandonment of the collegiate
If it ever existed, we must suppose that, as soon as
principle.
ever the resolution oi the Senate was taken, the collective rule
could be interrupted by any irderrex, except the first, nominatThe interregnum, although represented by our
ing the king, 2
authorities as an invariable part of the procedure in the
appointment of a king, was probably from the first a makeshift,

only resorted to when the ordinary procedure had been interrupted through unforeseen causes, and there was no definitely
designated successor.^
Yet, though the monarchy was not strictly elective, certain
quasi-elective processes were connected by tradition with the
appointment of the king, on the part both of Senate and people.
The authority of the Senate [auctoTitas patrum) is mentioned
It
in connexion with all the transmissions of the supreme office.*^
is an authority, however, which did not spring from any theory
of the Senators possessing elective powers, but was simply a

no man in authority should
and was merely an outcome of the constitutional necessity which the king was under
of consulting the Senate on all great measures affecting the
popular welfare. The greatest of these would be the appointresult of the universal principle that

act without taking advice of his amsUium,

ment

a successor.
we are told of a formal ratification of the king’s
power by the people assembled in the comitia curiata, one which
continued into the Eepublic under the title of the lex curiata, a
formal sanction always required for the ratificsiion of an
of

Secondly,

^ Uiouys. iL 57 toU Xoxowt Wira vpwrois Aire^wxav dpx^ty
iroXews
liv. i. 17 “decern imperitabant, uniiA cum insiguibus
cvToxpdrop* dpx^v
ircpeni et netoribus erat.'*
® In tbe accounla of this procedare an important element ia probably omitted,
Ibe first could not
i.e. that eacli individital inttrrex nominated bis successor.
nominate tbe king, aa he had not received the auapicea in due form.
* Mommsen {Staatsr. i. pp. 213, 214) takes a different view, arguing that the

king was in every case nominated, not by the rex, but by the iw^errcc, on the legal
ground that the appointment of a successor would have been one of those “ actus
*'
(such as hmditaiu aditio,
legitimi qui non recipiunt diem vel condicionem
tutoris datio), and which “ in totum vitiantur per temporis vel condicionis
But, even in the regal period, there
idjcctioneoi’* (Papin, in Dig. 50. 17, 77).
may have beexi one condition "which did not vitiate such acta, i.e. death (see p, 29),
^

Liv.

i.

IL

22, 32, 41. 47-
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imperiim

assumed.^
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said

is

to

have
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Lad

this

character even in the time of the monarchy, and this was thought
to he shown by the fact that the hing himself proposed the

which was to give the sanction for the exercise of
Such procedure was, indeed, necessary, since
no one but the king had the right of putting the question to
the people ; consequently we must accept the view that the lex
curiaia was not absolutely necessary for the exercise of power, and
might be legally, though not perhaps constitutionally, withheld,
as it was hy King Servius during the early part of his reign.^
The Roman jurists, who believed that the king was elected,
credited the people with two distinct act^ in the creation of a
first, his election, and then the formal ratification of this
king
election.^
A parallel for this seemed to be furnished by
Republican usage, where the lex was taken by magistrates already
lex curiaia

own powor.^

his

—

elected as a necessary preliminary to the exercise of the imperium.

But at

this period

comitia curiaia,

the magistrates were not elected by the
lex of this assembly is a mere survival,

and the

a reminiscence of the formal sovereignty which continued

to

be vested in the cwriae.
The lex curiata is much more
comprehensible in origin if the king was first nominated
independently of the people and then challenged their allegiance.
It was probably little more than an acclamation on the first
summons of the curiae by the king.
The preceding king
must have already made known to the people his choice of a
successor, and the popular sentiment would have been already
expressed ; thus there was little chance of adverse shouts when
the /lew king challenged the allegiance of his burgesses.
If
there
as

wo

was a chance

of the challenge not being accepted, it might,
saw, be withheld.
But an exercise of the regal imperium

which was not sanctioned by these two acts of Senate and
people
the expressed will of the one and the declared allegiance of the other
was regarded by later authorities as

—

—

unconstitutional.^
^

de Leg, Agr. iu 10, 26 ii. 11,28 ; <id Fam, i. 9, 25.
de Rep. ii. 13, 25 “Numam , . qui
quamquam populua curiatia
comitiis re^eni esse jiisserat, Umen ipse de sho imperio curiaUm hgem tuJit.
Liv, i, 41 “Servius, praesidio firmo nmnitus, primus iuju&su populi,
Cic,

;

* Cic.

«um
*

.

.

.

.

Toluntate patriim reguavit.*'
^

“Tullura Hostilium populns regem, interrege rogante,
.
popiilum cousuluit curiatim."
de imperio suo
.
71i0 last injusttLs
of Rome ruled “neque populi jusau usque
*Uctoribu8 patribus
(Cic. de Rep. ii, 24, 45 ; Liv. i. 49),
Cic.

de Rep.

ii,

17, 31

coinitiis curiatis creavit, isque
®

.
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There wcis also a religious aspect of the king^s appointHia assumption of power was regarded as incomplete
until it had been shown that the gods sanctioned the rule which
This was done by the first taking of the
ho had assumed.
auspices ^
a ceremony observed by magistrates of the Eepublic
before entering on the exorcise of their office.
This was the
final test for the right to exercise secular power ; but the king s
position as high -priest of the community was supposed to
ment.

—

require another initiatory act.

This was the inauguration, which differed from the taking
the auspices.
In the ordinary form of the auspicia the
individual entering on office has himself the right of speciio;^ in
the Republic it belonged to magistrates as such, and was neveiregard^ as a merely x^riestly function. In the special inauguration, on the contrary, the spedio is taken by some other than
the person inaugurated.
The priest^king Numa is naturally

of

ceremony by tradition ; by him an appointed
employed to watch for signs, ^ and this ceremony of
inauguration by one of the priesthood, other than the person so
inaugurated, is represented as being from this time onwards a
standing part of the procedure requisite for entrance on the
regal office.
But this legend of Numa is rendered somewhat
incredible by the fact that the augurs have no right of spedio^
and that of all the priests of the Republic it is only the semimagisterial pontifex wazimus^ the head of the state religion,
associated with this

augur

is

who has the right of taking auspices. The fact that the rex
sacrorum in the Republic had a special inauguration * might lend
support to the legend, were it not that this rex had become
wholly a priest and thus lost his right of intercourse with the
The question of the inauguration of
gods through the spedia.
the king, unimportant in itself, runs up into two wider questions
the first is whether there was a separation in idea between the
kingh magisterial and his priestly functions ; the second, whether
the king was himself pontifex- maximus and thus the supreme
head of the Roman religion.
For an answer to the first question it is not safe to appeal to
later examples, for the priesthood and the magistracy may have
*
^

^

Th\is Piom\ilwa takes hia

auspicea oa the Palatine (Liv.

decs consuli jiissit.’^
i. 13 ‘Me SG
Laheo ap, Gell. xv. 27, \ ; Liv. xl, 42, 8,

^ Liv.
*

oyrii

p. 39.
.

.

.

i.

6).
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But tradition^
been first sundered during the Republic.
and survivals represent the king as the first priest in the
His successor, the rez sacrorum^ ranks, as a
community.
priest, above the three great Jlaminea and the pontifex maximns
in the order of the priesthood (ordo sacerdotum);^ the religious

duties of

the fact that

this rex point to

the king’s functions

not the occasional religious duties of a
Roman magistrate,^ while hia wife, the regina sacrorura, had her
own simultaneous sacrifices.^
But the position of first priest did not in the Republic imply
were a regular

culiiiSt

the headship of the

head, comes, as

its

Roman

we

religion

;

who

the chief pontiff,

is

saw, low in the order of the priesthood.

The importance of cullvsand of religiousauthority springing from
higher knowledge are not the same,
The pontiffs are only
secondarily a priestly, primarily they are a religious order, whose
position is based on the

knowledge of religious law

(fas).

The

separation between the true priesthood and the presidency of
religion

may, indeed, have been a Republican development, due

to the secularisation of the

magistracy

the magistrate being continued

the priestly functions of

j

in the

religious presidency being also separated

vested in another

official,

and the
power, but

rex sacrorum^

from the

the chief pontiff.

civil

But

it is possible

that the separation may have been primitive, and that evitus and
the knowledge of religious law did not go together.
It is

evident that great uncertainty prevailed as to the king’s relation
to the pontifical college.
While one account speaks of Numa

Numa Marcius as
sam« king as instituting five

•selecting

the pontiff,” ^

pontiffs,®

another describes the

and we are further

told

that, before the lex Ogvlnia

(300 B.C.), the college consisted of four
J’he discrepancy between the two last accounts has

members.^

Dionya. U. 14 ; iv. 74 ; Plul, TL Gracch. 15.
^ Festus
27 ; Ov. Fasti ii. 21.
p, 185 ; Labeo ap. Gell.
^
’Xhia ia shown by his sacrifices on the Kalends and on
^

and

hU

9) (Festus p.

offering of a

the KoJiea (sacra
to Janns in the regia on the Agcmalia (Jan
12 ; Ov. Fasti i. 317).

ram

10 Varro Z.Z. vi.
113 ; Macrob, i. 15, 19,
® Liv.
Nnmarn Warcirim 31. f. ex patribus fegit,
i. 20 “Numa
Pontificem .
eique sacra omnia essenpU exsigoataque ottribuit, quibus hostiis, qnibus diebus,
qnae templa sacra fierent, atqne unde in eos sumptua pecunia erogaretur. Cetera
quoqne omnia pnblica privataqne sacra Pontificis scitis subjecit, iit esset, quo
*

;

Fcatij!» p.

.

.

consul turn

pleb^ veniret : ne quid divini juris, negligendo patrios ritus, pcregri'nos
But afterwards (in -149 B.c.) Livy (iii. 54)
adsciscendo, turbaretnr, etc.’"

’Hi plies
®

the existence of a college, without mentioning
de Hep. ii. 14, 26.

Cic.

its institution.
^ Liv. x. 6.

Cf. iv. 44.
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been reconciled by supposing that tbe Vmg bimseli was rccb:oned
as a member of the college, and that the expulsion of the king
reduced the number from five to four.^ It is possible that the king
did not bear the
poniifex maximus and was yet head of the
college 3 vt is even possible that, as one account which we have
quoted seems to indicate, ^ there was a chief pontiff as his delegate.

We

can hardly refuse him a place at this board in face of the
The
evidences which point to his universal headship of religion.
eveation of tbe eoigUTatc a.nd tbe priestboods is bis work,

Romulna

appoints the augurs ; ^ Numa institutes the three great Flamines,
the Salii, and the Pontifex, although most of the important
ceremonies of religion are performed by himself personally,^

may

conclude that the appointment of special
must have been a part of the king^s
It has even been held (chiefly as an inference from the
office.^
fact that the Vestals and Flamens Avere in the pokstas of the
'pontifex maximus of the Republic) that the former were the
king's unmarried daughters who attended to the sacred fire

Consequently Ave

individuals to these priesthoods

whose duty it
worship of particular
This pleasing picture may

of the state in the king's house, the latter his sons

was to kindle the

fire

for the sacrificial

Mars, and Quinn us.
have represented the primitive state of the patriarchal Idngship
but this bad been long outgrown before the close of the monarchy.
There we find a fully developed hierarchy and the existence of
religious guilds, such as those of pontiffs and augurs, Avho
cultivate the science, not the mere ritual of religion, and who
have no possible connexion with the king's household arrange-

deities, Jupiter,

3

ments.

At

*

the head of this imposing organisation stands the rex^ and,

in virtue of this position, he is the chief expounder^ of the rules

It is a law which has hardly any limits,
of divine law (fas).
but far beyond its bounds.
running parallel Avith civil justice
Three methods olits operation may conveniently be distinguished.
TTiat the king waa
Bouch^-Leclercq
Ponti/es de VancienTie Rome p. 9,
by Plutarch (iVuma 9), Serviua (ad Aen. iii. 81), and Zosinuia
(iv. 36), but the evidence may be vitiated by the position of the Princeps as
pontifex maximus.
^
Liv. i. 20 (p. 61 n. 5) ; cf. Ambrosch Studirn p, 22.
* Cic. de Rep. ih 9, 16
de Div. i. 2, 3.
* Liv. i. 20 “ Turn sacerdotibua
creandis animum adjecit, quamquam ipse
^

poutiffis stated

;

plurima sacra obibat, ea maxime quae nunc ad Dialem flarainerii pertinent."
^ As, e.g-, the nomination of Flamines belonged to the Latin dictator (Ascoij,
in Milan, p, 32),
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expressed in the

cults.

The second

the ordinary citizen in
that which connects the

communities and forms the

international law of the period,
(i.)

The

over priesthood and cultus belongs to
rather than to that of constitutional
chiefly presents a legal aspect in connexion with
control

the history of

and

ItW,

it

religion

the question of religious jurisdiction.

The

difficult questions

Republican times from the clashing of the
religious and the civil power could hardly have been heard
of as yet, for the supreme control of both was vested in the
same man.
But the very nature of this disciplinary jurisdiction over priests has been a matter of some dispute.
The
favourite hypothesis of a family jurisdiction has been applied to
the case, and the hypothesis may conceivably be correct so far as
the Flamens and the Vestals are concerned, although even in this
sphere it is doubtful by what paternal right the head of religion
could do the Vestara paramour to death.
Other phases of the
power are still more inexplicable on this ground.
right of
punishing augurs for a breach of ritualistic rules survived into
the Republic, and seems to be a jurisdiction exercised over them
as members of a religious body.
There is, however, no trace of
the priesthood bolding a privileged position, and in all secular
matters its members are subject to the ordinary law.
Such
privileges as they possess rest on religious scruples.
When the
Flamen was caught [cajitus) for the god, he became free from
the paternal power, ^ and the civil authority could not compel
him to take an oath.^
The persons of the Vestals were inviolable j 3 the sanctity of both Flamens and Vestals also invested
them with the right of asylum. The bonds were struck off the
prisoner who took refuge in the Plamen's house; and, if the
criminal on the way to punishment met him or the Vestal, he
could not be scourged or executed on that day.
But it is only
in these two cases that the severance from the world is strongly
marked ; we have no reason for believing that, in the earliest
ponod of Romeos history, the members of the religious orders
that

arose

in

A

^

^

Gaius i. 130. The same wfts the case with the Vestal (Gell. i. 12).
For the Flamen see Liv. xxxi. 60 Festua p. 104. For the Veatal, Gell.
;

iVitma. 10.

x. 15.
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were Isolated from the mass of the people with privileges and a
own.
The control of the culius, and the maintenance of its purity, are
marked as one of the earliest duties of the porUifex maximus,
and must have belonged to the king. It is he that sees that no
ancestral right is neglected, no foreign one acquired.^
Here we
have a religious power that governs more than the priesthood ; the
maintenance of the sacra privaia are as important in its eyes as
that oi the socm pihlica^ and its supervision must have extended
beyond the limits of the Patriciate ; for it is impossible to believe
jurisdiction all their

that religion cared only for the sacra of the patrician clans, and

aimed only at preventing them from corrupting their ancestral
worship. The Plebeian and the client were under the protection
of the gods, and might bring down a curse on the community by
reckless innovation or neglect.
(ii.) The control exercised by fas over the citizensMifo in matters
not immediately connected with ritual and worship may be first
illustrated by its penal sanctions.
We cannot, indeed, say that
there was a time when the Roman law regarded every crime as
a sin, for from the very first we are confronted with a dualism,

and

religious

and secular sanctions

exist side

by sida

—in

religion has left a deeper impress here than elsewhere

name given

Put
the

to punishment,^ in the form of its'infliction, in the

stranger fact that, by the disappearance of religious sanctions,
breaches of obligation that the modern world regards as crimes

still

remained unpunished by the secular arm.
The punishment for sin must be some form of expiation.
This is the piaculiim adjudged in the monarchy as in Republican
times by the head of religion; and not adjudged arbitrarily, for
even by the close of the monarchical period classes of offences
had doubtless been drawn up by the pontiffs with the equivalent
expiation, which was directed to avert the anger of the gods
from the whole community. Apart from the regularly recurring
lustrations at the census
the consequence of the sense of
universal sinfulness in the community
individual misdeeds could
be expiated in this way.
Such was a murder that was unin-

—

'

Liv.

i.

—

20 (cited p. 51).

Supplicium, from sub-placo, death as a sm-offering (Festus p. 308 “supeacrificia a Bupplicando
casti/jatio (“ efts turn agere 'q purification
pUcia .
,
through atonement.
On the other hand poena, multa, lalio bear witness to a
theory of compeiisatiort and private veDgeance.
See Rein CriTniTialrecht p. 39.
*

.

;

'
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which mitigating circumstances were present,^ and

such was the violation of the chastity of Juno's person through
In graver cases expiation
the touching of her altar by a paelex,^
could only be accepted where there was no intent,^ as in the

wrong done to a god by swearing

falsely in his name.*^

There

was also a class of deadly sins for which the gods would accept
no atonement but the life and the goods of the sinner himself.
Amongst the acts which called forth this coTisecratio capitis were
the violation of the relations of client and patron,^ the ill-treat-

ment

of ciders by their children,® the pulling up or alteration of
boundary stones,^ the destruction of a neighbour's corn by night.®
The god thus appeased was often the deity who was held to be
specially offended by the act ; but sometimes the head and the
goods were not dedicated to the same divinities.
The person
was adjudged to Jupiter, the dispenser of life; the landed
property to the gods who nourish the human race, Ceres and
Liber.®
This custom of consecration gradually ceased to have
its literal fulfilment*
A man might still be declared gacer, but
excommunication had taken the place of immolationSuch a
man was cut off from all divine and, therefore, from all human
help, and his slayer was blood-guiltless.^®
This theory, of a man
being cut off from the community while his life was spared,
became of great importance in the history of Roman criminal
law.
It survived in the “interdiction of fire and water" (aquae
et ignis interdictio\ and familiarised the Romans with the idea

that the severest penalty did not require the sacrifice of

In matters of

private law

we have already

life.

witnessed

the
presence of religion in marriage, adoption, testament, and the
transmission of the sacra. Its & u tliority may he fu rther iUostrated
by the formularies of civil procedure. Here the form of words
^

Liv, i. 26 ; Dionys. iii. 22
Festua pp. 2 97 and 307.
;
Festua p. 222 ; GelL W. 3.
Macrob, i. 10, 10 “pmdentem expiare non posse.**

Cic. de Leg, ii, 9, 22.
Dionys. iL 10 ; Serv. ad Aen, vi. 609.
Festus p. 230.
Dionys. u. 74 ; Festna p. 368.

®

®
[

Plia,
^

xviii. 3, 12.

^uch.A-Ijeclerc([ Les Ponli/es p. 190.
In Ibe Itx aacrata which protected
tribunes we meet with this distinction (Liv. iii. 55).
® Festug
p. 318 “ At homo saccr is cst, quern populus judicavit ob male-

ncium

neque fas est eum imniolari, eed qui occidit, panicidi non damnatur.'*
the meaning of sacer as employed in the Ugea sacraiae of the early
^tepublic (Liv. ii.
8 iii 55).

This

;

is

;
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was

all-important, and in the early Republic all binding
whether for oaths that were to be effectual, for vows or for
consecration, were known only to the pontiffs.
The solemn
forms of law {legls aeixond) issued from the same authority, and
in One of their most frequent manifestations, the sacTdmentumy the
procedure was distinctly religious.^ But who could say whether
the king, when he gave the prescribed form of words for an
action, acted as a religious or a civil head, as the representative of
Here we are on the borderland between the two.
fa$ or jW ?
(iii.) Nations know no common
and fas is the sole support
Each people is protected by its own
of international law.
divine guardians; hence a war of two nations is a contest
between their gods, and a treaty between two peoples a compact
between their respective divinities.
But each nation is to some
extent under the protection of the other's gods.
Jupiter of

Rome

powerless

is

if

the war

commenced by Rome

is

unjust,

and will punish his own people if they have stained his honour
by violating a treaty. Even though there is no belief in com'
munity of guardianship, the rights of other peoples are still
conceived to be under the protection of the Roman gods.
These beliefs necessitated elaborate religious preliminaries to
the declaration of a war in order that it might be just and holy
(justum

Such a
himself;

as well as ceremonies for the conclusion of a

piuTtique),'^

peace that was
ritual

to bind

the public conscience (fides publicay
performed, originally, by the king

may have been

but tradition states

that, at

a very early period, a

the Fetiales or public orators, were*
Their chief functions were* the
appointed for this purpose.^
special

'

guild of

priests,

The sacraTnentum (literally “ oath *") in the actio sacramento is best explafnetl
[pia^uin) in the form of a money payment for the expiable,

as ED atonement

hecauso mvolnntary, perjury of the litigant who has maintained a false claim.
When the process was secularised, the sacra??iff!iium c&me to he considered a
See Uanz Der sacrale Schutz pp. 151 d.
simple wager.
* Cic. de Rep. iL 17, 31 '‘conatituitque jus, quo bella indicerentur
quod
;
per Be justisBime mventum eanxit fetiali religlone, ut omne h&Uum, qnod denuntiatum indietuinque non esaet, idinjustum esse atque impium jndicaretur.
* Varro L.L, v. 86 “ Fetialea . , . fidei publicae Inter populos praeerant
tiani per hoa fiebat \xi pvstuin conciperetni bellwm et inde desitum, ut foedere
tides pocis constitueretur.
£x his mittebontur, antequam conciperetur, qui res
repeterent, etc.

”

pocia, belli, indntiaTnm ratorum
9, 21 **Foedermn,
sunlo ; bella disceptauto." The word fetialis is probably
connect^ with /alert (and Oscan /atium). Thus the “Fetiales " are speakers
{oratoree), cf. Festus p. 182. Lionysiua (ii. 7 2) aacribea the creation of the Fetiales to
Niiina ; Livy (i. 32) speaks as if they were due to Axicus Marti us, but in another
*

Cic.

de Leg.

iL

fetialea judices nuntii
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war and the conclusion of peace, bub the ritual
observed in both of these acts may be raoro appropriately
described when wo are dealing with the international relations
declaration of

Home.

of

There were other religious preliminaries to a war
by divine law, it was highly

which, though not necessitated

expedient to observe, in order to increase the chances of victory.
Vows (vota) were offered to the native gods, and for these to be
valid they must be couched in a form prescribed by the pon-

And sometimes the king, before a battle or a
chants an incantation {carmen\ the purport of which is
to weaken the loyalty of the enemies’ gods to their worshippers,

tifical college.^

siege,

to bring them over to the side of Home.
He bribes them
with temples, offerings, and the honours of a special cult.^ If
the bribery is effective and the city falls, he must carry out his

and

conquered gods are received at Eome ; and their
guaranteed by the distribution of their cults over the
patrician clans.^
The instances preserved of this devotio and
ematio naturally date from the time of the Republic.^ During
this period the forms are prescribed by the pontiffs.
Bub the
antiquity of the procedure is beyond question.
The results of
evocation on the part of the king, who was his own pontiff, are
manifested in the local worships of the conquered towns of
Latium, which found an early home at Rome.
pledge.

Tlio

worship

If
it

is

is

we

turn from the religious to the civil powers of the king,

easier

precise
^

to

modes

estimate
of

their

their extent

than to determine the

Later

exercise.

belief

credited

him

with the sole executive power of the state.
The Roman kings
possessed irao-a
and exercised the imperium at their own
paaaagB (L 24) implies their earlier existence.
ilostilius (Cic.'t^e Rep, ii.
17, 31).
in Dionys. iL 72 and Liv, L 32.

Cicero attributes

The ceremonies of the

them to Tullus

college are described

Sometimes, the better to secure divine assistance, the enemy, his cities, and
were all devoted to the gods.
For the incantation see Macro b. iii. 9, 10
"Dis pater Vejovis Manes, eive quo alio nomine fas est nominare. . . uti vos ens
agrosqne capita aetatesque eoruni devotas consecratasque habeatis ollia
l^bu^ quibua quandoque aunt maxime hostea devoti ; eosque ego ... do devoveo,”
site of such cities was cursed, as in Republican times that of Fregellae,
^

bis lands

Carthage, and Corinth.

Macrob. iii. 9, 7 “ Si deus, si dea est, cui populus civitasque ... est in tutela,
teque maxime, ille qui viibia hnjua popniiqne tntelam tecepisti ... a vobia peto nt
VOS populum civitatemque
proditique Romam
. deseratia .
.
.

veTuatis,

,

,

ad

me meosque

Hostraque vobis loca templa sacra urbs acceptior probatiorque ait,"
Gincius ap. Arnob. iii. 38 “solcre Romanos religiones urbinm superatarum
partim privatim per familiaa spargere, partim publico consecrare/'
the evocatio at the siege of Veil, the devotio on the fall of Carthage.
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Such statements are not surprising if we remember
implied in the invperimn^ and that there appear to have

discretion. 1

^

what

is

been no legal limitations to its exercise during the monarchy.
Imperium implied the combination of the highest military and
civil authority
it united jurisdiction with command in war,
and it included the further right of intercourse with the people
{jus rogandi)
while the later restrictions on this power, the
limitation of office by time or by colleagiieship, had not yet been
created.
The king held office for life, and he had no colleague
for the other officials in the state must have been mere delegates
whom, in the strict theory of the constitution, he permitted to
;

]

exist.

l^ut

if

we do not

the king's power was legally free from restraint, and

was any large body of leges binding
not have been free from the limitations

believe that there

his authority, it could

Customary law
imposed by custom and constitutional usage.
securing rights for the people is said to have been raised to the
level of positive law by Servius Tullius.^
But even the earlier
usages must have formed a kind of code
such a code as that
which contained the pontifical ordinances known as the leges
regiae.^ It was the belief in the existence of this early customary
law which led to the later description of the king’s power as an
imperium legitimum^ Amongst his constitutional obligations was
that of consulting the Senate in any important matter.
There can be little doubt that the original council of elders
(senal'us) was a body of nominees selected by the king as his
permanent advising body (consilium publieumj^ In consequejice

—

See next citation.
15 ; Tac. Ann, iii, 26.
26 “nobia Romulus, ut libitum, imperitaverat : dein Nnma
religionibug et divino jure populum devinxit, repertaque quae(kim a Tullo et
Sed praecipuua Servius Tullius sauctor legum fuit, quis etiam reges
Anco.
^

Plut

^

Tac.

Ti. Qracch.

Ann.

iii.

oblemperarent."
^ Pon)ponju5 in Dig.

2 *^et iU leges quosdaui et tpae (RomuiuB) enriataa
1,
tulerunt et sequeiitc$ reges.
Quae omnes conscriptne extant
in Ivbro Sexti Papirii, qvii fnit illia temporibns, quibns Superbus Dcmarati
Corintbii filiua, ex principalibos viris.
Is liber, ut diximus. appellatur jus civile
Papirianum, non quia Papiriua de suo quicquam ibi adjecit, sid quod leges sine

ad populum

tulit

;

ordine latas in unum comjmsuit.’' TbU code was commented on by Granins
Flaccus (Paul, in Dig. 50, 16, 144), a contemporary of Julius Caesar. C. Papirius
is said to have been ponti/ex maximus (Dionys. iiL 36), and Mommsen {Btaalsr.
ii. p. 41) thinks that the leges regias were simply pontilicai ordinances, specify ing
amongst other things such offences as we Lave mentioned as coming under /as {p. 54 ).
“
* ^11. CaL 6 “imperium legitimum, nomen imperii regium babe bant.
*
^‘Regium consiliam '* (Cic, de Hep. ii 8, 14). The function of the Senate
fftaycvtia/ffti/ (Dionys. ii. 14).
was wepi TTayrdi otov
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the position of senator could not have been a life-office

could neither have been any definite

mode

;

there

attaining

of

the

any claim on the part of an individual to retain it.
A new king might decline to summon some of his predecessor's
councillors ; he might even, perhaps, change the personnel of his
advisers during the course of his reign.
It was in later times
believed that the freedom of selection was so great that no
stigma attached to members who were “ passed over ” {praeierili)
dignity, nor

by the king.^
Yet tradition attributes a definiteness to the Senate which is
not consistent with the idea of. a purely arbitrary selection.
Its
numbers at any given time arc fixed, and it is to some extent
made representative of the whole patrician community for an
increase in the number of full burgesses involved a corresponding
increase in the numbers of this body.^
The number, originally
100,^ was raised by successive steps to 300 before the close
of the monarchy.* The two obvious units of representation were
the curiae and the clans ; but the latter, from their larger
numbers, formed a better basis for reflecting the opinion of the
whole community, and tradition does seem to have imposed a
kind of constitutional necessity on the king of distributing his
councillors as evenly as possible amongst the patrician gentes,^
It was thus that the distinction between the older and the newer
clans was perpetuated in the procedure of the Senate ® but the

—

;

clan-influence left its strongest

^members

of

the

body

mark by giving
It

itself.

a

name

to the

was the leading heads

of

families (patres faniilias seniores) that the king summoned ; and,
in asking their advice, he addressed them as “ heads of houses ”
(padres).

The primitive Senate
the

patrum

Neither of

these

the constitution,

is

credited with

and

auctoritas

the

two standing powers

initiation

of

an interregnum.

by
and the Senate never becomes a corporation
prerogatives was directly contemplated

possessing powers in

its

own

right until the time of the Empire.

^
Festus p. 246 “Praeteriti senatores quondam in opprobrio non erant, qnod,
Qt reg«9 sibi legebant sublegebautque, qiios ia consilio pobtico babereut, ita po9t
sxactos eoa consules quoque et tribuni militnm cousulari |wtestate conjanctUsimos

•ibi

quosqae patriclorum et deinde plebeiorum legeba&t.”

* p.
*
ib.
P.

s

13.

17 aud 35

;

it 1.

On

Liv.

i.

21.
’

p. 13.

8.

tbe nature of this increase see Willems Le Sinat
• p. 12.
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Tradition mentions Vae “authority ol

was required

iuferced that it

fathers” as being

the

new king

necessary for the appointment of a

;

it

leaves it to be

for the validity of laws as well,

inference probably not true of the period of the monarchy.

an

As

we have

already explained, it was a legal right only in so
was an extreme instance of the necessity the magistrate
was under of taking advice. Perhaps towards the dose of the
monarchy, with reference to the choice of a successor to the
throne, custom had made it a standing prerogative.
The
interregnum rests on a somewhat different basis; it was a power
which religion enjoined should be in the hands of the whole
usage bad delegated the power to the
patrician comm uni by
patrician Senate; so here again we have a pTcrogative which
rested wholly on custom.
A privilege only less constant than these was probably the
far as it

—

The formula of the Fetiales, which is
have dated from their institution during the monarchy,
contains the clause “ But on these matters we will consult the

control of foreign policy.
said to

:

elders at home,

how we may

obtain our rights

the duby of the king to consult the Senate in

all

”

^

It

was thus

matters affecting

For a declaration of
the international relations of the state.
Tradition believed
war, perhaps, even this was not sufficient.
that,

in

this

matter, reference

must be made

to

the people

in the comitia euriata.^

On

making

with
way.
For the treaty
made in time of peace the Senate, and perhaps the people, were"
consulted ; hut this could hardly have been the case with"" the
treaty which closed a war and which was made on the field of
battle.
In the Republic there survives a shadowy and disputed
right of the imperaten- in the field to make a treaty which shall
bind the people. The right was denied, but only on the ground
that the general could not take an oath binding on the public
conscience.
But the king was at once general and high priest ;
he could doubtless take this oath even without the assistance of
the other hand, the right of

states could not

have been limited

treaties (foedera)

in this

his servants, the Fetiales.

There were other
general over which

manifosfcatzoiia

the people

of

the

kings

would have no

power as

control.

^

Liv. i. 32.
^ Diouys, iiZiaytvtlij/ieiv

14.

trav 6

One

of the privilegea of the people was repl

The

1
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booty taken in war and of the conquered lands

was one of these, ^ and the statements which record this right find
The control of the spoils of
support in Hepublican survivals.
war (at least of the movable portions) belongs to the Republican
general, subject to the advice of his council of
to subsequent ratification

by the Senate.

war and sometimes

The first condition may

have been necessary in the time of the monarchy, but hardly
the second.

The council of war was a type of the smaller special consiliay
which the king doubtless employed to advise him in different
branches of the administration ; and such special councils
must have been chosen from the great consilium puhlicurfiy the
Senate,
One of the most important of these was that which
furnished his assessors in jurisdiction.
That it became the
custom, in the more important cases judged by the king in
person, to employ a consilium of some sort, is stated in the
charge brought by tradition against Tarquinius Superbus that he
neglected this essential guarantee of even justice.^
In the
secular criminal jurisdiction of the king such a council would
doubtless have been taken from the Senate.
In the religious
jurisdiction, which we have considered, the pontiffs would have
been the advising board.
Senators also most have been chiefly chosen as delegates of the
king, except, perhaps, those appointed for subordinate command
in war ; ^ there military fitness would be chiefly looked to.

The

these delegates was

the prefect of the city
behind in the capital by the
king when he himself was absent in the field.^ To him must
have been delegated the whole of the executive power, and with
It the right and duty of consulting the Senate.
It is not
probable that the right of questioning the people was or could
be delegated.^ In criminal jurisdiction a distinction was believed
chief of

*{prae/ecius urbi),

an

oiler ego left

^ Cic. d^
f{^p, ii. 9, 15 ‘‘C-am ipse
nihil ex. piaedA donmm
reportaret, locupletare cives non destitib **
“ ac primum agros, quo 3
ii. i4, 26
;
hello Komnlus ceperat, diviBit viritim civibus.'’
Cf. Dionjrs, ii. 28 and 62.
Li 7 . i. 49 “ cognitloneacaplUIinm
s* aoV\is exetceViKl.’*
ww, eonsllvis

temm

* ib,

59

j

Bee p. 4l.

*

Tac. Ann. vi. 11 “naroquo antea, profectw domo regibus ac mox magistratibm, tie orbs sine impeno foret, in tempna deligehatur ejui jus reddciet ac
fiubitia

mederetur

duratque simulacrum, quotiens ob feriaa Latinad prae.
,
,
coDsuIare wnrujs asurpet.
Cf. Liv, i, 59 j Diopys. ii, J2.
Yfet Livy and Pionysias represent tlie tribunus celertim as summaning the

ficitur qiii

iL'^serobly (Liv.

i.

59

1

Dionys.

iv.

71 )t
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been made in tbe cases brought before the king; the
more important were tried hy himself in person, the less
important transmitted to judges chosen from the Senate.^ This
may bo the germ of a distinction which is said to have been perfected by Servius Tullius.
Crimes affecting the public welkre
he tried himself ; wrongs done to private individuals he entrusted
to hoivo

to others.^

This principle of delegation
criminal jurisdiction.

is

mentioned only in connexion with

But, whatever

its extent, it necessitated
the grant by the magistrate to his delegate of a forrmda or to,

which was the expression of jus.

This jus^ that which is right or
expressed the order of society, as realised through human
agency, not directly through the divine will.® It is possible
fitting,”

Rome

was treated as a right, a faculty of
by one man against
another, by individuals against corporations or by corporations
The differentiation between the rights of
against individuals.
the state and the rights of the individual, always marked in
that even in early

it

action (facuUas agendi) or liberty enjoyed

procedure long before

it is

formulated in theory, finds expression

change which tradition attributes to Servius> But there
was never any clear line of demarcation between the two spheres.
Much of what we call criminal law was at Rome a matter for
civil actions dependent on private initiative, and such actions
could in early times be brought only by the head of the family.
But in so far as the early Romans had a criminal law, in so far,
that is, as an offence against the individual could be regarded
as a wong done to society, this law was a part of the jus publicum.
The king was the solo exponent of this sense of violated right,
and the sole interpreter of the jus fixed by custom or by law.
Over the penalty he probably bad little control. It was enjoined
in his ruling and carried out by his lictors
but, in its various
in the

;

^

14 (amongat the powers of Che king were)
tA 6' ^Airroi/a roty fiovXevrait
fi^v CLiurbp
however, to determine whether the reference ia to

PioDys.

IxiyKTTO.
fluiiDult,

ii.

re

dSiKTifidriinf

diriTp^ircLy.
civil

It

ri
i?

wrongs or to

crimes.
tcjv CSnortKwv
25 ^Keipos (Servius Tnlliiis) StcXwy
tup fUp fh rb xoivbp (^pliVTuv d^iKTifidruv a^ds ^ttoicTto rds
€lpat At/cajrrds, Spov^ xal Ka.v6va^ abroh
SiayvJjctiSt ruv bb IbiUTiKUv Ibidira^
iypa^c vbp^ovs. The principle here described perhaps refers to
Td^tts, ofts
deiegalioiL rather than to the distinction between jus and judicium in civil process.
* For derivations of jus see Clark Pract. Jurispr^ence pp. 16*20
Br^ol
;
“ Sur I’origine des mots designant le droit en Latin ” in Nouvdl^ Revue
de dmit vol. vii. (1883) pp. 607 8q.
^ ib. iv.

tA

dT}/i6<ria,

*

Dionys.

l.c.
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—death by the arbor

—

it
infelix or from the Tarpeian rock
The trial was a personal
by the mos majorum.
investigation (guaestio) undertaken by the king, with the assistance of a chosen body of advisers ; and he might give judgment
He
But sometimes his judgment was conditioned.
himself.
specified the crime under which the accused waft to be tried, and

forms

was

fixed

the penalty to be inflicted, but left the finding on the facts to his

Two

delegatea^^

such classes of delegates arc attributed to the

and the quaestores parricidii?
There may have been an appeal from the delegates to the
king, but tradition does not credit the king with any power of
pardon.
Whether the power of pardon resided anywhere
depends on our interpretation of the trial of Horatius,^ which
was believed to furnish the archetype of the provocaiio. From
this story appears the belief, which is often stated by other
regal period, the duumviri perduellionis

authorities,* that the appeal to the people existed in the regal

period, but one modified

by the view that

the citizens had

no

standing right of appeal against the king such as that secured
agaijKt the Republican magistrate by the lex Valeria.
The
-

king, Tullus Hostilius, allows the appeal.^
The early dictatorship
was similarly exempt from the necessity of permitting it, and on

one occasion the precedent of Horatius was appealed to for the
purpose of showing that, as the king had allowed, so the dictator
should allow, the appeal.^ But the dictatorship is a revival of the

monarchy with the military jurisdiction which
the king exercises over Horatius.
It is quite possible that before
•the close of the monarchy custom had established different spheres
of criminal jurisdiction for the people and the king respectively
military side of the

in

some the people might have had a right
*

to be judges in the

Liv- L 26.

^

VLi,

13

attril^utes their institution to PubTicola) identifies the

que^stoTM with the quaisUrres parriddiit

ot -KfiGrrov iikv

rds

6a.va.(jl}iX^v%

SUa^

6d€v Kal tt}p vficaijyopiaj' raihTjv Sdi rAs dvaKpljet^
t ^al did rijv
ttjs d\Tj0tlas
tQv dvaKpta-euy
MommseTi
Cf. Varro L.L. v. 81.
i^aaUr. ii. pp. 523 sq,) thinks the financial quaestors as standing officials originated
with the Rftpuhlic ; but he beiieves
(p, 539) that they had their origin in the
criminal quaestores (a word which bears the same relation to quaesitores as sartot
to ^lyiior or qm&ro to qimwiw,
Cf. Tac. Ann. xi. 22 (p. 61) ; Ulpian
p. 637).
in Jh^. h 13.
* liiv. l.c.

pro MU,
1 da Rep. ii. 31, 64 ; restns p. 297.
i, 26 “Si
a duumviria piovocaiit pro-vocationB ceitato

Uic.

^

Tullo,
®
^

-y

Liv.
.

ib.

.

.

‘provoco’ inquit.”

33.
Cf. Ihcring Geist dza
viii.

Tiim.,

Ha<Ma

i,

pp,

257

ff.

.

.

.

auctore
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and it is the idea of calling away a case to another court
suggested by the word provocaiio^ not the modem idea
In other spheres the king could judge alone ; the
of pardon.^
provocaiio here is an act of grace.
If, however, we consider the
last resort,

that

is

extent of the military and religious jurisdiction of the king, the
competence of the people must havo been small
and the

may be a growth of the later monarchical period,
the result of custom, and of a custom based chiefly on the permit

provocatio itself

of the king.
Civil jurisdiction is said to have been based on the king's
judgment. 3 How far this royal jurisdiction was personal we
cannot say, but under all circumstances the king was the chief
source of the jus privalum, in so far as he and his pontiffs alone
knew the formularies of action,^ the most precise verbal accuracy
in which was necessary for the successful conduct of a suit.
It
is probable that in many cases the king gave merely the
formulary of action, that is, the ruling in law, and then sent the
case before a private judge or arbitrator (judex privatus, arbiter),
thus illustrating (although not, perhaps, on the scale recognised
daring the liepublic) the fundamental division of judicial procedure into jus and judicium. This division of jurisdiction is
probably primitive and not, as has sometimes been thought, a
modification introduced by the later monarchy.®
Even irw
Eepublican times the judex wag chosen by consent of the parties,^
He was an arbitrator between the litigants agreed to by a mutual
compact,^ and an outcome of the notion of self-help so prominent
But one who knows the forms
in early Greek and Roman law.
of action has to stand by and see that the words of these ftjrms
^
Pfcmocatio seems to mean a challenge, i,e. a challenge by an accused to a
magistrate to appear before another tribunal, on the ground that he is not acting
within his own right ; cf. Gains iv. 93 (of the actio per sponsiontm) ” Provocamxw
adYeisarium tali eponsione.”
®
**Id this conflict of co/npekence the position of the king was far more faYour-

able than that of the people, since the people could only be summoned by the
Hence the share of the people in criminal jurisdiction was reduced to b
king.
minimum (Thcring Geisi des rom. EechU i. p. 258),
’ “ Jiidiciis regiis” (Cic.
* p. ,^6.
do Rep. v. 2, .3),
* Savigny System vi. p. 287
Bernhoft Slaai und RecM der Ki^nigszeU p,
;

The idea of its being an innovation has sometimes been associated with
230.
Dionysius’s description (iv. 25, see p, 62) of a change in jurisdiction introduced by
Servius Tullius.
* Gic. pro eluent. 43, 120 “Neminem voluerunt majorcs nostri non modo de
existiiuatiotie cajusquem, sed ne pecuniaria quldem de re mmiraa ease judteem,
ni5 i qui inter adversaries conrenisset*’
^

Ihering Oeisl des r^m. Rechts

i.

p. 169.
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are correctly repeated.
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the king or one

is

comes to
appointment of the judge. From this it is but a
slight step to give the formula of action which settles the law of
the case, and to leave it to the jvdex to decide the question of fact.

Hence eventually the public

of his pontiffs.

official

assist at the

6.

§

At some

period

The Servian Constitution
before

close

the

monarchy the

the

of

absurdity of the existing constitutional arrangements began to
be felt.
In matters of private law there was not a single

important difference between a free Plebeian and a Patrician ;
large numbers of that portion of the Plebs which had
spning from clientship were virtually in a condition of inde-

and

Although their tenure of the

pendence.

might bo prelaw courts

soil

carious, their right of acting for themselves in the

questionable,

it

must have been

practically impossible to avoid

the appearance of full ownership where the lord

had not asserted

or to prohibit the personal enforcement
of claims where the original patronage had been long forgotten
or had lapsed through the extinction of the patrician family on
his right for generations,

which the original

client

had been dependent

It was, in fact,

impossible to say where the class of free Plebeians ended and
that of protected Plebeians began.
It was better, for the
purposes contemplated by the impending reform which bears the

•name

of

equality,

The

Servius Tullius, that they should be regarded as on an

and that both

essence

of

this

classes should

reform

is,

in

make up a
fact,

the

single order.

recognition

of

Ownership of Roman land
ex jure quiriiium was guaranteed to the whole plebeian order
probably even to those dependants and emancipated slaves whose
clientship, and therefore whose precarious tenure of the soil, was
patent ^ and with respect to the rights of commercium the order
was put on a level with the Patriciate.
So far the object of the reform seems to be to confer privileges
on certain classes of the Plebeians.
Its real meaning was wholly
different.
The intention of the reformer one which explains
equality of rights in landed property.

;

—

Dionys,

iv,

22

6 5^ Ti/XXiov koi tois 4}>ievO€povfi4yois rojv OepaTrdvrwv

7^5 itroToXtreiar

roU lXXo«

iTrfTpijj/f

.

,

.

/cal irdvr&i*'

e'qp.oriKOii,

F

dir^fiuice

twv koivwu

.

.

.
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the readiness with which the change seems to have been accepted

by the

Patricians^

community.

— was

impose burdens on the whole plebeian
of the rights of property was a necesthe imposition of taxation and of the full quota
to

A recognition

sary preliminary to
of military service.

Thepa/rfis,

who welcomed

this distribution of

burdens, did not foresee that from these obligations would flow
a fresh series of rights which would impair their monopoly of

power.

political

The Plebeians were being recognised for the first time as, in a
sense, members of the state.
The first problem was the choice
of a medium through which they should be incorporated in it;
for simple membership of a state which was not based on
membership of some lower unit was inconceivable to the GraecoRoman world. Many of the Plebeians had no clans ; they could
not, therefore, be made members of the three primitive tribes,^
and when the change was first mooted, it was, probably for the
same reason, thought impossible to make them members of the
curiae^
New tribes must be invented which should include the
whole community. The chief burden of taxation, now imposed
What more natural
equally on all classes, was to lie on land.
than that the tribes should be

territorial divisions, so defined

as to include all the territory held in ownership

people?

It

is

by the Roman

established that the tribes, which are specially

described as local,^ contained only that land which was subject
to quiritarian ownership,^ and from this fact the deduction

has been drawn that all land subject to quiritarian ownership
As the Servian tribes were,
was included in the tribes.
believed only to have comprised

the

city itself,

os

enclosed

by the Servian walls,® this view leads to the startling conclusion
The change, however, was not supposed (except perhaps by Tacitus A nn. iii.
Mommsen {Staaisr^ iii. p. 161) explains this
p. 58) fco rest on a rogaiio.
tradition by noting that the alteration was a mere administrative act, which wonld
^

26, see

the competence of the king.
possible that theaa three tribes

5il] ^vithin

would have been to some extent IcKial
Membership of them was transmitted by birth.
but locality was an accident.
3 Dionysius (iv, 22) makes them at a later time members of the curiae.
*
Dionys, iv. 14 ; Cell. XV. 27.
^ Cic.
Flacco 32, 80 “gintne ista praedia censui censendo, habeant jus
civile, sintnecneeint mancipil ... in qua tribn denique ista praedia censnisti
The ager puhlicus was not included in the tribes, nor were the Oapitol asvd
Aventine, because they were not private, but public property (Liv. vi. 20
Dionys, x. 31 and 32).
L\v. i 43 ** Quodrifariam urb© divisa, regioulbusque et colUbus, <iui habits banT 0 j>f erri
tur, Smarted eas tribus appellavit”; Dionys. iv. 14 6 TiJXXiOr,
^

It

is

^0

;

1
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was held in private ownership outside the city>
that the land outside,
were fixed by Servius
so far as it was nob ager ;puhlicus, was held by some larger
But such a conclusion is most
corporation such as the gens}
impfobablo ; it was the evolution of private ownership which had
Created the rich Plebeian, who had often no clan and could not
hold in common with others, and such a holder was the least
likely man in the world to have land in or near the city, even as
that no land
as

its

—

limits

were fixed by Servius.
Consequently if, as seems to have been the case, the tribes
did include all land owners, they must have extended far beyond
the bounds of the city.
Our authorities knew them at a time
when their names indeed survived, but when they had become
strictly divisions of the city, by the complete separation of the
Country from the urban tribes.
If we believe in the urban
character of the four original tnbxis^ we must accept the clearly
expressed but generally discredited belief preserved by Dionysius
that besides these four tribes, which comprehended only the
city, Servius established twenty -six others which took in the
country districts.^
its

limits

is

preferable,

The view

that the four tribes* comprised the country districts

and

is

not incompatible with the fact that they
even with the possi^

certainly designated parts of the city, nor
biJifcy

having been engrafted in some way on the older
and Lueeres} Local creations of
character, independent of juxtaposition, are not

of their

divisions of the BamneSy Tities,

an

artificial

•

Ttlxei 9rep(Aa/Sev,
Tr6\Lv
a-ppftllabaut, is

(h r^rrapat

/ioipaj 5teXu>i^

ehai^ rpltpvXotf o^<rav ritat.

tV

So Festus

p.

.

.

.

rerpdipvXot^

368 “urbanas tribus
Cf. Varro L.L. v,

qaas orbs €rat dispertita a Ser. Tullio
{i^aaisr^ iii, p, 163) now holds that the tribes were "parts of the
State- town limited by the pomeriv/m,'*
Ostia, once thought to belong to Polatina,
naa been shown to belong to Voturia.
But the reason for thU may be the
subsequent loss of the lerritorium of the city.
See p. 68.
^ Momms,
Siaatsr, iii. p. 168.
Rome was at this time a great commercial
state (cf. treaty with Carthage, 509 B.a).
That such a primitive institution as
gentile tenure could have existed at this time is inconceivable.
^ Dionya.
iv. 15
tU
xtipai' diraiffay,
5^ koX
/tofpQs
re Ktti etKoaiy, As cal
caXel ^uXds. Mommsen (iSKoa^. iii- p, 169)
Beenis to lean to the view that those country districts^ compnsing land not in
quiritarian ownership, were^o^i.
*
Suoisana (or Si^ufana), PalatinOy EsquilinOy and CdLliiui, See p. 3.
Cf. Momma. Slaatsr. iii, p. 125 “The four tribes are probably nothing more
than the three Romulian
increased through the ierritorium of the town on the
Quirinal "
p. 1 64 " Servian Rome, probably a double town composed of the
old city, Palatine
and Esquiline, and tlia new town of the Col line."
66.

Mommsen

;
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unknown in carlj legislations; they are found in the almost
contemporary work of Cleisthenes of Athens. But even this hypothesis is unnecessary ; each tribo may have stretched continuously
with fairly definite boundaries beyond the city avails. The country
portions of these tribes were for a moment wholly lost by the
disastrous wars which followed the expulsion of the kings, and
when the ager Romanus was again regained, ^ new organisation
was adopted. The territory outside the walls was parcelled out
into country tribes,^ and these grew in number as Rome’s conquests spread.
The four Servian tribe-names were kept as
designations only of regions within the city.
Although the tribes were divisions of the land, and individuals were registered in that tribe in which their land-allotment
lay, 2 there is no good reason for accepting the current belief that
the landless citizen was not enrolled in a tribe. ^
It has generally
been assumed that the only object of the Servian tribes was to
furnish a system of registration for taxation and the military
If this was the case, and we believe that these burdens
levy.
were imposed only on landed property, it follows as a consequence
that only holders of land were tribules.
But there is no evidence
that their scope was so limited.
They appear to be dl virions of
and the disinherited or ruined Patrician
land is still a member of that popalus.
The tribe to which a landless man belonged would depend upon
his domicile ; it is a man’s local position in a tribe, not the land
ho holds in it, which is given as a criterion of his membership
and of the political rights which it subsequently conferred.*
the j^opulvs

who

has

lost

his

The system of registration, which was the central idea of the
It recognised only
Servian reforms, was essentially military.

who were qualified for service by wealth, regarded
and divided this army into
them as forming an army
This military organits two branches of infantry and cavalry.
isation recognised one primary and two secondary principles as
the basis of classification; the first was wealth, the second age,
those persons

'

Bistricta like Ostia,

which must have belonged to the Servian

tribes,

now

forined parts of tlie new creations (see p. 67).
* Servius U said for this reason to have prohibited transference of domicile or
allotment.
Dionye, \v, 14 (Serving) toOs dvtfpdiirotJS ^Ta^€ tous Iv eKdorr]
tC}v reTTiptiJv olKOuvrai^
P-'^t€ fieraXafigdyeiv h'^pav otKTjciv
® Mom ms. Staatsr. iii. pp. 182, l84,
TTov avirreXeiy.
Laelina Felix ap. Gell. xv. 27 “ Gum ex geiierlbus hominum snffragVum feratur,
‘curiata' comitia esse, cum ex censu et aetate ‘centuriata,’ cum ex regioziibos el

AWodt
*

locis, ‘tributa.**’
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the thir(J took the form of a subdivision for strategic purposes,
{ceniima).
the military unit employed being the “ hundred

For the moment we

may

overlook the cavalry and

who form

attention on the bulk of the citizens

These are split up into
period called

it

divisions,

our

which were at a later

The basis of division was wealth, and the
It is almost certain
“what kind of wealth

c/twses.

crucial question is

that

five

fix

the infantry.

could not have been wealth reckoned in money. Although
a seaport and a trading state, it is doubtful whether

Romo was

which was used as a medium of exchange by
and therefore the detailed
accounts given of the money valuations by which the classes were
even the old libral

as,

weight, was in current use at this time;^

must refer to a later period in the history of this organisation.
Tim alternative that has been suggested is land.^ There would
be no difficulty in accepting this substitute, paralleled as it is by
the similar organisation of Solon, were it not that the hypothesis
ignores sources of wealth which the earliest Roman law seems to
have classed with land, i.e. slaves and domesticated beasts. These
fixed

are as much the object of quiritarian ownership as
and they may exist without it. A man might own no land
and yet be rich in cattle and sheep which he drove on the ager
puhlicua, or in slaves engaged in productive handicrafts,^ and the
state was interested in all that was duly owned and was properly
the subject of assessment (m emsui csTiseTido) ^ the Servian census
;
must have been based on res rmneipi^ and to a certain degree
it was a census based on currency,
for cattle {pecus) were
fecognised as a medium of exchange {pecu,nia).
On the basis of such a census five classes were distinguished j
the census of each, in terms of the later assessment, which was
res TTiandpi

land,

probably expressed in asses seedaniariiy being respectively 100,000,
75,000, 50,000, 25,000, 11,000 asses.
Ser«i£5 ?rffTTse?f is crwliCeJ
adjusted copper weights stamped
*

the rntrotfnetfon of (T«

by authority.

Plin.

H,N,

xviii.

3 “Servius rex

ovum boumque

effigie primus aes BigoaviL”
Mommsen {ROmisefm Munzwesen)
thiuks that the stamp was a guarantee not of the weight but of the purity of the
ttietal,
Iti this case the metal must have been used as a medium of exchange
a medium of barter the weight would be sufficient. Moiumsen's opinion is
(op. cit
p. 175) that a regular copper coinage was not introduced at Rome until
;

about the period of the decemviri (450-430 D.c.), and more recent niimisniatiBts
^
pronounce even Una date to bo too early.
Momras. Slaatur, iii. p. 247.
The existence of the guilds in regal times (Plut. iViim, 17) rather proves thad
disproves the competing manufacture by slaves.
Utc. pro Tlacco 32, SO.
See p. 66.
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was subdivided into two with reference

to ago, the juniores (from eighteen to forty-fivo) being the effective

home

fighting force, the seniores (forty -five to sixty) the

The

final division ia

defence.

into the military unit, the century {ceniuria),

consisting nominally of a hundred men.

This was the

minimum

strength of the lowest unit, but the census list did not represent
the effective fighting force of the legion organised for battle, but
the numbers qualified for service; consequently the centuries
of a particular class

members

the

all

were raised to the quota required to include

of that class.

The ngmerical proportion

centuries of the different classes to one another

is

of the

very striking.

The

centuries of the first class (eighty in number) are almost
equal to those of the four other classes put together (collectively
ninety in number).
If this table exhibits the real proportion

one another, it would show a wonderfully
equal distribution of land in the state, one so equal as to
cause most of the landholders to be^ placed in the same
of social classes to

class,

the

for

list

would mainly represent holders of land
usually divorced from its

other res muncipi not being

(the

But the proportions

may

only sholv
regarded as
forming the more permanent force, the other, divisions, not

possession).

that the

centuries

of

richer

of the classes

citizens

were

still

much more numerous though drawn from a larger population,
being merely supplementary.
We know that members of the
were more perfectly equipped,^ and the fact of their
being the main strength of the army would be proved if it were
true that this class alone was originally dassis (“ the line ”) and
first class

that
^

all

For

the others were infra dassem.^

annour see LIt. i. 43 ; Dionys. iv. 16, 17. It survived
Into Polybius^ time (Polyb. vi. 23 oi 5^
tAs fivplaf
dpaxp^^ dvrl
rov Kapdio^0\(iKOi
rots d^Xois oXvirtSwroifS treptrlBevrat ddopaKas),
this diSei'ence of

13 “ ‘Classici' dicebantur non omnes, ([Hi in quinque classibus
classis homines, qui centum et'Vigiiiti quiuque milia
aeris ampliusve censi erant.
Infra claaaem* autem appelUbantiar seenndae
classb* ceterarunique omnium classi'um, qui minore summa aeris, quod supra dixl,
ceusebftntur " ; Festua p. 113 “infra dassem signifleantur qui minore SUmma
^

Gklllus

vi. (vii.)

erant, sed primae

tantum

quam centum

et viginti milium aeris censi sunt.”
Belot {Hist d. Chev. Roin, L 204, 205) thinks that the
hero waa the figure of the lowest census the fifth doss

25,000 assea mentioned
^at the time of the Ux
Voconia (169 B.o.), moniioned in this connexion by Pestua, Tlie desi^atlon in
asses waa still kept, but the
must now be multiplied by lO (12,500 x 10 =
125,000 assea). Belot starts from his hypothesis that the as of the census is tha
old libral as.
See the tables on the next page. Mommsen {StacUsr. iii. p. 249
n. 4), on the other hand, supposes that the law referred to the ce^isua of the first
class, and that it was through an interpretation meant to limit its operation, when

—

1

—
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bo seen from the accompanying table of the census,
whose property fell below that of the lowest
They were organised,
class was not wholly unprovided for.
according to Livy, into six, according to Dionysius into five,

As

will

the mass of citizens

Some of these were composed of professional persons,
whose services were indispensable to an army, and who were,
perhaps, members of the trade guilds {collegia) which are said to
have existed in the regal period.^ Such were the carpenters (JaM)
who formed two centuries, and the horn-blowers and trumpeters
{comidnes and iihidnes) who formed one each.
centuries.

»

THE SERVIAN CLASSIFICATION
Tue Cavalry
18 centimes, with no fixed property qualification.

Tub Infantry
Classis^lOO.OOQ asses (Livy and Dionysius),® 120,000 asses (Pliny and
Festus).*
Seniores, 40 cent. \
Juniorea, 40 cent. J

—

and Dionys.).

3fd Classis

—

and Dionys,).

^Ih

—

2nd ClasHs

75,000 asacs (Liv,
Seniorea, 10 cent. I
Juniorea, 10 cent./

•

^th

50,000 assea (Liv,
Seniores, 10 cent. 1
20 *
Juniores, 10 cent. /
Classic 25,000 asses.
Seniores, 10 cent,
’
Juniorea, 10 cent./

pla^U — 11,000

assca (Liv.), 12,500 (Dionys. 12| mlnao).
Seniores, 16 cent.
'
Juniores, 15 cent./'
Fdbri 2 cent, (voting with Ist class, Liv.

—

with 2nd

class,

Dionys.)

Accensi^ cornidnest lilicines, 3 cent, (LivOi slOcent. (Liv.).
cent. (Dionys.) (voting with 4th class, ^5 cent. (Dionys.).

Dionys,).
Capitc censi, 1 cent.
Total, 193 centuries (Dionys.), 194 (Liv.).
the value of

mouey had

altered, expressed in terms of the centum milia aeris of
That it was so interpreted ia shown hy the fact that the centum milia
of the Voconian law (Gains ii, 274) became centum milia seslei-tium (Schol.
to Cic, rerr. ii.
1, 41, 104, p. 188 Orell.), ie. 26,000 denarii (Dio Cass. Ivi. 10),
^
Pint. (A’uw*. 17) mentions t4ktqv€s and
amongst the collegia
^ So too Polybius (vi. 23, cited p. 70).
(Mom ms. Staater. iii. p. 237 n. 1).

libral assea.

^ riin.
i/.iV. xxxiii, 3
Ideo baec prima classis.'"

Maximus census
Festua

p.

113

CXX

ossium

(cited p. 70).

fuit illo (Servio) rege, et
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THE CENSUS
As

interpreted

by Mommsen,^ wbo holds that

As

interpreted by Belotf^
holds tliat the
figures are given in asses
lihraUs (the liter

who

the figures are given in asses sextaniarii
of the
li.e, asses of t^^’o ounces weight
Ubral as (the later sesUrtius'^.

—

Urtii),

The oider aS
(1 rlenarlua).

2nd

>

1

3rd

If

4a

tf

5th

t)

100,000
76,000
60,000
25,000
11,000

40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
4,400

Class is

1st

Later (drea 269 B.a)
equivalent to
denailutu

100,000
75,000

50,000
25,000
12,

Another century was formed by theacemsi or velaJti, These were

men with no heavy armour, who might be enrolled as occasion
required {adscriptici^^ or who marched to battle as light-armed
troops ready at any moment to take the armour and places of
the fallen legionaries.^

No

property qualification was required

for these three groups, the reason being that their place in the

army did not demand

das^es^

If,

character of

however,

But

it.

add another unpropertied
included the whole mass

we

class,

of

to

these Vivy and Dionysius

the century of

proletarii^

which

the people not registered in the

believe in

the organisation,

the

originally

military

there seems no place for

this

%

Bockh {}ftMxig\sche. OwferyucAun^en p. 444)
He makes the qualifications in
terms of the librai as and the as oi iwo ounces respectively: 20.000=100,000,
15,000=: 75,000, 10,000=^50,000, 5000 = 25,000. 2000 = 10,000.
* nistnre des CKewUiers RomiiTts (Tabic at <yjmmcn<icTOcnt of vo\. i.).
* Festus p. IS **zcceitsi dicehantue qai in locum mortuonim militum s^ibito
subrogabantur, dicti ita, quia ad censum adiciebantur ” ; p. 369 “relati appelU*
bantur vesUti et incTines qm excrcitum seqiiebantur, quique in mortuonim militum
Cf, p. 14 “adscriptieii velutt quidam scrip ti dicebautur.
loco substitue bantur,”
Uos et accensos dicebant, quod ad
qui snpplecdis legiooibus adscribebantur.
Quidam velatos, quia vestiti inermes
le^'ouDTO cen^zQ es^nt adsenpti.
^

^{jofllsTteU

ill.

pp, 249, 260.

also takes the view of the asses being sexlanlarii.

sequereulUT exercitum."*
^ Liv. t
43 “hoc minor census reliquato rauRtfcudinem babuit ; inde una
centum facta est immunis militia ” ; Bionys. iv. 18 (the remaining citizens w^ith
orpaTtlas re dTr^Xta-e
a qualification under 12^ minae Semus placed in one
Cf. vii. 69 obroi arpareiiby re ^aav
jraJ Triads etr<popdf ivolijaev dreXth.
iK Kara\6yov Kal cl<r<popQu rwv Kurd
Cf.
TavT iv rats' ^d*od>opla£s dri/udraroc,

T&y
5t’ dju^ci)

(Tic.

dTcXets /cal
22, 40 “ in
locupletes assiduos

de Hep.

ii,

etiani verbis ac nominibiis ipsis fuit diligeus ; qui. cum
appellasset ab aase dando, eoa, qni sut non plus mille qningeutoa aeris aui
omnrno nihil in auum censum praeter caput attulissent, proletarios nominavit
ut ex iia quasi proleS, id est quasi progenies civitatis, esspectari videretur,

quo

lUanim

aiiteru sex et

censehantur,

nonaginU cen tanarum in una centuria
in prima classe tota/*

quam paeue

turn quidenj pin res
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the accensi and

At

velati.

a

became a more definite body, acting as
assistants to the magistrates and forming a corporation with
certain immunities,^ and at this period tho proletarii may have
been recognised as the class liable to taxation, which fell below

Jafcer

period

fche

minimum

the

accensi

census.

to the

But they probably do not belong

original Servian organisation.

The citi^ns included in the census

list

were collectively

described as classidf and were spoken of as locupleies and assidui,
”
the latter word probably meaning people “ settled on land

“landholders/* as most of those originally enrolled in the
were.^ The others were the children - begetting citizens
(proletarii dm).
The use of the census for purposes of taxation
classes

gave other names to this

In contrast

class.

to

the assidui,

who were

registered on their property, they were called capite
censi as being registered on their caput or mere headship of

and further, when the incidence of taxation extended
;
below tho minimum census, they were spoken of as aerariit
because their participation in the burdens of the state was

a family

by the payment

aho^vn only

of taxes (aes).

The word

seems always to have denoted those outside the census

The cavalry was an adaptation

new

equites^ to the

conditions.

aerarii

list.®

of the old patrician coips of

The

six original centuries

were

preserved and consisted as before of Patricians; ® they still bore
the names of the ancient tribes, and were called respectively
JTifienses^ Jiamnes^ Luceres^ priores and posteriores.^
They continued
^Jpian in Fragni, VcU. 138
qui in centuria accensorum velatoram
aunt, babent irnmnnitateni a tutelis et curis.”
* The word is
not technioal enough to be used as an argument that the classes
included only landholders. The favourite ancient derivation was from ab assc
dando (Cic. de Rep. iL 22, 40, see p, 72), whether for the payment of taxation
^

or for the furnishing of military equipment,
® Capiie cen^,
to
if we trust Cicero {de Rep. ii. 22, 40, see p. 72), came
mean those below 1500 asses (tboeubseqnent limit to the incidence of taxation).
The limit of census for Tuilitacry service was also reduced to 4000 a&^^es (Polyb. vi.

19), and finally to 375 (Gell. xvi. 10, 10), and those below this census continued
to be called capita censi (Gell. l.c.
Aerarius, on the other hand,
Sail. Jug, 86).
\
seems to have piteserved its old meaning of those excluded from the centuries

—

Ps, Asc. i» Divin,
wt, qui
notabont .
p. 103 “ (Ceiisores) proreus cives ffic
plebeius (esset)
.
aerarius fieret, ac per lioc non esset in aibo ecuVuriae suae,
Bed ad hoc [non] esset civis, taiitumiuodo ut pro capite suo tributi nomine acra
,

.

.

praeberet."
p.

p. 41.

they ceased to be patrician ; Idommsen [Staatsr,
254) thinks on the reform of tiie Scrriaii constitution, circa 220 R.c.
"

It is

^ Liv.

not

i,

hnown when

36.

iii
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be known as the sex centuriae, or (after the centuries acquired
voting power) the sex suffragia,^
To these were added twelve new centuries {centuriae eguitum),
composed, like the classes, of Patricians and Plebeians.
Bub,
to

they were not enrolled on a property qualificaby the fact that they are nob a list of
men qualified for service but actually in service, a standing corps
selected by the king and whose expenses were largely defrayed
by the state. In later times, each knight was on Ins entrance
into the corps given the means wherewith to furnish himself with
a pair of horses^ {aes eguedre), and also a regular sum of money
for their support {aes herdeariuTn)^ the latter money being defrayed
by unmarried women and orphans, who were possessed of
property but could not by the nature of the case be rated in
unlike the
tion.

classes,

This

is

explained

the census.®

Each of these centuries formed a troop of one hundred men
under a ceniurio,^ and these eighteen centuries of Roman knights
with ])ublic horses (equites Romani eqtu) publico) continued unaltered
in numbers and (with the exception that the sex suffiragia ceased
to be chosen from the Patricians) in character to the end of
Although no definite census was required for the
the Republic.
class, it was probably chosen from the first, from the richest
and most distinguished citizens ; for its permanent existence
implies leisure.
The class was not divided by age into seniores
and juniareSy for an obvious military reason. They were all juniores,
and probably young men, whose release from the centuries was
granted as soon as age had impaired their efficiency for servjce.
This centuriate organisation seems to have little or no
connexion with the four Servian tribes,^ beyond the accidental
^ Cic. de Rep, ii. 22, 39.
^ Festnfl p. 221
paribus eqnis, Id est

daobns, Romani ntebantur in proelio,

ut Sudan te altero transirent in sicemn.
Parariuni aea appcllabatur id, quod
eqiiitibus duplex pro binis equis dabatur.’*
^ Liv. i. 43
pedestri exercitu omato distributoque cquitum ex primoribua
ci vitatis duodecim scripslt centurias.
Sex item alias centurias . sub isdem, quibus
iiiauguratae erant, nomiuibus fecit
ad equos emendos dena mlllia aeria ex publico
.

,

:

data [i.e., as Livy understands it, 10,000 asses sextantarii=\^^0 denarii], et,
quibus equos alerent, viduae adtributae, quae bina jnilia aeris iu an nos aingulos
penderent ” [2000 asses = 200 denarii]. Cf- Gaius iv. 27.
* The number of the
century was hers fixed, and not, as in the case of the
classidi expansive.
* Of. Liv. i, 43 “neqne eae tribus

quicquam pertinuere.

There

certain nnniber of centuries.

is

ad ceutnriarum distributionem numerumque
no evidence, e.g., that each tribe furnished a
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one that the basis of qualification was mainly land, and that
all land which was private property wa$ registered in the tribes.
Its primsChy meaning was the assembly and registration of those
It acquired a secondary meaning when
what period we do not know but perhaps from its first organisation) it was used as a scheme for the collection of taxes on the
registered wealth of the citizens in the classics. Theactof registration
{cevsus) was a solemn religious function conducted by the king.
Ho numbered his fighting force, saw that each warrior was in
liable for military service.
(at

due rank, excluded from these ranks men who were stained
sin, and then concluded the examination with a ceremony of
It is only with reference to the collection
purification (lustrum)
of taxes imposed at this levy that the tribe would be of
importance. The century was a military unit, dissolved as soon
as the army was disbanded ; the tribe was permanent, hence the
war-tax (trihuium) was perhaps collected from the first by the
his

with

presidents of the tribes.^

A
this

transference of political rights from the patrician

new assembly was

body

to

so far from being the motive of the

change that

it was probably never contemplated.
But such a
was from the nature of things inevitable. Apart
from the general fact that a citizen army must gain the preponderance in political power, there were certain pubUc acts
which were inevitably performed from the first by the assembly
of the centuries, or were very soon found to be more rapidly,
^easily, and appropriately performed by that assembly than by

transference

the comitia of the curias,
firstly,

it

may have been

the

custom for the

oath

of

allegiance to the king, first expressed in the lex curiaiaf^ to have

been renewed at every taking of the census.
of allegiance, asked for by the magistrate,

This expression

was now a

lex

centuriata?

Secondly, most of the popular utterances or

leges of

early

Rome
if

must* have referred to military matters, and convenience,
nob a sense of consistency, must soon have dictated that they

^ Tribulum^ however, cannot be derived from triJm (as by Varro quoted p. 40).
The parallel words aitribueref coTUrilmere, ultra tributa^ etc., seem to show that it
means something added to, conferred on, or collected for another.
* p. 48.
* As such it was in the Republic given for the censors.
Cic. de Leg, Agr. ii. 11,
26 “ majores de singulis mftgistratibua bis vos sententiain ferre vchierunt ; nam

ciiin centiiriata lex

censoribus ferebaliir,
judwahaVuT.’'

tnm ilerum de e\adem

cum

curiata ceteris patriciis magistiatibua,
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should be pronounced by the army.
The choice of officers rested
with tbe king ; but if the appointment of the higher delegates
required the ratification of the people/ this must soon have been
given by the centuries.
The regal jurisdiction which the people
challenge by the provocaiio is essentially military jurisdiction;^
and consequently the exercise of this jurisdiction, when the
king allowed the appeal, must soon have been felt^ to belong to
the army.
It was to this assembly that the announcement of a
proposal to declare war ^ would most appropriately be made ; it
was above all by this assembly, which represented the taxpayers, that the war- tax {iribuium) would most appropriately

be assessed.
We cannot trace the successive steps in the acquisition of
power by the centuries or its growth from an army into a
comiiia.
They must have been the chief political changes which
filled the closing years of the monarchy and the early days of
the Republic ; for even the abolition of monarchy itself, revolutionary as it was, was less of an alteration in the structure of
the constitution than this transference of the attributes of
sovereignty from one assembly to another, from a single to a
mixed order. The comiiia curiaia was not suddenly stripped
of its powers ; but the organising genius of a single supreme
magistrate had prepared the way for a change, which was a
prototype of the gradual insensible revolutions through which
Rome was to pass.
The change which closes the history of this period, although
^
not so radical, was far more sudden and violent. The monarchy
itself was overthrown.
History has tried to invest this revolution
with all the legal grounds and legal forms which it could summon
to its assistance. Servius had had it in his mind to complete his
democratic work by laying down the ivllimperium;^ and Tarquin
the Proud, the last of the great Etruscan line, had broken through
the constitutional usages of the monarchy^ and had ruled without
challenging the allegiance of the people.® That thei;e was some
fearful abuse of the kingly power, typified in the associations that
gathered round the words rex and regnum and in the oath which
»

*

p. 43.

^ p. 63.

» p. 60.

48 “id ipsutn tam mite ao tarn moderatum imperium tamen, quia
uniiis easet, deponere eum in animo habuisse quidam auctores sunt, ni scelua
mtestiuuTU liberandae patriae cousilia agitanti iuterveulsaet.'*
* ib. 40.
• Cic. de Rep. ii. 22, 44.
Liv. L
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made any one who

aspired to

77

monarchy an outlaw,^ we may

without hesitation allow ; for Rome, as shown by the power she
continued to entrust to her magistrates, bad not outgrown the idea
But there was no constitutional mode of deposing a
of royalty.

The

auspices had returned to the fathers in unhallowed
and the war waged by Tarquin and Etruria is a war for
But yet Romo
the maintenance of the principle of divine right.
held that the divinity of the magistracy still remained ; the
auspices again left the fathers' bands and were conferred on two
citizens chosen from the ^paires}
king.

fashion,

^
It is sometimea
Cic. dt Rep. ii. 30, 52 ; Liv. ii. 1; App, B.O, ii. 119.
represented ns a law which made any one who aimed at royalty sacer (Liv. ii. 8).
For the dual sanction of the oath and the law compare the means by which the

was secured (p. 100).
strange that the interregnum^ which would have secured a continuity,
U not mentioned in this case. The election of the first consuls was supposed to
have been conducted by the praefectus urhiy who almost certainly bad not the
sacTOsanctitds of tho tribunes
* It is

jus Togandi {p. 61).
Liv. i, 60 ‘Muo conaules inde coinitiis centiiriatis a
praefecto urbis ex commentarlu ServU Tullii creati sunt, L. Junius Brutus et
L Tarquinius Collaliuufl.”

CHAPTER
THE GHOWTH OF THE

The two new

magistrates,

II

B.BPUBLICA.N CONSTITUTION

who were appointed

to the headship

armed with the imperium and
Hence
its united powers of military leadership and jurisdiction.
they bore the old titles of praeiores and judiceSy^ while those
designations which denoted a single supremacy in the state, such
The
as dictator or magister populiy were necessarily discarded.
new magistrates were to hold office for a year and then to transmit their power to two successors. But their right of nomination
They were, indeed, free to name as their
was not final.
successors whom they pleased, but this nomination had to be
ratified immediately by the people assembled .in their centuries
and perhaps they were already expected to submit to this comitia
the names of all candidates who offered themselves for this post,
although they could certainly decline to receive such names, ^ and
nomination, or, as it was sometimes called, creatiOy was an essential
part of the early consular elections. A new practice, that of direct*
election, was thus introduced into the Roman constitution, but
it was merely an advance on the previous practice of ratifying
A far newer idea one which distinguished
a nomination.*
the consulship from the monarchy, and continued to differentiate
of the state, were, like the king,

—

^
For the title practifTcs see Cic. dc Ltg* iii. 3, 8 “ regio imperio duo uuiito iique
a pvaeexiTido judicando cousulendo pra^toxes jtadlces coQSulea appellamiRO " ; for
that of judiceSy Varro L,L. vi. 98, who quotes from the comTnenlarii amsulares
the formula used in summoning the comitia centuriaiOy “qui exercitum impera'C. Calpurni, voca in licium o tunes Quirites hue ad
turns erit, accenso dicito
:

Accenaus dicito sic ‘Omnea Quirites in licium visite hue ad judices.*
me.*
*C. Calpurii4’ consul dicito, voca ad conveotionem omnes Quirites hue ad me.*
’*
Acceiisus dicito sic Omnes Quirites ite ad conveutionem hue ad judioee.*
* See the Bection on tlte magistracy (p. 187).
• This ratification indeed remained. Even though elections were conducted before
‘

the centuries, a lex was still passed by the curiae ratifying this election (p, 49)
and the patrum aucioritas was still required to sanction each fresh appointment.
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was that of
from the dictatorship subsequently created
two officials exercising exactly the same sphere
of competence, with the inevitable effect of collision if agreement
Perpetual collision was averted by the
could not be secured.
simple rule that the dissent of one magistrate rendered null
and void the action of his colleague. But if such dissent was
not expressed (or not capable of expression through the absence
of the colleague) the command .of a single magistrate had
His regal competence was
binding force on the community.
not diminished, but only potentially chocked, by the presence
it

cdleaguB^hvp} of

a

of

colleague.

Colleaguestip,

against abuse of the imperiimy

considered as

grew

the

safeguard

to be so firmly impressed

on popular imagination as the characteristic feature of the new
office, that the earlier titles derived from the monarchy gave
place to that of cansules^

But

this

was not

limitation

sufficient.

The

unrestricted

was felt not to be in
harmony ^vith the new regime. A law was passed by
Valerius,
the first of the consuls, allowing an appeal to the people in their
centuries against every sentence of a magistrate which was
pronounced against the life of a Roman citizen.
This kx Valeria
(509 B,c.) completed the popular jurisdiction which had been
growing up during the monarchy,^ and from this time no power
but the people has the right to pronounce the final death
military jurisdiction of the magistrate

sentence within the walls

outside this sphere the military

jurisdiction of the consul can be asserted without appeal

—hence

between the mperium at home (dmi) and abroad
(miliHae ) ; the limit between the spheres being originally the
pomerium, \ater the firet mile-etono from the
Without this

4^he distinction

^

If

it

existed before

seem rather

it

could have been only in the priestly colleges, but these

advising- bodies to the kin^,

leap or dance together, “ partners ’’ (in a
77 n. 3 ; he compares prazsul and txul.
Liv. IL 8 (509 b.c.) "Latae deinde leges . . . ante omues de provocatlone
adversua magistratus ad populum "’Cic. de Rep, L 40, 62 Vides . . . Tarquinio
exacto, mira quadam exsultare populum insolentia libertatis j turn annui consules,
tarn deniissi populo fascea, turn provocationes omnium rerum *’ (i.e. theprovocaiio
became universal instead of being confined to certain spheres).
*
By this time the direct capital jurisdiction of the pontitfs had probably
*

From

am-saliOf le. people

Momms.

dance).

Stanlsr,

ii.

who

p.

^

become

extinct.

20 “ ncque provocationem esae longius ab urbe mille pasauum, et
eo (lake Regillus) veniant, in alia turba Quiritiura subjectos fore consulari imperio.”
But the question between the pmerium and the first mile*
atone waa in later times still a disputed one (liv. xxiv.
*

Liv,

tribunoa

iii,

si
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limit the axes are borne within the fasces^ within it they are

Tradition adds that it was this final recognition ol
popular sovereignty which led to the custom of the consul
lowering the fasce& before the people when he addressed them.^
It does not appear that this great change was forced on the
It is no
higher organa of the state by any popular agitation.
Senate and People,
part of a distinctively plebeian movement
Patricians and Plebeians must have equally accepted as inevitable
the doom of a power which had been dwindling to a shadow
during the monarchy.
The change from monarchy also witnessed the first attempt
laid aside.

The consuls were
to weaken the unity of the executive power.
given two general assistants, the annually appointed quaestor eshave noticed the tradition which assigns these officials to the
regal period,^ but it is not wholly inconsistent with that which
From
represents them as a part of the new constitution of 509.
being temporary delegates they now became permanent assistants
Their sphere was as unlimited as that of the
of the consuls.
consuls themselves \ they were meant simply to obey his behests.
But two departments in which they represented the supreme

Wc

magistracy must have stood out prominently from the

first.

and finance.^ The “ city
quaestors” {quaestores urbani\ as they were subsequently called
to distinguish them from their provincial colleagues, were known
In their first
as quaestores parricidii^ and qvaestores aeraril
capacity they were delegates whom the magistrate employed in
These

were

criminal

criminal

juiisdiction,

much

procedure

jurisdiction

The designation

Horatius.®

occupying

probably

with

respect

the same place as the duoviri in the
parriddii

trial

to
of

may, however, show that

they were employed in such criminal cases as did not directly
the state,® and by their side the duoviri

affect the welfare of
^

Cic.

® p. 63.

I.c.

identified by Zonaraa (?ii. 13),
See p. 63. They were called quaestores, of irp^ov fih rai $ay<ttwv koivuv
Kal
Hfiovs SlicM idUa^ov ( whence their title), Crrepoif
So VaiTO {L,L. 7. 81), “quaestores a quaerendo, qui cou'
SioUriatv
The identity of the two offices U
quirerent pnblicas peennias et maleflcia."
denied by Pomponius in Dig. X, 2, 2, 22 and 23^
in
* Quaestores parricidii were mentioned in the Twelve Tables (Pompon,
*

The

guaestorea parricidii

and aerarii are

following Dio.

Dig.

1, 2, 2, 23).

*

Liv.

®

They are

i.

26.
Trjentioned in the trial of

criminal offence (Liv.

Lii.

24),

hut

M. Volscius (459 RC.)

for

an ordinary

also in the public trials of Sp. Cassius in 485 B.C.
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reappear at intervals during the early Republic.
Their financial functions arc generally taken to imply the
Tradition credits the
existence of a state treasury (aerarium).
first consul Valerius Publicola with its institution, and makes
the quaestors the guardians of its wealth and probably of its

pei'duellimis

The public chest of Rome must have been a primitive
matter enough at a time when coined money was not in general
use ; but it is nob improbable that finance did at this time become
a definite department.
It could no longer bo a purely domestic
matter; the Unds of the kings had become crown lands of the state;
archives.^

the series of wars into which Rome was plunged must have rendered
a constant collection of the war^tax necessary ; none would more
naturally have been entrusted with the control and disbursement
of revenue than the perpetual delegates of the consuls ; and the
formalism of Roman character would lead us to believe that the

consuls had regular

modes

of acting

through their quaestors, and

that these officials so far limited the power of their masters.
It is
not improbable that the quaestors were originally

nominated by the consuls without the direct intervention of the
people ; but this does not exclude some popular ratification of
the choice.^
It was not until about the year 449 that their
election was transferred to the newly-constituted amilm of the
tribes.

And, as the consuls nominated their delegates, so the regal
was continued which gave them the nomination of
their council of state, the Senate.
In their choice of members
tradition

•

zraiv.
ii 35, 50), And of CamiJlus In 308 b.c?. (Plin.
; Cic. ds
but various accounts arc given of the procedure in these two trials.
Plub, Pullic, 12 rafii€iov fxh 6.7ridei^€ rbv rov Kp6vov vauv
ra/ifas
ry
3i5o Twv y4(jy fdioKey diroSftfai.
The first quaestors appointed were Publius
Veturius and Marcus Miimcius.
Pomponius (p. 80) puts the creation of the
(Liv. it

3, 13)

41

;

'

.

financial quaestors after the first secession of the Plebs
attributes them to the Ucinian law of 367.
*

;

Lydus

.

.

{<U

Mag.

i.

88)

Ann^ xi. 22 “Sed quaestores regibua etiam turn Imperantibus instilutl
quod lex curiata oateudit ab L. Bruto repetita. Mansitque consulibus
potesUa deligendi, donee eum quoque honorem populiis luandaret. Creatique
prim urn Valerius Potitus et Aemilius Mamercus sexagesimo tertio anno post
Tarquinios exactos, ut rem militarem comitarentur
(i.e.
hence
447 B.o.
Moimnsen, Staatsr. ii. p. 529, thinks the change was due to the Valerio -Ho ratian
laws of 449 B.a).
PJutarch (see note 1) thinks they were elected from the first.
The meaning of the passage of Tacitus seems to be that the king nominated his
quaestors after his own election, and their appointment was then ratified by the
curiala.
Another explanation is that the lex recited that the kings had
appointed quaestors and empowered the consuls to do so,
Cf. Ulpian in Dig.
Tac.

sunt,

;

^

I| 13.

O
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they were legally as unfettered as the king had been, and could
mcmliers or omit to summon those already on the
list.^
So far as law went, the personnel of the Senate might
now bo changed annually. But custom must have been stronger

summon new

The body had gained a

than law.

definiteness

in

con-

its

representative character and probably
on actual life-membership, which could not be easily destroyed,
and the consul had a colleague at bis side to check any
stitution,

based on

its

attempt at capricious removal or selection. The short tenure
of oflBce must already have made a magistrate unwilling to
exercise a power which might be so easily turned against
himself in the near future.

The

discretionary

power

of the

magistrate would have made the choice of Plebeians possible,
now that they were possessed of all the essential rights of full
cvUi^uship
but it does not appear that this choice could have

been often,

if ever,

exercised.

The

patrician clans had a close

interregnuTiij which
was the transmission of auspices by the patres^ had long been
one of its privileges, and the prejudices of the patrician magistracy
would hardly have allowed it to dip into the inferior order for
councillors.
If there be any truth in the story that, on the
abolition of the monarchy, the thinned ranks of the patres were
again raised to 300 by the inclusion of persons specially enrolled
or c(mscri^ii)t^ these added members were probably,

hereditary connexion with the Senate; the

like their predecessors,

patrician.

This large increase (placed

by some at 164 Tnerabers) gave rise to a transitory distinction
between the older members and the new members, which

—

Festus p. 246, cited p. 69.
Zonaras (vii. 9) makes Servius Tulliug introduce Plsbeiana into the Senate.
*
Beinde, quo plu5 virium in senatu frequentia etiam ordinia faceret,
Liv. iL 1
caodibuB regia diminntum patrum numermn primoribtis equestrU gradus lectia
ad trecentorara sununam eiplevit: troditumqu© (nde fertur, ut va.
Tocarentar qui patres quique cObScripti esSCnt: cofiscriptos videlicet in novum
senatum appellabant lectos”; Festus p, 254 “‘Qui patres, qui conscripti’:
vocati sunt in curiam, quo tempore reg^bua urbe exptilais P. Valerius consul
propter inopiam patriciorum ex plebe adlegit in numerum senatonim C. et LX. et
[for these numbers cf. P\ut.
1111. ut eipleret uumeniin seuatonim trecentoTum
xal i^i^KOvra T^a-aapa^
Public, 11 Toi/y S* ^yy/w^^i'ras vir’ ai}ro9 \4yov<riy
So adlecli, Festus p. 7 '' odUcti dicebantur apud Romanos, qui
propter inopiam ex equestri ordine in senatorum auut numcro adsumpti nam
patres dicuntur qui sunt patricii generis, conscript! qui in senatu sunt scriptis
^

*
*

'

:

Rotn. 58, Rim. 13) malces the added members
Plutarch
Tacitus (Ann. xi, 25) wrongly identifies these added members with the
“paucU jam reliquis
(Claudius creates Patricians a.D. 48
miwyres Rentes.
familiis, quas Romulus majorum et L. Brutus minonjm gentium appellaverant.”)
adnotati.”

Plebeians.

—
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expressed in the formula of

— was

scripti (estis)'"

“conscript

with the

finally

fathers/'^

summons “qui

merged

The

patres,

qui

83

con-

in the general appellation of

expression

abandonment or modification

o!

may have ori^nated
some

original principle

be taken to apply wholly to
Plebeians, some date later than the commencement of the
Kcpublic must be accepted for the origin of the term.^
The history, indeed, of the next hundred and fifty years
of

but,

selection;

if

cOTiscripti

shows that the Senate is the stronghold of patrician prejudice.
The power from which the Plebeians try to shake them^
selves free, is the pairum aucioriiaSt and the magistracy must
soon have yielded to the demands of the new burgesses, had it
not been backed up by a patrician council. Yet during the eai’ly
Republic the Senate was a power distinctly secondary to the
magistrates.
Its two undoubted prerogatives were the Merregnum
first was exercised, perhaps,
had been under the monarchy, for it
could not be resorted to if one of the two consuls existed to
nominate a successor. The second power, on the other hand,
must have become far more formal than it had been in the time
of the monarchy.
Then it had been little more than the claim of
now it was put
the council to be consulted on important business
forward as an integral part of the procedure of the state ; it was
framed after the voting in the assembly had taken place, and no
law or election could be valid which had not, after it had passed
We cannot
the people, received this formal consent of the patres.
nracG the widening of the other powers of the Senate ; but we
mustr assume that it took up a more independent position in
Perhaps
(ace of the consuls than it had done in that of the king.
the establishment of a treasury and of financial quaestors, who
may have been selected from the council, led to its first con-

and the patrum audoritas.
more occasionally even than

The

it

nexion with finance.
The new importance that foreign affairs
assumed, in the constant wars in which Rome was engaged
with the nations of Italy, must certainly have strengthened its
control of this department.
^

Willems (Le S^at

ii.

39

ff.)

makes patres consenpii simply equivalent

to

"'BSSftmbled fathers."
a plebeian senator dates from the year 401.
Liciuius Calviis, created military tribune with consular power,
was “vir nullis ante hoiioribus usus, vetus tantiim senator et aetate jam
gravLs/'
Of Sp. Maeliiia {139 B.c.) it is asked “ quem senatorem
cf. Liv. iv. 15.
* p. 60.
coQcoquere civitas vix posset, regem ferret.'’
*

Liv.

The
V.

first

12.

clear iostanco of

P.
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But, on the whole, the earliest period of the history of the

Republic

is

the epoch of the power of the magistracy.

tions of the

monarchy were

The

tradi

so little forgotten that eight years

after the establishment of the Republic, kingship in a modified

form wag again restored,^ In 601 B.G., during a war with the
Latins, the consuls nominated an individual with the royal title
and powers. It was understood that this magister populi^ or, as he
was afterwards called, didaior^^ waa to remain in power only so
long as the danger lasted as the danger was originally military,
a single campaign of six months was held to be the maximum
During this time he was to exercise the
duration of the office.
full regal im^rium, within as well as without the city, and the
accompanying military jurisdiction without appeal.
He waa
originally understood to be a purely military official and the
;

commander

of the infantry force

;

the

command

of the cavalry

he entrusted to a magistrate who, on the analogy of the
magistracies of the monarchy, was a delegate of his own, and
bore the title “master of the horse” {magister eguitmi)} The
dictatorship was conceived of as a purely military office, and,
though it was occasionally used for other purposes in the later
Although it
constitution, never lost its primitive character.
impeded for a time some of the most characteristic functions of
the consuls, it was not a suspension, but a part of, the constitution.
A small, struggling, and essentially military society, such
as that of early Rome, contemplated martial law as an occasional
necessity ; there were times when the peril of the state wag so
^ Liv. ii. 18
Festus p. 198 ; Pompon, in Dig, 1, 2, 2, 18,
;
* Tlia title was, perhaps, originally ^aetor.
This would naturally

^

have beeu
the case if Moinmsen a theory is right that they were regarded as superior
The earliest official title kiiov;ii
colleaguaa of the ojosvile (SCoafsr, ii. p. 15S).
to us is magUter popidi^ and it was the technical title in the augural books,
CL de Dtp,
(^c. de Ixg. iii. 3, 9 “isque ave sinistra dictna popnli magister esto.*'
i 40, 63 “Gravioribus vero bellis etiam sine collega omne irnperinm nostri
penes singalos esse voluenmt, quorum ipaum nomen vim suae poles tatia indicat,
Nam dictator qiiidem ab eo appellatur quia dicitur \ sed in uostris libris vides
eum, Laeli, magistmm popnli appellari.’* The later title, dictator^ was perhaps
adopted in deference to Republican sentiment Mommsen {St^uUsr. ii. p. 145)
conjectures, in imitation of the lAtin dictator, a constitutional survival of the
monarchy, 'fhe meaning of the word is wholly uncertain. Ancient guesses say
(i.) from diciluT (Cic. de Bep, he.) ; (ii.) from dicto audiens (Varro LX. v. 81
“quoi dicto audientes omues esseut*') ; (UL) from didare (Prisciun viii. 14, 78),
or (iv.) because they issued edicts (Dionys. v. 73).
* Pomporn. in Dig.
1,
2, 19 ^‘Et his dictatoribus magistri equitum
injnngehantur sic, quo modo regibus tribuni celerum quod officinm fere tale
erat, quale hodie prsefectomm praetorio, magistratua tamen habebantnr legitimL*'
;

%

:
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citizens^

protection should sink into abeyance
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ordinary guarantees
they were thought

The
the safety of the commonwealth.
an internal as well as an external side to its
military character ; it was even, perhaps, on its earliest institulikely bo interfere witli

dictatorship bad

tion,

nieant to control disobedient citizens as well as to oppose

and was thus to some extent a party weapon in the
hands of the Patricians against the refractory Plebs. We shall
find that this summary military jurisdiction \vithm the city was
subsequently abolished, without much loss to the utility of the
institution.
Its true merit was the unity of administration
which it created, the advantages of which were made more
apparent by the clashing powers of the magistrates at a later
the enemy, ^

stage of

history.

authority did not

But the experience

of the evils of

divided

point out the necessity of the office.
The dictatorship was an integral part of the original Republican
constitution ; the law allowing it was forgotten
perhaps it was
the first lex Valeria which secured the appeal against the
first

—

ordinary magistrates; but the right of the consul to declare
as he did by appointing a dictator, was never
questioned as was the parallel right, usurped by the Senate in
martial law,

times, of arming the consul with military jurisdiction.
But, although the nomination of a dictator could not be regarded
as a violation of, or even as a break in, the constitution, it was
rightly held to be a powerful party weapon in the hands of the
later

^patrician magistracy;

and the attempts of the Plebs were
however unsuccessfully, to limit this mighty power
which over-rode all privilege and law.
But th&
f>i 3 dictator wds supposed to he due

^directed,

to exceptional circumstances.

peaceful

It is

only

when we

look to the

law by the
magistrate or the expression of popular will in the comiiiay that
We can estimate the strength of the position held by the
life

of the state, to the administration of

patrician families.

The criminal law, which was doubtless during this period
becoming more and more secularised and divorced from the
direct control of religion,
^

was the monopoly

of the official class.

de Leg, iii. 3, 9 “Ast quando duellum gravius, discordiae civiura
6 scuj2 t, oeDus, ne arnpJius
sex menses, si secatus crererifc, idem juris, quod duo
cousules, teiieto”; Imp. Claudivia Oratio i. 23 “Quid Dime commeraorera
dictaturae hoc ipso coiisulari imperium valeutius repertuni apud niajorea nostros
q^o in aspenoribiia belUa aut in civili motu dilliciliore uterentur!’*
Cic.
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was an inquiry undertaken solely on the
magistrate; no question could come before
the people until he had investigated it, and was then only
In the early popular
submitted in a fm'm prepared by him.
courts at Eome there was no power of amendment the people
could answer only “ Yes ” or “ No to the question put before
criminal

initiative

case

the

of

;

We

them.
it is

are ignorant of the extent of popular jurisdiction;

possible that only sentences affecting the caput of a citizen

But there was no real
guarantee that even such questions could be forced from the
magistrate's court.
The /ea; Valeria which admitted the
provocatio imposed no penalty on the magistrate who violated
were submitted to the assembly.^

its

provisions

and,

if

;

two

the only hope lay in the veto of his colleague,
were in agreement, they might ride'

consuls

The consuls were ostensibly the only
guardians of the criminal code; as it is inconceivable that^ in an
age which made little use of writing, two men selected on very
roughshod over the law.

varied grounds could have been regarded as fit expounders
of this form of ju$^ we must, oven in the domain of criminal
law, go behind them and seek its true source in that formidable

body, the college of

body

is

known

pontiff’s.

The

learning and activity of this

to us, however, chiefly in connexion with the

divine or family or, as it would have been called in later times,
the civil law.
The change from monarchy to aristocracy
introduced, in Rome as in Greece, an epoch of religious tyranny.

A

king,

life of
is

who

is

the head of the religious as well as of the secular
may hold the balance between the classes. He*

the state,

more

likely to repress than to encourage his advisers

;

be* may

popular rights a useful check to religious insolence.
Bub remove the king and substitute an aristocracy like the
Patriciate whose members hold supreme oflB.ee in turn ; let there
be no distinction between clergy and laity in this body, so that
there can be no conflict between the secular and sacred power,
which may enable a third power to gain a footing; and let this
body have a monopoly of the civil law and we get unequalled

find

in

—

^
Cicero {de Rtp. ii. 31, 53) gives as the tenor of the first Valerian law “ne
quis magistratus civem Romanum ad versus provocationem necaret neve verberareL"
to
ets
Dionysius (v. 19) adds
^ fiatrriyovv, and

He also thmks that
Plutarct {Fvbl, 11) eeems to give it the same wide scope.
Valerius fixed the mtdia supreina (l.c.), i.e. the largest fine the magistrate could
impose without appeal. These statements may, however, he deductions from the
later proDocatio.
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tyranny.
For two hundred years (509304) the knowledge of the forms of procedure, the legis aciiones^
which formed the whole content of the civil law, was open to
We are told that, even after the
the patrician pontiffs alone.^
outlined codification and publication of the law in the Twelve
Tables, the formularies could only be repeated correctly under
the guidance of the college, which for this purpose annually
appointed one of its members to “preside over private suits.^'
It is true that the theory of civil procedure was the same as it
had been in the time of the monarchy ; the magistrate decided
what special rule of process was applicable, and then the case
was settled by an arbitrator chosen by the litigants.^ But the
magistrate must often have been unskilled, one of the college
must always have stood by his side, and the pontiff so officiating
was not merely an adviser to the parties but a witness to the
performance. The pontiffs, however, were more than interpreters.
They, had, as the guardians of /as, their own sphere of law, relics
of which survived into the late Republic, and within this sphere
they were judges.
They had a graduated scale of expiations
for sins (piacula)
they were the police who protected the
sanctity of festal days (JeTiae\ and inflicted spiritual penalties
on the magistrate himself who dared to exercise jurisdiction
on a day which they had declared holy; they issued and
possibilities of judicial

commands which protected sacred places {loci sacri)
and burial-grounds.® Vows {vota), to be effective, must be
prescribed by them, and peculiarly efficacious were those fixed
•forms of prayer {certae precationes) which they had dictated word
for word {de scripfo pradre).
Against this phalanx of patrician power what forces could
enforced

the Plebeians boast

A

certain

I

amount

of

voting power in the comilia was

all

Pompon, in Dig. 1, 2, 2 (§3) “exacUs deinde regibus
omues leges
exoleverunt iterumque coepit populua Romaniis incerto niagia jure ct conBuetndine aliqna ui\ quam per latam legem, idque prope quinquaginta (MSS.
viginti '*) annis pas^us est,"
After the Twelve Tables (§ 6) “ex hia legibus
.
actionea compositoe simt, qnibus inter se homines disceptarent quas actionea
ne populus prout vellet insUtueret, certaa aollcmnesque esse voluemnt .
,
.
Omnium tamen harutn et iuterpretandi scientia et actiones apud collegium
poutificum eraut, ex quibua constituebatur, quia
quoquo anno pmeeaset
^

.

.

.

liae

•

.

:

privatis.”
*

The

* p,

U.

de mortuo in/erendo) aic
really within the domain of fas and must at one time have been enforced by tLe
pontiffs.

later praetorian interdicts [de locis sacrisj
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that they possessed.
established points

But

—the

cha^.

on certain
war and, when the law
was very ineffective, for

this voting power, except

declaration of

—

was observed, criminal jurisdiction
assembly was wholly dependent for its summons and’
expression of opinion on the patrician consuls, and liable to
interruption from the pious scruples of patrician augurs ; and we
have already seen how even the choice of magistrates could be
hampered by the formalities which still conditioned the election.^
But, even had these adverse circumstances been avoided, the
voting power of the Plebeians was small.
The coraitia centuriata
contained chiefly the propertied for the most part the landed
class ; and even in this assembly the two first classes and the
knights, which would have consisted mainly of Patricians, had
a majority of votes (118 out of 193).
The small farmers and
the artisans commanded but 74 or 76 votes; the great mass of
the Proletariate was either wholly unrepresented or could dispose
of but a single vote.
It is important to inquire whether -these
classes excluded from the centuries were represented elsewhere,
or whether there was an assembly possessing any real power in
which Patricians and Plebeians were alike represented.
It has been proved beyond a doubt that at some period
during the first three centuries of the Republic Plebeians came
to be included in the comiiia curiata}
The change was the
result of two circumstances; firstly, the perfect equality of
private rights between the members of the two orders
adroga*
tion and adoption, both of which followed the possession of a
familia^ and in many cases gerdilitaSf being common to both
which rendered it impossible to draw distinctions amdUgst
the curiaks
and secondly, the reactionary influence of the
centuriato assembly, which emphasised the idea that Patricians
and Plebeians together made up the Populus.
Such a change must have been gradual; but, when it had
occurred, the admission of the Plebeians made this assembly
the

—

—

—

thoroughly

democratic

in

form,

for

a vote in

this

comiiia

depended neither on land or wealth, but simply on personal
membership of a curia, which was common to all the citizens.
But it is the very comparison of such a body with the thoroughly
timocratic organisation of the comiiia centuriata which leads us
to believe that, at the time when the Plebeians were admitted,
the curiae had ceased to be a power.
The condition reached
^

p. 78.

^

Mommsen

SicMtsr,

iii.

p. 03.
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by the comitia curiaia in historical times will be described elsehad perhaps
the lex curiaia
Its most distinctive right
where.
been a real power in the hands of the Patricians, as long as
they were its sole members, although their preponderance in
the amitia ceniuriata would have made a conflict between these
two bodies unlikely ; but there probably never was a time when
the masses of the Plebs gathered curiaiim upset the verdict of
the Patricians and wealthy Plebeians assembled centuriaiim.
When we consider this situation, it is not surprising that the
leading features of the first period of development of the Roman
constitution (494-287 B.C.) were an attempt to limit the power
of the magistrates, and a struggle of the Plebs for equality
with the Patriciate.
The two struggles do not run on ^parallel
lines but are interwoven at every point, since the magistracy
represented the Patriciate.
Nor do they represent merely an

—

—

effort to

weaken or

to obtain political privilege

stages the motive of the

Their

Plebs

is

;

in their earlier

not ambition, but defence.

efforts have the negative object of the protection of
not the positive design of an attempt to share in a
political power which was closed to their order.
first

rights,

Tradition represents the earliest social struggles of the Plebs
round two questions the possession of the public

as centring

—

and the law of debtor and

creditor.
They were no doubt
assignment of land meant relief of debt,
but the agitation that gathered round the public land was
directed by individuals, was merely occasional, and led to no
•permanent results; it is less a part of constitutional than of
poHtfcal history, and its true nature is obscured by the fact
that we cannot say how far the annalists have transferred to
this early period the circumstances of the agrarian agitation of
a later day.
But the early mode of assignment of the public
land deserves consideration ; for, as one of the undoubted
grievances of the Plebs, it may have been one of the motives
that led to the first great political reform.
Land conquered
from the enemy was sometimes assigned to poorer citizens in
Small allotments by the state {ager assignatus)
in later times it
;
was sometimes sold by the state through its quaestors {ager
^^aestorius) ; and in both these cases it became private property.
But, in the early Republic, the custom was growing up of
leaving a great portion of conquered land
especially such as
^as fit only for pasturage or had been devastated in war— as

land,

closely connected, for

—
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squatters
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it

to

be held

in

paid to the state for their

privilege a proportion of the produce {vectigal), a tithe

or a

Large portions of such ager publicus had probably been
originally a part of tbo king’s domains, and had been held by
his clients, who would, of course, have been members of the
But under the new conditions of
lower class of the Plebs.
things it was all the property of the state ; and the theory was
fifth.

started, or confirmed, that in this case Patricians alone could be

occupants,^ a privilege that had probably originated with
the assumption that only the conquerors of the land could share
its

in the spoils of war.^

—comprehensible but

This privilege

legally

absurd in that it involved the theory that clients of the state
must belong to a particular order—could no longer be upheld on
the same grounds, for Plebeians now marched to battle and
But the maincould justly claim a share in the prizes of war.
tenance of this principle, even if justly carried out, could not
have wholly solved the social problem.
The Proletariate, who
had no share in winning the prize, would have still been justly
excluded; but it would at least have benefited the small
plebeian farmer, and perhaps it

was he that had most need

of

benefit

For the small independent landholder was in a hopeless
far more hopeless than that of the client or emancipated
His condition was
slave who could claim his lord's protection.
due to the law of debtor and creditor one, it seems, that was
unknown to the old patrician community, and had originated"
within the plebeian order, but which the Patriciate, by adopting

—

plight

—

plebeian forms of law, could use with terrible force against its
inventors.
The original procedure was one of the manifold

forms of

nexurriy

or binding obligation created

the scales (per aes

et

lihram),

A man

by the copper and

who borrowed was allowed

to sell his perpetual services to his creditor conditionally

— the

condition being the non-repayment of the debt within a given
time.^
When the prescribed period had elapsed, the debtor and
'

p. 3a.

The privilege could not have been based on quiritarian ownership, since this
tenure was precarious.
* The contract of nexurn was in fact a conditioned mancipation, like a
testament, the nuncupatio being made by the vendor, who perhaps purchased
w'db a single coin {nummo uno), as in the later mancipaiioncs JiducUu cawia
*

(Bruns ForUea).
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whole familia passed into the power of his purchaser ; he
became his bondsman (riexus) until the debt was paid by his
As in such circumstances the debt was never likely
labour.
to be liquidated, the small farmer became a mere dependent
member of the household of the rich landowner, leaning on his
mercy and subject to his caprice.
No judicial process was
his

necessary to create the condition.

The simple

proof (perhaps

given before a magistrate) of the witnesses to the contract was
all that was required.
The enslavement of the citizen was, it
is

true,

forbidden by

a burgess. 2

Eoman

public law,^ and the nexus remained

But a very thin

line separated such a condition

from one of actual slavery.
It is probable that in early times plebeian law recognised no
debt except that created by the nexal contract
But as Roman
commerce extended it was impossible to observe this limitation
refinements of procedure extended this penalty to debts incurred
\

by the patrician form of mere^ verbal promise {stipulatiOf ^onsio).
The form of procedure in this case is known to us from the
Twelve Tables. If the debt was confessed or proved before a
court, an interval of thirty days was given to the debtor wherein
to pay ; at the end of this period he was arrested by the creditor
{wamis injectio) and brought before the consul, by whom, if no
champion (vindex) presented himself to contest the debt, he was
bound over (addidus) to the creditor. The latter could take him

home and put him

in bonds, but must give him a pound of com
Another interval of sixty days followed, within which
the prisoner was presented to the magistrate on three court days
(numinae).
On the last his fate was sealed. He was no longer
in the condition oven of the nexus.
His creditor might put him
to death or sell him as a slave beyond the Tiber.®
If there were

day.

^
Except as a penal meai^ure ordained by the state.
The Jurem ynani/estum
according to Gellius (xi. 1),
mote correctly
servitvittiin trad if'
described as aUdiclus by Gains (iii. 189).
The incensus might be sold as a slave
(Cic. pro. Caecin. 34, 99).
Later a free man who colluavely allowed himself to
be sold as a slave, in order to share the purchase money with the vendor, was
^judged a slave as a punishment for his fraud {Dig, 40, 13, 3 ; Iiist. 1, 3, 4 ;
Ood, 7, 18, 1).
^ p, 24.

* Gell. XX,
1 “Aeris confessj rebusque jure judicatis triginla dies justi sniito.
Post deinde manus injectio esto, in jns ducito.
Ni jndicatum facit aut qnis endo
eo in jure vindicit, secum ducito, vincito aut nervo aut compedibus. ... Si volet
sno vivito.
Ni suo vivit, qui eum vinctum habebit, libras farris endo dies date.
Si volet phis dato.”
The addietus like the nexus cli<l not become a slave, but
still retained
his position in his census and in his tribe (QniuctU. Deci. 311).

roman public
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creditors than one,^ they

might divide the debtor^s body
and
the
Twelve
Tables gave immunity to
;
the creditor who took more than his fair share of the flesh.
This death -penalty was doubtless a humane alternative to
perpetual imprisonment.
Even if it did not submit the penalty,
as a capital one, to appeal {f)rovocatio\ the danger, which could be
brought home to relatives and friends by gradual mutilation,
disfiguring but not fatal, must have rous^ their clTorta to
effect a ransom.
It was the application of this law of debt,
perhaps in even a harsher and more primitive form, that called
forth the first resistance from the Plebs.
The perpetual struggle
for existence in which Rome was now engaged kept her armies
constantly in the field, and the small farmer on service, who had
no slaves, had to let his farm go to ruin in his absence and to
mortgage his body when he returned.^ The most obvious remedy
was a general strike against the military levy and this was
Already in 495 a riot had ‘been raised in Rome,
attempted.
which was only appeased by the promises of a popular consul,
Servilius, that the next should be released for service, and that no
one should seize goods or pledges from a soldier while he was in
the field.
The liberated citizens scattered the Volsci and
Aurunci ; their reward was a more rigorous enforcement of the
law of debt by the other consul Appius.
Servilius was appealed
to, but would not use his right of veto against his colleague.
It
was plain that no one could rely on a consuFs auTilium being
into equal portions

;

used on behalf of the Plebs

®

A

fierce

stand against the con-

was now made by the desperate Plebeians; the
patrician answer was the appointment of a dictator.
Again the
army took the field against the Volscians and the Sabines but,
when victory was assured, the legions were not disbanded, and
a pretext was found for another campaign.
On the march
from Rome the plebeian contingents suddenly turned aside
to a hill in the territory of Crustumerium, which, from the oath
taken on its summit, was thenceforth called the “ Mount of
Curses" (sorer ww)ns).* A plan, carefully thought out in the
scription

;

'

In the case of a ne:(al contract there could not be more creditors than one.
could not, by the nature of the case, mancipate himself to several people

A man

at once.
* Liv.

11. 23 “ Fremebant se, foria pro libertate et imperio dimicantes, doml a
civibus captos et opprea^os esse ; tutioremque in bello quam in pace, et inter
host£a qnam inter cives, libertatem plebis ease.”

»

ib.

27.

*

Dionya.

vi.

45.
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coteries

now

S3

and gatherings that had preceded the campaign,^ was
effect.
The Plebs had already gathered in

carried into

All that
informal meetings (concilia) to discuss their grievances.
they lacked to become a corporation which might rival that of

the Populus, was to have at their head magistrates with great
and recognised powers. They were now met in battle array to
carry out this resolve ; and it was not unnatural that the two
plebeian magistrates whom they chose to rival the power of the
consuls should

bear the military appellation of tribunes. ^

It

was made a condition of reconciliation with the patrician state
which they had quitted, that these officers should have the power
of suspending the decree of the consuls

member

of

the Plebs.

But, since

when

little

levelled against a

confidence was to be

reposed in the government, the Plebs bound themselves by an
that taken

oath, similar to

destroy any one

who

on the expulsion

of

the king, to

offered injury or insult to their magistrates.

The

recognition of these new magistrates, with the powers their
appointment involved, was effected by a lex cerduriata perhaps
passed in the very year of the secession (494 B.C.).
The office
of the tribuni plehis or plebei was modelled as closely as possible
on that of the consuls. They were originally two in number,
and had, with reference to each other, the mutual power of veto
which the collegiate principle implied. They were from the first
magistrates of the Plebs, hence none but Plebeians were eligible,^
and tliey must from the first have been elected by an assembly
of the Plebs.
This assembly, however, did not perpetuate its

and the unit of voting naturally
at which the tribunes were
appointed was the curia, to which Plebeians had for some time
belonged.
This assembly of the Plebs was known as the concilium
original

military character,

selected

for

the

city -gatherings

plehis curiatim.^
^

Liv. it 28.

The

senators complain

^

alia

in Esquiliis, alia in

“nunc

in mille curias coutionesque

{cum

Aventino hant concilia) diepersam et dissipatam esse

rem puhlicam,“
* VaiTO
X.Z.

V. 81 “tribuni plebei, quod ei tribuiiis militnm primum
tribuni plebei fact!, qui plebem defenderent, in secessione Crus turn erina.
* Tlie principle of cooptation was said
to have been recognised in the carmen

the tribunate, and in this case it was held that Patricians were
iii.
65 (449 B.c.) “Novi tribuni plehis in cooptandis collegia
patrum roluntatem foverunt. Duoa etiam patricios consularesque,
Tarpeium et
A. Atemium, cooptavere.”
But, with the disuse of this principle, the plebeian
qualification was observed.
* Cic. ap. Ascon. in Cornd,
p. 76 “Tanta igitur in illis virtus fuit, ut anno
f'ogationis of

eligible.

Liv.
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With respect to power the tribunate has, from its origin, a
double character.
It possesses a negative control of tho whole
people (generally in the person of its magistrate) exercised in
defence of the Plebs, and a positive authority within the plebeian
The first power asserts itself in the right of veto,
shown in the power of eliciting resolutions {sciia
or plebisdla) from the plebeian condlium.
The first power,

community.
the second
plebei

is

that of offering assistance (aimlitm) to any Plebeian

himself aggrieved

by the decree

of the magistrate,

^

who

feels

and suspending

by the exercise of the “ veto,” was the raison d'etre of
The tribune was created to meet the consular
the tribunate.
imperium (c&n/m cott^ulare imperium),^ and the fact that he couW
this decree

only exercise this power in person imposed on him certain obligaThe tribune might not stay a night without the walls,
tions.
and the doors of his house were open day and night.® It was
doubtless through the insufficiency of these presidents of the
Plebs to cope ^vith the demands for their assistance that their

number was raised first to four (471 B.C.), and before the year
449 B.C. to ten* changes which w^ere ratified by the centuries
and the Senate,
But a negative control over the magistrates of the state must
be wholly ineffective unless there be some .means of enforcing

—

this control.

Had

the tribunes possessed no coercive power, the
debt or in summoning Plebeians

consul, in carrying out the law of

xvi, post reges exactos

propter niraiam dominationem potentium eecederent,
;
duos tribuDOS crearent.
.
Itaquo auspicato poatero anno tr, pi. comitiis curiatib
(For the imraber two Ascoii. in loc. quotes Tuditaniis and Atticus.)
creati sunt."
Cicero apparently understands by this the mixed assembly of the curiae: and
80 does Livy (ii. 56, on the lex Publilia transferring the elections of the tribunes
to the tribes), “ quae patriciis omnem potestatem per clientium suffragia creandi,
qaos veUent, tribunos anferref'
^ It must have been so restricted at first.
Later (as we shall see in dealing
with tho intercession) the auxilium was extended to the whole people.
^ Cic. de Rep. ii. 33, 58 “contra consulare imperium tribuni plebia.
con,

.

.

,

.

BtitutL'*

12 “(tribunis) jus abnoctandi ademptum, quoniam, nt vim fieri
eomni et praesentiiim oculis opus erat.” Cf. iii. 2. Plut.
Qu. Rom. 81 &Ocv ov5’ oUtas aiJroD
verSfucrai Ovpavy dXXA
toJicrw/j
^ Gell.

xiii.

vetarent, adsiduitate

Kal fieO' i}p4pavy
*

irai

For the increase to four see Diodor.

Karatfivyii rots

68 (471 B,c. in connexion with the lex
other accounts represent the original number as five (Ascon. Lc. p. 93,
and Livy ii. 33 ; two elected, three coopted ; cf. note on p. 93). The increase to
ten is assigned by Livy and Dionysius to 457 RC. (Livy iii 30 ; the tribunes
allowed tho levy “non ejne pactione lamen ut . . . decern deinde tribuni plebU
Expreaait hoc necessitas patribus ” ; cf. Dionya. x. 30).
crearentur,
Publilia )

;

li.

rr
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levy,

would simply have

set

their veto

aside.
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We

should have expected that such breaches of the law would have
beeu guarded against by judicial prosecution before the courts of
But this was not consistent with the Roman
the community.
idea of magistracy-

power

Each magistrate had, to a greater or

leas

own

decrees (cocrcifto), limited
only by the right of appeal or the veto of his colleague ; and this
logical consequence
power could not be denied to the tribune.
of his right of veto was that he could exercise this coerciiio against

degree, the

of enforcing hia

A

the consuls themselves

;

the sanctity of his person (guaranteed

by the Plebs and accepted by the Populus) rendered resistance
^arrest, imprisonhopeless ; and all the weapons of the coerciiio
ment, fines, stripes, and death
were at the disposal of the
champion of the Plebs.
Coerciiio implies summary jurisdiction ; and the infliction of
fines beyond a certain limit, scourging, or death subjected a
magistrate to the provocatiOy and therefore made him a partner
in a trial before a popular assembly.
Hence the judicial power
of the tribune, also a necessary consequence of his power of veto.
Undoubtedly when the office was created this consequence was
not foreseen.
When it was found to bo a necessary accompaniment of the tribunician power, tradition tells us that it was
questioned by the Patricians.
The historically worthless but
typical trial of C. Marcius Coriolanus in 491 B,C. elicited a
protest that the jtis of the tribunes extended only to Plebeians.^
The protest was idle, for the jus auxilii could not exist without

—

—

the jus poenae against its violators. The violation of plebeian
rights* which was thus met by tribunician coercion and jurisdiction, was aWaya an iniringement oi the safety or dignity oi
the tribune himself.
Even the infliction of wrong on an
individual through the violation of the tribune’s decree was a
wrong done to the Plebs through him ; it was not held to affect
the rest of the community
hence the not unnatural belief of
our annalists that, when the tribune pronounced a sentence
;

^ Uv.
ii. 35 “contemptim primo Marcius audiebat rainas tribunicias ; auxUll,
non poenae. Jus datum Oli potestati ; plebisque, non patrum, tribunos esse,"
Coriolatma was probably impeached before the Plebs as a hostis irUmniciae potestatis
in cons^uence of hia advice that the tribunate ehouM be abrogated (Liv. ii. 84).
Sea Rein OriminalTtdil p- 484.
Cf. Liv. iL 56 (471 B.c. ; the tribune aeizea
Borne TwbUes -who would not yield to hia viator) “Consul Appiua negare jus esse
tribuno in queinquam, nisi in plebeium ; non enim populi, sed plebis, emu magU-

tratmn

esse.'*
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against which there

cnAP.

was an appeal, he brought the matter before

the assembly of the Plebs.
This right of reference implies the power

known

as the

cum plehe. It was a power that could not have been contemplated on the establishment of the tribunate, but it proved a
Its acquirement meant
necessary consequence of the auxilium.
agendi

a

new infringement of

the rights of patrician magistrates

;

for the

away of a large portion
Tavo summonses of two assemof the Populus from the consuls.
blies containing the same individuals by different magistrates
meant an inevitable conflict of authority, and the tribunician right
of transacting business Avith the Plebs could not be secured but by

summoning

of the Plebs

meant the

calling

a definite guarantee against consular interference. This guarantee
was given, tradition says, by a resolution of the Plebs itself,

passed in 492

B.O.,

two years

after the institution of the

tri-

The
bunate, under the presidency of the tribune Sp. Icilius.^
date is probably too early, and the resolution must have been
It enacted that
subsequently ratified by a lex of the centuries.

when

the

against or
offender

tribune addressed
interrupt him;

and demand

the
that

securities.

Plebs no one should speak
the tribune should fine the
If securities

were not forth-

coming, the offender should be punished Avith death and his
If the fine Avere disputed the
property confiscated to the gods.
judgment should rest Avith the people. Whether by “ people
here was meant Populus or Plebs, it was doubtless on this law
that the plebeian assembly based its jurisdiction in the case of
injury or insult being offered to its magistrate.
But the right of acting Avith the Plehs, Avhich was" thus
guaranteed to the tribune, had another and more positive aspect.

might be used to elicit formal resolutions passed by the whole
plebeian coudlium in their own interests, and to give this body
the character of a guild which, within certain limits, could pa^s
It

So long

as the resolutions of

Avere purely self-regarding, did

not infringe on the

rules binding
this

body

on

all its

members.

/UTyffeh X€7 ^t&i
17 STjfsdpxou yvii)fir}v dyopevovTos iv
ikv
rts irapi ravra ironjo-p, diddru rots
rbf Xhyov.
ds/
^Tj/ilas,
Any one vho
drjfidpXOis &yyV7)ra,s acTTj^eis els
does not give securities (^7>vj;ro 0 is to be punished with death /tai ri xP^jLiar'
5’
radras ris
al jcpltrets
ruy
aihoO iepA ^(rrw.
Cf. vi. 16, and Cic, pro Sest. 37, 79 “ Fretua sauctitate
roO 5i}fj.ov.
tribunatua, cnin se non modo contra vim et ferrum, eed etiam contra verba atque
*

pionys.

^vovtIov

vii.

piTihk

interfationem legibus eacratia esse

nrmalum

putaret.^'
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all
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the members,

they did not need formal ratification by any higher authority.
But sometimes resolutions were passed which the Plebs was
incapable of carrying into effect; in this case they were mere
petitions to the only recognised legislative power, the consuls

We have an instance of
dated within forty years of the establishment of
the tribunate, which shows how far-reaching the demands of this
In 456 B,c. the tribune Icilius elicited from
concilium might ba
this assembly a resolution to the effect that the Avenbine, until
that time state property, ^ should be assigned to the Plebs. With
this petition he approached the consuls and the Senate, and
presiding over the comitia cerUuriata.
this procedure,

requested them to gain the consent of the comitia centuriaia in
due form of law.^ The same procedure must be imagined for
plebiscita, which refer to matters affecting the whole community, down to the year 287, when, as we shall see, these
resolutions of the Plebs were first raised to a level with the laws.
In framing its resolutions the Plebs was as dependent on the
tribune as the comitia was on the consuls; the rogatio of the
magistrate could only bo answered by the ‘‘Yes" or “No "of
the burgesses.
Its elective proceedings were similar to those of
the whole people.
The tribune, before he quitted office, nominated successors and submitted theii* names to the Plebs.
The

any

were that the voting was by curiae and not by
that the patrum audorilas had here no place, and that

differences
ceniuries,

the formal taking of the auspices was not necessary to the validity
^of the proceedings, although doubtless the tribunes employed
their, right of taking private auspices^ to give a sanctity to the
act of the Plebs.

In one further and less important respect was this community

modelled on the larger community of the Populus.
In the year when the tribunate was established, the magistrates
of the Plebs were given two assistants,^ who bore the same
of the Plebs

^ p. 66 note 6.
^ Dionyg. x. 31,

82

;

see

Mr. Straclmn- Davidson in Smith Diet, of Anliq.

plebisciluvu
^

* p.

Dionys.
ToCrs

vi.

90

virr^per^aovra^

eV
rots

iiriTp^\l/uvrajL iKcivoiy (r^ci'oCi^Ttts

BrjfMiTiKQv 5i5o Ka.&*
STifidpxo.s

re koI

s.v.

39.

iKaarov ^uiavrhv
hiuvTox koI
Tf>7rta»

<liro5ei/c-

As

Av

/f<ti

*'
tribunos et aediles turn primum
: Gell. xvi;. 21
per seditionem eibi plebes creavit"; Pompon, in Dig* 1, 2, 2, 21 ‘^Itemque
essent qni aedibua
in quibns omnia scita sna plebs deJerebat,
duos ex plebe coustituemnt, qui etiam aediles appellati sunt.’*

6.yopiuf f^er^pias

H
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relation to

tLcm

as the

two quaestors did

CHAP

to the consuls.

functions were as undefined as those of the quaestors

;

but,

Their

when

the powers of the tribunate were slightly better established,
these delegates seem, like their prototypes, to have been con-

They also
cerned mainly with criminal jurisdiction and finance.
kept the archives of the Plehs in the temple of Ceres, and it was
thought that it was from this that their name aediles (possibly
not their original title) was derived-^ They served the tribunes
in the exercise of their coercitio^ seizing the offender or inflicting

We

them performing this function in
After the tribunes had gained criminal
Their original
jurisdiction, they assisted them as delegates.^
the death penalty.
the trial of Coriolauus.^
financial functions are

find

somewhat indefinable ; but such functions

are suggested by their ofl&ce at the temple of Ceres and the
archives which they guarded there
functions which find exact

—

parallels in those of the quaestors at the

may have been one

temple of Saturn.

It

some supervision over the forced labour (operas) of the Plebeians, and this
may have led to an early connexion with the repair of roads and
of

their duties

to

exercise

Their police functions, their supervision of the
market, above all their maintenance of the state religion amongst
the masses, can hardly be referred to this early period,*

buildings.

may originally have been nominated by their
but
election
by the concilium of the Plebs, under
;
the presidency of a tribune, is the only form of their appointment which' is known to us. The office was legalised with
the tribunate, and its holder possessed the same persona).
The

aediles

superiors

^

BioJiysiua

(l.c,)

auggests

tliey

criglnaUy bote anoth^t

titla.

Pom.[yomus

Varro from their
care of the repair of aedes both, sacred and private (Varro L,L. v, 81 ‘‘aedilis,
a derivation which Mommsen {Staai^r.
qni aedes sacros et privatas proenraret
Their relation to the aediles of the Latin towns is wholly
ii. p. 480) favours.
nnceitain. Mommsen (ib. p. 474) holds strongly to the view that the Latin
For a different view cf, Ohnesseit
aedileship was borrowed from the Roman.
Ztschr. der Savigny-siifiung 1883, pp, 200 sq.
^ Plut. Coriol. 16 (the tribune Sicinniua) TTpoaeVafe rofs
dyayay6yTas
^payyo^. So later in the
Axpav
Cjaai KarA rijt
Liv. ixix. 20 ; xxxviii. 52.
trial of P. Scipio.
• Liv. iii. 31 (456 b.c. ; the consuls sell booty taken from the Aeqni)
dies dicta est, Roniilio ab C, Calvio
,
“ztaque ergo, ut ma^stratu abiere .
Cicerone, tribuno plebis, Veturio ab L. Alieno, aedile plebis.*'
* Yet Livy attributes both to the fifth century ; they perform police-duties in
the year 463 (Liv. iii. 6), and are entrusted with the care of the slate religion in
(Lc.) derives the

name from

their office in the temple of Ceres

.

428 (Liv.

iv.

30).

;

11
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sanctity aa

the tribune, conferred

first
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by oath and then by

law.^

For the power of these plebeian magistrates rests wholly on
a superstitious belief, conseiously applied to fill up a gap in the
public law. It might have been thought that magistrates elected
by a large body of the citizens, whose powers were recognised
by public law, would have been sufficiently protected by their
position.
But the Romans were slaves to legal formulae. The
Pleba was not the community, nor even at first a legalised
corporation within the city ; the tribunes were, therefore, not
magistrates of the state, and wore none of the insignia of office
;

they had not the imperium and the avspicia^ and therefore could
not be protected by the law of treason (perduellio)^ which avenged

wrongs done to the state in the person of its magistrate. A
substitute must be found in a religious sanction.
Perhaps Rome
is the only state that has definitely invested the demagogue or
champion of the people ” with a halo of sanctity. This was first
given him by the people whom he championed.
The Plebs on
the Mods Sacer had sworn an oath to destroy any one who
destroyed their tribune
an oath which they perpetuated to
their descendants.
The sanctity of the tribunes, therefore, had
originally no valid religious ground, for the Populus had not
pronounced such an offender to be sacer^ nor had the oath
been taken by a magistrate on behalf of tlie whole community.
It was simply a proclamation by a. section of the people of the
infringement of rights which they held would justify a revolu'Hion ; and the declaration was accepted by the Roman state
when* it recognised the tribunate.
But the inviolability of

—

plebeian

magistrates did not gain legal recognition until the
449 B.c. Then the violator of the

reinstitution of the office in

majesty of the tribune was made a sacer homo ^ in

its later

sense

' Livy, "however (iii.
65, cited note 2), represents the sacrosanctitas of the
aediles as beinjf based only on law.
^ Dionys. vl.
The sacrosaneCitas of the tribune is guaranteed tf6fup re Kal
89.

Cf.

Kal

App. B,C.

ii.

108 h

7<oy

dpxh

dtri/Xos

4k y6fiov

epKov iraXatoO. For these two grounds of inviolability see Liv. iii. 65
(restoration of tribunate in 449) *'et cum religione inviolatos eos, turn lege etiam
fecerunt, sauciendo ‘ut qui tribunis plebis, aedilibus, judicibua, decemviris
nocuiaset, ejus caput JovJ sacrum esset, familla ad aedein Cererb, Liberi Liberaeque
venum iret.’ Hac lege juris iuterpretus negant quemqnam sacrosanctum esse ;
sed euiu, qui eorum cuiquam nocuerit, sacrum sanciri.
Itaque aedilem prendi
ducique a raajoribus magistratibua : quod etsi non jvire fiat (noceri eiiim ei, cui
tac lege non lioeat) tamen aTgumentum esse, non haberi pro sacro sauctoque

CMAT
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“ an outlaw *’ for tho whole community, and the aedilea and
the plebeian decemviri were protected by the same ban*
Yet the
of

Roman

jurists held

that this law did not give sacrosanctitos, at

was given by the “ancient oath” of
the Plebs ; the law only announced a penalty which might be
carried out by any member of the community.
This view was
of importance, because it recognised the capital jurisdiction of
the Plebs in all cases where their magistrates had been injured
least to the tribune; that

and,

subsequent practice was unfavourable to this
The tribune was
cannot be questioned.
himselE the defender of his own personal inviolability and that
although

jurisdiction, its legality

of his fellow-ofEcers
it was be who summarily inhicted the
; for
punishment or proposed the penalty to the concilium.
The
crime of infringing plebeian liberties could not originally have
borne a definite name ; in later times it was brought under the
vague conception of majestasy “ the infringement of the greatness

The penalty might be a capital one, while the
construed as infringement might be very slight indeed.
Physical compulsion, blows, an attempt at murder were all

of the state.”
acts

obvious cases

but forcible resistance to a tribune^s will ^ came
;
under this head, and, after the law which guaranteed the right
of meeting to the Plebs, any act, whether of magistrates or
individuals, which interrupted a meeting of the'Plebs summoned
by a tribune.^
In fact, during the earliest years of the struggles of the Plebs,
the rights of the corporation are represented only by the powers
of the tribune, through

and thus from 494

whom alone it claimed

official

recognition

epoch of the decemviral legislation
(451) the tribunate is engaged in etforts to gain a better representation of the plebeian community, and to secure an equality
in the administration of the law, which should render the
clumsy negative system of the constant interposition of their
to the

auxilium less necessary.

The first attempt seems to have been to some extent secured
by the plehisdtum passed by Publilius Voloro in 471, which
enacted that the concilium of the Plebs, instead of meeting as
aedilem: tribunos vetere jurejurando plebia, cum priroum earn potestatem
creavit, sacrosauctos esse"’ (cf. Liv, ii, 33 “sacratam legem latam” on the Mona
Sacer).
' Resistanca to the will of a Tnagistratus poptUi is not perdv^lio in later

Roman
2

law, but rather vis.

Dionys.

vii.

17.

But

See p. 90.

resistance to the tribune

is

always maj€sta$,

I
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before

by

curiae,

was a purely

should

now meet by

self -regarding

tribes [Iributim).^

ordinance,

it

As

probably did

lOl

this

not

Senate and people,^ and we are told
The
that it was looked on with disfavour by the Patricians.
grounda^f their objections are not easily fathomed, nor is the
gain to the Pleba brought about by the change particularly
clear.^
The number of the tribes at this time is uTiknown, but
it was probably twenty-one.
This growth had been brought
about by an abandonment of the Servian principle.
After the
Roman territory, lost in great part during the earliest years of
the Republic, had been regained, a wholly new subdivision of
the ager Komanus had been adopted.
The four Servian tribes
were confined to the ring- wall of the city, and the land without
the walls was now separated into trtbus, which were called the
country (rusiicae) as opposed to the city tribes (iribus urbame).
Sixteen of these country tribes bear the names of patrician gentes;^
they must have been named from the clan settlements and were
obviously the first created. It is affirmed by Dionysius ^ that, at
the time of the trial of Coriolanus (491 B.C.), the number of the
tribes was twenty-one ; but it has been conjectured with some
plausibility that the twenty- first was added in this very year 471,
when the tribe was first used for voting purposes, in order to create
an inequality of votes, and that it bears its local name {Clustumina
or Crustumina) in memory of the secession of the Plebs to the
Sacred Mount.® The Pleba may have petitioned the consuls to
^dd one more to the divisions of the state , for it was they
alone who could effect the change, the creation of a tribe being
an administrative act which none but the magistrates of the
community could carry out.
These tribes were, like the earlier ones, local, and although
require

there

is

included

the consent of

no evidence
in

them,

for the

yet

the

view that landholders alone were
seventeen country tribes would

^ Liv,
it 56 {Publilius Volero) “rogationem tulit ad populum, ut plebei
laagistratus tributU comitiis flerent'* (followed by tbe words cited on p. 94).

* This is Livy's view (Lc.), “nec, quae una via ad resiatendum erat, ut intercederet aliquis ex collegio . .
adduci posset.'*
® The
ground of objection given by Livy (ii. 56, cite»l p. 94) rcsta on the belief
that the tribunes had been formerly elected by the eamitia curUUa.
.

*
Aemilia, [Camilia], Claudia, Cornelia, Fabia, [Galeria], HorntU, [Lemonia],
Menenia, Papiria, [Pollial [Pupinia], Romulia or Romilia, Sergia, [Voltinia],
Voturia or Veturia (from Mom ms. Utaatsr. iii. p. 168 ; the names he encloses
lu brackets are those to which there are no extant patrician gente^ to correspond)
* Dionya.
® Momma. Siaatsr, iii. p. 163.
viii 64.
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naturally consist for the moat part of peasant proprietors, and

would, therefore, bo a better organ for plebeian sentiment than
the curioey throughout which the landless plebeian clients might

be the representatives of their patrician lords.
At
This change soon produced an unexpected consequence.
some period between the passing of the Publilian law and the
enactment of the Twelve Tables, the new plebeian practice
was adopted as a basis for gatherings of the whole people. The
Populus began to meet by tribes, and to form a comUia tributa.
The Twelve Tables prove that this body early gained judicial

still

competence
but the history of the great change which placed
a democratic assembly of the Populus by the side of the timoIt is probable
cratic comitia centuriata is wholly unknown to us.
that the original power of this new parliament was not extensive,
and it may have been confined originally to tho hearing of minor
judicial appeals from the magistrates. About twenty years later
it was found convenient to entrust the election of quaestors to
the

new

assembly.

Its attractiveness lay in the ease

and rapidity

with which the people might be summoned to meet by tribes
within the walls, as compared with the stately formalities of the
gathering of the army in the Campus.
The second great movement of the tribunate was an attempt
to secure an equal administration of the law.
In the year 462 the tribune C. Tercntilius Arsa made a
proposal to the concilium of the Plebs that a commission of five
should be appointed to clear up the forms of legal procedure,
by this means to fix limits to the judicial caprice of the consuls
and in the next year a resolution of the whole college of tribunes
was framed to this effect. It was obviously a measure which

demanded the

and this it was for many
Even apart from the fact that the

sanction of the Populus,

years impossible to obtain.

tribunes apparently intended their commission to consist wholly
of Plebeians, it

was

felt to

be a proposal that was revolutionary in

See Appendix.
® LiTy {iii, 9) eaya, “ut vviri creentur legibus de imperio consulari ecribendis,''
Even if thla expression is due to a misiinderstaDding of the title of the decemvirs,
“consular! imperio legibus soribendia'* (Momma. StaatsT, ii. p. 702), it no doubt
For the nature and object of the decemvirat© Ree Pomponexpreasea a fact.
in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 4 (of the appointment of the decemvirs) “datnmque e.st eis jna eo
anno in civitate snmmum, uti leges et corrigerent, si opus esset, et interpretarentat
Deque provocatio ab eis aicut a reliquia magistratibns fieret ” ib. (of the publica^

;

tion of the laws)

“quas

in tabulaa choreas perscriptas pro rostris coinposueruiit,

ut posaiuL leges apertius percipi.’*

Cf. Dionya. x. 1, 60.
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the extreme

;

for it

was nothing

less
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than the demand for a code,

a written system of rules which should replace the elastic
principles of justice, which were one of the mainstays of patrician
power, and which would vulgarise the awful sanctity of the
consulate and the pontifical college. It must also have been felt
some recognition of
that codification must mean a compromise
for

—

weaken the position of the ruling
caste.
Hence a stout opposition on the part of magistrates and
Senate, and the bill, if it passed the concilium plehis at all,^ was
But the Plebs persisted in
not allowed to go a step further.
its efforts, and its answer to patrician opposition was to return
year after year the same tribunes, formulating the same demands.
In 458 B.C. the college approached the consuls on the subject,
and asked them to formulate their objections to the bill ; ^
for the moment there was the hope of an agreement, but at the
end of the year the consent required was again refused. Three
years more of agitation followed, and then it was felt that the
original proposal must be abandoned.
The tribunes expressed
their willingness for the initiative to be taken by the patrician
magistrates, and for a joint commission to be appointed.
Meanwhile the years of discussion had caused the original proposal to
assume larger dimensions. Reform which should bear a wholly
non-party character was suggested in place of a mere codification.
Information of the Greek Codes was to be gathered by a commission of three
suggestion which was valuable in many ways;
it was useful for purposes of delay, it gave an appearance of
learning and thoroughness to the work, and perhaps some such
basis was felt to be absolutely necessary for framing rules on
points which the very indefinite Roman procedure had never
considered.
The return of the envoys in 452, after an absence
of three years, renewed the demands of the tribunes for the
plebeian claims which would

—

oi the work.

inataiat

k. cOTitroversy

heWeen

the

orders as to the constitution of the commission ended in a com^
promise.
Plebeians might be admitted; hut, as a matter of
fact, the patrician influence was so strong that the first board

by the comUia centuriata appears to have consisted wholly
members of that order.® The appointment of the commission

elected
of

^
Livy (iii, 11, 25, and 29) eecins to speak of the law not being allowed to
pass tbe Plebs ; but then be does not recognise the two stages of legislation.
See p. 97.

^

Liv.

iii.

31.

*

ib.

33

;

cf.

Mom ms,

Staatsr,

ii.

p. 714.
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cuak

was a complete abrogation of the constitution.
The consulship
was abolished; the Plebs gave up their tribunate, some have
thought in perpetuity, misled by the hope that the publication
of the law would render such a check on the consular power
unnecessary, and as a part of the compromise with the Patricians, and stipulated only that certain privileges which they had
already gained bylaw should not he abrogated.^ The provisional
government appointed for the year 451 took the form of a board of
ten men with consular power but not subject to the law of appeal.
The work was done within the year, and the code posted up on ten
tablets (/fliuZac) and published to the masses. The people were summoned and told that the commission had created equal rights for
all,^ and the whole body of law was passed as a /ea; by the comitia
cerUunata.
But at the end of the year it was declared that the
Again the constitution was
work was not quite complete.
suspended, and a new board of ten appointed, this time inclusive
Two now sections were added, thus bringing up
of Plebeians.*
the number of the iahulae to twelve ; these also were confirmed
by the centuries, and after the government of the “ wicked ten
had abused its power and fallen, were published with the rest of
the code

by the

consuls of 448.^

Although the law of the Twelve Tables {lex diiodecim iabvr
larum) was for the most part a codification of existing rules, it
marks a distinct advance in the recognition of plebeian rights,
and thus was of the ufcmost political importance. In framing
rules for the whole state the question before the commissioners
was whether the customary law embodied in the code should be
that which prevailed in the patrician, or that which held good
In almost every important parin the plebeian community.
The reason was not any
ticular plebeian law was preferred.
regard
'

for plebeian rights (the decemvirs re-enacted the rule

Liv. iii

32 “postremo concesaum patribus, mode ne

aliaeqiie sacratae leges abro^arentur.”

As

lei:

Icilia

de Aventino,

to the sacratae leges, the aedileship

would have gone with the tribunate ; and there was Dothing more to be protected
by the leges sacratae.
* Their title was Decemviri eonstUari imperio legihus scribendis (Capitoline
placet creari Kviros sine provocatione, eb ne quia eo anno
Fasti).
Of. Liv. iii. 32
alius magistratus esset’*) and Pompon, in Dig. (cited p. 102),
^ Liv. iii. 34 “se
. . omnibus, summis infimisque jura aequasse.'*
* Dionys. x. 68
Liv. iii. 35.
;
® Liv. iii. 67.
The accounts of the material of the “ Tables " vary. Livy
cited
(l.c.) says “In aes incisas in publico proposucnint ” ; Pomponius (in
.

102) says “in tabulas eboreas perscriptas" (perhaps roboreas or aereas, Kipp,
Quellenkunde des ILIi. p. 8). It ia possible that they were of wood.

p.
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forbidding marriage between the orders), but the simplicity and
the capacity for universality of this law.
The code is nob a

hap-hazard collection, but a scientific compilation ; the aim was a
‘‘
levelling ” of the law, an arbitrament between classes, such as
had often formed the task of the Greek legislator ; and in effecting this object the commissioners showed more wisdom than any

Greek
class,

legislator of

or the

still

whom we

more

The idea

hear.

of legislating for a

foolish idea of perfect logical adjustment,

are strikingly absent.

The code

caution and good sense,

its

is

thoroughly

Roman

respect for the past, which

in its

it disre-

gards only when old custom violates the rules of common sense,
and Its judicious contempt for symmetry. Such a code as this
might be changed in detail, but was never likely to be repealed.
It remained the “ fountain of all public and private law,*' and
justly, for, according to Tacitus, it was the “ consummation of
equal right,” ^
Its rhythmical sentences were learnt by heart by
schoobboys in Cicero's time.^
Elaborate commentaries were
written on it by the republican lawyer Aelius, and the imperial
jurist Gaius, and by Labco, who stands at the meeting-point
between the two regimes; and in the sixth century A.I),
Justinian, in the old age of the world, still respects many of the
provisions which date from the infancy of Roman legislation.
The Twelve Tables contained the “whole body of Roman
law (corpus omnis Romani juTis\^ not in the sense that they
were a complete and detailed system, but in the sense that they
pronounced on all important or disputed points in all departments of law, private, criminal, and public,
The ordinances of private law embraced regulations as to
marriage and family relations, testamentary disposition, inheritance, debt, and usury.
The marriage recognised was the consensual contract of the Plebeiam strengthened by
Emancipation
was recognised as a consequence of the threefold sale of a son, and
a form of adoption, probably already in use in the plebeian community, was thus made universal.* The law also facilitated the
emancipation of slaves who had purchased their freedom and so
helped to create the wealthy freed man class. ^ Perfect freedom
^ Li\r,
iii. 34 “foDa omnia publici prlvatlqne eat juris”;
Tac. Ann. iii. 27
“ creatique
decemviri et eccitia quae usquain egTCgia coffipositae duodecim tabulae,
finis aequi juris.”

^ Cic.

quaa jam
*

Liv.

dt Iaq.

nemo
iii.

ii.

23, 69

“ Biscebamus enim

pueri XII, ut carmen necesa.arium

discit.”

34,

*

p. 19.

®

Ulpian Rig.

ii,

4.
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testamentary

of

form

disposition,

with the plebeian
was recognised while in
;

guardianship the rights of the
to the Plebeians, were recognised as prior to

inheritance

common

agnaii,

and
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in accordance

of testament per aes et libram,

intestate
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The
gentiles^ sometimes peculiar to the Patricians. ^
freedom of contract, guaranteed by the Tables, implied the old
harsh law of debt j but the penalty was defined, the procedure
carefully described, and every loophole of escape offered to the
debtor,^
At the same time usury was severely punished ten
per cent (unciarium fenus) was recognised as the legal rate of
interest, and the usurer who exceeded it was punished more
The
severely than the thief and compelled to restore fourfold.^
rules of procedure for all civil actions were laid down, such as
the summons of parties and witnesses and the length of the trial.
But the law did not reveal the forms of action ; these were still
hidden with the pontiffs.
In criminal matters the Twelve Tables recognise the old
principle of self-help; a limb was to be given for a limb; but
for minor wrongs compensation was allowed, and twenty-five asses
were full reparation for a common assault But there are surthose of the

)

vivals of the old religious penalties ; the man who destroyed
standing corn was hanged as an offering to Ceres,* and the
involuntary homicide could expiate his guilt with the piaculum
of a ram.
The law was heavy on the abuse of freedom of speech ;
for death was the penalty for incantations or libels against a
citizen.*
The same penalty was inflicted on the jvdex who had^
accepted bribes ; ® while for perduellio in the form of “ rousing
an enemy against the state or handing over a citizen to the
enemy the death penalty was also enjoined.^ jReference must
have been made to criminal procedure since the guaestores

parriddii were mentioned in the law.®

The

which guaranteed a fair trial
was upheld ; for we have the statement of Cicero
that the Twelve Tables granted the provocalio “ from every kind of
court and punishment.”® In two other particulars they limited
principle of the constitution

to the citizen

^

^

p,

10.

Plin.

H.N.

xviii. 3, 12.

* Cato R.R. praef.
® Gell. xx. 3.
de Rep. iv. 12.
3 "Lex duodecim tabnlarnm jubet eum, qwi bostm

* p. 91,
® Cic.

MaTCi&u in Dig. 48, 4,
concitaverit quive civera liosti tradiderit, capita puniri.”
®

Pompon,

in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 23.
See p. 80,
de Rep. ii. 31, .54 "ab omni judicio poenaque provocari licero indicant
Talnilae compluribus Icgibiis.’'

® Cic.

XU
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the jurisdiction of the people.

It

was maintained

criminal sentence (for this took the form of a

that
lex)
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no law or
should be

directed against a private individual {jpnvilegia ne inroganio\ and

was laid down that no capital sentence could be passed except
by the greatest of the comitia ” (nisi per maximum comiliatum),^
i.e. by the assembly of the centuries.
Later interpretation held
that this clause struck a blow at the capital jurisdiction of the

it

“

however, doubtful how far this extraordinary
religious sanction, could be affected by
a law which, as we shall see, never treated the Plebs as a political
corporation at all.
Another important constitutional provision
of this code was one which granted the right of free association.
The Twelve Tables, while severely prohibiting secret gatherings
(coetus fwetumi) ^ which had presumably treasonable designs, permitted the free formation of guilds (collegia or sodalicuj^.
Such
colleges were to require no special charter ; the rules which they
concilium plebis ; it

is,

jurisdiction, resting

made

on a

own guidance

should be valid, provided they were
Lastly, the code guaranteed
the sovereignty of the popular assembly by declaring that its
last enactment should be final, without setting limits to the sphere
for their

no infringement of the public law.®

This was a token of the Eoman
conviction that there should bo no finality in law.
The Twelve

of its legislative activity.^

Tables themselves were not guarded against repeal
It was a
development following the course of the old,
of a constitution whose stages were marked by elasticity and

forecast of further

,

growth, not by rigidity and revolution.
Xbe new law does not appear to have made mention of the
Plebs and its tribunes, for they were hardly a part of the coU'

and yet, in the crisis that followed the fall of the
;
decemvirate, the question that gathered round these ignored
powers was great enough to obscure every other issue.
stitution

The Plebs might have been satisfied with the compromise, had
not been for the unfortunate attempt at despotism made by
the second board of decemvirs.
It is impossible to believe that

it

Cic. (U Leg,

3
iii, 4, 11.
in CatiL 19.
This rule is said to haveheen taken from a law of Solon’s (Gains in Dig. 47,
Other traces of Greek inflncnce are perhaps to he found in the sumptuary
22, 4).
regulations, especially those about funerals, and perhaps in the prohibition of
interment within the city. Gaius finds also a Solonian parallel to the actio
finxuTTi regundoTum ordained by the law {Dig, 10, 1, 13).
^ Liv. vii. 17 “in duodecim tabulia legem esse, ut quodcamque postrcmnin
populus jussisset, id jus ratumque esset,'*
'

*
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was really countenanced by the

this usurpation

cdap.
Patriciate,

and

that they aimed at staving off indefinitely the inevitable assaults
of the Plebeians on the magistracy by indefinitely perpetuating
this rule of ten

annual commissioners without appeal

tolerated their rule, and backed

two

until

but they

Poman

plebeian soldiers cast off their allegiance to

the

under military leaders of their own choos^
occupied the Aventine; they then, accompanied by the

ruling board, and
ing,

;

their excuses for not retiring,

acts of tyranny raised mutinies in both the

The

camps.

up

first,

majority of the unarmed Plebeians of Rome, wended their way
a second time to the Mons Sacer (449 B.C.).
The Senate in

alarm sent two of its members, Valerius and Horatius, who were
of good repute among the Plebs, to ask their wishes.
The
answer was
amnesty for the breach of military discipline
:

involved in the secession ; the restoration of the j/rovocaiio
(which meant the dissolution of the decemvirate) and of the
tribunieian power. ^
The demands had not increased since the
first secession;
protection was all that the Plebeians yet
demanded.
Everything was granted; the decemviri were forced by the
Senate to an unwilling abdication ; the tribunate was re-established, and, as no plebeian magistrate existed, the unusual step was
taken of having the election conducted by the pontifex maximus}
A resolution was then elicited from the Plebs by the tribune

Duilius that consuls should be created subject to the right of

by the Senate,^ who appointed an
The comitia of the centuries returned Valerius and
Under the guidance of the consuls the assembly

It was accepted

appeal.
inierrex.

Horatius.

proceeded to pass a series of laws (the leges Faleriae Eirratiae)
which more than satisfied the -demands of the Plebs. One
guaranteed the perpetuity of the provocatio by the enactment
that “ no one should in future create a magistrate from whom
*

Liv. iii 53.

^

lb.

54 “ibi extemplo, ponti&ce

maxlmo comitia babecte,

tribunos

plebis

ere are runt,'*

de consulibns creandis cum provocatione M. Bqiliuii
Sucb a resolution would not need confirmation by tbe
people, as, after the fall of the decemvirs, an interregnum would naturally ensue ;
and this was a matter for the Senate. Bnt Livy also represents the tribune as (in
accordance with a senatus consuHum) passing the act of amnesty, iii. 54
"Tribunatu inito, L. Icilius extern plo plebem rogavit, et plebs scivit, ne cui fraudi
esset secessio ab decemviris facts,"'
In later Botnan law amnesty resides with the
*

ib.

rogationem

Senate.

Confestim

pertvilit.**
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any one who created such a magistrate

should be protected by no law sacred or profane and might be
The law was evidently called out by the
slain with impunity.” ^
unlimited power of the decern virate which had just been
abolished ; it did more than merely afiirm the first lex Valeria
for it rendered the creation of
rogaiio of

a magistrate a

an absolute judicial power by the
even when this proposal

capital offence,

had been accepted by the people.
was not extended ; the “ creation

But the scope

of the appeal

” of

a magistrate referred to
election sanctioned by the people, and did not, therefore, affect
the right of the consul to nominate a dictator from whom there
was no appeal; nor did it extend the limits of the appeal
beyond the original boundaries the p&merium or, at the utmost,
the first milestone from the city.^
Two other laws aimed at giving a legal existence to the
plebeian community. One gave a legal sanction to the sacrosanctiUi$
of the plebeian magistrates by enacting that any one who injured
them should be sacer to the whole community.* Another gave
a more binding character to the formal resolutions passed at the
concilium of the Plebs.
Its import is obscure, but there can be
no doubt that it marks an important stage in the validity of

—

We

'plebiscxta.

are told that it

was meant to

settle the contro-

verted question whether resolutions of the Plebs were binding on
Patricians ; ® and that it did this by enacting that “ whatsoever

^

the Plebs commanded by its tribes should bind the people {uiy
quod inbuiim plebes jussissei, pcpulum tenerei)”
It is possible
that our authority has misunderstood the purport of this law, but

hardly likely that the misconception

modem

by some

is

so great as that imagined

is no imtime the force of leges; it
was agreed that the resolutions of the Plebs did not gain the
force of Acts of Parliament until more than 160 years later
Recent attempts to interpret the Valerio-Horatian law have been
based on the supposition that it was concerned with some mode
in which a plehisdtum might become a lex, that it facilitated the
transformation of a resolution of the Plebs into a binding law of

plication ihait plebiscita

^

Liv,

creasset,

iii.

eum

3 p. 79.
® Liv. lii.

xi.

bad from

this

65 “ne quis ullum magistratum sine provocatione crearet, qui
jua fasque esset occidi neve ea caedea capitalia noxae haberetur.
:

« p. 79,

65 “omnium primiim, enm velut

entume patres
Dionys.

It is certain that there

.theorists.

45.

plebiacitis,

*

p. 99.

in controverso jure esset, tener-

legem centuriatis comitiia tulere

‘

ut quod,*

’*

etc.

Cf.

roman public life
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the Populus, through an intermedfaiy channel, consuls or Senate

The wording

of the

law (hardly so remote from

its original aa

has been supposed) scarcely gives a warrant for this view ; it
speaks only of giving a “ binding character ” to such resolutions.

must be remembered that at this time the plebeian community
was not really bound by the resolutions of its own conciHuniy for
this was not a legally recognised corporation.
The ValerioHoratian law may have made it such, a corporate body passing
resolutions binding on all its members.
But a law which is
valid for a corporation is valid for those outside the corporation.
The ordinances, it is true, which have this binding force
must refer immediately only to the affairs of the community
which dictates them. This was the case with plehisciia, now.
It

All self-regarding ordinances of the Plebs

hound

the Plebeians

in the first degree, the Patricians, if it infringed existing rights,

All phhisciia of a udder scope must still
have been mere petitions to the consuls.^ We can hardly conceive that the law discriminated accurately between what was
possible to the Plebs and what was not ; it was sufficient to
in the second degree.

recognise the already established

maxim

that corporations could

frame their own rules dum ne quid ex publica lege corrvmpant^
From this time onwards, down to 287, whenever we find
plebiscUa affecting matters of national interest or creating changes
in the constitutioTi,^ we must assume that they were brought by
the magistrates before the people to be ratified as laws ; although
doubtless the undefined limits of plebeian prerogative were
often exceeded.

The first great utterance of the Plebs, which followed the
Valerio-Horatian law, was one of this character, for it attached a
criminal (and therefore a public) penalty to a derogation of duty
to the Plebeians.
On the proposal of M. Duilius, the tribune,
the Plebs resolved that “any one who left the Plebs without

tribunes or created a (plebeian) magistrate without appeal should
be scourged and executed.”^ It was a mode by which the Plebs
^

Mr. Strachan-Davidson in Smith Diet, of Antiq. s.V. plebisciium, and English
Remew Nos. 2 and 19.

Historical
a

p. 97.

Typos

» p.

107.

such laws hetween 419 and 2S7

rerrntiiw ^402)
B.C. ate the
Canuleia (445), Lidnia (367), Ogulmu (300).
® Liv. iii. 55 “ M. Duilius deindo trihunus plebis plebem rogavit, plebesquo
scivit: *qui plebem sine tribunis reliquisset, qulque magistratum sine provoca*

of

tions creasset, iergo ac capifco

puniMur.

' ''
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tried to

guard

itself

from any possible surrender
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of its liberties

such as that which had created the decemvirate.
The Plebs, thus secured in its original privileges, recognised
as a corporate body, and feeling, as a result of tlio Twelve Tables,
that its law was in the main the law of the state, began to aim
at something

more than

protection.

From

this time begins the

continuous struggle for the complete equalisation of the two
It was opened by the tribune Canuleius in tbe year
orders.
445.

He

rightly held that social

must precede

political equality,

and proposed in the assembly of the Pleba that marriage should
be permitted between Patricians and Plebeians.^
The only
reasonable objection which the consuls, representing the feeling
of the Patriciate, could bring forward against the measure, was
the time-worn pretext that was said to have influenced the
decemvirs in inserting the prohibition in their code, viz, that the
Plebeians had no auspices, and that the disappearance of a pure
race would mean a break in the chain which connected the state
with heaven.^ But the pretext expressed the real fears of the
Patriciate.

down

Intermarriage

between

the orders would break

the religious barrier which guarded the consulship

;

this

was the priM for which the Plebs was striving.
In fact a
suggestion, emanating from tbe tribunes at the beginning of the
year, had already assumed the form of a rogatio to the effect
that “the people should have power to choose consuls at its
pleasure either from the Plebs or from the pairesJ^ ®
Over the
marriage question the usual conteat ensued, and with the usual
The consuls led the opposition as long as they could;

^result.

was beaten, the magistrates were forced to
bring the question before the people, and marriage between the,
orders was legalised.*
The tribunes followed up their victory
at last the Senate

^ Llv. iv. 1 **de conTxl)io patrum et plebia C. Canuleius tribunus plebis
rogatiouem promulgavit.*’
^ Bee
p. 39 and cf. Liv. iv. 6 ; the consuls (in a coniio) gave as the official
reason “quod nemo plebeios aospicia* baberat ; ideoqoa decemriros couubiuni
diremieae, n© incerta prol^ auapicia turbarentur.”
^ Liv. iv, 1 “ et mentio, primo aensiin inlata a tribunis, ut alterum ex plebe
consulem liceret fieri, eo processit deinde, ut rogatiouem novem tribuni pronmlgarent, ‘ut populo potestas easet, seu de plebe, sen de patribus vellet, cousiilea

lacieudi.'
*

“

at tbe beginning of ibe year thns is described by Livy (iv. 2),
“eodem terapore et consoles senatum in tribunum, et tribunoa populum iu
consules incitabat.'’
At last (Liv, iv. 6) “victi tandem patres, ut de couubio
ferretur, consensere.”

The situation

roman public
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by pressing their measure for the opening of the consulship. It
was felt that open resistance would be useless j and a device
was resorted to which illustrates the Homan genius for adaptability, for dignified political chicanery, and for satisfying at the
same time the demands of reason and prejudice. The immediate
evil felt was the irruption of the Plebeians into supreme office
but there must have been for some time a growing sense that
the executive machinery of the state was by no means equal to
the demands made on it.
The two consuls were at once military
leaders, the sole administrators of the higher civil and criminal
jurisdiction, and the sole officials entrusted with the duty of
registering and distributing burdens over the citizens.
Such a
combination of functions could not continue to exist with the
widening of Rome’s political horizon, and the first attempt was

now made

at a division of the military, judicial, and registrative

duties of the supreme imigistrate.

To

and at the same time to make a conwas decided to replace the consulship by
the office of military tribune with consular power {iribums
milUum consulari polestaiey The change, permission for which
effect

this object,

cession to the Plebs, it

may have been
some

granted

by a

special

consisted in raising

of the ordinary legionary delegates of the consul to a level

with the commanding officer and suppressing the latter.® These
extraordinary officials were elected at the comitia ceniwriata under
the presidency of one of the chief magistrates, whether consul or
consular tribune, for the time being.
The normal number, six,
was no doubt suggested by the six tribunes of the old kgio or—
army. But this full number was not always appointed.* The
^question how many military tribunes should be created for a
Sometimes
given year depended on the exigencies of the state.
three were elected, sometimes four, at other times six, a number
which seems never to have been exceeded.^ It rested formally
with the magistrate who guided the elections, practically perhaps
with the Senate, to determine how many of these officers should
'

Liv,

iv. 6.

* ib. 35.

Claudius in Tab, Lugd. “quid (commemorem) in pluris distributum
consulare imperiom tribunosque militum consulari imperio appellstos, qui sen! et
saepe octoni crearentur.“
^ Livy sometimes speaks of eight (v. 1, vi. 27)
cf, Tah, latffd. cited note 3.
It
;
is probable that this number includes the six tribunes
and the two censors
(Momms. StoAUr, U. p. 184) ; e.g. Livy gives eight for the year 403, the Fasti
Capitol, for the same year (351 a.u.o.
i. p. 42S) six and two censors,
*
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As military posts below the
supreme command had long been opened to the Plebs, it goes
ivithoufc saying that Plebeians were eligible to the consnlar
tribunate ; their admission, in fact* had been one of the motives
Yet the patrician element was almost exclusively
of the change.^
present in the earlier years of this magistracy, and to the end of
Even if we reject the
the office it largely preponderated.
account that it was not until forty- five years after the institution
of the consular tribunate (400 B-C.) that a Plebeian was actually
elected to this post,^ it is a significant fact that while purely
patrician colleges aro found, there is no instance of one composed
exclusively of Plebeians,
This fact may be simply a demonstration of the aristocratic character of elective office, and shows that
the masses preferred the safety of the state to the advancement
of their own order ; for military skill and experience, and even
knowledge of law, were still chiefly to be sought in the ranks of
thepaircs.^
Gradually, however, the Plebs became familiarised
be appointed for any given year.

with power and displayed greater trust in the leaders of their
own order. The year 400 does in any case mark a turning
point in the history of the office.
After it we find more
'

Plebeians elected; in 399 and 396 they form a majority of the
college, and events were tending to the demand, which was soon
to be made, that a place in the

reserved for candidates

supreme magistracy should be

who represented

a majority of the citizens.

The power exercised by the consular tribunes wasf briefly,
that of the consuls ; they had the same jm, imperiumy and
potestas* and they enjoyed their insignia.^
They presided over
the elections for their successors, and took the auspices on these
occasions, the recognition of
auspicaio

breaking

down

a Plebeian^s right to consult the people

the last barriers of religious prejudice.^

Pompon, in Dig, 1, 2, 2, 25 “cum .
pleba contenderet cum patribus et
suo quoque corpore consules creare, et patres recnsaient, factum est ut
tribuni militum crearentur partim ex plebe, partim ex patribua coDsularl petestate.'*
* Liv. v". 12.
Thia is uiaintamed Co be an error bj Mommsen, R6m. Forsch,
^

.

.

vellet ex

66 ; Staaisr, U. p. 188.
He holds that in 446 B.C. one L. Atiliua Longus was
a Pleheiao^ and that in 400, 399, 396 the Plebeians had a majority.
Livy’s
is upheld by Willems Le Shuit i. 58-60.

i.

view

® If

be taken to prove that the preponderance of voting power in the
still on the side of the Patricians, it would throw a valuable
on the relative economic position of the two orders.
Impdrium {Tab. Lugd. quoted p. 112) j potestas (Liv. iv. 6) ; jus (Tac.
it

comitia centuriata waa
side-light
*

Ann.
*

i,

1).

Liv. iv. 7

® ib. V.

“et imperio

et insignrbus consularibus usos.”

13, 52.

I
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magistracy was considered inferior in dignity to the conand only a shadow ” of that high office,^ it must have
been only because it was shared by more colleagues, and from a
Yet it was noted as a
conviction of its occasional character.
If this

sulship

curious fact that, from constitutional reasons

unknown even

to

ever enjoyed

a

the early annalists, no consular tribune had

triumph. 2

must nob be supposed that the consulship was in any way
by this exceptional magistracy ; it was simply kept in
suspense during certain years.
Each year it was decided afresh
It

abolished

whether consuls or military tribunes should be appointed
Tradition represents the decision as resting with the Senate
but whether

it

exercised this function

advising body of the magistrate

by

who was

law,^ or merely as the
to hold the election,

is

unknown. This discretionary power shows that the tribunate
was regarded as an exceptional office
but its military and
;

political

convenience caused

ship during the years

when

it

it

practically to replace the consuh

was in vogue.

The

period of the

one of seventy-seven years, extending from
444 to 367. These years show twenty-two consular collegia^ and
The stop-gap lasted for half a
fifty-one of military tribunes.®
century, and the compromise was maintained until in 367 a final
settlement of the plebeian claim was reached.
Meanwhile the consulship had been modified in yet another
way one which was detrimental to the power of the office, but
was meant to preserve influence to the Patriciate.
In the
institution of the censorship we find at work the same double
motive which had influenced the government in creating the
the sense that two men could not manage
consular tribunate
all the business of a growing state, and the desire not to share
with the Plebeians the unimpaired powers of the supreme office.
It had been the custom for the king, and subsequently for
the consuls, to make an estimate, at certain intervals of time, of
This was originally
the effective military strength of the state.
military tribunate

is

—

—

a registration

of

all

the

1

« ProconBularia imago'' (Liv.

*

Liv. iv. 65

patrician

burgesses

;

but,

after the

Zonar. vii. 19,
v, 2).
“pervincunt, ut ecuatua consultum fiat de tribunis militum
. obtinuisset, ut coosulerentur
patres, conaiilum an
creandis" ; iv, 12
.
Dionysiua (xi, 60) represents the people as
tribunoruin placcret comitia babeii.''
being consulted too.
^ i.e. in accordance with the law, if there was one, establishing the ofGce.
^ Momma, StaatsT. ii. p. 191.
.

^

*

II
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of all the citizens, for

the purpose of discovering those liable to military service, the
class in which they should be enrolled, and, in case of tribute

being imposed, the liability of each household to the propertyFor these purposes it was sufficient for the heads
tax {inhuiuTrC),
of families (paires familiarum) to be summoned and questioned.

Their answers formed

the record, in accordance with which

burdens were imposed, and political
was determined. The recognition of citizenship itself was dependent on this enrolment, for it
is probable that from the earliest times membership of a tribe
was the symbol of the possession of civic rights; while now

and

military

financial

influence in the amiiia ceniuriata

was the basis of the concilium plebis and
gave a vote to every one enrolled in one of
the iritms.
The importance which the census had assumed was
not compatible with the consular performance of its duties.
The judicial and military functions of the annual magistrates
interfered both with its regularity and its completeness, and the

the fact that the tribe
the comitia tributa

temporary suspension of the consulship offered a chance of
vesting these duties in other magistrates.
In the year 443 B.o.

two new
elected

officials,

by the

called censores,

were

created,^

comitia of the centuries.

The

confined to the Patriciate, possibly because

it

who were
office

was

was

to

be

to be

felt that

the

solemn ceremony of purification {lustratu^ which closed the
census could not adequately be performed by plebeian hands.
No one as yet dreamed of the future greatness of the office; its
beginnings were small, ^ and the tribunes offered no opposition
to the law which established an office which was to become the
greatest of political prizes.

The

was in a certain sense an
power by the censors could
never have been coterminous with the interval between each
census
an interval usually of five years. The original tenure
is unknown
possibly the censor was supposed to continue in
office until his duties were fulfilled.
It was not until the year
434 B.C. that the censorship was limited to a definite term of
a year and a half by a
Amiiia, proposed by the dictator
censorship, though a standing,

occasional

office,

for the tenure of

—

;

^
Liv. iv. 8
ortum aiitem initium est rei, quod in populo, per multos annos
incenso, nequo diiFerri census poterat, neque cousuUbUR, cum tot populoruin bella

immincrent, operae erat id negotium agere," Cf. Dionys. xi. 63.
^ Uv. l.c. ‘*Idein
hie annus censurao initium fnit, rei a parva origine ortae.'*
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wide as the
His primary function was that of
registration, but one of the meanings of registration was the
imposition of pecuniary burdens on individuals; henco the
Another consequence of
censor’s first connexion ivith finance.
Aemilius-’*

censors’ duties w^ere as

ramifications of the census.

Qualifications of
was of still greater import.
must always have been considered a necessary condition

registration

character

even the meanest public functions at
Admission to the centuries and to the tribes, and there'

for the performance of

Romo.

fore the exercise of the active rights of voting

and serving

in

The
the army, was possible only to one not stained by crime.
secular ground, one quite sufficient for a scU-respcctiug community, was perhaps assisted by the religious idea that no
impure man should be present at the mystic ceremony of
purification.
Such a testing of character could have been
But
performed only in the most cursory way by the consuls.
now that a magistracy had been appointed which had leisure

was inevitable that the rule of manners
morum) should in time overshadow every other aspect
of the censor’s office, and that this dual papacy should become
the most dignified and dreaded organ of the state.

for a rigorous scrutiny, it
{regiTneit

Beyond the establishment

of the consular tribunate, the cen-

sorship and the transference of the election of quaestors to the
newly created comiiia tribuia^^ the years 449 to 377 are not

marked by any great constitutional changes. They were years
of compromise bub not of settlement ; the restlessness of the rC'
It
forming party was stayed by the constant pressure of war.
could not accuse the military policy of the governing class, which
led its armies to victory and made all needful concessions to
It was the epoch of wars with the Acquians,
plebeian talent.
Volscians,

made her

and Etruscans, of the siege of
first

great territorial

Romo in

Veil, in

conquest, and

which Rome

of

the

Celtic

but made her the bulwark
of the central Italian nations against northern invasions, and
gave her strength to remodel and reform the Latin coalition
Occasional discontent
of which she was the immediate head.
was at this, as at every other period, excited by the need of
migrations, which laid

ashes,

Mommsen indeed thinks {^aalsr. iL p. 349) that this lex
the censorship an independent magistracy with a fixed tenure.
Tt was prohahly an independent magistracy before, but with no fixed tenure.
Hence the belief that the censors originally held office for five years, the period
^ pp. 81, 102.
of the lustrum (Liv. l.c,, cf. ix. 34).
^

Liv.

AemUia

iv.

first

24.

mado

'•*
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Sp. Maelius

land distributions and the pressure of debt

fell

439 and M. Manlius in 384; but the government, though
it would not have its hand forced, was not wholly unwilling to
make concessions to poverty. The citizen troops on foreign
service were given pay in 406, and the land conquered from Veii
was some years later allotted amongst the Plebs. While the
discontent of the poor was thus kept in check, the government
could afford to make harmless and unavoidable concessions to
In 421 the number of quaestors was
Plebeians of higher rank.
raised from two to four ; for, owing to the prolonged absence of
armies, it was thought fit that a special quaestor should be
in

assigned to each consul in the

field. ^

The tribunes demanded

that

a fixed proportion of these places should be reserved for Plebeians.
This was refused, but the compromise was arrived at that any

might be filled from the Plebs, a concession
which was unavoidable, for the absurdity of admitting Plebeians
to the highest rank in the state and excluding them from this
subordinate duty must have been felt.
The permission did
not, however, take effect until twelve years later (409 B.O.);
but then Plebeians were returned for three out of four vacancies
of the four places

at the comilia of the tribes.^

however limited

its

The first regular

elective magistracy,

powers and dignity, had now been won

for

the Plebeians.

Meanwhile the provisional government drifted on. It won
it was gradually building up a hegemony in
;
Italy.
But the effect of war now, as at an earlier period, was
ruinous to those to whom this government had to look for support.
In spite of the palliative measures of pay for the army and ocmilitary successes

casional land distribution, a large portion of the

were again in a pitiable

yeoman farmers

We cannot now speak of

state.

the social

grievances of Plebeians as a whole ; those members of the Plebs
who began to occupy the benches of the Senate,^ and who aspired
the military tribunate or quaestorship, were as wealthy aa

to

Idv. iv. 43 (discord between the Patrea and the Plebs) “ exorta est, coepta
duplicaudo quaestorum mimero ,
praeter duos urbanos quaestores iluo ut
,
consulibus ad ministeria belli praeato essent." The tribunee demanded “ut pars
quaestorum ... ex plebe fieret." The compromise arrived at was that “qualtuor
quaestores promiscue de plebe ac pptribus libero auffragio populi fiereut.’^
^ ib. 64.
The Pleba^ indicant at the election of consuls in place of military
tribunes, “eum dolor^m quaestoriia comitiis simul osteiidit, et ulta est, tUTU»
primum plebeiis quaestoribua creatis ita ut, in quattuor creandis, uni patricio K.
Fabio Anibusto relinqueiCbUr locus,'*
For the election at the comitia iributa
flee p, 102.
^ p. 83 note 2.
^

ftb

.

:
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The

their patrician compeers.

the

members

of the

two

race for office

orders.

on the curule chair.
was passed in 432 ;

for his place
{ambilits)

CHAP.

was keen between

The Patrician had now to beg
The first law against canvassing
it

prohibited a candidate from

—

whitening his toga with chalk before the elections ^ a primitive
measure, but one which shows that the plebeian electorate had
at last become a power.
But though isolated members of the
Plebs were soaring into the upper regions, the mass of this’
body still consisted of bankrupt agriculturists. The situation
which they regarded as desperate wa9, apart from the harsh law
'

But
normal condition of a modern proletariate.
the ideal of the ancient citizen was higher than our own ; they

of debt, the

wished to be proprietors of freehold land or of land held on an
undisturbed tenure from the state.
This discontent was the opportunity of the richer Plebeians,^
who wished to secure perfect political equality between the
In 378 loud cries were raised against the capitalists;
orders.
a war with tbo Volsci gave the tribunes the chance of impeding
the military levy, and some temporary concessions to debtors
were unwillingly wrung from the government,^ When the next
year saw the burdens re-imposed, two ambitious Plebeians, L.
Sextius and C. Licinius Stole, came forward with the proposition
that the only sure way of permanently remedying the evils of
the lower class was by securing one of the places in the

They formulated a
consulship to members of their own order.
programme which was an attractive jumble of social and political
measures.
The plebiscitum which they promulgated promised a
temporary relief from debt, proposed a limit to the amount of
public land which any individual might possess, and declared
that the military tribunate should be abolished, the consulship
should be restored, and that one of the two consuls must henceforth be a Plebeian. This comprehensive measure, which attacked
land, capital,
*

Liv.

iv.

25.

tribunate always

and

office,*

The principes
falling

was
plebia,

easily met.

The two

in despair at the choice of

tribunes

the military

on Patricians, came to the conclusion that

it

wafl

**an]bitione artibusque” of the Patricians.
Hence a tribunician measure “ne
After great resistance
cui album in Testimentum addere petition is liceret causa.”
“ncere tribuni ut legem perfeirent. ”
*

•

“Principea plebis” (liv. l.c,)31 " conditioner impositae patribus, ne qiiis, quoad bellatum esset,
trlbutum daret, aut jus de pecunia credita diceret,”
*
ib. 35 ‘'omnium igitur simul reriim, quarum imraodicacupido inter mortales
Mt, agri, pecuniae, bonorum, discrimine proposito, coaterriti patres, etc.”
* ib. vi.
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stood alone, and their eight colleagues were without difficulty
But
induced to put their veto on the revolutionary measure.
it

was soon shown

that, if the

veto might be used against the
powers of the tribunes might

interest of the Plebs, the negative

bo employed, with as much legality and as little justification,
The two tribunes, in virtue
to paralyse the life of the state.
of the paramount authority which their sacrosanditas had in the
course of years secured to them, forbade the election of any
magistrate of the people.
For five years successively Licinius
and Sextius were re elected tribunes ; during the whole of this
period (375-371) the only magistrates appointed were the
plebeian aediles and tribunes, and the state was without a head.

A

war with Velitrae led the tribunes to relax their anarchical
But the long stand had reduced the
number of vetoing tribunes to five. Another clause was now
added to the original proposals to the effect that the two
edict for the year 370.

duumviri sacris faciuTidiSy the keepers of the sacred books, the
storehouse which furnished political intrigue with its surest
weapons, should be raised to ten, and that half of these decemviri
of the tribunes of 368 seems to
any effectual resistance to any bf
the provisions of the law,^ and the Patricians, driven from their
first stronghold, took refuge in a dictator.
It was a sign that

should be Plebeians.^
have been prepared to

they had

lost

perpetuated.

offer

for the dictatorship could not be
required the most strenuous exertions of

game,

the

But

None

it

up to the level
commons who had

the leaders of the Plebs to keep their followers
of

their original

failed to elect

demands.

members

and quaestors, when

it

The

of their

spiritless

own

bad been in

order, consular tribunes

their

power

to

do

so,

were

for dividing the proposals, passing the social measures at once

and leaving the question of the consulship for a future time.
But Licinius and Sextius were not prepared to be social leaders
without reward.
The only division to which they subjected
the complicated measure was to carry in 368 the clause sharing
the new dccemvirate with the Plebeians ; the other clauses were
postponed.
In the next year, 367 B.C., they were tribunes
for the tenth time.
The opposition was worn out, and the
*

Liv.

vi.

37

“Novam

rogationem promulgant,

ut pro dimrnviHs sacris

faciundis decemviri creentur
ita ut pars ex plebe, pars ex patribus fiat."
;
^ ib.
38.
His Btatements are inconsistent. He speaks of tbe college aa
being nnaiiinioiis, and yet of intercessio being nsed at the meeting.
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Licinio-Sextian laws were passed in their original form.
greatest of plebeian victories

had been \von ; from

The

this time the

really the dominant element in the state.
It was of
consequence that it did not assert its omhipotence for
some years yet ; all that it desired further was bound to come.
As the magistracy was far more powerful than the people at
Eome, the body that exercised the whole of the highest prohibitive power through the tribunate, and monopolised half of the
highest positive authority in the consulship, was bound to be

Plebs

is

little

Even the purely patrician privilege of the pairum
was no great disturbance to this power. It became
more a matter of form, the more the plebeian element entered

supreme.

auctcrilas

into the Senate.

The Licinian laws had the unexpected

new

magistracies

to

the

state.

effect of adding two
These were known as the

Piaetorship and the Curule Aedileship.
The institution of th6
former office was a constitutional change of the first magnitude,
being nothing less than the addition of a third colleague to the
It is represented as having been a part of the comconsuls.
promise between the orders, the Plebeians allowing a third

purely patrician magistracy to be created in exchange for the
But, even if we assume that the
confiscated consulship.^
praetorship was originally confined to the patres

—

a statement
it was necessity
which has with some reason been doubted ^
rather than ambition which directed the creation of the office.
The impossibility of the consul’s paying adequate attention to
duties of jurisdiction had been one of the motives which led to

—

Now that the
the establishment of the consular tribunate.
consulship was permanently restored, provision had to be made
for the

As

permanent severance

of civil jurisdiction

jurisdiction implied the imperiuTn^

and

all

from that

office.

the possessors of

qui jus in nrbe
42 concessTim ... a plebo nobilitati de praetor©
ex patribus creajido/' probably by a clause iutroduced into the Licinian
rogations wben they were Bnbmitled hy the consul to the Populus (see p, 97).
The true motive is given by Pomponins in
1, 2, 2, 27, **Cuni consul es
avocarentuT heUia fimtimis neque esset, qui in urhe jus redder© posset, factum
est ut praetor quoque crearetur, qui urban us appellatUB est, quod in url^ Jus
^

Liv. Vi,

(liceret,

redderet.”
* Mommsen {Slaaisr. ii. p. 204) doubts it, chiefly on the ground that no law
mentioned as opening the office to Plebeians thirty years later. Probably the
same doubt hung over the praetorship as over the second place in the consulship,
i.e. whether the Licinian law, by reserving one consulship to the Plebs, ho^l lefl
the other posts open to both orders or not.
is
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were necessarily colleagues, the praetor
was a colleague of the consuls. He was created, as the phrase
this regal prerogative

“under the same auspices,'*! and therefore by the same
He bore
assembly and under the same formalities of election.
the early title of the consuls, which, in spite of its inappro-

ran,

priatenesa to hia usual peaceful

duties,

came

to cling

to

him

But, though he was needed chiefly for purposes of
jurisdiction, one branch of the imperium could not be singled
out to the exclusion of the others.
The praetor possesses all
exclusively.

the aspects of the supreme power, the capacity for command
in war, for initiating legislation, for summoning and transacting

How

these powers were harmonised
the similar powers of the consuls,
will be described elsewhere.
The main business of the original
business with the Senate.
with,

and subordinated

to,

praetor did not clash with that of his colleagues, for, though in

theory perhaps the consul never did lose his control of civil
jurisdiction, 2 practice decided against his interference with it,

and

was for more than 120 years (366-242) the sole
magistrate of Kome.
At the close of this period a second
praetor was appointed, whose duty it was to decide cases
the praetor

civil

between foreigners {peregrini) and between Roman citizens and
an addition rendered necessary by the growth of
Rome's territory and business, and which has no further political
foreigners

—

significance.

The praetorship, if it ever was a patrician preserve, did not
long remain such.
Thirty years after its institution (337 B.c.)
a Plebeian, Q. Publilius Philo, successfully contested the post.

The objections of the presiding magistrate, whether based on
law or custom, were overruled and Plebeians declared eligible
for the olRco.^

The appointment, simultaneously with the

praetor, of

two

additional aediles, secured nothing for the Patricians, but a great
deal for tho state.
The military duties which prevented the

consul from administering justice and attending to registration,
also
*

Gell,

hindered him from devoting himself to the minutiae of
Liv.

vii.

xiii,

15.

I

'^collegam consulibus atque iLsdem auspious creatunj."

Cf.

^ An instance of the exercise of a consular veto over a judicial decisiou of e
praetor in 77 B.C, is preserved by Valerius Maximus (vii. 7, 6),
* Liv. viii,
15 “eodem anno Q. Publilius Philo praetor primus de plebe,
adversante Sulpicio coiisule, qui negabat ratiouem ejus se habituruui, est factus
senatu, cumin siuumis Imperiis id non obtiuuisset, miuus in praetura inteudeute.”
;
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was an anomaly that these

It

they fell to the lob of any special officials, should
be in the hands of two plebeian assistants of the tribune.^
It
was from them that the two new magistrates borrowed their
names, and the similarity of title and functions had the happy
result of fusing into one corporation the plebeian officials and
the new magistrates of the community.
The latter were known
in later times as aediles cundes, from the curule chair which they
had in common with the magistrates vested with the impetium.
The Patriciate is said to have been the original condition of
eligibility to the office ; ^ but this was very soon abandoned in
favour of the practice that the curule aediles should be chosen
in alternate years from Patricians and Plebeians.*
Later still
at what period is uncertain
the magistracy was annually
accessible to members of both orders.
Tho accession of Plebeians to the consulship had been the
key of the position; it had broken down the last pretended
religious scruple, and a few years saw the patrician defences
of every office overthrown.
The year 356 witnessed the first
plebeian dictator;^ no law appears to have been required to
secure the Plebs admission to this office, the qualification for
the consulship being considered ipso jure to open a passage to
the dictatorship.
In 351 a Plebeian was first admitted to the
censorship;* but mere admissibility was not enough, and in
339 one of the laws passed by the plebeian dictator, Q. Publilius
Philo, reserved one of the two places in the censorship for
members of his order.® How difficult it would have been for
tho Plebs to secure this office, apart from such a regulation, is
duties, so far as

—

shown by the

fact that the first exclusively plebeian censorship

With

dates only from the year 131 b.C.^
^

respect to the occupa-

p. 98.

* Liv.

vL 42 “Factum senatus consultura, ut duo viroa aedilea ex patribus

populum

rogaret."
1 [366 B.C.) “ vcrecundia inde imposita eat senatui ex patribus jubendi
primo, ut altemis annis ex plebe fierent, convenerat
aediles cumlei creari.
postea promiscuum fuit *' [Mommsen
[this was the rule in 213 (Polyb. x. 4)].
{Stoats, ii. p. 482) thinks os late as the last century of the Republic].
* ib. 17 “dictator C, Marcius Rutilus primus de plebe dictus*'; be appointed
dictator

* ib. vii.

a plebeian master of the horse.
® ib.

22.

The same C. Marcius Rutilus “professua censuram

se petere''

was

elected.
.
censor crearetut."
12 “ ut alter ntique ex plebe .
Ep. 59 “Q, Pompeius et Q. Metellus, tunc primiim utrique ex
censores lustrum condiderunt."

® ib. viii.
ib.
facti,

,

plebe
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by Plebeians, a doubt seems
which was removed in 342 by a
plebiscUum passed into law which declared “ uti liceret consoles
ambos plebeios creari.”^ We have already noticed their captiiro
of the praetorship in 337 RC.
There was but one more fort, but that a strong one, which
This was the circle of
the plebeian prindpes had to storm.
tion of both of the consular places

have existed of

to

its legality,

the priestly colleges.

The two

religious guilds of

paramount

importance, apart from the decemvirato {sacris fadundis)
to which Plebeians had been already admitted, were those of
the pontiffs and augurs.
The pontifical college, which in the

political

monarchy had consisted of five members, was now composed of,
four, the place occupied by the expelled king having never
apparently been filled up.^
The augural college, which should
have consisted of six, was also at this time reduced by some
accident to four members.^
In the year 300 B.a two tribunes,
Q, and Cn. Ogulnius, brought forward a bill for raising the
number of the augurs to nine, and that of the pontiffs to eight,
the added numbers in either case to be taken from the Plebs,^
The measure was understood to be primarily in the interest of
the noble Plebeians, already in possession of curule office and
triumphal ornaments, but it did to a largo extent assist the
rights of

the Plebs as a corporation;

for

the religious veto

might be used by the nobility against the
interests of the lower orders, could not be employed by the
Patricians to check plebeian measures.
The bill, which became
law, established the religious equality of the two orders, eo far
as religion was a political force.
It is true that, as we shall
see, the Plebs were always excluded from certain non-political
priesthoods ; but, on the other hand, one of the religious
henceforth, though it

colleges of national importance established in

later

L

times

—the

Gennems. It was
vii. 42.
The law was proposed by the tribune
however, until the year 172 B.c. that both consuls were plebeian (Li 7 .
* P- 52.
xlU, 9 ; Fast. Cap. 0.1. L. L 1 p. 25).
* Livy (x.
6) marvels at the fact ; he thinks that it must have been accidental
(“morto duorum
since the augural college should have consisted of three or of a
multiple of three. Cicero (de Hep. ii. 9, 16) says that Romulus coopted {cooptavit)
one from each of the three tribes ; they were therefore four ; that Numa added
two (ib, ii. 14, 26). This makes six, which Livy (l.c.) thinks the normal number
the time of the passing of the Ogulnian law.
*
Liv. X. 6. These numbers remained unaltered until the time of Sulla (81 B.c.),
who raised the colleges of pontiffs and augurs to fifteen (Uv. Ep. 89). A six*
teenth was added to both colleges by Julius Caesar (Dio Cass. xUi. 51).
^

not,

U

Llv.
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196 B.c. for preparing the epiilum
and banquets given in honour of the other gods ^ seems
from its origin to have been composed wholly of Plebeians.^
The change, however, though indirectly favourable to the
Plebeians, was not of a democratic character
the priesthoods
were kept within a few distinguished families through the
triumviri eputones, created in

—

Jovis

;

principle of appointment.

which we

find existing in

The method was that
453 b.C,® It was not

of

cooptation,

until the last

century of the Republic that the Ux DomituL (104 b.o.) ventured
to give the election, not indeed to the Populus, but to a special
assembly composed of seventeen out of the thirty -five tribes
chosen by lot, and even then the forms of nomination by the
head of the college, and of cooptation by its members, were
scrupulously observed.*
In sketching the invasion of office and honours by the plebeian
nobles wo have ventured to anticipate somewhat the chronological
sequence of events.
The commons, too, had during this period
Thirty-nine years before
their share of political emancipation.
the Ogulnian law something had been done by legislation to
increase the independence of the Plebs as a corporation, and to
free the assemblies of the Populus from the legal control of the
Patricians.
In 339 B.C. a plebeian dictator, Q. Publilius Philo,
carried a law making pl^iscita binding on the people (wf
plebisdta omnes QuirUes ienererd)}
The meaning of this law was
clearly not understood by our authority.
Its pretended wording
is almost identical with that of the ValeriO'Horatian measures
but what was done on that occasion did not need repetition,
and the object of the Publilian law must have been to secure
more immediate legal validity to such measures passed by the
Plebs as did not refer to that corporation alone
to make, in fact,
the stages of transition from plebiscitnm to lex a matter of formal
and not of real importance.^ Another law passed by the same

—

^ Liv.
xxxiii. 42.
The number was afterwards increased to seven, from
which time the college "was known as that of the Yiiviri ^puloTies.
* Marquardt SiaalsT^erw. iii.
p. 333.
* Liv. iii, 32
augur (mortuus est) C. Horatius Pulvillua in cujus locum
The
C. Vetnmnn eo cupidius, quia damnatua a plebe erat, augnres legere.”
ponti/ex Tnaximus was early an exception to this rule ; see the cofnitia sacerdolum
;

ill

the section dealing with the people.
* Cie.

de Ltg. Agr,

*

viii.

Liv.

12.

ii.

7,

18;

Veil.

ii.

12.
* p.

109,

Mr. Straefian-Davidson conjectures that the law of Publilius Philo *' may liave
struck oat the intervening consultation of the Senate, and may have required the
^

II
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had reference to the patnim audoritas. We have seen
power had become, probably from the dawn of the
It was a claim by the patrician members of the
Hepublic.^
Senate to accept or reject any measure of the Populus, when
It never affected plehiscita^
assembled’ by curies or by centuries.
and we know too little of the comiiia trihuta to say whether the
measures of that body were submitted to it or not;^ the hampering
of the comiiia curiata was by this time of no importance, and the
dictator

what

this

lex Fuhlilia

confined itself to tho application of the audoritas to

the centuries.
By this law it was enacted that the consent to
laws passed by the comitia cenluriata should be given before the
voting commenced.^
This provision was shortly afteT>Yards

(perhaps in 338 B.C.) extended by a lex Maenia to elections.^ It is
evident that neither of these provisions could have made the
nugatory, for it was not more difficult for a section of
the Senate to decline to submit a question to the people than
to reject it when passed.
The provisions may, however, be a

auctoritas

that the aucioritas was becoming a mere form; but its
formal character was due to the rapidly increasing preponderance
of Plebeians in the Senate,
sign

But though the popular assemblies were thus free from
and the magistrates, subject only to the selfimposed limitation of taking advice from tho Senate, could elicit
any utterance they pleased from the comitia^ there was one grave
defect in the existing system of legislation which called for
remedy.
The plebeian magistracy, which circumstances had
raised to a pre-eminence above all other powers, had not
patrician control,

the freedom
tribunes,

of

the other magistrates.

when accepted by

farther sanction to

become

the
laws.

The

rogationes of

the

required some
This anomaly might have

Plebs,

still

been remedied in one of two ways; either by giving the
tribune the right of summoning and presiding over meetings
consul to bring tbe petition of the Plebs at once before the Populus ** (Smith
Diet, </ Antiq. s.v. plebiscUum^ ii. p. 439).
* p. 83.
^ The only evidence that they were ia furnished by Livy's account of a lex
MavJ.ia of 357 B.a (Willems Droit PvhUc p. 183),
See Liv. vii. 16 (Manlius the
consul) ‘'legem, novo exemplo ad Sutrium in castrls tributim de vicesima eorum,
qui manuraitterentur, tulit,
Patres, quia ea lege baud parvum vectignl inopi
aerario additum esset, auctoi-es faerunt."
® ib. viii. 12 “ut legiim, quae coraitiis centurialis ferreutur, ante iiiitum
su&agiuni patres auctorea fierent.”
Cf. Liv. I, 17 “hodie ... in legibus magistratibusqne
Cic. Brut. 14, 55.
adempta."
rogaiidia usurpatur idem jus (the patrum auciorila^}^
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a magistrate of

the com-

munity, and thus abolishing all distinction between Populus
and Plebs, or removing the impediments Avbich still hampered
The conserA^atism
tribunician legislation in the concilium plebis.

Homan character, and perhaps the class feeling reviving
again at the beginning of the third century in consequence of a
of the

renewed outbreak of tho Plebs, caused the latter course to be
In the year 287 the commons, oppressed by debt,
adopted.
again seceded

—

this time to the

Janiculum.

The

plebeian dictator

appointed to effect a settlement met social grievances by a
political concession.
Ho passed a law which most of our
authorities represent as verbally identical with the Valerio-

Horatian and Publilian laws/ but Avhich seems to have been of a
very different and far more definite character. Tho lawyers^
regard the lex Bortensia os tho measure which gave decrees of
Henceforth there is between
the Plebs the fuU force of laws.
lex and plebiscitum merely a difference of form and name ; their
poiesias is the same/ and even legal formulae use the words as
law could repeal a plebiscite and a
practically identical.'*
plebiscite a law ; ® in the case of a conflict between the two, the

A

rule of tho

Twelve Tables held good that the

earlier ordinance.

later repealed the

It is not, therefore, surprising to find that in

the annalists, even those with pretensions to accuracy, Populus

and Plebs are used

indifferently,®

and

it is

only at times by care-

who is the presiding magistrate on the particular
that we can determine whether the ordinance he elicits

fully noting

occasion,

^ Laelius
ap. GeU, 15, 27 “ (pkbi scilia) Ante palricii non tenebanluT,
donee Q. Hortensios dictator legem tnlit, ut eo jure quod plebs statmsset, omnes
qniritea tenereutur” ; Plin. E.N. xvi. 10, 37 “ut quod ea (plebs) jussisset, onmea

quirites teneret."

3 “olim

dicebant plebi scitk se non teneri, quia sine
Bed postea lex Hortensia lata est, qua cautum est,
ut plebi scita universum populum tenerent, itaque eo luodo legibus exaequata
sunt”'; Pompon, iu Dig^ 1, 2, 2, 8 “pro legihua placuit et ea (plebUcita)
^

Gaius

auctoritate

i.

eorum

patricii

facta essent

;

et ita factum est, ut inter plebis scita et legem species
observari lege Hortensia
constituendi interesset, potestas autem eadem essel.*'
:

3

Pompon, Lc.
The lex Agraria

of 111 b.C. (Bruns Fontes) thus refers to a lex Semjoronia
of 123 B,c., *'[ex] lege plebeive scito, quod C. Sempronius Ti. f. tr. pi. rogavit.'”
“
«x lege Rubria sejve id pi. sc. est."
Cf- lex Rybria (ib.)
» Thus Cicero, exiled by a pUtdecitum^ was restored by a /ex centuriata^
See
*

the section on the people.
^ Of the many instances one of the most remarkable is to be found in Sail.
cupientissima plebe consul factua, postquam ei provincia'm
Jug. 84, “Marius . .
NutaidUm populus jusait.” Here plebs should be populu$ and populus^
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difference in the

powers of the two assemblies camo in course of time
to be little more than a difference in magisterial right ; ^ while the
amUia of the centuries and tribes were presided over by magistrates with the imperium, the amcilium of the Plebs could be
summoned and addressed only by plebeian magistrates. Yet
legislative

was decisive as to their
and practice tended still further

the past history of the various assemblies
elective

and

judicial functions,

powers of each. But at the time of the lex
between the two parliamentary sovereigns
the Populus and the Plebs ^was even more marked j for the
Patricians, excluded from the concilium^ were still a considerable
body, and the tribune had not yet become, like the magistrates
with imperiuTn, quite a servant of the Senate.^ The Hortensian
law had at the time a political signiffcance which it afterwards
lost ; but it had a hidden import which was of vital consequence
to fix the scope of the

Uorteiisia the difference

—

—

for the history of the state.
By perpetuating the Plebs as a
separate corporation it preserved the tribunate in all its primitive

majesty, and thus maintained the power subsequently to be used
as an instrument of senatorial

The tendencies

and monarchical

rule*

of plebeian emancipation were almost all in

favour of the upper classes
that it never was a democratic
movement or one led by democratically -minded men is most
strikingly evidenced by the utter indifference shown by the
;

leaders to the economic evils under

and which they used

which the masses laboured,

as instruments to further their ambition.

Solon abolished slavery for debt at a single stroke; to the
Roman it is a sacred thing, an expression of Romam fdes while
the Greek TTpoo-Tar?;? struggled for others, the Roman patron fought

But continued pressure caused some tentative
be made in the latter half of the fourth century to
mitigate the curse of debt.
lex Marcia of 352 B.C. gave the
debtor the right of summary arrest {rmnus injectio) of the usurer,
for

himself.

efforts to

^

to recover the fourfold penalty for the illegal interest;^ while

326 an attempt was made to give the future masters of the
world the mastery over their bodies.
In 313 a lex Poetilia was
passed forbidding the imprisonment of nexi who could swear
in

*

“Legislative” is here used in the modern sense. At Rome a jodicial and
elective act of the people was equally a lex,
* At least in 304 b.c.
they bad no light of rdaiio with the Senate (Liv. in. 46).

Gaius

iv,

23.
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that they had reasonable hopes of ultimately satisfying their

creditors;^

it

therefore abolished most contracts on the security

although the addiciio and imprisoument of debtors
by order of the court continued through the Kepublic and into the
Empire. But if the barshness of the law was one evil, ignorance
An accident
of its forms was another almost equally great
The pontiff Appius Claudius had reduced
supplied the remedy.
the forms of action to writing; but the book meant for the
guidance of the pontiffs was immediately revealed to the profane
eyes of the people by his clerk, one Cn. Flavius, a freedman’s
son.
Tho fraudulent secretary also posted up a tablet containing
a list of court days {dm /as^i) on which the legi% actio was
possible.^
The pevdralm of the pontifical college had now
become the property of the masses, and although the chief
pontiffs still furnished for centuries the highest names to Roman
law, they professed the science openly,^ and secular teaching
soon tore the veil from the hidden features of jurisprudence.
But, apart from these minor benefits, the mass of the Plebeians did not share to any very large extent in tho triumph of

of the person

;

The true reason of the individual Roman being
thus thrust into the background can only be given by a review
of the causes, noon to be treated, which moulded both the theory
their order.

and practice of the developed Roman constitution.
suffice

must

It

here to trace the painfully inadequate results which were

secured by these centuries of agitation by a glance at the distribution of power in the Roman state, at the date of the war
with Pyrrhus, or the outbreak of the struggle with Carthage.

The old

nobility

had relaxed

its

exclusive hold of

office,

but

1 Vmto Ii.L. vm. 105
“Uot
coikOiUoTi
'nexum) C.
L\bOT»
Viaolo dictatore (313 p.o.) eublatum ne fleret j et omnea, qui bonam copiam
nexi
dissoluti.”
Livy
who
jurarunt, ne essent
(viii. 28),
attributes the measure
to 320 B.O., makes it a universal release of neoci: “jussique cousules ferre ad
popiilum, ne quis, nisi qui noxam meruisset, donee poenam lueret, in compedibns
aut in nervo teneretur pecuniae creditae bona debitorls, non corpns obnoxinm
:

esset/*
2 Liv. ix.

tralibufi

46

**

Cn. Flavius

. . , patre libertino . , . civile jos, repositnm in penepontificum, evulgavit, fastoaque circa forum in albo propoauit, nt quando

agi posset, aciretur**; Pompon, in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 7 “postea cum Appius
Claudius composuisset (for proposnisset *0 et ad fomam redegissel has actiones,
Cu. Flav;u8 scriba ejus libertini films snbreptum libmm populo tradidit . . hie
Uber, qui actiones continet, appeUatur jus civile Flavian um.*'
^
l.c. §§ 37, 38.
Gaiua Scipio Masica was given a house for consultations.
The first professor, Ti. Coruncanins (“qui primus profiteri ooepit/*
circ. 280 b.c.), was also the first pleljeian^oro/i/fcr fnaximus.
leffe

.
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only to give
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This was

an aristocracy of mixed origin, composed indifferently o£ the
The test of noUliias was
leading patrician and plebeian families.
the capacity to point to ancestors who had held office which
Its outward
carried with it the right to sit on the cnrnle chair.
The
imaginum.
jus
the
so-called
of
possession
the
sign was
imagints themselves were portrait^masks in wax, modelled from
the face of the dead, and their primary use was for the puipose
The original was moulded to be placed
of funeral ceremonies.
on the face of the deceased, and so to perpetuate his life in
another world ; but a copy was kept to give verisimilitude to
his fictitious resurrection, which the burial of one of his descendAt such funerals actors were hired to repreants demanded.
sent the mighty dead; they wore their ima.gineSf and were
adorned with the insignia of the offices which these had filled
in life, with the toga praetexia of the consul or praetor, the purple
robe or the toga picta of the censor, and they sat on curule chairs
round the Forum to listen to the orator who reminded them of
their own great deeds,^
As such a public funeral in the Forum
was a concession of the state, the prospective right of having
one's mask exhibited, which constituted the jus imaginwmy was
a strictly legal privilege.

It

was possessed by

all

those

who

had been in possession of the toga pradexta and the sella ctirulis^
the dictator, master of tho horse, consul, censor, praetor, and
curule aedile.
But, even apart from the occasions of such
solemn mummery, the iinago was a sign of the rank of its
possessor.
When not funereally employed it was suspended on a
bust in the wings of the central hall [airivm) of the noble’s house.
Beneath each portrait ran an inscription (fitulus or elogium\
which gave the names and deeds of the person represented.
The -portraits were joined by lines along the walls which showed

—

the stemma or family tree.
It is possible that this display in the
atrium was looked on as a public exhibition, and it may originally
have been limited by law ; but in later times it seems best to
conclude that the funerary exhibition alone was the subject of

But this outward token of nobility, which at
took the place of the modern title of honour, was of

the specific jus,^

Rome
*

Pdyb. vi

63.

in Yen. v. 14, 36 “togam praeteitam, sellam ctirulein, jua im^nis
ad memoriain posteritatemque prodendae.”
* In
other worda, images of other than curule ancestors might be set up in the
® Cic.

^triwin^

K
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importance aa emphasising the distinction between the noUles and
the ignobiles^ in dra^ring the plebeian aristocracy closer to the
patrician, which before the date of the Licinian laws had been in
exclusive possession of this right, and in asserting the hereditary

Roman

was only too ready to
was less dangerous than
it ia in most modem states, since primogeniture waa not recog
nised in the transmission of honours,^ and it was the capable
and not the elder son whom the vote of the amitia raised to
the curule chair.
The claim too might become dimmed by
disuse, and the Plebeian whose immediate ancestors had held
high rank showed a brighter scutcheon than the Patrician who
was connected with a noble stemma by ignoble links.® But the
Patriciate itself conferred a kind of nobility, and one that, whatever its basis, might have been justified by office, for there could
have been few members of the order who could not point to curule
Although the Plebeian vrho first secured
ancestors in the past.
curule office, and thus ceased to be ignobilis, was called a tiovus
honw, the designation seems never to have been applied to the
claim to office which the

The acceptance

recognise.

electorate

of the claim

member of

a patrician gens.^ Nobility, if once secured, could never
the hereditary claim to the suffrage of the electors was
but
;
of little avail if unaccompanied by exceptional merit or by wealth.
The claims of the latter were in fact given a kind of legal recognition by the rule established about the time of the first Punic
war, that the cost of the public games should not be defrayed
exclusively by the treasury.*
The acdileship, whether curule or
plebeian, was, as we shall see, not an obligatory step in the
ascending scale of the magistracies but> as it was held before

be lost

;

the praetorship

and the

consulship,

display given to the people

by

it is

obvious that the brilliant

the occupant of this office would

often render fruitless the efforts of his less fortunate competitors,

and that

would exclude from
and the struggling tiovils hoTno.^

this legitimised bribery

the poorer

ru>hiles

office

both

The idea of a privileged nobility, which closed its ranks to
new men, had become fixed by the date of the second Punic
*

p. 22,

^ Sallust. Juff.

95 (of Sulla) ‘*geniis patriciae nobilis
exstincta majorura ignavia,”

fuit,

familla prope

jam

pro Mur. 7. 16 ; Ascon, in Scaurian, p, 22.
Dionys. viL 71.
“ Vitnnda tamcn fluspicio est avaritiac.
® Cf. Cic. de
Mamerco.
Off. ii. 17, 58
homini divitisdimo, practenuissio aedilitatis coosulatas rcpulaam attulit/'
^
*

Cic.

[I
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By the close of that war the old stock had reached its
maturity and had begun to decline; and, although men like Cato
or Cicero might force themselves to the front by pertinacity and
ability, or the belief in privilege might be rudely shaken by the
people’s thrusting into the coterie a Varro or a Marius, the
aristocrats came to look on the introduction of new blood as a
pollution to the order.^
Time, which purifies all things, had
made the slave-blood of the successful Plebeian as blue as that of
the descendant of kings by whom he sat
But, in spite of this unholy alliance of the ancient foes, the
distinction between the orders never was abolished.
In Cicero’s
time the separate rights of the Patricians could still be enumerated and defended by the orator.
Besides the shadowy and
ineffective powers of the patrum aucioriias and the interregnum,
they possessed half the places in the great priestly colleges,
which were shared between the orders, and certain priests the

Eex Sacrorum, the

three great Flamines and the Salii

—
—were

chosen exclusively from their ranks.® The place of the Patriciate in the theory of the constitution
as illustrated by the

—

—

and the inierregnum
is, as we shall see, very great
indeed; but this theoretical importance conferred very little
power, and the Plebeians, with their exclusive magistracies closed
audoritos

to the patres, with one place reserved for them in the consulship
and censorship and the other accessible to their order, had won
in the long race for honours.
^ Liv.
xxii. 34 (of the election of Varro, 217 b.c.) “Patres aiiinma ope
obstabant, ne so insectando sibi aequari adauescerent homines.”
^ Sallust.
Jug, 63 “consulatum nobilitas inter ee per raanns tradebat ; norua
nemo tarn clarus neque tarn egregiis factis erat, qnin indignus illo honore, et
is (juasi pollutus, baberetnr."

Che. pro D<mo 14, 38 “Ita populus Romanua brevi tempore, neque regem
sacrorum, neque flamines, neque salios habebit, nec ex parte dimidia reliquos
sacerdotea, neque auctorea centuriatorum et curiatorum comiliomm : auspiciaqne
populi Romani, si magifltratus patricii creati non sint, intereant necesso est, cam
interrex nullus sit, quod et ipsom patricium ease ct n patriciis prodi necesae est.”
The passage is closely followed by Livy vi. 41, in the speech against the LicinioSeztian laws, with which he credits Appiua Claudius. We meet with other archaic
survivals in connexion with the Senate
greater
the distinction, e.g., between the
and leaser gentes** (p. 12) was never lost, and the chief of the Senate, the first
member on the list, was always chosen from the genles juajores (see p. 12).

—

m

CHAPTER

THE CLASSES OF THE POPULATION AND THE THEOHY OF THE
CONSTITUTION IN THE DEVELOPED REPUBLIC
§ 1.

By

The Classes of

the Pop)Llatim

the date of the le^ Horknsia (287 B.C.) the Republican con-

stitution had, in all essential points (considered as the constitu-

tion

a city-state),

of

completed

its

growth;

but^

we

before

proceed to examine the theory and practice of the developed
polity, it is necessary to pause and inquire what changes these
centuries of Republican development had made in the status of
the citizen, and in that of the other classes of the city, who
shared partially in, or were excluded from, his rights, and what
modifications liad been undergone by the few main legal rules
which mark the outline of their social environmenL
The merging of Patricians and Plebeians into one community
created the necessity for a universal conception of citizenship
applicable to the whole body which possessed active political
rights, while the growing practice of granting partial civic rights
to the members of certain Italian communities led to the
distinction between the fully -privileged and the partiallyprivileged citizen.
The former is the dvis optima jure, the latter
the civis non optima jure.
It is only of the former that we shall
speak here; the consideration of the latter will be more
appropriately deferred to that portion of our work which treats
of the Italian confederation.

The normal mode

of

the

acquisition

of

citizenship

was

naturally birth, either from two citizens or from a citizen and a
foreigner.
The question of the necessity of the marriage of the

parents for the
consider

;

full

citizenship of

the children

we

shall

soon

the primary question that presents itself to a nation

is
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that of the allegiance of the child who ia the product of a citizen
and a foreigner. In such a case the older principle of Koraan
law (an instance probably of a universal principle of Italian law)

was

that,

where connhium existed between the parents, the
whore conitbium did
;

children followed the status of the father

nature dictated that they should follow the condition
But an arbitrary exception to this principle was
Minicia which
made at an unknown date in Koman law by a
enacted that, in case of unions without connhium between a
Roman and a foreigner, the children should follow the status of
the less privileged parent; the child of a civis liomana by a

not

exist,

of the mother.^

^

'peregrinus was, therefore, himself

a peregrinus.

citizens were created were
on peregrini or of full civiias on
cives non opiimx) jure, and (ii.) the manumission of slaves,
(i.) State -conferment of the dvitas was only an exceptional
measure in so far as it required a special legislative act.^ The

The exceptional modes by which
state-conferment of the

(i.)

civitos

extraordinary liberality of Rome in this respect, never equalled
in the life of the ancient city-state
liberality which spread the
name of Roman citizen first over Italy and then over the greater
part of the civilised globe
was not an outcome of any suddenly
adopted policy, but persisted from the birth of the city ^ to the

—

—

A

world-embracing edict of Caracalla (212 A.D.).
few figures are
the increase effected by this
means. The male citizens who appeared on the census rolls were,
at the close of the first Punic war (240 b.o.), 260,000 ;)in 124
they had risen to 390, 736; in 85, after the incorporation of
the greater part of Italy, to 963,000.^ Under Augustus (28 and 8
B.G. and 14 A.D.) the figures were 4,063,000, 4,233,000, and
4,937,000 ; and the census of Claudius (47 a.d.) gave a return
of 5,984,072 dvium capita,^

sufficient to represent the extent of

^
Ulpiim Jleg. V. 8 “comxbio interveniente liberi semper patrem sequnntur;
non interveniente connbio matris eonditioni accedunt, excepto eo qui ex peregrin
et cive Romana peregriniis nascitur, quoniam lex Mensia [“Minicia” has been read
In the Yeronese palimpaest of the parallel passage of Gains i. 78, ed, Krueger and
Stndemnnd] ex alterutro peregrino natum deterioria parentis conditionem seqni
jubet"
^ Or, in the Principate, an administrative
act.
See the section on the powers

oC the Princepa.
*

* p. 6,

Beloch Der lialtsche Bund pp. lOl, 102.
Tac. Ann. xi. 25 ; Beloch op. ciL p, 78.
According to Be]och (l.c.) a comparison between the ante-imperial and post -imperial census is vitiated by the fact
that the aerarii were excluded from the former, included in the latter.
See
the section on the censor.
®
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citizenship

of

gift

exclusively

by a

in

the

CHAP,

conferred

Ilepublic,

tho people {jussu populi).

decree of

Such

decrees might be either of a standing or a particular character

they might confer the gift immediately on the recipients or
Standing rules are mainly such
through intermediary delegates.
as governed the condition of the dependencies of Rome.
We
shall find that the rights of Latin colonies provided facilities for
the attainment of citizenship ; the criminal laws sometimes gave
a foreigner the gift of civitas as a reward for successful proaecubion ; ^ and, after the fall of the Republic, the enlistment of
legionaries from the provinces waa one of the most fertile

body was

sources from which the citizen

recruited.

Particular

not made directly by the people, might be effected
through the Senate acting as its delegate,^ or through commisThese were
sioners charged with tho founding of colonies.
and
generally the specially -appointed iiiviri coloniae deducendae
in all such cases of delegation the power was conferred by a
In the last century of the Republic we find the custom growing
up of permitting by special enactment such powers to generals in
Marius in the Cimbric war had the gift of citizenship
the field.
in his hands, and a lex Cornelia Gellia granted a similar power to
Pompeius during his Spanish campaigns.^ This was the stepping
conferments,

if

stone to the right possessed by the sole commander-imchief, the
Princeps, to confer the citizenship at his pleasure.
(ii.)

Any

citizenship

form of manumission conferred
Every form was undertaken at the

perfectly valid

on

slaves.

but for it to bo perfectly sound (manvr
he must observe certain rules of law. The most
It was one of the
usual form was the manumissio vindicla.
initiative of the master,

missio jitsla)^

many

fictitious

the primitive

forms of the old capture of property

Roman method

of recovery,

(vindicatio\

A man of straw, called

the adsertor in Itbertaiem^ appeared before any magistrate,

claim the conduct of the

who could

declared the slave to he free,
and touched his head with a staff {vindida)? The master yielded,
legis aciio^^

Lex AcUia RepetundaTU.m 1. 76>
pro Balbo 10, 25 “quod iis
.
liceftt, si populua Romanua
Qt ab senatu, ab imperatoribus nostria, civitate donentur.'*
* CicL Brut. 20, 79
pro Balbo 21, 48.
;
^

* Cic.

.

.

^

See the section dealing with the comiiia,

®

Suet.

^

It implied

Aug. 40

;

Seiieo.<rc

’

Gaiua

iv.

VU. Beat, 24.

the imperiujru

praetor, dictator, or interrex
Id.

;

perniiserit

At Rome

these magistrates

in the provinces the go vemors.

would be consul,
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was followed by the

declaration of the magistrate that the slave was'free.^

The second form was the enrolment on the register of citizens
by the censor, when the census was in progress, at the request of
the master {manuTnissio certsu). It was the false declaration of the
master that the man was free which gave validity to this fonn.^
The third and later form was manumission by testament
{manumissio iestamento\ by which the master either commanded
or left

the freedom of the slave in his will,

it

as a trust to

his heir.®

The comparative inconvenience

—

of these forms

had

led to other

simpler modes of manumission
by announcement of the freedom
before friends {intefr amkos)^ or through a letter to the slave
bidding him live as a freeman {per epistolam)y or even by inviting

him to dine as a freeman at his master^g table {per meimm)}
Manumission effected in this informal way, though protected by
the civil courts, did not confer the political rights of citizenship.

The

citizen

lihertinus

(jngenui).

all

who was made such by manumission was a

others were, at the close of the Republic, free-born

The

distinction conferred

by

ingenuiias was, as

we

shall

an important one, since this condition was a requisite for the
army, the magistracy, and the higher orders (ordiries) of the state.
see,

of “ free birth,”

But the conception
of the Republic, is

ono
nob at all times bear
fourth century B.a an
merely from free but

though a simple one at the end
that has had a history, and ingenuitas did

the same meaning.
ingenuus

At

the end of the

was one who was sprung, not

from free-born ancestors,

—

for the

term

libertinus^sXwsLys its antithesis^
was used to cover, nob merely
the manumitted slave, but his descendant in the first degree.®
^

“Praetor addlcit libertatem.*^ See Cic. ad Att. vii. 2, 8.
For the cenaor as such bad no power to confer freedom (fifommsen Staatsr,
H. p. 374), Cicero [de Oral, i. 40, 183) mentions the juristic controversy whether
the slave was free from the moment of the announcement or from the liLsiTum^
which gave validity to the censorian ordinances. Semi puUid were manumitted
by the magistrates, but whether by the consul only or by any magistrate is unknown (Momms. Siddisr. i. p. 321). ITie greatest instance of state emancipation is
that of the Volants in 214 B.c. (Liv. zxiv. 16).
*

^

In the

l^hertas Jidei
^

first

case

it is

called direeia libertas [Dig. 40, 4, 35), in the second

commissa [Dig. 40,

Theopliilus

(i.

6, 4) calls

4, 11).

them

<pvciKo\ Tphiroi,

“

Suet. Claud. 24 (Claudius said that App. Caecus, censor in 312 B,c., had
clioaeu the sous of libertini for the Senate) “ igiiarus, temporibus Appii et deiiiceps

aliquamdiu,

‘
libertinos
his procreates.'*

’

dictos,

non

ipsos,

qui

manu

mittcreutur,

setl

ingeuuoa ei
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Before the close of the Republic the son of a freedman or of a
freed- woman was ingenuus^ the only condition being “ birth in a
state of freedom/^ ^
The status of the mother alone was taken
into consideration^ that of the father being neglected,

and the

condition of marriage, which could not be taken into account
one of the parents was unfree, was necessarily not required.

if

Legal marriage must in early times have been a condition of
as it certainly was in the ancient
community. But before the close of the Republic this
condition too was disregarded, and illegitimate children {spurii
filii) were placed on a level, as regards honours and offices, with
those born from wedlock.^
It was one of the many triumphs of
the law of nature over the law of the state.
The rights { jura) of the citizen in the developed Republic were
those which we have enumerated as belonging to the free
plebeian of the monarchy,^ with most of the exclusively patrician
privileges added.
They included the rights of marriage and of
commerce, with their consequences, the pairia poiedas and the
right of making testaments, and in addition, the power of occupying domain land and the rights of suffrage and of office.
The
Patricians still possessed some minor privileges/ and the old
theory was still upheld which reserved the auspicia for the palres.
But, with Plebeians in possession of the impcrium, this doctrine
was maintained by the fiction which gave the occupant of a
‘‘popular” and, as it still continued to bo called, “patrician”
ingenuitas in the plebeian,

patrician

magistracy the patrician

The

auspicatio.

duties of the citizen are certain services which he owes

which are paid

to the state,

either

by

his personal labour or

by

his property.

The name

for these duties [moeTiera, munera, connected with

munirey to “fortify”) shows that they were connected with the
military defence of the city.

^

Originally most of such burdens

Justin. InsL I 4 “qiii statim at natua est liber est ”
**iti jure civili, qui est matre libersi, liber est,''

18» 45

;

Cic. dt

Nat, Dtor,

ThU U

Oi.

the sense in

(r, 8) declare patHcius to have been
See p. 5.
^ The 3 {t 7ie) p(alre) /Uii of Gains (i. 04) and Plutarch [Qu. Rom. 103) was a
conjecture of the jurists based on the abbreviated form of $p{uni) filii (Mom ms,
^iL p. 72 n, 4), Spurii JUii was the official designation, while libert
naturales denoted the natural relationsliip to the father (Meyer Ror rSmUchf

which Cinciua

{ap. Fest. p. 241)

and Livy

originally equivalent to ingtrauus.

Concubiiuii).
*

p, 36.

‘ p.

131.
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were probably defrayed by the personal labour of the citizens.^
Even the financial burdens which afterwards pressed on property
{munera patnmoni^ were largely defrayed by their enforced toil
{op&rae)?^ In the municipal legislation of the close of the Republic

we find the services of the citizens demanded for imposts such as
the repair of roads and walls {muniiio)^ which are in modern
times covered

was

by

But the tributum, at whatever time it
came to satisfy most of the necessities

rates.®

imposed,

first

met by

Other public needs
concluded by the
censor, of which we shall speak in connexion with that office.
A clear distinction eould now bo drawn between the great
burden on property the tribute and the great burden o^the
formerly

were, in the

person

enforced labour.

this

met by

Republic,

— military

—

contracts

—

service.^

^

from the time of the Sewan censu^
imposed on the property which formed the basis pfl^e
originally, therefore, on res mancipi
later R
property and was paid by aU registered citizens^Ho'were sui
juri% the aes hordeanum employed for the sunport of^ho
knights being still paid by children and women ^v^ were also

The

tribute

was,

—

The lowest property taxed was, as we mwrt-BoetC
1600 asses.^
Tho taxation was not, however, like
military service, graduated according to the classes^ but was
per
collected uniformly, usually at a rate of one 05 in the 1000
cent).
The tribute was an extraordinary tax and was imposed,
sui juris.^

one of

when the necessities of the state
when there was no reserve fund in the

like military

service, only

demanded

practically

it,

The state regarded it as a loan rather than as its
and soTnetimea considexed itseli bound, when ita finances
were more flourishing, to return the money to the contributors.^
The vast revenues accruing to the state as a result of the third

aerarium.
,due,

'

* p. 98.

p. 45.

Lex Colonide Genetiva^ (a foundation of Caesar’s in 44 B.c, at Osnua in
Spain) c. 98 ** Quamcumque munitionem decuriones hujusce coloniae decreverint .
. earn munitionem
fieri liceto, dum ne ampliua in anuoa singulos .
operaa quiuaa . , . decemant.”
* The other
chief personal burdens are guardianship {tutela) and serving on
juries
but tho consideration of both belongs rather to civil and criminal than
’

,

,

,

;

to public law,
'

p. 69.

•

LW. xxiui. 42 (196

pecuniae in
ff.iV.

'

p. 74.

f

p. 73.

“Peconla opns.erftl, quod uUimrai peDsioneic
Cf. v. 20 and PI in,
bellum coulatae persolvi placuerat privatis.”

ixxi?. 6.

i).&)
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Macedonian war in 167 B.a caused the cessation of the tribute,^
and no further direct tax was collected at Eomc until at the end
of the third century A.D. it was reimposed by Diocletian and
Maximian. Tribute was, indeed, inconsistent with Romes imperial
It had been meant to defray the cost of the legions;
but, with the creation of the empire, each province defrayed the
position.

expenses of its own military occupation.
Service in the legions (militia) was in theory a burden ;
exemptions from it were occasionally granted as though it were
a troublesome duty,^ and the citizen who did not present
himself for the conscription was sold as a slave ^ across the
But the treatment of the levy and the feeling of the
Tiber,*

burden

citizens raised this

was

for this reason

(mwTitts)

into a privilege (himor)

\

it

that free birth was always required as a

for a legionary, and that the ranks were never
by the admission of men of servile blood. The Servian
census was still the scale by which military service was
measured, both in the legio and in the select corps of citizen
cavalry (eguites).
The legal duration of service throughout the
greater part of the Republic was sixteen, or at the most twenty
yearly campaigns (stifendia) for the foot soldier, and ten
campaigns for the knight. The performance of the munera of
tribute and military service required a third duty, which was

qualification

tainted

This was the presence of the citizen

the condition of both.

who was sui juris at the census for the purpose of registration.
All who neglected this duty (the incensi) could be sold as slaves
across the Tiber.®

The concepts

of the individual as the subject of rights, of

and of

gave rise to a gradually,
with which the citizen was
invested, and the mode in which they might he lost, which
plays a large part in the speculations of the jurists.
It attached
their tenure

developed

itself

theory

the jura

to the primitive idea of a capitis deminuliOy the lessening

of status caused
^

their infringement,

of

by the

Cic.cZc OiT' it 22,

loss of

family rights.®

76 “Paulus tantmn in aeratium pecuniae

imperatoris praeJa finem attalerit tribatoram
2

Gradually

;

invexifc,

juris-

ut uuiua

Plutarch, Pavl, 38.

Lex AcUia lUpetundanm c. 79 ; amongst the rewards granted to a Latin
successfally under this law are '^militiae munerisque poplici in

who prosecuted

8ua quojusque ceivitate vocatio irnmnni Usque.’*
^ Cic. pro Caec, 34.
•
^ Cic. l.c.
de Orat, i. 40.
;
^ Cic. pTQ Cacc, 34
Dionya, jy. 15.
;

® p.

32.

m
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prudence evolved the idea of a caput or personality possessed
by every individual independent of citizenship, an idea running
parallel with the conception of a law of the civilised world (jus
gentium) independent of the jus civile.
From this point of
view loss of citi2enship could be spoken of as a capitis deminutio.
There was besides an infringement of personality greater even
than the loss of citizenship of which the natural man might be
This was the loss of freedom.
the victim.
These two great
derogations of caput were spoken of as magna capitis deminutio ; ^
but finally a more precise classification gave the following three
grades of loss of status

:

*

maxima was the loss of dvitaSBJid libertas,
consequent on a man’s becoming a prisoner of the enemy. With
the loss of freedom, political and therefore private rights® ceased
ipso jure to exist.
The obligations of international law might
(i.)

Capitis deminutio

also produce this condition

;

the

Roman

general

who concluded a

treaty with the enemy,

which the people would not accept, >vas
handed over as a scape-goat for the broken faith of the community ^ (deditus), and similar treatment was meted out to one
who had violated the sanctity of envoys,® or to a general who
had made war with a state in alliance with Rome.® This loss
of status was also produced by the civil law, in so far as it
enjoined slavery as a penal measure
case of
e.g. in the

—

—

who

or
shirked military service ^
permitted the sale of the debtor or of the child into a foreign

the

incensi

or

of

those

land.®

was the

CapUis deminutio media (or minor

(ii.)

loss of dvitas

alone.

This might be voluntarily incurred by the assumption of
the citizenship of another town, for the principle of the older

Roman law was

that a

man might

two independent communities.^®

*

Gaiua

169-162 ; Ulp, xi. 10-13.
For the form of deditio sec Liv. ix. 10

Numantia
“

a

two great

historic

member of
Rome which

p. 205.
* p.

31.

App. de R^, Hisp. 83. The referinstances at the Caudine Forks (321) ami
;

(137).

42 (188 b.c.) “eo anno L. Minucius Myrtilus et L. Manlius,
legates Carthaginienses pulsasse dicebaiilur, jussu M. Claudii praetoris urbatii

Liv. xxxviii,

per fetiales traditi sunt legatis, et Cartha^inera avecti.*'
® ib. V.
^
36 ; Suet. Coes. 24,
®

be

from

i.

ences are to the

quod

not
exile

BeUr&ge zur roTnischen Recktsgeschichte

*

^

The

p. 91.

Cic.

pro Balho 11, 28

»
;

pro

Caec, 34, 100.

p.

138.

Gains

i.

159.
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followed condemnation for a criminal offence waa of this type
of rejection of citizenship, for the exile was always assumed to
be a voluntary act. Enforced abstention from the Roman civiias,
which necessitated a continuance in exile, was produced by the
decree of outlawry {aquae et ignis interdiclio) ^ often passed by
the people against an individual who was in voluntary banishment for a crime,
(iii.
Capitis deminuiio minima
originally a loss of family rights
)
was improperly construed by the later jurists as a change of
family status.^
Its applications have been already considered.®
There were means of recovering the status lost in either
of these three modes.
The loss of famUia in its original sens© *
might be recovered by emancipation ; the loss of civilas^ if
enforced by the state, by a special act repealing this disability
(the restitutio in integrum of the criminal law).
Libertas could be
regained by the exercise of a right known as the jus posiliminii,

—

—

Thje return, unintentional or premeditated, of the captive within

the limits of his

and

restored

own country destroyed

the

ingenuUas and

the

Although described as a

prisoner.

the state of bondage,
rights

legal

of

fiction^

direct consequence of the simple principle that a

the

former

it

was a

Roman

could
not be enslaved on Roman soil.
The Roman family had been subjected to many modifications
since we last considered it.®
The patria potestasy indeed, existed

and the power of life and death over the
found occasional expression ; but the unity of the
family had been largely dissolved by the laxity of the marriage
tie.
A modification of the usus marriage had come into vogue,
which recognised the consent of the parties, without the pre^
script! ve tenure by which the potestas was asserted, as the only
bond one, therefore, dissoluble at any moment by rejection on
the part of the husband or by mutual consent.
The wife
remained a member of her father's famtHoy and if she was
juris, retained her own property ; for the tutelage of women
in all its old rigour,

children

still

—

»

p. 65.

Ulp. Reg. xl, 13 “per quam, et civitate et libertate salva, status dunitaxat
hominia miitatur.’* Cf. Galua i. 162.
^

* p.

*

32.

l,e.

by

cuirogaiiOj see p. 82.

eum qui captua est semper
Gains i. 129 “ hi qui ab bostibus capti sunt, si reversi
(uerint, omnia prLstina jura recipmat.**
^

in

Justin.

civitate

«

p,

18.

Inst.

fulsse ”

i.

;

12, 5

''postliininium fiu^Lt
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was out of accordance with the spirit of the age, and, though
not abolished, was evaded by cunningly contrived legal fictions.^
Never, perhaps, have women been freer from social trammels
and legal bonds than they were in the last century and a half
of the Republic, and one of the features of their independence
was an indirect, but very powerful, influence on politics.

But the greatest change in Roman society was due to the
growth of a slave population, which, in the city and that part
of Italy which formed the Roman domain, reduced the free
citizens to a minority.

—

The

many

rules of the jus gentium

^which in this instance, as in

—

pure international law permitted the captive
to be enslaved until such time as he set foot again in his native
land, if this country of his were an independent state.^
This
principle, applied to the victorious wars of Rome, had flooded
Italy with specimens of various nationalities which were applied
to various uses.
These prisoners of war were, as a rule, immedh
ately transferred from the ownership of the state to that of
private individuals.
They were sold by the quaestors,^ often in
the camp/ and the slave-dealer tracked the footsteps of a successful general.®
•War alone might have provided all that were
needed for the most luxurious community, if we may judge from
the result of the second conquest of Macedon, which swept 150,000
Epirot captives into Italy,® and from the consequences of the campaigns of 'Caesar and Lucullua.
But it was supplemented by a
brisk slave trade, which after the fall of Corinth and Carthage
(146 B.C.) centred at Delos, and which at the close of the
Eei)ublic had reached such dimensions that, during the reign of
the CiUdztU
heeu imported
€>a\d to
10,000 sWes
and sold there in the course of a single day."^ It was chiefly
from the latter source that the versatile natives of the East were
others,

is

brought, Phrygians, Mysians, Lydians, Lycians, Paphlagonians,
the Hellenised members of tlie “nations born to slavery,’’ wbo,
^
Cic, pro Mur, 12, 27 “mulicres ornnes propter Infirmitatem consilii
majores in tutorum pptestate esse voliicrunt ; hi invenerunt genera tutorum, qnae

mulierum continerentur.”
the fti3 posUiminii ; see p. 1 40.
Plant Capt. PtoL 34,
® Caesar B.O.
Liv. X. 42, 46.
Polyb. XXX, 15 (PaiUus) Trivr^ 6k xai 6kKa

potestabfi
*
*
*

*

^

By

Strabo liv. p. 668.

iii.

16.
6,v0pihT^tiiv ^^ai'^paTroSI
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while professing to interpret, often guided and controlled, the
wills of their slower

Koman

Their use was twofold

masters.

they were either labourers in the
workshop and the field, or domestic members of the villa or the
palace, and their presence in either capacity was fraught with
important political consequences for Rome. Their cultivation of
the mechanical arts and crafts made the Roman noble’s household
self-sufficient^ and the competition of the free artisan almost a
In the country they were gradually replacing
hopeless task.
both the free labourer and the yeoman farmer.
The advantage
of cheap labour, which could not be snatched from the master’s
hands by the needs of distant wars, was at au early period
;

by the nobles in the cultivation of their vast estates.^
After the acquisition of the province of Sicily, which supplied
cheap food to Rome, slave labour on the large estates became an
economic necessity ; for it was the only condition on which corn
could now be productively grown.
The lot of the plantation

recognised

unknown

to his master and exposed to the mercies of the
was a shameful parody of the earlier domestic servitude.
Yet the state did nothing. The slave possessed no rights, as
slave,

overseer,

the time when he, perhaps, required none.. In the case
of domestic slavery, the moral influence of an intellectually
in

superior race was often an adequate substitute for the absence of
rights, and a further solatium was found in the door of emancipa-

which was ever open to the favourite. The Ed man was
not ungrateful, and he recognised that it was the slave who
made him an individual power in the world. The unequalled
administrative capacity of men like 0. Gracchus, Crassus, Caesar,
and Pompeius, which has found no parallel in the modern world,
was largely due to their absolute command of men of perhaps
less originative power, but often of greater capacity for combination and detail than they.
Usefulness to the master was in fact the end to which the
changes in the law relating to serv'itude were directed.
The
slave might benefit his lord by a contract entered into with a
third party, but could not make his condition worse. ^ The dominus
could sue on the contract, although the slave having no legal
tion

Mflrquardt
pp. 135 fiq.
Appian'^.C?. i. 8.
^ Gaius in Dig. 60, 17, 133 *^melior condicio nostra per servos
*

*

deterior

fieri

non potest.”

fieri

potest,
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personality could conclude only a natural obligation {noituraLis

but he was not liable for the lasses.
To protect third
however, and to give the necessary legal credit to this
useful agency, the praetor gradually established a series of
quasi-liabilities for the master, which were really in his interest;
for without them slave- agency would have become impossible.

ohligaiio)y

parties,

Thus,

if

the master had countenanced the slave's contract, he was

liable {adio

quod jusm)

;

if

the slave had embarked his peculium in

trade with the master^s knowledge, this property, though in strict
his own, could be claimed by the creditors, after the
debts to the master had been deducted (actio trihitoria).

law not
slave’s

any liability incurred by the peculium could be recovered
by creditors, the master’s right of deducting his own claims
against it being preserved (actio de peculio)^ and any material
advantage derived by the master from the contract of a slave was
taken into consideration and the property of the dominus made
liable to that extent (actio de in rem verso),^
The slave, in fact,
as having no personality of his own, is the best of agents, and the
theory of agency, which the law of Rome has bequeathed to us, is
one of the most perfect and permanent results of her system of

Finally,

slavery.

Apart from these relations to his master the slave was
ignored by law.
He could not give evidence in court except
under torture.^ In case wrongs were done him, it was not he but
still

master that demanded reparation ; ^ while his lord himself
delicts which he had committed against
himself or the household.^
That for crimes against others the
slave was tried by the ordinary process of criminal law was a
than Vo Vho vjioTigdoCT, ani Vho
sense of insecurity of the free population amidst their far more
numerous dependants was expressed in the atrocious law that the
murder of a Roman in bis own house should be avenged by the
death of the whole familia that were sleeping beneath the roof at
the moment of the commission of the crime,
his

was the judge of the

^

Gaius

iv. 69-74
Justin. nsL iv. 7.
Cic, Part. Oral. 34, 118 ; pro Chunt. 63, etc.
As, however, the master's
consent had to he obtained, the evidence and torture of slaves in the public courts
were rare. In domestic jurUdiction the inquifiition on slaves was held before a
famiJy consilium,
;

*

®

Gains

iii.

210, 217, 222, 223.
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state itself

Some were

owned

slaves
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who were known

as servi public!.

in the service of temples or of colleges of

priests.

Others were at the disposal of magistrates, such as the censors or
Their
aediles,^ for the minor duties of attendance and police.
agency in contracts was doubtless as useful to the state as that
of private slaves was to individuals.
Such an agent {actor
publicus) was. kept by the treasury for the acquisition of property,*
which, as his peculium^ fell under the dominium of the state.
We have seen that manumission in due form made a citizen
The libertin% therefore, are not a third class in the
of a slave.
state, and only demand a separate treatment in so far as their
grant of freedom was conditioned by the performance of certain
duties to their former masters, and in bo far as the lack of free
birth {ingenuitas) entailed certain political disabilities.

The
became

relation of the libertv^s^ to his former master,
his patroms^

who now

was to some extent modelled on that of the
lord.
The freedman owed his manumitter

ancient client to his
reverence and obedience {ohseqaium) ; * he could not prosecute, or
appear as a witness against him, in the criminal conrtB,^ and he

required the permission of the praetor to bring

even a

civil

action against his former master or that masteris near relatives.^

The

patron's right of succession to the freedman's estate

if

he died

and without heirs,^ if it was not a family right, was
justified by the fact that the capital with which the freedman
started life must have been generally the gift of the master,
whether it took the form of a peculium or not. This circumstance must have been also felt to justify manumission on the
intestate

condition of continuing to perform certain services to the dominus.
But the privilege of imposing such conditions was abused, and

had to be limited by the
practically confined
Liv.

*

xliii,

16

;

them

Gell. xiii.

Lex Coloniae Qeneiivae

see

®

Ep.

Actor pMicuSt in

c.

Rome

edict of a praetor Kutilius,®

which

to the performance of certain personal

13.

For

servi pyhlici in

the

municipal towua

62.

(Tac.

Ann.

ii.

30)

;

in the municipal

towus

(Pliu,

18, 2).
^ LibcrtiniLs describes the freedman’s political position, lihertus his relation to
his master.
*
^ Macer in Dig. 48, 2, 8
Paul. Sent. v. 15, 3.
UIp. in IHg. 1, 16, 9, 3.
;
vii,

® Ulp. in Dig, 2, 4, 4, 1 “Praetor ait ‘parentem, patronum, patronara, liberoa
”
parentes patroni patronae in jus sine permissu meo ne quis vocct’
7 Gains iii. 40-44.
® Ulp. in Dig. 38, 2, 1, 1.
Mommsen (iStoatar. iii. p. 433) thinks that
author of the change was the famous P. Rqtilius Rufus, consul 105 B.C.
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The fact that the freedman was still regarded
appendage of the familia was most clearly shown by the
even extending to capital punishment
criminal jurisdiction
exercised over him by the head of the family even at the close of
services (operae).

as an

—

the Republic.^

The political position of the Hbertini was probably better at
Under the
the beginning than at the end of the Republic.
Servian regime they were, with all other citizens, members of
whether they were at first members of the centuries
question whether free birth was always a
requisite for military service, and this is a point on which
evidence entirely fails us ; ^ but when the coniiiia cmturiala had
ceased to be a military and become a purely political institution,
They would have
there is no reason to assume their exclusion.
been members of the comiHa tributa and concilium pkbis from the
The freedmen (rarely
earliest institution of tiicse two bodies.
landowners and usually mechanics) belonged in the main to
the four old city tribes.
This accident had become a legal
prescription by the year 312 B.C,
In that year the revolutionary
census of App. Claudius, which we shall describe elsewhere,*
spread them over all the tribes,^ and probably, according to
their census, over all the centuries.
In 304 B.c. the old arrangement, whicli limited the freedman's vote, was reverted to.® The
censors of 169 went further and restricted them all to a single
tribe.*
The conflict required the intervention of law, and it
was probably the lex Aemilia (of M. Aemilius Scaurus, consul
in 115 B.c.) which re-established the old principle of restriction
to the urban tribes.’^
But the question of the freedman’s vote
the tribes

;

depends on the

1
SueJL Okb. 48
Wllkma (Umt PuWic i, p. 125 u. S)
Val. Max. 6, 1, 4.
remarks that there is nothing to show that this power was exercised over/vs^t
Ubei'lL
The freedmen so punished may have been informally rnanumittod. For
the relegation of a freed man by Vis patronus see Tac. Ann. xiiL 26,
2 Cf. Pint, Poplic. 7.
Plutarch, in this story of the imaginary freedman
Vindiciua, represents hie ejaga as having no voting rights at the beginning of the
Republic.
Appius Claudius (312 B.O.), he says, first gave them i^ov<Tla.v \jHifpov
but he does not stale the assemblies in which this riglit was exercised.
^ See the section on the censor
(p. 223).
\

^

Liv. ix. 46.

® ib.
Val. Max. ii. 2, 9.
Nothing is said about their division into das&cs
acconling to the arrangcraent of the reformed comitia centurUUa (see the section
on the co«u7m), tliis restriction to four tribes would have given them the com;

mand

® Liv. xlv. 15.
of only forty centuries.
Auct, de Vir. III. 72 (M, Aemilius Scaurus) ** consul legem de sumptibus et
liber tinorum sufTmgiis tulit ”
Willems Broil PvJblic JUmi. p, 123,
;
^

1.
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became a battle-cry in the last century of the Republic. In
88 B,C. the democratic tribune Sulpiciiis passed a law which
It was repealed by
gave the lihertinus t)io tribe of his patron.^
but the second triumph of the democrats in
;
again restored the law,^ until Sulla^s ascendency finally
established the limitation to the four city tribes.
The frecdmen were excused the burden, because not thought
worthy of the honour, of regular military service in the legions.^
the optimates

8i

B.C.

The same

prejudice did not apply to the

service libeHini were freely employed.^

fleet,

The

and

for

this

lack of free birth

also a ground of exclusion from the magistracy, and therefore
from the Senate, to which this was the stepping-stone.®

was

The Theory of

The Roman

the Consiiiution

constitution liad lost

none of

its

complexity by

The accretions of ages had changed a curious but
growth.
comparatively simple type of polity into a jumble of constitutional law and custom, through which even the keen eye of the

Roman

not pierce, and which even his capacity for
and the invention of compromises could
The lack of logic, which is the usual
not reduce to a system.
accompaniment of a conservatism not thorough-going enough to
be consistent, produced a machine the results of which appeared
It conquered the world,
for a time to be eminently satisfactory.
and succeeded for a time in governing it with some show of
decency and a fair measure of success. Had the equilibrium
been maintained in practice as in theory, mixed constitutions
would have had the most assured claim to the respect and
jurist could

fictitious interpretation

But as the knots which the jurist
acceptance of the world.
could not untie were cut by the sword, and the constitution
reverted to a type far simpler even than that of its origin, we
must assume a weakness in the mixed system, which might
not have rendered it inadequate as the government of a city
state or even of Italy, but certainly rendered it incapable of
® Liv. Ep. 84.
Dio Ca.w. xxxvi. 25.
Exceptions due to the stress of times are mentioned for the years 296 (Liv.
Even in the Social 'war they formed cohorts
X. 21) and 217 (Liv. xxii. 11).
separate from the legions.
* First mentioned in
217 B.c. (Liv. xxii- 11).
® See the section on the magistracy
(p. 184).
*

®
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The test was a severe one, and the constitution
which could not answer the strain need not be wholly condemned. For empire is a mere excrescence on the life of a
A
state, a test neither of its goodness nor of its vitality.
imperial rule.

treatment

pure

of

the

Homan

constitution

will

neglect,

as

abnormal growth, and, although much of
structure was the result of war,^ will be able to show that
essential peculiarities were not the eflFect of conquesL
The Roman state was still a limited sovereignty of the

far as possible, this
its
its

people i so limited, indeed, that the people, i.e. the patricioplebeian popvIiLs MomaniLs, was dependent, nob merely for the
expression of its will, but even for its existerue^ on tho life of

supreme magistrates.

its

In the practice of the Republic down
by the non-

to its closing days, the cessation of the consulate,

election or the death of its occupants, caused the suspension of
life of the state.
The people could not meet except under
the shadow of tho higher imperium or auspicia
those of lesser

the

—

patrician magistrates

were of no avail

;

for the praetor,

though

a colleague of the consuls,^ could not hold the
consular elections ^
and the city was in a state of suspended
animation until the auz'gida in all their purity should be restored,
were it but to a single man. The auspices, meanwhile, have
returned to the “ fathers,” * and it is they only who can restore
them.
The first fundamental element, therefore, in the theory
technically

—

Roman constitution, however absurd it may seem, is that
ultimate sovereignty rests with the patrician members of the
Senate.^
How this theory was put into practice, and what
modifications the practice had undergone since the time of the
of the

monarchy, may be seen by examining the procedure consequent
on a Republican interregnum.
The conditions requisite for an interregnum were the nonexistence of consuls, or magistrates with consular power, or a
dictator.
The retirement of all the other so-called patrician
magistrates, i.e. Tnagislratus populi, was another necessary preliminary, for the auspices could not return to the patres so long
as they were held, whether as majora or minora auspicia,^ by a
^ e.g.
the institution of the censor, praetor, curule aedilcs, and (although they
are not a part of the developed coustitulion), the consular tribunes.

^ p. 121.
^ Cic. ad

AtL ix. 9, 3 “in libris (i.e. the augural books) babemus non
consules a praetore, sed no praetores quidera creari jus esse."
® See the sectioD on the msgistracy (p. 165).
® p. 47.
P- 47.

modo
^
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Hence, \7hen a sudden occasion arose foi
it was the duty of the Senate to

patrician magistrate.^

the appointment of an interrex,

give notice to the patrician magistrates

from

retire

office.^

The

and to request them

to

remained

in

plebeian magistrates

still

the exercise of their functions.
It

was, in the later Republic, the Senate which took all further
In the early Republic there was no possibility

necessary action.
of

its

being summoned,

own discretion
tribune, who was still
their

and the patrician senators met at
the interrex.
But after the

to appoint
in office,

had gained the right of transacting

was he who put tho question, and
the Senate who suggested that the jpatricii should meet for tho
From this time onwards the electors felt no obligation
purpose.
to meet except on the suggestion of the Senate.^
The collegiate principle of tho regal interregnum and the use
of the lot * had both disappeared ; the agreement of the patrician
senators took the form of the election {crecUio) ® of a single interrex
{prodere interregem).
This magistrate nominated his successor, as
the consul nominated the dictator,® each succeeding inberrex
holding office for five days.
There was no limit to the number
that might be created, the interreges varying from the minimum
of two to the known maximum of fourteen j ^ hut there must
business with the Senate,

it

be at least two, the first being incapable of holding the consular
election, probably because he was regarded as having received
the ausj)icia irregularly. The qualifications for the interrex were,
that he should be a Patrician ® and a senator, and the instances
seem to show that he was invariably chosen from the past
^
Cic. cte Leg, iii. 3, 9 "ast quando consules magiaterve populj (te. dictator)
Dec escunt, auspicia patrom guDto» olliqae ex se produnto qui comitiatu creare

conaiUea rite possint" ; ad Brut. L 6, 4 '‘dnm anua erit patriciua magistratua,
auspicia ad palrea redire dob possTiDt,”
^ In 43 B.O., on the deaths of Illrtius and Pansa, this communication could
not be made in time.
Hence tlie extraordinary measure of appointing two
privati with eonstdaris poteitas to hold the election for the consulship (Dio Cass,
xlvi. 45).

The

amsullum contaiDiog this suggestion might be vetoed by one
Aacon. in 3{ilan, p. 32 'Mum . . . Pompeins . . et T. Munatiua
tr, pi. referri od senatum. de patriciis convocandia qul inteiregem prodcreut non
essent passL
p. 47.
® Liv. V. 31, 8 “ interrex creatur M. Farius Cara Ulus."
® The technical expression proU^e interregem, refers in Republican times,
not
only to the appoiutinent of the first interrex by election, but to the nomination
of each of the other interreges by his predecessor (Liv. vL 41 ; v, 31).
*

seruztus

of the tribunes.

Liv. vi.
® Cic.

^0

1

.

;

viii.

D(m,

23.

14, 38, quoted p. 131.
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curule
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office.^
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interrex was no

doubt

fotres^ in the choice
guided by the wishes of the Senate, or of
of his nominee, and the whole list may have been prepared before
With the creation of the highest regular
bis appointment
patrician office, i.e. with the election of a single consul, the

interregnum necessarily

The reappointment
into

life

again

;

came

to

an end and the interrex

of a chief magistrate called

retired.

the people

and, as a rule, it perpetuated itself by perpetuat*
There was, indeed, one large section of

ing the magistracy.

had a continuity

the people which

—

was the

this

From

tribunes.

of existence as a corporation

concilium of the Pleba with its presidents, the

the year 287 this concilvumyrd^dity independent

nothing more clearly marks the
Rome than the
fact that one parliament could continue to exist while the other,
the comitia in its various shapes, was dormant.
The division of
executive, judicial, even of deliberative power, is not uncommon
in governments of the mixed type ; the division of unlimited
legislative

sovereign,

and

theoretical dualism of popular sovereignty at

and nowhere so clearly marked as
an act of parliament did not require the co-opera*
tion of the two assemblies
^the separate fiat of each had the
force of law.2
It is true that in practice this fundamental
dualism was nob acutely felt, for the individual elements of
the Populus and the Plebs were to all intents and purposes the
same.
We may emphasise the practical similarity and the
theoretical difference best by glancing at the two assemblies of
the tribes. Except in elective matters they differed hardly at all in
the sphere of their competence
each was a legislative and judicial
assembly. Put they were under the presidency of magistrates of
different kinds, and this caused a slight difference in their
legislative authority is rarer

in

Romo

;

for

—

—

When the tribunes of the Plebs summoned the
people by tribes, the members of the few patrician families did
not attend ; when the consul or praetor summoned the people
constitution,

by

tribes,

’

A

the Patricians could bo present.®

fundamental

distinction in theory here produces little effect in practice.

While this dual sovereignty

— harmless

except for

—

its

in-

cidental effect of the preservation of the tribunate
was a result
of the course taken by the evolution of plebeian privileges, a
far more serious consequence was produced by what we noticed
^

Willems

U

Sinat iL pp. 14, 16.
See Appeedix on tlie comilia tribuia.

*

*

p. 120,
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Boman constitution’s period of
growth,^ the weakening of the magistracy.
This weakening
partly the result of a struggle for freedom, partly of accidental

as ihe second leading idea in the

—

circumstances such as the distractions of war
from the first
assumed a form which prevented Borne from ever expanding into

The early Greek states adopted the system of
weakening the sole magistracy, first by dividing its functions
amongst several holders, and then, when this was not sufficient,
by deliberately taking powers from them and giving them to

a democracy.

carefully organised popular bodies.

Eome

In

the principle of

was not wholly unknown; thus the censorship and
praetorship take over some of the functions of the consulate,
but the principle of wholesale transference was entirely absent
even the usurpation of capital jurisdiction by the people was
modified by the condition that they could meet only on the
summons of a magistrate. The principle of weakening adopted
at Borne was that of the increase of the number of magistrates,
without any essential alteration of the character of the magistracy.
The increase was effected partly by a consistent application of
the principle of colleaguesMp, partly by the setting up of new
powers in conflict with the old. The result was chaos. In the
division

developed constitution there were twenty annual magistrates
ten tribunes, two consuls, eight praetors
each armed with the
power of passing valid acts of pariiamanfc, and of vetoing the

—

resolutions of his colleagues and inferiors.

was a

amongst them

It is true that there

the consul was inferior
to the tribune, the praetor to the consul; and the rigorous
legal subordination

;

application of law would have reduced the Roman constitution to
an oligarchy of ten. As a matter of fact, the tribunate was too
early enlisted on the side of the nobility to think of pressing its
powers ; dissension reigned within the college, and the history
of the collective magistracy was one of perpetual conflict and
In this weakness the people shared, for
therefore of weakness.
they were wholly dependent on the magistracy.
In shaking
the authority of their representatives they had shaken their own
and certain radical defects in the popular organisation, which we
shall discuss

when we

consider the assemblies

more

in detail,

added to their incapacity to rule. Since the guidance of magistrates and of people was equally impossible, and central government must reside somewhere, its fitting place was not unnaturally
*

p.89.
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sought in the single experienced, permanent, and deliberative
body in the state, the Senate.^ The assumption of the reins of
government by a power, which as an independent authority was
not contemplated in the original constitution, necessarily gave
rise to a body of constitutional custom by the side of the older
The applications of this new code can only
constitutional law.

be estimated by a more detailed treatment of the three factors
of

—the magistracy, the

government

people,

and the Senate.

wars waged iii West
The power of this body was ii«ich increased by^ the
East b\it its ascendency was assured before these wars began.
See the
secUon on the Senate,
^

an.d

•,

CHAPTER

IV

THE MAGISTRACY
§ 1.

General Gharactemtics of the Magistracy

The

collective powers of the magistrate had, as we saw,
been summed up in the word imperium they had, perhaps, also
been expressed by the vaguer term poteslas. When, in course of
time, magistracies were created which did not possess the imperium,
potesias was necessarily the only word which expressed the generic
power of the magistracy; imperium became a special species of
this power.
Thus one could speak of the coTisidare imperium or
of the eonsularis potestas, but only of the tribunkia potestds.^
It is difficult to treat collectively of the special manifestations

were graduated by differavoid confusion and repetition it will be
best, in this general sketch, to give a complete list of magisterial
powers, and to point out in each case where they are accorded
Magisto, or withheld from, the. particular occupants of office.
terial powers may be divided into (i.) administrative, (ii.) those
of this authority

ences of power.

;

for the magistracies

To

exercised in connexion with the people,

connexion with the Senate
underlie

all

;

and

(iv.)

(iii.)

those exorcised in

certain general powers

these spheres of activity

—

which

the right of interpreting

the will of the gods through auspices, and the right of enforcing
decrees.
(i.)

Administrative

The sphere

of

administrative

had from the first days of the Republic been divided
into the two departments of command at home (domi) and

activity

^ For an instance ot ita CHmulative use see Cic.
Verr. act. I. ]3, 37 “erii
tone consol Hortensius com somino imperio et potestate”; for one of its dis'
jonrtive uses see Dig. 4, 6, 26, 2 “conanlem praetorem ceterosque qiii imperiotu
poUsUtemve quam habent."
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abroad {piilUiae\ the diriding line between the two being son2etimes the pomerium, sometimes the limit marked by the first
milestone outside the city.^
The home administration can be adequately considered
But the
only when wo deal with the separate magistracies.
common form in which it asserted itself may be considered
here.
This was the right of issuing commands in the form of
edicts (jus edkendi), applicable to the special branches of administration under the control of the magistrates, from the
quaestor to tho consul.^
The edicts of all the magistrates corresponded to one another in their general form ; they contained
commands, prohibitions, and advice. They were all at an early
period issued in writing, and the difference between them was
simply that while some, such as those of the consuls and quaestors,

were occasional and, when the necessity for them had passed,
withdrawn, others, such as those of the censors, praetors, curule

and provincial governors, were continuous (perpetua)^ as
being called forth by ever - present necessities, and were therefore transmitted by magistrates to their successors (iralaiicia).

aedilcs

Prominent in their continuity were those of tho censors and
praetors ; while the one created a code of Ttoman morality, tho
other developed a system of legal procedure.
The administrative duties abroad belonged exclusively to the
magistrates withimp<?nwm,i.e.in the ordinary course of things to tho
consuls and praetors, in exceptional circumstances to the dictator,®

The treatment of provincial administration may be deferred until
we deal with the provinces and the pro-magistracy which imjierial
government created. Here we may appropriately notice the
exceptional powers which military command gave to the magistrate over the persons

honours which

The

first

it

its possessor.

by military command (imperium in
was that of the formation of an army by

right conferred

tho narrower sense
^

and services of the burgesses, and the

conferred on

p. 79.

Momtosen [Staatsr. \. p. 203) denies ttie right of t\Q qaaestor to issue edicts ;
but the absence of distinct mention of quaestorian edicts is no ground for denying
him what appears to have been a common magisterial right
* For
the pro-magistratoa see the sections on the consuls ajid Lhe provioces.
*

In the course of the Republic imperium came to denote par excellence
abroad, £is was natural, since her© alone the power was unsliackleit
Hence the phrase cum imperio esse descriptive of a magistrate who can assert this
latent power (Cic. ad Fam, viii. 8, 8 “ qui practores fueruut ne^^ue in provincia

command
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It was exercised, ho over, only
enforced conscription {dilectus).
by tho magistrate in supreme command, that is, by the consuls

or the dictator, not
right,

and

by the

in the levy

of

praetor.

It

was a purely magisterial

the regular consi^r

army

of

four

legions the consuls were probably independent of

any guidance.
Custom eventually dictated that, when exceptional forces were
needed, the permission for the raising of these should come from
Within this permission the consuls acted at their
the Senate.^
own discretion. They summoned all the juniores to meet them^
formerly on the Capitol, later in the Campus Martins and under
their inspection the military tribunes selected whom they would
and bound the conscripts to obedience by a military oath {saoror
Tnentum).^ Although this oath was in form one of persona] allegiance
to special commanders, was tendered to both colleagues * and had
to be renewed with every change of command,* its primary import
was to give the soldier the right of using weapons against enemies,
and to change what would have been acta of mere brigandage
;

into those of legitimate service (legitima militia),^

(lalrocinium)

A

secondary association with the oath may in early times have
been that he who broke it was sacer^ and that the vengeance of
the gods could be satisfied by summary execution inflicted by
the general on the offender.® The power of inflicting capital
punishment for military offences did not, however, need this
religious sanction ; it was a consequence of the coercitio of th^
imperatoTf when outside the sphere of the provocation and unfurther right prechecked by the veto of a colleague.®
liminary to tho conduct of war was the nomination of the ofiScer^
the military tribunes, centurions, decurions, and
of the army
commanders^ of every branch. Appointment to all these posts,
from the highest to the lowest, was originally in the hands of
tho consuls ; but the tendency of the Hcpublic was to removo
selection to the higher military commands from the discretion of

A

—

imperio fuerunt ”) and the opposition between magistratus and imptriuinLix Tci* BanU 1. IC *‘(in diebus) quibus qnisque eorum mag(istratum) imperiunive
Lfx A cilia Rep, 1. 8 **clum inag(istratum) aut imperiura habebunt.^'
inierit"

cum

;

^

Liv.

42

iii.

;

xxviii, 45.

TreiOapxi^<T€iy kaI
The tenor of the oath waa (c. 21) ^
19, 21.
dOyanuy*
voi-fiaeiy xi Trpocr^rrbfAtvQv virb rQy
^
'file soldier is said "jurare iu verba consulum** (Liv. ii. 52).

Polyb.

*

Liv.

®

ib. viii.

iii.

sLL"
7

vi.

p. 79.

20.

34 “ latrociuii

modo

caeca et fortuita pro sollemni et sacrata
^ Dionya. xi.
43.
“ Sea the sotlion on the tntcrcessio.
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the magistrate.

In 362

tribunes of the standing

B.C.

166

the creation of six of the military

army

of four legions

the people in the comiiia tribuia;^

was transferred to

by the year 207

all

of

the

twenty-four had been thus elected,^ and the standing military
tribunate had become one of the regular minor magistracies of
The tribunes for other legions that might be raised
the state.®

were still nominated by tho consuls,^ and sometimes the people
gave up its right of election in their favour.^ In raising supplies
most magistrates were dependent on the Senate ; but tho consuTs
original control of the aerarium survived in the right ho possessed
of ordering the quaestor to pay him any money he required for
military expenses.^

When
consuls

the

took

preparations for war were completed and

the

in

the

the

held,

their

discretionary

authority

conduct of the campaign, in finance and in jurisdiction, was
almost absolute.
The first power was hampered only by the
condition that they could not wage
stood in any degree of alliance with

war against

a state which

Eome

without the consent
of the people ; the second received some slight limitation from
the api>oihtTnent of military quaestors in 421
the third was
theoretically unlimited throughout the whole history of the
Kepublic, but received some slight modification from the
growing sense of the sanctity of the life of a Roman citizen,
which made the generals during the last century of the Republic

more diary of pronouncing capital sentences upon their officers
and soldiers.® It is important to remember that this absolute
jurisdiction militiae was not in the least confined to the army
every

Roman

within the sphere of the general’s adevery provincial, when these spheres had
into standing provinces, were equally subjected to

developed

martial law.®
^

Liv.

^

They were

citizen

and

ministration,

The

provincial in fact
® lb.

XXV li. 30.

was often

in better case

^ Lex Acilia 1. 2.
Festug p. 200).
Liv, xliL 31 (171 B.a, commeDcement of war with Perseus) ** consulea ex
«eDatu 3 cousulto ad populum tuleniut, ne tribiiui militum eo anno suffrogiia
crearentur, sed consul urn praetorumque in iis faciendia judicium arbitriumque
esset.”
® Polyb. vi. 13.
Cf. xUii. 12.
^ p. 117.
® See Greenidge, "The provocatio militiae and proviDcial jurisdiction" in
Classical Review x, p. 225,
* The
fact that the delegates and sometimes the Crimea were distinct in the
two cases does not make the military jurisdiction of the imperalor differ from his
ordinary criminal jurisdiction, as Mommsen seems to think (SlaatJir. i- p. 123),
For the proofs oF unity in the conception of jurisdiction militiae see tiie article

vil.

.6.

called

®

cited in the last note.

Ru/uli

(Liv. vii. 6

;
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than the Roman sojourning in the provinces.
He could some'
time^ appeal to the liberties granted to liis town by charter
but the Roman found that his ^yalladia the 'provocaiio and the
Mertessio
had vanished in this sphere.^
victory over the foe gave the general the right to claim
two further privileges the one a tituiar designation, the other
a popular manifestation of success
which were strictly regulated
by constitutional law.
Every holder of the imperium was
necessarily an impsratory but from a very early period of t)*e
Republic it was considered improper for the possessor of the very
limited imperium within the walla to use this title.
It was
reserved for the general in command of an army ; imperalor is
both the official and the familiar title by which he was addressed
by hia soldiers. But, even under these circumstances, it was
not employed by the general himself as a part of his official
designation.
For this a victory was requisite ; the soldiers
after the battle proclaimed him conqueror by shouting the
familiar name; from this time he was supposed to have it
impressed on him in a peculiar manner and could bear it in
his list of titles.^
Custom decreed that the honour should be
assumed only in consequence of a great and decisive victory ; ®
but the ambition and rivalry of provincial governors finally
caused the most trifling successes to be commemorated in this
way.
The salutation was the usual preliminary to a triumph the
solemn procession of the general through the city to the Capitol
at the head of his victorious army.
As the title imperator could
be conferred only on a commander-in-chief, and was inconsistent
with delegated authority, the triumph was necessardy confined
to the magistrates with the capacity for supreme command
the

—

—

A

—

j

—

—

—

At the close of the Republic, however, custom dictated that the governor
shoald send capital caaes in which Romans were iQVoJvied to Rome. See the
section on the provinces.
* Tac. Ann. iii. 74 “Tiberius .
Blaeso tribuit, ul imperator a legionibus
salutftretur, prisco ergo duces honore, qui beua gesia republica gandio et impeto
victoris exercitus conclamabantur.’*
The earliest instance recorded ia that of the
elder Scipio Africanns (Liv. xxvii. 19).
At the close of the Republic the title
might be conferred by the Senate, Cic. Phil. xiv. 4, 11 (to emphasise the fact
that Autonius woa a public enemy Serviliua hod proposed supplicaliones) *' S^d
hoc primum faciam, ut imperatores appellem eos, quorum virtute . . . periculig
For who, he oaks, has received a supplicatio without
.
.
liberati sumus."
being called imperator within the last twenty years “ aut minimis rebus gestia,
eut plerumque nullis” ? (cf. Cic. ad Ait. v. 20, 3).
^

,

.

^

bio

Cass, xxzvil. 40.

,
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and praetor,^ and to the one of these who at the
was in highest authority. Thus the dictator
and when
usually excluded the consul,^ the consul the praetor
two consuls were in command, the right resided with the one
who had the impeiium and the auspida on the day of the victory.®
The same rule held when the honour was granted to promagiskatea ; here too independent command waa the necessary
dictator, consul

moment

of victory

;

condition of a triumph.

Other qualifications were fixed by custom.

army was

the victorious

originally

necessary

The return

—a

rule

of

which

rendered the most deserving general, who had handed over his
forces to a successor, incapable of triumphing/ and which, with
the growth of standing armies, had to be abandoned for the rule
that the province must he reduced to a state of peace {provinda

The war must be a jusium helium^ not the mere
crushing a revolt of citizens or slaves;® and finally, the custom
was fixed that it must be a war, the magnitude of which was

pacata).^

5000 foes.^
The right to triumph was one entirely at the discretion of
the general
and as long as he chose the Alban Mount as the
scene of his military pageant, no power could hinder him.®
It
was only when he wished to enter the city of Rome for the
more imposing procession to the Capitol that he found difficulties
in his way.
The triumph implied the display of the full military

attested by the fall of

;

imperium within the city;® and, though instances are not lacking
of

magistrates

who on

asserted this right,

their

own

successfully

responsibility

the custom became fixed that permission

For the consular tribune see p. 114.
important exception is recorded in Lir. rii. 11 (360 B.C.),
consul triumphs after the abdication of the dictator, and the honour
'

*

An

ia

Here the
clearly a

concession of the latter,
®

Liv. xxviii, 9 (207 b.c.).
In this cose the lesser honour of an ‘^ovation’* was somelinies granted
(Liv. xxvL 21 \ xxviii. 9).
® Liv. xxiix. 29 (185 D,C.).
® GelL V. e
Val. Max. ii 8, 7. In this case, too, the ovation was sometimes
;
granted, e.g. in the slave-wars euding in 99 and 71 b,o. (Cic. de Oral. ii. 47,
195 Gell. v. d). For this reason Caesar’s triumph in 46 was over Gaul, Egypt,
Pontus, and Africa; that of Augustus lu 29 over Dalmatia and Egypt.
lu
neither case was it held over the citizens whom they had crushed.
;

^

Val.

Max.

ii.

Mommsen

8, 1.

8

Liv. xxxiii.

23

;

xlii.

21.

thinks the use of it as well {Staatsr. i. p. 132), e,g. that it was in
consequence of the absence of the proBOccUio that the cives Ihmiani Campani
were executed in 271 (Val. Max. ii. 7, 15),
e.g. L. Postumius Megcllus in 294 B.c. (Liv. x, 37), App. Claudius in 143
®

B.C. (Suet. Tib. 2).
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Originally

state.

it

granted by the people,^ but the permissiou for
the exercise of the full imperium for the single day soon required
the consent of the Senate, all the more necessary as its control
of finance enabled it to grant or refuse the money which
The case was otherwise
paid the expenses of the triumph.^

may have been

with the pro-magistrate. The proconsul had only the imperium
militiae^ and none within the walls, and it was impossible, therefore, for the Senate to recognise the display of a power which
In this case a special dispensation from the laws
did not exist.
was necessary, which could originally be granted only by the
people.
The Senate took the initiative by asking the tribunes
to introduce a plehiscitum sanctioning the arrangement.^

The

continuity of the imperium from magistracy to pro- magistracy

was

originally a condition of the triumph.

Thus

who had been

to the elder Scipio Africa nus

it

was refused

elected proconsul

without having exercised any previous impeiiniru^
By the close
The
of the Republic both these scruples had been set aside.
triumph was decreed to proconsuls by the Senate, and without
regard to their having held any previous impeaium.^
(ii.) Powers exerdsed in connexion with the people.
The dealings
which the magistrate had with the assembled people were'
of two kinds; he might summon them for the purpose of
imparting information ; in this case the meeting was called a
coniio;^ or he might convene them for the purpose of passing
decrees binding on the community such an assembly assumed
The first power
one of the various forms of the comitia.
(conlionem haiere) was often preliminary to the exercise of the
for a coniio or a series of condones
second (cum populo agere)
generally preceded the formal meetings of the assemblies at

—

:

;

coiisviUo jusBuq\ie poyvuU"’ (lAv.

^

^ Folyb. yi.

.

.

.

Bpidfi^ovt

rb wapdtray obSi avyrtXuyy

TaOra

fxrj

W. 20).

ou Svyayrat
irphrctf ttot^ 5^
t 6 a-vy^Spiou avyKardOrfrat wai
r^y els
.

.

.

dairdyTjv.

XX vi. 21.

Cf. Liv. xlv, 35, wliere the Senate’s request to the tribune
a praetor.
Cue cannot say in this case that the imperium
conferred for the day, since the Pleba bod no power to confer the imperium.
3

Liv,

made through

* ib. xxviii.

33

;

cf.

is
is

xxxi. 20.

the two triumphs of Pompeius in 80 and 71 B.c.
See Cic. pro Lege
Man. 21, 62 “quid tarn iucredibile, quern ut jtervim eques Romanus ex senatua
conauLto triumpharet ?
® A shortened form of converUio.
Cf. S. C. de Bacchanalibu-a (Bruns Fontes)
h 23 “haice uti in conventionid exdcicatis.'’
®

e.g.

jy
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fact an in-

the case of legislation,

it

was

the chief opportunity for recommendations or criticisms of a
bill, and, in the case of popular jurisdiction, was the only means
by which the people could form an estimate of the evidence.
Tlie magisterial cmdio was, in fact, the great vehicle for constitutional agitation and, as such, the most democratic institution in

Home.
But the use

was not confined to the prelimiwas the form in which the people were
witness any public act,^ and to listen to the
of the coniio
It

naries of legislation.

summoned

to

magistrate's
of verbal

commands when these were expressed in the form
The essential feature of such an assembly

edicts.^

was that the people were invited to meet a magistrate and to
listen to his views
the masses were mere auditors ; and the
fact that this was no chance gathering was further emphasised
by the solemnity of the proceedings the formal summons, the
opening prayer,^ and the elevation of the magistrate on the
tribunal.
We cannot say with certainty how far this right of
holding a coniio extended.
It was certainly possessed by the
consuls, praetors, censors, and tribunes, and probably by all the
•

—

magistrates

down

to the quaestor/

The

conflict of magisterial

authority was felt here as in other departments, and the higher
magistrate could summon to himself the ccmlio convoked by an
inferior.®

The Roman constitution recognised no right of public meeting; a gathering of the citizens by a citizen might he treated
as a breach of the peace, or might be summarily visited by the
coerciiio

of a magistrate.

But the

and the corresponding divergence

increase of the magistrates,
of

their views,

partial substitute for this popular selLrepression.
' Gell. xiii.

16 “cum populo agere

eat rogare quid

suia aut jubeat aut vetet, contioneni auteia

habere est

supplied a
It

was open

yopalum, quod suffragiia
rerba /acere ad populiioi

sine ulla rogatione.”
It was, e.g., the mode in which tha people were summoned to wUneaa
public executions outside tha Pomerinm {dc, pro Rob. 4, 11
Tac. Anru ii. 23).
;
^ S. 0, deMacch. quoted
p, 158.
* Liv. xxxix. 15 “contione
advocata cum aollemne carmen piecatvouia, quod

praefari

priusquam popTilnm adloquantnr magistratus

solent, peregisset,' consul

ita coepit.'*
® Meaaala ap. Gell. xiii. 16 includes the ma^lratus minores.
Mommsen,
guided by the (in this case probably false) analogy of the jus cumpi^ulo agendi,

would exclude the aediles and quaestors
• Gell. Ic.

[Slaalsr.

i.

p. 200).
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to any magistrate to introduce a citizen to the contio, and give
him a right to speak {prodncere in contionem, dare contionm) ; ^ it
was equally open to a colleague or superior to veto this permission;® but custom must have made such a use of the intercessio very infrequent. The right of granting a contio gave a limited
power of debate on legislative matters to distinguished private
individuals but this was not its only use. It was the sole means
by which political leaders, who might happen to be in a private
;

station

—

his recall

as Pompeiiis after his return from the East, or Cicero after

from

convenient
conduct.

exile

mode

We

in

find

—could express

their views ; ^ it was also a
which a magistrate might justify a line of
a foreign king and a public informer thus

produced to influence the popular mind The jits coniionis dandae
meant an increase in magisterial power, and was no true concession to democracy; the demagogue in opposition, who was
not a magistrate or useful to a magistrate, bad no opportunity
of making his voice heard in Rome.
The right of eliciting binding resolutions from the people
when assembled in their comitia {jus cum populo agendi) always
remained an inherent attribute of the imperium] as such it
belonged, under ordinary circumstances, to the consul and
praetor; under exceptional conditions, to the dictator, interrex,
and consular tribunes. It was also possessed by one at least of
the occasional delegates of the highest magistrates, the master of
By these magistrates the comitia might bo assembled
the horse,^
in any form
by curies, by centuries, or by tribes. None of
the lower magistrates possessed in their own right the power to
summon and preside over the assembly; but the extension of
the provocatio and the consequent growth of popular jurisdictionrendered it neeess&ry that the lower magistrates irith judioia]
powers should meet the people. Thus the curule aediles defended

—

^
AiL iv. 1, 6 “habui coatioaem, oinnes magistrataa praeter anam
Cic.
praetorem et duos tribunos pi. dedenint”; i. 14, 1 “Pisoaia csonsulis impulsu
levissiimia tribunus pi. Fufiua in contionem producit Porapeium ” ; ii. 24, 3
“Caesar is qui olim, praetor cum esset, Q. Catulum ex ioferiore loco jussei-at
dicere, Vettium in rostra produxiL”
^ Sail. Jug, 34 “ubi Memmius (a tribune) dicendi finem fecit et Jugnrtba
regem taccre jubet.*'
.
respondere jussus est, C. Baebius tribunua plebis
^ See note 1.
*
Cic, de Leg. iii. 4, 10 “cum populo patribusque agendi jus esto consuli
praetori niagistro populi equitumque cique quem patres produiit consiilpm
rogaudorum ergo.’* For tbe question whether the praefect of the city had tins
right see p. 61 ; an argument for hia posseasion of it in the Republic is his right
.

of consulting the Senate,

.
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delegates

of

the consular criminal jurisdiction, the qmest&res parricidii^ and
duumviri perduellionis brought their judgments before the comiiia
of the

No

centuiies.^

plebeian magistrate

h^

the jus agendi

hence when the tribune, in the exercise of his
jurisdiction, wished to obey the command of the Twelve Tables,
which confined the hearing of capital cases to the comitia of the
in this case
centuries, he had to ask a patrician magistrate
the praetor
to call a meeting for him by a given day {diem a
praeiore petere).^
When the praetor had named a day (diem

cum popLlo

—

—

diui) the tribune then appeared in the assembly as the accuser.^

The right of eliciting formal resolutions from the Plebs {jus
cum plehe agendi) belonged exclusively to the plebeian magistrates.
The tribunes alone had the presidency of the concilium^ but here
again the growth of popular jurisdiction rendered it necessary
that the plebeian aediles should defend their sentences before

the Plebs.®

—

The right
Powers exercised in connexion with the Senate.
matters before the Senate {jv;S cum painhus age^ij
consulendi senaltLs^ referendi ad senatum) is one that runs parallel
to the right of transacting business with the Populus, and,
as such, it is attributed by Cicero® to the same magistrates
to the consuls and praetors, the dictator, magister equitum,
and interrex. It of necessity attached to the consular tribunes
(iii.)

of bringing

—

of early times,

and was one

of the attributes of the praefectus

urbi^

This right necessarily

nob

did

attach

tribunes of the Plebs, for they were

first

originally

to

the

the outcome of a
It

For the cumle aediles see Cic. in Verr. L 12, 36 ; Val. Max. viii. 1, 7.
^ Uv. iii.
24 ; Dioaya. viiL 77.
® Liv. xliii.
et
16 (169 b.c., P. Rutilina tr. pi.) ^‘C. Claudio diem dixit . .
utrique censori perduellionem se judicare pronuutiavit, diemque comitiis a C.
Sulpicio praetore urbano petiit
absolute Claudio, tribunus plebia negavit se
.
Gracebum morari.*' Antias ap. Gell. vi. 9 “Licinius tribunus plebi perduelliouem
ei diem dixit et comitiis diem a M. Marcio praetore pepoacit."
* Whether
When the
the tribune presided over this assembly is uncertain.
tribune in Liyy (l.c.) breaks up such an assembly the act may simply refer to
'

.

.

hia

.

retirement as a prosecutor (see last note).
* Liv. X.
23 ;
*
Leg, iii.

De

xxv. 2

;

xxxiii.

42

;

GelJ. x. 6.

160.
^ Gell. xiv.
(Varro ponit) per qnoi more majorum senalus baberi soleret
7
eoaque nominat ‘dictatorem, conaules, praetores, tribunes plebi, interregem,
praefectum urbi' , , , ‘deinde extraordinario jure tribunoa quoquo militares qui
pro consulibus fuisaent . . . jus consulendi senatum habuisse.’*’
4, 10, cited p.

M
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and then for centuries the presidents, of a corpora tibn
But, after the lex Hortejisia had
independent of the people.
made the concilium plebis one of the legislative organs of the
community, it would have been dangerous to senatorial government to deny the president of this assembly the right of consulting
The admission of the tribunes into the circle of
the Senate.^
the magistrates with the jus consulendi was one of the conditions
of the Senate's permanent control over initiative in legislation,
We have now
(iv,) General powers : the au^icia and ilie coercitio,
to consider certain magisterial powers which cannot be regarded
as forming a separate department, since they are coextensive
The first that
with the whole sphere of official authority.
we shall treaty the tahing of the auspices, was as much
The observance of the ausjncia publica
a duty as a right.
is not merely an act that the magistrate may perform, but
one that he must perform if his powers are to be duly
The imperium and the auspicia are indissolubly
exercised.
connected ; ^ they arc the divine and human side of the same
power, and every important act of human activity should be
We have already
prefaced by an appeal for divine assistance.
explained that the only auspices which are properly connected
with the magistracy were those known as impeirativoy and that
the gift of speciio was always a peculiar
the looking for these
attribute of the patrician magistracy,^ and was, therefore, not
possessed by the tribunes and aediles of the Plebs.
With
not only
the oblativa
respect to the other category of auspices
are all magistrates on a level with one another, but they arc all
below the level of the meanest citizen. The citizen, if he is a
devout man, may suspend the business he has in hand, if an
The magistrate is bound to do so, if the
evil sign appears.
sign is by common consent evil, or has been pronounced such
revolution,

—

—

—

—

—

college of pontiffs or by the Sibylline books.
Roman
theology recognised five categories of auspices; four of these
belong to the class impetraiivay one to the class oblativa,^ The
latter, as being the simpler and the one common to all the

by the

magistrates,

may

be considered

first.

This right of the tribunes originated later than 304 b.C> ; see p, 127,
^ Liv. xxii. 30 ; il. 52.
Cf. Wilmaiins u. 27 “L. Muiumi. L. F. Goa. duQt(u)
auspicio imperioque ejus Achaia capt(a) Oorinto delete Romam redieit triuiDphans.*^
^

» p.
*

39.

Festus p. 261 *'quinqu6 genera signorum observant angures
coelo, ei iiyibus, ej tripudis, ex quadripedibus, ex dins.”

public/,

ex

m
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were a heterogeneous collection of signs
Anything that broke the silence (sUeTiiium) ^ when
the auspices were being taken was of this character, such as the
(1) Dirae

of

ill

,

omen.

anything in a temple (caducum ausjncium)^^ or a sudden
such as the squeak of a mouse. ^ Such too was any sudden
the
event that seemed to warn back from a course once taken
flight of ravens towards the walker or round his head, and the
fall of

noise,

—

stumbling of his foot on the threshold;*^ the struggle of birds
in the air ending in the defeat of those that had flown from the
direction of the generaVs camp;^ the seizing of the boundary
stones of a newly laid -out city

A

by wolves,® and

omen was a

countless others.

from
power of suspending the assemblies, morbus cmitialis. Such
signs, to be effective hindrances, must have an obvious connexion
in time and place with the act they impede, and must, besides,
be noticed by the agent
Hence a flash of lightning was the
most effective of auspida oblaliva. Less potent signs could be
ignored by veiling the senses.
The augur, who is asked by the
officiating magistrate if there is silence, does not look round
him, but straightway answers “yes”;^ in sacrifice flutes are
blown to drown all other sounds,® and the general bent on
peculiarly dreadful

fit

of epilepsy, called,

its

fighting takes the precaution of travelling in a closed litter.®

omen on the

magistrate's notice, he
This announcement {nuntiatio or
obnuTiiiatio) we shall speak of elsewhere ; it belongs to the history
of the conflict between the authorities of the different magistrates.
The four other classes of omens belong to the category of
auspicia impeiraiiva.
These were
(2) Signs from the flight of birds (dgna ex avibu$\ the oldest
form of augural discipline, as the very words ‘aup^ires and auspicium prove, and one that in the early Republic was used in all
If

another person forced the

was bound to attend to

it.

^
71 “id enim
defined negalWely ; se© Cic. de THx, \\,
Bilentium dicimns in auapiciis, quod oroni viUo caret*'
Cf. Peatua p, 351.
^ e,g. the fall of the cap from the head of the Bacrificing priest (Val, Mai. i.

Cf. Festus p. 64.
* Val. Max, L
“ ococntusqne soricis auditus
1, 5

1, 5).

Fahio

Maximo dictaturam

.

.

.

deponendi caasam praebuit**
^

ib.

4,

2

(the

omens that T. Gracchus encountered when seeking the

tribunate).
® ib.
4, 7.

« Pint G. Oraedi. 11.
de Div, ii. 34, 72 “ 111! antem, qui in auspicinm adhlbetnr, cum ita
imperavit is, qui ansj)icatur ‘ Dicito, si silentium esae videbitnr * ; nee suspicit
"
nec clrcumapicit : fitatim respondet, ‘ailentium esse videri.’
* Plin. II.N. xrviii. 2, 11.
^ Cic. de Div. ii. 36, 77.
^ Clc.
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solemn acts of state, such as the summons of the comitia or the
appointment of a dictator.^
(3) Closely akin to this was tlie augury from the motions
and sounds of four-footed beasts (sigria'ex quadiiipedibits) ; but by
the close of the Republic these forms of divination, which required study and research, had given place to the two remaining
classes, which were more easily interpreted, or more readily
These were the coelesiia
manipulated for political purposes.
auspicid

and the

auspicia ex iripiidiis.^

(4) Chief of the heavenly signs (celestia au^eia)^ and the
surest expression of Jupiter’s will, were thunder and lightning.
Thunder seems sometimes to have been regarded as a wholly
evil

omen

^
;

but the course taken by the lightning determined
^if on the watcher^s left, it was lucky
the
; if on

its significance

—

right, unlucky.^

(5) The auspida ex tripudiis were signs given by the feeding
of tame birds (aves internuntii Jovis )
generally domestic fowls.

—

while they ate, something fell from their mouths (tripudium
solisHmum}, still more if the falling object made a ringing noise
If,

was taken as an assent of the gods to the
This mode of augury was convenient for two
reasons.
It was always available ; the birds could be taken
about in cages under the custody of their keepers and interpreters
of their acts, the pullarii.
Hence it was the mode of augury
specially favoured in the camp, and the sacred chickens were the
invariable attendants of a Roman army.
Again, the favourable
sign might be so easily gained.
The irate Roman admiral, who
{sQnivium)y the sign

business in hand.

threw his chickens that would not cat into the sea, lacked the
patience to wring the wished-for omen from them by protracted
hunger, or by feeding them with porridge which they could not
swallow with sufficient rapidity.®
i. 35 ; Cic. de Leg. iii. 3, 9,
de Div. ii. 33, 71 “haeccerte quibus utiraur, aive tripudio sive do coelo,
simulacra BUut auapicioruTU, auspicia nullo modo.’*
* Liv, xxiii. 31 (216 B.C., Marcelliw) “cui ineuuti consulatum enm tonnisset,

^

Liv.

2 Cic.

Tocati align res vitio creatum videri pronunclaverniit/'
ii. 85, 74 “Fulmen sinistrum auspicium optimum habemus ad
praeterquam ad comitia.’*
^
ib. i, 15, 27 **nain nostri quidem raagistratus auspiciia utuntur coactis,
Necesaa est eiilm, offa objccta, cadere frustum ex piilli ore, curu pasci tur. (28) Quotl
eutem scriptura habetis, tripudium fieri, si ex ea quid in solid urn ceciderit
hoc quoque, quod dixi, coactum, tripudium solistimum dicilis/* Cf. ii. 34, 72 ;
For their use in camp see Cic. de 2Hv. i. 35, 77 , Val. Max. i. 4, 3,
35, 73,

* Cic,

omnes

de Div.

res,
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an accompaniment of the imperium

wlien they became an attribute of the whole patrician

later,

magistracy, their importance varied ^ith the poitzta& of the
Officials with imperium were said to possess maxima
magistmte.

and

auspicia,

the pro -magistrates were

naturally included

in

were as necessary in war as in peace
those of the censors, on account of the importance of this office,
were reckoned maxima^ although the occasions on which they
were taken were so unique that they were not brought into the
same category as those of the consuls and praetors those of the
lower magistrates, aedilcs and quaestors, were called miiwra}
This ims little more than a formal difference, had reference
merely to the importance of the respective spheres of operation,
for which observations were made, and did not determine the
kinds of aus])ices that might be taken by each magistrate.
The occasions of the magistrate's auspication embraced every
public act of any importance.
In three cases above all was it
regarded as essential ; these were the nomination of a magistrate,
the holding of the comitia^ and the departure of a general for
^va^.
The chief rule of observance was that the auspices must
be taken on the same day and in the same place in which the
act was to be performed. Tlie fact that the Roman civil day
(dies cixilis) began at midnight^ was convenient for procuring the
requisite silentium
and sometimes, to prevent any flaw (vitium)y
the act itself was performed before daybreak.
Thus the consul,
when he nominates a dictator, “rises in the stillness of the
night
to do so.
The ceremonial for all public auspication*
was as follows. A sacred enclosure (templwni) was marked out on
the required spot
within or without tho pomeiiumy according to
the purpose in view
within which the magistrate pitched his
tent (tabermculum caperey which had one side open for observation.
After midnight he rose, and, seated on the floor, performed
tho rite.
Its validity depended on his personal observation
this

list,

for the auspices

;

—

In the

liLst

—

passage the incident connected 'with P. Claudius Fulcher (249 B.C.)

is

described.
'

Messala ap. GeU.

Maxima sunt

xiii.

15 “Patriciorura auspicia

codsuIutd, praetonim censorum.

.

.

duas sunt divisa potestates.
Reliqnorum magistmtuum
GeU. iii. 2.

in
.

minora simt auspicia.”
•
^
“Oriens de nocte silentio” (liv. viii. 23).
*
That^in the camp, by means of the sacred chickens, had naturally to be
exeinpled from these formalities.
® Cic. de
JJeor. ii. 4, 11 ; these tents were called minora templa {Festus
*

p.

157).
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bat he might invite skilled assistants to his aid.^ The
;
consequence of inability to get a favourable omen was necessarily
the non-perfurmance of the contemplated act; the only course
open was to wait for another day, and to seek the auspices over
If the act had been performed in spite
again {repelere auspicia).^
of ill omens, or if subsequent reflection showed a flaw in the ceremonial, the act was said to be subject to a vitium which rendered
it invalid ; the law passed did not hold good, and the magistrate
alone

thus faultily elected

(vitio

creatus)

had

to resign his functions.^

In the case of the election of the consuls being thus vitiated the
consequences might be serious ; for if the flaw was discovered
after their entrance on office, a renewal of the auspices {reiiovatio
It
auspiciomm) * could only be effected through an interregnum.
was in this connexion that the power of the augurs came into
play, for they were the interpreters of the heaven-sent signs.
It was no wonder that membership of the augural college was
the highest ambition of the Roman statesman, when its decree
could upset a law, stave off a capital charge, or force a consul to
It is true that the augurs could give their advice only
abdicate.
on the request of a magistrate or of the Senate ; but, as a measure
or election not favoured by the government would readily be
challenged in this way, the decision as to the future of the state
Their power of
often rested wholly with the college of augurs.
interpretation extended to the far more frequent auspida oblativa,
and in reporting these even the initiative might, as we shall see,
be taken by an augur.
Since the auspicia publica were personal signs vouchsafed to
individuals, a collision between the auspices of colleagues engaged

same business was not impossible. What the result of
such a collision was in the case of magistrates engaged
domi is unknown.® In the field the effective auspices were in

in the

auspices at the end of the Republic had caused the
ii. 34, 71 “apud majores nostros
adhibebatur perltus, nunc quilibet”).
^

The manipulation of

skilled assistant to be neglected (Cic, de Biv,
* Liv. ix. 39, etc.

® Sec the section dealing with the powers of the people.
The vitium effected
the elections even of tribunes of the Pleba hut purely as a result of auspicia
See LW. z. 47 (293 b.c.) *‘ezacto jam anno novi tribuni plebis
oblatim^
magistratum inierant bisque ipsis, quia vitio creati erant, quiuque post dies alii

—

:

subfecti.”
* ib. V.
®

like

31, etc.

Moinmaen thinks that the auspices of the consuls might have
their faaces, from mouth to month {SCaatsr. i. p, 95).

alternated,
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whose turn for command had come/
command, in those of the higher magistrate

the hands of the consul
or,

in case of joint

thus the auspices of the consul extinguished those of the praetor.^
In the later Hepublic the difficulty scarcely existed, as joint
command of two magistrates with imperium became very infrequent, and the proconsul or propraetor took the auspices alone.

The

auspices were the

mode
The

in

which the god^s

will

was

—

the
other universal power
was the mode in which the magistrate’s will was forced
It was the method in which he compelled obedience to

revealed to the magistrate.

—

coercitio

on man.
his commands, or secured the performance of state obligations
which it was his duty to enforce.
It was, therefore, in touch
with criminal jurisdiction, but differed from it in two ways.
Firstly, coercitio was not directed to the enforcement of the permanent obligations of man to big fellow man, which is the object
of the criminal law,

but rather

to the repression of exceptional

acts directed against the state as

means

a whole; and secondly, the
be employed by the

of coercitio actually available could

magistrate on his

own

responsibility, while the

power

of juris-

he shared with the people.
This second difference,
however, was unknown to constitutional theory. The magistrate
might avail himself of any means of coercion against a harmful
diction

—

citizen
he might employ fines, bonds, and
but the fine, beyond a certain limit, and the
scourging gave rise to the provocatio
in this case magisterial
coercion led on to jurisdiction.
The objects of magisterial coercitio were by no means
always private citizens.
It could be directed against senators
and judices^ and could be exercised by any superior over any
inferior magistrate, to compel his respect or to force him to a
performance of his duties.
The severest mode of coercion the infliction of the death

or disobedient

scourging; 3

penalty

— was,

—

we

saw, originally inherent in the mperiuniy
but was rendered impossible by two Valerian laws of 509 and
^

Thus

in

as

216 b,o. Varro might have acted in defiance of the ill-omens which
Pa ulus had revealed (Liv. xxii. 42).

the observation of bis colleague

V^. Max.
*

ii.

8, 2.

de Leg. iii. 3, ,6 “magistratus neo ohoedientem et noxium civem multa,
vinculis, verheribug coerceto, ni par majorve poteataa populusve prohibeasit, ad
quoa provocatio esto.*'
Porcia prohibited the scourging of a Roman citizen
by a gravis poena (Liv. x. 9) ; but that technically it merely submitted the threat
of such coercitio to appeal is shown by the fact that the law is classed amongst
those regulating the provocatio (Cic. de Jiep. ii. 31, 64).
Cic.

A
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300 B.c. prohibited the execuhad appealed ; but the weakness
of former enactments was repeated in this law
it declared the
magistrate's contravention of it to be improbe factum.^
An
effective sanction seems first to have been supplied by one of
the three Porcian laws;* certainly at the end of the Eepublic
a violation of the provocatio entailed a capital penalty on the
449

B,C.^

third lex Valeria of

tion or scourging of one ivho

;

magistrate.

With

respect to the capital jurisdiction of the tribunes,

have seen how their
this jurisdiction.*

we

appeal gave rise to
But in theory the coercion of the tribune,
tacit recognition of the

in defence of the sanctity of his own person, was not
subject to appeal.*
Here the old religious penalties remained

when used

and a period as late as the year 131 B.o. witnessed the
a tribune dragging a censor, who had degraded him,
to the Tarpeian rock with intent to hurl him down
a fate from
which he was saved only by the veto of the tribune's colleagues.^
Scourging, which is found in the early Republic as a punishment employed in the military levy,^ was practically abolished as
a mode of coerciiio by the third lex Valeria of 300 b,o,® and the
leges Porciae^ which submitted the threat of such punishment to
appeal, the latter laws imposing a heavy penalty on the magistrate
in force,

spectacle of

who

inflicted

—

it.

Imprisonment

(abdiixiio in carceremy

recognised as a penalty in

Roman

in vinculd)^ although not

law, plays a double part in the

It was one of the modes by which the magistrates
defended their dignity and secured obedience, not merely from
private citizens, but from lower magistrates and senators ; and it
was adopted as a precautionary measure to secure the appearance
on trial of one whom they accused.
The use of this severe
measure against magistrates by any power but the tribunate is
coercitio.

1

si

pp. 79, 109.
Liv. T. 9 ** cum

eum qui provocasset virgia caedi securique necail vetuisset,
quia adversus ea fecisset, nihil ultra quam improbe factum adjecit.”
The
*

meaning of this sanction has been much disputed : it may mean “ incapable of
making a will," on the analogy of ‘Mraprobus (i.e. qui prohare non potest)

Mommsen {SlrafrecfU p. 632) takes the expression to
that the act of the magistrate would be regarded as “unjustified,*' i.e. as
® Cic. de Rep. ii,
an ordinary criminal offence.
31, 54.
*
® Dio Cass. liii. 17.
p. 95.
intestabilisque esto."

mean

H.N,

^ Liv. ii. 55
vii. 4.
vii. 44
Liv. Ep. 69.
;
caedi in the third lex Valeria (note 2) probably refers to scourging
as well as to death by the

®

PI in.

®

The

;

virffis

ml
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it plays a great part in the tribunician annals, and
temporary imprisonment of A consul became a familiar
feature of party strife during the closing years of the Kepublic.^
It was a summary method of silencing the opposition of a too

rare;^ but
the

zealous optimatc, and tlie veto of the tribune’s colleague was the
only means of releasing the head of the state.^ Preventive
imprisonment for the purpose of securing the appearance of an
The custom of giving
accused at trial was rare at Eome.
sureties or bail {vades^ vadimonhm) was early recognised ; ^ but
rested entirely with the magistrate whether he should accept
such a security.®
The imposition of a fine (mvlta) was the most common mode
of enforcing obedience, and was possessed by all the magistrates
with the possible exception of the quaestor.^ As early as
it

454

the power of fining

B.O.

(jtis

multae dictimis)y which had

hitherto belonged to the consuls alone,

magistrates”

—

—by a

including,

therefore,

was conferred

“

on

all

the tribunes and plebeian

Aternia Tarpeia passed in the assembly of the
Menenia Sextia (452 b.o.) fixed the highest
fine tliat could be imposed by a magistrate on his own authority
{multa suprema) at two sheep or thirty oxen ®
the former the
limit for the poor man, the latter for the rich.
After coined
aediles

lex

The

centuries.^

lex

—

money, or at

least metal by weiglit, had come into vogue during
the decern viral period, a lex Julia Papiria {de multaTum aestimatione) of

^

cum
dud
^

A
1,

430 B.a

fixed

3000

libral asses as the

extreme amount

Capito ftp. Gell. iv. lO ''Caesar consul viatorem vocavit eiimque (Catonem),
finem non faceret (of speaking iu the Senate) preinli loquentem et in carcerem
jussit."

The

Cf. Suet, Caes. 17.

recorded case ia in Liv. Ep. xMii. (Momma. Siaatsr,
typical instance belonging to the year 60 b.c. is described in Cic.
earliest

i.

p. 154).

ad AIL

ii.

Bio Caw. xzxvii. 50.
was thus that the imprisonment of M. Bibulua, consul in 59 (Cic. in VaU
21), and of M, Orassus, consul in 55 (Dio Cass, xxxix. 39), was prevented.
^ The
annals introduce bail as early as the trial of Kaeso Quinctias in 461 b.c.
8

j

® It

9,

(Liv.
®

iii.

13).

I XV. 4 (212 B.C.)
Mommsen {StaaUr, i. p. 143 n. 1) takes the view that the quaestor had no
power of coercitio through mvlta and pignut.
For an opposite opinion gee
Karlowa Rechtsgesch. i. p. 171 and Hiischke MuUa p, 36.
^ Bionys. x.
50
rijs \oxIti5os 4KK\r](fla^ vipov Mpbicav (the consuls Sp.
Tftrpeius and A. Aterniiis) Xvo. rais
vacate Ttn)f d/focr^oCvrar i} rapaVOpoOvTa^ €/s
^airrwi' 4^0V<rl(iP
dXXd Tois
yafi o^x dtraatu
Liv.

®

i/rdroit fidvois.

Cf. Cic. de Rep. ii. 35, 60,
* Dionys. I.c.
Dionysius (probably by an error of the copyist)
Gell. xi. 1.
;
represents the fine as being two oxen or thirty sheep.
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The infliction of a fine larger
mulia supi'ema subjected the official who pronounced it
to an appeal to the people.^
The provocatio against mullae went
before the comiiia or the concilium of the tribes according as the
fines were imposed by patrician or plebeian magistrates, and we
shall see how this appeal brought the aediles into contact with
these two assemblies.*
Certain laws continued to fix an absolute
limit even to fines submitted to the judgment of the people.
They were generally limited to less than half of the property of
that a magistrate might impose.^

than

^

this

the accused.'*

But the tribunes^ power of imposing money penalties extended
beyond the limits of that of the other magistrates. The
power of confiscating all the goods of an individual by consecrating
them to a god {cojisecratio boncn'um)^ a relic, like the execution
from the Tarpeiau roch, of the old religious jurisdiction and as
little subject to the appeal, l)ad been occasionally put in force by
them in extreme cases,® and like other vanished relics of antiquity
was revived during the party struggles of the close of the Refar

public.

Another mode of coercion, specially used against magistrates
and the official class, was the seizing of articles of their property
as pledges {pignoris capio).^
It was possessed by all the magistrates who had the coerciiiOf and was employed rather as a
de Rep. ii. 35, 60 *Mevis aeatimatio pecudum in multa lege C. Jnlii, P.
consulum constituta est” ; Liv. iv. 30 ** legem de multerum acstimatioue
pergratam populo .
.
ipsi (the consuls Julius and Papirius) praeoccupaverunt
ferre"'; GelL xi. 1 “lii oves singulas aeria deni, in bovea aeris centeni
ultra quern multarn dicere in dies singuloa jus
Suprema multa est ejus nuineri, .
non est.’" Gellius, however, attributes the pecuniary estimate to the lex A temia.
^ The view has been sometimes held that the imdta supremo, was one beyond
which the magistrate could not under any circumstances go. In this case there is
no known limit at which the appeal became possible. That there was one, however, is shown by the provocatio aJb omnijvdicio allowed by the Twelve Tables (Cic.
^

Cic.

Papirii

.

.

.

de Rep.
*

ii,

31, 54.

dum

minaris]
voleif
* e.g. in case of

®

p. 106).

Lex Tab. DaiU.

1.

,

.

.

p. ^46.

12 *‘Sei quis mag(istratua) nmitam inrogare volet

partus familias taxsat,

liceto.**

See Liv. xliii. 10 (169 n.c.,
continued resistance to the veto.
P. Rutilius) “ Ti. Gracchi priinum bona consecravit, quod in multa pignoribusque
ejus, qui tribunutn adpellasset, interceasioni non parendo, so in ordinem coegisset " ;
or for a supposed stigma inflicted by a censor on a tribune (Plin. H.K. vii. 44).
Cicero, pro Domo 47, 123, mentiona the consecration of the goods of L. Aletellus
by C. Atiniua (131 D.C., Plin, l.c.) as an instance of “furor tribuni plebis, ductus
ex nonnullis perveterum temporura exeniplis." P. Clodius (58 D.c.) consecrated
the goods of Cicero and of Gabiiiius the consul (ib. § 124).
® Lex Quinctia de aquaeductihus (Bruns
1. 20
“turn is praetor • , ,
multa pignoribua cogilo coerceto."'
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panishment than as a security for good behaviour. Hence the
pledges were often destroyed,^ and we find a consul seeking
satisfaction for his outraged dignity in breaking up the curule
chair of the praetor who would not rise to greet him as he
passed by.^

Although, after the p-ovocatio had limited the right of

inflict-

much the
its mode of

ing death and scourging, the means of coerdtio were

same for every magistrate, a formal difference in
exercise existed between the higher and lower magistrates, and
The
betwe.en the magistrates with imperium and the tribunes.
consuls and other magistrates with imperium had the right of

summoning delinquents before their tribunal (vocaiio) as well as
of summarily arresting them in person {prejisio),^
Tlie quaestors
and lower officials had neither of these rights and the theory of
;

the tribune^s being an exceptional magistrate

who

should render

was so far preserved that he had only the
right of arrest.^
We sometimes meet with tribunes who carried
out their mandates with their own hands, but their presence
alone was sufficient for the pensio to be effective ; in early times

assistance in person

*

they used their aediles for the act of violence, in later times
their viatores.^
By the close of the Republic the distinction was
obliterated, and the tribunes, without formal right, summoned
individuals before them.^

A

mere enumeration of the powers of the Roman magistracy
little light on the working of the civic constitution.
The
question which we shall now consider
the conflict of powers
is from this point of view more instructive if only because it
shows why Rome could not be governed by her magistrates.
throws

—

^ Cic de
Orat, iii. 1, 4, “pigaora caedere** or “concidere **•, the deatruction was
performed as an example “in conspectu populi Romani,^*
® AiLct, de Vir, lllustr.
Cf, the procedure of the consul Servilius
72, 6.
gainst the revolutionary praetor Caelias Rufus in 48 b.o. Bio Oaas. zlil. 23

rbv re SltppQv a(rrov ffw4Tpi^€v,
* Varro ap. QelL xiii. 12 “ vocationem (habent), ut consules et caeteri, qui
habent imperium ; prensionem, ut tribuni plebia et alii, qui habent viatorem
neque vocationem neque prensionem, ut quaestorea et ceteri, qui neque lictorem
habent neque vLatorcin.
Qui vocationem habent, idem prendere, teuere;, abducere
*
® See Varro ap. Gell. l.c.
possunt.'*
p. 94® Aediles v^ere used in the trial pf Coriolauus (Dionys, vii.
26, see p, 98) ;
Gracchus sent one of his viatores to drag his colleague Octavius from the Rostra
(Plut. Ti. Gracch. 12).
Cf. Liv. xxv. 4 (case of Posturaius 212 b.o.) “tribuni . . .
ni vades daret
prehendi a viatore
.
.
jusserunt,”
.
.
^ Varro, as an antiquarian, refused
to obey such a summons on the ground of
;

,

.

its illegality (Gell.

xiih 12.)
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TLe

Rrst ground of conflict

was

with the jus

by the

aiLspieiorum.

magistiTito only

the duty of any one

it in

It arose

only indirectly connected

from a power possessed not

but by every

who was

and arose from a
which we have hitherto

religious

use, or rather misuse, of the auspices,

refrained from discussing because

CHAP.

Koman

one of the dirae belonging to the

class

It

was

omen

(e.g.

citizen.

the witness of an evil

of auspicia oblaiiva)

to

give notice of this occurrence to any magistrate about to embark

on an important undertaking. The most frequent occasion ou
which such obntiniiaiio^ was employed was the holding of the

The

announcement by the magisdepended on the position
which the announcer held in the state. The notice of a private
and unknown citizen might be received with suspicion; that
given hy an augur, who actually waited by the cmilia to watch
for such signs, ^ or by another magistrate, would usually bo
comitia.

respect paid to this

trate guiding the proceedings naturally

But, while the obnuntiaiio of the augur, the plebeian

respected.

magistrate, and the private citizen

depended on chance, that of
the patrician magistrate could be the result of design. Observation
heavens was, as we saw, the favourite form of spectio of the
urban magistrate, and the belief was strongly held that, if ho
asked a sign, the sign would come.
The lightning which
appeared might be a lucky or unlucky omen for the magistrate
himself ; but, whether it appeared on the left or right, it was,
as an auspicium ohlaiimm^ unfavourable to the holding of the
of the

A

comitia?

that

patrician magistrate had, therefore, only to give out

“he would observe the heavens”

($e

servaiurum de

coelo)

to

meetings of the comitia and of the ccncilium,^ Hence
the edict by which the consuls summoned the comitia centuriata
contained the words “ne quis magistratus minor de coelo servasse

suspend

all

iv. 2, 9 “ qui malam rem nuutiat, obnuntiat, qni
proprie obuuntUre dicuotur augnres, qui aliquid mali
ominis Bcaevumque viderint.” Cf. Cicero Phil. iL 33, 83 ; de Biv, i. 16, 29
{diraruin obnuntiatio),
^
The plebeian magistrates aometimea watched for such signs, for purposes of
obstruction, and were then improperly said servare de coelo (Cic. ad Alt. iv. 3,
The words are properly used only of the ypectio. See Greenhige, “The
8).
Repeal of the Lex Aelia Fufia" in OJoas. Rev. vii. p. 158.

^ Doaatus ad
bonam adnuntiat

» p.

Ter.

;

Ad.

uam

1G3.

pro Best. 36, 78 ; Dio Cass, xxxviii. 13. To discuss, as has been done,
whether the patrician magistrates’ obnuntiaiio was valid against the tribunes ia
to raise rather an idle question.
The lex Aelia F'Upa could not have artificially
*

Cic.

regulated religious belief,

Populus (ace

p- 39).

and the Plcbs was

as susceptible to auspicia as the
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was a powerful weapon

in

the counterpoise to the plebeian intercession
uncertainty respecting the necessity for observing most

politics,

The

messages called for legislation ; and about the
year 153 B.C. two laws, the lex Aelia and the lex Fufia^ were
passed which, amongst other comitial regulations,^ professed to
give rules for the ohnuntiaiio.^
The import of these rules is quite
uncertain, but they seem to have recognised the right of the
magistrate to watch the skies to the detriment of public business,
of these religious

and

.to

of the announcement
and perhaps even by

have attempted to define the value

made by

plebeian

magistrates, augurs,

The scandaloua

private individuals.

use

made

of the auspices

by the consul Bibulus in the year 59 B.O. was a shock to the
national conscience, and the ineffectiveness of his procedure gave
courage to the enemy.
In the next year the tribune P. Clodius
abrogated at least that portion of the law which bolstered
up the misuse of the speciio; the ohnuntiaiio was frequently
employed as a political engine after this date, but its authors
are tribunes and augurs,^ which shows that it was in these
cases based on the professed chance observation of au^ida
ohlaiiva.

The other modes

of conflict

were based on powers inherent

in the

magistracy ; these were the right of prohibition possessed
by the higher magistrates over the lower, and the right of veto
possessed by superiors over inferiors or by colleagues with equal
powers over one another.

The right of prohibition was an outcome of mo.jor 'potestas and
was possessed by all higher over all lower magistrates.
The
tribune had it against all officials except the dictator
the consul
against the praetor and against all magistrates with the exception
of the dictator and the tribune.
The magistrate's right to forbid
differed from the magistrate's intercession in that the latter was
levelled against a completed act and rendered U invalid; the
former was merely a prohibition based on some power which the
superior magistrate had in reserve ; this power was the coercitio,
the use of which was threatened if the command was disobeyed
]

^ Gell. xiii.

16

®

;

mvnar here simply means “inferior to the consul.”
of the comitia for elections and

They regulated the precedence
(Cic. ad AtL i. 16, 13).
^ Cic. 171 PUn
Prou.
4, 9
Cic. Phil.

ii.

Rev. vit p. 160.

32, 80

and 38, 99

46 ; in Vat, 7,
ad Alt, iv. 9, 1 ;

19,

;

*

;

for laws

18.
16, 7, etc.

See Class.
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was not effectively put forward, the ad which
command was valid}
The scope of the exercise of this power was conditioned by
circumstances; most frequently the prohibition was directed
lienee,

if

the

coerciiio

cemiravened the

against certain specific acts.

The

intercourse of a lower magis-

had not the approval of his superior,
might be hampered by this means; thus the liigher magistrate
had the right awcare conimum from the lower.^ The tribune
possessed it in a supreme degree, and it was a grave infringement of his majesty when any other official called away a
The consul
portion of the people whom he was addressing.®
might hinder the praetor from introducing a rogatio} and to
guard against the possibility o£ the ohnunticUio when he himself
was holding the comitia consistently forbade him to consult
Other more glaring misuses of
the heavens on that day.®
magisterial power were hindered in this way, such as the
attempt to triumph without the consent of Senate or people,® or
the effort to prolong a magistracy beyond its appointed tenured
But the prohibition might, under special circumstances, bo
far more sweeping than this ; it might extend to the suspension
of all the functions of a magistrate, or even to the enforced
trate with the people, wliich

cessation of almost all the active life of the state.

A

higher magistrate, although

lie

could not tate away

office

from an inferior or even force him to abdicate, could visit a
misuse of his functions by prohibiting all further action on his
part This power, practically amounting to a suspension from
office, is found twice in our annals directed by the consul against
the praetor in one case for a breach of respect, in the other for
Nor was the power confined to
revolutionary proceedings.®

—

1

The

exercise of the coercUio might of course be vetoed,

prohibition

waa of no

ayail.

See Liv.

ix.

34

(n. 7),

and in
® p.

this casa the

159.

> Liv, xliii. 16 (169 B.O., P. Rutiliua tr. pi.) ‘^C. Claudio diem dixit, quod contionem ab se avocasset’"
* ib. xxvii. 5 (210 B.o,),
The consul decliued to question the people on the
nomiuatLon of a dictator, ‘*quod suae potestatls esset," and forbade the praetor

to

do sa

^ p.

® Cf. the story in Buet, Tib, 2, *‘E tiara virgo vestalia fratrem
consul 143 B.O.) injussu populi triumphantein, adscenso simul

172.

(App. Claudius,
cumi, usque in
Capitoliam proseenta est, ne vetare aut intercedere fas cuiquam tribunonim esset.*'
^ Liv, ix, 33-34. P. Semproniua, tribune, attempted to compel App. Claudius,
'who was trj’iog to prolong his censorship beyond eighteen months, to abdicate.
He tried to imprison the censor but was resisted by the veto of three colleagues.
® Aucl, de inr, illusir. 72, 6 (for the occasion see p. 171)
the consul “ne
;
quia ad eum (praetorem) in jua ire edixit.”
Pio Cftaa. xiii. 23 ; amongst the
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provincial governor had a similar capacity for dis-

who disgraced hia administration, from the
country under his control.^
far more comprehensive act was the edict of a magistrate
with major fOtedas that all lower magistrates should suspend the
Such a cessation of public business
exercise of their functions.
was known as judUinm^ a name derived from the suspension of
that department of business which was the most constant sign of
the active life of the state, the courts of law (juris staiio).
The
missing

officials,

A

decree was usually pronounced by the highest magistrate present
in

Rome who

possessed the imperium^

by the

dictator,^ or

by the

and, as a rule, thtjudiiium was proposed on a vote of
;
the Senate* and to meet certain definite contingencies.
The

consuls^

most usual circumstances which

were a sudden war,
its neighbourhood
{iumultus)y^ or a public mourning following on a national disaster,
or the death of a distinguished man.®
The cessation of the
jusiUinm, (justUium remiliere'*) was pronounced by a decree of
called for it

or a rising within the confines of Italy and

who had enjoined it
Although such a prohibitive order suspended the whole
administration of justice both civil and criminal, was accompanied
by the closing of the aerarium^ and even by the cessation of the

the magistrate

sittings of the Senate, it necessarily did

business of the state, for
of

directing

exclusive

Thus

administration.

not interrupt

all

the

might be declared for the purpose

it

attention

to

fiome

special

sphere

in time of danger the military levy

of

went

and during the social war, while all other judicial business
was suspended, the Varian commission still sat to perform its
vindictive work on the friends of the allies,^®
on,®

other penalties imposed by ServilinS Isanricus on Caelius Rufus (see p, 171)
the transference of his fanctions to another praetor, i6. re itpo<Ti\KovTo. rg

dAAy

ruv

wm

irpcKr^ro^e.

m.

68, 134 ‘‘qnaestores, legates, praefeetos, tribunos suo^
multi luiasog fecerunt et de provioda decedere jnssemnt, quod iUorum culpa se
^

Cic,

in

rirr.

minus commode audire arbitrarentur, aut quod peccare ipsos aliqua in re
® Liv. iii. 27
® C./.A. vi. n. 895.
rii 9.
^ Liv. iii. 3
® Liv. iiL 5
Cic. FhH, v, 12, 31.
vi. 7 { Cic. l.c,
;
;
* Mommsen con,iectiircs that, on tlie occasion of every public funeral in the
’ Liv. x. 21.
forum, a
justUium was declared {Siaatsr, i. p. 251 n. 4).
® Cic, de Har. Resp. 26, 55 “justitium edici oportere, jurisdiclionem inter-

judicarent.’'

;

mitti, claudi aerarium, judicia tolli."
Cic.

bellum

Of. Plut. Ti, GrtLcch,

10

;

Cic. j>ro

Plancio

^ Liv. vi. 7.

14, 33,

Brut

89, 304 “exercebatur una lege judicium Varia,

interiuissig.”

ceteris propter
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Such was the constitutional employment of
power.

But

CHAl*.

this exceptional

value as a political weapon was too obvious
to be part of the armoury of the tribunes.

its

for it to fail

We

have seen the use to which it was put by the tribune Licinius ; ^
and his example was followed in the last century of the Republic
by his great successor in agrarian agitation, Ti. Gracchus. In
133 he published an edict “prohibiting all other magistrates
from transacting business until the voting on his law was
finished ; he put his own seals on the temple of Saturn, that
the quaestors might not draw money out or pay money in ; he
announced a fine that he would inflict on praetors who ventured
to disobey, so that each in terror abandojied the administration

which had

been confided to him.”^

magistrates, the consul

and

praetor, could

Tiio

higher patrician

employ no such direct

weapon. They could, however, indirectly check the passing of
a pleMsciium by a&signiug to a comitial day one of those movable feasts, the date of which was fixed by their authority,® and
thus making

it

a dies fasius.

though sometimes employed to describe the power
of prohibition which we have just discussed,^ is more properly
applied to the power possessed, not only by higher magistrates,
but by those of equal authority, of vetoing acts already performed
by magistrates of equal or lower authority. It was an outcome,
therefore, not only of major but of par potestasy and its invariable
consequence was the invalidity of the act against which it was
levelled.
The intercession accompanied the par poiesias of the
consuls ; with the creation of lower magistrates the conception
of major poiesias as giving this power arose, and the culminating
Intercession

was the creation of the
was the great safeguard against illegal or inequitable acta performed by magistrates, who were irresponsible during
their year of office, and the tribune's major potestas over every
point in the history of the intercession
tribunate.

magistrate

It

made him

the guardian of the interests, originally of

the Plebs and later of the whole community.
veto to be valuable should imply some knowledge of the

A

vetoed ; and thus we are not surprised to find that,
except in the case of the tribune, the iniercessio was generally
confined within the limits of collcagueship.
Thus the dictator
busines?^

^ Plut. Ti, Qracch. 10.
(Feriae) imperativae sunt, quas consnlea vel praetorea pro arbitrio poteS'
^
by Livy {x, S7).
tatla indicuat " (Macrgb. SaUm. i, 16, 6).
'

p. 119.

^

“
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against the consul, the consul against the praetor

it is

not improbable that the consul could veto the acts

and quaestor who were not his colleagues.'
The tribune, outside the bounds of his own college, could
employ the intercession against all the patrician magistrates
except tlie dictator
against the consul, praetor, aedile, and
The growth of the Roman constitution, however,
quaestor.
created^ magistrates between whom no relation which justified
of the aedile

—

the veto could bo imagined to exist; none, for instance, could
be established between the aedile and quaestor or between the

consul and censor, and accordingly these magistrates

had no
power of impeding one another’s actions.
Three general limitations existed, which alone made this
strange power a practical working principle of the constitution.
The first, which was necessary to prevent utter confusion, was
the finality of the intercession.

The veto could not be

vetoed,

and the act which had been declared void could not be again

A

made

valid by the exercise of this power.
second was its
purely dvil character; in the field divided command was not
tolerated, and the in to cession, therefore, did not exist.
third
was that the veto could only be directed against what was

A

i

We

clearly the act of a magistrate.

shall find instances of this

rule in the special applications of the intercession;

an important
was that neither the verdict of a judex in
civil cases, nor,
after the growth of the standing criminal
courts, of the judices in these guaestiones could be quashed by a
consequence of

it

magistrate.

The intercession may conveniently be considered from the
point of view of three spheres of magisterial power against which
it

was directed

—

the

decree (edictum^)^ the

rogatio,

and the

senaius corisuKum.
(i.) The intercession might be directed against decrees of
any kind against those issued in the course of civil jurisdiction
by the praetor, in the course of criminal jurisdiction by the

—

consul, aedile, or quaestor, or in

ments
in

all

of administration

the exercise of other depart-

such as the military levy.

these cases rested

on

appellation

the

Intercession

request

for

help

^
No instance of such a veto being exercised at Rome is known ; but it is
recognised in the municipal law of Salpensa (Bruns Fontea) c, 27.
^ Or decreium.
The formal difference is slight ; by the end of the Republic

cdictum

ia

a

decrefum a more special (and generally judicial) command.

N
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{awdliim) made by the individual who felt himself injured by
the decree.
The appeal had to he made personally to the
Thus
magistrate and the iniermsi^ exercised personally by him.
we find tribunes tracking the footsteps of consuls to offer help
on the occasion of an expected levy,^ and a praetor taking up
position

his

chair of

to the

close

In

appeals from his decisions.^

his

colleague,

civil jurisdiction

waiting for
the intercessw

might be employed at any stage of the proceedings before the
(m jure) ; the appeal was usually from one of the
city praetors to another, although they might possess different
The general principle was to
judicial departments
give the mutual right of veto to magistrates possessing somewhat
But this rule did not apply
similar authority and knowledge.
^
to the tribune.
His interference was directed against both civil
and criminal jurisdiction, ^nd against the exercise of adminimagistrate

strative power, especially that of the consul.

In such cases as
the consular conscription or the quaestor’s collection of the taxes/
it is not the general decree that is opposed by the tribune, but
application

its

magistrate.

individual

to

An

appeal

by the

cases

kind

this

of

made

coercUto

to

the

of

the

tribunes

became the subject of a quasi -judicial process,
A
it had been made to the whole college.^
picture of this process, which has been preserved, shows the
the appellants and the
appeal made from a consular levy
sometimes
especially

if

;

magistrate appealed against appear before the benches of the
the collegium weiglis the
tribunes (ad suisellia irid'Uiwrum)

arguments and then gives
of its decision.®

its verdict,

sometimes with the grounds

It is possible that the college

tta feidiug by
^

may

in

these

‘a,

Liv. iv. 55.

Cae 3 . Bell. Oiv. iii. 20 (Caelius Bofas) ^‘tribuDal Huum jnita C. Treboni
praetoris urban! Bellara collocavit, et si quia appellavisset , , . fore anxilio polUcebatur," For tbe conaequejit necessity of the presence of the tribnnes in Bo/na
*

see p. 94.
* Thus Verres, who was praetcr urbanus, had his decisions
who was probably jjraetor peregnnus^ in cases where Verres had

to his

own

edict.

Cic. in Verr.

i.

46,

119

;

cf.

Caes.

vetoed by Piso,
decided contrary

l.c.

Of the four private-law speeches of Cicero, two, those for Qninctius and
Tullius, show tjie request for tribun ician interference with the praetor’s Jurisdiction.
postulant ut excipiantur haec, inexplicabiHa,
Cf. Cic. Acad. Prior. iL 30, 97
Tribunum aliquera ceuseo adeant {(il» videant) ; a me istara exceptionem nunquam
*

impetrabunt.

”

tribunes promise ’^cogiiituros se de

^

The

^

Liv. xlLi. 33.

® Liv. xxxiii. 42.

quo

appellati essent” (Liv.
* Ascou. in Milon.
p, 47.

xJii. 32)*
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although,

if

17&

one tribune persevered in the veto, he might over-

rule the assent of all his colleagues-

The

(ii.)

power

intercession against a rogalio, as contrasted with the

of forbid dij)g a magistrate to question the people,^

became

a very early period of the Republic the exclusive right of the
It might be pronounced in any of the assemblies and
tribune.

at

against any kind of measure brought before these assemblies

against elections,^ against
the lex curiaiay^

legeSy

and against

including formal acts such as
Custom had caused the

intercession against a rogaiio to he guided

by

certain formalities

seems to have been irregular to pronounce the veto before
the day of voting had arrived,^ and indeed before the speeches
for and against the law had been made,®
In the case of laws,
the correct time for interposing the veto seems to have been the
moment when the introdnctoiy acts of the magistrate were
over and before the voting had commenced ; ^ in elections we
it

find the tribune interceding after the first tribe
(lil.)

The

had voted.®

intercession against a decree of the Senate {semius

was in theory a veto of the magistrate's decree on
which he had taken advice. It resided originally with the par
consullum)

It was exercised by the tribune against the
and praetor, and throughout the greater part
of the history of the Eepublic by the consul against the consul/^

majorve poicstas.

tribune,® consul/®

The

tribune possessed the right of vetoing senatorial decrees at
the time when he had not* only no power of summoning the

Senate, but not even a seat in the House.
In early days he
placed his bench before the open doors for the purpose of

examining decrees which were passed out to him and signifying
his approval or dissent,^
But, when in course of time the
^

p. 174,

* Cic.

^ Cic.

de Leg. Agr.

it,

12, 30.

ad dU.

iv. 16,

6

Liv. jjr. 21

“cum

ita traditum caset,

® Liv. iv.
*

50

;

xxv. 2.

Plat. Ti. Gracch, 10.

Ascod. in Comei. p. 58.
ne quia priua Intcrcedat
privatia auadendi dissuadendique legem potestas facta esset'*
^ Liv. xxviL 6.
Momma. Staatsr. L p. 285.
®

» Cic.

^

C\e.

^

pro

ad

;

Sest. 31, 68.
f'am, x. 12, 3

ib.

and

legi,

quam

34, 74.

4.

Uf. XXX. 43.
Cocaular interceasioD againat the praetor was unseDeiaaary,
since the praetor did not usually BUinmon the Senate while the consul was at
Rome.
Val. Ma^f. li. 2, 7 “Iliad qawjne meinOriA repetendum esfc, qaod tribnnis
plebia intrare ctniam non licebat, ante valvaa antem positia snbBelliis decreta

patmm
non

attentiasima cura exaniinabant, «t, ai qua ex eis improbassent, rata esse
Itaque veteribus eenatua consul tis C. litera subscribi solebat,

sinerent.
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taking part in

debate and

of

the Senate, his intercession came to replace that of

and although the consular veto of a senatus consvltum
;
continued to be employed long after that against a rogaiio had
ceased to be recognised, it ia not found after the time of Sulla
Here again the tendency was to make the tribunate
(81
the sole prohibitive power, and the tribune the solo guardian of
the consuls

the law.

The

exercise of the veto in the Senate was simplified

by the

who

intended to impede the resolution, signifying
his intention beforehand.
This is the meaning of the declaration often made by a magistrate in the Senate, e.g. by the consul,
that he would not allow any business to proceed ” {non ^asswrum
quicquam agi)J^ This declaration saved the time of the House,
since the veto was not pronounced during the debate, but usually
after the voting on the measure^ or while the voting was in
magistrate,

Hence the veto did not interrupt the procedure, nor
even the threat of the veto suspend the particular business. The
motion on which the veto had been put was, if approved by a
majority of the Senate, drawn up as a resolution of the House
{senatus audoritas). It had lost its binding legal force as a decree,
but it remained as an opinion for the guidance of any magistrate
who cared to respect it. Sometimes the Senate requested the
magistrate to suspend the intercession {iniercessionem remitter
and sometimes attached to a particular decree a general vote of
censure on any magistrate who should veto it.®
The intercession on certain kinds of senaius consuUa might be forbidden
progress.*

by law* Thus the lex Sem/pronia {de provinciis consularibus) of
123 B.a forbade the employment of the veto on the senatorial
assignment of the consular provinces.'^
eaque nota significabatur ilia tribunes quoque censuisse.*' In S.C.O. translated
into Greek it appears 03
{S.O.G. de Tkisbaads, Bruns FoiUes).
In those
given in Cic. ad Fam. viii. 8. 6, the letters **i. n.” (sometimes interpreted
“intercessit nemo ’*) are probably a corruption for censutre,
^ MomiCB. SUmtsr. i. p. 282 n.
7 ; combated by Willems Lt SSnat p. 200 n. 2.
* Liv. xxvi.
XXX, 40 ; cf. iliL 10 “Popillius . . . prae se ferens si quid
j
decemerent, intercessurum, collegam deterruit,”
*

Vnb Max. ii. % 7.
ad Fam. x. 12, 3.
Cic. ad Fam. viii. 8, 6

^ Cic.
®

contra

rem publicam

®

Liv. xxxvi. 40.

“ qui impedierit prohibuerit,

eum senatum

existimare

fecisse.’*

Cic, de Ptoo. Con. 8, 17 ; pro Dotoo 9, 24. Intercession in jurisdiction and
administration is sometimes forbidden in municipal laws : Lex RvbrUi i 50 ;
Vrsonensis c. 72 (Bnina Forties).

to
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needless to say that, with this conflict of authority,

of responsibility in the Eoman
magistracy; for that implies a unity of power.
Bub a description of what may be called the second element of responsibility,
the capacity for being punished, or for being forced to give
compensation, for a misuse of functions, will form a fitting

there

was no true theory

complement

The

to the history of the intercession.

civil

and

criminal

responsibility

of

was

magistrates

enforced by the same courts and the same processes by which

ordinary citizens were tried.
The only privilege which they
enjoyed was that, as a rule, they could not be tried for a
criminal offence during their year of office, and that none but
the magistrates without the vocaiio and prensio (Le. the quaestors
and aediles) could be summoned into the praetor^s court.'
There was no special category of political offences which the
magistrate alone could commit, although it is true that he was
more specially liable than ordinary citizens to be tried for
certain crimes ; his greater capacity for doing harm to the state
Dy cowardice or ignorance would expose him more than the
ordinary citizen to a charge of perduellio but the Judicium populi
tried him as a citizen, not as a magistrate, and the general rule
that a magistrate was exempt from prosecution during his year
of office made him, in fact, a privalus when he stood his trial.
The commission of delicts, which were not cognisable by the
popular courts, would have brought him before the ordinary
civil tribunals.
If ho robbed a citizen, it was furlum; if he
assaulted him in a manner not justified by his power of coerciiio,
it was injuria.
There was indeed one delict which only a
magistrate or an official could commit appropriation of the
state funds.
In very early times this may have been brought
under the expansive conception of perduellio^ and punished
criminally,^
few early laws, such as the fifth century lez de

—

A

ambilUj were directed exclusively against magistrates or candidates
1

for

a

magistracy

Varro ap, Gell.

xiii.

;

these

laws doubtless

specified

13 “Qui poteatatem neque vocationia populi

the

viritira

eos magistrstua a privato iu jus quoque vocari est
poteatas.*'
The context shows that they were practically as exempt as the
higher magistrates.
hal>6nt neque

preasionis,

* Nothing is known of the early history of peculatus.
The word Itself, “the
misappropriation of cattle,*' which had been collected as fines, shows the antiquity
of the ofleuce described by Varro {L.L. v. 95) as peculatus ptihlicita.
For the
early procedure see hlommsen Strafrechi p. 768*
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penalty to be imposed/ but their interpretation was

the

left to

ordinary organs of criminal justice, the comUia,
But, as the foreign activity of Rome increased, and greater
individual responsibility devolved on commanders distant from
the centre of affairs and severed from all collegiate control, the
of magisterial wrong-doing became
allow of the continuance of this simple system.
possibilities

too great to

The

original

theory was not, indeed, abandoned; the magistrate was tried
before the same civil and criminal courts as the ordinary citizen

but the

step in the differentiation of ordinary from political
initiatory steps in criminal

first

was made when the

jarisdiction

proceedings against the magistrate were
special office.

— that

It

made the duty

of a

was the tribunes who were now used by the

—

by the Senate ^aa public prosecutors in criminal
was a rough kind of justice which they meted out
the various charges which they brought could hardly be described by specific names, and in few cases was a penalty fixed
by law.
They formulated a punishment and brought it before
state

matters.

is,

It

the people, appearing as accusers either before the tribes or,
when the penalty they proposed was a capital one, before the
centuries, and the people, by a special legislative act, accepted or
rejected their proposal*

Their superior pcteslas and, when the

injury was done to their person, their $<jLcro$mciita$ gave them
the legal right to coerce any magistrate into appealing or to

bring

him

to trial during hia year of office

;

but so strong was

the feeling against this indignity to the magistracy that the
veto of a colleague postponed the decision until the expiry of

the

official

diction

was

functions of the delinquent^
not, however, directed

but against any individuals
*

who

solely

held an

This political

juris-

against magistrates,

official position,

In Polybius* time bribery woa a capital offenca at

Romo

against

(Polyb.

vi

66 ).
Polyb. Vi. 14.
The people are often judges of money penalties, when the
offence can be valued in money, jeal /LdXtiTTa roils rds
dayArov Bk icpliffi fiht^QS,
Ct c. 15, Tbo greatest; source of the power of the
people is that dTrortffc/iA'OUS rijv dpx'fjp
dtt ris cildtJras
^

rtirpay^vt^v,
^

Liv. zxiv.

43 (214

B.C.,

the tribune Metellns prosecutes the censors Furlua

and AtUiua) “ Sed novem tribnnornm nuxilio vetiti caneam in magistTaln tiicere
dimiasique fuerant ; Suet Coes, 23 (Caesar on leaving for Gaul) “ a L. Antistio,
tr.

pt, postulatus,

appellate detnutn coUegio, obtinuit,

cum

reipublicse cauaa

no beret” In the case of the trial of the censors of 169 B.C. (Liv.
zlUt 161 the accused agree to be put on their trial during their tenure of office.
abesset, reus
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staff-officera [legaii) of a generaV against envoys ^ and senators,*
and even against the farmers of the revenue (puhlicani),^ The
usual victims, however, were consuls and praetors, and the
offences cliarged were mainly such as came under the conceptions
of treason,^ or were open violations of the rules governing
the magistracy;* but sometimes they were wrongs done to
individuals, such as might have come before the civil courts,^
The growth of Romeos provincial territory made the continue
ance of this clumsy and casual jurisdiction impossible.
The

the

creation of the standing criminal

courts (quaestiones perpetuae),

with their presidents and juries, was the reaction of the provinces
on Rome.
We shall speak elsewhere of the mixed character of
these courts, which were formed of a fusion of ideas borrowed
from the criminal and civil law.
The earliest which were
created supplied a readier redress and severer pimishments for

than

the delicts of magistrates

Others were based

on the

the

courts

civil

classification

could

of political

The

great codification of the criminal law effected

(81

B.C.)

^though

rendered
it

the

tribunician

by Sulla

superfluous,

jurisdiction

during the

reappeared at intervals

still

give.

offences.

party

struggles of the close of the Republic.

We

now reviewed

have

every

important aspect of

the

general; but before going on to describe the
separate functions of the magistrates in administration, so far

magistracy in

as these have not been already anticipated,
to touch slightly
office at

Rome.

on the formal conditions

it

will

be convenient

requisite for holding

These conditions often illustrate the magistrate's
and they sometimes create real limitations

position in the state,

on

his power.

The
*

qualifications for public office {jvs

LiT. ixii.

populum ab

22 (204

B.O.).

hoTWrum petemdmim)

Plemim'us and his colleagues were

product! ad

tribunts."

* ib. VI. 1 “ Q, Eabio . . , ab Cn. Marcio tribuno plebis dicta dies est, quod
legatus in Gallos, ad quos missus erat orator, contra jus gentium pugnasset.”
® ih. Up. 69 ‘^L. Appiileius Satuminus , . . Metello Numidico, eo quod in

earn (the agrarian law)
*

® 6.g.

non juraverat, diem dixit

(Postumius a publtcanusj for shipwrecking and

XXV. 3
of shipwreck).
ib.

waging war without authorisation (Ascon. in ComHian.

false

p. 80,

reports

104 n.a),

disgraceful flight imperilling the safely of others (Liv. xxvi. 2, 211 B.C.),
^ Exceeding the legal duration of a magistracy, in this case the dictatorship
(Cic.

de oy.

iii.

31, 112),

’ Liv. xliii 7,

The

8 (170 D.O.).

instance,

though typical,

is

not historic.
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were based on the general principle that for patrician magistracies

a!iy

was
But to

citizen

plebeian birth. ^

eligible/

partly on the idea of the

limitations based

only those

plebeian

for

this general rule there

of

were certain

dignity of

partly on the view that experience of a certain kind

office,

was neces-

sary for the fulfilment of such responsible functions.
first place, citizenship had not its private-law conFreodmen may not have been de jure excluded from
ofiScej* but the lists of magistrates show that not only were
the eons of freed men ineligible, but that the magistracy was

In the

notation.

who coold boast a free grandfather.^
In the second place, certain careers were considered as a

practically reserved to those

necessary preliminary
from, the magistracy.

to,

others as a necessary disqualification

In a military city like

Kome

one

is

not

a certain amount of military service was
one who might have to lead the armies of tlie

surprised to find

that

demanded of
state, and that during the

greater part of the Republic the
cend were wholly excluded from the magistracy.
The
length of service required from the infantry soldier is unknown
capiie

from the cgucs

equua pufiJioo it

was ten

years* service

in the

camp

or the province,"® as late as the time of C. Gracchus (124 B.o.).®

This military qualification gives us a minimum age of twentyeight as being necessary for the holding of the quaestorsbip.
In the Ciceronian period, on the other hand, the age was thirty,"^
and the military qualification, although it still partially survived
in municipal law,® seems to have been abolished for Rome.
Conversely, the exercise of any trade or profession for which
payment wag received wag a disqualification for office, as long
^

Tac.

Ann.

id.

22

*'Aptid

majores
”

.

.

flderent, licitum petere magistmtos.
* Featua p. 231 ^plebeium magislratum

Aug. 10.
This seems shown by Suet. Claud. 24

plebe
3

.

cunctis civium,

neminem capers

si

boDia artibus

licet,

nisi

qni ei

Cf. Suet,

eat.*'

(see p. 135).

*

Momma.

®

Lex Julia MunicipalU (Bruns Fontes)

Exceptional elections of the sons of freedmen
Stoatsr. L p. 488.
are found in 304 B.c, (Liv- ix. 46, Cn. Flavius (see p. 185) as aedile) and in the
year 100 b.o. (App. B.C, I 33).
1.

92 “in

castreU

inve

pro*

nneieu”
® Plut.
^

There

<7.

is

Oracch, 2.
also evidence for this as the

minimum

age at a period earlier than

see Cic. in Verr. ii, 49, 1 22.
^ In Caesar's municipal law (45 B.o.) the qualification for a municipal magistracy is either thirty years of age or a certain length of service six 3’ears on
foot or three on horseback {L.J.Af. 1. 89).
Cicero's political career

;

—
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was exercised.^ This was, to some
an outcome of the prejudice against /Sarawia found
amongst all military peoples;^ but, as offices at Rome were
unpaid, it was also a necessary provision for securing due
as the trade or profession

extent,

attention to the discharge of the duties of the magistracy.

Thirdly, access to the magistracy might be hindered by the
past moral delinquencies of an individual or his criminal con-

a mistake to suppose that there was a definite
excluded from office at Rome.
Certain criminal
laws made temporary or permanent exclusion from the magisExclusion on kindred grounds
tracy one of their sanctions.
notorious moral lapses of the candidate, his previous condemnation in a disgraceful civil suit^ the fact that a prosecution for a
crime was at that moment hanging over his head was entirely
the work of the magistrate who presided over the elections.
He acted entirely on his own discretion, although naturally on
the advice of a cormlium of experienced men, in declining to
receive the name of such a candidate,^
This remarkable power
was the outcome of the still surviving theory that the magistrate
nominated his successor, and that the election by the people was
only a complementary act.
Other limitations to the attainment of magistracy were
determined by the previous holding of office.
The magistrate
who presided over the filling up of a vacancy in the regular
magistracies might not return himself as elected;^ and two
laws further provided that, if a new office was established by
statute, neither the rogator of the measure nor his colleagues or
relatives should be eligible to the post.^

demnation.

It

is

class of infames

—

^
Li(v. ly. 46 (of tlje election of Cn. F/aviua to tiie ccmZe aediZeship) "fnvenio
quibnsdarn annalibna, cum atlparcret aedilibua . ,
neque accipi nomen, quia
Bcriptum laceiftt, tabuiam posuisae et juraaae, se scriptum uoa feGtumm,’*
^ Cic. de 0^, L 42, 150; in later Roman law spoken of aa vililas; see
Greenidge /Ti/ain-ia
Roirvati Low pp. 12, 103.
* CXc. pro Cluent, 42, 119
Schol. Bob. in Cic. pro SuUa 5, 17, p. 361 Orell.
;
Cic. pro Rose, Com. 6, 16 ; Tertull. de Sped, 22 ; Ascon. in oral, in Tog. CoTid.
Lex Julia Munic, 7, 104 ; Dig. 4^, 7, 1.
these passages ore discussed
p.
;
in Green idge Irjamia in Roman Law pp, 18-40 and 187.
*
Liv, iii. 35 ‘‘Are haec erat; ne semet ipse creare posset; quod praeter
tribunoa plebi (et id ipsum peasimo exemplo) nemo unquam fecisset.’*
The
revolutionary period shows Ciiina and Carbo nominating themselves consuls for
two successive years (Liv. £p. 83) and Caesar es dictator presiding over his own
election to the coueulahip (Caes. B.O, iii. 1, 1).
® Cic. de Leg. Agr. it
8, 21 **Liemia est lex atqae altera Aebutia, quae non
modo eum, qui tulerit de aliqua curatione ac polcstate, sed etiam coUegas ejus.
cogaatos, afflnea excipit, ne els ea potesUa curatiove maudetur."

in

.

m
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The continuation and accumulation of magistracies were also
forbidden hy plebiscita of the year 342 B.G., which enacted that
at least ten years must elapse between the tenures of the same
magistracy, and that two magistracies should not be held
together in the same year.^
Such legislation was the starting^
point for a series of measures known as leges annates, which

which the various magistracies must be
held (certns ordo magistratuum),^ the age which qualified for each,
the interval which must elapse between the holding of any two,
and that which must intervene between the holding of the same,
magistracies.
In the year 180 b.c. the lex Fillia, a plehisciium
specified the order in

a comprehensive character, was passed, which specified the
age at which each magistracy might be held;® it appears also to
have fixed the interval which must elapse between, the holding
of two patrician magistracies, since from about this period we
find the beginning of the rule, which held good in Cicero's day,
of

that a biennial interval

must be observed between the

the gradns honoram^

offices in

patrician

Finally, Sulla in 81 B.O. re-enacted

same
must be held

the rules about the certus ordo and the interval between the

by declaring that

magistracies

the quaestorship

before the praetorship, and the praetorship before the consulate,
and that ten years must elapse before the resumption of the
same magistracy.^
The validity of election was dependent on the observance
of certain forms, the first of which was concerned with the
^

Lw,

vfi*

A2

plebiscitis

cauium ne quia eundem magt stratum

iiitra

Of. x. 1 3.
decern annos caperet ; neu duos magistratua uno anno gereret.**
^ Cic. <U Leg. Agr. it
9, 24 ‘*ne in iia qnidem magistratibus quorum certua

ordo est"
*

Liv,

xl.

anno rogatio primum

44

lata est

ab

L.

Villio tr. pi.,

quot

quemque magistratum

peterent caperentque.'' It probably accepted
the age of twenty-eight for the quaestorship ; the minimum age for the consulship
in the time of Cicero was forty -three {Phil. r. 17, 48) ; that for the praetorship
19 quite unknown ; thirty-five and forty have been conjectured.
*
Cic. ad Fwm. x. 25, 2 **non est annns hie tibi destinatus, nt, si aedilis
fuiasea, poet biennium tuns annus csset*’ (i.e. for election to the praetorship).
To be elected in the earliest year, when one is qualified by the interval, is to
aniios nati

attain a magistracy

“anno

sibi destinato*' (l.c,) or

“suo anno”

{Cic.

Mil.

9,

Momins. Siaatsr, i. pp. 527, 529. The principle of at least one year’s interval
seems to have applied to the transition from plebeian to patrician ma^stracies in
the form that candidature during the holding of any olfice waa forbidden (Mornnis.
24).

SlaaisT.
®

i.

App.

p.

533).

B.(7,

arparry-yriffai,

SiaytviaOai,

i.

/cal

100
Ti]v

ical

dpxV

diraTe

irplv

a&rjiy a^OiS

Tafuevaat

iral

viraredetir wplp
irply

Sha
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While the tribune alone could be the

presiding magistrate.

president at the election of plebeian magistrates, the consuls and
praetors created the magisiralus pqpiUi^ but, as

shown

in connexion with the irdenegnum^

we have

already

none but a consul

could preside at the consular and praetorian elections.
The first act of the candidate was to send in his
(projiten) to the

had to be mnde three weteks {trimim nundinum^
before the date of election.

die$)^

A

list

name

This professio

magistrate destined to preside.
of

infra legUimos

the candidates

was then prepared for the people^ after the magistrate had
examined their names and satisfied himself of the qualifications
of the competitors.

Up to the middle of

the last century b.c. the

Rome; but between

the years 63 and
some unknown law enacted that they should make the
professio in person,^ and a similar clause was again inserted in
During the interval
Pompeiua* law dt jure magistraiuum of 52
between the professio and the election, canvassing, which had
commenced long before the open profession of candidature, became

candidates need not be in

60

B.C.

Legitimate amhUio almost rose to the dignity of a
The aspirant, in a daz 2lingly whitened robe (candidaiuB)y surrounded by a cortege and accompanied by a slave
with a good memory for names (nomenclator), affably saluted all
the citizens whom he met, and shook hands warmly with the
rustic voter.
Rome*s habit of extending her franchise made the
country vote always of some importance ; but after the social
war the canvassing that followed the professio was as nothing
The municipal
compared with that which had preceded it
voters, who could not come up for ordinary legislative business,
brisker.

formal

act.

flocked to

Rome

Lacinian promontory.
^ Cic,

summer

for the elections in the

success all Italy liad

;

and

praesentem tTmum
petitiurum *'
xvi. 12, S
“post paulo Catilina pecimiarum repetuudanim reus prohi^itua

ad Fam.

Sallust, Cat, 18

to secure

be sounded from the Padus to the
Canvassing on this gigantic scale required

to

;

The
quod intra legitimos diea profiteii nequi^erit.**
was probably twenty-four days. See the section on the cemitia,
Plut, Aem, Padl, 3 ; Suit. 5.
® Cic. de Leg. Agr, it. 9, 24 (63 B.O.) “praesentem profiteii jubet, quod nulla
alia in lege unquam fuit, ne in iis quidem magistratibus quorum certus ordo est ’’
Suet. Cae9, 18 (60 B.c.) “cum edictis jamcomitiie ratio ejua haberi non posset . . .
et ambienti ut legibus aolveretur multi contradieerent, coactus est triumphum,

€rat conaulatum petere,
iuterval
^

ne consulatu excluderetur, dimittere.*' Cf. Plut.
* Dio Cass, xl. 58 (Pompeiua) rbv irqol rwv
Toi)»

dr Sura

Tiva.

4Trayy^^ovTa.<s Is r^v

alpfTff6ai, irapi]p,cXTjM^voj» leCu

Cctes, 13.

tKK\T}<yioLv

d^cwduraro.

vbpLov rhv /ceXeiJovra
ATrai^T^y,

ix-riSivQ
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time and an elaborate organisation.
to canvass

CHAP.

find Cicero beginning

on 17bh July 65 B.a for the consular

elections in

and men better circumstanced in birth, wealth, and rank
commenced operations by setting in motion a vast machine,
which had as its head some noble coterie at Rome {sodaliias\
and as its instruments the election agents (divisores), each of
whom took charge of a portion of a tribe. The means used
were not necessarily illegitimate, although the names of the
divisores became associated with bribery,^ and a series of laws
not longer, however, than the chain of enactments which Rome
usually devoted to some special theme
strove by ever-increasing
penalties to stamp out an evil which disappeared only with the
64

;

—

popular assemblies themselves.
After the people had chosen the

new

magistrate

by

their

duty had to be performed by the president in
the shape of the renuntialio^ or formal announcement of the
result of the election.
That this was not a purely formal act is
shown by the president's power to refuse to return a legally,
or even morally, unqualified candidate who had slipped through
suffrage, a final

the previous stages of election.^
If

we

believe that the king during his lifetime nominated

must from the first have been an interval
between appointment to and entrance on office. This interval
existed throughout the Republic for most of the annual magis-

his successor,^ there

tracies; only the dictator, the censors, the magistrates created

as the result of ,an interregnum {ex i7derreg7io\ or those elected
to

fill

up a place that had become vacant {suffecti\ entered office
their election.
For the ordinary magistrates

immediately on

ihere W'as a. m<3r^ or less considerable inter ml het^^^een election
and entrance on office; for the patrician n:^agistracies it had

were one of the last acts
consuls and praetors
of the third century on 15th March,*

originally been short, for the elections

of the consults annual reign, and the

entered
^

office

Heuce

from the close

their association with seqtiestres

new

— the

agents in whose hands the

Q. Cic. de Pel. Cons. H, 67.
132 “neve quis ejua rationero comitieis conciliove
[habeto, neive quis quern, sei ad versus ea comitieLs conciliove] creatum est,
Palicanum num sndragils
renuiitiato/'
In 67 D.O. the consul Pisa, questioned
populi consulera creatum renuntiaturus esset,*^ answered ^*non renuutialw”
(Val. Max. iii. 8, 3).

candidate deposited money.
^

Lex

*

p.

*

Mommsen

Jul.

Munic,

Cic. pro Plarui, 18,

19

;

I.

47.

{SlacUsr. i.p. 599) places this

change in 222

fi.C.

lav. xxxi. 5, etc
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on 1st January.^
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in the closing years of the

by
were universally held in the month of July
and this gave a six-months^ interval between election and
entrance on office for the consuls and praetors, and one of more
than four months for the quaestors and tribunes, who assumed
their functions on 5th and 10th December respectively.^
Daring this interval the magistrate elect was designatuSy and,
though his mperium or poiesias was necessarily dormant, he had
a distinct position in the state and could exercise certain official

Republic-

—the

Sulla

in consequence of a change introduced

elections

;

functions preparatory to the magistracy, such as issuing edicts,

which would be binding after his entrance on office.^ Even
*
before the renuntiatio he had taken an oath of fealty to the state
one, however, that could only have been exacted when the
candidate was present at the election.
The entrance on office was signalised by another promise on
a custom which probably
oath to respect the laws (in leges )
grew out of the power of the people to bind either present or
future magistrates by an execratio to respect a certain lex,^
Refusal to take it within the period of five days was followed
only the Flamen Dialis, who might nob swear,
by loss of office

—

—

could claim exemption, and Avith the people's consent take the
During the later Republic we also find evioath by deputy.^

dences of an oath which closed the tenure of office the magis^
trates, on the expiry of their functions, addressed the people
and swore that, during their period of rule, they had wilfully
done nothing against the interest of the state but striven their
;

Utmost to promote its welfare.®
The assumption of the magistracy carried vdih

it

the right

—

^ Fasti PracMStini ((7.7. A. i. p, 364) “[aniijus iiov[u 3 iacipit], quia eo die
magfUtratus] ineunt : quod coepit [p. R.] c. a. DCL”
’ Quaestors (Cic.
Fifrr. Act. i. 10, 30 ; Lex de XX. quaest. in Bruns Forties

m

1.

15)

;

tribunes (Diouys.

vi.

89).

Dio Cass. xl. 66 ; Cic. in Vert. i. 41, 105 Liv, xxi. 63.
The Gxcratio is given by Pliny {Paneg. 64), “explanavit verbn quibus caput
suum, domum suam, si sciens fefellisset, deorum (Jwpiter and the Dii Penates) irae
consecraret”
* Cia ad Alt. ii. 18, 2 “habet .
. Campana
Lex (of the consul Caesar in 59
D,C.) execrationem in coutiono Candidatoruin.”
* Liv. xxxi. 50
if we may argue from rannicipal law {Lex ^lpen3 c. 26),
;
omission to take it due to mere neglect was visited in Ihe first instance by a fine.
*

;

*

.

>

^ Liv. l.c.
® Cic. ad Favu v.
2,

7 ; pro SuUa 11, 34 ; in Pison. 3, 6
Cicero, at the close of 63, varied the oath by swearing that he

pro Dotm 3.5, 94.
had saved the state.
;
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and indeed the duty
to exhibit certain external marks of
dignity which distinguished the masters of the community from
their subjects.
The lictors and the fasces were a survival from
the monarchy, and were employed as a token of dignity and for
the enforcement of the coerciiio by the magistrates with imperium,
on a scale, as will be seen when wo describe the different magistracies, proportioned to the strength of the imperium.
The
other magistrates possessed only the servants scrihae^ praecones,
accejisiy

viatcreSy servi publici

— necessary

their behests.

Like the

lictors,

the purple robe

—

for the carrying out of

—the almost universal symbol

world and the curule chair were inherited by the Eepublican magistrate ; but the royal robe could
be used only in the triumphal procession, where the other regal
insignia were revived,^ or for the celebration of festivals.®
In
the garb of peace of the curule magistrates the purple had become
a narrow hem {pi^aetexta) round the toga.
The quaestors, who
of royalty in the ancient

were nob included in

this

list,

seem

to

have worn no special

while the tribunes and plebeian aediles showed, by their
complete lack of magisterial insigniay that they were never
dress

;

regarded as magistrates of the community.
In the dress of war the regal colour also reappears.
outside the pomerium the magistrate

may don

The dagger

cloak (paludame?iium) worn over his armour.

worn round

now be

his neck or

on

Once

the scarlet military
(pugio)

®

and the axes, which can
were added signs of the un-

his waist,

enclosed in the fasces,

trammeled imperium.
The insignia were nob mere empty signs that bolstered up a
power which won no true respect. If the Senate appeared to
the envoy of Pyrrhus to be an assembly of kings, he was looking
at a body the members of which had for some period of their
lives received the homage due to kings.
The reverence for office
as a holy trust, which is such a characteristic feature of Re^
publican forms of government, was heightened in the Roman
mind by its genius for abstraction, which saw in the individual
holder of power not the magistrate but the magistracy, and by
its almost superstitious veneration for the forms of law.
It
was an obvious thing to Romans that they must spring from their
»

^

p. 46.

Uv.

V.

41.

mentioned more frequently than the sword {gladius) as the
distinctive sign of military power.
Moatms. Siaalsr, t p. 434 n. 1,
®

The dagger

is
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when they met a magistrate riding/ that they must make
him on the path, that they must rise from their seat as
he passed by, and that they must stand bareheaded before him
in the contio or the comitia.
The occasional Roman, to whom
these things were not obvious, was soon reminded of his duties
by the coercitio of the magistrate, who had the fullest means of
protecting his own dignity his life had been made by the law
horse

room

for

;

sacred as the
safety of a

life

Roman

ef the state

itself, for

magistrate was treason

§ 2.

an attempt on the

(pei'duellio).

7Tie Individual Magistracies

After this general review of the magistracy,

we may

glance

at the precise place in the state administration assigned to the

separate magistrates, so far as the record of their duties has nob

been already anticipated.
The Dictator

The only true mode of creating a dictator (dicere dictatorem)
was through nomination by one of the consuls/ who, as we' have
to avoid unfavourable omens, pronounced his selection
between midnight and morning,® The question, which consul
was to exercise this power, was decided either by the possession
of the fasces, which belonged only to the acting consul, or by
one of the two favourite modes of settling questions of collegiate
action, agreement {comparaiio) or the use of the lob {sortiiio),^
seen,

But

this purely consular function came in time, like all extraordinary acts of administration, to be usurped by the Senate.

At what
annalists
^

period this result was attained we cannot say ; for the
have transferred the constitutional observances of the

Hence sucli phrases aa decedere via^ descendere equju^ admrgere
cajmi
The senators were in the habit of lising from their seats when the

apervre.

consul entered the Curia (Cic. vti Pis, 12, 26).
^
decree of the augurs in 426 B.O. declared the consular tribunes capable of
this nominatiozi (Liv. ir, 31).
* p. 165.
^ Liv. viii. 12 ‘‘Aemilius, cujus turn fasces erant, collegom dictatorem dixit”
;
iv. 26 “ Sors, nt dictatorem diceret (nam ne id quidem inter coUegas convencrat)
T. Qiiinctio evenit”; iv. 21 “Vergiuius, dum collegam consuleret, moratua,
permittente eo, nocte dictatorem dixit.”

A

m
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Finally, the point was
third century B,C. to the earliest times.^
reached at which, the Senate not only suggested the adviaability
of nomination but the name of the nominee ; ^ opposition to
these instructions was constitutionally possible,^ but was borne
down by the de facto power of the Senate with the tribunate as
its

By

instrument.

had further

the close of the fourth century

B.C.

custom

fixed the rule that the person

The

a past holder of the consulship.^

the dictator could be nominated only on

created should be
ancient provision that

Roman

soil

was found

impossible of observance, since the consul, when he received the
Senate^s message, was often far distant from the city, and ager

Romanus was, in true Roman fashion, liberally interpreted to
include the whole of Italy.® After the nomination of the new
The
magistrate his imperium was confirmed by a> lex curiataf
were in one respect greater even than

insignia of the dictator

those of the king.

As the

consul

had inherited the twelve regal

the dictator, in order that his higher imperium might be
more clearly shown, was preceded by twenty-four;^ and the
Tiie
axes were seen with the fasces even within the walls,®
lictors,

dictator appointed to

meet an emergency either of war or revolu-

tion® bore no special designation which had reference to this
emergency, but was aptly described as created for carrying on

the business of the state (rei gerundae causa)}^ But minor needs
of peace might lead to the nomination of a dictator for a special
purpose ; wa find a dictator appointed for holding elections
^ Liv, iv. 17 “senatus ,
dictatorem did Mam. Aemilium jussit” ; vii, 12
dictatorem did C. Sulpicium placuit. Consul ad id adcitus C. Plautius dixit.'’
^ ib. xxii- 67 (216 b.o.) “dictator ex auctoritate patrom dictua M. Junius.”
* ib. Ep, 19
Suet. Tib. 2 (the enforced abdication of Claudius GlicU,
;
nominated by Ctaudius Pulcber). In liv. iv. 26 tbe coercitio of the tribune is
represented as employed against the consuls ^who disobey,
*
Mommsen in O.LL. i. p. 557.
® Liv. xivil 5 (21 0 b.C.» ou the proposal of the consul to nombate a dictator
**
in Sicily)
patres extra Romanum agrum (cum autem in Italia terminari) negabant
* ib, ix. 38-39,
dictatorem did posse.”
^ Polyb. iil 87
but, as a rule, he was preceded by only twelve within the
;
walla (Liv. Ep. 89 “Sulla, dictator factus, quod nemo umquani fecerat, cum
,

,

**

fascibus viginti quatuor processit ”).
* Liv. ii. 18 ‘‘Create dictatore primuin

videruut,

maguus plebom metus

Uomae, postquam praeferri secures

incessit.”

* p. 85.
e.g- the dictator named by Livy (ix. 26) as “quaestionibus eiercendis” (31 4) is
mentioned in tbe F&at. Capitol, as “rei gerundae' causa” (Momms. Stoats, ij. p,
157 11 2) a dictator “ seditionia aedandae et rei genindae causa ” is found in the
.

;

Fasti for 368.
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making out

{camilicrum hahendarum causa\^ on one occasion for

the

of the

list

Senate {legendo

eeretnonial ot religions

senaiui),^

and others

purposes—for the

for purel^r

celebration of

games

faciendmiim causa)^ and the ordering of festivals
(feriarum constituendarum causa\^ and for driving the nail (dams
anmlis) into the temple of Jupiter {davi Jigendi aiusa\^ an act of
(ludonan

natural magic which was supposed to be a specific against pesti-

These dictators imminuto

lence.

jure^

appointed for a special

purpose, were expected to retire as soon as the function was

The

completed.®

six months^ tenure of the dictator ret gerandae

^

was never legally exceeded, but it might be shortened,
for it seems to have been necessary for the dictator to resign
when the consul who had nominated him retired from office.®
causa

The

creation of a dictator did not abolish the other magis-

it merely suspended their indej^eudeni
was a collega major given to the consuls,
who still continued under his direction to command armies,® and
even those troops which were levied by the dictator took the

of the people;

tracies

The

actinty.

•

dictator

oath of obedience to the consuls as well.^® The praetors still sat
and lesser officials continued to perform the sub-

in the courts,

ordinate functions of government.
dictator all magistrates existed
of those of the Plebs.^^
^

Liv. viu

on

Bub

it

was

felt that

under a

sufferance, with the exception

It is certain

that the presence of a

24 “qui aegria consnlibns comitia haberet.**

Of, c,

and ix. 7.
In 216 Ro. M, Fabiua Bnteo was appointed

26 [absence

of consuls in tbe field)
^ ib. iiiii. 22.

Benatum

^

legeret."

dictator

ib. viil

“ qui

40.

* ib, vii. 28 (for estsblisbment of/macon the occasion of ^prodigium)
; “dictator
Latinarum feriarum causa'* in Fast. Cap. (O./.L. i. p. 434) for the year 257 B.C.
® The first instance was on the occasion of the great pestilence in 363 B.c.
(Liv. vii. 3 “Ijcx vetuata est .
nt, qui praetor niaximns sit, Idibua Septcm.
bribua clavum pangat’*).
Cf. Fest. p. 56.
^ Cic. de
L. Manlius, appointed
Off* iii. 31, 112 (see p. 183) ; cf. Liv. vii. 3.
.

'^clavi figendi causa," acted '^perinde ac relpublicae gerendae
esset,"

and was forced to abdicate.

.

.

.

gratia creatus

^ p. 84.

Mommsen’s interpretation {Siaalsr. ii. p. 160 n. 4) of Liv. rxi. 39.
Geminus bad been appointed dictator cemUiorum causa '‘Saepc
comitia indicta pcrfici tempestat^ pvobibuexunt. Itaque, cum ptid. 14, Mart,
®

This

is

—

CL Servilius

veterea magistratus abissenl^ uovi subfecti

non

essent, reapnbiica sine curulibus

magistratibus erat.*
41.
The coubuI is beie s^d “ auspicio dictatoYis res gercre,"
32 “quamquam per dictatorem dilectus habitus esset, tamen, quoniam
in consulum verba jnrussent, Bacraraento teneri inilitem rati.”
'fbia view has led to the exaggerated statement of Polybius (iii. 87) that, on
®

”

LW.
ib,

iy.

ii.

the establishment of a dictator,
twi'

irapa'Xfi^iJ^a 3cctXi/f<r^at
’

which baa been copied by

O

Tfaaat rdf
later

Greek

writers,
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dictator

brouglit

tribune

it is

;

no legal

LIFE

diminution

to

CHAP.

the powers oi

the

equally certain that constitutional custom dictated

that the auxiliiim of these city magistrates should not be effective
when the state was under martial law.^ Collision was necessarily
rare since the duties of the dictator took

him

far afield.

This extraordinary power had yet some normal limitations.
The dictator never meddled with civil jurisdiction; and he had
not the power^ possessed by the consuls while in Rome, of taking
money from the aerarium without a decree of the Senate.^ The
government was naturally unwilling that a magistrate to all
intents and purposes a king should wage war out of Italy 5 and
there is but one example of a dictator commanding in the extraItalian world.

A

^

further limitation to his original powers, and one of the

greatest consequence,

was made subject

The

was subsequently introduced.

dictator

to the provocaiio within the city,^ probably

by

a change which, while nob hamperthe lex Valeria of 300 b.C.®
ing the power of this magistracy in the field, prevented its

being used for ruthlessly crushing a so-called sedition in Rome.
Although we here see the commencement of the infringement of
its civil power, the military authority of the office persisted for
It was not until the Hannibalic war. that tiie
two weakening elements of popular election and colleagueship
were introduced into this magistracy. In the year 217 B.O.,
when, after the disaster at the Trasimene lake, it was difficult to
commanicabe with the sole surviving consul, Q, Fabius Maximus

a century longer.

^ This is clearly shown by the attitude of the dictator L. Papirins Cursor when
pursuing bis disobedient master of tbe bcfr&e (Lir. -viii. 34), Tbe dictator hopes
that the veto will not be employed (“ optare ne potestas tribunicia, iiiviolata ipsa,
violet intercessione sua ^llomauum imperium ”).
Zonaras expresses the fact and
not the law (vii, 13 oiJr* iyKa\d<T<Li rts avr^j obr* ivai^rloy tl 5ta7rpdfa(7^ttt {(TX^^v

ol dijjuapx^i)>
^

Zouar,

vii.

13

o(fT€

tujv ZTjfioalwv xpi7A<Ara;*^

d^oXwcat

tl

el

^ Liv.

Ep» 19 (249 B.c.) “Atilius Calatinus prim as dictator extra Italiam
Dio Cass, xxxvi. 17 (the dictatorship was limited to Italy) xal
;
eipedelT) SiJtrdrwp o^5eis dtAXoce, ttXtji/ ^yds
2txe\fav, Kol raOra fnjSitu

exercitum duxit ”
o^K

d*'

irpd^avTos, atpt^eis.
^

Festus p, 196 '^optima lex in magistro populi faciendo, qai vulgo Dictator
quam plenissimuiu posset jus ejus esse significabatur
postquam
vero provocalio ab eo magistratu ad’^populiim data est, quae ante non erat,
desituni est adici ‘ut optima lege/ ut pote immiiiuto jure priorum magistrorum/’
® p, 168.
It could not have been a consequence of the Valerio- Horatian laws
of 449 B,c. (see p. 109).
appellatur,

.

.

.

^
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centuriata

uuder

the guidance of a praetor.
In the same year the distrust and
misplaced confidence of the people raised M. Minucius, the
master of the horse, to an equality of command with Fabius.^

Both acts were signs that the office was felt to be an anachronism,
and the next^year (216) marks the last instance of the military

The

dictatorship/

last dictator {comiiiorum

hahendorum causa)

was appointed in 202
for the application of the name to Sulla
and Caesar was the transference of the title of a constitutional
office,

the

in

first

instance to a constituent authority, in the

second to a monarchy, and in neither case was even the ancient
mode of nomination preserved/

The Magisfer Equtium

Every dictator, no matter for what purpose appointed,^
nominated as his delegate a master of the horse, ^ who, unlike
other delegates, possessed the mperium^ six fasces/ and a rank
equal to the praetor/
These distinctions justify the assertion
that he was a magistrate/^ and apparently one of curule rank,
even though his tenure of power was strictly dependent on that
Like a magistrate he asked for a lex curiaia
of his nominator/^
^

Liv. xxii. 8.

*

Livy

it aa a rogatio “de aeqaando magistri cquitTiin
CL c. 26 “ de aequato imperio.
* Fast. Qapiiol.
67, M. Junius Pera.

(xxii.

25) describes

et

diefcatoris jure/’
*

Liv, xxii.

Suila was nomiaated by an iijterrex (though hia powers were conferred by
by a praetor. Plutarch {Marc, 24) says that the praetor could uominate
the dictator, a proceeding which. U declared by Cicero to be wholly unconstitutional, ad Ati. ix, 16j 2 (49 rc.) “volet (Caesar) . . , vel ut consules roget
Etsi si Sulla potuit
praetor vel dictatorein dieat, quorum neutrum jus est.
®

law), Caesar

ab iuterrege ut dictator di'ceretur, cur hie non possit ? " The nomination
was regular in so far as a special lex was passed which empowered the
praetor touonviuate (Caea. £.0, iL 21 ; Dio Cass. xlL 36).
® An exception is found in 216 B.c.
M. Fah, Buteo was appointed ** dictator
(see p, 19^).
sine mag. eq. senatus legend! causa
’ In the single case of the election of a dictator, the magister equitura was also

elficere,

of Caesar

elected (Liv. xxii. 8).
^ Dio Cass. xlii. 27
®

Cic. de Leg,

iii.

;

3,

Antonius, as Caesar's magister eqi&itum, had six
9 “ equitatumquc qui regat, habeto pari jure

lictors.

cum

eo,

quicu tuque erit juris disceptator.''
Pompon, in Dig, I, 2, 2, 19 “et his dictatoribus magistri equitum injungeroagistralua tamen hahebautur
bantur sic, quo mode regihus trihuni’celerum :
.

.

.

legitimi.*'

Liv.
abdicat.”

iv.

34 “ jussoqne magistro equitum abdicare se magistratu, ipse delude

m
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for the ratification of his imperium,^

power

to question the people

and
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cnA.7.

and he seems

to

have had

to transact business with the

Senate.^
In these three respects the office differed from that of
the iribuni celerum of the monarchy.
As the dictator was a lesser

king^ the magister eqtiUum was a greater lieutenant

;

but, in spite

of the theoretical independence oi his position, his services were

the

entirely at

disposal

the

of

obedience to his commands,

if

dictator,

by
name

necessary,

who could
capital

enforce

punishment®

Although originally employed, as the
signifies, for the sole
of the equUes under the higher imperium of the
dictator, and always to some extent preserving his character of a
cavalry general, he could be entrusted by his absent superior
with full command either in the camp or in Rome.* The office
was a useful one, as it gave two generals of tried military
capacity to Rome in time of danger, and obviated the dia^
advantages that might follow from the dictator’s having to use
incompetent consuls or praetors as his subordinates.
This consideration also explains why, in order to secure experienced men
for the post, the custom became fixed of choosing ex-consuls or

leadership

ex-praetors.®

The Consuls

The

consuls, after they

had ceased to he designate, could

at least in later times assume# the insignia of their rant, and
transact all the ordinary official business within the state without

waiting for the consent of the curiae. Their first act was the
taking of the auspices; these were always favourable, for the
haruspex who stood by® announced, as a matter of form, that
lightning }iad been seen upon the left.
Armed with this
consent
lie tors,

they assumed the praetexta, and, preceded by their
performed the first significant act of authority. This act

Liv. LX. 38 “ Papirius C. Janium Bnbulcura magistrum equitum dixit
legem curlatam de imperlo ferenti, triste omen diem diffidit."

^

ei,

;

atque

® Cic.

de Leg, lu. 4, 10 ; see p. 160.
Liv. viiL 82 eq. ; cf. xxiL 27 “in
civitale, in qoa magistri equitnm
.
.
virgaa ac Beenres diclalom tremere atqne hoirere soliti flint.”
“
* ib. iv. 27
relictoqne (at Rome) L. Jiilio m.igistro equitum ad Bubita belli
®

.

ministcria.”
® \b. ii.

18

;

Dio Casa.

X-KTapxo^ TrpO(Te\6g.evos),
® Dionya. ii. 6 rOtv

ilii.

21 (Caesar riv ‘Aptwpwf,
Tivk^ bpviQoi^Kbirwv

Ik rod SiniotrloM

'
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\ras

the

summons

of the Senate,'

who

that they were the magistrates
executive.

consulship

ivas

one which showed

stood highest in the

¥or, indeed, throughout Republican

— though

or dictatorship,

—was

and

and

in

power

it

is

Roman

history^ the

often yielded to the tribunate

in the reverence it inspired to the censorship

the highest titular office in the state.^

consuls

197

sufficiently exhibited

by the

The rank

of the

was chiefly

fact that it

names that the years were dated and by the ceremonial
them by the other magistrates.^
In considering the functions of the consuls we must distinguish
between two periods of the history of the Republic, The first
extends from their institution to the year 81 B.c. the second
from this year, when the reforms of Sulla introduced a change
in their position which was felt as long as consuls continued to
exist.
This change caused no alteration in their powers, but
only in the scope of their activity.
During the first period they
are the heads of the whole state, and are found ruling wherever

by

their

respect which was paid to

;

Roman energy

extends

;

during the second they are practically

the chief magistrates only of the city of

The theory

of colleagueship

Rome and

—that each

of Italy.

individual

member

of

power of action subject to
did not necessitate a united activity of
the veto of his assessor
They divided their
the consuls in every department of state.
functions, sometimes before their entry on office,® and in early
a college was vested with the fullest

—

times there are traces of the fundamental division of competence
expressed by the terms domi and milUiae, one consul occasionally
taking the field at the head of an army, while the other remained
at home to transact the business of civil administration.^
This

aTrangement, which divested colleagueship of its meaning as a
safeguard against the rule of a single man, was, however, very
unusual, and, as a rule, the consuls were present together in
Rome or undertook a joint command abroad. But joint activity
in the city

— even

after the duties of registration

had been given

^ Olc. post Red. ad Quir. 5, 11.
Tbe first meeting of the Senate was in early
7rp€<r^^epQs twf uwdrcjr D'Kmys.
times held by the elder of the two consols

vi. 571.

”
pro Plane. 25, 60 “ honorum populi finis est consulatus.
In formal dating the names of the two chief praetors
App. I).C. ii. 19.
were added. See the Senatua ConsuUum de Asdapiade (Bruns Pontes).
® Cic-

*

*

see p. 191.
;
desi^atos extewplo sortiri pJacuit provincias.”
xUv. 17 (169 b.c.)
ii. 33 “consul alter Romae mansit, alter ad Volscnm bellum missus*';
Dionys. t'i. fil ; 7Jv. ir. 42.

Suet. Tih. 31

^ Liv.

^ ib.
cf,
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—

and those of civil justice to the praetor was in
It was obviated by a
some departments almost impossible.
principle of rotation, which gave the administration and the
iasces for a single month to each consul in turn,' the elder of
the two being given the symbol of power first, and the one who
to the censor

it at the moment being described as consul major}'
for Caesar, we are
This distinction never wholly vanished
told, revived in his consulship (59 B.c.) an old custom by
which the lie tors walked behind the consul who had not the
fasces.^
But long before Caesar's time positive co-operation

possessed

;

between the consuls in the city was common. They summoned
the Senate together, and many consular laws bear the names of
two rogators. There remained, however, several important acts
which, while they, morally

if

not legally, demanded the assent

by one. Such
and the nomination of a dictator.
In these cases the question as to which consul should act was
often decided by agreement {(rniparoXio) or by lot (sortiiio).
In all domestic matters, with the exception of civil jurisdiction
and finance, the consuls were the heads of the administration,*
and this, in the developed Hepiiblic, meant that they were the
It was the consuls who regularly
chief serv^auts of the Senate.
consulted this body, who expressed its decrees, as well oa commands which they had a constitutional right to issue on their
own authority, in the form of edicts, and who brought legislative
measures, which had received senatorial approval, before the
It was tliey, too, who
comitia of the centuries and of the tribes.
represented the state to foreign kings and nations and introduced
their envoys into the Senate.
Consular jurisdiction was of two kinds, administrative and
criminal
The administrative justice of the Republic was con-

of both consuls, could yet be performed only

were the election

of magistrates

cerned chiefly with financial matters touching the interests of
the community such as pecuniary claims made by the state on
individuals or by individuals on the state. The regular discharge
,of this duty passed to the censors ^ but in the gaps between, the
censorships

it

reverted to the

consuls.

We

also find

Cic. de Rep. ii. 31, 55.
Featua p. 161 “majorem consulem L. Caesar putat did, vel
quem fasces sint, vel eum, qui prior fact us sit." Tbe first eiplanataon

them

^

*

the correct one.
^ Suet. Clzesf. 20.
^

Polyb.

vi.

12 ‘KoaCiP

elai x^ptoi

rwv

SijfAoclufp

Tpd^euv,

eum penes

U doubtless
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adjudicating on
Italy.i

questions of property between the cities of
In this matter they doubtless acted on the instructions

of the Senate,

The criminal
three ways.

It

jurisdiction

was

for

of

the consuls was expressed

centuries,

in

as exercised through the

quaestors, the regular capital jurisdiction for ordinary, as opposed

was asserted, as part of their coercHiOy
with or without appeal according to the nature of the sentence
imposed ; ^ or it might be jurisdiction without appeal delegated
to political, crimes; it

by the people.
by which the

We

shall trace elsewhere the

growth

of a

custom

comitia assigned jurisdiction on certain crimes to

The people, who in this delegation were
acting on the advice of the Senate, generally left the appointment
of the commission to that body, and the Senate selected either a
special commissioners.

We

consul or a praetor.^
also find the consul presiding over a
criminal inquiry {quaestio) raised by a point of international law,
such is the question whether the repudiation of a treaty by the

people should have as its consequence the surrender of the
general guilty of concluding it.'*

The unlimited imperium

of the consul in the field {miliiiae)^

which was asserted when he had crossed the pomerium^ and
required the sanction of the lezcurlatay was^ in the early Republic

when wars were

confined to Italy, generally exercised by both

To avoid the inconvenience and danger
attending the rule of two commanders-in-chief of equal power,
the principle of rotation was adopted, each consul having the
supreme command for a single day.® But this device was necesthe consuls together.

when

sary only

military considerations

dictated that

all

the

Cicero fumishas an instance for the year 54 B.c., ad Aii. iv. 15, 5 ‘'Reatini
sua T4^Trri duxenint, ut agerem causam contra Interanunatea apmi conBulein et decern legates, quod lacus Veliuus ... in Nar defluit.’*
^

me ad

» p, 167.
^

Selection of a consul, Cic. dt Fin.

est consuli

ii.

quaestio"; of a praetor, Liv.

16, 54, in 141 u.c., ‘'decreta a aeaatu
xlii.
21, in 172 B.c., “C. Licinius

praetor consulnit Bonatum qaem quaerere ea rogatione vellet.
Patres ipsnm eum
quaerere jussenint.*’
^ Cic, de Rep* liL 18, 28 (of the year 136 d.c.)
Consnl ego qnaesivi, enm
VOS mibi eaaetis in consilio, do Numantino foedore.'* Mommsen {Siaater. ii. p.
112 n. 3) thinks that the cansUUmi was formed hy the B’etiales (cf. Cic. dz Leg.
ii.

9, 21).
®

For the question wliether the pomerium ot the first milestone was tl>e limit
full imperium see p. 79.
For the rotation of the imperium before Caucac (216 b.c.) see Polyb. uL

of the
®

110, Liv. xxii. 41.
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Frequently the Roman
forces should acb together.
armies had been simultaneously directed against various points
of Italy, and the custom naturally suggested itself that each
consul should command half of the regular army of four legions,
and thus have an independent sphere of operations (provincia).^

Roman

In a defensive war, such aa that against Hannibal, Italy would
naturally fall into two consular provinces;* but the practice
became even more essential when the Roman arms extended

beyond the peninsula, and in the period of the acquisition of the
empire, from the beginning of the first Punic war to the close
of the struggle with Greece (264-146 B.C.), Italia as a whole, and
some foreign country such as Greece or Macedon, are the regular
provinciae held by the consuls.*
The arrangements which were
made for the permanent government of provinces, first through
praetors and afterwards through pro-magistrates, tended to arrest
their employment for this purpose; but down to the time of
Sulla (81 B.C.) a consul might at any time be appointed to a
transmarine province.*

The consuls settled the distribution of prornicm by agreement
or by lot,® the sortitio becoming in time the more usual practice.
Occasionally the Senate ventured to suggest that one of the
consuls

was better

qualified for a special department,

and in

this

the inevitable consent of his colleague enabled him to
assume it extra sorlem.^ But, as Romeos activity extended, and
case

the available magistrates with imperium increased, the important
question came to be, not who should have one of two departments,

This power to
but which should be the consular provinces.
nominate the provinces {nominare provincias) had, by the close of
oi Vdd
tbe HarmibaJlc
^ Liv. xxil 27 “ Ita (Fabiua, after the appointment of Minneius aa hia colleagne
217 B.C.) obtinnit uti legionea, sicut oonaulibns mos esset, inter se dividerent.”
*
ib. XXX. 1 (203 B.C.) “censuemnt patres, ut consules inter se compararent
sortirenturve, uter Bruttios ad versus Hannibalem, uter Etruriam ac Ligures
provinciam haberet.*'
* Italy and Macedonia (ib. xzxiL 8, xliL 31, zliii. 12), Italy and Greece

in

(xzzvii. 1).
* Italia

and some foreign country are

still consular provinciat in 112 and 111
Jug. 27, 43). When a consul vras appointed to one of the old
praetorian provinces, he did not supplant the praetor bnt commanded with and
over him.
® Liv, XXX. 1 “nt consules inter se compararent sortirenturve.’*
Cf. ib.
xxxii. 8, XXXV ii. 1, and the other passages cited in note 3.
® lb. viii. 16
cf. Cic. pro Domo 9, 24.
In 206 B.C. Scipio was given Sicilia
;
extra eorCem because hia colleague w&a pjTUi/tx maxinus (Uv. xxviii, 38).

B.G,

(Sail.
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and one of its surest modes of controlling the consuls.
This de facto power was formally recognised by a law of the
tribune C. Gracchus in 123 B.C-, although it scarcely required
legal recognition, and the purport of the lex Serrvpronia was to
weaken the discretionary power of the Senate by enacting that
the consular provinces should be fixed before the election of tbe
At this period the consular
consuls who were to hold bhem.^
Senate,^

departments were almost invariably foreign commands but, after
the close of the social war and the reforms of Sulla, they were
held by their recipients as proconsuls after their year of office
'

at

Rome had

We

expired.

do not know the exact tenor of the

vindis ordinandis,

Sulla did nothing

lex Cornelia

to infringe

de p-o-

the military

imperium of the consuls ; after as before bis law it was legal for
them to approach any province’*
but he devised some means

commands, which, by crystaland praetors
to the civil government of Rome and Italy, and sent them out
after their year of office as proconsuls and propraetors to the
provinces.
The powers conferred by the military imperivm^
were thenceforth lost, and the consul at the close of the Republic had leas specific functions than any magistrate \ oven his
criminal jurisdiction had vanished before the establishment of
the permanent courts.
Yet still the consul, who observed constitutional forms, was the chief interpreter of the Senate’s will

home from

of separating

foreign

lising the established custom, restricted the consuls

while one who, like Caesar in 59 B.C., violated all these forms,
might exercise an almost monarchical power. The possession of
the consulship was the great annual prize, contested and almost
equally secured by tbe conservative and the reform parties 'from
the time of the Gracchi to the close of the Republic,® and the
competition was not wholly directed to secure the military
imperium which lay beyond it. The civil office might still make

^

turn

Liv. xxi. 17 (218 B.c.)

sortM

^

eratit

pro Damo 9, 24.
15, S “coiisulca quibuft more majomm coac^Titn est vel
adire provincias.”
Lucullua went as consul to Asia in 74 B.c,

® Sail.

* Cic.

omnea

“nominata^ jam antea consuUbns provinciae

Cf. ib. ixviii. 38.

jussi.'"

Jug. 27

ad AIL

;

Cic.

'viii.

p. 153.

That staunch conservative Q. Catulua was wont to reflect with pleasure
“non saepe uDum consiilem improbiira, duos vero nunqnam, exceplo illo Cinnauo
By improbi Catnlus meant
tempore, fuisse
(Cic. post Red. in iSfeft, 4, 9).
“ radio ais.''
®
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a capable man, snpporfced by a powerful followings the guide

of

the destinies of the state.^

The Praetors

We

have seen how the functions of

civil jurisdiction

were

given to a minor colleague of the consuls, and how a second
colleague was subsequently added to try cases in which the
interests of pertgtini

were involved.^

The needs

for

judicial

magistrates could not end here.
The provinces of Sicily and
Sardinia, acquired as a consequence of the first Punic war, required

and two praetors were given them about the year
two more wore added in 198 B.O. for the two newly
acquired Spanish provinces, thus bringing up the full number
A lex Daebia (circa 180 ro.) enacted that four and six
to six.
jurisdiction,

227

B.C.

;

praetors should be elected in alternate years, probably for the

wise purpose of making the praetorian government of the difficult Spanish provinces biennial; but this law was soon suspended, and six praetors continued to be annually elected until
the time of Sulla (81
It is true that between 198 and
81 many provinces had been added to the Roman Empire ; but
the principle of administration by pro-magistrates -had gained
the praetors were
;
becoming, like the consuls, more and more city officials, and the
necessity for adding to their number came from the development
recognition while these were being created

At

least eight praetors were needed for the
and criminal courts at Rome, and consequently two were added by Sulla to the original six.
The variety of functions performed by the praetors was due
to their having a general and a special character.
On entering
after election by the centuries, they were at once, as
office,
inferior colleagues of the consuls, capable of any of the duties
which flowed from the impmum.
They were then assigned
some special office, some definite proviTicia but the exercise of

of the criminal law.

presidency of the

5,

civil

^ Tlie consul wtis the *' legitimus tutor
of the state (Cic. post Reds ad Qmr.
quasi parens bonus aut tutor fiUelis*' (tie Or. iii, 1, 3).
11) and

« p.

120.

Two

praetora for Sicily and Sardinia (Liv, Ep. xx.), two more for the
For the
For the lex Baebia see Liv. xl. 44.
Fomponina say a that four were
restoration of the number six see Veil. iL 16.
adiled by Sulla {Dig. I, 2, 2, 32), but eight are found in 47 b.c. (Dio Casa,
^

Spanish provinces (Liv, xxzii. 27).

xlii.

51).
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this did not destroy their capacity for general action.

mand

W1

in war, as

diction

—both

For com-

aa for the exercise of at least civil juris-

attributes of the

— they required

iuWimpmum

a.

lex

Each had the right to six lictors, and appeared with the
full number when controlling a province outside the city ; but,
in the exercise of his jurisdiction at home, ha employed, or was
allowed, only two.^
The praetor’s Bpecihc title was derived from
his province
of the two original home praetors one was known
ciiriata.

;

as the praeior qui inter cives jus didi^ or, in the colloquial phrase

which became

titular,

urlanus;

as praetor

praetor qui inter ^eregrinos jus

dicit^

known

the

other as

the

finally as the praetor

But both the home praetors were often spoken of as
having urbanaepromndae and exercising urbana jurisdiciioJ^ Their
rank was higher than that of their colleagues hence their
names were, like those of the consuls, used for dating^ and of
the two the praetor urhanus was regarded as holding the more
disting!iished position.^
His duties were naturally far more
engrossing than those of his colleague, and the law that he must
not be absent more than ten days from Rome during his year of

peregrinus.

—

made him more of a distinctly civic officials
The powers of the praetors, taken in their natural

—

office®

be divided into

and

(i.)

the duties of their special departments.

(ii.)

order,

In the

may

Rome,

their general administrative duties at

first

of

these spheres they acted in virtue of their, own imperium but vice

the consuls, and generally, therefore,

when the

consuls

were

they acted when the consul was present,
it was by authority of the Senate, and legally the consuls might
prohibit this action.^
Such an injunction by the Senate was a
absent from the

city.

If

The praetor had

a right to six Uctora (o-rptt7Tj7At ^$air^€fcv5, App. S’^. 15 ;
40) and appears ^ith the full number in the province (Glc. in Verr, v>
sex Uctorea circumsiatuct **)
but, in the exercise of bin jurisUictios
54, 142
within the city, ha employed, or waa allowed, only two (Censorinus de Die N(U.
24, 3 ; cf. Cic, dt L^g, Agr. ii. 34, 93).
*

cl.

Polyb.

ii).

**

;

^ Ptueior

urbanvs {S. Q. de Bacch. U. 5, 8, 17, 21), praelor qui inter cives Jus
Agraria of 111 b.cl), proviruia or sors wrhana (Liv. xxiv, 9, xxv. 3,
xxvii, 7, xxriii. 10 xxix. 13), jurisdkOo urhana (ib. xxxii. 28, xlii. 31)
pTweior qui inter peregHnos jus died (lez Acil. il. 12 and 89
fee dul* A/unic,
11, 8 and 12), juTisdictto inter peregnnos (Liv. xl. l\ provincia peregriJia {ib,
Both these praetors, as distinct from those in foreign
xxvii. 7, xxviii. 10).
command, are said to have urbanae provindae (ib. xliii. 11), provincia urbana
(xxxii. \ \ju'nsdiciio urbana (xxv. 41, xxx. 1).
dicet [Itx

—

,

;

4 p.
*

197.

App. Jl.a

ii.

112.

Cic. Phil, il 13, 31.

« p, 174,
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coercing the consuls

CBAT.

into doing their

the praetors might summon the Senate,^
hold the levy, ^ and exercise criminal jurisdiction

delegated by the people.*

Usually, however, such duties were
performed by them only in the absence of the consuls, and the
'praetor urbanus generally took the lead,® although the summona
of the Senate by both home praetors, and even by a provincial
praetor, waa not unknown.®
The special functions of the praetors were always assigned
by lot {soriiiio). During the period when some of the praetors
governed provinces, a regular sortition took the form of an
assignment of the two urban provinciae to two, and of the foreign
provinces to two and afterwards to four members of the college.^
But in the third and early part of the second centuries, before
prorogation of command became the normal principle, and when
Rome had few magistrates with imperium at her disposal, this
Sometimes the
regular sortition could not always be observed.
two urban praetorships were combined,® or the praetor peregrinus
might be given an Italian command, such as Cisalpine Gaul.®
In this way a praetor could be spared for the command of the
fleet or for Gaul (at Ariminum).
This disturbance of the scrtitio
and the appointment of a praetor extra ordinem
were naturally
the work of the Senate.
After Sulla the two civil and six of
the criminal courts were assigned to the eight praetors by lot.

The

jurisdiction, whether of the urban or provincial
adhered to the ancient form by which the ruling in
law (injure) was the duty of the magistrate, and the judgment
on the question of fact (in judicio) was the function of a single
praetors,

civil

still

* ib. ix^viL 5.
* ib. xliii. 14.
see p. 199.
” e.g. in the dilectus (ib. xxy. 22, xxxiz, 20, xlii. 35).
® After Cannae the two urban praetors summoned the Senate (ib. xxil 55).
In 197 B.C., on the news of troubles in Spain, “decreverunt patrea ut, comitiis
praetorum perfectis, cui praetori proviiicia Hispania oliveaisset, is prime quoque
^

*

Lav, xlii, 21.

ib. xlii.

21

;

tempore do bello Hispaniao ad senatum leferret” (ib. xxxiii. 21).
^ The j:?rOT3i7tcwK assigned to the font praetors are iiTbaTia, pereffriTKii Sicilia,
Sardinia (ib. xxviiL 10), to the six praetors the same with the addition of the
two SpaioB (ib. xxxii. 23, xl. 1).
® ib, XIV- 3 (212 B.C.) “Et praetores provincias sortiti sunt; P. Cornelius
Cf. ib. xxxvii,
Sulla urbanam et peregrinam, quae duoriim ante sots fuerat"
60 (189 B.C.).
® ib. xxix. 13 (204 )&.c.) “M. Morcio urbana, L. Scribonio Liboni peregrina
et eideiii Gallia,”
ib. xxiv. 9 (215 B.c.) “comitiis praetorum perfectis, senatiis consultum
factum ut Q. Fulvio extra ordinem iirbana provincia easet,”
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judex or, in matters requiring rapid decision, of a bench of
“ recoverers
The rulings of the praetor urbanus
{recuf2raiore&).
had originally followed the forms of the legis actio, but in
matters affecting peregrini a custom had grown up for the praetor
to devise formularies of action {formula^

which bound the judex

The convenience of this procedure extended its
use to almost all cases, and by a lex Aehviia of uncertain date the
simpler formulary procedure almost wholly replaced the more
The formula was
complicated provisions of the legis actioues}

in his decision.

a conditioned acquittal or condemnation
judex, “If it appears that a debt

sum

left

acquit

him

;

the praetor said to the

due, an obligation has been

condemn the defendant

incurred, etc.,

a

is

in a certain

amount

or in

to your estimate; if the condition is not apparent,
”
The
paret . . . condemna ; si non paret, absolve).

judex by his finding changed the conditioned sentence into one
that was categorical and final.
In most communities such rulings as those of the praetors

would be occasional expositions of a fixed code or of an uncertain
body of statute and customary law. At Rome a useful practice
was adopted which brought the living law, as opposed to the
dead letter of her only code and to statutes which had fallen
into disuse, before the eyes of all the people.
The praetors
announced by means of edicts, issued on their entrance on oflSce,
what their rulings would be in any given case. The edict was
the “living voice of the civil law”;^ and it is not surprising to
find that by the time of Cicero it had taken the place of the
“song” of the Twelve Tables in the legal education of the Roman
The profession of the edict was interpretation of the
youth.®
law of Rome but it was an interpretation that took the form
of “assisting, supplementing, and even correcting the civil law.”*
;

80 “per legem Aebutiam

et duas Julias eublatae sunt istae
per concepta verba, id est, per formulas,
8
“cum
omnis
ilia duodecim tabularum
litigaremas ; Gell. xvL 10,
.
.
.
antiquitas nisi in legis aciionibus centumviralium causarum lege Aebutia lata
consopita ait.”
* Marcian in Dig. 1, 1, 8 “ nam et ipsum jns honorarium viva vox est jnris
^

Gaius ItuL

legis

actiones

;

iv.

effectuinque est ut

.

.

.

ci villa.”
^ Cic. de Leg. i. 6, 17 “ Non ergo a praetoris edicto, ut plerique nunc, neque
liauriendam juris disciplinam putos.'*
a XII Tabulis, ut superiores . .
Cf. de
Leg. ii. 23, 59 “diacebamus enim pueri XII, ut carmen necessarium
quaa jam
,

:

nemo

dlsciL*'

Papinian in Dig, 1, 1, 7, 1 “jus praetorium esl, quod praetores introduxemnt adjuvandi vel aopplendi vel corrigendi 'juris civUia gratia propter
atilitatem publicam.”
^

,
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of

expressed in

this

CHA.P-

not the^ws dvile of Eome, but the valid modifi-

It was, therefore,

cations

LIFE

what was currently known

as

The civil law was of course
magistrates^ law (Jus lionorarium).
presumed as the background of these documents ; it found expression in many formulae which the magistrates continued to
give, and the album itself probably contained a line of separation

which showed where the formulae based on jus civile ended and
Tho most typical
those founded on magisterial promises be^n.
language of the jus hmorarium is one of command veiled under
the form of promises ; tho praetor asserts “ under certain given
circumstances I will grant or will not grant a case” {judicium^
iwm daho).
Less frequently the language is
actionem daho
**
I will compel payment or an oath ” {solvere
more imperative
aut jurare cogam ) ; before the question of right is decided, ** I
forbid force to be used” {vim fieri veto).
A consideration of judge-made law, the consequence it may
be of precedents drawn from already decided cases, and therefore merely the recognition of practice which had already crept
into use,^ but still expressed, as it is in this case, in a purely
.

,

,

:

First, as to
abstract form, suggests many questions.
The edict was law that held good for a year {lex

that would

limitation

uncertainty as to

its

its validity.

annm):^ a

have produced a most unsatisfactory
validity for future

quent magistrates, had

litigants

and

subse-

not been for tho facts that it was
actually continuous, and that it was received, only to be slightly
modified in accordance with legislative changes or with the

demands

of convenience,

it

by

successive wielders of civil juris-

To

use technical language, the edict was perpetuum et
Secondly, we must consider the limitation on the
iralaiiciutn.^
magistrate and the forces that bound him to observe his own
diction.

At Rome the veto operated successfully for
promulgated law.
purpose * even before the passing of the lex Cornelia of
67 HU, which obliged a magistrate to adhere to the rulings of

this

^
For the edict as the expression of customary law see Cic. de Inwnt. ii. 22,
67 " Consuotndine an tern jus esse putatur id, quod vol nutate omnium sine lege
vetdstas comprobarit . . . Quo in genere et alia sunt multa et eorum multo

maxima

pars,

® Cic. ift

quae practorea edicere cousueront.’*
i.
42, 109 “qui plurimum tribuunt edicto, praetoris edictum

Verr,

legem aunuam dicunt esse.’*
* Ascon. in CemeL p. 58
**

Cic. in Verr, L 44,
;
continuous/' tralaticium “transmitted.”
*
Cf. p. 178.
Cic. in Verr, i. 46, 119.

114.

PerpUw'im means
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In the shaping of the edictal rules the mere
a community so legally gifted as that of the

edict.^

fact of publicity in

Romans must have

sufficed to keep the magistrate within the
prudence; when he was conscious of little legal training,
the assistance of eminent jurisconsults must have frequently
been called in.
The edict is the source of most of our modem Roman law
the titles of Justinian^s Digest are often commentaries on its
rubrics excerpted from the writings of the scientific jurists, and
that it should become the prototype of the world^s law was only
natural when we consider the way in which it was built up.
It was not only the collective work of generations of gifted men,
who were fortunately not professing lawyers, but it was the
outcome of an adjustment of Roman law first with that of Italy
and then with that of the provinces. The beginnings of a

bounds

of

recognition of a ‘‘law of the civilised world*' {jys gentium) must

be older than the institution of the praetor peregrinus, since
more than a century the puetor urbaniis had been issuing

for

merely for dves but also for peregrini; but, when a
comprehensive edict was issued for peregrini^ equity
found a more systematic expression, and its reaction on the
comparatively rigid forms of the urban edicts was necessarily
great ; but the power of this reaction was possibly even surpassed
edicts not

separate

by that
originally

of

by

the

provincial

edict

{edictum

the foreign praetors and then

and propraetors

in each of

The connexion

provindoili)^

by the

issued

proconsuls

Rome’s dependencies.

of the praetors with criminal jurisdiction was,

apart from the rare occurrence of a special judicial commission,
due to the growth of the standing courts. These qmesiiones'
perpetuae or judida pvblica were to a large extent modelled on

the civil procedure by which compensation was exacted through
Hence the praetors seemed their most
a court of recuperatores.
appropriate presidents, and the size of the college was, as we
have seen, 2 increased by Sulla to meet the growing number of
For criminal jurisdiction six praetors were availthese courts.

whose provinces were possibly determined by the Senate
and were certainly distributed amongst the designated magistrates
able,

^ Ascon,
in Cornel, p. 68 “Aliara dcinde legem Cornelius^
,
tulit, ut
praetorea ex edictia buU perpetuia jus dicerent, quae res .
gratiam ambitiosis
.
varie
jus
praetoribus, qui
dicere assueveraot, sustulit/' Cf. Dio Cass, ravi, 23.
,

.

p. 202.

,
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Although the general principle of

distri-

bution made each praetor preside over the jurisdiction ordained
by a single law which created a quaesiiOy yet the spheres oi jurisdiction were

by no means

their branches

^

Groups of quaesiiones or of
fixed.
might be rearranged every year, and it may not

even have been necessary for a single praetor to maintain a
whole tenure of

particular sphere of jurisdiction throughout the
his

The

office.

might

interfere

general administrative functions of the office
with jurisdiction, and a readjustment of the

original distribution of prtmntiae, probably

with the consent of

the Senate, seems to have been sometimes necessary.®

The Aediles

The junction

and cumle aedileshipg into a
spoken of together where
duties are mentioned or prescribed by law,^ and the fusion
of the plebeian

single office is testified
their

by

their being

was

so complete that it is sometimes impossible to discover
whether a historical reference applies to the plebeian or to the

patrician magistracy.
office,

But

in their respective qualifications for

forms of election and

The plebeian

complete.

insignia^

aediles

must

the separation was still
be plebeians, while

still

the cumle aediles belonged in alternate years to either order ; ®
tbe former were elected by the Pleba, the latter by the comitia
tribuia of the people ; the former sat on the modest bench of the

had no distinctive dress, the latter sat on
and wore the jpradexia;^ the anomaly remained
that the one office was not a magistracy at all, the other a
magistracy proper which gave its holder a claim to a seat in the

plebeian officials and

the cumle chair

Senate.

The one

peculiar privilege of the plebeian aediles

—the

^ Cic. 171 Verr, Act, i.
The fullest account that we
8, 21 ; jyro Mur, 20, 42.
possesa of the distribution of such funeUoivs amongst the rueraheTS of the college
refers to the year 66 b.c. (ib. pro ClnenL 63, 147 ; A scon, in Cvmd, p. 59).
® e.g, the lex Cornelia de sicariis ei venejkis took cognisance of murder,
poiaoning, and arson, that de falsie of the forgery of documents and of wills as well

as of coining.
^ AHer the sortUio for 62 B.O. the praetor Q. MeteZIua Celer was given the
During hia praetorship
province of Cisalpine Gaul (Cic. ad Fam, v. 2, 3, and 4).
(63 B.c.) he had been summoned to a command in northern Italy,
*
Cic. dt Leg. iii, 3, 7 “Suutoque aediles, cura tores nfbis, nunonae ludorumque
Bollemnium ; ollisque ad honoris amplioria gradum is primus ascensue esto.’* Cf.
® p. 122.
lex Jut, Munic. 1, 24.
• Cic. in Verr, v. 14, 86.
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—vanished

as

a consequence of their employment as officials of the state.^
The general position now assumed by the aediles was that of
assistants to the consuls in the administration of the city; in

the inlhlment oi which task they had ceTtain special spheies oi
competence assigned them,^
originally possessed to
(1) Their care of the state archives

—

—

a limited extent by the plebeian aediles ^ was still continued,
and they divided in some unknown way with the quaestors the
custody of senatus coTisuUa in the aerariuM SaturnL^
(2) The cur a urhis involved a series of duties connected with
the public

had

sites, buildings,

to see to the

and functions

paving of the

of the city.

streets, to insist

The

aediles

on individuals

keeping the pathways before their own houses in repair, and to
lease out at the public cost the renewal of such thoroughfares
They saw that all
as wei^ connected with public buildings.^
public places, such as roads and squares, were kept clean and
clear of obstacles, partly

from a sanitary motive, partly for the

purpose of ^preventing the encroachments of private buildings

on public

They

sites.®

controlled

the water-supply and pro-

with the connivance of the waterinspectors (aqmrii)^ taking more than their fair share from the
Their control of public buildings and temples
public conduits.^
was limited to inspection and supervision, for the repair of such
buildings, at least when undertaken on a large scale, was leased
out by the censors. Closely connected with this aedium saorarum
procuraiio^ was their control of the cultus of the community,
which obliged them to see that no foreign innovations crept into
Their police duties are
the primitive form of Roman worship.®
shown by the edicts which they issued for keeping order at the
hibited

private

persons,

^ Livy (iii.
55), in stating the ineffectiveness of the siK^rosanctitaa granted by
law and not by oatb, says “itaque aedilem prendi duciqne a majoribns

magistratibus, etc.”
^ Cic. de Ltg.
^ p.
»

iii.

208.
*

08.

Lex

Suet, Vesp. 5

^

Cic.

cum

Dio

Cass. liv. 36.

JILuuic. U. 20, 32-45, 29, 46.

^

ego

Cf. Gell. xiii. 13.
3, 7, cited p.

ad Fam,

;

lex

JuL Munic. L

viii. 6,

68,

4 (Caelius Rufus, curule aedile in 50 B.C., saya) ^‘nisi
pugnarem, veternus civitatem occupasset.”

tabernariis et aquariis

® ib. in VcTT. Y. 14, 36 “mibi sacrarum aedium procurationem, mibi totam
urbenj tuendam esse couiinj^sam.”
^ Liv, XXV. 1 (ou the spread of foreign superstitions in Rome in 213 B.c.)
‘
incusati graviter ah sebatu aediles triumvirique capitales, quod non prohiberent.”
Cf. Cic. de Ear, Resp. 13, 27.

P
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and by their control of private places of
amusement to which the public were admitted, such as

public games,^
or

taverns,

The

and the

utility

baths,

like.^

aediles possessed the usual

means

of coercitio for enforcing

they seized pledges {pignora) and imposed fines
When the latter surpassed the limit of the mvlta
suprema, the case went on appeal to the people; the plebeian
aediles defended their fines before the concilium
the curule
before the comiiia irihuia.
From the ou/ra urbis also sprang an
anomalous civil jurisdiction which was confined to the curule
aediles in one form of civil action which survived in their edict
as codified under Hadrian
that, namely, arising from the
damage done by wild beasts on the public roads it was they
who gave the formula and appointed the judex or Tecuperatores.^
(3) Their care of the market is typified by Cicero in the
most important of its subdivisions ^the care of the corn-supply
(cur a mnonae),^
Their duty was to regulate prices as far as
possible, especially by the prevention of monopolies ; the aediles
often sold corn at a moderate price fixed by the state, although
sometimes ambition led them to incur the loss themselves ] ^ and
it was
they who as a rule presided over the distributions
ordained by the later kgss frumerdariae!^ The supply of corn to
an army in Italy from the city magazines was also one of their
cares. ^ Other duties springing from their control of the market
were the enforcement of the sumptuary laws,® the inspection of
their decrees

;

•

—

—

—

-

^

Macrob, Sat,

ii.

6 “ lapidatus a populo Vatimus

cum

gladiatorium

manus

ue quis in areoam uisi pomura znwisse vellet."
Seneca Ep. 86, 10 *‘boc quoque nobilissimi aediles fungebantur oflicio
intrandi ea loca quae populum receptabaut erigendique muuditias et utilem ac
salubrem temperaturam.” Cf. Suet. Claud. 38 ; Tac. Ann, ii. 85.
^ Tac. Ann. xiii. 28 (56 a.d.) “ cohibita artius et aedilium potestas statutumque
quantum cu rules, quantum plebei pign^is capereut vel poenae iuTogareut."

ederat, obtifiuerat ut aediles edicerent
^

*

Dig. 21,

verreiii vel
iter fiet, ita
®

p.
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40-42 (from the edict of the curule aediles)

,

® Liv. xjciii.

41

;

xxxL 50
quod in

ent,

et luveterata invidia,

odFam.

^ Cic-

®

.

xxxiii. 42.

caritate asse

Cic,

de

viiJ. 6,

Off.

17,

ii.

modium populo

ncc turpi jactnra, quando erat

,

58 “ne M. quidem
magna enim se

dedit

:

uec maxima libera vit.”
“alimentariam (legem),

aedilis,

5 (firom CaeJiiis Rufus in 50 B,c.)

aediles metiri, jactavit (Curio).*’

Liv. xxvi. 10 (211 B.c.,

Flaccus

quia canera,

.

u. 4.

Sejo vitlo datum

qua jubet

*‘iie

qua vulgo
minorem aprum, lupum, ursum, paiitheram, leonem
liabuisse velit, ut cuiquam nocere damnumve dare possit.”

.

commeatum

.

when Hannibal was

at the gates of

Rome) “Fulvius

inter Esquiliuam Collinamqne portara posuit castra.

Aediles plebia

eo comportarun L”

For thU there is no direct evidence, but the aediles complain
transgression of sumptuary laws in Tac, Ann. iii. 52-55,

about the
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weights and measures with the maintenance of their normal
standard,^ and the regulation of the sale of slaves and cattle.

This power found expression in

which was
was they who
slaves and cattle sold under

civil

jurisdiction,

in this case also confined to the curule aediles.

It

gave the formula for the return of
false representations, and appointed the judex in such cases.^
(4) The Gura Ivdorum of the aediles was not the mere
presidency of festivals such as was possessed by other magistrates,
but the establishment of regularly recurring games, very largely
The games were given jointly by the
at their own expense.
pairs of colleagues,^ the oldest festival, the lifdi
Romani, being in the hands of the curule,* the hdi^lehdi in those
The other festivals established from
of the plebeian aediles,®
time to time Megalesia, Cerealia^ Floralia-^inareased the burden
The Megalesia apparently fell to the lot of
of the aedileship.
the cunale aediles,® the others seem to have been given in-

respective

differently

The

by

either pair.

aediles

are

criminal jurisdiction,

sometimes found exercising functions of
which cannot be brought into close

all of

connexion with any of their special powers, and which, theredo not spring from the ordinary coercitio. This criminal

fore,

jurisdiction was, like the civil jurisdiction of the curule aediles,

an anomaly, for these magistrates did not possess the imperium.
It is to be explained partly as a survival (for some jurisdiction
of the kind had been exercised by the plebeian aediles) and
Before
partly as the result of considerations of convenience.
the institution of the quaesiiones perpetuae there was a great lack
The quaestores were at hand for the
of criminal courts at Rome.

grave capital crimes against individuals, and the tribunes
What was needed was a magistracy
for bringing ordinary and lesser crimes involving a money
penalty {muUa) before the people, and this was found in the

trial of

for political jurisdiction.

It is true that the aediles were not prohibited from
undertaking the prosecution of political crimes that might be

aedileship.

^

m

Moiijms. Staatsr.
He takea “cum tabemariis puguarem** (Cic,
p. 499viii. 6, 4, cited p. 209) in tbi3 sense.
Dig. 21, 1, 1 ; Gell. iv. 2.

ad Fam.
2

* Cic. in Verr. v. 14, 36.
^ Liv. X. 47
xxvii. 6.
;

They were shared by both

®

Liv. xxiii. 30.

®

Dio Cass.

are celebrated

xlui.

by

48 (44

B.C.).

colleagues (Suet. Caes. 10).

neie by a decree of the Senate the Megalesia

the plebeian aediles.
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met by a fine, such as a mild case of majestds'^ or the bribery of
a bench of judices; ^ and judgment on a breach of the peace (w)
W2LS in harmony with their police duties.® But as a rule it is
a class of ordinary crimes, somewhat beneath the dignity of
tribunicial! prosecution, that we find them visiting.
Such were
adultery committed either by men or women, ^ usury, ^ illegal
speculations in corn,® and the offence of exceeding the amount of

domain-land which the laws permitted an individual to possess.^
The aediles were stimulated to a career of prosecution by the
singular custom which permitted them to retain the fines
collected and to apply them to any public purpose which they
pleased.
We find them expended on buildings and adornments
of the city, and by the plebeian aediles on their games.®

The

QiLoestors

We have already spoken of the criminal investigators {gmestores
parricidii),

the

more

whom

tradition attributes to the monarchy,® and of

certain assistants of the consuls for criminal jurisdiction

and finance

(quaeslores parriddii et aerarii)y

We

who

are assigned to

nominated by
and we have
witnessed the opening of the office to Plebeians when, in 421
B.C., the number of quaestors was raised from two to four, and
one of these officials was assigned to each consul in the field.
About the year 267 b.c. four more were added for the purposes
of Italian administration, and no further change is recorded
the early Republic.^®

have seen

the consuls, they were soon elected

*

the

When
Roman

that, first

by the

tribes,^^

first Punic war Cledia uttered her ilUomened wish about
people, “C. Fundanius et Ti. Sempronius, aediles plebei, multam
aerU gravis viginti quinque milia (Cell, x. 6). Cf. Suet. 2^. 2.

dnrlng the

dlxerunt ei
* Cicero promises, as aedile, to prosecute those “qui aut deponere autaccipere
aut recipere aut pollicere aut seqnestres aat interpretes corrmnpendi judicii sclent
ease ” (i* Ferr. Act. i 12, 36).
* An inatance is furnished by Clodius’ prosecution of Milo in 66 b,c.
prosecution by the aedile in defence of his own
Sest. 44, 95 ; ad Q.fr, 2, 3).
An instance is famished by
dignity or person is an outcome of his coerdtio.

A

Gell. iY. 14.
* Liv. vili. 22 ; xxv. 2.
^ ib. xKiv. 41.

Here the offence was annoiui coiti'pTessa by the corn-dealers.
”
quia plus, qnam quod lege finitum erat, agri possiderent
Condemnation of pecuarii (x. 47), Cf- xxxiii. 42.
(ib, X. 13).
® ib. xxxviii. 35
x. 23.
;
* ib. xxxviii.

35.

Condemnatioti

* p. 63.

p. 80.

p. 81.

p. 117.
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until Sulla raised their number to twenty,^ although some intermediate increase is not improbable.
After the quaestorship had become an independent magistracy,
its tenure continued to be annual ; but the consular quaestor is
so much a part of his superior that, after the prolongation of
the imperium had become usual, a biennial tenure, held partly in
The
Rome, partly in a province, must have been the rule.^
rank of the quaestor was the lowest in the cutsus hoTwrum,^ and
Coins
he had none of the iiisiffnia of the curule magistrates.
exhibit him on a straight-legged chair, with a money-bag or
money-chest, and a staff the significance of which is unknown.
The quaestorian provinciae were determined, before these
magistrates entered on their office, by a decree of the Senate/
and the individuals were then assigned to their several departments by lot ; although, probably always by a special grace of

the Senate, there are instances of commanders selecting their

own assistants,®
The departments may bo grouped under

the three heads of

urban, military, and Italian.
assistance which the two urban
(i.) The general duty of
quaestors {quaesiores urbani) rendered to the consuls was curtailed
of one of its attributes by the loss of their criminal jurisdiction
about the middle of the second century B.C. ; for they could no
longer have been needed as delegates in pairicidium after the
Their functions
first quaeslio de sicariis had been established®
were henceforth, as they had for some time mainly been, financial
Their old association with the aerarium gave them the custody
of the keys of this treasury,^ the guardianship of the standards
that were kepf there/ and, above all, of the great mass of state
These contained laws ® and
papers and archives which it held.

Ann, xi 22 “post lege SuUae viginti creati supplendo seoatuL’'
Gracchna served as quaestor for thrce years ; one was speat in Boiue and

^

Tac.

^

C.

two

in Sardinia (Plut,
Cic. in Verr. Act

C

Oracch. 2).

11 “quaesturn primus gradus honoris.”
quaestor ex senatus consulto provinciam sortitus es.”
® Lav. XIX. 33 “T^aelium, cujus , . . eo anno quaestoris extra sortem ex
seiiatusGonsulto opera ntebatur” (Scipio in 202 B.C.); Cic. ad AtL vi. 6, 4
‘'Pompeius .
Q. Cassinm sine sorte delegit, Caesar Antoni u m ; ego sorte
.
”
datutn offenderein ?
® The first trace of a quaestio de sicariia is in 142 B.c. (Cic. de Fin, ii. 16, 64).
’
*

ib.

i.

4,

L 13, 34

,

^

Polyb. xxiv. 9a,

*

Liv.

iii.

1.

69 “sigua

...

campum.”
^

Cic. de Leg* iii 20, 46.

a quaestoribus ex aerario

prompta delataque

in
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of judices^^ the public accounts

which included the etatements of moneys voted

and the reckoning

of provincial governors with

them by the prowere the quaestors'
duties of collection. To them the publtcani usually paid the sums
which they had guaranteed for the leasing of the public revenues.^
The collection of fines imposed by the judicia pojmli^ and exacted
by the quaesiiones for peculation and extortion, was also in their
the oeraTium in respect to direct tribute paid

vincials.

Connected with

this financial custody

hands.®

The quaestors also conducted sales on behalf of the treasury
not of those large portions of the public domain which were
alienated by the censors, but of current acquisitions, such as those
of slaves and booty captured in war,® and of that portion of
conquered land which was brought immediately under the
hammer {ager qttaestmusy^ This threefold function of guardianand sale gave the urban quaestors an unequalled
grasp of the state of the public revenues, and as they were
the budget-makers
annual, while the censors
were merely
ship, collection,

—

occasional

ofiicials,

we

—

are not surprised to find

them making

financial statements in the Senate.®
(ii.)

The general

assistance which the quaestors were

to render to the consuls

421

was extended,

B.C. to their activity in

who assumed a

military

the

field.

as

we

Each

command was given a

meant

saw,® in the year
consul or praetor

particular quaestor

exempted from what was regarded as a
limitation on the discretionary powers of the magistrate), and,
(the

dictator being

It was the duty of the quaestors to see that they were
Cato the younger required the oath of the consuls that a certain
decree had been passed (Pint. Cat, Mii^ 17).
^

Ldv. xxxix. 4.

genuine.

« Cic.

PhU.

V. 5,

16.

in Verr, iii. 79, 133 “corum bomiaani (the scrihae of the quaestors)
Mel tabulae publicae periculaque magistratuum comraittuntur."
* The security was given to
the aerarium (“aubsignare apud aerarium
Cic. 'pro FIclccq 32, 80) ; hence the money was probably paid into that treasury.
* Liv, xxxviii. 58 “Hoatilius et Furiua damuati {lor peculatus in 187 b,c.)
In the lex Adi. Jtep. (1. 57)
praeiles eodem die quaestoribus urbanis dederunt.”
it is said of the man convicted “ q(uaestori) praedea facito det.'
« Plant. Qapt. i. 2, 111
ii. 3, 453.
;
Hygin. de Cond. Agr. p. 115.
* AvxL ad Herenn. i. 12, 21 “Cum L. Satuminns legem frumentariam de
semissibus et trientibus laturus esaet, Q. Caepio, qui per id temporis quaestor
uibanus erat, docuit aenatum aerarium pati non posse tantam largitionem.'"
^
p. 117.
^ ib.
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custom had grown up of extending the imperium, these
accompanied the proconsuls and propraetors to their
provinces.
The term of the quaes to rship was prolonged with
that of the office with which it was associated,^ for the connexion
between the superior and inferior was regarded as being of
aimosfc as personal a character as that between father and son.^
We shall examine the relation more minutely when we come to
deal with provincial organisation.
It is sufficient to remark here
that, though the quaestors’ functions were mainly hnandaJ, they
were in all other respects true administrative delegates of the
magistrates with imperiumj^ and were constantly employed on
judicial and military business,
(iii.) The quaestors of Italy were probably identical with
those of the fleet (chissici), and were a result of the organisation
For
of Italy (267 B.a) which followed the war with Pyrrhus.
the purposes of the Pyrrhine war twelve quaestors were created,
whose number, when they were given permanent stations,* was
reduced to four.^ Three of these stations can be approximately
determined.
One was Ostia, and the tenure of this post was
burdened with the duty of the supply of corn to Kome.® The
second appears bo have been the woods and forests (calles) of
Italy.®
The third was in Cispadane Gaul,^ perhaps at Ravenna
after the

assistants

^ p. 213.
If the quaestor was lacking through death or any other cause, the
governor appointed one of his le^ati ^pro guaestore (Cic. in Verr. i. 36, 90).
^ Cic. jpro Plane* 11, 28 ^'inorcm ilium majorum qiii praescribit in parentum
loco quaestoribus suis praetores esse oportere.'"
* ib, in Verr, i. 15, 40 “Tu, cum quaestor ad exercitum missus sis, custoa
non solum pecuniae sed eiiam consulia, particepa omnium rerum conailioruraqua

fueria.'^
*

Lydus de Mag,

i.

27 KpivdvTiav

'Pw/ialw*'

toIj

'HwftpwTTj KaTcaKtv&aBy) <rrb\ot Kal vpae^X-bOrjacty ol KttXoi/fieyot KXaaaiKol
{oiovel yavdpxai) T<p dpiBp^ bvQKalbcKa Kvfl((rrwp 5 p.
Lydus may be right about
the original number, although it has been sometimes thought a confused remini*
scence of the raising of the number from four to eight.
* Veil. iL 94
cf. Cic. pro Mur. 8, 18 “tu ill am (proviuciam habuisti), cui,
;
cum quaestor^ sortiuntur, etiam ftccUmari solel, Ostiensem non tam gratiosam
et illustrem quam negotiosam et molestam.''
^ Tac. Ann. iv. 27.
In 24 a. d. a rising near Brundisium was repressed by
“ Curtius Lupus quaestor, cui provincia vetere ex more cailes evenerant.''
Mommsen {Slaatsr. ii. p. 671), following Lipsius, would read Cales, the oldest
Latin colony in Campania, and therefore supposes that this quaestor's functions
extended over the w^hole of South Italy. The woods and forests was the provinda which the Senate destined for Caesar as proconsnl (Suet. Caes. 19 “ opera
optimatibua data est ut provinciae futurb consulibus minimi negotii, id est,
Txp

silvae calJesque, decemerentur”).
7

Pint. SerL 4.
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unknotm, but was perhaps the

fourfch is

quaes tOTship at Lilybaeum in Sicily, which, jrfter the creation oi
the first Sicilian praetor in 227 B.C., would have become a provincial post.
The other three survived the Ke public as spheres

The

of Italian administration.*

functions of these

quaestors

were chiefly the levying of contingents from the allies in ships
and mcn,^ the protection of the coasts, and at Ostia, as we have
seen, the supply of corn for the capital.
A further quaes torian department is mentioned by Cicero
the provincia aquariay which was probably concerned with the
water supply of the capital.
It is uncertain whether this
function was attached to one of the Italian quaestorships.®

The

Cbtisots

We

have already described the institution of the censorship
c.,^ and have seen that patrician rank was originally a
The first mention of a
necessary qualification for the post.
One of the Publilian laws of 339
plebeian censor is in 351 B.O.®
B.C. is said to have extended to the censorship the provision of
the Licinian law about the consulship, and to have enacted that
one censor must be a Plebeian;® but it is not until the year
131 B.C. that we find two plebeian censors.^
in

443 B

The

election

to

this office, like that to

magistracies, took place in

sidency of the consul.

The

the other higher

the comitia centuriaia^
election

the case of other magistrates,

was then

by a

under

pre-

ratified, not, as in

lex cwriatay

but by a

lex

^ Tlie last to remain were the Gallic and Oatian, which, as Italian provinciae,
were abolished by the Emperor dauiliiis in 44 a.d. (Saet Claud, 24}.
^ So Sertorius, aa Gallic quaestor in tlie Marsic war, was instructed (rrparit^as
Karayjyeiv Kal ^TrXa Troi^laBai (Pint. SerL 4).
,
.

.

Cicero speaks of Vatinius, when bolding this post, being sent to Puteoli on
Vat, 5, 12), but this does not show that he was holding
an Italian quaastorship. See Momms. Staatsr, ii, p. 573 n. 3.
^ Liv. iv. 8
see p. 115.
;
^ ib. vii. 22 (C. Jjklaroius Rutllus)
cf. x. 8.
;
® ib, viii. 12
ut alter utique ex plebe, cum eo [ventnm sit] ut utrumque
Madvig and Mommsen would omit
plebeium fieri liceret, censor crearetur.'*
**ventum sh,** and bo make the Publilfan law open both places in the college to
*

some other business {in

Plebeians.
^

ib. Tf^p, lix. *‘Q,

Pompeius Q. Metellos tunc primum utrique ex plebe

ceusores lustrum condiderunt."
^

Messala ap. Gell.

xiii.

15, 4.

facti

.
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form of statutory approval which marks the ceDSors

as peculiarly the officials concerned with the organisation of the
exercitus.

In rank the censor occupies an anomalous position. Although
lacking the wyperium and the right of summoning people and
Senate, he is reckoned amongst the majores magistratriSy he has
the cunile chair, wears the

the “highest au^icia,^*^ he

sits in

purple-striped toga, and (an

honour accorded to no other magis-

trate)

buried in the

is

full

purple of the king.®

Politically the

Often held in its earlier
censorship was the apex of a career.
period by ex- consuls, it became practically confined to the

and its enormcjua powers, its lofty ethical significance,
comparative infrequency made it the goal of those who

consular,

and

its

had already attained the chief titular dignity of the state.
Four attributes of the office are very important in. determining its character. The first gave it the necessary authority,
the others created a healthful limitation of

The censorship waa an

its

powers.

Its holders
could nob be called to account for any act done in connexion
with the eensusy any act that was an outcome of the censoria
potesias ratified by the lex ceniuriaia; and although the ledio

(1)

semiTis

was a

irresponsible office.*

later addition to their functions, this

power seems

This principle of
been included in the indemnity.
immunity was stated in a decree of the Senate of the year
204
and, although often challenged by the tribunes, was
maintained until the close of the Republic. One of the effects of
the Ghdhxi plehhciium of 58 B.C., which limited the discretionary
power of the censors in the regimen wiorum,® would have been to
make them judicially responsible for a breach of its provisions
but this law was soon repealed. The censors were also free from
the usual limitation created by the tribunician intercession ; it
to hav^e

^

Cic,

de Leg. Agr,

ii.

curiata ceteris patriciis

11,

26 “majores de singulis maglatratibua

bia

vos

nam cum centuriata lex censoribus ferebatur, cum
magistnatibus, tum iterum de eisdem judicabatur.’*

seutentiauj feirb volueniut

;

Messala ap. GeU. xiii 16.
Polybius (t1. 53) says that the imago of the censor at a funeral was clad in
purplo.
Aa all the insignia of the other magistrates that be mentions are those
of Iheit life-time, this should bo true of the censors. Perhaps the complete purple
was worn for certain ceremonial parposea. ifommsen {SiaaUr. i. pp. 411 and
446) thinks they were only buried in it.
* dpx^ dPinreiUduyos (Dionya, lix. 16).
^ Liv. xxix. 37
Max. vii. 2, 6.
; Val.
* Aflcon, in Pison,
p.
*

’
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exercised at the

although the obnuniiatio could be employed against the
summons of the people to the census and the lustrumy as against
any other coniio.^
(2) The limitation of tenure to eighteen months caused a
break in the continuity of the magistracy, and was a symbol that
the office was merely occasional.
The censorial ordinances were
valid for the whole quinquennial period of the lustrumy but,
whatever may have been the original intention of the limitation
of tenure, it was continued as an effective guarantee against such
enormous powers being exercised for a continuous period of four
csTisus,^

or five years.^
to the censorship was forbidden, for a
(3) Re-election
continuous moral control exercised by the same men would have

been intolerable/
(4) The collegiate principle operated here as in other offices,
but nowhere was the check of the veto more necessary and more
healthy than in its influence on the arbitrary moral judgments
Without it the Senate might have been packed
of the censors.
by a single man, and degradation from the highest positions and
on the scantiest evidence might have been due to caprice, and
followed by the unpopularity which divided responsibility

The

renders less intense/
in

collegiate relation was, indeed, closer

than in any other magistracy.

this

elected together, the
^

being returned

;

name

Its

holders must be

of the singly-appointed censor nob

and, whether from grounds of convenience or

Hence the helplessness of the tribune against censorial animadversion. Cf,
tViY. 16
**muUis equi adempti, inter quo3 P. Rntilio, qni ir. pi. eo8
violenter accusarat
tribn qnoqne is motus et aerarius foetus.*'
« Cic. ad Ait iv.
% 1.
* For the later mode of regarding this limitation see Liv. iv. 24 “grave ease
iisdem per tot annos magna parte vitae obnoiios vivere.”
But, if the tenure was
fixed
the lex Aemilia (of the dictator Mamercus Aemilius, 434 B.c,, Liv. l.c. ),
it originated before the censorship had become a dangerous power.
The
Liv. xxiii. 23 “nee censoriam vini uni perniiasam et eidem iterura.”
prohibition is attributed to a law of Marcius Butilus Censorinus, censor 294 and
265 B.c. (Plut. Cor, 1 ; cf. Val. Max. iv. 1, 3) ; but it could not have been his
work, at least aa censor, for this official had not the Jits rogandi.
See Momma.
1

Uv.

:

Staaisr.

i.

p.

520,

Xhapro Cluentio (43, 122) to represent this diverge
ence of view as a weakness in the censorsldp ; cf. Liv, ilii 10 (l73 b.c.)
“concon et e re publica cengura fuit
neque ab alttro notatum alter probavit”
Blit it was a necessary condition of the continuance of the office in a free state.
^ Liv. ix. 34 ‘^cum ita comparatum a majoribus sit ut comitiis censoriis nisi
duo confecerint legitima sud'ri^ia, non renuntiato altero comitia differantur.”
® It

ia

Cicero’s business in

.

.
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from a religious scruple, it was enacted that^ if one post was
vacated by abdication or death, the li older of the other should
resign.^

The

and

powers of the censors, various
Their work is briefly that
of numbering and purifying the people.
The accompaniments
of this census are (i.) registration, i.e. the assignment of individuals to their proper state-divisions ; (ii.) the decision of the
incidence of financial burdens, based on an estimate of the
property of individuals; (iii.) the consideration of the moral
worth of individuals with reference to their fitness to exercise
original

specific

as they seem, form a perfect unity.

known generally as the regimen morum;
the purification (lustrum), perhaps to avert the anger of the
gods from the iniquity of numbering the people, perhaps merely
various functions of state,

(iv.)

a regularly recurring atonement for involuntary sin, the voluntary
sinners being first removed by the exclusion effected by the
cura morum.

To

two functions were added first, the lectio
which, although no part of the census, is an outcome of

this aggregate

stncdus,

:

the same activity and forms an integral part
morum secondly, financial duties^ such as the

and

—functions

ojpera jnihlica

could perform.

of

the regimen

leasing of taxes

that any of the supreme magistrates

They are not an

integral part of the census, and

this portion of the censors’ business is

conducted under sena-

torial supervision.^

The

although in the eyes of the censors and of
was but a late attachment to
Even in the year 311 b,C. the consuls could still
their office.
venture to set aside a ccnsorian list and return to the practice of
selecting their own condlium^ and later still (216 B.a) a dictator
could he chosen for the purpose of filling up gaps in the order.*
A lex Ovinia, a jjlebiscitum of uncertain date, may have liiade the
I.

lectio senaius,

the world the

first of

their charges,

Tradition attributed the origin of thia rule to a religious scruple, “quia eo
which a suffectua was appointed) Roma est capta : nee deinde unqnam
in demortui locum censor aufficitur*’ (Liv. v. 31).
* Cicero mixes up the earlier and later functions in his pseudo -law, which
expresses all the activities of the censors {de Leg. iii. 3, 7), “Censores populi
aevitates, auboles, familias pecuniasque cen^ento
urbis, tecta, templa, vias, aquas,
populiqne partes in tribua discribunto
aerarium, vectigalia tnento
exiti
pecunias, aevitates, ordiuca partiunto : equitum peditumqne prolem discribunto
mores populi reguuto
caelibes ease prohibento :
probrum in senatu ne
relinquunto.
^

luatro (in

;

:

:

:

:

*

Liv. iz. 30.

*

ib.

xxiii.

22

;

see p. 193.
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lectio^ but the fragmentary
has been preserved, merely

power in the exercise of their choice.
censors are to choose “the best men/’ a direction which,

limits their discretionary

The

interpreted

by our knowledge

of

later

methods of selection,
must be chosen/

implies at the least that ex-curule magistrates

list of magistrates (including the
plebeian aediles and the quaestors) should be scrutinised before
censorian nominees were appointed.^

at the most that the whole

The framing
estimate of

its

of the Senate’s list was, in accordance

importance, the

first

work

with the

of the censors after

on office. It was accomplished rapidly, for there
was no summoning of the Senate as a corporation, or even of
individuals, as at the ceTisus,
Facilities may have been offered

their entrance

to a senator of clearing himself of charges,®

but formal procedure

was dispensed with, and nowhere was the arbitrary power of the
censors more manifest than in the execution of this the gravest
of their duties.

Rejection took the form of affixing marks (jiotae) against
in the register ; these names were omitted in the revised
list
Then took place the suhledio of new names, and here the
censure was pronounced by omitting those who had a claim to

names

a seat in the house.*

The

veto,

which operated in

its

constantly

negative manner, which enabled one censor to retain a

name

omitted by the other,® or even perhaps to hinder the election
of a new member selected by his colleague, and the written
grounds for censure appended to the rejected name {sub^ la tlie great subUctio after Cannae (216 b,0.) the ex-curule magistrates not
already on the list were chosen in the order of their tenure of power; then the
ex -aediles, ex- tribunes of the pi^ and the quaestorii^ lastly men of distinction
who bad held no magistracy (lay. zxiii 23).
* Festiis p. 216 “ Ovinia tribunicia interremt, qua sanctum est ut censores
ex Omni ordine optimum quemque jurati (Cod, curiati, Mommsen curiatim) tn
eeiiatum legerent,*'
If “ex omni ordine" means “from every grade of the
ma^tracy," the second interpretation is necessary.
* The oratio of Cato as censor against L. Qninctius Flaminius was delivered post
notam, (lay. xxxix. 42) ; but it suggests that the censors felt themselves bound at
times to give reasons for their actions.
*
The phrases for rejection aud omission are TnoverCf oicerCf praeterire. The
last applies both to existing and to expectant senators, and has reference to the
public reading of the list {rccUaiio) (Cic. pro Domo 32 , 84 “ praeteriit in recitando
senatu ").
® Liv. xli,
67 “ retinuit quosdom Lepidus a collega praeteritos "
pro Cluent. 43, 122.

;

cf.

Cic.
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capricious

exclusion.

The automatic method

of recruiting the Senate introduced

Sulla produced a modification in the censorian selection.

magistrates seem to have lost the

power

by

The

of rejecting applicants,

their right of exclusion being confined to
It is not

list.

known whether

names already on the
the censors at a subsequent

still retained the power of reversing an infamia once
pronounced ; but the usual mode in which a seat was regained by
an ejected senator was to seek popular election and to enter the
Senate through a magistracy.^
11. The census opened with a summons to the people to meet

lustrum

the

censors

in

the

Campus

exhibited in the centiiriate

list

Martius.

It

was the army as

that the censors wished primarily

was the members of this body
appear in person ; the capUecensi^ with their
votes in the tribes and their taxable capital, might be represented
only by the curatores iribuumy^ although the censor could summon
any member of the burgess community whom he pleased.^
The financial examination at each eensits, which had as its
object the rating for the iribuiumy was based on the returns of
There was, therefore, some means of checking
the last scrutiny.
the declarations now made on oath by each head of a family,
and in doubtful cases external evidence must have been taken.
The returns were made in accordance with the instructions of a
general formula (lex censui censendo) which the censors had published 3 ® but their general conditions must always have been the
First came a declaration of the size of the property, then
sameBut the estimate of the individual owner need not
of its value.
be accepted by the censors; they often attached an exaggerated
estimate to articles of luxury,® or expressed their disapprobation
to examine, and, consequently, it

that they

summoned

to

* For a type of svbscriptio see Ascon. in or. in Tog. Cand.
Antonium
p. 84
GelHus et Lentulus censores . . Benatu movenint causasque Bubscripsenint, quod
socioa diripuerit, quod judicium recusarit, quod propter aeria alieni magnitudinem
praedia manciparit bonaque 6ua in poteatato non habeat.”
2 Usually
Momms. Btaatsr. i. p, 521 n. 3.
the praetorship Or quaestorship.
* See the formula of summons in Varro {L.L. vi. 86), “omnes Quirites peditea
armatoa, privatosque curatores omnium tribuuiu, si quis pro se sive pro altero
rationera dari volet, vocato In llcium hue ad me.”

^

Mommsen

®

Liv.

believes in a special summons to the capite censi {Staatsr. ii. p. 366).
14.
® Cato in 184 assessed articlca of luxury at ten times their value (Liv. xixix.

44

;

xliii.

Plut. Cat.

Mqq,

18).
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moral ofTonces by an arbitrary and excessive rating

of social or

goods of the offenders.^
All the property thus assessed must be the object of quiriOriginally it had been but the land and the
tarian ownership.
animals associated with it (res mandpt),^ such objects as had
been conveyed by mancipation, and for the evidence of the
transfer of which from hand to hand the mancipation witness
But the growing mercantile community
could be summoned.
had to take account of movables, and throughout the historical
of the

period

objects of property, corporeal or incorporeal, which

all

constituted pecunia in the later sense of the word,

were subject

After the time when direct taxation
ceased in Italy (167 B.C.) the valuation was no longer made for
the iributum; but property was still for a time the determinant

and

to valuation

taxation,^

of the kinds of military service

had

and voting

rights,

and the censors

to scrutinise the professions of the assessed, although

still

the scrutiny was perhaps conducted with less rigour than before.
As it was the head of the family alone that could give an
account of property, so it was to him that the censor put the
questions as to the persons dependent on his care.

requisite

The respondent gave not only his own name, his father’s and
his age, but made similar declarations about liis son, his
Inquiries about the female members
daughter, and his wife.^
of the family were chiefly undertaken on moral grounds ; they
were of no importance for the work of registration, whose object
Of the three
was to assign voting rights and military burdens.
the cwm, the tribe, the century
subdivisions of the Roman state
the first was not considered by the censor, for the curva^ like
The assignment of the tribe varied at
the gens, was inherited.
If there was never a time in the history of
different periods.
the censorship when it had been confined to land-holders,^ the
possessor of an allotment was naturally registered in the trihus

—

—

*

Liv.

ttomme

“Mamercum

24

iv,

Max,
qni ad

Val.

fecerniit”;

§05,

.

,

.

moveruut octuplicatoque censu flerarium
et Postumius censores acre poenas

tribn

iL 9, 1 “Camillus
s^tiectuteta

perv^uerant,

3

de Leg,

Cic.

iii.

3,

*

Lc.

Cic.

.

,

.

.

.

a;Qrarimu defttrc

-

**

aevitatea

.

.

.

p. 69.

J%d, Munic,
Peainia here applies to both rts

suholea

accipito/’

.

.

.

ceu.sento

nomina, praenomina, patrea

accipito.”

See

7 “familias pecnniasque censento’*;

147 “rationem pecuniae
mancipi and nec vutneipi,
\.

“eornni
habet

in
*

jusserunt.*'

.

.

.

ct

;

lex

qaot

Jvl,
ant] os

Munic,
qTiisqi;e

^ p. 68,

1.

145

eerum
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which contained his plot of ground, the non-possessor in that
wherein he dwelt.
But, by the year 312 B.C., the landless
citizens had already been conBned to the four urban tribes
the

them even over the
power of this forensis
faciio;^ but in 304 B.O. the landless proletariate was again confined to the iribus urhanae^ and hence arose the permanent
distinction between the more honourable country and the less
censor of that year

radical

country

tribes,

to

distributed

increase the voting

distinguished city tribe.

As a matter

between the landed and the landless

when

all

of fact, this distinction

citizen could not continue

property, personal as well as real, became of equal

value at the ceiims^ and membership of the tribe became practically hereditary.
Bub it was a heredity which might be broken
by the censor at every period of registration. He might, as we
see, arbitrarily transfer an individual from his paternal
country tribe to one of the four urban divisions, which, partly
from historical reasons, partly because they contained the freedmen, were accounted less distinguished.

shall

The

distribution into centuries naturally followed the distinc-

and ago which qualified for those bodies. The
which set forth this distribution was still pre-eminently an
army list, bub the table of seniors {tabulae seniaium) undoubtedly
contained the names of those who were past the age of compulThe sexagenaritf although the young bloods might
sory service.
object to their voting for a war in which they were not to share,
tions of property
list

^ Liv. ix.
46 "forenals factio App. Clandi cenaura vires nacta, qui . .
humilibus per omneR tribus divisis forum et campum coirupit** Cf. Diod. xx.
rots iroMrats Siroc TrpoaipOiUTO
Mommsen
46 (App. Claudius)
imagines that it was in this year that the landless citizens jferst fonnd a place in
.

the tribes {Staatsr, ii, 392 sq,, 402 sq,).
^ Liv. l.c. “aliud integer populus
.

.

.

aliud forensis factio tendebat.

.

,

.

Pabius simul concordiae causa, simul ne bumUimorum in maun comitia easeut,
omnera forensem turbam excretam in quattuor tribus conjecit urbanasque eas
appellavit.'*
®

Sexa<;enariu3 dc ponle,
Cf- Clc. pro Rose. Ainer. 35, 100 “ Habeo etiam
quem contra morem majorum, minorem annia LX de ponte in Tiberim

dicere,

334 “quo tempore primnm per pontem coepemnt comitiia
suffragium ferre, jiiniores conclamaverunt ut do ponte dejicerentur seiagenari, qui
jam nullo publico munere fungerentur, ut ipsi potius sibi quam illi deligerent
If pom could be taken literally, a curious parallel is furnished
iraperatorera.”
by early Slavonic procedui-e,
“The veches passed whole days in debating the
same subjects, the only interruptions being free fights in the streets. At Novtook
gorod tlieso fights
place on the bridge across the Volchov, and the stronger
party sometimes threw their adversaries into the river beneath" (Kovalevsky
dejecerit"’; Festus p.

Modem

Cuitoms and Ancienl

Laws of Russia

p. 138).
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by whom they would not be led, still had
taking part in the deliberations of the comiiia

or electing a general
the right

of

centnriaia.

It is obvious that the complete census of tribes and centuries
included every voting unit of Eome, and, in spite of the fact
that an individual scrutiny of the aerarii may not have taken

we must suppose that there was a tribal list of all the
which proved the right to vote at the comitia tributa and
the concilium plelm.
But it is almost certain that, when an

place, ^

citizens

histonan mentions a census of Republican times, he is reproducing merely the army list,^ the vital element in registration
for a military state.
All under the military age are excluded,
and it has even been concluded that in the historical lists the
The frohiarii are potenseniores themselves are not entered^
tially, and in a sense actually, members of the Roman army
but
it is very questionable whether they appear in the Republican lists.
Tb was, perhaps, not until the Principate that the census contained the names of all male Romans above the military age.®
The word equUes primarily and
III. The recognitio equiiim.
properly applied only to the citizen cavalry of 1800 men, serving
on horses supplied by the state.® These formed the ceniuriae

—

eqniium equo publico, and this class was the ordo equesier in the strict
sense.
It is true that equites

About the

this.

had come

to

have a wider meaning than

close of the fifth century, individuals possessing

a certain census and not included in the equestrian centuries
were permitted to serve as cavalry with their own horses,^
They were no definite body, but were selected for a particular
service hy the commander, if the censors had admitted their
pecuniary qualification.® The consequence was that the terms
1

^

p.

221.

“Eorum

qui

arma

ferre possent'" (Liv.

ijXiKlav (Dionys. xi. 63),

Momnia. Siaatsr.

ii,

*

p. 72.

^

Beloch der Italische

« p.

tQv iv rats

i.

44), rwi/

(Polyb.

ii.

ix^vrwy r^v

arpareifffifjiov

24).

p, 411.

Bund

p. 78.

73.

is put by tradition at the time of the siege of Veii (403 b.c.,
“quibus census equester erat, equi publici non erant adsigiiati
senatum adeunt factaque diceiidi potestate equis se suia stipendia facturos promittuut ”). Livy here assumes a CCTiaua as existing for the egidies eguo publtco,
but it is questionable whether it was not transferred from these new eqwites (equo

Tbe change

Liv, V. 7

.

.

privaio as they are called by modern hi-sLorians) to the old equestrian centuries,
* Polyb. vi. 20 TrXoxrrtvSijv avJrwv
tiro tov

.
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to these potential

who

possessed a certain census,
which, in the Principate and probably in the later Republic, was
The censorship was only concerned with
400,000 sesterces.^
specify all

this wider body of knights as the authority which proved the
monetary qualification of its individual members. The only
body of eqaites which it recognised and treated as a corporation
was that of the eighteen centuries.
The review of the knights (eguitum emus,* recognitio eguiium
took place, not like that of the rest of the citizens in the Campus
The whole corps filed past the
Martius, but in the Forum.
censor man by man, each knight leading his horse by the bridle,
as the herald called his name.^ The first question considered by
the censors was that of discharge.
While the knights were still
the cavalry of Rome, the service was a burden, and a burden
that from the close of the second century of the Republic was
made incompatible with a seat in the Senate.® In the Gracchan
period, as we have seen, ten years’ service had to he proved

before the knight could claim his dismissal.®

was usually granted,

if

the conditions had been

The discharge
fulfilled,

but the

censors, as a penal measure, claimed the right of not allowing

past service to count, and even of imposing additional service

own expense.*^ Ignominious discharge, before
term of service, was a consequence of military
negligence, as shown, for instance, by the shabby condition of the
public horse (impolUia),^ or of any moral blemish, which in other
ranks of life would have entailed dismissal from the Senate or
the tribes.
The form of dismissal was “ sell your horse (vende
the knight’s

at

the completed

^

There

is

The

cipate,

no

direct anthorifcy for this particular censtis earlier than the Prin-

fact that a cermis, approximating to or identical with the equestrian,

was required for judices under the Gracchan law, and the specification that these
should not be senators ox members of senatorial families, led to these judges being
called “knights.’*
They were selected from a class practically identical with
that of the equitea eguoprivodo.
^
Cie. pro Gluent. 48, 134.
*

Vd. Max.

®

Cic.

ii.

de Rep.

(70 B.G.b claims

Pomp.
*

*

Suet. Claud, 16.

9, 7.

iv. 2, 2.

So Pompeiua, a consul who had never been

and obtains

his discharge before

he enters on

a senator

his office (Pint.

22).

Plut. O. Qracch. 2.

See p. 184,

^ LIy. xxvii.

11 (209 b.c 4 “(Censorea) addiderunt acerbitatl (the deprivation
of the public horse) etiam tempus, ne praeterita stipendia procedereut eis, quae
equo publico meruerant, sed dena etipen^a equis privatia facerent.**
® GeU. iv, 12
Festua p. 108.
;

Q
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“lead it on" (traduc equum).^ The censors"
duty was to fill up the vacant gaps in the centuries. This
was done by the enrolment, at their own discretion, of qualified
members from the infantry {j^edites).
This procedure was but one example of that wider censure
which was directed against the citizen body at the time of its
registration in the Campus Martius.
This scrutiny was preceded
by an edict in which the censors declared some of their moral
canons, we may believe, that were transmitted from
canons
while they animcollege to college and seldom departed from
adverted on new evils which they believed to be undermining
The acts which called forth their censure
the life of the state.^
may be conveniently considered under four heads.
(f.) Tliose concerned with family life and private relations.
The father as the domestic magistrate or judge ^ was wholly
responsible for the conduct of the little world of the family, and
the censor exercised his control over women vicariously through
their husbands.*
The objects of censorian animadversion were
the cruel punishment of slaves,® the wrong done to a client,
which had been formerly punished by pontifical law,® the bad
education of children, whether it took the form of undue harshness or of over-indulgence,^ and the non-performance of the sacra
The censors discountenanced celibacy,® imposing
of the clan.®
additional taxation on persistent bachelors.^®
They discouraged
rrUsalliances such as unions between free-born citizens and freedworaen,^^ and checked the legal freedom of divorce. In the usual
marriage by consensus a mere repudiation on the part of the
husband was sufficient to dissolve the tie;^^ but the censors
eqiium), of retention
final

—

—

^ Oic. pro Cluent. 48,
Removal from the ranks is
134 ; Liv. yrix. 37.
described as a deprivation of the horse (adimere equuTn, Liv. xxiv. 18, xli. 2, 7).
*
fragment of a. censorian edict of 92 B.C. directed against the “Latini
rhetores " has been preserved.
Haec nova, quae praeter
It contains the words
"
consuetudinem ac morem raajoruin finnt, neque placent neqne recta videntur

A

(Suet, de Clar. Rhet. 1
®

;

Cell. xv. 11, 2).

“Judex domesticus,” “domesticna magistratns ”

Bervef,

iii.

(Sen.

Controv^ iL 3

;

11).

“ Nec vero mulLeribns praefectus praeponatur, qui
6, 16
apud Grraecos creari solet ; aed sit censor qui viros doceat moderari uxoribns.'*
^ Cic.

de Rep.

iv,

® p, 55Dionya. he,
Dionya. xx, 13.
Pestus p. 344.
® Cic. de Leg. iii. 3, 7 “coelibes esse prohibento."
Val. Max. ii. 9, 1 “ Camilius et Postumius censores aera poenae nomine
qui ad seneefcutera coelibes pervenerant, in aerarium defeire jussemnt.'*

^

®

Liv. xxxix. 19.

Cic.

PhU.

ii.

28, 69.

eos.
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we find a senator
wife without taking advice of the

restrained a reckless exercise of this power, and

Ms

degraded for divorcing

family council.^
They also punished bad husbandry, neglect of
property,^ and luxurious living,^ and enforced good faith, (Jides)
in the execution of informal contracts which were not yet
protected by the sanctions of the civil law*
This was especially
the case with guardianship (tutelcC)^^ but their scrutiny extended
to all legal relations that were held to involve hcma fides, such as
those of partnership, mandate, and deposit.®

were pronounced as a consequence of
Actors were perpetually disqualified from all civic privileges,® and gladiators
were probably subject to a similar degradation,^ Amongst dishonourable employments was reckoned that of a money-lender
who exacted an excessive rate of interest®
(iii,) Breaches of political duty in any sphere called down
the censor’s displeasure.
The magistrate might be degraded for
Disqualifications

(ii.)

modes

certain

of

lifOj

trades, or professions.

cruelty or insubordination in the exercise of his office/ for the
neglect of constitutional formalities,^® for a misuse of the auspices,

or even for the passing of a law likely to injure the morals of
the community.
^

Max.

Vftl.

censores

monium

.

.

.

9,

Val.

2

Anniam

senatii

duxerat, repudiasset, uullo

^ Pliu.
®

iL

L.

judex might be punished for accepting
Maximus

movetunt,

amicorum

et G.

quod,

Junius Brutus Bubulcus

quam virginem

in

matri-

in couailio adhibito.*’

xviii. 8, 11.

PluL TL Gracch* 14; Val. Max.

ii,

9^ 4.

For excessive taxation imposed

of luxury see Liv. xxxix. 44 ; Plufc. Cizt, Maj. 18 ; and p. 221,
* Cf. Gell. V. 13
M. Cato in oration e, qnam dixit apud censores in Lentulnm,
ita sciipait : ‘ quod majores sanctius habuere defendi pupillos quam cUentem. non

on

ftrtic]e5

failere.’”
^

Greenidge Trifamia in Roman Law p, 67.
Even amateur performances might call down the nota.
See Suet. Dorn. 8
(DomtUan) auaeepta corrections morunv ,
quaastorium. vitum, quod gesticulaiidi salt&iidiqne studio teneretwr, movit senatu.’*
The lex Julia Municipalis excludes them, like actors, from the municipal
senate the lex Acilia r^etundarum from the bench of judices.
® Suet. Aug. S9 “notavitque alLquoa quod, pecuniae Icvioribue URurie mutuati,
graviori foenore collocassent.’'
®

®

.

.

;

®

G. Oracch. 2.
;
etiam censorium fecisse exiatimatos, per quos eo tempore
at an unlawful time) senatus conaultnm factum esset,'*

Plut. Cat.

MaJ. 17

Gell. xiv, 7 “opiis

(i.e.

ds Dio}. j. 16, 29 “Appius . , . censor C, Ateium /tribune 65
quod emeutitum an^picia subscribereh’*
Val. Max. ii. 9, 5 *‘M, autem Antonins et L, Flaccns censores (97 b.o.)
Unronium senatn movemnt, quod legem de coercendis convivioTum aumptibua
”
Cic.

notavit,

iatam tribunus plebi abrog-avcrat.
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bribes,^ the soldier or officer for shirking service or for

OKAP.

showing

cowardice or disobedience,^ and the voting citizen for a misuse
Disgraceful conduct in a court
of his judicial or elective power.®
It visited the collusion of
of law might also entail the censure.
a prosecutor with the accused or malicious prosecution in a
criminal case (praevancaliOf calumnia)* and attended false witness

and

Since there was no secular punishment for
was peculiarly the work of the censors.®
censors sometimes pronounced disqualifications as

false oaths.

perjury,

its

visitation

The

(iv.)

of a judicial sentenca®
Theft and other private
were attended with infamy, and sometimes the censure
The censure,
was independent of the judgment of a court. ^
which followed a criminal condemnation, might be either one

the result
delicts

of the censors*

own

creation® or the mere fulfilment of a dis-

by law. Of the second kind were the
pronounced by the lex Cassia of 104 B.O. ® or by the lex
Colpirnia de amhitu of 67 B.C., the latter of which enjoined perpetual exclusion from the Senate as a result of condemnation.^^
IV. The effects of the censorian infamia depended partly on
the rank of the person disqualified, but were always regulated
The senator was
to some extent by the gravity of the offence.
removed from the list, the knight from the equestrian centuries, the
qualification already enjoined
disabilities

commoner

is

said tribu moveri or aerariusfieriy or both.^^

Eemoval

Cic.^wD CluenL 42, 119 ; 43, 121 ; Suet. Dom. 8.
^ Liv. xxiv. 18
xxvii. 11 and 25.
;
® In 204 B.O. the censor M. Livius disfranchised for the purposes of the comitia
eenluruiCa {aerarios religuU) thirty^fonr out of the thirty -five tribes “quod et
'*
innocentem se condemnassent et condemnatnm consulem et censorem feclssent
^

(Liv. xxix, 37).
*

Lex

Jul.

Munic.

1.

120.

111 *Mndicant (the sanctity of the oath in former limes)
notionea aniniadversionesqne censorutn, qui nnlla de re dlJi^entius quam de jure
jnrando judicabant”
**
^ To this form of disqualification the name “ mediate irifamia
has been given
* Cic.

de Of.

Hi. 31,

by modem jurists.
120 “quos autem ipai L. Gellius et Cn. Lentulus duo
captarum pecuniarum nomine notaverunt, ii non modo in
senatum redierunt, sed etiam illarum ipsarum rerum judiciis absoluti sunt.*'
® Liv, xxiz. 37 (in 204 b.o., Claudius Nero) “ M. Livinm (his colleague), quia
populi judicio esset damnatus, equum vendere jussit.
* It enacted “ut quem populus dumnasset cuive imperium abrogasset in senatu
^

Cic.

censored

pro

.

.

(Jlueni. 42,

.

furti et

ne esaet ” (Ascon. in C&nulian. p. 78).
Dio Casa, xzzvi. 21.
Liv. xlv. 16 “omnes iidem ab utroque et tribu remoti et aerarii facti’*;
xliv. 16 *' tribu quoque is motus et aerarius factus"; xxvii. 11; xxlx, 37
“aerarios reliquit.’"
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tribe*’ has two meanings: either that of the milder
peDalty of relegation from a higher to a lower tribe, or of the
severer punishment of total exclusion from the tribes, while
oeraTium facere implies exclusion from the centuries,^

from the

—

V. The lustrum,
After the ranks of the various orders had
thus been purified, the lustral sacrifice {lusiraiio) was ofi'ered for
the whole assembled army in the field of Mara.®
The ox, the
sheep, and the pig {smveiawrilia)y which were led round the host

and then sacrificed to the god, were at once an atonement for
sin and a thanksgiving for blessings prayed for at the preceding
lustrum and since vouchsafed.^ The completion of this ceremonial
marked the close of the censor's functions, at least of those
connected with the

VL

census.

Other functions of the unsors,

—The

necessi ty for the di vision

which had created the censorship, led
duties, analogous to but unconnected with those of
being taken from other magistracies and attached to
These were the leasing of the public revenues,
tenance of public property, and the administrative
of functions,

to financial

the census^

that

office.

the

main-

jurisdiction

connected with these duties.
The Roman state, in its administration of the public property,
had always favoured the system of contracting out. The system
was that of purchase or lease by middlemen {pablkani) of a prospective source of revenue, which the individual or the company
fanned at its own risk or profit. Sometimes the middleman was
himself the occupant (270ssfi5s<?r) of, or the contractor {conductor)
for, the source of wealth from which the revenue was derived.
This principle was applied to limited sources of wealth or those
re(\uiring particular industrial appliances, such as fisheries, saltworks, mines, and forest-land.
This system of direct farming

was sometimes applied to domain-land both in Italy and the
provinces.
The ager Campanus was dealt with in this way, and
the royal domains of the kings whom Rome had supplanted
were, with the confiscated territory of Corinth, let on long leases
^
il.

See Greenidge Ii^amia in JUmuin

pp. 402

312

after

lower
*

ff. )

b,c,

Law

pp. 106-110.

Mommsen

[SULotar,

makes the eipressions triJbu movere and in aerarios r^erre identical
and interprets both as agnifying the removal from a higher to a

tribe.

At each luaLrumvota were

^ Liv.

i.

offered ‘*quae in

44

;

Dionys.

iv.

22.

ppoximum lustrum

suscipi

moa

est” (Suet, Aztg. 97). Before the censorship of Scipio Aemilianus it had been
the custom to pray “ ut populi Romani res meliores amplioresque facereut ** ; after
it, on his initiative, “ut eas perpetuo incolumes servent’* (Val. Max. iv. 1, 10).
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to jjublicani^^

who

CBAF.

doubtless in most cases sublet these teTritoriee

to smaller holders.

Such contracts were pub up to auction, and
cemoria dictated by the censor as

were fixed by a

their terms

This lex^ besides specifying the
revenue which the lessee
required to pay, also fixed the
conditions under which the contract was to be undertaken.^
The second kind of tax-farmer is a true middleman.^ The
puUicams here is not himself employed in working the source
of wealth \ he is not a possessor or occupant, but one who has
bought from the state the right to collect revenue from such
an occupant. The right is put up to auction and bought for a
fixed sum, for which the company oi successful contmotora
furnishes security.
Their gains depend on the prospective
surplus of the revenue which they propose to farm over the
sum which they have agreed to pay. This was the method of
dealing with the public land which had been left open for
the representative of the state.

occupation by squatters (occupatorius ager).
la [id

(ager)

enjoyed by a

possessor,

It

was

either tilled

or pasture land (diva pascua,

over which the pastor grazed his flocks.
Both occupants
were tolerated by the state on condition that they paid a fixed
due for their precarious tenure,^ The puhlicam were the men
who had the right to collect this vectigal from the user of the
laud, and the dues which they might collect were determined
by the lex dicta under which the censor sold the right.^ A
further class of revenues collected in this manner were the
harbour dues (portoria).
They were based on the same leading
idea of the use of public ground by a private occupant ; he pays
salttis)

^ Cic. de Leg. Agr. ii. 19, 60 and 61
The leases were sometimes of
29, SI.
;
conaidexable duTotion (Hyginus p. 116 Lachm. “Ex hoste capti agri postqnam
qui superfueruiit agri vectigalibus subject! sunt,
divisi atmt per centuries .
.

.

per annos [quinoaj alii per annos centenos plures^e finite iHo tempore iterum
veneunt locanturque ita ut vectigalibus est consuetudo *’),
^ e.g. a lex cemoria enjoined that not more than five thousand workmen should
be employed in the gold mines of Vei'cellac by the contractor who worked them

alii

:

(Plin. II. N. xxxiii. 78).
®

The

jurists

inform us that this

dAid&res are oril^

publxmiimvm

is

the true sense of publicamis/ the con-

In common parlance,
loco {Big. 39, 4, 12, 13).
and this usage is etyraologicaUy justifiable, since

however, both are puhlicani,
they are both concerned with a piMicnm, a word which denotes state revenue
and state service {Big. 39, 4, 1 Tac. Ann. xiii. 61 ; Liv. xxiii. 49, 1).
^ Vedigal
Plut TL Oracch. 8 ; cf. App. B.C. i. 7). In the case of
pasture land it was called senptura (Festiis p. 333).
® Lex agraria 1. B5 “ ex lege dicta, quam . . censores
deixerunt, publicano
.
;

.

dare opor£uit.“
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collecting this veciigal within a

of

A

great extension
given area is so2<l to a company of puhlicam.
was given to this system of tax-farming hy its application to
provincial administration.
The Eoman translated the tithe
{deKdrr^f decmna) which he found in Sicily and Asia into his

own

familiar vedigal, but for a time he adhered to the existing

conditions of local collection, and in Sicily the tithes were sold
Asia
in the island itself in accordance with the lex Hieronica}

was the
of

sale

province to which the experiment of a collective
The system w'as
in Rome was applied.^
extended to the Asiatic provinces organised by

first

the

apparently

taxes

Pompeius, and the censorship was the normal vehicle through
which the revenues of a vast kingdom could be purchased by a

company of Roman speculators.
The censors exercised great

discretionary powers in the
these contracts, but a revision of such as had
already been concluded belonged not to them but to the Senate,^

conclusion

of

Their merely executive capacity is an explanation of the fact
that they could not alienate the property of the JRoman people.

Wherever the sale of public lands or buildings by these ofRcials
described, we must assume the concurrence of the people or

is

the Senate,

The extent of the censoiV control of the property of the
made their registers {tahulae) assume the proportions of a

state

budget, which must have been the guide of the staters expenditure.

Although only quinquennial, this budget was tolerably stable, for
the varying returns (as opposed to the invariable revenues, such
as the fixed tribute of

some

of

the provinces) were estimated

for the interval that elapsed between one lustrum

and another.

An

unusual increment, such as that from booty, which might
appear in any year, would have formed the ground for a statement made by the quaestors, the permanent officials of the
aerariuTn.

But, although estimates were made
to do with general expenditure.

by the

censor, he had
no concern with
the provinces and the army, and was limited to the maintenance

little

^

Cic. in Verr.

® ib.

iii.

6,

ii.

26,

63

;

60,

147

;

iii-

He had

7, 18.

12 atid 14.

^ Polyb. vi. l7.
The Senate can (rvjuirrti/iaros yevo^^uov Koxjtplaai /cai t6
irap^Tav 6.S\}vtiTov rivhs iyvflpdvTCS liTroXwrat
^pyu/vlas.
Cf. the section on the
Senate's control of property.
In 1^9 and 59 R.c. we find the people releasing
from an oppressive contract (Liv, xliii, 16 ; App. B. C. ii. 13).
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and extension of the public property of the state? He was
maker or a repairer of opera publica, such as roads,
aqueducts, temples, and public buildings.^
Such buildings or
repairs were leased out to contractors, the state here becoming
the debtor of a private company and seeking to obtain the
lowest estimate for the work.* For the purpose of repairs or
new works a credit {pecunia attribuia) was granted by the Senate,
which directed the quaestors to employ this money at the
discretion of the censors.*
Within the limits of this sum they
could act at their own discretion with respect to the modes of
either a

expenditure, although they doubtless took the advice of the

These grants and the purposes

to which they were
the strange name of ultro tribuia,^ a
designation which may be a relic of a time when such opera were
not leased^ but were burdens {munera, moenia), owed as a voluntary

Senate.

known by

applied were

by the community,®

tribute

These

financial

administrative

functions

jurisdiction.

of the censors gave rise to an
In their guardianship of public

places they decided where private buildings

privaUJ

had encroached on
where public buildings had been usurped by
Tliey may at times have pronounced on the pecuniary

penalties

meant

state property,® or

to enforce the rights of public property, for

they sometimes exercised their coercive power and proclaimed
varying penalties {muUae) to compel obedience ; ® but such
quasi - criminal jurisdiction must have been exercised more
frequently by the aediles, and, where the amount of the fine
necessitated the appeal, it must have been pronounced and
^
m. 3, 7
aqu&s
Fam.
" sarU tecta (i.e. the repairs of waUa and roofs) aedium sacrarum
cornmnnimn tueri.’*
.

® Cf.

Liv. xxxix.

xiii,

2i,

2

locoruinqiie

44 “ultro tribnta inGmis

(pretiis) locaverunt.”
opera pnblica facienda cnm eis ^cenaotibns) dimidinm
vectigalibua ejus anni attributum ex senataa conaulto a quaestoribus asset ”
xl. 46 “ censoribus deinde postulantiboa nt pecuniae suraiua sibi, qua in opera
publica uterentur, attribueretur, vectigal annuum decretnm est.'*
* Lex Jul. Munie. 1. 73
Liv. xxxix. 44 (quoted n. 2).
;
® Mommsen {Staatsr. ii. p. 446) takes the phrase to mean something “voluntarily granted
by the Senate to the magistrate.
® Liv. xxxix. 44.
The later tendency, however, was for such public rights
to be protected by the praetor's interdicts.
ib. xl. 61
“complura sacella publica quae fuerant occupata a privatis
publica sacraque ut essent paterentque populo curaruut.”
® ib.
xliii.
16 “censores ad piguora capienda miacruut multamque pro
® ib. xliv.

16

“ad

contione private dizeruut"

w
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defended by the latter magistrates.
Jurisdiction bearing a
resemblance to that of civil law was concerned with the ultro
iributa, when the question arose whether a contract had been
carried out satisfactorily or not, and with disputes about the
public land, the controversy in the latter case lying most
frequently between the puhlicanus and the possessor^^ but sometimes, no doubt, between one who claimed to be an owner on
the one hand and the middleman or an occupant on the other.
The form of this jurisdiction varied.
Sometimes, when the
dispute lay between the state and an individual, as in the
controversies about the ultro iributay the sentence was the result
of a purely magisterial cognisance, although we may suppose
that the censor could, if he pleased, give B,judez in such a case.
Where the dispute lay between two privaiiy even though one
of them had the quasi-ojBBcial position of B^puUicanv^, the granting
of a judex or recuperatores was, at least in the later I^public,
usual. ^

The plebeian MagistraUe

The

of the tribunate, through the
decemvirate to do its work, and consequently of
the plebeian assembly in all its purity, led to the persistence
of a magistracy chosen only by and only from the Plehs.
But
the plebeian aedileshfp was welded with the curule office of
the same name into practically a single magistracy, which has
already been discussed;* while the tribunate is so intimately
bound up with every phase of the constitutional development
and organisation of Home, that every one of its leading functions

accidental preservation

failure of the

has already been considered.
have seen the method of

We

its institution and the singular
power rested/ and we have observed
the numbers of the holders of the office rising from two to
The right of eliciting resolutions from
four, and finally to ten.®
the Plebs and the coercive power and jurisdiction possessed by

religious basis

this office

on which

its

We have

have also been described.®

further dwelt on

the anomalous duality of the office, and seen how in a certain
sense it is not a magistracy, the tribune lacking both the
requisite insignia*^
^

Lex agraria

‘

p. 03.

II.

'

and the right of taking
^

35, 36.
p. 94.

auspicia impeirativaj^

» ib.
*

pp. 95

ff.

• p.
’

p. 190.

208.

» p. 162.
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but how, on the other hand,
the people,

of

when

it

LIFE

CHAP.

becomes practically a magistracy

to be used in the interest of the whole state.

acting with the Plebs gave the tribunes the
legislation

come

functions originally purely plebeian

power

The

right of

of initiating

when fleUscita had been

raised to the level of leges ; ^
not only presided' over the

in their elective capacity they
appointment of their successors and of the plebeian aediles, but
through the Plebs they might not only create a minor magistracy
such as the triumvirate agris dandis assigmndisy^ but in the
closing years of the Republic actually conducted the election
of such officials.^
Their power of prohibition and their right
of veto,^ limited for a moment by Sulla but soon restored in
its plenitude,® became, when constitutionally employed, a
all
guardianship of the whole state against the illegal or unconstitutional proceedings of other magistrates, and formed the
chief basis of the Senate’s authority.
Their association with
the Senate, from being merely prohibitive, grew to be positive,®
and they finally shared the presidency of that body. Lastly, their
powers of coercion and jurisdiction widened into a judicial control
of the magistracy ; they were the prosecutors of faulty officials,
and, up to the time of the development of the gaaestwnes,
represented the chief means which the state possessed of
enforcing criminal responsibility on its executive.'^

The minor Magistrates

Prominent amongst the minor magistrates (^inores magisstands a group known finally, and perhaps in Republican

tT<Uus\ ®

*

p. 126.

2 Cic.

d€ Leg. Agr,

ii.

7,

17 “totiea legibus agrariis curatores

Cf. ib. ii.
triumviri quiuqueviri decemviri.”
liabueruat (pullarios) tresviri lege Sempronia.”

12,

constitiiti

31 “eodem jnre

.

.

.

sunt

quo

“jubet enim (the agrarian law of Rullog) trihnnnm pUbis,
creare decern viros per tribus septemdecim, ut, quern
^ pp. 174, 177.
decemvir sit.”
uovem
^ The nature of the Sullan limitations is unknown.
Caesar says '*SuIlam
nudata omnibus rebus tribunicia potestate tamen intercessionem liberam reliquisse " (/J.(7. i. 7). and Cicero “ Sullam probo, qui tribunis plebis sua legeinjuriae
faciendae potestatem ademerit, auxilii ferendi reliquerit” {deLcg. iii, 9, 22).
He
probably formulated cases iu which it could not be employed. There are iuatances
of the tribuniciaii veto between 81 b.o. and 70 b.c,, the date of the restoration
See Momms. Stoats, ii. p. 308 nn. 1 and 2.
of the tribune’s power.
^

Lb.

LL 7, 16

qui earn legem tnlerit,

tribus fecerint, is

.

« p.

162.

’ p.

182.

8 Cic.

de Leg.

iii.

3, 6.
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This group was merely a collection
and not itself a collegium. It is probable
that most of its members were originally nominated by superior
magistrates in later times they were all elected in the comitia
iri^ay although doubtless a separate elective act was required
times, as the viginti-sexrviri}

small

of

colleges

;

for each college.
(a)

name

The

iiivin capitaks, sometimes called

of iziviri nodumi^ probably irom their

by the less technical
duty of extinguish-

were introduced as a standing institution about the year
Their general function was that of assistance to the
After the judgment
other magistrates in criminal jurisdiction.
had been pronounced, they guarded the prisoners and carried
out the death sentence,^ Their duties preliminary to a criminal
trial were the preventive imprisonment of the accused and the
conduct pf a first examination after a criminal charge had been
ing

fires,

289

made.^
They also heard ordinary police-court charges, such as
those of vagrancy or nocturnal disturbance of the peace,® and
they exercised police duties in the town, such as that of preserving order in the streets.®
When acting as magistrates who
could give a final judgment, their dealings seem to have been
There is no evidence that they
with slaves and foreigners.
possessed any right of sentencing citizens or any higher jurisdiction which would bring them into contact with the people.
{h) The triumvirate of the masters of the mint (luviri monetales)^ originally an occasional, first becomes a standing office
about the time of the social war.®
commissioners, acting probably as subor(c) Six sanitary
dinates to the aedileg and bearing the titles jvviri vii$ in
ur6e pwgandis (or viarum cwrandarum), iTvirt nw exfra propiusve
urbem Homam passus mille purgandis, are first mentioned in
The first looked to the
Caesar's Municipal Law (45 B,c.).
cleansing of the streets within Rome, the second perhaps
of those within the radius of a mile from the walls.®
^

^ Liv. JZp. xi.
Feshis p. 233 ; Dio Casa. liv. 26.
de Leg. iii. 3, 6 ; Sail. Cat. 55.
Val. Max, vi. 1, lo ; Cic. pro Clueni. 13, 38.
® PlauL Avypk. 1.
Ascon. in MUon. p. 38.
1, 3.
The full officiM title which first appears
Pompon, in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 30.

* Cic.
^
®

44 B.C.

is

Momms. .Stoalsr. ii.
Momma. S>taai9r. ii. p. 601.

variants see
*
*

a(vro) a{Tge7Uo) a{ere) J\pii\do\
p.

602

For

this

title

and

in
its

n. 3.

Verbally the second title might, and perhaps should, refer to the viat of
But the office is probably an urban nmgiatracy. See ib. p, 604.

Italy.
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(i) The xviri stlUibns judicaridis have a strange history ; for,
from being simple judkeSy they become minor magistrates of the
people.
They are doubtless the decemvirs who were rendered
sacrosanct by the Valerio-Horatian laws of 449 B.c./ the reason
for this protection being that they were the jurors who decided

in cases of freedom,

that ultimate plebeian right which, as the

Terginia shows, might sometimes be assailed.
By
Cicero^s time they are still judges in liberales causae, but they
have risen to the rank of independent magistrates.^
story

of

The

Capuam Oumas^ were the elected
represented the jurisdiction of the praetor in the
munidpia and colonies of the Campanian district. Their functions
{e)

delegates

may

iiiiviri praefedi

wko

be more appropriately discxissed

when we

are dealing with

the organisation of Italy.

Certain judicial and military posts were also filled by popular
The paucity of criminal judges at Rome after the
institution of the ^lumliones perpeime^ led to the appointment of
election.

an annual president of the chief court which tried ordinary
crimes
that, namely, which dealt with murder and kindred

—

The magisterial position of
shown both by the fixed qualification

offences {(piae$tio de sicarii^.
jvdices guaestionis

is

generally, perhaps always,

by the

an ex-aedile that

fact that, like the magistrate

who

is

these

—
appointed —and
it is

^

takes the oath in

legeSy^

which they are
probably elected by the people

these judices swear to observe the special law

administering.^

They were

in the eomiiia irihUa,^

Subordinate military posts were also in the people's

we have

already noticed

how

in part a quaabmagistracy.®

ment
the
^

Liv.

command and maintenance

was also entrusted to the

iii.

and

In the year 311 b.G. the appoint-

of consular delegates for the

fleet

gift,

the tribunate of the legions became

tribes.

These

of

iiviri navales

65.

iii 8, 6.
For their jurisdiction in cases of freedom in the
Ciceronian period geo Cic, pro Caec, 39, 97 pro Domo 29, 78.
* Festua p, 233,
* p. 207.
^ This was the case with
C. Olaudius Fulcher (fi.LL. i. p. 279), G. Junius
(Cic. pro CluenL 29, 79), and C. Julius Caesar (Suet. Oaes, 11).
^ Cic.

de Leg.

;

< p.

189.

7 Cic.
^

pro

Chiejit, 33, 91.

Mommsen

inclines to think that the oiUce followed as a matter of course on

the aedileahip {Siaatsr.
*

p. 155.

ii.

p, 690).
liiv. ix.

30.
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were not annual
character of the

required

officials,

Roman

its creation.

but, in obedience to the occasional

fleet,

The

237

came

office

into existence

when

a war

seems to have become extinct

by the second century D.C.
More occasional still was the creation by the comitia iributa^ in
later times occasionally by the concilium ^leUs^ of minor magistrates with extraordinary functions.
Such were the officials for
conducting a colony (coloniae deducendae\ for the assignment of
land {agri^ dmdis assipTianc^is), or for the dedication of a temple
To this category belong the occasional curatores
{aedi dedicandae).
for the corn-supply and the roads {annome^ viarum)*
*

p. 234.

CHAPTER V
THE PEOPLE AND

ITS

POWERS

\Vk have already noticed the duality of procedure by which
and seen that every
popular act was dependent on a rogatio} But different spheres of
They may
popular activity may conveniently be distinguished.
be divided into (i.) legislative or quasMegislativo acts; (ii.)
the powers of the people were exercised,

elective

;

(iii.)

judicial.

respect to legislation proper, the Roman, like every
other government which recognises the theory of parliamentary
(i.)

With

sovereignty and has no provision for a constituent assembly,
drew no distinction between constitutional and other laws. But

we may conveniently distinguish between those
ordinances which altered the structure of the constitution and
affected public rights, and those which dealt merely with the
in our enumeration

private relations of the citizens to one another.

In constitutional legislation the power of the people was unThey could create new parliaments, as they did the
comitia tributa populi;^ they could delegate full powers of legislation to parliaments already existing, as they did to the concilium
pleUs? They could devolve powers almost amounting to
sovereign rights on an individual, as they devolved them ultiThey might suspend the constitution
mately on the Princeps.
and set up a provisional government, as they did when they gave
constitutive powers to the decemvirs or to Sulla.
They might also observe or create rules which limited their
limited.

own power

A result of

observance of a rule is a
laws declaring their operation
invalid in so far as they conflict with any fundamental obligation

/(/rmula

of

utterance.

which appears

1

p. 43.

in

Roman

* p. 102.

» p.

126.
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— the fas OT jus which

lies at the background of the state and
which the people themselves dare not infringe.
The scruple
was expressed in the saving clause

Si

quid jus non essitt rogarieb, ejus ea lege
NIHILUM ROGATUU.^

Primarily this clause guarded a law against being a breach of a
religious obligation; 2 but, as interpreted by Cicero, it was a
profession of respect even for certain ultimate secular rights

the right, for instance, to the possession of citizenship.

The creation of limitations may be instanced by the provision
Twelve Tables, which forbade enactments to the detriment

of the

of individuals {privilegia\^

and by a principle

—perhaps rather a

rule of procedure analogous to the formalities of legislation

which forbade laws on different subjects to be passed en
{per soiuram), a provision re-enacted hj

98

2k

lex

B.C.*

The

creation of

new

magistracies

was

also within the

of the people, and, originally, the extension of an office

proper term.

its

bloc

Caecilia JDidia of

In the year 327

B.O., at

power
beyond

the commencement of

the second Samnite war, the consul Q, Publilius Philo had his
imperium prolonged by a plebisdium;^ although, as early as
308 B.O., in the prorogation of the command of the consul Q,

Fabius Maximus, the Senate alone

is

mentioned as giving

its

sanction.®

The establishment of special judicial commissions to decide
without appeal, in cases where the ordinary authorities were felt to
be unable to cope with crime or conspiracy, was, in the strict theory
of the constitution, entirely in the people's hands.
Caec, S3, 95 ; cf. pro D<mo 40, 106 “Quae tua
Tuleram, inquit, ut mihi liceret. Quid I Non ©xceperas ut,
^

Cic.

^0

“

Commissions
fiiit

si

consecratio

I

quid jus non

ne esset rogatum )
* Valerius Probua gives the formula which emphasises this religious aspect of
It was 6T QQiD sacxu sanoti est quod kon jure sit rogatuv,
the saving clause.
EJUS HAO LEGS NIHIL ROOATUB.
> Sec p. 107.
^ Cic, pro Domo 20, 53 “quae (est) seDtentia Caeciliae legis et Didiae nisi
haec, ne populo necesse sit in conjunctis rebus compluribus aut id quod nolit
The principle had existed as early as the
accipere aut id quod velit repud iare I “
See Mouirasen Staatsr, iii. p. 336.
lex AcUia RepetuTida/rum of 122 (1, 72).
esset rogari,

® Liv. viii. 23.
*
Compare,
ib. ii. 42.

however, x. 22 (296 B-a), where the pUbisdium and
the sencUus ctmstdium are both meutioued in connexion with the prorogation
For the recognition of the iuipenum of the
of the command of L. Volumnius.
consul for a single day to enable him to triumph, see p, 168.
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of this kind are found in 187,^ 172,^ and 141
cases there Avas co-operation
it is

on

® B.C.
In all these
bebveen the Senate and people, and

not until the revolutionary period that the people ventures
own authoritj to establish a commission for criminal

its

investigation.^

The

public rights of

control of the comiia^

the individual were

and the conferment

also

of

under the
was

citizensliip

As originally the patrician comitia could
alone coopt patricians,® so in later times the assembly of the
solely the people^s gift.

whole Populus could alone admit new partners to its rights.
Civic rights could be conferred on individuals or communities,
in whole or in part, and the Pkbs was for this purpose equally
competent with the Populus.^ A mediate grant of the citizenship could be made by the conferment of the power by the people
on a magistrate entrusted with the founding of a settlement^
as when the lex ^ppuleia of 100 n. a granted the right to Marius
to raise three persons to the citizenship in any colony which he
planted'^ Citizenship might also be conferred by an imperator for
good service in the field ; but the power had to be given, or perhaps
in some cases the grant retrospectively sanctioned, by the people.
Such a power was given by law to Pompeius after the war with
Sertorius ; ® but Pompeius may provisionally have conferred the
citizenship during the campaign.
Marius granted the boon on
the field of battle;* he may have already had the power given
him by the people,^® or he may have calculated on the subsequent
ratification of his act.

Deprivation of the citizenship of a community, the legality
which by any power was questioned in the later Kepublic,^^
could be effected, if at all, only by the people, and the people

of

'

Liv, ixxviii. 54-60.

^

Cic.

de Fin.

*

The

qvuusiio

ii.

® ib, xlii.

21 and 22,

16, 54.

MamiCia of 110 B.a (Salt Jug.

40).

» p. 14.
* The lex Flaulia Papvria (Cic. pro Arch.
two tribunes.
^ Cic. pro Bedbo 21, 48 “lege Apptdeia .

tulerat, ut in singulas colonias
® ib. 8,

.

elves

.

7
.

;

see p. 311)

.

.

was the work

of

qua lege Salninmna C. Mario

Romanos

facere posset."

quam

19 “lege

sententia tulerunt

temos

4,

L. Gellios Cn. Cornelius (coss.
videjnus satis esse sanctum nt cives

72

B.c.)

Bom uni

ex senatus
ii, quos

sint

Cn. Pompe/us de consilii senteatia singillatim civitato donaverit,’*
® Val. Mai. V. 2, 8 “(C, Marius) duaa ,
Camertium cohortes mira virtute
,
vim Cimbrorum suslinentis in ipsa acie adversus condicionem foederis ciritate
donavit."
.

Momma.

Staatfr,

iii.

p.

135 n.

5.

“ do, pro

Ckuc,

B5 101.
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might in this particular be represented by the Plebs. It was
this body which pronounced on the fate of Capua in 211 B,a,
and their decision entailed a criminal condemnation, the penalty

The people, however, did not itself
of being sold into slavery.
pronounce deprivation of citizenship, but left the fate of the
Capuan burghers to the Senate.*
The people might also give the right of voting to those who
already possessed citizenship without it.
This was so entirely a
popular gift that even the previous deliberation of the Senate
was not considered necessary for such a conferment.
When a
tribune proposed to grant the right of suffrage to the munidjna of
Formiae, Fundi, and Arpinum in 188 B.C., he was met by the
veto of four of his colleagues,
first be taken.

who

the true principle of such

they eventually withdrew their

insisted that the Senate^s
But, yielding to instruction on

judgment should

gifts,

opposition.^

The deprivation

of voting power
iriiu mover in the extreme
have been retained by the censor,^ although a
protest against its use to disfranchise a whole class was raised
in 169 B.C.*
The people alone could impose a new burden on
itself, and taxation belonged wholly to the comiiia^
Passing to legislation on private matters, we find that any
fundamental change in the legal relations of citizens to one another
must be effected by the people. The law of the Twelve Tables is
itself a lex cenluriata^ and we need only think of laws, such as those
sense

—seems

to

xxvl 33 (speech ctM, AtiJius RegiUas) ” ‘Per eeQatum
de Campenis,
Romani fiunt, injussn popiilo non video posae. Idque et apud majorea
nostros in Satricfthis factum cst (319 B.c.), cum defecissent, ut M. Antistins
tribun us plebia priiis rogationem ferret eolsceretque plebs uti eenatui de Satricania
^

Llv.

qui

cive.s

Itaque censeo cum tribunls plebis agendum esse
aententUe dicendae jus esset.
ut eoruTu unus plu reeve rogationem ferant ad plebem qua nobis statuendi de
Campanis jus ftat.’ L. Atilius tribunns plebia ex auctoritate senatua plebem iu
Plebes eic jussit, ‘Quod eenatus juratus, maxima pars,
haec verba rogavit . ,
’*
censeat, qui adsidetia, id volumus jubemusque.’
2 ib. xxxviii. 36 ” edocti popnli esse, non senatng, jua Huffragii quibus velit
.

impertiri, destiterunt incepto."
* p.
*

229.

Liv. xlv.

15 (169

B.C.

;

on the proposal of the censor Sempronius to

dis-

franchise the freedmen, his colleague Claudius) “ negabat
.
sulfragii lationem
,
injussu popull censorem cniquam homini, nedum ordini univereo adimere posse
enim,
si
tribu
movere
nosset,
quod
sit
aliud
quam
mutare jubere
neque
nihil
.

tribuTTi,

ideo

omnibus quinque

et trigintft tribiibus

emovere posse, id

est

ci vita tern

liber tatemque eripere.’'

16 (357 b.c.) we find the account of the creation of the mccsiiTut
rruinumissionis by the comtlia tributa popiUi.
*

In Liv.

vii.

R
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on usury, or the to Voconia on inheritance, as types of a multitude
In the matter of civil procedure also a fundamental
of others.
change, such as that permitting the use of the formula in place
of the legis actio in cases falling under the jus civile, required
legislation.^
Yet we feel that it is only a question of degree

whether such changes are effected by the people or by the authority
In matters of substantive law immense changes
of individuals.
were brought about by the interpreting authority of the praetor
while in procedure also much was left to the discretion of
The same principle of division
pontiffs, magistrates, and jurists.
Wide as were the
of authority applies to police regulations.
coercive powers oi the magistrates, sweeping iniringements on
individual liberty, such as those created by the sumptuary laws,
were the work of the people.
We may pause here to examine the form of a lex, and
its
especially that portion of it which secured its validity
sanction.
A complete law contained three parts (1) its
preamble (j^aescriptio), which described the formal circumstances
of its enactment ; ^ (2) the text, in which a minute and exhaustive
formalism was rigorously preserved; (3) the sanction, which
contained the pains and penalties pronounced against those who
A poena, however,
violated the provisions of the enactment.
was not of itself sufficient to constitute a perfect law. A lei
perfecia was one which declared an act invalid and imposed a
The imposition of a penalty without
penalty for disobedience.
the declaration of invalidity constituted a to minus guam perfectaj
A law without a sanction was imperfeciaf The method of repeal
most frequently practised at Rome was rather that of supersession than of the declaration of the nullity of the former
Hence the sanction of laws often gives impunity
enactment.
to those who by obedience incur the pains and penalties pro-

—

:

^

This change was effected by a
205.

to

Aebutia (Gell. xvi. 10, 8

;

Gains

iv.

30).

® p.

which has been preserved is that of the lex Quinctia
The
de aquaeductibus, a consular law of 9 b.o. (Frontinus de aquaeductibus 129). It
“ T. Quinctius Crispinus consul populum jure rogavit populusque jure
runs
Tribua Sergia
scivit in foro pro rostiis aedis divi Juli pr(idie) [k] Julias.
fullest praescriptio

*

:

L. f Virro [primus scivit].”
.
principium fuit, pro ti'ibu Sex, .
^ Ulpian Reg^praef. 2 “Minus quam perfecta lex est, quaa vetat aliquid fieri
et, si factum sit, non rescindit, sed poenam injungit ei qui contra legem fecit.”
The Licinio-Sextian a^arian law of 367 was apparently of this kind.
® Macrob. Oomm. in Somn. Scip. ii. 17, 13 “inter leges quoque ilia imperfecta
dicitur, in qua nulla deviantibus poena sancitur.”
.

.
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nounced by some previous measure.^ Repeal might be either
complete or partial, and a series of technical terms was evolved
to express this difference.^

The attempt of certain laws to secure
was necessarily futile, as opposed

repeal

parliamentary sovereignty.®

to the

by

prohibiting

whole theory

It is possible, however,

of

that the

such as that which made
The
were regarded as unalterable.
execraiio^ which was their sanction, may have been regarded as
a fundamental religious obligation, and have been held, as such,
to be one of those sacred rights which, as we have seen,^ no law
sacratae of the early Republic,

leges

the

^

finality

tribune

sacrosanct^

professed to infringe.

The sovereign privilege of exempting individuals from laws
was naturally possessed at first by the legislative body itself
bub by a curious revolution, which we shall trace elsewhere,^
this singular privilege became a prerogative of the Senate.

The

people's control of external matters, although it is

from a
lance

to

still,

resemb-

juristic point of view, legislative, bears a closer

the administrative functions of a Greek or modern

government.
Here the magistrate was empowered to act in all
matters of detail, and we shall see how this magisterial sphere
was usurped by the Senate. The people had only the control
Their
of the fundamental relations of Rome with foreign states.

was confined to the declaration of war, the making of
and the giving of charters.
declaration of war was, according to Roman notions,

activity

treaties,

A

strictly necessary only

relations
^

Cio.

ad

when

which approximated
Ait.

iii.

treaty relations, or even at times
to those of a treaty,®

had been

23, 2 “alterum caput est tralaticium de impunitate si

CONTRA ALIAS LEGES EJUS LEGI3 ERGO FACTUM
2 Ulpiau op, cit. 3 “ hex aut rogatur, id

quid

SIT."*

est, fertur ; aut abrogatur, id est,
pars primae (legia) tollitur ; aut subrogatur, id est, adjicitur aliguid primae legi ; aut obrogatur, id est, mutatur
Cf. the clause iu a law cited by Cicero {ad AtU iii, 23,
aliquid ex prima lege.*'
3) “ SI QUm IN UAC ROGATIONE SCRiPTmi EST, (^UOD PER LEGES PLERISVE SCITA
PROMULQARB, ASROGARE, DEROQABE, OBROGARE SINE FRAUDB SUA NON LICEAT."
^ Cic. l.c. 23, 2 “ Deque enim ulla(lex) est, quae non ipsa se saepiat difficultate
abrogationia.
Sed, cum lex abrogatiir, iUud ipsum abrogatur, quo modo eam

prior lex tollitur

;

aut derogatur, id

est,

abrogari [woti] oporfceat.*'
® See tlie section on the Senate.
^ p. 239.
® Livy describes a controversy whether from this point of view au armistice
{indutia^e) rested on a level with e,pax: (iv. 30) ‘‘cum Veientibua
indutiae,
.
controversia indefuibutrum
non pax facta .
. ante diem rebeUaverant
.
satis
senatus
consultum. Pervicere tribuni
esset
populi juaau indiceretur bellum an
.
ut Quinctius consul de bello ad populum ferret : omnes centuriae jussere,
,
.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.
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Such a declaration could be made only by the people.^
But the international point of view was not the only dominant
one in this matter. The people must have been consulted in
many cases where there were no treaty relations^ and the reason
would have been simply the advisability of ifcs declaring its will
on a matter which might be of vital importance to the community. The cmitia ceninriata seems invariably to have reprebroken.

sented

people in

the

this

With

capacity.®

conclusion of international relations,

we

shall

respect

the

to

touch elsewhere

on the controverted question* whether the magistracy had the
right of binding the popular conscience by a sworn treaty, or
whether thie required the consent of the people. The survival
of the controversy into as late a period as that of the Jugurthine

power was once a magisand the fact is also attested by the inclusion in
agreements made by commanders of a clause specifying that the
agreement should only be valid if ratified by the people."^ In
the middle Republic there was no question that treaty relations
were the prerogative of the people,® and, unlike the case of the

war seems

to prove that the federative

terial privilege

;

hero included in the conception
it could only be the
outlines of an agreement that were thus laid before the cmitia^

declaration of war, the Plebs

By

of the people.®

and

details of settlement

by a commission.^

is

the nature of the case

were

left to

the commander, assisted

The

organisation of a province and the lex

pTovinciae that followed

the subjection of a district were not

usually interpreted in the light of treaty relations
^

Polyb.

®

MomtDBen

14

vi.

;

they were

oiUtos (6 5-^fios) ^ovX«?eTtti ical

>5ir^p

343.
• Sea the flection on the Senate.
^ Polyb. i. 62 (agreement between Lutatiua Catulua and the Carthaginiana ib
ml ’Pw/iafotx,
fl^oi
ical rcj
Towfie
241 D.C.)
r(^y
avv^oK^.
The people rejected the treaty, but It waa subsequently
juajuiaiupd that, but far this sa.yh}^ cUose^ it would buve been bindi^ (Jli
Ui. p.

M

iU. 29).
® lb. vi.

14

Ural

VV

vepl

Koi SiaXtJucus Kal cwBi^kCcv o5tos

?^:a<rra roi^rwy ;cal Ki/pta irotwv

o

^

(6

70^yavTiov.

12 (205 b.c,, peace with Philip of Macedoii) “jasserunt
.
zzz. 43 (201 H.C., peace with Carthage) ^'Pe pace
omnes
tribua jusaerunt'*; xxxm. 25 (196 b.o., peace with Philip of Macedon) “ea
Omnes quinque et triginta tribna, uti
rogatio in Capitolio ad plebem lata est.
^

lAv, zziz.

ciiiinea

tribus

.

.

;

,

.

.

rogas jusseruDt.”
^ So on the conclusion of the second Punic war (Liv. xxz. 43
AciUua
el Q. Minuciua tribuni plebis od populum tulerunt Vellcnt juberentne senatum
decernere ut cum Carthaginieusibus paz fieret, et quern earn pacem dare qneinque
*
ex Africa ezercituqi depertare jubenent
‘
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and a senatorial commission. On the
with treaties {tmiaks foederdae) and cities with
charters {civiiaies l&erae) have their rights given them by the
people.
In the one case the rights are guaranteed by an irre>
in the other by a
vocable agreement sworn to by the
revocable charter {lex dcUa\ which as late as Tl B.O* is still an
utterance of the people {lex rogatay
We shall see, in dealing
with the Senate, that, even in this matter of granting treaties or
charters to separate states, senatorial authority encroached on
the

work

of a comn>ander

other hand,

cities

that of the people.

We

have already seen how in theory the popular power
of a principle of nomination;^
after its recognition the principles regulating it were practically
those of legislation, the magistrate questioning and the people
commanding.
The representation of the dual community is
here rather more marked than in the case of legislation; for
while a pUbiscitum is often spoken of as a lex^ no one credits the
tribune with the position of a rruLgistraias poputi, and however
wide his powers may have become, he always remains in theory
The preliminaries to
the head of the plebeian community.
election necessary to the candidate for office have already been
considered,^ and the further process of election will be dealt with
(ii.)

of election

was a modification

when we describe the procedure of the cmitia aa a whole.
(iii.) The origin of the jurisdiction of the people is,

as

we

have seen, obscure; but it is probable that it did not spring
wholly from the prmmOo,^ and even in cases where it did, the
appeal tended to become extinct, from the fact that a magistrate
who recognised the restrictions imposed on his mperiam by law
would not pronounce a sentence, but would bring the case
immediately before the people.
trial before the people

A

{judicium populi) took place
limitations on

his

when

power; the

a magistrate recognised the

provacaiio

occurrence in the later Republic

— was

— an

extremely rare

required to start the

same procedure when the magistrate refused to recognise these
limitations.

The

judicial competence of the different magistrates and
was determined partly by law, partly by custom. Two
fundamental principles were recognised
(1) That capital cases should be reserved for the centuries.

comiiia

:

^

’

See

p. 47.

tex.

Antonia dt TonnessiJms (Brans Fontzs),
» p.

187.

*

p. 63.
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the exception furnished by the special capital

jurisdiction of the Plebs.^
(2) That a case initiated by a magistrate could be tried
only in that assembly which the magistrate was‘ competent to
approach.
To this principle there were two exceptions; first,
the consular delegates
the quaestors and the duumviri peralthough possessing no jus agendi cum populo, yet
duellionis

—

—

guided the assemblies in which an appeal from their decision
was made;^ and secondly, the tribune, when conducting a
capital prosecution before the cmitia centuriata,, approached, and
perhaps had the presidency of, this body.^
But, as a rule, the official character of the magistrate who
conducts the prosecution, and the nature of the penalty which
he proposes, are signs of what assembly passes its final judgment

on the case.
The capital jurisdiction of the
quaestors, was exercised in the

through the
an appeal
of consuls and praetors, when the fine which

against the coerdtio

consuls, expressed

comitia centuriata

they imposed passed the limit of the muUa supremu^^ came before
the comitia tributa populL
The jurisdiction of the aediles ^ was

always exercised before the tribes ; the curule aediles as magistratus populi must have brought their case before the comitia
tributa populi
the plebeian aediles, who, as magistrates of the
Plebs, had no right of approaching the people, appeared before
the concilium

plebis.

was

With regard

may

to the tribunes, where their

certain cases have been
but usually necessitated an
appearance before the comitia cenlurmta;^ where it was pecuniary,
the tribune would invariably have brought the case before his
own assembly of the Plebs.
The procedure in a judicium populi consisted of two stages.
In the first, the magistrate who intended to impose a sentence
which was beyond the limits of his personal jurisdiction held a
preliminary examination [angumtio)!^
This is conducted with
the fullest publicity before an informal assembly or emtio which
jurisdiction

exercised

by the

capital,

it

in

concilium pUUSy

See below on the competence of the concilium plebis.
^ See p. 161.
See Momma. Staatsr. i. p. 195 ; ii. p. 618.
® p. 211.
® p.. 161.
p. 169.
^ AnquisUio (a variant of the quaestio of the ma^strate when he investigates
on his own authority) perhaps means an
inquiry on both sides," i,e. through
accusation and defence (Lange ROm. AU. ii, p. 470 ; cf. Feslns p. 22 ** anquirere
eat clrcum quaerere
^

^
*
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three times, on days nob necessarily consecutive.
is

247
is

repeated

The magistrate

represented as a prosecutor, and his expressions of opinion at
His final judgment^

these meetings are spoken of as accusaiimes.

consequent on the proceeding of the third coniio^ is a hill {rogaiio\
which ho gives notice of his intention to bring before the
The penalty proposed in this bill need not be that
comitia.
ori ginaily suggested,

magistrate to

The

amend

legal

interval for

and at

elapsed,

for the investigation

may have

led

his original proposal.^

its

close

magistrate before the comitia.

—

—

then
three weeks
proposal was brought by the
It was then either accepted or

promulgation
the

the

(necessarily without amendment) by the assembled
This formal assembly {comitid) was, in judicial as in

rejected
people.

legislative acts, preceded

by a

contio

and the magistrate's

final

statement of his proposal before this emtio is spoken of as his
“ fourth accusation {qmrta accusaiio).^
If, through any chance,
such as evil auspices, the bill was not carried through the comiiia^
a fresh promulgation, with another interval of three weeks,
was necessary for a revival of the trial.
This necessity made
a repetition of a prosecution by the same magistrate on the
same charge very infrequent.^
Hitherto we have been treating the case of a judidum populi
consequent on the magistrate's recognising the limitations on his
power.
But there is a possibility of his refusing this recognition,
and in this case the matter can be brought to the people only
by means of an appeal (provocatio) lodged by the accused. This
contingency was, in the middle and later liepublic, unusual but
not unknown, for the jurisdiction of the duumviri p&rduellionis
was, as we know from the case of Eabirius,^ regulated at times
in such a manner that an appeal to the people was an essential
part of the procedure.
^

Liv.

ii.

52

(tlie

tribunes) ‘'cum capitis anqiueissent, duo milia aeris

mulbam edixerunt ’*
the first two days)

;

damnato

xtvi. 3 (a pecuniary penalty having been proposed during
“tertio - . . tanta ira aoceuaa est ut capite anquirendum

contio subclamaret.’’
^ Cic.
Dom, 17, 45 “cum tam moderata judicia populi siiit a majoribus
constituta .
ne inprodicta die quis accusetur, ut ter ante magistratua
accuset intermlssa die quam tnultam irroget aut judicet, quarta sit accusatlo
.

.

triimm nundiuum
B.O.

i.

proclicta

die,

quo die judicium

sit

futurum.”

Cf.

App.

74.

^ Cic. l.c. “ si qua res ilium diem aut auspicUs aut cxcusatione siistulit. tota
* Dio Goss, KKKvii, 27.
causa judiciumqne sublatum sit.**
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Id 8uch a case there were two magisterial investigations instead
The first was the giioes^io, as a result of which the
magistrate had pronounced the appellable sentence ; the second
was the anquisitio before the people preceding the decision in the
comitia.
It must occasionally have happened that different
magistrates conducted these two stages of procedure; for if an
iridividual appealed against the decision of a magistrate in a
province or in the field, this magistrate might himself be unable
to conduct the case at Rome.
The people is represented from a very early time as rescinding
This rescission was simply the repeal of a
its own sentences.^
law, and was perhaps not regarded originally as the revision of
No provision was made that the
its own sentence by a court.
particular assembly winch had pronounced the sentence should
This was, indeed, sometimes the case. Popilius, for
repeal it.
instance, who had been held responsible for the judicial murders
following the fate of Ti. Gracchus, was both banished and restored
”
by pldisdia,^ But, on the other hand, Metellus, “ interdicted
by a consular bill, which must have been passed at the comiiia
was restored by the rogatio of a tribune,^ while Cicero
himself, banished by a tribunician enactment, was recalled from
exile by a consular law passed at the comitia centuriata,^
A further step in the exercise of this power was taken when
attempts were made to rescind the decisions of the gvMces of
criminal commissions by decrees of the people.
This was first
attempted in 88 B.o. by the tribune P. Sulpicius Rufus, who
carried a plebisdtum for the restoration of exiles who had
been condemned by the Varian commission.® Other tentative
of one.

same direction Jed up to Caesar's bill of 49, by
which he effected the restoration of those who had been condemned under the Pompeian laws of 52 B.c.’^ The instances of
steps in the

Cic. pro Domo 32, 86 “at rero . . . Kaeso illo Quinctius {ct Liv. iil 13) el
popaJi incitati
Furius Caniaiua et M. ServUiua Ahala (cf. Liv. iv. 16, 21)
.
.
vim iracuadiamque subierunt ; damnatlqua comiUU ceaturiatia cum iu eKillum
profugi&seut, rursua ab eodem populo placato sunt iu suam pristiuam dignitatem
^

.

realitdtl’'
* Cic. 3rut. 34, 123
» App.
I 31.

;

pasi Bed. in Sen. 15, 38.

B.a

*

Cic,

pro Blanc. 28, 69

*

Cic.

ad

®

Avxt,

;

post Red. in Sen. 15, 38,

Atl. iy. 1, 4.

ad Herrnn,

^ Caea.

B.C.

fereutibus

...

U. 28, 45.

“praetoribug tribunisque plebia rogatlonea ad populum
in integrum reslituit."
Cf. Snet.
41 ; Dio Cass. xlUL 27.
iii.

1
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this period generally illustrate the rescission of the decrees of

commissions, which were themselves political weapons
evoked by party conflict, but M. Antonius when tribune is said
to have effected the restoration of a man who had been conspecial

demned for an ordinary crime,^ and, therefore, presuinabiy by
an ordinary qmesiio perj^im^ and it seema clear that by Cicero’s
time this power of restitution by the amiiia had come to be regarded as practically one of pardon. Each of the three legislative
assemblies was competent to restore ** (resiUuere). The proposals
are usually tribunician, but Caesar also employed praetorian
rogations (probably before the comiiia irihuta) for the purpose.^

Two

powers analogous to that of the rescission

of

a sentence

are the remission of outlawry and amnesty.

The outlawry

referred to is not that following on aquae et
which was an act of the people and the confirmation of a criminal sentence, but that consequent on a decree of
the Senate, which had pronounced individuals to be hostes.
Although we might have expected that the Senate, which passed,
would be the body to rescind such a decree, we find the belief
ignis interdiciiOf

that the restitution of the outlawed required a lex or plebiscUum,

Marius pretended that such a permit was necessary for his
entrance into Kome in 87 B.C.,^ and Octavian in 43 B.C. had a
law passed which rescinded the outlawry of Dolabella.^
Amnesty is an act which implies that no trial and no condemnation, whether pronounced by a court or other body, have
taken place ; it gives immunity from the consequence of criminal
This, however, is a preacts that have not yet been judged.
It was a decree
rogative, not of the people, but of the Senate.
of this body that gave an immunity (not subsequently respected)
to Caesar’s murderers in 44 B.C.,® and a similar act in 33 b.c.
granted an amnesty to senators who had during the civil war
raised troops at their

The

own

cost.^

occasional grounds of invalidity of these legislative or

quasMegislative acts of the people liave already been incidentally
have spoken of the conditions of the auspices
considered.
and the intercession/ neglect of either of which made a law ipso

We

de alea condemnatum ” (Cic. Phil. u. 23, 66), that
Oorndia de falsis {Hein OHmiiwlrecM p. 833),

'

lez

is,

probably, under the

2 See p. 248.
»
<

*

Mar. 43 ; cf. VeU.
App. B.O. iii. 95.
Dio Casa. xUk. 43.
Plut.

ii.

21

;

App. B.C. L 70.
» Veil. ii. 68
Cic. PhiL L
; cf.
’

pp. 166, 170.

1, 1.
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and the same consequence followed a breach of the

formal rules which the people had m^de for its own guidance^
such as the rules of promulgation which we shall soon discuss,
or the provision against the union of heterogeneous measures in
the same

In the earlier period of Republican history such
when they took the form of election,
subjected to a procedure resembling repeal, and there are many
invalid ordinances were,

instances of magistrates

viiio creaii

forced to abdicate thoir

office,

a renewal of the elective procedure followingon their abdication

and even

which offended against fundamental
was at all time_a considered safer
to secure their formal repeal,®
But the more logical idea of
absolute nullity, which required no repeal, subsequently prevailed,
and wo shall find that it is the Senate which, as the guide of the
executive power, pronounces enactments to be invalid in consequence of formal flaws.
When we turn from the ** people in general to its manifeBtatioiis in the separate cmitia and in the concilium of the Plebs, we
find that, although historically we are dealing with different
in the case of laws

principles of the constitution, it

parliaments, practically

we are

treating the

Roman community

engaged with different orders of the day under different formal
rules.
The people require to bo organised in one way for one
function, in another way for another,* but under the changing
forma there is a unity of personnel which forbids us regarding the
d ifferent assembli es as different sovereigns.® The only d is turbance
to this unity is found in the fact that the Patricians were always
excluded from the cmcilium of the Plebs.®

The
shadow

Rome, was a mere
main constitutional function waa that

comitia cwriola, the oldest sovereign in
of its

former

self.

Its

^ p. 239.
^ When Varro Bays

{L.L, vi. 30) “magistratus vitw creafcns nihilo secins
magistratus " he Is reflecting the practical procedure hardly the constitutional
theory, unless the dictum implies that repeal is impossible b^use unnecessary,
and that there vs no authority for detcrmimng tlvc nullity of the election.
* Cicero says, with respect to the law eiiJing him, Uiat there was some point
in its being held invalid as a privilegiurTu, ‘‘eed mnlto est melius abrogari’* {ad

AiL
*

—

iiL 15, 5).

Laelius Felix ap. Gell. xv. 27, 5 "Cum ex generibus
* curiata '
comitia esse, enm ex censu et aetate
”
‘

feratur,

regionibiis et locis,

How

hominum
*

«uffragium
centuriata/ cum ex

tributa.'

melt into another ia shown by the words of
**Illo autenj (Caesar), qui cozuitiis tribuUs
Cicero \a4 Farru viL 30 (44
esset awspicattts, centuriata habuit.’'
* See Appendix on the comitia tribula.
*

easily one c&mitia conld
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which was necessary for the ratification
and, with the creation of fresh
Yet
patrician magistracies, of t)i^ foiestas which these involved.^
although in theory no magistracy was properly constituted (jiLsiiis)
until ita holder had received the ratification of the airiasy we
know that in the case of those 'vrith imperiuTn^ and we may conclude that in that of others, most of the ordinary functions could
be exercised without this sanction.
It was only the full exercise
of the imperium, whether in jurisdiction, in military command, or
in the transmission of oflSce, that wag in suspense until the lex
had been elicited. Without it the praetor could not give justice
from his tribunal, * the consul could not hold an assembly for the
creation of bis successor,^ and whether as magistrate or promagistrate could not exercise the full imperium in the field,®
until the ambiguous wording of tho lex Cornelia de pravindts
ordimndis made the requirement in this last particular a doubtful
of passing the lei
originally

of

CfVLriaia^

the

point®

For the purpose of this conferment the comitia curzala was in
day often represented by but thirty lictors,^ and tho
same scanty attendance may have sufficed for the other formal
acta which it retained from antiquity.
These are the acts of tho
comitia calaia?
The public will and testament made at this
assembly was extinct at the close of the Republic; but the
comitia still met, under the presidency of the pontifexmaximus^ for
the inauguration of the rex sacrcrum and the flamirieSy and under
the game guidance for the delestaiio sacrorum made by one who
passed from his gen^ cither by an act of adrogation or by transiCicero's

tion from the patrician to the plebeian order.®
^

p. 40.
**

Minon^as create ms^tratibus tribiitU
Messala ap. Ge71. xilL 15, 4
comlliis magUtrutuB, ^ed justua curiata datur lege/^
* ib. xli. 43,
® Dio Cass, xxxix. 19.
® Cic. de Leg, Agr. ii. 12, 30 '*consuU, si legem curiatam non habct, attingere
3

rem militarem non

Ucet.’*

law had said that the magistrate should retain imperium until he re*
entered the city, apparently without mentioning the Ux curiaia. App. Claudiug,
consul for 54 B. a, who had been preventeil by the tribnnician veto from getting
ciirioLta, passed, presumed on this silence and said “ legem curiatam consul!
his
ferri opus esae, necease non esse ; ae, quoniam ex senatus consulto provlnciam
haberet, lege Cornelia iraperium babituram quoad In crbem introisset
(Cic. ctd
* Sulla’s

Fam^

i.

9, 25).

7 Cic.

de JUgr Aqt. iL 12, 31-

®

p,

28,

® Gell, XV. 27, 1 “ ‘calata’ comitia esse, quae pro conlegio pontificura habenautem alia esse
tur aut regis ant flaminum inaugnraDdorum causa.

Eomm

*

cor iata,* alia 'centuriata

.

.

Isdem

comitiia,

quae

*

calata

’

appellari dixinf us,
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once known as the “greatest of the
only from its importance as
expressing the sovereign will, but from the possibility of enforcing
the attendance of the assembled army, always retained something
of its military character and its association with the imperiuTTL
the
Its summons and presidency belong by right only to

The

cofiiUia centuriaia^

comitia

(comitiaius Tnaximus),^ not

magistrates with imperiuTn,
for elections

and

for laws

;

The consuls are

normal presidents

its

the praetor approaches

for purposes

it

and the inteirex for the election of a consul.
The election of magistrates with imperium and of the censors
was confined to this body, and we have already seen how its
supreme judicial authority was asserted and infringed.^ The
of jurisdiction,

army

alone could declare war,* but

its legislative

power, though

was infrequently asserted after the recognition of
sovereignty in the two assemblies of the tribes which were
more easily summoned and organised.
But not only did the tribe assemblies infringe the power of
those of the centuries, they became the later model of the
latter, and the tendency to detract from the influence of wealth
was shown in the reorganisation of the comitia c^niimata on a
tribal basis>
The date of this change is unknown but, as the
redistribution of the centuries in its final form assumes the

never

lost,

;

may not be earlier
than the year 241 B.c,
The leading principle of the new
arrangement was that the five classes were distributed over all
tho tribes in such a manner that there were two centuries of each
class
one century of seniores and one oijunioTes in a single tribe.
Each class thus had two votes in a tribe and seventy votes
existence of thirty-five tribes, the alteration

—

—

et

sacrorum deteaUtio et testamenta

fieri

solebant.'*

It

ia

not

known what

particular acts were reserved for the “coniitia calata*’ assembled c&nlwnatim;
Mommsen thinks the inauguration of the Flamen Martialia outside the city
lit p>
^

p. 107.

307).
^

pp. 107, 246.

» p.

244.

43 “ Nec miran oportet hunc ordinem, qui nunc eat post expletas
quinque et triginta trihua dupUcato eanim numero centuriia juniorum seniorumCf. Dionys.
que, ad institutara ab Servio Tullio sumniam non convenire."
The description of Cicero {de Kep. ii. 22, 39 and 40) probably
iv.
21.
^

Liv,

i.

Servian arrangement, although Mommsen {Staatsr. iii. p. 275)
The description given in the
holds that it refers to the reformed comitia.
text ia in essentials that of Pantagathna (died 1567) ap. Ursinum in Liv. i, 43,
For the diflerent systems that have been adopted see Willems Ze Droit Public
Mommsen (l-c.) admits the 70 votes for the 70 centwries of the first
p. 97.
class, but thinks that the 280 centuries of the other classes were so combined as to
form hut 100 votes : the total votes being 70 + 100 + 5 + 18^193, as before.
refers to the
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stood outside the

the four centuries of falrh accensif iiUcines and
;
comiciTieSi and the fifth century of proletarii which probably
The total number of centuries would thus
existed at this time.^
so did

tribe

bo 373 (350 + 18 + 6). The majority of this number is 187,
together now have but 88 votes,
but the first class and the
In spite of
thus losing their preponderance in voting power.
The unit of
this arrangement by tribes there is no tribal vote.
voting is still the century, and it is the number of centuries that
The organisation is still by classes, the
decides the question.

seventy centuries of each class voting as distinct bodies.^ The
equittfS seem still to have had the right of voting first,® and the
first class took precedence of the others^ for the lob which
designated the ceniuria praerogaiim ^ seems to have been cast only
amongst the seventy groups of miiores and juniores belonging to
this class.®

by Sulla of the older method of voting
was not a permanent reform. It disappeared during
the Cinnan reaction, and it is ^questionable whether it was
renewed by the dictator. If it was, it soon vanished with other
The

(88

restoration

B.O.) ®

items of his aristocratic reorganisation.

The camiiia trihuta was the most handy of all the assemblies of
the full Populus, and was, consequently, the most frequently
employed for the passing of leges. Its presidents were the
patrician magistrates, usually the consuls

and praetors and,

for

It elected these
purposes of jurisdiction, the curule aedilea.
aediles and other lower magistrates of the people, as well as the
Its jurisdiction
twenty^four tribunes of the first four legions.
was limited to pecuniary penalties.
The concilium pkbis, practically the sovereign body of the
It could
state, differed from this last assembly in two respects.
1 p.
2

tiva©

73.

Oic. Phil.

ii.

quicscit.
:

33, 82 “ Ecc© Dolabellae comitiorum dies : aortilio praerogaRenuntiatiir, tacet.
Prima classic vocatur ; renuntiatar.

Delude, ita nt assolet, snfftagia ; turn secunda classis.^'
3 Liv. xliii. 16 “cum ex duodecim centuriis equitum octo ceusorem coudem*
alia© primae classis,"
It would seem os though the sex
Drakenborch would read
73) voted with or after the first class.
octodecim for duodecim, hut this would Beem to give too small a Dumber of con* Cic. pro Plane,
20, 49.
deuiuatoiy votes amongst the equiles.
* Hence such expressions as Anieims juniorum, Veturia juniorum, Oaleria
(Liv.
zxiv.
ixvi.
juniorum
22 ; ixviL 6),
7 ;
® App. B.C. i. 59.

naasent,

sufragia

mnltaeque
(p.
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bo summoned only by plebeian magistrates and it never included
Besides issuing universaHy valid decrees (plehistlie Patricians.^
cila)j it elected the magistrates of the Plebs, and in its judicial
capacity was the body which considered the penalties which they
had formulated. By the strict letter of the Twelve Tables this
jurisdiction should have been limited to the imposition of fines,
but, besides instances of its capital jurisdiction at an early
period of its history, it continued to possess the unquestioned
right of pronouncing outlawry (aquae ei ignis inierdictio) against
exile,^ and after the time of Cains Gracchus
an independent capital jurisdiction which it
exercised against iciagistTat^ who had violated the
The freedom of this plebeian assembly was for a time limited
by Sulla^s ordinance (88 B.C.) directing that no measure should
be brought before it which had not received the previous sanction
of the Senate;^ but the old powers of unimpeded legislation
If Sulla also took the right of prosewere restored in 70 B.a
cution from the tribune,® the higher jurisdiction of the Plebs
was restored by the enactment which gave it back its legislative
power, for tribunioian prosecutions continue to the end of the

any one already in
there are traces o£

Republic.

An anomalous

use of the popular

su&age was made

in the

Formerly they had
been kept distinct from the secular life of the stat^ and even
when the reforming spirit dictated that they should be submitted
case of elections to the priestly colleges.

to the voice of the people, a religious scruple forbade the inter-

vention of the comitia.

The

electoral

body was composed

of

seventeen tribes selected by lot from the thirty-five, and this
'

See A ppendi j on

fcho

comitia tributa,

P

107.
Liv, XXV. 4 (212 B.C.) “Tribani plebem rogaverunt plflbegqu© itascivit, ‘Si
M. Postamiiis ante K, Maiaa non ptodisset ciUtusqne eo dia non reapondisset naqna
ezensatas esaet, videri eum in exilio esse, bonaque ejas venire, ipsi aqna et igni
*

*

pUcere interdici ; ib. xxvi. 3 (211 b,o.) “Cn. Ftilviua exulatntn Tarquinios
Id & jnstnm exiliwnj esse sdvjt plel>s.”
* When Plutarch says (C, Oraech.
4) that C. Gracchus gave the right of trying
this word may iaclade the Plebs.
Gracchus at least seems to
Buch cases ry
have banished the ex -consul Popilins by means of a plebiscUum (Cic. pro Domo
31, 82 “ ubi enim tuleras ut mihi aqua et igni interdiceretur f quod Gracchus de
P. Popilio
*

.

.

tulit."),

App. B.C.

i.

59.

This conclusion has been drawn from the words of Cicero {in Verr. Act L
judiciia ad aenatorium ordmem translatis enblataque popnli Eomani in
IS, 38)
®

unum quemqne vestmm

potestate.”
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body, which was not the Populus,^ was presided over by a pontiff.^
This organisation was probabJy first applied about the middle of
the third century B.C. to the creation of the pontifex maximus
it received a great extension at the close of the second century.
Domitian law, a plebisdlum of 104 B.a, applied election in
a modified form to the religious oolUgia probably to the four
great guilds of pontiffs, augurs, quindeccmvirs, and epulones.

A

—

The

and gave
whereupon the chosen candi-

college in question presented, the people elected

to the college again a congi

d'Slirey

date was solemnly coopted by the members of his guild®
abolished this mode of appointment, and perhaps with

Sulla
it

the

popular election of the chief pontiff, restoring the aristocratic
mode of cooptation j but appointment by the seventeen tribes
was restored again in 63 B-C., through a plebiscite of the tribune
Labienus.^
final task in connexion with the people and its powers
be to describe the preliminaries to the meetings of the
comitia and the condliuTn^ and the mode in which business was

Our

will

transacted at these gatherings.

The legal days of meeting {comitiales dm) were those which
were neither holy {itefasti) nor dedicated to the work of justice
The 194 days thus left clear were further broken into
(fasti).
by the nuTidijiaSy the first days of the eight-day week, on which
not even a amtio could be held,® and by the movable festivals
These
(feriae conceptivae) which were fixed by the magistrates.
rules of time were binding on all meetings of Populus and Plebs
The assembly
those of place differed for the various assemblies.
of the curiae met within the pomeriUTTij usually in the Comitium
on the north-west oi the Porum.® The centuries, on the other
hand, must meet without the walls, and their place of assembly
was usually the Campus Martins, but meetings are sometimes
dt Ltg. Agr. iL 7, 18 “ Quod populua per religiooem aacerdotia mandaie
minor para populi vocaretur,”
* For this presidency hy the youngest pontifex (the one, Le,, who stood the
From CSc. ud Brut 1 5, 4
least chance of ejection) see Liv, xxy. 5 (212 blC,)it follows that the consuls had something to do with arranging the elections, hut
not that they were ever the presidents.
» Cic. de Leg, Agr. 11. 7, 18
Veil. ii. 12, 3.
;
^ Cic.

non

poterat, ut

*

Dio Cass, xxxvii. 3/.
Macrob. SoX, i. 16, 29 “ Julins Caesai XVI au^iciomm libio negat nnndinis
contiouem advoeaxi posse, id est enm populo agi ideoque nundinis KomaDorum
®

haberi comitia non posse.”
^

Varro L.L,

litium causa.”

v.

155 “comitium ah eo quod coibant ep comitiia curiatia

et

•
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found in other places such as ” the Peteline grove outside the
river-gate/' and an unknown site called the Aesculetum.^
The
two assemblies of the tribes were originally bound to no locality,
'

except for the fact that the plebeian, as purely city, magistrates,
But the
could nob easily find their way outside the walls.
eliciting of a ro^a^io from the tribes by the consul in his camp at

Sutrium in 357 B.C. led, through the fear of military influence, to
the rule that no resolution should be elicited from the people
in the military domain,^ and since that date the two assemblies
The open
of the tribes were held within the first milestone.
space of the Capitol {area CapUdii) was at one time their usual
resort both for elections and for laws, but in the later period of
the Republic it was found convenient to conduct the elections
of both the lower and plebeian magistrates in the Campus
Martius, while the Rostra in the Forum, the usual centre of
demagogic strife and the ordinary gathering place for cordiones,
was chosen as the site for the legislation of the tribes.^
The first step in the intercourse of a magistrate with the
people, which was to produce a binding act, was the setting
forth by the former of a decree specifying the day of meeting,^
and describing the nature of the act which he meant to introduce.
This promulgation ® assumed various forms in accordance with
In prosecutions it conthe purpose of the projected meeting.
tained the name of the accused, the nature of the charge, and
the penalty proposed ; in elections at least the places to be filled,
bub probably in later times a list of the candidates as well;®
in legislation the text of the law which was to be the subject of
No provision seems to have been made that the
the rogatio.
text should remain unaltered until a Licinio-Junian law oi
62 B.C. provided that a copy of the promulgated enactment
should be deposited in the aerarhm as a guarantee that no
amendment was inserted before the people was asked to accept ifc.^
^

Liv. vi.

20

;

Phn.

*

ivi. 10, 37.

Liv.

vii.

16.

perhaps poat-Gracchan ; see Momms. Siaaisr.
Cf. the prescriptiOTi of tho kx Qy^nclia fU aqviiedwcixbua (p, 242).
\\\, p. 385.
* Cell. iiii. 15, 1 “In edicto consnlnm, quo edicunt quis dies comitiis centnri“Comitia edicere '* (Liv. iiiii. 31) and “comitla iudicere*’
ntia futurua sit.’*
*

The change

(Liv. iv. 6) are
*

to the

Forom

is

employed as deacriptive of

this act.

Festua p. 224 “promulgari leges dicuntar

cum primum

in vulgus eduntur,

* Momma. Slaatsr, iii.
quasi provulgarii"
p, 370.
^ Schol. Bob. to Cic. pro Sest. 64, 135 (p, 310) “(lex) Licinia et Juuia . .
illud
cavebat ne clam oerario legem ferri liceret.*’ For registration in the aerariuTn at
Clodius* law exiling Cicero
the time of promulgation cf. Cic. de Leg, iii. 4, 11,
.
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between the promulgation and the
mndim, i.e. 24 days, and this
condition was as necessary for jurisdiction and elections as for
laws.^
On the appointed day the first act of the magistrate,
who meant to guide a meeting of the Populus, was the auspicatio
in the sacred enclosure {templuTn) which formed the centre of
Celestial signs alone ^ seem to have been the
the gathering.
object of this morning watch; but no such observation was
necessary for plebeian gatherings ; they were disturbed only by
auspicia oblaiiva,^
The auspices had been taken before sunrise,
and if they were favourable the herald was then sent round the
walls inviting the people to meet the magistrate at dawn."^
This
was Bufficient for the comiiia of the tribes.® For the centuries
more elaborate preparations were necessary. Proclamation of
the meeting was made from the Rostra, and the red flag flew
from the Janiculum to show that it was guarded while the army
was busy in the Campus,® The military horn was blown on
the arx and round the walls, and, if the summons was for a court
of justice, before the house of the accused.^
When the people were assembled the president opened with
a prayer,® and the rogatio was read nifch the request whether
{velitis^ jubeaiis).
The magisthe quirites “ will and order it
trate is now addressing a contiOf and the rogatio is subjected
to a limited discussion.
The president explains and adrises it,
and the ofl5.cials or senators whom he has assembled express their
This discussion always preceded acts of
support or dissent.®
interval

meeting was the space of three

When

legislation.^®

the comiiia

met

for jurisdiction there

may

was amended (Cic. ad Ait. iii. 2 “praesertim nondum rogatione
but whether before or after promulgation is not clear.
correcta
^ Dionysius, Plutarch, and Priscian explaiu trinum nundinum as the third
market-day, an interval of tHnarum nundinarum^ ia seventeen days ; but
Mommsen has made out a good case for its being three nuTuiinay i.e. intervals
58

iQ

B.O.

of eight days (iStoxter.
*

Varro L.L

4

vi,

iii.

® p. 164.

p. 375).

91 “comitiatum praeco populum vocet ad

* p.
te.

et

38.

eum de

raurls vocet praeco,’*
®

The
iii.

The herald

la

comiiia, curtaCa

not mentioned in connexion with the concilixm pldns.
were summoned hy a licCor C'ltriatus. Bee Momma, Siaatsr.

p. 386.

27 Dio Oass. ixxvii. 27.
Varro L.L. vi, 92 ; Pint. C. Oracch. 3.
* “SoUemne carmen precationis” (Liv. xxxix.
15).
® Cic. de Leg^ iii.
4, 11 “qai agent , * . rem populnm docento”; Quintil.
Inst, Or, ii. 4, 33 “Romania pro contione suadere ac dissuadere moris fuit“
Except perhaps at the coinitia ceniuruUa (Momms. iii. p. 395), but this
bo<ly had almost ceased to be a legislative assembly.
® Gell. XV.

;

^

S
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have been some debate oven in the quarta accusatio;^
probably only at elections that it wag wholly absent.

it

was

When the discussion was over the coniio was dissolved.
Those who had no votes were dismissed from the enclosure ^
to those with votes the magistrate said, “Si vobis videtur,
discedite, quirites,*’ ^ thus asking them to divide up into their
separate compartments, whether tribes or curiae or centuries.
The enclosure was deemed large enough to hold all the privileged
citizens, although where such a space could have been found on
;

the Capitol or in the

Forum

is

one of the mysteries of

Koman

was divided longitudinally into
as many compartments (consaepta) as there were voting divisions.
Each division was connected with the magistrate's tribunal
through a gallery (pons) running the whole length of the enclosure, this high gallery being connected with the various
voting compartments by separate descending pontes.
The votes in each compartment were taken singly, and were
This enclosure

topography.

given at the exits of the various pontes.
During the greater
part of Republican history votes were given verbally, the tellers
(rogatores)

marking them

off on tablets

by means

of points (puncta).*

In legislation the affirmative answer was uii rogas, the negative
in jurisdiction acquittal

aniiquo

nounced by libero and damno;
have been employed.®
But

and condemnation were proand facia seem to

in elections dico

in the latter half of the second
century of the Republic the ballot was introduced.
The change
was gradual. Secrecy was first secured for elections by the lex
Gabinia of 139, and for jurisdiction, with the exception of cases
of treason {perduellio\ by the lex Cassia of 137,
The lex Papiria
of 131 extended the principle to legislation, and finally the lex
Caelia of 107 admitted it for cases of treason.®
In legislation
and jurisdiction the old formulae were retained, the tablets
which were distributed being marked
and A, or L and C.
For the purpose of elections blank tablets were distributed on
which the voters wrote the names.^
The tabellae were now

Y

'

^

247.

^

p.

®

Liv.

sigiiiQcat

56

ii,
.

,

;

cf.

[lit]

,

Originally licium, later sa^iu. or cvile.

in Comd. p. 70
suam qnisque tribum

Asc.
in

“discedere, quod verbum .
.
discedat, in qua eat euffragiura
,

latunis,*"
^

Heuce the expression /«7Te punctum

®

Liv. V.

® Cic.
^

13

I

de Leg.

iii.
iii,

pro Plane. 22,

53).

cc. 15, 16.

Hence the discovery

7 e7pa/A/i^pats

(Cic.

21,

of a fraud at an election through tablets being

(Plut. Cat.

Min.

46).
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The reckoning
(cista) at the exit of esichpons.
the votes {diribUio) was in the hands of tellers who were

thrown into an urn
of

sometimes called by the old name rogatores^ but were also spoken
The cts^o^ were watched by public custodesy
and in the case of elections the candidates were allowed to
place one guardian at each urn.^
The issue was decided by the vote of the groups. In the
assemblies of the curiae and the tribes the voting of the groups
took place simultaneously, in that of the centuries in the order
which we have already described.® In the two former assemblies
the order in which the votes of the groups were proclaimed had
thus to be decided by lot* The reading (^muidiatiOy recHatid)
was continued only to the point at which an absolute majority
of as diiibitorez}

measure had been obtained. When sixteen
were found to have given the same
vote, it ceased, and the formal announcement of the result
In the comiiia
(renuntiaiio) was then made by the magistrate.
centuriata the announcement of the result might be reached
without all the centuries being called on to vote, since the
result of each vote was proclaimed immediately after the group
had given it, and the needful majority might be reached before
all the groups had voted. The absolute majority was required in
elections as well as in legislative acts, and hence the candidate
who gained a mere relative majority was nob returned.®
Records of the voting were kept for some time in case the
The promulgated lex was, as
decision should be challenged.®
we saw, deposited in the aerariuTn, as laws which had passed
must have been long before this provision was made, but they
were kept without order or method, and skilled assistants were
for or against the

curiae or eighteen tribes

required to ferret out the desired enactment.^

Little regular

Cic. cum Sen. Gr. eg- 11, 28 ; in Pis. 16, 36.
® Plin. ILN. zzxiii. 2, 31 ; Cic. cum Sen. Gr. eg. 7, 17.
® p. 253,
* The first curia or tribe is the principium.
See the prescription of the lex
Quinctia (p. 242). Even after the ballot was introduced the uame of the first
'

voter in a division was specified {primus sdvit^ l.c.),
® TriAus or ceiUurias non explere is said of such candidates (Liv. iii. 64
;
zzzvii. 4?).
Cf. Liv. zxii. 35.
® Cic. in Pis. 15, 36 “hoc certe video quod indicant tabulae publicae voa
It is the list of votes
rogatores, vos diribitores, vos custodes fuisse tabulamm.**
as certified by the guardians and tellers rather than the separate voting tablets

that Cicero here speaks
loculi (Varro Jt.R.

of.

But the

tablets themselves were kept for a time in

5, 18).

iii. 20, 46 “Legum custodiam nullam habemus.
quas apparitores uostri vobint; a lihrariis petimas.’*

Cic. de Iaq.
leges sunt

iii,

Itaque eae
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made for the publication even of
but those which were considered important
were originally painted on wood and later engraved on bronze,
and fixed in temples or other public places.^
provision seems to have been

recent measures

^

from

;

See the evidences collected by
this practice that jigert

of laws.

Mommsen

{Slaatsr.

iii.

pp. 418' 4 19).

It is

and recreate used of the publication and annulling

CHAPTER

VI

THE SENATE

The Roman

constitution, in the

form

in

which we have

left it

was the chaotic result
of attempts to arrest internal revolution, and of feeble and
misdirected efforts to readjust the relations of outworn powers.

at the close of the period of its growth,

A state in

which three popular assemblies have each the right
which twenty magiS'
trates with clashing authority have each the right of eliciting
the sovereign will of the people, possesses no organisation which
can satisfy the need for which constitutions exist the ordered
arrangement of all the wants of civic life by means of a series
of uniform acts possessing perpetual validity.
It is true that
the search for a personal authority is the object of theoretic,
The average man, who is fortunately
not of practical, inquiry.
the power that in the long run determines the shape that politics
shall assume, seeks law alone and cares nothing for its source.
The vagueness of the ultimate power does not affect him, if the
rules it lays down are rigid and binding ; he will accept principles
in place of persons, and by doing so he proves that he is more
But the fundamental principles
scientific than the scientists.
that lie behind the personal power in a state are too vast in
their scope to apply immediately to the needs of human life.
of passing binding acts of parliament, in

—

by means of legislative and executive
these acts of interpretation are to have the
character of principles, the dictating authorities must have a

They

require interpretation

authorities

;

and

if

and a pftTxaanent life, and there must bo some
fixed
guarantee that they shall submit their judgments to the
accumiilated experience of the past.
No such character and no
such guarantee were to be foiuid in the existing elements of
the Roman state which had strict legal recognition.
The comiiia
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modern state where no provision
a constituent assembly exists, go on in an endless career
of constitution -making ; the magistrates could interpret the laws
at their own will, and by fighting out the merits of their rival
interpretations amongst themselves paralyse the state or plunge
it into anarchy.
It was felt that a central power must reside
somewhere, a power which should guide the people and control
the magistrates, a power which should above all avert the
terrible conflicts between rival authorities so amply encouraged
could, like a parliament in a
for

by the existing law.
It was scarcely necessary, at any one point in the growth of
the Roman constitution, to raise the question where this power
was to be found. A chain of circumstances, some internal and
some external, had provided a body of men possessing the three
main qualifications necessary for the exercise of central authority
permanence, experience, and the free power of deliberation.
With every step in the professed extension of popular privilege
and the explanathe power of the Roman Senate had increased
tion of this anomaly is to be found in the fact on which we
have already dwelt, that the distribution of authority amongst
the popular assemblies, and the increase in the number of the
magistracies, had involved such a weakening of the authority
of magistrates and people as to render both incapable of any
The long series of wars in which
pretence at effective rule.
Rome was engaged, from the commencement of the struggle

—

;

with Pyrrhus to the close of the third contest ^vith Carthage,
the new duties of administration entailed by the

and

and of the
more glaring

organisation of Italy

earlier provinces, exhibited this

incapacity in a

light.

still

But the growth

of the

Senate's authority cannot be attributed mainly to the necessities

changes which
; for the fundamental
pre-eminence had come when Rome was little
more than a city-state, and the Senate would have ruled had
Rome continued to govern a tract of territory no larger than
Tbe empire was the final
that possessed by a Cretan city,
but the origin of
ratification, the seal of the Senate's authority
of external

conditioned

administration
its

-,

this authority is to be found, nob in the accident of conquest,

working of the Roman mind itself.
The circumstances which determined the growth

but

in the

of

this great

constitution of the council itself

;

of the

power

with the
secondly, with the changes in

council of state are

connected,

firstly,
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and thirdly, with its absorption of isolated powers,
drew from the incompetent hands of magistrates
and people, others of which it created.
(i.) A nominee body, such as the Senate had originally been,
may be moulded by the will of the nominator. The personal
selection by the consuls of their intimate friends, the habit of
omitting, at the annual revision of the list, the names of those
who were alien to them in sympathy, while favouring the dignity
of the aristocracy by making it appear as though exclusion were
based on arbitrary preference and not on censure, yet diminished
the independence and lessened the prestige of the councillors
presidency

its

;

some of which

it

thus arbitrarily selected.
It is true that the work of selection
was performed by two consuls, and the judgment of the one
might be balanced by the prejudice of the other ; it is also true
that public opinion would liave been shocked by the choice of
unworthy members of the magisterial council, and that the
aristocracy itself would have resented the omission of a name
distinguished by the great deeds of its possessor while in office

bub the self-existence of this council could only be secured by
the one great device of taking from the magistrate, whose duty
it was to consult, the selection of the men whose duty it was to
furnish him with advice. An opportunity for effecting this change

was

offered

by the

institution of the censorship.

The

selection

indeed no part of the ceTisus, nor
do we know when this highest of all the privileges of the censors
was transferred to the new authority. But by the year 312 not
only, as we have seen,^ had the transference been effected, but
conditions of selection had been imposed which made the Senate
partly a body of ex-curulo magistrates, partly of nominees who
of the

Senate

{lectio senalus)

is

had done good service to the

state in the lesser grades of the
magistracy or the higher ranks of the army.
The vista that lay
before the eyes of all aspirants to office was now no longer the
annual magistracy, temporary in its nature and hampered by
restrictions of every kind, but the seat in the Senate to which it
was the stepping-stone. Within the charmed circle the grades

rank were

of

order,
1

still

of

importance,

the magistrates

and the “servants

now tended

p. 219.
Cic. pro Sest.

of

the

to become, could find in

65, 137 “senatuni reipublicae castodcro, pracsidem, propugnatorem collocaverunt (majores) ; hujus ordinis auctoritate uti magiatratus et
®

quasi ininistros*gravissinii consilii esse voluerunt.”
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magnificent displays of the aedile, the high judicial functions

tlie

of the praetor, the

military leadership of the consul, and the

moral control of the censor, the graduated satisfaction of the
most diverse ambitions. But, even before the point of transition
marked by the cumle magistracy had been passed, the Roman
noble tended to identify his interests with those of the house to
which fate and the inevitable suffrages of the people had destined
him.
Interest even more than conviction would sanction such a
choice ; the vast nominal powers of the magistracy he could
wield but for a year ; of the clique of Three Hundred he was a
And the depressing influence, which contact
life-long member.
with some scores of middle-aged and experienced men must
liave over youth even when blessed with genius, completed the
work which interest and a vague class sympathy had begun. The
new member moved in that narrow circle of ideas which through
its very narrowness was strong enough to baffle Pyrrhus, Hannibal,
and Philip, and to half complete tim organisation of the world.
The men that rose above it Scipio, the Gracchi, Caesar found

—

—

endless difficulties in their path, and originality of conception,

which

conspicuous by its absence in the organisation of the
Empire, led its possessors to exile, death, or monarchy.

is

Roman

But the

restraining

influence

was

felt

only in

the essential

principles of politics; in the control of details a free

band was

given to the administrator, and individuality of a uniform,
decorous, and sober kind, combined with a high average level of

still

practical ability, is to

be found

The narrowness

period.

in the

Roman

of interest,

the

senator of the best
selfishness

and the

corruption, which are the besetting sins of a corporation with an

assured tenure of rule, were also weakened in the case of the
Roman Senate by the fact that, through the elective principle, it

was always in constant touch with the people. It is true that the
Senate was a parliament, the members of which were elected for
life
a parliament, therefore, that might easily cease to represent
the wishes of the electorate ; but each member, until he obtained
the coveted prize of the consulship, was ever submitting himself
to the suffrages of the people in order to pass from grade to
The susceptibilities of the ** great tame beast ”
grade of honour.
had to be respected ; its eyes must be dazzled by occasional
popular measures, by military achievements, at the worst by
private bounty or by brilliant shows.
The coterie system that
worked the elections could do mucli, but it could not do every-

—

‘
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thing; the race for honours provided stimuli sufficient
even
when the public opinion of his own order failed to keep a
counsellor of Rome up to a high level of efficiency.

—

An order of nobility that is practically hereditary tends to
attach to itself titles of nobility and external distinctions of
dress.
The democratic nomenclature of the Romans prevented
^he development of the first, and although within the Senate the
grades of rank were clearly marked, and the distinctions between
coTisulareSy praetorii, aedilicii and the former holders of lesser
magistracies were observed in the order of debate, these designations were not employed as constant epithets.
But the desire
of emphasising difference of functions by external signs, which
is such a strongly marked feature in Roman public life, revealed
itself fully in

the senatorial garb.

The present

or past holder

wore the purple-striped toga of the magistrate,
the ordinary senator bore on his tunic a stripe of the same
colour, which during the last century of the Republic was distinguished by its breadth from that worn by the order of the
equites.
Still more distinctly a part of the senatorial irisignia is
of curule office

the senatorial shoe of red leather {calceus muUeus), which, distinct
in shape as well as in colour, was worn by no other members of

The origin of the distinction is obscure ; tradition
explained the sandal as the royal footgear,^ which continued to
the state.

be worn by the patrician senators in their character of potential
The gold ring the senators shared with the
kings {inUrreges)*'^
members of the equestrian order. Since the nobility of a senator
ended with his life, it is needless to remark that the insignia
Yet, as some of them—
could not be transmitted to descendants.
had merely a social
the gold ring and perhaps the hiius clavus
sanction, it is not improbable that the practically hereditary
nature of the nobility had led to their being worn by members

—

senatorial families destined to

of

There

is,

at least,

of laticlavii
'

Festua

p.

follow their fathers' career.

no reason to suppose that the youthful order

was an invention

of the

Emperor Augustus.^

142 “ malleos genua calceorum aiunt

esse,

qnlbus reges Albanorum

primi, delude patricii sunt uai.”
^ Hence the distinction between the patrician and plebeian form of shoe
In the time of Cato the elder this footgear
(tlommsen Staatsr. ilL p. 891).
”
**
qui magistratum cumlem cepisset
was only worn by the plebeian senator

(Festus
*

I.C.).

For an investiture of boys with the latus clavus

Augustus, see Suet. Aiig. 94.

earlier than the rule o<
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with the Senate, which
by the close of the third century
of the Republic, was perfected in law by the dictator Sulla.
The quaestorship was now made the stepping-stone to the
Senate;^ the personal selection by the censors which, in the
face of unwritten custom, had been growing weaker year by year
was dispensed with; while their more important right of rejecting
unworthy members could be resorted to only when the censorAn automatic
ship was occasionally galvanised into new life.
mode of recruiting the order should, if the power and dignity
contemplated by the reactionary legislator were to be secured,
have been accompanied by an equally automatic method of
divesting of their rank those who had proved unworthy of it.
But no such system was devised, and the morals of the Senate
were for the first time left to chance, or rather to the reasonable
identification of the magistracy

had been

practically complete

—

hope that after the age of thirty-one (the lowest period of life
which senatorial dignity could he held) the character once
formed would not deteriorate.
A more important factor in the change introduced by the
Cornelian legislation was the permanent increase in the numbers
Doubled by the immediate action of the dictator,
of the Senate.
the body continued to maintain its complement of about 600
members ; for twenty annual additions of ex-magistrates of the
usual quaestorian age would enable it to retain this normal level.
The large size thus given to the senatorial body is one of its
most surprising features, when we consider the business with
which it had to deal. Secrets that are uttered with hated
breath in a modern cabinet were proclaimed aloud at Rome to
an assembly of the size of a modern parliament. But there
were no reports of proceedings for the eyes or ears of the out'
side world, and secrecy about reasons for policy was sometimes
at

Such secrecy was often treated as suspicious
only too well kept.
by the professed leaders of the people at the close of the
Republic, and the consciousness of danger felt in the Senate
to the mob.
The history of the Senate,
does not show the futility of secret diplomacy, may yet
prove it to he unnecessary that this diplomacy to be effective
should be entrusted to a few.
(ii.) The
freedom and power of a deliberative assembly

seemed mere weakness
if

it

^

Tac. Arm.

seuatui."

xi,

22 “post lege Sullae

vigiiiti

(quaestores) creati sappleiido
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depends very largely on the unrestricted right of debate and
initiative possessed by its individual members.
In theory the
Roman senator was sorely hampered in the exercise of both of
these powers.
The body to which he belonged ever retained its
forma] character of a council of advisers; the magistrate might
summon it or not at his discretion, might refuse to lay a
particular question before the house, or decline

to elicit the
opinions (smteniiae) of some suspected members, opinions which

they had no power to give unasked.
So long as these powers
were in the hands of two consuls, a conspiracy of silence might
easily impede the expression of the Senate’s judgment ; but

when the right of summoning and of laying business before the
house became the property of the praetors in virtue of their
imperium, and was subsequently, by an anomalous recognition of
a revolutionary power, extended to the tribunate, the number
of possible presidents was increased to twenty, and the Senate

again drew

its

strength from the dissensions of the magistrates,

Twenty men, even

if they all represent a nobility, must also
represent different shades of opinion, and will attempt to elicit
views corresponding to their own, which may then be submitted

the approval

to

and the votes

of

the house.

The

practice

having early arisen that it was only a definite expression of
opinion coming from some quarter of the house that should be
submitted to the approval of its members, the magistrate, eager
to pub the desired motion (relatio)^ is now to a large extent
dependent on the senator.
And the few gaps that still remain

power of initiative are
The senator would

up by ingenious
unburden his soul
of cherished views on matters alien to the debate,^ and then
make his speech conform to the rules of the house by concluding
with a formal opinion on the direct issue put before it by the

in the latter’s

fictions of debate.

filled
rise,

In one instance at least we find the method rethe great political crime of Carthage’s destruction was
prepared by the famous senteniia of Cato,^ often repeated in
magistrate.

versed

;

speeches on unrelated topics, and having no connexion with the
issue that was directly before the house.

To

understand the

facilities for

information and the freedom

^ Gell. iv. 10, 8
jus senatoH ut seiitentiam rogatus diceret ante
“Erat
quicquid vellet aliae rei et quoad vellet.’* For this practice of egredi relationem
.

«ee Tac.
^

Ann.

ii.

Delenda

.

33.

est CartTiago ” (Florus

ii

15)

;

cf-

App.

Lih. 69.
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of debate possessed by the Senate, wo must have a clear view of
the functions of its presidents and of the position of the ordinary
magistrates in that assembly.
The right of summons and the

body were inseparable; both
were possessed by three orders of magistrates consuls, praetors,
and tribunes. But law, in the shape of the power given by the
right of laying business before the

right of

made
summons

dictated

that even

major poiesiaSy

it

in

—

impossible for the praetor to exercise his
while custom
defiance of the consul
;

the tribune should not exercise this right

when

the consul was at Rome.
But, once the summons has
been issued and obeyed, the convoker of the council is not its
only president.
The three classes of magistrates have each the
right of reference, and each in an order prescribed by customary
law.
The consuls’ motions come first; they are followed by
those of the praetors, and then the tribunes have their turn.^
This system of priority, although necessary to prevent confusion,
was under ordinary circumstances a matter of comparative unimportance.
It could only become a serious hindrance to the
freedom of debate if the consul abruptly dismissed the meeting
before a decision had been reached on some question of pressing
importance,^ or if a method of systematic obstruction were
adopted by some senator, who wasted the hours with prolix
oratory until the setting of the sun made a suspension of business legally necessary.
But the former device was revolutionary
in its character^ and on the occasion of its use a fit preparation
for a revolution ; while the latter seems to have been employed,
as by the younger Cato during Caesar’s consulship, as a weapon
against an offensive relatio already before the house,^
The
president himself had ample powers for meeting such designs
in the case in question the consul had the obstructive stoic

haled from the room.*
A more serious danger would have been the absence of
information from the officials who succeeded the consul in
putting motions before the house ; but this was obviated by the
to violate this order was made in 66 B.C., "cum Lupus tribunua
intend ere coepit ante bo oportere diacessioneni facere qiiam consules.
Ejus or&tioni veheinenter Ab omnibus reclamatum est ; erat eiiini et iniqua et nova"

An attempt

'

pi-

.

.

,

ad Fam. i. 2, 2).
The consul Marcellua thus dlsTutssed the Senate in 50 b.g. on its favouring
the proposal that both Pompeius and Caesar should lay down their commands

(Cic.
*

(App,

}l.C,

ii.

* Gell. iv.

30).

10,

8.

^ ib, l.c.

;

Suet. Goes, 20.
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of speaking {verba facere) without
Tins power waa
any period of the debate.
possessed as an admitted right by those magistrates who were
themselves presiding i the quaestors, whose financial statements
were indispensable, and the aediles may have exercised it only
on sufferance. This privilege was the more necessary as the
presiding magistrates at least could not be asked their opinion
by the official who held the attention of the house they could
not give advice, for they were themselves seeking it of others.
Custom had determined with equal care the method by
which opinions should be elicited from the unofficial and advising
”
members of the house. The question what is your advice ?
{quid censes ?) was put by the president to each senator in an
In the days of the
order corresponding to his official rank.
activity of the censorship, it was this magistracy which had
determined the president’s first selection ; the censors had placed
at the head of their list the name of some distinguished man
(often himself an ex-censor), and it was this "‘chief of the
Senate” {princeps senatus) whose opinion was first sought. But,
after Sulla’s reform in the constitution of the order, there is, in
spite of the occasional revival of the censorship, no certain
Henceforth a
evidence of the perpetuation of this dignity.
body of consulares holds the first place, and from these the
presiding magistrate
at least the consul who opens the business
chooses his first adviser, according to no settled
of the house
rules, but with due regard to seniority or personal distinction.^
The only exception to this practice was to be found in the latter

power which magistrates had
invitation

at

j

—

—

half of the year,

when the

consuls elect, either in virtue of their

quasi-magisterial position or because they might themselves have
to carry out the decrees which were being discussed, took
precedence of the consul ars.^ From the latter the question
passed down through the praetorii to the men of aedilician or
^ Gell. riv.
7, 9 (from the Cmmentarim of Vairo) “singuloe autem debere
consul i gradatim iiici pique a consulari gradu.
Ejc quo gradu semper quidem
antea primuin rogari eolitum qui ptincepa in senatum lectus esset
turn autem,
cum haec acriberet, novum morem mstitutum refert per ambitionem gratiamque
;

primus rogaretur quern rogare veUet qui baberet senatum, dum ia Umen ex
gradu consulari easet.** For this novus vios cf. Cic. ad Alt. i. 13, 2 (61 B.C.)
“Primiira igitur scito prinmm me non esse rogatum aententiam praepositiimque
ut

is

Allobrogum ” (C. Calpumius Piso, a relative of the presiding consul).
- Sail Cat. 60 (ia the debate on the Catilinariau conspirators) “D. Junius
Silanus primus senteutiam rogatus quod eo tempore consul deaignatus erat.”
esse nobis pacificatoreni
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so finally to tho lowest grade of

all

— the

probable that, in every grade, the rule
of consulting a designated magistrate before an ex-magistrate
was observed. It is obvious that this procedure, when rigidly
adhered to, left the non-curule members of the Senate only an
These bad always
infinitesimal chance of a share in the debate.
ex-quaestors

;

is

been known as pedarii, in contradistinction to the airules
nominees of the censors, they included after the time
of Sulla the former tribunes and plebeian aediles, and the
members of quaestorian rank. As they were rarely reached in
the debate, they seldom had the oppoitunity of expressing an
opinion, and hence arose the erroneous notion of some antiquarians that the pedarii were given the right of voting but not

originally

But restrictions of this kind, arising from
and not from law, were never pressed by the Romans.
The repute of a mau who had not reached curule rank might
exceed that of all the other senators j the principle that would
open the lips of a Bibulus and close those of a Cato was
recognised as mischievous in certain emergencies, and it was
the power of debate.^

practice

who

the latter

—

—

that is, as a pedarius moved
condemned the Catilinarian conspirators to

as tribune elect

the resolution which
death.^

From

the mass of opinions elicited in

debate, the president

the course of

the

might choose any that he pleased to submit

judgment of the house. The safeguard of the individual
number of the presiding magistrates.
As a rule the same order was followed in putting senienliae to
the vote as had been observed in eliciting them ; but out of an

to the

senator was here found in the

aggregate
practically

of

opinions

that,

with differences

of

detail,

the same advice, the president might choose

gave
that

which he considered most to the point or best worded as the one
to be submitted to his council
It was certainly an unusual
step when, in the historic debate of December 5 in the year
Festua p. 210 “(Pedarius senator) ita appellator quia tncitns transeundo od
Cf. Gell. iii. 18.
The
cujus sententiam probat, quid sentiat indicat.”
explanation cited by Festus is true only so far aa it expresses a usual circumsLance
of debate.
I'he name jfgdarius is probably derived from the absence of the
curule chmr (Gavins Bassus ap. Gell. l.c.).
^ Veil. ii. 35 “Hie tribuuus plebis designatus
paene inter ulbimoa
inteiTOgatua sententiam "
Cic, ad Att. xii. 21, 1 “Cur ergo in sententiam
Catoniflt
Quia veibis luculeutioribus et pluribus rem eaudem (i.e, tlia opinion
^

mm,

.

;

already expressed

by

coruulares) comprehenderat."

.

.
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Cicero put to the vote the senlenivd of Cato in place of

but the
the similar but weaker resolutions of the consulares
consul in this exercise of his discretionary choice was acting well
within his rights.

One is sometimes surprised, considering the rigidity of the
procedure and the size of the body, at the amount of business
that appears to have been transacted at a single meeting of the
Senate.
But both the rules of procedure and the Homan
temperament account for the rapidity of the debate. As regards
the former it must be remembered that no motion could bo put
unless pressed by a magistrate, that there was no distinction
between substantive motions and amendments, that alternative
proposals, therefore, had not to be submitted in detail to a
division, that the carrying of one motion generally swept all
senteniiae on the same subject aside, that motions for adjourn*
ment did not take precedence of other motions, and that the
business of the house was nob interrupted by this modern device
We must also remember that a division in
for wasting time.
the modern sense of the word was rare, and that it appears
seldom to have been necessary to take the numbers of the
members who respectively supported or were adverse to a
motion.^
The estimate of the voting was in fact going on
during the debate; it was the custom of the senator, often
^vithout rising, to express a few words of assent to a former
speech,® and it was not unusual to leave one's bench and take
up a position near the man whose opinion one supported.* The
sense of the house could thus often be taken before the debate
bad ended ; where it was not obvious the consul urged to a
even then it is improbable that recourse
division (discessio)
See p. 2_70 n. 2,
In a rough estimate of the house (61 B.c.) Cicero mentions 15 on one side of
On Curio's proposal in
a. question, “quite 400 " on the other (ad Alt. i. 14, 5),
50 B.c. that both Pompeiua and Caesar should lay down their commands, 22
In the latter case there seems to
dissented, 370 approved (App. B.C. ii. 30).
have been no formal division (see p. 268 n, 2); and in both the. small numbers
may be the result of e?act computation, the large either of a guess or of a
deduction drawn from an already counted quorum.
* “Verbo
adsentiri” (Sail. Oat, 52); cf. Cic, ad Fam. v. 2, 9 “sedens iis
^

^

adsensi.”
*

“In alienam sententiam pedibus ire" (Cell. iii. 18, 1).
The invitation to divide on the senteniia was couched in the form “ Qui hoc
qiii alia onmia, in hanc partem" (Festus p. 261).
Hence
censetis, illnc transite
the colloquial phrase “ii'e in alia omnia" for negativing a proposal at the Senate
(Cic. ad Fam. i. 2, 1).
*

:
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on either side were vorj^
Other reasons for rapidity were to be found
temperament and in the intellectual atmosphere

to counting, unless the parties

oveiily balanced.

Roman

in the

The Roman, until hia better nature was corrupted by the schools of Athens and Rhodes, was a man of few
words ; the Senate was the least likely body in the world to be
swayed by florid eloquence; clearness and brevity were the
qualities most in demand, and even at the close of the Republic,
the house.

of

when

had surrendered itself to the perilous pleasure
woven aentenccs, the “ paint pots ” of
were still in all probability the exception and not the

the Senate

of listening to carefully

Cicero

^

rule.

The

voice of the majority of the Senate

was embodied

in a

ccmuUumy

Considered as the mere advice of
the magistrates' council it had no legal validity whatever; its
binding character sprang from the fact that it was a decree of
the magistrate applying to a sphere in which he was himself
competent to issue such injunctions. Hence, as we have seen,^
the veto pronounced on a decree of the Senate by the colleague
resolution [senaius

or superior of the magistrate who has elicited it, is no exception
to the rule that the acts of corporations or of private individuals

were not subject to

this

form of invalidation.

So .little was

this

the case that, when the decree had been vetoed, the advice of
The annulled resolution
the Senate still remained unimpaired.

was still drawn up, but it had become an auctoriias merely.®
It was still of suBicient potency to bind constitutionally-minded
magistrates, but it no longer imposed the duty of obeying it on
The consult am or aucloritas was drawn up at
the community.
the place of meeting soon after the resolution which it embodied
As tb^re were no permanent officials of a
had been passed.
its redaction, a small committee
was appointed by the president to attest the genuineness of the
document ; ^ this consisted usually of the author of the resolution and of some of his supporters.
(iii.) The
Senate exerted its developed authority under

responsible character to see to

'

Cic.

flarama,

ad AtL

de ferro

i,

14, 3

—nosti

“totum

huxic locum, quern ego

,

,

.

soleo pingere,

d©

illas

p. 179.
* Cic. ad Farn, viii. 8, 5 ff.
la § 6 we find the formula *' Sv quia huic s. c.
vuteTCesserit, seaatui placere auctoritatenv pevsctibi.’'
^ ib. I.c.
aede Apollinia scrib. adfuerunt I* Domitius
§ 6 “Pr. Kal. Octobrea in

On.

f.

Fab, Abenobarbua/'

etc.
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It was the body which exercised the
two different aspects.
power of previous deliberation on matters which must be
submitted to the judgment of a nominally higher authority, the
people, and it was a council which professed to give final directions to the magistrates on the conduct of their administrative
It possessed no sphere of its own in which it could act
duties.
unassisted by magistrates and people, and thus its formal independence is far less than that possessed by such a body as the
The only department of state in which it
Athenian BoulL
seems to have independent authority tlie power of perpetuating
tlie very life of the mitas by the appointment of an inter rex

—

belongs strictly not to the Senate but to its patrician members;
and even for the exercise of this right during the Republic the
motive power had to spring ultimately from a magistrate of the
Plebs.i

The Senate by exercising a probouleutic authority showed its
Occasionally, as we shall see, it
its own limitations.

sense of

usurped isolated powers that belonged of right to the people; but
its final authority was only felt in that vast sphere
of executive influence that had been formerly entrusted to the
It could control, but it might not usurp, the
magistrates.
sovereign powers of the people; it elected no magistrates; it
possessed no legislative authority ; it could not declare war or
make peace ; it dared not extend the limits of Roman citizenship
by the conferment of the francliise ; it made no claim to the

as a rule

exercise of jurisdiction or of the

still

more sovereign

right of

pardon.
Yet,

when

it

is

remembered that the

activity of the camUia

motion by the magistrate,
and that the Senate’s advice had grown into a real power of
control, it is easy to see that the first step in every measure of
importance must come under the cognisance of this all-pervading
Its probouleutic authority was based on the observance
council.
by the magistrate of certain unwritten rules, which regulated
the exercise both of his positive and of his negative powers.
It
was held that no magistrate should question the people on any
important matter without the Senate’s advice, and that be should
not decline to .exercise this power at its request ; that the power
of veto should be employed only at the discretion of the council,
and that the request for its exercise should not be refused.

in all these matters could only be set in

^

p.

148.

T
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These unwritten principles were, as a rule, strong enough to
fetter a magistrate’s action by his conviction of their necessity ;
when this conviction was not sufficiently strong, the Senate
resorted to its last constitutional weapon, the veto of a friendly
magistrate. For this purpose the tribnnician college was usually
employed ; its size offered the largest scope for differences of
opinion, for of the ten legally supreme magistrates of the state
one at least could generally be found to whom the Senate’s word
was law. The blocking of legislation through the intercessio of a
senatorial tribune may be illustrated by the attempt of Octavius
to negative the agrarian legislation of the elder Gracchus ^ the
effort to annul an administrative order of a sweeping kind by
the veto pronounced against the proposal of the praetor Juventius
when, without consultation of the Senate and without previous
intimation to the consuls, he attempted to urge the cmitia of
the people into a declaration of war with Rhodes.^
In dealing with the powers of the Senate two courses lie
open before us ; we may either treat them in the order of their
growth and show how the successive usurpations were effected,
:

we may
The

or

form.

interest, but,

them as they existed in their developed
method would have more of an historical
apart from its difficulty and obscurity due to the

describe
first

frequent lack of evidence, it would result in a wholly unsystemIt is
atic classification of the aggregate of acquired rights.
preferable, therefore, to deal with the Senate’s powers in their

developed form, with a preliminary warning that they were
gained at very lengthy intervals and by very different means.
Some, such as the control of finance, were usurped from the
magistrate; others, such as the dispensation from laws, were
stolen from the people ; to others again, such as the control of
the details of provincial government, the Senate had an altogether
peculiar riglit, such powers being created during the period of
the growth of its ascendency.
With the election of magistrates the Senate of the later
Republic had no direct concern, and the people alone claimed
the perhaps not wholly constitutional right of deposing them.
*

Plut. Ti. Oracch. 10

;

App. B.C.

i.

12.

Polyb, XXX. 4.
For the motive of the veto see Liv, xlv. 21 “ M. Juventius
Thalna .
praetor novo maloque exemplo rem ingressua erat, quod, aute non
.
cotisulto senatu, non consulibus certioribns factis, de aua unius aenteutia rogationem
ferret vellent jiiberentne Rhodiis bellom indici, cum antea semper prius senatua
de hello consultns esset, deinde ex auctoritate patrum ad populum latum.”
*

,
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when

the struggle

to strain its prerogatives to the

utmost

find the Senate claiming the very analogous right of

suspending a magistrate from the exercise ojf the functions of his
oflSce.
A charge of turbulent proceedings was the motive for
the suspension of Caesar from the praetorship, and of Me tell us
in 62,^ and Caolius Rufus was ejected,
on the allegation of similar misconduct, from the curule chair of
The use of this power against the praetor,
the praetor in 46.^

Nepos from the tribunate

or indeed against

the

tribune,

is

any magistrate subject to the ijiajor potestas of
comprehensible ; for the latter might, at the

official from the exercise of
customary functions; how the power could be employed
against the tribunate itself is one of the hidden mysteries of

bidding of the Senate, inhibit any
his

senatorial usurpation.

The power of legislating, that is of establishing fundamental
changes in civic relations, was never claimed by the Senate ; nor
bad it ever possessed any legal right to suggest or impede the
making of a law. The patrum audoritas^ like the interregnum^
had resided only with the patrician members of that body ; and
the power of previous deliberation claimed by the later Senate as
a whole was merely one of the inevitable results of the balance
Such slight approximations to
of power within the magistracy.
law-making as are found were simply the result of consultation
points.
The Senate reaffirmed
an ancient principle that the confession of a slave which might
doom his master to death or exile should not be wrung from him
by torture ; ^ it might even infringe so much on the freedom of

by the magistrates on questionable

contract as to suggest a current rate of interest*

—

a principle
which the praetor might respect if he cared or if his colleague
obliged him to do so.
But here again we meet with the strange anomaly that the
It claimed the
Senate can destroy where it cannot create.
^

Suet Ca^. 16 (Caesar supported Metellus in carrying)

turbnleutissimas

.
donee amho administratione
leges adversus colleganim intercessionem
.
reipublicae dccreto patrum submoverentur.'*
2 In this case the proliibition was effected through the coercive power of the
,

consul springing from his majus imperium (Dio Cass, xlii. 23),
^ Tac. Ann. ii.
30 “vetere seiiatns consulto quaestio in

caput

domini

|)rohibebatur.'*
Cic. ad Alt.
13 (50 b.c.) “cum senatiis consnltum modo factum
ci^ditoTum causa, nt ecntesiniae perpetuo faenore ducereutur/'
*

in

sit

.

.
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sovereign privilege of exempting individuals from the operation

and the claim which was an admitted usurpation
was sanctioned by custom. Formerly the sovereign people could
of the laws,

alone grant such dispensations, but the motion submitted to the
people was first approved by the Senate. Very gradually the
second stage in the proceedings was dropped, for it was considered the merely formal sanction of an already accomplished

and the senatorial right of dispensation was assured until it
;
was attacked by the tribune Cornelius (67 B.C,). The proposal
that it should be restored to the people was successfully resisted,
bub a compromise was arrived at by which it was agreed that no
act of dispensation should be valid which had not been approved
by a house of at least two hundred members.^ This provision,
evidently meant to prevent the abuse of the power for purely
act

personal or party ends, did not fulfil its purpose, for senatus
cmsitUa of this kind were gained by influential men on the
slightest pretexts and for the most unworthy objects.^

An observance of certain forms had always been necessary for
the legislative activity of the people to be regular and valid.
In
countries which recognise the sovereignty of parliament, the
guardian of such forms is in the first instance the legislative
chamber

in the second the courts of justice,

which can, or
any law that has
been passed in disregard of such formalities. This was the case
The laws themselves contained clauses which proat Rotne,
itself,

should, be allowed to refuse to put into effect

nounced their ineffectiveness
violate the

principles of

in case they should be found to
the constitution, and the courts of

had the courage to resist the enactments even of the
government of the dictator Sulla, But the executive
authority might also have doubts about the propriety of putting
into force a measure which it recognised to be irregular ; and of
this executive authority the Senate was the guide.
Hence its
justice

provisional

well-established claim to point out a flaw in a legislative enact-

ment, to establish, the fact that the magistrate had questioned
the people improperly, and that the answer of the people was
therefore null and void.
The exercise of this revising power
Ascon. in Cornel, p. 68.
M. Brutua had gained from the Senate the validation of a bond [s^ngrapka),
by whicli an exorbitant rate of interest was demanded from tlie government of
Salamla in Cyprus, Bonds of this kind, through which obligations were inciirreti
by provincials at Rome, had been rendered illegal by a lex Gabinia of 67 B.o.
^

^

(Cic.

adAU.

v.

21, 12).
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once led to the greatest upheaval that Roman history records.
was by pointing out that the law of the younger Livius
Brusus, associated with his proposal to grant the civilas to
the allies, was irregular as contravening the condition fixed
It

by a

lex Caecilia J)idia (98 b.o.) that wholly different enactments should not be contained in the same rogaiio^ that the
Senate brought to a head the formidable conspiracy which

culminated in the outbreak of the social war.
History also
brings to our notice the attempted reversal by this means of a
It was suggested in
popular judgment of a far smaller kind.
the Senate that a notice of the alleged irregularities of Clodius'
plebisciium should be made the ground of Cicero’s recall ; but the
exiled orator, while thinking that there was “ something in the
notion," yet prefened the far safer form of an abrogation of the
enactment by the popular voice itself.^
When we turn from legislation to its complement of jurisdiction

we

find little direct interference

by the Senate with the

On excepregular course of either civil or criminal procedure.
tional occasions it might decide the sphere of the praetor’s
and by its practical weight in the declaration of a
might suspend the operation of the business of the
courts ; but it did not interfere in the details of such business,
and the appeals to the vetoing magistrates were left to their
activity,^

jusiitium it

own discretion.
With respect

to

the criminal

jurisdiction

of

the

regular

assumed a faculty for determining the procedure or the sentence, it sometimes took the
initiative in a prosecution by suggesting that a charge should be
brought, and this implication might be contained in a senatorial
judgment that a certain course of action was contra remj)umcam}
courts, although the Senate never

^
Cic. pro D(mo 16, 41 “judicavit senatus M. Drusi legibus, qua« contra
legem Caeciliam et Didiam latae essent, populum non teneri.'* The account that
the Livian laws were shelved as contra auspicia (Ascon. in Qomtl. p. 68
obtinuit a senatu, ut leges ejus omnea imo s. c. tollerentur.
‘Philippus cos.
.
Decretum est enim contra auspicia esse latas neque eis teneri populum **) may
contain one of the grounds of their abrogation.
* Cic. ad Ait. iii. 15, 5 *‘Quod te cum Culleone scribia de privilegio locutiim,
est aliquid, sed multo est melius abrogari."
.

» p.

204.

Tlve Senate in this
Liv. XXV. 4 \ Sail. Cat. 50 ; Ascon. in MiUm. p. 44.
way sometimes interprets a criminal law and extends its incidence. See Cic. de
liar. Re^. 8, 15 “ decrevib senatus eos qui id fecisseut (i.e. who had disturbed the
^

rebuilding of Cicero's house) lege de vi, quae est in eos qui
publicam oppugnassent (i.e. vi publica) teneri.”

universam rein

KOilAl??

27 a
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respect to an extraordinary commission, the true theory of

the Republic was that

couhl be established only by the people.

it

The procedure adopted against Clodius for the violation of the
rites of tho Bona Dca is typical of the constitutional method
The offence which he
that should always have been employed.
had committed

—though vaguely

that in that particular form was

the college of pontiffs

is

designated “ incest

unknown

consulted,

to

Roman

—was one

law.

and pronounces the

Firs^
act

an

then a decree of the Senate is
\
framed specifying the crime and the procedure, which is modelled
as closely as possible on that of the ordinary criminal courts.
offence against religion

{iiefcLs)

then submitted for ratification to tho judgment of
Acts of attainder are a lamentable confession of
weakness in a political, social, and legal system ] but it was right
that this weakness should not be remedied by an administrative

This decree

is

the people/*

authority representing a single caste.

But there were certain emergencies which it was thought
could not be met, even by the establishment of a special judicial
Epidemics of crime, such as poisoning, arson,
commission.
murder,

seemed

demand

to

magistrate’s invperium^ and

immediate exercise

of
is

the
the

Such an exercise of magisterial
is practically a declaration of
martial law, although the Senate by its decree docs not create a
directing

and controlling

the

for this exercise the Senate

force.

coercUio^t the behest of the Senate

new

power, but simply urges the magistrate to set free the forces
The earlier Republic had provided a
suspension of constitutional procedure in the form of the

latent in his imperium.

means of meeting such an emergency the later
had no suck provision, and the burden of responsibility fell on the joint shoulders of Senate and magistrates.
Whether the exercise of such summary capital jurisdiction was
If the 170
legal depended on the status and sex of the victims.
women put to death for poisoning in 331 B.C.^ were executed
by magisterial decree, the act was legal, for women had no right

dictatorship as a

;

constitution

Similar

of appeal.
vincials;^

and,

if

attended its exercise over prosentences were inflicted on Italian

legality

similar

^ Cic. ad AU. i. 13, 3 “Credo enim te audiase, com apud
Caesajem pro
mentionem a Q. Cornificio ni
populo deret, venisse eo muliebri vestitu virum .
.
poskea rem ex senatua consulto ad pontifices relatam, idque ab iU
senate factam
iiefaa esse decretam ; delude ex senatus consnlto consules rogatiooem promulgaase."
.

.

.

* Liv. viii. 18.
^ \b. xl.

43 (130

B.C.)

C.

Maeaio praetore

(cai,

provincla Sardinia can]
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violation of treaty obligations, but nob of

The male
summary fashion

the laws of Rome.

citizen alone niiglit not be put to

death in this

;

and

if

the

Roman members

of

the great criminal society of the Bacchanalian guild were executed
without appeal,^ this was a judicial murder only justified by the

horror

excited

in

the

public

mind by the blackest crimes

masquerading under the guise of religion. We still possess a
fragmentary copy of the decree by which this ‘^conspiracy" was
repressed; in it the Senate thinks that “capital punishment
should be inflicted,”® but the decree does not by its wording
suspend the ordinary laws of appeal.
This guardianship of the state against conspiracies {conjuraiiones) may have been the precedent for a power, the legality of
which, as exercised by the Senate during the last century of the

This was the power of declaring^

Republic, was hotly contested.

the existence of a condition of things which the Greeks would

e

denominated crrcuri?, of singling out a party in the state and-^
leaders as enemies (hostes) to the Republic, the latter being,^gf*ofessedly represented by the Senate itself and the magistrateLj^h^
happened to be friendly to it, and of advising the magistrates
who were its presidents, above all the magistrates with
and sometimes even the pro-magistrates,* to employ every
The
of summary coercion to ward off the impending danger.
formula for thus entrusting the guardianship of the community
to a clique of friendly magistrates was expressed in the words
“that the consuls, praetors, and tribunes of the Plebs (with the
addition at times of other

with the imperium) should see
After the passing of this decree

officials

that the state took no hann."

®

additum erat ut quaereret de veneficiU longius ab urbe decern
millibus passuum) literae adlatae sejam tria millia hominum damnasse.”
^
Liv. xxxiz. 41 (184 b.c.) ; cf. ix. 26 (314 b.c.} aod the iusUnce cited
In such hsUicoes of
extended, to
in the aezt
it is sot
clear whether socii as well as cives were executed summarily by Roman
evenisset,

magistrates.
® ib. xxxix. 18.
*

CA.L.

i.

n.

On

196 (a

this point see

letter

Zumpt

OriminaZrecht der Romer

i.

2 p. 212.

from the consuls to some unknown magistrates

of

the ager Teumnus in Brutii) 1. 24 “eorum (i.e. the Senate) senteiitia ita fuit ‘spj
ques esent, quei avorsum ead fecisent, quam suprod acriptum eat, eeia rcni
”

caputalem faciehdam censuere.*

The consul was armed against C. Gracchus, the consuls in 63 the consuls,
and tribunes in 100 B.o. the interrex, proconsul, and all other magistrates with imperium in 77 D.c.
* I'be decree proposed to meet the threatened revolution of M. Lepidus in
“quoniam M. Lepidua erercitum private consilio paratiim
77 B.C. ran as follows
*

;

praetors,

;

:
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the responsibility of the Senate ceases

own

;

OHAP»

the magistrates act at

and cannot again devolve any responsibility for a
judicial murder they may have committed in the execution of
their insfcructiona by again consulting the Senate on the guilt of
their victims or on the method of execution to be employed.^
Thera were obvious reasons which rendered it impossible for this
power to be baaed on any distant precedent; like the power last
discussed it was a substitute for the vanished dictatorship, which
was an integral part of the constitution, and subsequently to the
decline of this office there was no revolution in Rome antecedent
to that which was held by conservatives to have been inaugurated
by the legislation of the Gracchi. But, even apart from the
their

peril

question of precedent, the absurdity of the Senate's claim to be
guardian of the Republic is manifested by the fact that the
the Blasts might more truly represent the
theory of the constitution, as the Gracchan party did, than the
Senate’s government itself; a broad line separates political
opposition, even with the utmost force to back it, from criminal
conspiracy against society, and by the passing of this “ ultimate
decree’’ the Senate declared itself the author of a revolution.
The controversy as to right is here insoluble the insolubility
depends on the fact that there was no permanent government at
opposite party in

:

Rome

except that of convention and of force.
Yet Roman sentiment would have declared that there were
times when the decree and its consequences were justified.
Force can only be met by force, and a gathering such as Catiline’s
army in Etruria was a fair object of attack by the executive
authorities ; but sentiment would not have allowed the execution

without appeal of a few prisoners captured within the city, however grave the danger.
state of war must be recognised,

A

cum pesslmU
ducib,

et boatibus tel publican contra

uU Appiua Claudius

interred

cum

bujus ordiuia auctoritatem ad urbem

Q. Catulo pro consule et ceteris, quibus

m

jiuperium eat, urbi praesidio 9iiit operauique deut ne quid
pubiica detrimenti
The
capiat’* (from speech of Philippua is Sail. ffisL lib. i. frgt. 77, § 22).
historical ioatances of the employment of this po'wer are against C. Gracchvis and
his adherents in 121 B.C., in the tumuli of Satuminus (100), the tirst Sullau
restoration (88), by the anti-Sulians (82), at the threatened revolution of M.
Lepidua (77), in the Catilinarian conspiracy (63), during the disturbances raised by
Q, Metellus (62), and those preceding the sole consulship of Pompeius (52), 'against
Caesar (49), against Doiabella and M. Aitoniua (43).
**
* Cf. Ball. Cat, 50
consul ,
.
convocato senatu refert quid de eis fieri
placeat, qui in custodiam traditi erant
Bed eos panlo ante hequens senatus
judicaverat contra rein publicam fecUse,"
.
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Roman

state that could declare

consequences.

exercise of this unprecedented

power evoked a vigorous

protest from the true government, the people.^

The

plebiscite

passed by the younger Gracchus was aimed more directly at
the magistrates, and it improved on the Valerian laws by
enacting that no judicium should be exercised on the caput of a

Roman

citizen without the consent of the people.”

possible that

it

made

^

But

it is

senators individually responsible for the

decree authorising such conduct on the part of the magistrates,^
and it is almost certain that it abrogated a clause in the law of
the Twelve Tables

by declaring that the Plebs might

exercise

capital jurisdiction against a magistrate guilty of violating the

provisions

of

the measure.^

Henceforth

there

could

be

no

question of the illegality of the uliimum senaius consuUum, for
Cicero^a quibble that the Gracchan law only protected the lives

and that individuals specified by the Senate had been
hastes,^ is an argument in a circle.
It is this latter
possibility which the Gracchan law denied
and though common
sense might interpret certain overt acts as a sign of war against
of

cives,

declared

;

no degree of treason could ipso jure make a citizen into
an enemy unless that treason had been proved in a court of

society,

law-

More

justifiable

than the power which we have just con-

^ Although the itiiimum smatua consnltum had not been passed against Ti.
Gracchnis the oondcmnation of Ma adherenta without appeal (Veil, ii. 7 ; Yal.
Max. iv. 7, 1) was the eiercise of the jurisdiction of mEitial law. It was this
jurisdiction which elicited iiht plebiscitum of 0, Gracchns^
® Cic. pro Rah. 4, 12 ‘*C. Gracchus legem tnlit ne de capite ciTmin Bornan-

orum

injussn yestro judiearetur/’

Schoh Amhros. p. 370 “Quia senteutiam (wrongly for “legem’’; see Zumpt
Oriminalreckt i. 2 p, 73) inlerat Gracchus ne qnis in civeiin Pomanum capitalem
Q/,. Oa.jsto Sest.
*

designatns trihnnus plehis, ohtulit in disciimen vitam suam ; dixit earn sententiaxn,
cpjus inridiam capitis pericnlo sibi praestandam yidsbat.*' So Dio Cassius
(xxxviii. 14), in speaking of the first bill of Clodins again'it Cicero, says
fih
6ti toZ? Tf t/wdroi^ H}y (pvXaKfitr
ydp Kal ivl vda-ar rfji'
iriXewj .
.

.

irpojfrerdx^L.
*

Pint. O.

Grawh. 4 rbu

5^ (v6fiav

cf rts d/jxwj' dKpiTov ^KKttcrjp^x^

avrov SiSdrra Kplciv ry
here may mean ^i^^tpopulua
but Gracchus, as Uibuiie, put his own law into foi^e against Popilius

TroXiTTjy, tear*

oT plebs
(Cie.

;

pro

Domo

31, 82).

iv. 5, 10 “At vero C. Caesar inteiligit legem Semproniam esse
de civibus Bomanis cemstitntam ; qui autem rei pablicaeait hostis euiri civein esse
®

Cic.

in Cat.

flullo'modo posse.*'
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OHAP.

which the Senate exercised

in

as in other matters of administration, its attention

In the
to great and exceptional emergencies.
absence of all facilities for the expression of public opinion in
Rome, except through the medinin of a magistrate, the ancient

formed convenient Centres for
The fact that towards
the close of the Republic their weight was thrown into the anti'
senatorial scale led the government to regard their existence as
trade guilds {collegia

artificurti)

electioneering in the democratic interest.

inimical to public order.

A

decree of the Senate of the year

64 B.O. summarily dissolved all but the most venerable guilds
which were supposed to derive their origin from Numa ; ^ and
this sudden suppression may be regarded as a last step in a long
career of administrative interference, no record of which has been
preserved by history.
Private political clubs, on the other hand,
such as were known by the names of sodalitates and decuriaii, did
not come under the immediate cognisance of the magistrate ; for
their coercion the Senate liad to procure the passing of a law.^

But minor

details connected with bribery

’within its competence.

It infringed

and corruption were

the

inviolability

of

the

house by allowing search to be made there for
incriminating proof of corruption, and it directed that whoever
should be guilty of harbouring professional election agents
(divisores) at his dwelling should be liable to a vote of censure
magistrate’s

and possible prosecution.^
If we now turn from the corrective
activity
chiefly

of the Senate,
in

the

we

shall

to

find that

departments of foreign

the administrative
this

relations,

was exhibited
finance, and

religion.

The primary spheres of foreign activity are the declaration
making of peace, and the framing of alliances. All

of war, the

these powers belonged of right to the people, and, as regards
first, there was never any question that the Senate’s position
was merely that of a constant adviser. The two latter powers

the

55 ; Dio Caaa. uiviiL 13.
“ senatus consultum factum est ut god&litatea
decuriatique discederent lexque de iia ferretur at, qai non disceasissent, ea poena
quae est de vi tenerentur." The sodalitates were clubs of the type of the Greek
iraipeiau, the decuriaii probably electioDeering aLSSOCiationfi.
Cic. ad A W. i. 16, 12 (61 b.c.) “ senatua congulta duo jam facta aunt odiosa
unum, ut apud magistratua inquiii liceret, altemm, cujus domi dWisores
.
habitarout, ad versus rem publicam.*’
Cic. in Pi3, 4, 9 ; pro Sest, 25,
* Cic. ad Q,/r. \L St b (56 B.a)

'

**

.

.
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merge into one another,

for a state that was not on some terms
with Ronie was, according to the rude notions of the
prevailing international law, an enemy of the Eepublic.
There
appear at intervals during the Eepublic signs of a keen but
advantageous controversy as to whether the right to (sonclude
binding treaties in the name of the Eepublic was possessed by
of alliance

the imperator in the

field,

as well as

by Senate and

profit

by the oath of a general when

avow

it

when

it

meant

unfortunate commander,

failure,

and

it

To

people.

entailed success, to d!s'

in this case

who had saved Roman

to

hand the

but not
honour, bound and naked as a scapegoat to the enemy,
were the convenient results of this condition of juristic doubt.
lives

Roman

The Caudine Forks

in Sainniuni,

Numantia in Spain, and the

neighbourhood of Suthul in Numidia saw Roman generals and their
deluded adversaries equal victims of this controversy.^
Bub the
opinion finally prevailed that without the consent of the Senate
(foedus) could be binding. ^ The
practice as to the division of this authority between the council

and the people no sworn treaty

and the assembly varied from time to time. In the earliest
period a treaty of peace seems to be witiun the competence of
the magistrate, and therefore of the Senate ; in the constitution
of the middle Republic, as revealed to us by Polybius, such an
agreement is always submitted to the people for ratification,^
but the close of Republican history shows cases where the
Senate alone is mentioned as the deciding authority.^
But the people had at all times merely the final ratifying
authority in these matters.
The diplomatic negotiations that
preceded the conclusion of an agreement with a foreign nation
had ever been in the hands of the Senate.
When envoys

approached an imperator in the field, his duty was to send them
on to the consuls and their council ; how far he himself entered
into preliminary negotiations Avith them depended on his own
discretion, but in the best days of the Eepublic he could make
^
Liv. ix. 8-12 ; Plut. Ti. QraccK 7 ; Cic. dt Off. iii. 30, 109 ; Sail. Jug. 39.
^ Sail. Jug. 39 “seiiatus ita, uti par fuerat, decernibsuo atque populi injussu

nulhim potuisse foedus fieri.''
* Polyb. vi. 14 hirkp
vepl
Kai

(rvfifiax^o.s Kai

KlJpia TToi&ff

if

oCtos (6

Siakvaeus Kal

offT6t

Kai

iral iroXifiov,

dTjfLos)

(TvvdTjKCcif

6

^Kaara

TouyavTi,oy,

*
Tlie Gaditani approach the Senate for the renovation of a treaty made with
Cicero questions its validity (pro Jialbo 15, 34) on
ft pro- magistrate in 78 d,c.
the ground that the people was nob consulted.
The passage illustrates both the

Senate’s exercise of this power and the continuance of a controversy os to

its

right
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no

definite agreement.

The mode

in

LIFE

CnAp,

which the Senate received

the envoys from a state differed according as the community
had already treaty relations with Eome, or was in a state of
natural war.
The permanent representation of a friendly nation
except through the vague relationship with a noble Roman

—

house

—was

made

to the envoys of such a state of receiving

a device as yet unknown; but the concession was
them within the
town.^ The representatives of the enemy, on the other hand,
had no claim to reception within the walls.^ The embarrassment inspired by the approach of the suspected Eumenes of
Pergamus in 166 B,c. caused a passing regulation to be framed
that no kings (the “ carnivorous animals ” of Cato) should be

Rome in person.^ Towards the close of^e Republican period (67 b.c.) a demand for the better ordering of
business, as well as the suspicion created by the dealings of
envoys lingering in Rome with the political coteries, caused a
law to be passed that the month of February should be devoted
As most of the envoys at this
to the reception of legations.^
received at

time came from states within the Roman sphere of influence, it
was an advantage to the provincials to have a definite season set
apart in which they could air their grievances.
The most pressing demand for entering into new relations
with states naturally accompanied the organisation of a province.
For the immediate attention to this demand the conquering
general was competent, although he was sometimes assisted by
The whole
ten commissioners {legati) appointed by the Senate.®

known as the law of the province (lex
bore the name of the imperator, and the lex Bupilia of
Sicily, the lex Pompeia of Bithynia, and the law of Metellus in
Crete preserved the memory of individual victors and organisers.
work

of

organisation,

provinciae),

1

Hence the institnUon ot the

Gra&costasis.

Vaxto (L.L.

v.

155) deacrihes

it

as “ stib dextra hujus (the Rostra) a comitio locus subatructua ubi nationum subsisterent legati, qui ad Benatum essent missi ; is Graecostasis appellatus a parte

ut multa.^’
* So the Kumantian envoys in 36 B.c. are received
toQ relxovs (Dio /r. 79).
As a rule the appeal waa mile to the nearest iTaperator, and his representations
might accord such legati a reception within the city. See Momma. Staatsr. iii. 2
p. 1150.
® Liv. Ep. ilvi. “in commune lei lata est ne cui regi Romam venire liceret.”
Of. Polyb. XXX. 17.
“ Appius interpretatur .
^ Cic, ad
quod Gabinia sanctum
Q. fr. ii. 13, 3
ait, etiam cogi ex Kal, Febr. usque ad Kal. Mart, legatis senatum quotidie dare.’
.

“

Polyb. xxii. 24

;

Liv. xlv. 17.

.
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in this case is a charter (lex data), not a comitial act (lex

lez

and when we remember that the organisation of the
provinces took place during the period of senatorial ascendency,
rogata),

we

are not surprised

the omission of the formality of the

consultation of the people.

The assignment of external spheres of rule (provinciae) to
magishratea was one of the most important powers connected
We have
with the senatorial administration of the provinces.
already seen how the original theory that a magistrate chose his
In spite of the
department gave way to senatorial selection.
were not assigned to specified individuals,
but to holders of certain offices, this right of bestowal put great
patronage in the hands of the Senate ; it might reward or punish
consuls or proconsuls by the assignment of more or less important
districts,^ and the lot (sortitio) by which the individual holders
were determined was often tampered with.^
The final organisation of Italy and the provinces also gave
fact that the provinces

The free cities, which
extended over the whole of Italy, and were found as privileged
units in the provinces, were subject to its controlling power.
These had given up all claim to the exercise of external
authority, and it was the Senate that adjusted the conflicting
claims of states both within and without the bounds of Italy.®
When the rights of a free city were held, not by treaty, but by
a precarious charter, the Senate might cancel certain grants,
which, by the terms of the charter, were revocable at pleasure.*
In the details of provincial government and the relations of
the subject cities to the governor the Senate seems seldom to
have interfered directly. But we must remember that in every
province the governor was accompanied by a senatorial committee in the form of a consilium composed of his legates and of
any senator who happened to bo in the province.® It was
fresh spheres of influence to the Senate.

^

For the attempt made by the lex S&tnpronid to obviate this power

^

Cic.

see p. 201.
3 (to Metellus Celer, proconsul of Cisalpine Gaub 62 B.c.)
“ Nihil dico de sortitione vestra tantura te suspicari volo uibil in ea re per
Cf, ad Alt. i, 16, 8.
collegam rneum me insciente esse factum/’
^ Liv. xlv. 13
Dittenberger n, 240. The Senate sometimes referred questions
;
respecting the internal affairs of these states to Koman patroni^ with whom they
had entered into relations of clientship (Liv. ix, 20 Cic. pro Sulla 21, 60).
^ lex de Temiessihus ii.
6 “Nei quis ra^stratua , .
meilites
.
introdecreverit.”
nisei seiiatua nominatim . .
dneito .
® Sail.
Jug. 62 “ Metellus propere ciinctos senatorii ordinis ex hibernis
accersi jubet
eorura et aliomm, quos idoneos ducebat, consilium habet.” Cf.

ad Fam,

v, 2,

:

;

.

.

.

.

:

.

.
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duty to refer every important matter to this council, and
most important questions it bade him reserve for the judgment of the Senate at )jome.^
Tl]e power of the purse, which has been the guarantee of so
many popular liberties, was not j)0 ssessed by the people at
his

the

By escaping so early the incidence of direct taxation
they lost a formidable weapon with which they might have
For this reason the admitted incapacity of
fought the Senate.
the latter body to impose a new tax on the community was no
great limitation to its powers after the year 167 B.C., when tlie
The control of the details of
Italian trihuium disappeared.^
finance, which had never belonged to the people but always to
the executive, was the mainstay of its power in this department.
The circumstance that the control of estimates had been given
to occasional officials, the censors, and that the details of expenditure had been taken from the hands of the consuls and
placed in those of the most subordinate of all magistrates, the
quaestors, sufficiently explains the growth of a central directing
authority, which may be considered in its three relations to the
property of the state, the estimates, and the expenditure.
The chief property of the state in the later Republic was the
income derived from the provinces, and it is obvious that tlie
Senate determined its amount when it ratified the terms of the
But the older gouree of revenue
the public
lex pr<mnciae.
Rome.

domains of the state

— was

—

also subject to its control.

the occupation or the use of public lands
alienation

by

sale or gift^

It granted

and decreed

their

It also accepted or rejected gifts

and

bequests to the state, and the proposal of Ti. Gracchus that the
people should deal with the movable property left by Attalus
TIL, king of Pergamus,* struck at one of the most undisputed of
senatorial prerogativea

The most important estimates of those items of revenue and
Sullam (the quaestor) ab Utica venire jubet, item L.
104 ‘‘Marius .
Bellienum praetorem, praeterea omnes uiidiquo sonutorii ordinis, quibuscum
mamkta Bocchi cognosoU."
^
Cic. ad AIL ii. 16, 4 ‘‘Illud tam^n, qtiod actibit (Q. Cicero, povemor of
Asia) animadvertas velim, de portorio circunivectionia ; ait se de consilii senteutia
rum ad scnatiim rejecisse.’*
2 Cic. de
Off. ii. 22, 79 “tantum in aerarinm pecuniae iuvexit (Faulus) ut
unius imperatoris praeda fiuem attulerit tributorum." Cf. Plot. Paul. 38.

c.

.

’
*
rtj)

Momms.
Ti,

.

iii. 2 pp^ 1] 12-20.
<7racch. 14 oiudiv ^(^ij ry avyKXr^Tt^ /Soi/X€i;e<r^at Trpo<Ti^K€iv, d.X\.d

Siaalfr.

^7}p^ yviht^Tfv

irpoB-liaeiv,
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expenditure ^vhich varied from time to time were, as we have
Been,^ made every five years by the censors.
But the Senate
exercised the right of directing, even of reversing, the arrange*
ments made by these officials ; the appeal against an oppressive
contract was

made

to them,^

and during the vacancy in the
who were to preside

censorship they designated the magistrates

over new financial assignments^*
The control over the treasury, both in the voting of large
supplies or iu detailed expenditure for definite purposes, was
complete.

I'he provincial budget, comprising the allowances for

the different governors, was voted

comuUum
means

by the Senate, and this senaius
was one of its most effective
the magistracy.
The special sums voted

de jyrovlTicm amandis^

of controlling

any other purposes were either directly paid ^ or
commanders abroad or to the
We have already seen that it was only the
home officials.®
consul who could order the quaestors to pay without a permit
from the Senate ; ^ but, as the consul after the time of Sulla
rarely took the field, the Senate's control of expenditure was
finally uninterrupted even by this survival.
If we pass from the moat material to the most spiritual

for military or

credited by the quaestors to the

element in human life, we find this also directed to a certain
Although religion in its various departr
extent by the Senate.
ments was under the control of special guilds, yet these colleges
little power of initiative, and an executive authority
was necessary to carry out their will. The announcement of
prodigies was met by the Senate with forms of expiation suggested
by the priestly colleges. In the Sibylline books above all
answers might be discovered whose political was even greater
When the dangerous annexation
than their religious import

possessed

.

'

1

p. 229.

Senate invalidated, the localiones of the ceoaors of 184 B.c. (Liv.
locatioues cum senatus precibus et lacrirais publicanomm victus iuduci et
44
de integro locari jussiaset’*). A vain appeal was made by the jpublicani of Asia
to remrt their contracts in 60 b.c, (Cic. ad AU. i. 17, 9 ; of. ii. 1, 8).
* The business of draiiiitig the Pomptine marshes is entrusted to a consul
xlvi.), the budding of an aqueduct to a praetor (Frontin. dt Aywacd. 7)>
(Liv,
® Tlie

* Cic.

ad AiL

iii.

24.

This was necessary when the supplies were destined for the army. See Sail,
Compare
J%ig, 104 “(Rufus) qui quaestor stipendium in Africain portaveral”
the section on provincial government
® The phrase for opening this credit is cdtributYe.
See Liv. xliv. IG “ad
opera publica facienda cum eis (censoribus) dimidium ex vectigalibus ejus anni
^ p. 194,
(169 B.C.) attrihutum ex i^enatus considco a qnaestoribua esset.’*
^
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Egypt could be staved off by a few lines on these mysterious
it is no wonder that their own guardians, the decemviri^
scarcely dared to unfold them without the authorisation of the
The activity of the comitia was sometimes hampered by
Senate.
of

leaves/

the Senators habit of decreeing extraordinary festivals {feriae)y^
while the successful general was dependent on its will for the
duration of the thanksgivings (supplicationes) which followed his

The reception of a new god into the Roman Pantheon
victory.^
was probably in strict law a popular right/ but it is one that
seems to have been tacitly conceded to the Senate.^
^

Cic.
^ CSc.

ad Fam,

i.

1

ad

sq.

i aiid
Q. /r.
Dies GomitiAles exemit omnes.

ileeraat sapplicationes.

5 (56

B,0.) ^‘cons-ol est

Nam

egr^ius Letitulus

etiam Lalinae instauraatur

:

.

.

.

cec tamen

Sic legihua peniiclosissimis obalatitur,”

In the later Republic these periods of thanksgiving had reached the inordinate length of fifteen, twenty, and even fifty days (C^s. Bell. Oall. ii. 35
iv. 38 ; Cic. Phil. xiv. 11, 29).
At this period the suppUcaiio was considered
the usual prelim mary of a triumph but Cato explains to Cicero that this was
not always the case (ad Fam. xv. 5, 2 “Qnodsi triumphi praerogativam putas
supplicationera et idcirco casnra potius quam te laudari mavis, neque supplioationem sequitur semper triumph us,” etc.).
* Cic. pro Dmno 49, 127 “video
esse legem veterem tribuniciam quae
The jussus plebis probably
vetat injussu plebis aedes, terram, aram consecrsri.”
See Momms. Staoisf. ili. 2 p. 1050.
implies that of the popvXus as well.
^ The Senate alone Is mentioned aa decreeing the reception of (he Magna
Maler in 205 b.c., and as ordaining the erection of her temple (Liv. xxix. 10 and
*

;

.

11

;

xxxvi. 36).

.

.

CHAPTER

VII

THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF ROME AND THE
INCORPORATION OF ITALY

The

peoples of

Greece and Italy

points of similarity,

some

of international relations.

offer,

amidst

many

general

striking differences in their conceptions

The pan-Hellenic

sentiment, which

created a sliadowy law of nations, has no pan-italic counterpart.

Outside the Greek city-state there was but the sentiment of
nationality to create rulc^ for human conduct; but, for this very
reason, the rules, when created, were of pan-Hellenic validity.
In Italy we get narrower but closer groupings ; its history is the

and the inevitable result of this more conwas a closeness of international ties between the
federated members which stood in marked contrast to the vagueness of the relations between the isolated groups.
The ties of religion and of ethnic affinity, as expressed in an
history of leagues,

centrated

life

obvious similarity of institutions, were, in Italy as elsewhere,
the strongest connecting forces between states ; but in Italy they
were but the first rude ligaments that gave place to a stronger
political bond and that crumbled to pieces when the more
enduring chain bad been forged.
The festival of the Alban

Mount became

to the Latins, as the sacred centre of Volsinii to

but the religious symbol of a lasting league.
Beyond the limits of the league the national and religious sentiment was weak. There was no Delphi to direct the Italian
peoples, and no Olympia at which they might meet.
the

Etruscans,

This isolated grouping of the Italian peoples

may have

been

partly duo to the great mixture of the populations of Italy south
of tlio Alps and south even of the Apennines ; but the earliest
Italian history reveals the fact that even the closcly^related races

of Latins, Umbrians, and Sabellians were not connected by

u

much
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closer ties of an international character than those

which bound

each to the Etruscan, the lapygian, the Gaul, and the Greelc.
It is true that with the progress of time something like an ethnic
sentiment was created in the purely Italian group, with vast
After the Umbrian
consequences to the history of the world.
power, which had once extended from sea to sea, liad been
weakened, on the left by the Etruscan, on the right by the Celt,

Rome becomes
group

of

the great frontier power, the bulwark of the
blood-related nations against the foreign -speaking

Tuscan and the Gaul whose kinship with herself she had forgotten; but the relation soon became political, and, therefore, more
than international. That aggregation of vague human sentiments,
which is called International Law, was not jiiristically stronger
within the sphere of the blood-related than it was within the
sphere of the Italian group of peoples.
Within this wider sphere of hutnanity, that was not yet
“Italian,” there are traces of the observance by Rome of customs
relating to the conduct of war and to negotiations for procuring
customs which by their very existence show that, though
peace
the early Roman employed the same word to designate the
stranger and the enemy, a state of war was not considered as
the permanent relation even between hostes; which prove, by
their elaboration, the antiquity of some sense of international
obligation, and which exhibit, by the constancy with which
they were applied, the existence of reciprocal forms and duties
The functions of the
owed by the hostile state to Rome.

—

FetialeSf

the priestly ambassadors (oratores)

^

who demand

repara-

seem never to have been
confined to those peoples with whom Rome bad treaty relations,
but to have been extended to any nation which had not by
Four of the priestly guild of
specific acts waged war on Rome.
These elected one of
Feiiales were appointed to seek redresB.
their number to become their representative, to be for the time
tion, declare

war and

ratify a peace,

Roman

the “ ratifying father of the

many

people

” {pater patratus populi

At

the borders of the offending tribe the pater with
imprecations called Jupiter to witness that the grievance

liomani).

was established, the demand reasonable. Three times did he
make the same appeal to the first sojourner he met in the
stranger’s territory, to the sentinel at the gate, and to the magisThirty days were allowed for the reply
trate within the walls.

—

,

'

See p. B6.

vn
on the
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was hoisted on the

citadel of

first

of these the standard

Rome, and the burgess army gathered

for tlie threatening war.

an appeasing answer were not returned within these days of
and launched a charred spear (the
prehistoric weapon of hardened wood) into the territory of the
offender, with words setting forth the menace of war.^
When
the struggle was over it was he who struck the peace and the
sacrificial victim with a flint-stone which symbolised the watchful
If

grace, the faier again set forth

The sanctity of envoys, other than these
was as ligoroualy observed in the Italian as
in the Greek world.
A violent death on an embassy was a
martyrdom deserving of immortality, and the ancient Rostra in
the Comitium showed a group of statues erected to those who
had met their fate in the cause of peace, ^ The neutrality of
ambassadors was exacted with equal care, and the disaster of the
Jupiter {Jupiter

lapis)?"

priestly messengers,

Allia might be looked on as a retribution for the impious pre-

cipitancy of the Fabii who, forgetting their sacred

character,

fought in the ranks of Clusium against the Celtic hordes,*
In the agreements made by generals and envoys with a
foreign people, the idea, common to most primitive minds, that
it is the oath which makes the promise binding is strikingly
We have already touched on the vast constitutional
present.
import of this conception in its connexion with the question,
posed but never completely answered by the too patriotic
jurists: “Who could take the oath on behalf of the Roman
people ? ”
But the theory which on the whole prevailed, that
by a general in the field, not only
it could not be taken
nullified the promise so made and rendered it a mere agreement {spcmsio\ valid between citizens but not between strangers,
but exposed the rash swearer to the extremeat penalties.

With

a strange inconsistency of

oath, which

was no

judgment

it

was held that the

oath, laid the guilt of perjury on the con-

science of the people, unless the

man who had

caused the people

Dionys, ii. 72 ; Liv. i. 32 j cf. Plin. ILN. xiii. 2,
® Polyb. iii. 25
Yet the ceremonies they describe are different.
; Liv. L 24.
In that related by Polybius the stone has a passive signification ; the priest hurls
“
it from him and prays,
May I only be cast out, if I break my oatli, os this stone
1

lu that described by Livy, “the pig represents the perjurer, the flintis now.”
knife the instrument of divine vengeance ” (Stroeban-Davidson's Polybius, Proleg.
viiL), and Jupiter is here to etrike the people that fails in the compact
Possibly
the two forma of ritual were used in different kinds of treaties ; the first, perhapt^
in commercial compacts, tUe second in agreements that closed a war.
* Liv. iv. 17
* Liv, v. 36.
Middleton Ancient R(yme i. p, 245.
;
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unwittingly

to

sin

Naked and bound,

was

offered

up

an

as

like the sacrificial

CiJA?.

atoning

human

sacrifico.

victim of pve*

was surrendered
not surprising that the latter
whether Samnites, Spaniards, or Numidians ^ refused to take
the worthless gift from the hands of the paier palra(uSy and preferred to continue the conflict with a people still convicted of
sin.
The individual oath to return, made by a prisoner of war
released on parole, though binding on his soul alone and, aa a
religious obligation, not punishable by the civil arm, was enforced by the public conscience.
One others said more than
one
of the Roman captives sent by Hannibal after Cannae to
negotiate an exchange of prisoners declined to return on the
negotiations falling through.
The pretext was that they had
historic times prepared for the altar, the impei'ator
to the offended people.

—

It

is

—

—

—

the camp of the conqueror after the oath had been
Tradition varied as to the punishment imposed by Rome ;
some spoke of a summary arrest and enforced return to the
Phoenician camp, others of a degradation by the censor and of a

revisited

taken.

public detestation that drove the perjurer to suicide.^

Such are some of the isolated specimens that have been
handed down to us of rules of international right vvJjich Rome
thought due to every nation.
But, apart from such universal
duties, the Roman mind, with its simple dichotomy of the world
into enemies (hastes)^ and friends {amici)^ recognised varying
degrees of obligation as due to either class.
The hostes were all
states or individuals with whom Rome had no treaty relations.
With these there was no presupposition even of constant
diplomatic relations, and their absence was symbolised by the
manner in which envoys from such states were received. The
speaking with one’s enemy in the gate” was
tradition of
rigorously preserved to the end of the Republic, and the Senate
had to meet a messenger from the enemy outside the walls.^
The friends of Rome were those with whom she had any relations
that approximated to a federative character. There might be no
definite treaty, no specified interchange of obligations; hut the
vague term amiciiia with kindred titles of affection was applied
^

See p. 283.

* Liv. xxii. 61 ,
*

VaiTo L,L.

V. 3 '‘multa t^erba aliod nunc ostendunt, aliud ante significanara turn eo verbo dicebant peregrinum qni euis legibus ateretur
nunc die nut eum qiiem turn dicebant perdnelleui.** Cf. Cic. de Off. L 12, 37.

bant, ut hostis
*

p.

m.

:
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vaguest association as well as to the closest alliance with
it was imlifferently a symbol of the greatest independence or of the practical subjection of the contracting statc.
Tlie members of the military symniachy in Italy could share
to the

Home

j

with distant Carthage,' and even the bar’^arous Aedui
Kven
brothers*^ of the Itoman people. ^
in the ca£e of these communities the perpetual representation of
mutual interests by means of permanent ambassadors an institution still in its infancy in the seventeenth century of our era
was naturally unknown ; but their recognition as friends
granted their envoys or Tepreaentativea an entrance and an
audience of the Senate within the wails.*
Closer relations between Home and her “friends*' were
generally conditioned by ethnic and their corresponding
religious ties.
But the foreign element in early Rome shows
The rape of the Sabine
that this was not universally the case.
this title

“kinsmen and

are

—

—

women

in its least significance reveals the fact of the close tie of

Rome and a non-Latin community; the
Carthage reveals commercial relations, which
were accompanied by some form of international jurisdiction,
with a Phoenician power,*^
The first, because the most universal, ties which attract our
attention as based on treaty relations are those of commerce.
Commercial treaties with the foreigner led, in the very infancy
of Roman history, to the development both of common courts
intermarriage between
first

treaty with

of a common code.
In the later Republic and in the Empire

and

mention of a

civil

Attempts have been made

international origin.
this court

we have frequent

court which was believed to have had an

of Tecuperaiores

—the

a

purely

Roman

assign to

to

source

^
;

but

its

uneven number of jurors, three
the
or five;, when the ordinary civil courts knesv but one
rapidity and simplicity of the procedure ; the formula framed by
essential peculiarities

large

;

^

*

B.Q,

Folyb. iii. 22.
“ Aedaos, fratres consauguineosquo saepe numero a
i.

appeUaloa*'

33).

for the exception to it made in 166 B.O,
Carthage two kinds of legal satisfaction are given to
Roman traders. In Libya and Sardinia the state guarantees the debt \ in the
Sicilian cities under the CarthaginiaD protectorate Romans and Carthaginians are
on an equal footing (Polyb. iii, 22),
® Hartmann (0. E.) Det ordo judicioram und die Judicia extraordinaria der
H&iner Thl- i. pp. 229 ff.
® Cf, p. 284 for this rule
^ In the first treaty with

and
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— are best explained
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legi& actiones

of the civil law

time when it was a mixed
court of international jurisdiction.^
The two or four jurors
probably represented the contracting states in equal proportions,
the third or fifth may have been an arbitrator chosen from
another community ; the magistrate Avho gave the formula would
have been an official of the town in which the mixed court sat.
But the formula implied a system of legal principles, and
these could not easily be furnished by the civil law {ju^ civile)
of
each contracting state.
It was not Roman pride that
prevented the foreigner from participating in her native law ; it
was the unwillingness of the foreigner to be made subject to a
code characterised by excessive cumbrousness, by danger and by
delay, and the counter-objection of the Roman to be the victim
of similar disadvantages in the 'Contracting state.
Ko merchant,
to whom time meant mpney, would adopt the cumbrous form
of conveyance known as the mancipaiiOj when ownership could
as survivals of a
.

be acquired by the simple transfer {iradiiio) known of all nations
none would care to repeat a formula (to be learnt only of the
Roman pontiff), the least error in the utterance of which was
sufficient to
extinguish his claim \ and the symbolic acts
performed before the praetor, though possibly dear to the
Roman mind, could not have been attractive to the foreigner.
Convenience dictated a compromise, and this was found in the
gradual collection of a body of rights (ju^ from the customs of
“ the world ” (gentes) as known to the Romans,
This jus gentium^
or body of rights possessed by man
a citizen of the world,
was a code of private international law, and it cannot be regarded
as being even purely Italian,
A nation that borrowed its
alphabet from a Ohalcidian city, that imitated the military
organisation of the Hellenes, that traded in the sixth century

with Sicily, Sardinia, Libya and Carthage, must have been
deeply imbued with the customs of the Greek and Phoenician
world. Nor was this code a growth of Romeos supremacy, for her
commercial preceded her political greatness.
Its origin date^
back to a time probably anterior to the Republic, certainly far
earlier than the institution of the praetorsbip.
have already

We

'
Festus p. 27 4 “ Reciperatio est, ut ait Gallua Aelius, cum inter populiim et
reges nationesque et civitateR peregrinas lex conTenit qaomodo per recipeTatoress
reddantur res reciperenturque resque privatas inter se persequantur." See Kelleu

dvilpTocess p. 36

;

Rudorff RecMsgesckichU

ii.

p. 34.
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noticed

how

for

more than a century the same

adiainistered both laws, that of the state

and that

civil

295

judge

of the genies}

and how the jus civile was insensibly modified by contact with
its younger relative.
Bub closer relations than those of commerce might exist
between Borne and states connected with her by neighboiu’hood
or kindred.

The interchange

of the rights of private law,

of

ownership and of marriage, which the Greeks called to-oTroAiTtfa,
was a natural out -growth of the Italian tendency to close
political association.
Such communion rendered each member
of the contracting states in private law a civis of the other; the
cmuUum carried with it the patria potestas and all the family
rights that flowed from this power; the emmercium allowed the
citizen of the contracting state to own Roman land, to convey
property by

Roman

forms, to

of the sponsioy to inherit
bis heir, while it

in the

aUen

city.

make

from a

a contract by the ceremonial

Roman or to mate a Roman
of Rome corresponding rights

gave the citizen
There could be no question here of mixed

tribunals or of private international law.

The

courts of each

were fully competent; if we may judge from the early
relations of Rome with the Latin cities, the place in which the
contract had been concluded, or, in other words, the forms of
the contract, determined the competence of the court^
Still more definite bonds of union than these relations of private
law (although often their primary condition) were certain
political creations which made the ties between the states
something more than international. It was a nucleus approaching
a federaf government wiich gave tie first impufse to tie
state

Rome, as known to us in
extension of Roman power in Italy.
legend, is never quite a city-state.
She is an offshoot of Alba
Longa, the titular head of the Latin league. Tradition says
that her conquest of her mother city led to her occupying a
singular position 'with respect to the thirty cities of this league.

She was one of the contracting parties, the cities were the other ;
she was the equal, not the member, of tlie group. The acceptance
of this position by the confederate cities shows their eagerness
for the protection of

the frontier

town; but the protectorate

207.
^ In the treaty supposed to he the work of Spurius Cassins and to date from
493 B.C. the folJowing clau{;e ^<*13 found r&p r
cvfipoXaliav <zi
d^jca, Tap' oTs
y^yfjrai rb <rvfipi>kaioy (Dionys.
1

y\.

p.

95).
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became burdensome, a war ensued, and Roman rule was shaken
only to be reimposed on firmer lines by the strong hand of
the Etruscan dynasty represented by the Tarqmns.
Rome now
became one at least of the religious centres of the league, and
the Diana of the Aventine symbolised tho lasting union of the
off

Latin folk.^

Rome

Tho

pulsion of

the kings,

while

it

stripped

of territory, shook for a time the allegiance of the league,

and it was not
renewed ^ for the

until

493

b.C.

details that

that the old

might

conditions were

in historical times be read

the treaty attributed to Sp, Cassius were doubtless but a

in

the old terms of the alliance.
Eternal peace was
mutual support was to be given in war, and each
contracting party was to share equally in the booty.
The
supreme command in war was to be lield now by the Roman
general, now by the commander of the confederate forces.^
But
the closeist bond was that of looTroXiTeia ® the mutual participation in commercium and doubtless also in wnvhium^ which was
accompanied by the proviso that tho court of the state, in which
the contract had been concluded and the case was therefore
tried, should give speedy satisfaction to the claimant from
each community.*
Reciprocity such as this was naturally
accompanied by freedom in choice of domicile. The. Roman
settled in the Latin city and the Latin in the Roman retained
the private rights of both communities.
It Is doubtful whether
at this period the transference of residence was accompanied by
a share in tho voting rights of the state in which the immigrant
replica of

enjoined,

sojourned.®

To this association a third factor was soon added in the
Hernican league.® The extension of the confederation beyond its
ethnic limits was a grand strategic move for by the inclusion
of the Hemici, Rome now presented a compact chain of fortresses
against her enemies of the east and south, the Aequi and the
Volsci.
Their military importance explains why the newly
admitted members were raised to the level of the older allies.
;

'

Ulonya.

*

ib. vi.

iil 34, 51.

95

;

Festus

p.

241.

* Dlonys, viiL 70, 74.

* p.

295.

App. B.CA. 23. Dionysius (viii. 72) speaks of tbe Latins and Hemicans exercis*
ing voting privUftges
in Romo in the year 4.86 b.c. But it is Imposaible
that they tJould have been enrolled in the centuries, which was a Roman aroiy
list, and no assembly of the tribes had yet received state recognition.
»
*

®

Dionys. viii 69, 72, 74.
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reciprocity of private rights with Kome,
they shared in a third part of the spoils of war, and they joined

They boasted the same

with Romans and Latins in the work of common colonisation.
This colonisation was at once a military and social measure,
and the means by which the league extended its geographical and
The custom of war, which permitted the Italian
political limits.
tribes to annex a third of all conquered land, had ever been used

And this
a means of expansion by the powerful league.
expansion was a very real one ; for the Latin colonies {coloniae
Laiime\ as they were called, were full members of the society
Such towns as Suessa Pometia, Cora,
that gave tliem birth.
and Velitrae had been military outposts in the territory of the
Volsci; and now the 'Volscian, the Rutulian, and even the
Etruscan were oppressed with the weight of new foundations
But the year 364 seems to mark a
by' the three great powers.
strange and unaccountable break in the history of this extension.
Of all the Latin colonies founded after that date, hut one is
a circumstance
mentioned as a member of the confederacy
which has led to the conclusion that Rome (whether with or
without the consent of the other members) had cut off all future
joint foundations from the religious and federal privileges of the
Otherwise the consequences of tliis exclusion were not
league.
great ; the new towns were military allies of the league, not of
Rome, and their citizens still possessed those private rights
Forty*seven
which always remained of the essence of htinitas,
^partly old Latin towns, partly Latin colonies earlier than
cities
384 still participated in the Latin festival; that within this
circle a distinction was drawn between thirty voting and seven*
teen not-voting members is an insecure conclusion based on the
as

—

——

attempts of the annalists to reconstruct the traditional number
there may still have been tliirty votes,
of thirty Latin cities
but these may well have been distributed in some way over the
forty-seven cities of the league.
That the closing of tJie Latin
confederacy was due mainly to Roman pressure is perhaps shown
by the series of dangerous revolts amongst its cities, which often
;

with their ancient enemies the Volsci
The Hernicans
were as eager to shake off the yoke ; but Romo emerged from
both crises with her power strengthened and her commonwealth
The latter result was due to a renewed employment
enlarged.
of her old device of absorption.
Tusculum in 381, and Satricum
not long afterwards, had their commonwealths destroyed, and

sided

.
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were forced, as a penal measure, to accept the

Roman

At the

citizenship.^

full

or partial

close of the struggle in

358 the

Rome

with the two
In the
groups of states remodelled, probably on harder terms.
Sam flit 6 war which followed, the Latin cities first clung to
Rome, for they preferred a native to a Sabellian hegemony;
but Rome’s rapid conclusion of a treaty of peace and alliance
with the Samnites, which the league was asked to accept and
not to ratify, was taken as the final proof of actual subjection

leagues were renewed and the relations of

name of a hegemony. The Latins made
they gave up tlieir position as a military
confederacy, but they did not wish to be absorbed into the
concealed under the
their last

demands

;

—

They asked for the golden mean
government^ but one that should still
preserve the fundamental distinction between Rome and the
confederate cities.
One of the consuls was to be a Roman, the
other a Latin, and halt the Senate was to be chosen from Latium.
But the civic feeling was too strong at Rome ; she would not
herself surrender the communal constitution which she had so
often wrested from others; she rejected the alternative which
would have paralysed her power as a conquering state and made
of her but a federal capital.
Her “No !” to the Latins -was one

body

politic of

system

of

Rome.

federal

of the turning-points in the history of Italy and of the world.
The battles of Veseris and Trifan um gave her the victory, but

she was sorely puzzled as to the use to be made of it.
league was to be broken up, its members isolated, and this

The
work

was carried through with thoroughness ; not
only were the federal assemblies {caticUia) abolished^ but no right
of intermarriage or of commercial intercourse (/us convhii ei
of disintegration

commercii) was permitted between the cities.^

But how

to deal

with the individual communities was a far harder problem.
The incorporation which had been the punishment of isolated
^

by

attributing civUa$ to Tusculum (li. 26) and caJliug t}]e Tuaculass
seems to imply Ibat they -were fuU citiieus. In this case the city
could not have been from the first a municipium^ the name it bears Jater {** municipium antiquissimom Cic.ywo Plane, 8, 19). Festus, however (p. 127), includes
Tusculnm amongst the states vrith dvitas sine aujfrapiD, i.e. amongst the true
mnnicipta, and we know that Livy (x. 1) uses civitaa for civiiaa sine s^ffragio.
The Satricani are cives Romani in 319 b.C. (Liv. ix. 16). Satricum had formerly,

Livy,

cites ^vi 36),

belonged to the thirty Latin cities (Uionys. v. 61),
® Liv. viii. 14 ''Ceteris Lalinis populis (i.e. other than those with whom
special arrangements were made) conubia commerciaque et concilia inter ae
adcmeniat.'’

m
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applied to the disjecta memha of a whole
would have changed the city-state into a nation.
llenCG the pian adopted was a compromise between the old
policy of absorption and a new principle
that of alliance. Aricia,
Pedum, and Laiiuvium lost their independence and received the
full Roman franchise
while Tibur, Praeneste, Lavinium were
compelled to conclude separate treaties (foedera) with Rome, and

revulfc

couW not be

league, for it

—

formed the nuefeua of the ever-growing class of civitates foederatae.
Thirty years later (306 B.c.) a similar fate befell the remaining
league of the Hernici.
Their loyalty had not stood the test of
the second Samnite war ; but there were degrees of guilt amongst
the cities.
Anagnia, the chief centre of the revolt, and other
incriminated towns, were given merely the private rights of
citizenship ; the full citizenship was indeed offered to the three
loyal towns of Aletrium, Ferentinum, and Verulae, but, on tlieir
expressing a preference for their own local constitutions and
were permitted to retain an autonomy guaranteed by

codes, they

The break up of the Hernican league was
only an incident in a triumphant career of conquest that was
never followed by annexation.
The Samnite wars and the
separate treaties.^

struggle with Pyrrhus had ended in the acknowledgment of Rome’s

supremacy by every nation south of the Macra and the Rubicon.
The three civilisations of Greece, Tuscany, and Italy furnished
her indifferently with allies ; the town and the tribal union
were alike represented in her symmachy. Tibur and Praene&te
in Lafcium, Aletrium and Ferentinum amongst the Hernici,
Volaterrae and Clusium in Etruria, Iguvium in Umbria, the
Picentes, Marsi, and Peligni amongst the Sabellians, and Greek
cities like NeapoHs in Campania or Rhegium amongst the Bruttii,
are types of the states and peoples that she numbered amongst
her ^odi

The effect of this unification, and of the tendencies which had
preceded it, was to divide the inhabitants of Italy into two
broad classes those of citizens {dves) and those of allies (socii)

—

Rome.

of

The

first

class (far the smaller

numerically)

re])re-

sented the earlier effort at incorporation; the second was the
^

Liv. ix.

43

qnia lOEdaenint

“Hemicorum tribns populis, Aletrinati, Verulano,
quam civitatem, Baae leges redditofl , couuhlumquB

Ferentmati,
inter ipsew,

quod fdiquamdiu soli Hernicorum habuerunt, permissum.
Anagnim'a, quique
arraa Romanis intulerant, civitas sine suffragii lalione data
concilia conubiaquo
adempta, et magistratibits, pmeterquam sacronzm curaUone, int^rdfetnm."
:
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consequence of the later policy which founded a military league.

Minuter distinctions

which necessitate cross-divisions
states, sometimes obscure this
fundamental analysis ; but it was never lost sight of and was
the guiding light to the Roman lawyer, as it is to us, in his path
through the labyrinth of the complex organisation of Italy.
the

in

of rights,

classification

of

the

cives of Rome bear this name either in a full or a partial
they may be citizens with voting rights or citizens in
private law alone {cives siiie suffragio).
If we fix our attention
on the first of these classes, we find that historically there were
two modes in which the civUas was gained by a commune outside
the city. Tt might be due to the incorporation of an already
existing state, or it might be the consequence of the planting of
a Roman colony.
The merging of some of the Latin communitiesin Rome ^ has already furnished instances of the former mode
of conferment ; the Roman colonies which illustrate the second
{coloniae civium liomanoruTTi) were outlying fragments of the
Populus, planted as a defensive garrison on tho third of the
conquered land, which was the legitimate spoil of the invader.
A social was from the first combined with the military object;
but the enforced exodus of portions of the burgess body on
some occasions^ proves that, in this form of colotiisaUon, the

The

sense

;

interest of the state
in fact, a

came before that of the individual. It was,
by law, although voluntary

military levy ordained

profession usually took the place of the compulsory

summons

of

In military array, with standards flying,^
the squadron marched to the appointed place under the leadership
Wlien a new
of the commissioners appointed by the people.
town was to be founded, or an old one reconstituted, il was
the regular

dilecius.

done with tlie imposing ceremonies that marked the birth and
After tho will of the gods had been
enlargement of Rome.
tested and happy omens gained, the commissioners, with veiled
heads and loins girt up, guided a plough, to which were yoked
an ox and a cow. They thus drew the pomerium of the state,
only staying the furrow where the gates of the city were to be.^
The greater number of these settlements of Roman citizens were
for the protection of the Italian coasts, and the members of the
^

p.

^

299.

Dionys.

vii.

13

;

Pint. Gar. 13.

Hygiima p. 176 “cum sigiiis et aquila et primis ordinibua ac tribunia dedacebaatur”i Tac. Ann, xiv. 27 *‘uoa enim, ut olim^ imiveraoe iegionea deduce^

bantur
*

cum

tribunia et centurionibus et sui cujusque ordiiiis luilitibua.”

Varro L.L,

v.

143

;

Serv. ad Aen,

7.

755.
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(coloniae marUimae) were allowed exemption
from active military service.^ Few in numbers (often but a
handful of 300 men), and settled in an already existing political
society, the colonists formed a privileged patriciate amongst its
The town-council, and such subordinate magisolder members.
trates as Rome allowed them to possess, were probably chosen
from the new settlers alone ; but, as the autonomy which they
enjoyed was not great, as they possessed no high judicial magistrates of their own, and as their voting power at Rome was
more a potential than an actual right, they differed little from

maritime colonies

the native inhabitants,

who

under the jurisdiction

of

as cives sine mffragio

the

Roman

courts and

came equally
their repre-

sentatives.

Whether the commune of Roman citizens had had a natural
growth, it was never in early times a true state
(civilas).
Roman law knew of uroiroXireiOy but nob of the closer
bond of (TVfi7ro\iT€ia and the principle that no Roman citizen

or artificial

member of another state, although in tho later
Republic it had given place to the theory of the municipal independence of tho civis, was always maintained in international
As the negation of
relations with states of the outer world. ^
state life implied the negation of communal independence, we
are not surprised lo find that 'none- of these communities of
Roman citizens possessed a true civic organisation of its own.
cannot define the rights of their town-councils,' we cannot
assert the absolute non-existence of popular gatherings for certain
purposes ; but the absence of the imperium and of a true judicial
could be a full

We

magistracy

is

clearly

discerned.

These communes

fell

under

the immediate civil jurisdiction, originally of the consuls, later
of the praetor urhaniis.

Originally

for every case nob settled

it

may

by voluntary

have been necessary

arbitration to be brought

Rome, but the distance of some of these towns from the
would have soon rendered this principle of jurisdiction
The modern solution, that the judge should go on
impossible.
to

capital

not be thought of in a state where tho bench conman, and where this individual was prohibited
by law from leaving the city for more than ten days during his

circuit, could

sisted of a single

* Liv. xxrii. 38 (207 b,C.) “ colonos etiani maritimos, qui sacrosanctam vacationem dicebaolur habere, dire milites cogebant”; jxxvi. 3 (191 B.c.) “contentio orta cum coloiiis maritimis ,
.
nam, cum cogerentur in classem, tribunoa
.

plebei appellatunt.”
^

Cic.

pro Hallo 11, 28

;

pro Caec.

34, IOOl
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CHAP.

waa furnished by the
The praetor nominated
praefects for jurisdiction {j^aefecii juri dicundo), and these were
sent, sometirnea as standing magistrates, sometimes perhaps as
mere circuit judges, through the Roman towns, which were thence

year of

office.^

Roman

favourite

known

as praefedurae}

competence

or,

alternative

device of delegation.

Delegation implies either a division of

in the case of the lower court

possessing full

an appeal to the delegating authority. There is
no trace of the latter practice at Rome, and a systematic division
of authority, although motives of convenience may sometimes
have led the praetor to permit it, is inconsistent with the Roman
Possibly
idea of jurisdiction flowing direct from the imperium.
the praetor permitted the praefcct to regulate almost every kind
jurisdiction,

of contentious jurisdiction, subject to his

own

right of

summoning

By a legal
held to be within the
within a single milestone of

any ca^e he pleased from the delegate

to

Rome.

fiction the courts of the praefedwrae ^vere

praetoris sphere of competence,

the city

;

i.e.

they were, to use the technical

jtedicia legitirm.

No

Roman

expression,

trace whatever has been preserved of the

criminal procedure applied to such communities.

The

fact that

the praefect was the delegate of a civil magistrate would not
prove that he wa^ incapable of exercising criminal jurisdiction,
for jurisdidio of every

kind

is

latent in the praetor's imperium.

was reserved

for the people ; but there
Hence
was only one populus RomanuSy that of the city of Rome.
when the citizen of Ostia or Tusculum was accused of an offence,
the penalty for which demanded a popular sanction, wo may
assume that he could either make the appeal, through a fiction
like that underlying the civil jurisdiction, in spite of his local
separation from Rome, or that he stepped, or was brought within,
the first milestone of the city, the limit inside which the provoccUio could legally be made.
The second type of cites are those without the right of
suffrage (sine suffragio).
There can be little question that the
All higher jurisdiction

p.

1

203.

Festiis p, 233 “ Praefecturae eae appellabantur in Italia, in quibus €t jug
dicebatar et nundinae agebaiitur ; et erat quaedam eanim res publica. Deque
^

magistratua sues habebant

quaa legibus praefecti mittebantur quodfuerunt duo: alteruin, in quas solebant
ire praefecti quattuor, [qui] viginti sex viniin uiimero populi snffragio creati ernnt
alter urn, in quaa ibant quos praetor urbanus qnoclaunis in quaeqiie loca
.
Amongst
pra^ecturae wliich be enumerates are the Roman
miserat legibua.'^
tanieii

aunid, qui jus dicereut.

.

Quarum

;

in

generci

.

oolonies of

Voltumum,

Liternuin, Puteoli,

and Satnrnia.
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idea of this status was derived from Rome’s relations with the
cities of the Latin le^iguo ; in her process of absorption, however,
she conferred it on towns to whicli she did not grant the other
typically Latin rights ; in this way she made of it an independent
status.
The Etruscan town of Caere is said to have won this

353 as a gift for good service to Rome.
dissolution of the Latin league in 338 B.C. a group of

After the

right in

townships, Capua, Cumae, Atclla, and Galatia,

Campanian
were with (the

then Latin) Fundi and Formiae brought into this relation with
the now dominant city of Latium;^ others nearer home, such
as Arpinum of the Volsci, were similarly rewarded or absorbed
while the status was imposed as a means of degrading
(303
and reducing to impotence rebellious townships such as Anagnia,
The motive of the conferment,
the leading city of the Hernici.^
although it might make a difference to the rights of the towns,

produced none in the relations of their respective eives to Rome.
The civis sine suffragio was known as a municeps^ and the state,
all of whose full members enjoyed this statuSy derived from its
The name of this type of
occupants the name of mwnidpiuM.
aptly expresses his
citizen
the “taker up of burdens”

—

—

subjection to the chief duties (munera) of Roman citizenship,
such as service in the Roman legions, forced labour in raising
defences, the payment of the war -tax (trihutum\ and his
exclusion from the usually corresponding rights of suffrage and
of office;^ it emphasises the fact, strange to the early Roman

mind, of public duties not balanced by public rights, but
contains no implication

municeps

—one

almost

it

the strangest characteristic of the

of

unknown

in ancient legal systems

—

the

possession of a personality in private wliich is not the result of
The municeps possesses commercium
a personality in public law.
1

Liv,

14 “Carapanis

viii,

.

.

.

Fimdanisquo

FormiaTiia

et

,

.

.

civiUs sine

Cumanos Suessulanosqiie ejusdem juris condLtioiiisque,
For Atella aud Galatia see Festus pp. 131, 233.
placiiit.’*

citjus

suflragio data.

Capuam,
^

esse

Liv. K. ].

®

ib- ix.

43, quoted p. 299.

131 “municipes erant qui ex aUis civitatibus Roniam venissent,
quibua non licebat maglstratum capere sed tan turn muneris partem, ut fnenint
Cumani, Acerrani, Atellani, qui et cives BomaDi erant et in Icgione merebant, sed
. fueiuut oniuiuiii
renim
di^itates non capiebant'*; cf. p. 127 “participes
^

Festiis

j>.

.

.

ad muQus fungendum una cum Romania civibus praelerquam de suffragio ferendo
aut magistratu capiendo,** The words “ qui ex aliU civitatibus Romam veniasent
they
in the first definition do not describe the municipes of historical times
suggest a possible origin for the institution. These rights were first conditioned
was
subsequently
removed.
condition
by domicile iii Rome, but the
;
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CUAF,

with all its consequences ; ho possesses conuhium with Home
he is, from the point of view of private law, in every sense a
citizen.

This possession of citizenship carried with it as a necessary
consequence his subjection to the praetor’s court.
His home,
the munievpium^ is therefore, equally with the community of full
Roman citizens, a praefedura^ and the rules of jurisdiction were
the same in both classes of states.
To the praefects nominated
by the' praetor were in course of time added others elected by
the comiiia tributa, and reckoned amongst the minor magistrates
known as the 7?i^nli-sex-viri.^ These latter were the four praefects
of Capua, Cumae, and the Campanian coast ; but, in regard to the
mode of election, there is no difference discernible between the
judicial magistrates of the municipia and those of the communities

Roman

of

Capua and

citizens.

the

Elected praefects visited the munidpium of

Roman

colony of Puteoli, while nominated praeSatumia and the municipal

fects held their court in the colony of

town of Anagnia.2

But the praefect was far from representing the higher funcgovernment in every munidpium. These towns fall into
two broad divisions, not according to the rights which they
receive, but according to the rights which they retain.
The
ctvi(a$ sine suffragw might be granted hoTwris cau^ to a state
which maintained its complete independence or its communal
autonomy. It was thus conferred on Capua, Cumae, Formiae,
and Fundi, ^ and the gift of the partial citizenship under these
conditions was a valued privilege.
It enabled a Capuan to own
Roman land, to settle on the ager puhlicus^ to marry into the
noble houses of Rome, and to serve, not in the auxiliary cohort,
but in her army or in the legion raised from the munidpes.
But
tions of

meanwhile his own magistrate, the rneddix tuticus, administers
in the Campanian courts the native Sabellian law,* his senate
deliberates, and liis popular assembly decides.
Sometimes, as in
the case of Capua, the state is still bound by treaty relations
to Romo, and the two conflicting principles of armed alliance

and
^

of absorption are for once

* Liv. viii.

commingled.^
^

p. 235.

*

14.

The language

Livy makes

Festus
ib.

p.

233, quoted p, 302.

xxiv. 19

;

xxvi. 6.

doubtful whether he conceives the foed^is to
have continued after the civiias had been conferred. They are different stages of
rights, but he may mean them to be cumnlative.
In xxxi. 31 we read “cum
. .
.
ipaos (Campauos) foedere primuin, deinde conubio ntquo cognatioiiibus,
®

of

it

•
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Yet, in spite of their independence, there

is

'

805

every reason to

We

believe that the inevitable praefects visited these states.

where autonomy reached the
visible in Capua, that a dual system of law
prevailed in these communities; the court and the procedure
would follow the form of contract, whether Sabellian or Roman,
and the parties might appear indifferently before the Capuan
meddix or the Roman praefect.
In other cases, where a large
measure of administrative autonomy is visible, but where no
magistnate w’ith a higher rank than that of aedile is found within
the state, ^ it is possible that Roman law alone prevailed and
that the Roman praefect was the only judge.
The lower class of munidpia was represented by states
whose whole commonwealth had been merged in that of
Of this class Anagnia, the degraded town of the
Rome/'^
Hcrnici, was a type.^
Stripped of all the active rights of
citizenship, and under the direct government of a Roman praefect, the members of such towns possessed no personality in
Their position was that of the free Plebeians
public law at all.
previous to their admission to the siiffragium and the honores.
The second principle in Roma’s Italian policy, first projected
after the close of the Latin war and carried to its completion

must assume, at
grade which is

the struggle with Pyrrhus, resulted in a great military

after

hegemony over
call

least in the cases

states,

whose treaty relations enabled them to
{socii) of Rome.
Collective names

themselves the “allies”

were soon devised to indicate the closeness of the union thus
”
formed at first the confederates were “ wearers of the toga
a name that applied equally to the Latin, SabelUan, and
;

But the introduction of the Greek gallium into the
league destroyed this .basis of classification ; and the later term

Etruscan.

was evolved, a word whose geographical signification
emphasises the idea of a territorial limit to certain rights one
which, as we shall see, was not rigorously preserved, hut which
lialid

—

postremo civitate nobis conjunxissemus *' (cf. xiiii, 5). The civitas here is probably the full citizenship conferred on individual Capiians. They a^'e spoken of
as socii in 216 b.c. (xziiL 5), and though the word is Bometimes loosely used,
it harmonises in its literal sense with the great constitutional privileges of the
town,
at Arpinuin (Cic. ad Fmn. xiii. 11, 3).
Festus p. 12T “qnorutn ci vitas nniversa in civiUlem BomaDam venit,"
* It dtd not possess any magistracy for secular purposes (Liv. ix. 4S “magiatratibus, praelerquam sacromm curatione, interdictum *').
'

As

^

X
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marks the

distinction,

valid alike

LIFE

for

C^KAP.

Republic and the
and the provinces as

the

Principate, between Italy as the privileged

the unprivileged world.

Ths condition

conquered town, whether in. Italy or the
with Rome, is described by the
word dedUiOy a term which implies absolute surrender to the
power {ditiOy potestas) ' or to the hononr (jides) ^ of the Roman
people, the two latter expressions being to the Roman mind
legally equivalent.^
Such a dediticia cmias is in the negative
condition of an absolute suspension of rights, and remains in this
case until some are given back by Rome with a guarantee of
their permanence.
Dediiio is, therefore, a temporary status^
although it might be occasionally prolonged aa a penal measure,
provinces, before

was

as it

war.*

of a

its alliance

in the case of the revolted BrutfcU after the Hannibalic

In Italy, aa a rule, the tevma that

Rome

dictated

were

those of a military alliance, the conditions for membership of
this being, firstly, external sovereignty (}ih€rtas\ as conditioned

by the terms and objects of the league ; ^ secondly, internal
independence a condition which the Greek cities called avTovofiia,
and wliibh, in a Latin charter to a provincial town, appears in
tliirdly, a basis for these
the form of the permit sais kgiim
rights, as also for the obligations which these states owed to
Rome, In dealings with the extra-Italian world this basis was
either a charter (feaj data), given by the Roman people and
revocable by them, or a treaty (/bediw), equally sanctioned by
the people bub irrevocable, as being sworn to by the two contracting parties ; its revocation could only be the consequence of
a genuine ciots belli
In the first case the state is a libera civitas,
in the second a libera et foederata civitas^ or, in its more general
and briefer designation, a foederaia dviiaB,^
In Italy positive

—

evidence furnishes us only with the foederaiae^ but the existence
of the liberae civitodes must be assumed, since, immediately on the

beginning of provincial organisation in
^

^
*

*

®

*‘itt

Sicily, this

ditionera” (Liv. xxxvii. 45), “in potfistatem

fidem ”

adopted.

(xxxlx. 64).

(ih. viiL 2).

Poljh. zx- 9, 12
tfrirpav^v
ifol ri

Gelt

is

t6
ffout'ai ir€pi

aiJToO

re

eb

tV

Trlfrur

X. 3, 19.

49, 15, 7, 1

liber populus est ia qui nulliua alterius populi poteslafci

est subjectus.'^
*
’

®

aM*

Kpar^yri,

Lez Antonvd de,
PliD. i:p, ad Traj\ 92
Cjg. in

V&r,

hi. 8,

13

t

8.

(93).
;

cf.

App,

i.

102

ipQpKvi).
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In Italy also there was doubtless the distinction between the
higher and the lower kind of foedm the foedus aequum and the
In all treaties concluded between Kome and
foedm iniquum.

—

in

cities

symmachy

her

dependence

in the latter

;

there was a recognition of partial
but some of these treaties contained a

clause to the effect that the state in question
suzerainty
should in a friendly spirit respect the majesty of the Eoman
people "
This clause did not diminish the lib&r.tas of the state
accepting it, but merely strengthened the position of Rome.^
It
was a characteristic of the iniqwuTn foedus.^
The duties of the federate cities expressed in their name
{socii (rvii}xaxoi) were primarily the furnishing of requisitions
whether in men or ships* The latter were demanded from the
Greek cities of the coast^ but Italy as a whole furnished the
auxiliary land armies of Kome, the iogaii liable to the levy.®
Every state had to keep a register of its effective strength in
accordance with a principle of assessment (formula),^
The

general

demands of Rome were

special levies required at

specified in the treaties;

the

any given time were dictated by the

Senate and consuls.^
Military requisitions necessarily involve pecuniary burdens.

But these were

own

ite

Each

had complete control of
by Kome, and the
the sHpendiarins.^ This immunity was

all indirect*

city

finances; no tribute was imposed

antithesis to the socius is

on the theory of treaty relations ; later, when
grown up that the tribute paid by the stipendiary

originally based

tho view had

was the result of their precarious tenure as possessoresy the
were held to be owners of their land. The
lialiciim
of the Principate confers on any state to which it is granted
quiritarian ownership, and, therefore, immunity from taxation on
states

Italians

laud.
^

oyem

esse,

40, 15, 7f 1 '*hoc adjicitur, ut iatellegatur alt«rura populum supeTiCf, Cic. pro Jktlbo 16,
non nt intellegatnr alterum non esse liberum,

35 “ Id hAbet hanc vim, ut
^ I>i^. he. '‘is

sit ille iu foedcra inferior.**
foederatus est item eive aequo foedere In ainicitiam venit sive

foadere comprebeesum est nt is populus alterius populi
couservaret.
®

Lex Agraria

1.

21

socii

nommisve

msjestatem comiter

Latiui, quibus ex

formula togatornnj

[milites in terra Italia inpetare Bolent],'*
*

Liv. zxii.

67

;

xxvii. 10 “ milites ex

formula paratoa esse.”

The number of troops required was decreed every year by tbe Seitate
xb. 5 etc.), the consuls hxing the amount which caoh state was to send in
® Cic. pro Lalbo 9, 24.
portion to its fighting strength.
*

(Liv,

pro-
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Enjoyraent o( their

rendered
Latins

it

Roman
of

necessities

magistrate in Italy.

social

and commercial intercourse

advisable that the Italian allies—morc especially tlm

—should be brought

and the acceptance by the
central state

is

by

attested

innumerable

The

Cicero.^

laws of the

civil

Italians are

—

made

Rome^

into claao legal relations with

latter of

have been bound by ^^hhhdi\m concerning loans ^
ever, only

courts

of the

judicial authority of the

But the

own

control of their

autonomy of the allies. Kotne could
the Italian socti, and they were beyond the

wore other symbols
not legislate for

own laws and

ciut.

known
this,

to

how-

them and

contracts of a ceitain kind between

and may not have demanded their consent bub
their formal acceptance must have been required for the Didian
law, which extended the Bumptuary regulations of the lex Fmm, to

Romans

the

all

invalid,

;

MUd.}

The

‘‘free” as well as the “federate” city has

the right to accept or decline a legislative proposal put before

it

by the Roman government,*
Closest of all to

Rome

class

LcUinitas had,

lost its geographical

through the

and ethnic

for a status often accepted

ifc

of

only as a

ia

efforts of colonisation,

significance.

by Roman

Roman

sovereign rights are those possessed by the

privileges

citlzensliip.

the civic

socii,

were originally those held by the mumcipia; but

and

possible that on

after the foundation of

long

was the name
which combined

It

citizens,

the anomalies of sovereignty and a partial

last

and

with special privileges that they are distinguished from the

latter-®

The

As raemhers

were the Latins.

federate cities they were amongst the sodi^

it is

Arimimim and the

alone was granted,

twelve Latin colonics^

’ Oic.prolkdbo 8 21
biminjefabilcs ellae l^s de tlvHi jure sunt latae ; qaaa
Lotbi rolneniat, aUscirorant.”
® Lit. 2 XZV. 7 (19& B,a) “M. Berapronla^ tribuniw plebfa
rogavil; pleb«5qu6 scjvit ut cum^soeiw at nomine LeLtino crediUe ^cuniiw jua
idem ^aod cum embna HomMis CBset” The enactmenli was prodncfii by the
by using Itdiana as their
discoTerj’ that Roman carediloifl escaped Ibc usttiy
,

.

.

.

Uw

•

agents,
^

cel

oeptaaco

B),

Mawob,

Sif.

iil.

17, 6,

pro Balbo 8, 20 ** fuederntoB popnlos &eri fundus oporlere . non me^
proprium foederatomni quara omnium libeiicnnn.'' For the fotmula. of acDie.

.

auclom—fucU wnt”)

('‘

cf.

®

Oio,

pro Bdbo 24, 54 “ lAtiins,

®

The

distinction is expressed in the tamiliftr

ei

.

Festvisp. 89.

id esl foedMatie."

«)cu ac itommit Laiini (Liv.

(Soli- Jlut,
17), and peibapa in rocii Jjalxiu worntnij,
io he regarded es nu asyndelon.

lyoHum

l^t expression

is

Til Me twelve uolouiea, Vfilb tlie dates of their

(263 aa), Beneventum (26B),

Flrmum

(261),

if

xli.

this

— Adminnm

foundatigns, are

Aesema

(265),

BmtuUsiura

(244),

The

refused.^

acquiring

facilities for

who migrated from

Latin

immigrant

had been

lUost distinctive privilege of the Latin

the concession of

A

m
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{incola)

his

political rights*

town and became a domiciled

Rome Lad

of

Roman

retained

ami gained a limited power of

hia

rights

civic

in

suffrage-^

He

could

even by complete expatriation (exilium) surrender Lis

own

ckitas

private law,

and attain the

full

Roman

citizenship.

But the coaditious

subsequently impoRed on this right ^ were evaded, immigration

continued unchecked, and there was a danger of the depopulation
of the districts from whicli the exiles came.

This

evil suggested

the later method, which gave the Latins admission to the

The holder

become a

his position, to

fact of

improbable that

full

cituen of Rome.

268

it possibly

B.C.,

and

is

Eomau

could acquire the

its

accompanied the remodeiling

origin
of

is

Latin

henceforth the typical privilege of the

Another mode

Latin colony,^

It is

the right of exile possessed

this right replaced

by already existing Latin towns, and the date of

unknown; but
rights in

civilas.

a magistracy in his native town was, by the mere

of

dvitas

in

which the individual Latin

was by conducting a successful

prosecution under the Aciliau and Servilian laws of extortion.*

The freedom
gpohtium
Bononia

(241),

of the

cities,

whether Latin or

Italian,

seems to

Cc^moiia and Placc&Ua (218), Oopia (193], Vakntia (192),

(189),

(181).

The later Lalin [^oIoni5ts iavo of right no convlim with Rome (Ulp. Jie^.
Coaubium h&bent dree Romani eom dvibns Romaois cum Latioie autem
4
peregriai3 ita sJ coijccssum ait*'). The change may have come with this laet
^

r.

et

;

outburst of Latin ooloaisation in Italy ; But it may be as late as the eitensioa of
lalinUoi to the provinces,
for the right of comlifrsMm possessed by these

we Cic.^ Ottee. 85, 102
quo fuerint Aruriinenses, quoa
civLbus Romania hcreditates caperc
* Appian (J?.C i.
23), speaking

colonies
c&ne

s iffiaq

i^ipoir

“jobet enim (Sulla VolaUrraooa) eodem jure
quia iguorat ctuodecLm colo&iaram fuieso ct a
”
potauae t
of CL Gracchus* proposal to extend the citizen*

^

ra^

Liry,

nith reference to the

k

jew 212 AO., speaks of the soriitio as to the tribe or tribw
which the Latina ^hauld vote (ziv. 3, In the trial of Postumius
.
.

lata est ut sortireato ubi LalinJ

auBr^^um

ferrent").

8 “ Lex fioclis aa nominis Latini, qui stiipem ex seao domi relk'
querent, dahab ut ci?^ Romani ftetcnL”
* This was the laUniCaa given to Ciaalpine Gaul In 89 B.O. by a law of the
consol Cn, Potnpeiu^ Strabo.
Ascoa, in FUm. p. 3 ^‘Pompeiua enim non.
* LI?, xll.

novia colonia eaa (Tiutiapi^aiiaa ooloniaa) oonatittiit, sed vetoribufl incolia maiveU'
tibne jus dedvt Latii, xit poasent habere jus quod cetetae Latinae colouiae, id est
ut gerendo magiafcratiia civitaiean Rumaiiwu ^ipibcerentur,'^
Oonaequentij when

Caesar refouuded Co%uin in this district, in BccorJance with the lex Valinia (D9
ao.], the new dviias possessed this right (App. R.C. ii. 26).
* Z«? AcUia I 77
cic. pro Baltic 24, 54.
are 122 and 111 s.c. respectively.
I

Tbe probable

dates of those laws
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The
ha VO wou rigid respect from Romo and her magistrates.
burdens of military service were, indeed, unevenly distributed
between the central city and Iier allies,^ while the spoils of war
were mainly for the Roman. But it was a shock and a surprise
when in 173 D.O. a consul made personal requisitions on the

The

was only
demands of Roman
But
officials were accompanied by acts of capricious violence.®
tho burden of service and the misuse of power were not the only
motives urging the allies to seek the civita$ of Rome nor was it
federate city of Praeneste.^
too

faithfully

followed,

and the

lesson once learnt
illegal

;

merely a sentimental desire to be invested with the Roman
name. The citizenship had a positive value both as a protection

and a source of

gain.

The

protection against capital or corporal
Romans by provincial governors

penalties tacitly accorded to

could not be claimed by the allies, and, although there is no
evidence that Rome, in her final organisation of the Italian
confederacy, continued her early policy of inhibiting ammefreium
between the towns, yet citizenship had a commercial value.
Ownership of land in the provinces was protected by the praetor
and the proconsul, but only when it was held by a Roman, To
the Roman trade with the barbarian was secure, to the Italian
precarious ; and everywhere he had to face the competition of
the commercial companies of Roman knights.
The grounds of
interest coincided with those of sentiment in producing a demand
which the progressive party amongst the Romans strove to meet.
The first attempt was made through a law of the consul Flaccus
in 125 B.0.,^ the second by one of 0. Gracchus in 121, the
latter law probably offering citizen rights to the Latins and
Latin rights to the other allies.^ The final proposal of Livius
^ The allies before the social war reckon as their chief grievance “per omnea
annos atque omnia hella duplici numero Be militum eqnitumque fungi"* (VeU.
ii.

16).

^ Liv, ilii. 1 “(L. Postumins Albinus) - . . literas Praeneste misit, ut sibi
magistratus obvlam ezlret, locqm publlce pararet, ubl deverteretur, jnmentaque,
enm exiret inde, praesto easent. Ante hnne consulem nemo unquam sociis in
uUa re oneri ant sumptni fuit . . . Injuria consulis . . . et silentium .
.
Praenestinorum jns, vcluk probato exemplo, magistratibus fecit graviorum in dies
^ C. Gracchus ap, Gell. x. 3, 3.
tails generis imperiorum/'
*
App.
i. 21 and 34.
According to Valerius Maximus (ix. 5, 1) Flaccus
proposed to give the promcaiio to those “ qui civitatem mutare noluissent,”
® App. B.C, i, 23.
Plutarch makes it a simple proposal of citizenship for the
allies ( C7. Gracch. 6).
Ihe geographical limits of these proposed extensions are
unknown. Velleius (ii. 6) remarks vaguely, wilh respect to the Gracchan law,
“dabat civitatem omnibus Italicis, extendebat earn paene usque Alpis.*'
.
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probably an unmodified extension of the
failure of this measure that led to the
Italian revolt.
new suggestion for a solution of the problem
of the relations of Rome to Italy sprang from the organisation of
federal capital, Corfinium, now Italica, was
the hostile states.
created, and a provisional federation of eight states formed, one
which was intended ultimately to embrace the whole of Italy.
The Roman, or rather Italian, pattern was followed in the new
constitution ; it possessed two consuls, twelve praetors, and a
senate of five hundred ; ^ but both the magistracies and the
The issue of the war was to
senate were of a federal type.
determine whether Rome should remain the leading state or
become a mere member of an Italian confederation, although the

91 wag

Drusus

in

civitaSy^

and

was the

it

A

A

unlikelihood of the giant city's settling

down

to this position

may have

appealed to some of the federal leaders.^ Unless a
redistribution of territory and population had been effected,
Rome would have been the Thebes of the league, and the fate of
the Empire would have been in suspense, for a federal governBy timely
ment's capacity for imperial rule had yet to be tested.
concessions Rome saved her position as the head of the confederacy.

By

the lex Julia (90 b.o*)

all

the Italian states that

had not revolted were offered the dviias*^ and this was followed
by the lex Plautia Papiria (89 b.c.), which offered the civitas to
These
the socii and incolas of the allied cities in revolt.®
measures effected a considerable extension of the citizenship, but
other means, of which we are ignorant, must have been adopted
for the gradual incorporation of communities, many of which
still remained for a considerable time in rebellion against Rome.®
^

Ep.

14

“Tmn
^

L 35

Appu

;

ie promised to reintroduce tie Jaw

r$5 7Fo\irdas.

jrfpl

populos spe civitatis Romanae sollicitavit
conversns Hrnsi animus ... ad daudam civitatem Italiae.’*

Ixxi. “socios et Italicoa

Diod. xxxvii.

Liv,

Veil.

ii.

2.

words of Pontius Teleslnus, the Samnite leader in the
at the Colline gate (Veil. ii. 27), “eruendam delendamque urbem
^

;

later stniggle

Of. tbe

,

.

.

nunquam

defutnros raptores Italicae lihertatis lupos, nisi silva, in quam refugero solerent,
esset excisa.''
This, however, is an expression of Samnite rather than of Italian
^ -A.pp. B.O, i. 49
Cic. pro Bedbo 8, 21.
;
Only one clause of this law is known that by which the cimtos was granted
they were to have
to incolae enrolled on the registers of federate commnnities
the citizenship, if they made profession to the praetor within sixty days (Cic.
pro Arch. 4, 7). It is difficult to believe that this cumbrous rule applied to the

feeling.
®

—

;

citizens of the towns.
* The gradual nature of the Incorporation is attested by the expression
of Velleius (ii. 16), “paulatim delude recipiendo in civitatem, qui arms aut non
ceperant ant deposneraut matnrius, vires refeetae sunt.'’
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The work of incorporation immediately raised two problems.
The first was the question of the voting rights of the new citizens.
These rights were at

new

first

grudgingly

swamping the

accorded

The

to

prevent

were
but eight of the existing tribes.^ But this compromise could not last long ; redistribution became a party cry,
and even the conservatives felt the damage done to their cause
by a prolonged opposition to the Italian vote. The measure of
Sulpicius (88 B. a), which distributed the new citizens over all the
tribes, was indeed repealed with big other laws ; but its principle
seems to have been adopted in a decree of the Senate of 84
and the equality of the Roman and Italian vote was henceforth
never questioned. The vote itself was not of the importance
anticipated. It was, in the first place, rendered ineffective through
lack of a system of representation.
Even had such a system,
planned on a small scale by Angus tus,^ been realised, it is
questionable whether it could have saved the Republic.
The
Empire had to be garrisoned by professional armies, and these
The military and the civil power
could not be found in Italy.
would in any case have been opposed, and the conflict must have
ended in a victory for the former. But, so far as the extension of
the civitas did affect future- politics, it was only to. create a dualism
between the Roman proletariate and the Italian country voters.
They had different ideals and different leaders. Bub the former
were on the spot, ready for any legislative work, and in the
troubled politics that ushered in the monarchy it was they who
supported those champions of freedom who replaced senatorial
the

enrolled

citizens

old.

novi

dves

in

^ Veil. ii. 20
Itaque cum ita civitas Italiae data esset, ufc in octo tribns contribuerentar novi civeg, ne potentia comm et multitudo veteruin cinum dignitatem
frangeret pliisque possent recepti in beneficium quam auctores beneficii, Cinna
in omnibus tribubus eos se distributunim pollicitua est,"
Appian (5.U. i. 49)
seems to speak of the creation of ten new tribes (5e/care(5ovT€S dir 4 (p 7)vav
ah
^€ipoT6vovy ^<rxarot).
The attempt to reconcile these accounts by supposing
that they refer to different classes of allies or are the respective products of the
two acts of leg:islation (Kubitschek /yap. Kom. trib. descr,; Belocb der lialische
Blind) receives some epigraphic support, but rests either on a correction of
Appian's text or on the assumption that his account refers to ten of the old-

tribes.
^

less

[

Bp. 84

Novis civibus senatna consulto suffraginm datum est,^‘ a carephrase of the epitomiser or copyist for the distribution through the tribes
Liv.

(Drakenborch). Sulla, in spite of his rescission of the rights of certain rebel
towns, did not disturb this arrangement,
* Augustus formed the plan of giving to the senates {decuriones) of the twentyeight colonies which he founded in Italy the right of voting for the magistrates at
Rome. They were to send their votes under seal (Suet Atig, 46).
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by a military despotism.

rule

quiescence

;

The

ideal

of the
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Italian

was

the scattered voters with no corporate organisation

were more prone to look to persons than to causes ; sometimes
there was a wave of municipal enthusiasm, but many an Italian
township recognised no leader but its Homan patron, and saw in
his success at the polls the highest use to which they could put
their suffrage.

The second
relations of

great problem was that of the future administrative

Rome

The growth
was not a new one. Even as early as the
the second century B.a the possibility had been
to these incorporated townships.

of the municipal idea

beginning of
demonstrated of combining active internal independence with

Arpinum had received
the possession of the full Homan civiias.
the full citizenship in 188 B.C., and its citizens vote henceforward
but its internal autonomy was not
in the Cornelian tribe
destroyed, for the town
B.c.^

tion

was still legislating for itself in 115
Meanwhile there are signs that a higher type of organisawas being given to Homan colonies ; at least duovirs, who

may

be duoviri juri diamdo, are found at Puteoli in 105
This idea of some political and judicial independence being
enjoyed by townships, which had become a part of Rome, was
worked out on the grandest scale after the social war ; but the
turbulent times which followed were not suited to comprehensive
municipal legislation, and it is not likely that a definite system,
which adjusted local to central powers, was developed before the
Augustan period
Something had however been done in Cicero’s

Here and there we find a local constitution remodelled,'^
time.
and there is evidence that there was already some division of
competence between the local magistrate and the ^xador
urlanus in civil jurisdiction the defendant being in some cases
compelled to give bail (vadiTUonium) to bring his case to Home.®

—

Liv. xxxviiL 36.
Cicero says that his grandfather, in or just hefore the consulship of Scaunis
(115 B.o.), “restitit M. Gratidio . . . ferenti legem tabellariam ” {de Leg, iiL
« ai.L. i. p. 163.
16, 36).
*
fragment of a constitution of Tarentnm, dating apparently from a time
not long subsequent to the lex Julia of 90 B.C., has been preserved [Fragmientum
Tareniinum in VAnnee Fpigraphigue^ 1896, pp. 30, 31).
Arpinum was
undergoing reorganisation in 46 b.c. (Cic. ad Fam, xiii. 11, 3).
'

^

A

® Cic. in Verr, v. 13, 34 “unum illud,
quod ita fuit Ulustre notumque
omnibus, ut nemo tarn rnsticanus homo
Lucullo et M. Cotta consullbus (74
Romam
ex
municipio
vadimoiiii causa venerit quin sciret jura omnia
B.C.)
ullo
praetoris urban! nutu .
Chelidouia . .
guberuari.”

L

.

.

.
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This principle of a limitation of the power of the local courts is
found fully developed in a lex Eubria which deals with the
This district had held an
organisation of Cisalpine Gaul.
anomalous position from the time of the social war. Although
still a province,
its towns had been given Latin rights in
89 B.c.^ This was interpreted by the democratic party as a

was certainly
government of Cinna or
his successors.^
The grant, however, was not approved at the
Sullan restoration, and its validity was dispvRed until Caesar
renewed the gift in 49 or 48 B.c.^ Two or three years earlier
he had busied himself with the creation of an Italian organisation
in the Gallic towns \ ^ but, even after his conferment of the
citizenship, the incorporation of the district into Italy was not
immediately accomplished.
It remained technically a province
until 42 B.O., when Octaviauus gained the consent of the Seriate
forecast

of the citizenship, for

enrolled in

Rome by

Gallia Cisalpina

the revolutionary

to its ‘‘autonomy,"®

Italian
2 .e. to its recognition as a group of
doubtful whether the lex Ruhna belongs to the
epoch of the Julian or the Augustan organisation ® but it is
practically certain that it extends an already existing Italian
system to the new district. The chief characteristic of the
system is a division of power between the praetor at Rome and
the magistrate in the municipal town.
In the fragment of the
law which we possess this division is manifested in two particulars.

townships.

It

is

;

The

right of declaring bankruptcy {missio in possessionem) is
reserved for the praetor, although the provisional arrest of the
debtor {d'wd jvJber^ may be ordered by the local magistrate.

Again, in the action for the recovery of a loan and in those
Ascon. in Pison, p. 3.
This is proved both by the attempt of CrasoUS, as censor in 65 B.C., to place
the Transpadanes on the register of citizens (Bio Cass, xxzvii. 9)» and by Cicero's
comment on hlarcellus' action in scourging a citizen of l:*Jovum Comum In 51 b.C.
(Cic. ad Ait. v, II, 2 ''Marcell us foede in Comensi
etsi ills magistratum non
gesserit, erat iamen Transpadamis”).
'

®

;

®

Bio

* Cic.

Cass,

ifli,

36.

ad AiL V.
Qnod si ita

3 “cratqiie rumor de Transpadanis, eos jnssos iiiiviroa
magnos motus timeo."
® App. B.O. V. 3 7^M T6
KehTur^v
'AXireuv ^56 j(€i Knitrapos
ttfiouPToy (i.e. Octavianus after Philippi) airrbifOfioir a^iivaij
tov
Kaitrapos.
Cf. iii. 30 and Dio Cass, xlviii. 12.
* The name given to the district in the law OoMia CisalpeijuL, Gallia cia
Alp&is (cc, 22 and 23) suits, both epochs equally well, for Caesar hod not made it
a part of Italy, The fact that the praetor urhanus is the central authority in
jurisdiction (cc. 21 and 22) suits the Augustan epoch better.
creare.

2,

est,
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obligations, all crises involving a

from some other

sum

16,000 sesterces must be remitted to Kome, the local
the parties bail
magistrate having the right to enforce
These fragmentary
(vadirrmium) for their appearance there.^
notices are an index to a principle Tvhicb was doubtless fully
over

elaborated in the Augustan legislation.

A

uniformity was ^Iso secured in the
was but a
towns oi ItaJydevelopment of the typical Italian constitution of magistrates
tolerable degree of

political

structure

(magistraius

of

the

potestaiesve\^

senate

(senatus^

curia^

composed

of

and popular assembly {ccmitia condliumve,
composed of munidpes and sometimes of incolae ) ; and the lex
Julia municipalis of Caesar (46 B.c.) ordainS ^ uniform qualificadecuriones conscriptive),

and senates^ and enjoins that the
be taken in conxunctiori with that of Rome.
Bub, though the general lines of organisation were the same, this
No
uniformity was chiefly the result of growtb> not of creation.
elTorb was made at securing a common nomenclature either for
the states or for their officials.
Caesar^s municipal law shows
municipiaj coloniae and praefeciurae existing side by side,^ while

tion for the local magistracies
local census shall

inscriptions

which

show

may be

titles

^

dictator or praetor,
for officials, such
Roman magistrates.^

as old as those of

1
Lex Rubria cc. 21 and 22.
34 (quoted p. 313).

For the vadiTnonil^fn

cf.

Cic.

in Verr.

v.

13,

Generally quattuorvirif this board being usually divided into two magistratea
police officials
(duumviri jmri dicundo) End
Sometimes we find iiiiviri juH dveundOt perhaps a designation for the
aediles).
joint board, or, where the magistratea with aedilici^n j)ower alone are referred
See Wilma^uis Index pp. 620-622.
to, liiiviri aedUes or aedilicia potestate.
5 Lex Julia mun. 1. 84.
Cf. Cic. in Pw. 22, 51 ‘‘neque euim regio ulla fuit,
flon ad me publics
nee municipiuia neqne praefectura aut colouia, e*
^

vrith higher jurisdiction

veneTint gratulatum."
*

Wilmanns Index

p.

618.

CHAPTER

VIII

THE ORGANISATION AND GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCES

When Romo

had asserted her supremacy over the greater part of
a new problem in
organisation was presented to her.
She held, perha]ps rightly,

Sicily

at the close of the first Puuic war,

new

dependencies, with their transmarine position,
in some cases Carthaginian sympathies, could
not safely be included in the military symmachy of Italy ; so
she substituted tribute for military service, placed the command

that these

fickle politics,

and

wide district under the guidance of the personal
and created the first permanent external department
of administration (provincial
The government which had been
adopted for Hellenic cities was still more necessary for the
barbarians of Spain, a country which Rome had not sought but
which military exigencies alone warned her not to leave.
The
recognition of Empire in the West^was rapid and easy, for the
efiective government of Italy seemed to involve the control of the
Tyrrhenian Sea. Tlic Senate showed greater hesitancy in accepting a similar Adriatic policy, and declined to recognise that Rome
had permanent interests even in eastern Europe of a magnitude
that should lead to Empire.
War followed war, Greece was
once and Maccdon twice at her feet, but on every occasion she
It was not until experience had proved the
declined to annex.
costliness and the danger of a protectorate that in li6 B.c.
Placed onia was recognised as a province with Acbaea as its
annexe.
The troublesome relations with Carthage had meanwhile ended in war and annexation, and what had hitherto been
rather a distant problem
Rome’s relations with the potentates of
Asia
became, as the years rolled on and as Roman trade struck
The history
deeper roots in the East, one of paramount concern.
of eastern Europe was repeated in Asia, and although Rome had

of the cities of a
imperiuTH^

—

—
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already a foothold in Anatolia through her acceptance of the
kingdom of Pergamvis, the death-blow to the protectorate system

was first struck by Porapeius* organisation of
the East at the close of the Mithridatic wars (65 6 3).
Further

in these regions

West and North, which resulted in the conquest
Spain and of Gaul, were due to the enterprise of individual commanders, or to the search for a frontierwhich should be a
permanent protection against barbarian invasion; and at the close
of the Hepublic the list of Roman provinces had risen to fifteen.^
The idea of a province was that of an aggregate of states
{dvitaies ) ; where Greek or Phoenician civilisation had penetrated,
these states were cities, but sometimes, as in Gaul and Spain,
Natural political associations were
they were cantons or tribes.
usually chosen as the units of government, although fomiidable
combinations were broken up, and the numerical regulation of
the government centres in a province was an integral part of
Thus the number of communal unions was in
its organisation.
Sicily 68,^ in Asia 44,® and 64 in Transalpine Gaul.^
Such
aggregates probably include the free and federate states, which,
although geographically, were not juristically within the province
The cities which were Uberae and those which were
at all.
liherae ei foederatae differed, sometimes perhaps in the degree, but
The latter had the grant
always in the basis, of their rights.
of their rights embodied in a sworn treaty {foediis)^ which was
the product in the earlier .Republic of Senate and people, in the
later of either of these powers,®
a guarantee which was meant
to be perpetual, and the breach of which was either an act of
charter {lex data)^ on the other hand,®
war or its result.
which made a city only *‘free^^ might be revoked at any
moment The rights common to both groups of states are
a control of their
practically those of the Italian communes^
extensions in the
of further

—

A

—

^ Sicily, Sardinia, Hither and Farther Spain, Illyricuni, Macedonia and Achaea
(separated by Caesar), Africa, Asia, Gallia Narbonensis, Gallia Cisalpina,
Bithynio, Gyrene with Crete, Cilicia and Syria.
^ The number is given by Pliny
iii. 88).
In Cicero’s time there was
about this number. lie speaks of the appointment of 130 censors [in Verr, ii.
55, 137), two for each state (ib. 53, 133).
3 Gaseiodovws C/irOTi.ad a^u,c. 670 “Asiam in XLTTir. regioncs SuHa distribait,”
This division may be tlia work of Augustus.
Toe. Ann. iii. 44.
8 p. 245.
» pp. 244, 283.
^ Except that ownership of the soil ia not always, as in Italy, the ground of
exemption from taxation. On the free city of Termessna in Pisidia “ free po.ssession ” is alone conferred.
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which exempted
and above all a nse and
and both agree in being

them from the payment
enjoyment

own

of their

their land

tribute,

of

native law

cnAP

^

—

entirely outside the sphere of the governor's jurisdiction. ^

He

could enter such a privileged city only as a guest, and although
for purposes of convenience great central cities which were

Antioch in Syria and Thessalonica in Macedonia, were,
from their position as natural capitals, chosen as the residence of
the governor, he merely exercised jurisdiction in these towns,

free, as

not over their citizens.
were the allied kings

More

distant

froni provincial rule

still

som) on the

Their indeconditioned than that of the free and allied
cities, for they were bound to furnish less definite assistance to
Rome in time of need, and their foreign activity was nob wholly
But the chief reason why in a list of Rome's friends
destroyed.
they appear in a separate category ® is that a treaty with a king
was not, like one with a Republic, regarded as eternal. It was

pendence was

frontiers.

less

a personal obligation, and

its perpetual validity depended on its
renewal with each successive occupant of the throne.
States which belonged to neither of these categories were
subject or, as the phrase ran, tributary {stijpendiarias\ the test of
subjection being the normal one in the ancient world of the
payment of a tax to a superior. Yet these too had their rights
and their charter. The guarantee, however, was no longer
individual but collective, and was contained in the law of the
province (lex jpTOvindae).
This law was usually the work of the
conquering general himself, assisted by ten senatorial commissioners {decern legati) appointed by the Senate, and it continued to bear the name of its chief creator, as we see in the
cases of the lex Rupilia of Sicily,^ the lex Aemilia of Macedonia,^
and the lex Fompeia of Bithynia.® While it re-established the
states of a conquered district, it also gave them certain ultimate
It defined the burden of the tribute, specified the
rights.

^ See the lex Antonia de Termesstbiis (71 D.C.), e'?pecially the clause which
confers autonomy “so far as ia consistent with this charter” (i. 1. 7 “eiqua
quod ad versus haiic legem non fiat”),
legihus sueia ita utunto
.
.
® Cic. de Ptov. Gons. 3, 6.
For the weakening of this respect for a^Toyofila in
the Ciceronian period and Caesar's attempt to strengthen it hy law (probably the
.

lex Julia
(‘

re^undarum

in Pis. 16, 37
of 59 B.c.) see Cic. in Verr, iii. 89, 207
optima popnli liberi plane et vere erant liberi ”).
;

lege Caeaaris juatissima atqne
3

Festus p. 218.

®

Liv. xlv,

17 and 32.

* Cic.

in Verr.

il 13.

32

;

15,

37

® Plin.

;

ad

16, 39 ; 24, 69.
Traj. 79 (83), 1.
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particular circuit- courts whicli the citizens of the various towns

were to attend, and framed regulations, which the governor was
expected to observe, about national and international jurisdiction.
But these regulations, slight and general as they were, are no
sufiBcient test of the amount of autonomy, in administration and
jurisdiction, actually enjoyed by the subject towns.
Much of
their independence was permissive and based on the will of the
Bat the ruler, whether honest or dishonest, was
governor.
practically bound to grant it, for the Roman government had
provided him with no staff which could take over the minuter
duties of administration; if he was an enlightened man, he
cherished the fiction that the states were free;^ if unenlightened,
he at least knew that by permitting self-government he was
saving himself trouble.
neglect of the governor

In the case of the eastern cities the
was almost as great an evil as his

exactions.^

The theory of Roman taxation was in origin that it was a
war indemnity. This accounts for the fact that in the early
days of Rome’s dealings with conquered peoples a tax might be
imposed even on nations which were declared free,® and for the
name stipendium (“payment for the army”) which was borne by
the direct taxation imposed by Roman commissioners on proThis equitable theory, that the taxes collected should
merely defray the expenses of the military occupation and
administration of a province, seems to have been realised in
practice where the Roman government took the trouble to
The Macedonians were made to
organise a system of its own.
pay but half of what they had paid to their kings,® the Spanish
proviaces must have cost more than they brought \n, and in
vincials.*

Cilicia.
See ad Ait, vi. 2, 4 “omnes
avrovo^Aav adeptae, revixemnt ” ; vi. 1,
16 ‘‘multaqTie sum secutna Scaevolae (governor of Asia ctrca 98 B.c.) ; in iis
illnd, in quo sibi liber tatem cenaent Graeci datam, nt Graeci inter se disceptent
Graeci vero exsultant quod peregrinis judicibua utuutur.*’
Buis legibus
.
.
^ This we may gather from Cicero’a account of the proceedings of the native
magistrates in Cilicia {ad AU, vi. 2, 5 “Mira erant in civitatibus ipsorum fnrta
Graeconim, quae magistratus aui fecerant : quaesivi ipse de iis, qni annis decern
proximis magistratum gesserant ; aperte fatebantur ”).
^ On
the conquest of Epims in 167 B.C., although all the Illyrians were
declared lih&ri, only some were pronounced “non solum liberi sed etiam immunes”
'

Aa Cicero did

in hia

government of

(civitates), suis legibus et judiciis usae,

,

(Liv. xlv. 26).
^ Cf.

Tac. Hist. iv. 74 “nam neqne quies gentium sine armis neque
neqne stipendia sine tribntis haberi quennt.’*

etipendiis
®

Liv. xlv. 29.

arma

sine
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Cicero’s time it was only the Asiatic provinces, where taxes were
imposed on quite a different system, that yielded a surplus.^ It
was this system, which the Romans found existing in Sicily,
Sardinia, and Asia, and with their characteristic negligence
elected to preserve, which changed the whole theory of Roman

The

taxation.

principle

was that

of

the

payment by the

a tithe {decuma) of the produce of his land.
It was inevitable that the Roman lawyer should associate this
due with the vedigal paid by the occupants of ager publicuSf and
should evolve from the comparison the strange theory that land
in the provinces was nob owned but merely “ possessed ” by its
holders.^
The chief practical consequences of the tithe system
were a surplus to the treasury, and the exactions of the middlemen (publicani) through the indirect system of collection which
cultivator

it

(^araior) of

involved.

The

direct tax (stipendium) was collected by a tribute assessed
on the land {tributum soli) or on the personalty of
individuals {tributum capitis).^
The Romans Of the Republic
seem never to have attempted to form an accurate estimate of
the resources furnished by the land and personal wealth of a
province; doubtless in Ilelleniscd districts they employed the
systems which they found existing, such as the schedules which
formed the bases of the
in Spain amongst other rough
expedients they seem to have adopted a valuation tax on a
proportion of the produce of the soil ; ^ while elsewhere, as in
Macedonia,® they fixed a total on the existing basis of collection.

either

:

^

Cic.

Hunt ut

pro Ltg, Man.

iis

6, 14 “ceteranim provinciamm vectlgalia, Qnirites, tanta
ad ipsas provincias tatandaa vix content! esse possimus, Asia rero tarn

ut
.
.
facile omnibus tenis autecellat/'
7 “in eo (provinciali) solo dominium populi Romani est vel
Caesaris, nos autem possessionem tantura vel usumfructum habere videmur."
The theory is perhaps as old as the Gracclian period. C. Gracchus" association of
the Asiatic taxes with the censor (cf. p. 231) must have done a good deal to
develop it. It is no wonder that this theory led to the view that the provinces
were “quasi quaedam praedia populi Romani"* (Cic. in Verr. ii. 3, 7).
^ These expressions are known only from the literature of the Empire
\ it may
be a mere accident that in Republican literature ir^uium seems never to be used
of imperial taxation.
The form stipendium is preferred. In Liv. xxili. 32 we
have the trilnUum of Sardinia mentioned with reference to Republican times.
The venditio tributorvm and the uivaf of Cilicia (Cic, ad Fam. iii. 8, 6 ; ad Alt,
v. 16, 2) probably refer to local taxes improperly sold to publicani.
^
Liv. xliii. 2 “ (Hispani) impetraverunt no fruraenti aestimatiouem magistratns
opiina est et
^

Gains

Rom anus
"

fertilis

il

haberet.'*

p. 319.

.
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was usually collected by the communes themselves
and paid to the governor's quaestor.
The tithe {decuTm) was collected on the contract system, and

Tlie direct tax

the difference in

its

mode

of collection in the ^eciigales p-ovinciae

depended on whether the site of the auction was in the province
itself, where local companies or even communities ^ could compete for its collection, or whether the tithes of the whole province
must be put up to auction in Rome, in which case the province
was likely to become the prey of a single Roman company. In
Sicily the first system was adopted in accordance with the
principles laid down by Hiero, its last great king {lex Hieronica) ^
the second system was devised by C, Gracchus for Asia and was
;

doubtless extended to eastern provinces subsequently organised
such as Cilicia.^ The pretext for the change was no doubt the

own dues,^ and
weakness of the states, which liked to have
near them a body of R-oman capitalists from whom they could
borrow in emergency; but it created a pernicious connexion
between capitalism and administration which made the governincapacity of the Asiatic cities to collect their

was welcome

to the

ment of the Asiatic dependencies the gloomiest scene of Roman
The tithe system in Asia, and perhaps in other provinces
rule.
where it prevailed, was abolished by Caesar in 48 B.c.® The
harbour and frontier dues (per^om), the source of revenue next
in value to the direct tribute or the tithe, were collected by
private

companies

(porlitores)

perhaps throughout the

whole

imperial world, as they had been from the earliest times in Italy.®
Other dues demanded from the province were paid for by the

Roman

Such were the corn supplied for the
(Jrumenium in cellam or frumenium
aedirmtum)^ and the second decfwrm sometimes required by the
state {frumenlum empium) and raised by command of the Senate
government.

praetor and

his

retinue

* ib. ii 13, 32
33. 77.
26, 63, etc.
;
.
“inter Siciliam ceterasque provincias
in agrorum
Tectigalium ratione hoc interest, quod ceteris aut impositum vectigal est certum
.
.
.
aut censoria locatio constituta est, ut Asiae lege Senipronio.’*
* Cf. Cic. ad Q. fr. i. 1, 11, 33 “nomen autem publicani aspernari non
possunt, qui pendere ipsi vectigal sine publicaiio non potuerint, quod iis aequaliter
The reference is to Sulla’s temporaiy abolition of the
Sulla discripscrat.*’
»

Cic. in Verr.

* ib.

iii.

6,

Ui

...

12

Gracehan prlnciplo of collection.
® App. B,C. V, 4
Dio Cass. xlii. 6.
;
® Nothing seems to be known about the conditions of sale of the provincial
‘portoria^ e.g. whether those of Asia were put up at Rome like the decumeu.
^

Cic. in Verr. iiL cc. 81-96, 188-222.

Y
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and people.' In both these cases a reasonable price was fixed
by the Koraan government
We pass now to the governor and hia staff. The early
institution of praetors and the later use of the pro-magistracy
for provincial government have already been described.^
But
we have seen that even Sulla did not formally dissociate the
consulship and praetorsliip from provincial rule.*
The consequences of this continued association were curious.
By a law
of C. Gracchus, which aimed at destroying one of the most
valuable pieces of patronage whiclj the Senate had at its
disposal, the consular provinces must be assigned before the
election of their holders.^
Tliey are strictly consular, and are
technically entered on by their possessors on March 1 of their
year of office, although no definite agreement need be come to

—

December® the earliest
date at which the consuls of the later Republic could quit their
urban duties. March 1 was the beginning of the military and
provincial year, as since 152 B.O. January 1 had been of the

as to their partition until the following

year of civil office at Rome.
The reason why the 1st of March
of the year of office at Rome was chosen, and not the same date
in the following year, was that the pro-magistracy was not yet
recognised as a separate office, and that, if this second solution

had been adopted, the interval between December 29 and
March 1 would have caused a break in the imperium^
The
anomaly resulted that a provincial governor held his command
only for two months in his own right, and for ten months while
waiting for his successor.
It was harmless in practice, inasmuch
as SulIa^s law had ordained that the governor should retain his
imperium until he returned to Rome, and need only quit his
province thirty days after the arrival of his successor,’^ and was
^ Cic. in Verr, iii. 70, 163.
Cf. Liv. xx%y\. 2 “ idem L. Oppio de ftlteris
decumis exigendis in Sardinia imperatnm.*' Sometimes this enforced sale of com
{fnimentum imperalum) was required from free cities such as Halaesa, Centuripae,
and Messana in Sicily (Cic. in Verr, iii. 73, 170 iv. 9, 20).
;

a

pp, 201, 202.

^

Sail.

® Cic.
"

27

quaiii

« p.
;

ad Fam, L

Cf. Cic.

March

‘

Cic.

de Prov, Cons,

2,

3

;

pro

201,

Dottio 9, 24.

9, 25.

de Ptov. Cons. 15, 37

(if

the consol of 55 B.C, succeeds Caesar on

1, 54 ».c.) '*Fuerit toto in oonsulato sine provincia, coi foerit, aotedesignatiis est, clecreta provincial
Sortietur, an non? ,Nam et'non

absurdum est, et quod Bortitus sis non habere. Proficiscetnr paludatua 1
Quo pervenire ante certain diem non licebit. Januario, Febrimrio provinciam non habebit. Kalendis ei denique Martiia nascetur repen te provincia.”
^ Cic. ad Favu i. 9, 25
xii. 4, 2.

sortiri

Quo

?

;
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only accidentally disastrous as leading to the quarrel between
Caesar and the Senate, and thence to the downfall of the Eoman
Eepublic.
The pro-magistracy was first raised into a separate

by a Pompeian law of 62 b.c., which enacted that governors
should seek their provinces five years after holding office at
office

Rome.
prize,

It was a law that, by diminishing the nearness of the
was intended to make the consulship and praetorship less

an object of illegitimate ambition at Rome.
It might, therefore,
have conferred a slight indirect benefit on the provincials, but
the speedy collapse of the Republican government prevented its
adequacy being tested.
The tenure of a provincial governorship
was nominally annual, but, even after Sulla had raised the
number of praetors to eight, there were but ten magistrates
available for fifteen provinces,

—

and we know of three propraetors
and Fonteius in Narboneso

^Verres in Sicily, Q. Cicero in Asia,

Gaul

— who

severally held their provincial

commands

for three

years in succession.

The

chief

members

of the governor’s staff

magistrate, the quaestor, and

were one subordinate

certain senatorial

commissionei^s

one of whom was usually assigned to a praetorian, and
three to a consular province.
The magisterial position of the
quaestor did not entitle him to an independent sphere of duties.
It is true that he was, in the main, a financial official, was
entrusted by the Senate with money or a credit for meeting the
expenses of the administration of his province,^ received the
revenues from the stipendiurrij and had at the end of the year to
give an account of income and expenditure in his own name
but even here the real responsibility
and that of his superior
{legaiVjy

and in

who

all

other respects the quaestor

is

the merest delegate,

any kind of administrative work,
in obedience to a voice that was supposed to convey a paternal
authority.^
He might even, like the legates, be dismissed for
incompetence or maladministration before the term of his office
exercises jurisdiction, or

^ Cic. in
Verr. i. 13, 34 “pecunia attributa, numerata est.
Profectua est
quaestor in provinciam (Veires). Veiiit exspectatua hi Galliam nd exercitum
consularem cum pecunia."
* Ratioius referre (Cic. in Verr, i. 1 3, 36).
In accordance witli a lex JvUa
(perhaps repetundarnTix) of Caesai'a, the accounts had to be deposited at the
aerariumj an<l two copies in two cities of the province (Cic. ad Fam, v, 20, 2
Plut, Cato Min, 38),
* p. 215.
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had expired.^ The legaii had originally been representatives oi
tlie government in Rome, but, to avoid friction, the custom grew
up of allowing governors to suggest individuals for the posb.^
Yet to the end of the Republic their names were submitted to
the Senate, and tliey were supposed to be subordinate officials
Ko special departmenis were, however, assigned
of tho state.
them any power which they exercised was delegated by the
governor, whether it took the form of the command of a legion
A still more independent selection
or the presidency of a court.
”
was made of the unofficial members of the staff. The “ comrades
{comites) of the governor were young men, whom he initiated in
the mysteries of official and diplomatic life, and whose services
he employed for any purpose for which they seemed competent.®
But, however many instruments the governor might use, there
was such a complete unity of responsibility that, in dealing with
the administration of a province, we are treating of the powers
of a single man.
These powers were exercised chiefly in three spheres military,
In a province that seethed with
administrative, and judicial.
war the summer months were spent in camp, the winter in more
peaceful duties; but in a settled district the governor could
map out his circuits as he pleased, and devote some time to the
ungenial task of inspecting the affairs of the municipalities under
Apart from the necessary diplomatic intercourse'
his control.
;

—

with neighbouring potentates or protected chiefs, the amount of
administrative work which the governor undertook was as much
Its quantity depended on his view
or as little as he pleased.
as to how far self-government was a symptom of health or of
That it sometimes had the latter character is shown by
disease.
the startling discovery made by Cicero when he undertook an
unexpected investigation into the financial affairs of his subject
He found that the native Greek magistrates of Cilicia
states.
in Ferr.

134

Quaestores, legates
multi missos feceniat
quod lllorum culpa se minus commode audire
arbitrarentur aut quod peccare ipsos aliqua in re judicarent,"
® The transition ia marked in 169 b.c. (Liv. xliv. 18 “Senatua Cn. Servilio
consul! negotium dedit, lit is in Macedonian!, quoa L. Aemilio videretur,
^

et

Cic.

iii.

58,

de provincia decedere

**

.

,

.

jtisserunt,

legaret”).

Cicero delegates CTen j^Tiadlction to one of hie comiiea, Volusius [ad Att. v.
Other members of his retinue were bis son Marcus and his brother
Quintus. These intimates of the governor were spoken of as contuhemalps^ co?wrd
(Cic. ad Q./t, i. 1, 4, 12), althongh. this title
amteonm, even ea cohors
was properly applied to the governor’s military guard.
•

21, 6).
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bad been plundering their respective treasuries for the last ten
But the possibility of such a discovery is itself a testimony to the best aspect of provincial rule in the Republic its
noble but sometimes misguided belief in the capacity of people
to govern themselves.
There was, however, one systematic function to whith most
of the governor’s energies were directed in time of peace, and
that was jurisdiction, both civil and criminal.
General regulations concerning jurisdiction were made in the charters of the
provinces ; but these could not be the same for every country,
since the judicial machinery of some groups of states was far
more perfect than that of others. Sicily, the only province the
details of whose lex are known, was peculiarly favoured, and its
privileges may be taken as the best type of those offered by
Rome, It was ordained that, in a suit between two citizens of
the same state, the trial should be held in that state and accord
ing to its laws,^ a regulation which certainly guaranteed the
native jvdex and the native code, but which did not, perhaps,
inhibit an appeal to the governor or take away his right of
interpreting the law.
The charter then provides for cases of
in ter -political jurisdiction.
If a Sicilian of one state sues a
Sicilian of another, the governor is to provide by lot the jvdex
or judiceSj^ who are perhaps in this case to be Roman citizens.*
When litigation arises between an individual and a community
not his own, the Senate of some third state should be the judge,
when either litigant has challenged one of three senatorial bodies
proposed.®
In suits between Roman citizens and Sicilians the
In all
jitd^ was to be of the nationality of the defendant®
other matters judices chosen by the magistrate {zeltdi) were to
be appointed from the Roman citizens dwelling within the assize.^
years.^

—

p. 319, note 2.

*

* Cio.

domi

in Verr, ii 13, 32 “SLculi hoc jure aunt ut, quod civU

cum

cive agat,

certet suia legibus.”

* ib.
“quod Siculus cum Siculo non ejusdem civitatU (agat), ut de eo
sortiatur.”
praetor judices ex P. RupUii decreto
,
.
*
adopted was that the judex
It is possible, however, that the
should be of the nationality of the defendant.
^ Cic. l.c. “quod privatus a populo petit aul popalus a privato, aeuatOB ex
aliqua civitate, qui judicet, datur, cum altemae civi tales reject^ sunt/'
°
ib. “ quod civis Roiuanus a Siculo petit, Siculus judex datur, quod Siculus
.

a civi
^

Romano,

ib,

civis

" ceterarum

poni 8olent.“

Romauus
rerum

datur.**

select! judices

ex conventn civium

Romanomm

pro-
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it is clear that the pti-egrintts judex was a standing
Elsewhere, even in the Hellenised East, hia existence
was more dependent on the grace of the governor. Cicero, in
his government of Cilicia, following the precedent of Mucius
Scaevola, the ideal governor of Asia, allowed the greatest
freedonf to the native laws, courts, and judges, and remarks on

In Sicily

institution.

the quickened life which their use inspired in the provincials.^
The attempt, indeed, to substitute her own for the native law
was abhorrent to the political sense of Rome, and her most

ambitious representatives never attempted to make their edicts
The importance of the edict was chiefly felt in
into codes.
matters of private international law, administrative jurisdiction,
It stated principles which should regulate
and procedure.
the relations between
provincials

^d

members

Romans,

it

of different states or between

issued rules for the settlement of

madefy

the puhlicani^ and it supplemented the law of
by framing regulations for the conduct of private
The edict of each province was a separate entity, and
suits.
drew its name from the country to which it directly applied,^
and it had a continuous existence, although the unity and
continuity of its life depended too much on the discretion of
the individual governor.®
The edict might be composed at
Rome,^ and its author might copy from more than one original.
The rulings of his predecessor would doubtless be well known;
there were the edicts of other provinces, the work of famous
claims

the province

administrators of the past;® and, as a fruitful source of general

was the ediclum perpeiuum of the capital.
which he furnishes a brief description, the principles regulating business and trading relations
(especially as existing between Roman companies and provincials)
were clearly and fully set forth.
As much attention was
rules of procedure, there

In Ciccro^s

own

edict, of

1, 15 ^'multaque sum seciilus Scaevoivi ; in iis Hind, in
ceaseut Graecidatam, ut Graaci inter ge digcepteiit suis iegibua
Graecl vero exsultant quod peregrmia judidbus utiintur’* ; ad AiL vi. 2, 4
.
,
.
“onines (emtates), sufa legibus et jadiciis Psae, a^rovofilat^ adeptae, revixerunt.”
^ ‘‘Edictum Siciliense *' (Cic.
ift Verr, L 45, 117).
* Extreme changes might be made a ground of complaint by the departing
governor.
Thus Cicero K-rites from Cilicia (50 b.C.) “Appius enim ad me ex
"
itiaere bis terve . . « Ilteros misers t, quod quaedam a se coustituU resoiudererQ
{ad AiL vl I, 2).
*

quo

*
*

Cic.

ad JU.

v1.

sibi libertatbiu

Cic, ad FaTTi, iii. 8, 4.
Thus Cicei-o, governor of

Cilicia,

followed in some respects the edict oi

Mucius Scaevola, the former governor of Asia

(Cic.

ad AiL

vi,

1, 15).
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devoted to the general rules of inheritance and bankruptcy,
such as had been evolved by the imperhm at Rome, and which
were doubtless meant not to supersede the customs of the
various communities, but to be a common law for the province
But much remained that could not be formulated.
as a whole.
A province had boundless surprises in store, and Cicero found
it

The
wiser to leave the third part of his edict “ unwritten/*
of the urban praetor were to be drawn upon as

principles

occasion required.^

was based on the

The
edict,

civil jurisdiction

of the governor, which

was either personal or delegated, and

in

both cases required the visitation of circuits {conuifUus^
into which the province had been divided at the time of its
A programme of the assize was drawn up, the
organisation.
stay in each circuit was accurately determined,® and the governor
held a court (Jorum egit) in each of them in turn.^
Delegated jurisdiction was performed usually by the quaestor
and the legates ; in both cases it was due to the mandate of
the governor,® who could assign them lictors, if he pleased,® and
could always control their sentences.’^
The governor possessed an unfettered criminal jurisdiction
over the members of the stipendiary states ; but it cannot be
supposed that he often exercised it. He might summon any
case into hia court, but ordinary crimes he doubtless left to the
On the other
judicial machinery of the states themselves.®
^ Cic. ad AU. vi. 1,
15 “unoin <genoa) est provinciala, in quo eal
rationibua civitatum, do aere alicuo, de usura, de ayugraphia ; in eodem omnia
de pubhcanla. Alteram, quod sine edicto aatia commode tranaigi non potest, de
hereditatura possessioaibus, de bonis possidendis vendendis, magistris faciendis
quae ex edicto et postnlari ct fieri sclent, Tertinm, de reliquo jure dicundo

reJiqai.

X>ixi

me de eo ^nero mea

decreta ad edicta vrbana

sGcemmoda-

tutum.’*
^ Cic.
* Cic.

ad Fam, Ui> 8, 6.
ad AtL v. 20^ 1 ad Fam,
;

* Cic.

Ui. 8,

4 and

ad

Alt. v, 21, 9,

5.

® Suet,
Coes. 7 ‘*Quaestori (Caesari) ulterior Hispanin obvenit ; ubi cum,
mandatu praetoris, jure dicundo conventus circumiret, etc.” Quaestorian jurisdiction was more frequent in Sicily than in other provinces, on account of the

presence of the Beoond quaestor at Lilybaeiim.
® Cic. ad Fam. xii. 30, 7 “ lilnd non m'liiium probo quod scribU , .
te tuia
eiiam legatU lictorca ademisse,**
Thus Verres quashes either a decision, or the execution of a decision, given
by his quaestor (Cic. Div. in Gaec. IT, 56 “ Lilybaeum Verres venit postea:
remcognoscit: factum im probat: cogitqnaestorein suumpecuniaiu . . . adnumerore
et reddere ”).
® Possibly certain kinds of criuiinal jurisdiction were giiftrauteed to cities by
the lex provinciae.
The Senate of Catina in Sicily tried a slave (Cic.
Vetr,
.

w

iv.

46, 100).
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was held that an offence might be of such import as
even his competence and although there was no
legal means of escaping liis jurisdiction, it was considered
advisable that he should send cases of a grave political
hand,

it

to trauBceud

;

—

character
those, for instance, connected with sedition or a
popular rising
The only restraining
to be tried at Rome,^
influence on the governor's jurisdiction was the necessity, imposed
by custom, of consulting a council of advisers.^ This consilium^
however,^ was purely Roman, being composed of Roman citizens
residing in the conventus and of members of the governor's
retinue,^ and although a council composed wholly of the latter
was usually avoided, there was no legal hindrance to such a

—

narrow selection.*
Over Homan citizens in the provinces the governor possessed
the same autocratic power; for his jurisdiction here is on a
level with that of the camp, and he gives judgment in a sphere
to which the pravocalio does not extend.®
Yet a strong customary
law, which was seldom disobeyed, directed that he should remit
to Rome all cases in which Roman citizens were to be tried on
a capital charge, and that, if he pronounced judgment himself,
he should inflict on them no degrading punishments.®
Almost every item in the provincial organisation that we
have sketched shows where its inherent weakness lay. It
resided in the uncontrolled power of the governor.
Yet it was
a weakness more apparent in practice than in theory.
There
were many controlling forces at work which the organiser and
the government hoped would be effective.
There were the
cliarters of cities and of provinces, and in the province* a
constant, if improvised, committee of the Senate, which the
governor was supposed to consult before he ventured on any
^

Cic. in

Verr,

causam deferre

,

i,
.

.

33, 84 (of aa imeute at Lampaacus) “Non te ad senatum
non eos homines, qui popnlum concltarant, consulnm literis

GTocandos curare opottuit

1

The council waa not, however, legally necessary.
*'
Reus plorare
ut cnni consilio cognosceret.
2

,

a

70

ib.

ii.

29,

^ jb.

ii.

30, 75

;

Cic. in Verr.

ii.

30, 75

30, 75.

“hominem innocentem de

sententia scribae, medici haruspicis-

qua coademnat,"
® For the threat of capital punishment on a Roman
i,

OL

,

.

5 ; for its ap|>arent execntion, Diod. xixvii. 6, 2.
® Cic. in Verr.
60, 170 ‘^Facinus est vincire

citizen sc^ Cic.

ad Q./r.

2,

civem

Roman um

verherare
prope parricldium, necare: quid dicam in grucem tollere?'*
Rob. 6, 17.
:

j

seel us,

Ct pro
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important step.^ There was an unparalleled amount of legislation intended for the protection of provincials and expressed in
enactments dealing with the ordering of the provinces, the rights
of magistrates, and with extortion (de provinciis ordiTiandis^ de jure
magistraiwiirrL, repetundarum) ; and, lastly, there was the criminal
responsibility supposed to be enforced by the courts which
carried out these laws.
Some of these checks the charters of
were real, but
the favoured cities, the senatorial commission
were not far-reaching enough seriously to affect the form of
provincial rule.
Those of the laws were almost nugatory, for
though the government that proposed them had a collective
conscience, its individual niembera who were bound by them
had none, and the courts that were supposed to enforce these
laws became the prey of party strife and the weapon of party
fanatics.
But a government that depends on protective legislation and the enforcement of criminal responsibility must be in a
perilous state.
The defect must be in the principle of rule, not
merely in its working.
And in truth the Republican theory of
provincial rule represents a fundamental inconsistency of idea.
The theory aimed at the impossible combination of martial law
with municipal independence.
Had the rights of all the states
been provided with better safeguards, their self-government
might have been more real, and the autocracy of the governor
might have been proportionately checked. Bub this solution
would have been an offence to the idea of the unlimited imperium^
a clinging superstition which the Romans had inherited from the
history of their own state and her days of conquest.
The
Roman Empire had been developed from a protectorate ; it bears
to the end of the Republican period the traces of its origin, and,
in its Jack of organisation, conveys the suggestion of being a
merely provisional government. The merits of such system as
there was cannot be ignored.
The unrestricted imperium was
necessary in time of war and, under a benevolent despot, might
be useful even in days of peace, while the very absence of
organisation betrays the noble belief that the aggregate of states
which formed a province was rather a confederated suzerainty
than an integral part of an empire.
But its defects are more
glaring and are to be found in the absence of some central
authority at home, not interested in provincial misrule, which

—
—

*

See p. 285.
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might enforce responsibility on governors ;
of annual commands, and the exaggeration

CHAP. VIII
in

of

the

existence

routine which

rendered extraordinary appointments, such as that of Pompeius,
inevitable ; and in the lack of an organised civil service, which,
with its mechanical routine and its self-evolved rules, is perhaps
the surest of all checks on autocracy.

CHAPTER

IX

THE UEVOLimON AND THE TRANSmON TO THE PRINCIPATE

The party of reform which, during the last century of the
Republic, gave a new development to the elastic Roman constitution, by gradually creating a stronger executive organ than
had been known since the time of the monarchy, had two distinguishing features.
One was an opposition, sometimes
rational, sometimes blind, to the senatorial government
the
other the exposition of a positive programme for remedying
evils which all but the most callous or careless could see.
The
nature of their attack varied with the assailable features presented by its object.
At first it was directed against the
assumed indifference of the Senate to internal reform and its
failure to suggest hasty remedies for economic grievances.
This

was the essential feature of the Gracchan movement; but,
although its example was perilous, the immediate effects of this
The Senate
first revolution were transitory in the extreme.
emerged from the attack shaken but victorious. Italy was but
of Uttle aeeouiit when the world lay at the feet of the noble
families who composed the great council of state, and the Senate
could be made to appear the only true government for an
Unfortunately this theory was rudely shaken.
empire.
A
miserable war in a protected state, into which the government
was most unwillingly dragged, was thought sufficient to show
that the merits of the senatorial administration of the empire
were an illusion. The epoch of the Jugur thine war is the
turning-point of the history of this period.
A reforming party
with an imperial policy must associate itself with the military
power.
The change was rapidly effected. Tribunes, commons,
assemblies still represent the nominal sovereigns, but their
weapons
too powerful for the users
are the imperatoTf the

—

—
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Henceforth we find a perpetual associaarmy, and the camp.
tion of militarism with democracy which could have but one
issue, a monarchy resting on the sword.

But

to the reformers of the times the ultimate solution of the

was something far less present than the
was being handed on from leader to
leader with scarcely an item altered since the time when the
genius of C. Gracchus had given it hirth.
It contained agrarian
laws, measures for corn distribution and for colonies beyond the
sea, means for relieving social distress and the plethora of the
the most pressing need
great capital, and at times it admitted
of all
proposals for remedying the iniquitous relations that the
law permitted to exist between debtor and creditor. A new and
unexpected development was given to the activities of the party
by the introduction into their programme of proposals for
enfranchising the Italians. This was a measure that, like so many
others in popular programmes, was a creation of the demagogue
and was profoundly distasteful to his followers. Its acceptance
by the Liberals (populate^ was a pure accident one due to the
desire of breaking a formidable weapon employed by the Whig
opposition, who, like Scipio Aerailianus, had adopted the somewhat dangerous policy of playing off Italian rights against those
constitutional problem

programme

of reform, which

—

—

—

of the city proletariate.
ance, there
as,

is

some reason

But

as belief usually follows accept-

for regarding the franchise question

at least finally, a plank in the democratic programme.

the multiform efforts of the discontented

we can

In

also discern

the spasmodic attempt to create a competent central military
authority for Rome, as the only means of securing corn,
commerce, and the empire.

was by no means a homogeneous party which developed
programme and attempted to replace a government which
they deemed incompetent
Even its more thorough-going
members cannot be described by a single name. Amongst the
were many Liberals who had nothing to gain by
popular
revolution
but amongst them were also to be found many who
were democrats by necessity as well as by conviction, the
revolutionary element which was often a thorn in the side of
It

this

;

the reforming constitutionalists, the class of improbi which
supplied Catiline's so-called “conspiracy'' and made it a genuine

democratic movement, and whose aspirations were subsequently
represented by Caelius Rufus and Dolabella.
Nor must it be
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supposed that there was any clear line of demarcation between
and senators. Nowhere was the Senate more bitterly
attacked than from within its own body.
The leaders of the
extreme party had attained the magistracies that entitled them
to a seat in the Curia, and elections, so far as they were not
gained by family influence or bribery, were fought on party lines.
Nor even amongst the constitutionalists was there a lack of wouldbe reformers of a more moderate type.
The elder Cato and the
Scipionic circle, wldle eager to maintain senatorial ascendency,
had been conscious of some of its defects j and, as the cry for
innovation gathered in strength, a party was formed which, by
borrowing wholesale from the radical programme, attempted to
reconcile the privileges of their order with concessions to Italy,
purity in imperial administration, and care for the poor of Rome.
This attempt was shattered by the fate of the younger Drusus,
and henceforth there is no senatorial party of reform. Even
Cicero, with his wide sympathies and his acute sense of the evils
of the time, can suggest only a concordia ordinum, merely a means
of bolstering up the existing constitution by means of a union

j^opulares

the propertied and therefore
classes (boni).
The
municipal statesman did, indeed, wish to see an “Italian ” rather
than a “Roman” government^ but be had no scheme by which
Italy could have secured representation at Rome, and before
the close of his life he had accepted the inevitable solution of
Tliere was to be a moderator rei publicae, a
personal rule.
piriceps civiiaiis;^ but this monarchy is not to destroy the
constitution j his prince is to be a loyal coadjutor of the Senate,
not the exponent of a military despotism.
It is probable that with parties so evenly balanced as the
papular es and opiimaies no very decisive result would have been
attained, had it not been for the existence in the state of a
perfectly homogeneous body of men with few ideals but very
decided wants.
This was that upper middle class of large and
moderate capitalists which, through an accident in nomenclature,
had come to bo known as eqaites.^ It was a class that possessed
the tradesman’s narrow honesty and complete indifference to all
Like all classes, they were
politics not connected with business.
quite willing to plunder the provinces while state officials did
the same; but they desired strong government more than
of

^

Cic. c?e

Rep,

v.

6 , 8 [ad AiU

riii.

11, 1)

;

v.

7, 9.

^ p, 224.
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They longed for an administration which should
them adequate protection in the conquered world over
which they liad spread the network of their trade, and which
Hence
should also ensure a freedom from revolution at home.
To secure
their wavering and yet always decisive attitude.
their first end they join the attacking party, to secure their
second they attach themselves to the government, and theif
plunder.
secure

adherence or disaffection always turns the fortune of the dny.
It was the equites who helped the democrats to raise Marius to
power, who forced their own creature to abandon his revolutionary colleague Saturninus, who ruined the schemes of the
younger Drusus and set the Varian commission on the track of
his adherents ; it was their hostility that proved equally fatal to
the scherues oC Sulla and of Catiline, their commercial instincts
which lifted Pompeiiis into power and led them at the crisis of
60 B.O* to abandon the Senate and give their whole support to
There is something tragic in the ruthless massacre of
Caesar.
equites win’ch ushers in the Augustan monarchy; for no class
had done more for its existence and to none did it prove a
greater boon.
To appreciate the issue of this struggle in which all parties
wore engaged, we must recognise its two-fold aspect as a struggle
for social and political renewal, and consider separately the
fate of the detailed programme of reform and the change in the
constitution to which the attacks on the Senate led.
From the
first point of view the efforts of the democratic party ended in
an unqualified success ; for every item of its programme was
carricrl out, with the requisite modifications, by Caesar and the
The agrarian question reached as near an approach
Priucipatc.
to settlement as such eternal questions can attain, especially
when it became absorbed into the movement of transmarine
colonisation which was employed in the Principate for poorer
citizens

and for veterans.

Tiie extension of the franchise

was

completed, so far as the territory south of the Alps was concerned,
by CaesaPs renewal of the gift of citizenship to the Transpadanea
and Augustus' incorporation of their territory as a part of Italy,

while the Principate was liberal with the conferment of Latin
rights on provinces, such as Sicily, the Maritime Alps, and Spain,
and the full citizenship gradually won its way in the provincial
p. 314.
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world by individual grants and recruiting for tbe legions.
The
laws of debt were emended by the just bankmptcy laws of
Caesar and Augustus, and even the leges frtiTneniariae required
but a slight modification to make them a genuine scheme of
poor^relief.^

The

had given* an

official

equiteSy

too,

the class to

became a
order under the PnncipaCe and a most
recognition,

whom

still

C.

Gracchus

more recognised

useiul

wheel in the

administrative machinery.
It is more difficult to decitfe whether the radical change of
government to which the agitation led can be considered a
genuine triumph for the reformers. Military monarchy may be
regretted by those who see in it a confession of incapacity to
combine imperial government with Republican institutions ; but,
from the point of view of the reforming party, it was only a

disappointment

if

we

conceive that their leaders thought that

government by cmiiia might replace the
But there is hardly a trace of this idea.

rule

No

of

the Senate.

effort

was made

throughout the whole of this period to make the comiiia a workable or really democratic institution ; and personal rule, as the
only expression of democracy, had asserted itself at the beThe only open question was whether
ginning of the movement.
ft should be a Periclean tyranjik of the type enjoyed by C.
Gracchus or a Napoleonic rule such as that of Caesar.
As a
matter of fact the Principate learnt a lesson from both solutions
and
that of the Gracchan and that of the Marian epoch
established itself on a joint basis of the trihunkia goiestas and
the proconsulare mperium.
If we look round for other possible solutions, we find two
Tbe first
faintly foreshadowed, but both doomed to failure.
wag a reformed Senate, not merely the existing body artificially
bolstered up, as ifc had been by Sulla, but a body really made
representative of Italy through the free inclusion of novi homines.
The idea wag held by Cicero, but no scheme was ever considered
which would have made it a reality. For such an object to bo
attained, election to those magistracies from which the Senate
wag recruited must cease to be in the hands of tbe Roman
comitia / but no one to out knowledge, with the exception of
the Emperor Augustus, thought of the possibility of election by

—

—

to

^ Caesar reduced the number of the recipients of the corn-dole from 320,000
150,000 (Stiet. Oaes. 41). In tlie Principate it stood at about 200,000. See

Murqunrdt

Slaatsve}~w.

ii.

p. 118.
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the municipal towns. ^
Help might also have been looked for
from a reformed assembly, one that had been made represen ta
tive of the whole Italian people.
The allies nearly worked out
this means of salvation for themselves,^ but the magnitude oi
Rome was itself a stumbling-block to the solution of the problem
on federal lines. We can hardly blame the thinkers 6f tho day
for not seeing the possibility of a representative assembly of a
national kind; for the Italian, like the Greek mind, though
familiar enough with the idea of the representation of cities, had
not advanced to the conception of the representation of indi-

viduals through electoral districts.

The reason why the creation of an Italian senate or an Italian
assembly might have warded off the monarchy is that such a
body might have commanded respect even from the army of the
provinces.
This correspondence in sentiment might, it is true,
have required that the army should remain mainly Italian ; and
Augustus' attempt to give Italy something of a representative
character may have been abandoned through fear of a conflict
between an army which was becoming provincial in personnel
and an Italian proletariate, when the choice of a Princeps had
Yet, although circumstances were hostile to a
to be decided.
fusion of Italy and the provinces, and the Principate was not to
be Italian, one should not forget that it had something of a
popular character. The Roman citizens of the legions who made
the Princeps 8 were of a better type than the phhs urbana of Rome;
for not only was the freedman element eliminated, but discipline
hod with them replaced demoralisation, their life was lived under
healthier influences, and although they were often moved to
their selection by a mere esprit de corpSy they generally succeeded
in placing a very capable man on the throne.
Caesar was the first sole ruler of Rome; and we might be
inclined to imagine that the powers which he enjoyed were
consciously assumed merely as those of a provisional government,
were there not signs that towards the close of his life he was
The early
satisfied with the solution which he had adopted.
dictatorships of 49 and 48 B.O., the second and longer of which
was only for the term of a year,^ were merely efforts for tiding
«p. 312.
®

II is true,

2 p.

311.

however, that the Priuceps was often made by an army, pot by

ih4

army.
^ Dio Gass, xlii. 20.
The dictatorship of 49 b.c. had been held only for eleven
days and was probably conferred nicrely comiiiorum habendorum cat^sa. See p. 193.
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over a crisis ; and the same may perhaps be said of a later
tenure of this office, which was conferred on him for ten years
But in the last year of his life (44 B.a) he entered
in 46 B.c.^
on a perpetual dictatorship,^ a revival of the Eoman monarchy
It is true that the title rex was
both in reality and in name.
not assumed, out of deference to the feelings of the masses who
saw in it merely a synonym of oriental despotism ; and for the
same reason the diadem was declined.^ But every educated
Roman knew that the Roman monarchy had been nothing else
than the unlimited imperima, and many may have believed that
dictator or “ master of the people ” was the most significant of
the titles of the king.
It was, therefore, a regnum under which

Rome was

and there was no concealme^it of its military
was now borne by the regent
This designation was a mere symbol of
within the walls.®
it was no descripmilitary command and the fullest jurisdiction
tion of a basis actual or future on which Caesar^s power could
rest, for the unqualified imperiv/m had no existence to the Homan
mind, and, if it was to be unlimited, it must be either regal or
living,^

character, for the title imperaior

;

dictatorial.

With

respect to the other powers which Caesar assumed, the
morum^ given for three years in 45 B.C.,® has the

praefeciura

appearance of a special conferment for a given purpose ; but the
iribunida potestas was granted early in his period of rule (48 B.c.)
and given for life ; it must have been regarded even now as the
ideal

complement

of a lasting imperimi, valuable for the inviol-

civil" and popular colouring
gave its holder. To realise the nature of Caesaris
authority by an inspection of the bases of his power needed
some reflection ; but none was wanted to mark the external
the triumphal robe, the portraitrhead on
symbols of royalty
coins, the statue placed amongst those of the seven kings in the
Capitol.
These were the symbols that were taken as tests of
ability

it

which

it

conferred and for the

—

* Dio Cass, xliii 14 aod 33.
It has been ioterpreted as a dictatorship rei
publicae constitvendae causa.
2 Q.LL. i. p. 452.
® Plut. Cats. 61
12 ; Cic. Phil. ii. 34, 85.
;
^ Cf.
Cic. ad Fam. xi. 27, 8 “ si Caesar rex foerit
. quod mihi qnidem videtur.'*
.

^

Dio Cass.

xliiL 44.

^

Dio Cass,

xliii.

.

Caesar probably used it after his name and not as a
pramoiTient as stated by Snetonins {Coes. 78)It became with him a kind of
cognvmtp^ and Angustus, who inherited it, changed its position in the order of
his names.
14.

Z
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'vrhat tte future monarchy was to be, and which reduced, not
merely rigid constitutionalists, but even moderates and men of
With Caesar conciliation was not
compromise, to despair.
accompanied by its requisite complement, compromise ; he was
tender of everything but sentiment, and did not care to estimate
the force of what he must have considered mere prejudice but,
in spite of the modifications introduced into his theory of
government by Augustus, it was he who pointed out that the
necessary basis for the future Principate was the tribunician
power combined with some kind of military imperium.
The murder of Caesar had^ in words of the time, abolished
the fCiC but not the regwum} and the Triumvirate of 43 B.O. was
but a suspension of hostilities between the rival claimants.
In
form it was a provisional government^ like that of the early
Decern virate, for the reform of the constitution, and received
the sanction of the people;^ but so purely was it an agreement
between the contending personalities that its renewal was contrived in 38 b.o. without any reference to the comitia,^
For ten
years (38-28 B.C.) Octavian's position was far more irregular
than that of Caesar had ever been, and, even after the defeat and
death of Antonins, his sole claim to power was an imperium,
which bad never been conferred, irregularly continued from a
usurped Triumvirate. These indefinite powers resting, as he
himself describes them, “on universal consent,” ^ were essential
to the accomplishment of the work that had to be done before
the forms of the constitution were restored.
The consulships
which he held did not give the requisite authority, and the value
of the tribunicia poiesias, which he had possessed from 36
was negative rather than positive. In the course of his sixth
consulship (28 B.a) he considered the time to be ripe for a final
It assumed the form of a surrender.
settlement.
He issued a
solemn decree in which he cancelled the irregular ordinances of
the Triumvirate,^ and he fixed January 1, 27 B.C, as the date
;

^

Cic.

ad Fam,

xii,

ut adhiic quidem Actum

1, 1

est,

non regno, sed

rege li*beruii videmnr."
^

Monuimnium Ajieyranum

i.

8-9 “Popnlus

.

.

publicAe coastitnendae creavit. "
^

Mon^ Anc, vL 13-16 “In conanlatu sexto

exstruxerara, per

ex

rue
*

et

.

.

.

triura

App. B,0.

v.

virum

rei

95.

septimo, bella nbi civilia

consensnm unirer9on?aj potitua rerum omaiura, rem pubJicam

in aenatns populiqne Romani arbitrium transtuli.’*
Dio Casa, xlix. 15.
® Tac. AriTi, iii. 28 “sexto
consnlatn
quae triumviraU jvisseral
.

mea potesUte

®

.

abolevit.”

.

.

.

.
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on which he would divest himself of his extraordinary power.'
he gave back the commonwealth to the diucretionary
this day
power of Senate and people.” ^
return was expected, and had
doubtless been arranged, but the gift made by the grateful
Senate seemed small in comparison with what had been surrendered.
It was enough, however, to make the abdicating
monarch a very powerful head of the executive of the state.
Augustus, as he was now for the first time designated,® was
given imperinm for ten years with the government of certain
specified provinces,^ while at the same time he was made commander-in-chief for life of all the forces of the state, with the
sole right of raising levies and of making war and of declaring
Yearly consulships were still the chief basis of his
peace.®
dignity, if not of his authority, in the capital, while the tribunician power still continued but was as yet sparingly employed
Such was the settlement that was greeted, officially and
unofficially, as a restoration of the Republic,® but which later
writers held, with equal reason, to be the commencement of the
The weak point in the arrangement was
legitimate monarchy,'^
The consulship
the authority of the prince within the capital.
had admirable Republican associations, but was hemmed in by
awkward limitations. Its jurisdiction had become almost extinct,
its initiative was fettered by colleagues liip, it was technically not
the highest power in the state, and the constant usurpation by
the Pnneeps of one of the two offices of highest titular rank was
Hence the
a bar to the legitimate ambition of aspiring nobles.
need for the now settlement which was attained in 23 B.O. The
details of the change, which gave the Principafce its final form/

On

^

nomine.*
*

®

Cf. Tac. Ann,
Mon, Anc. l.c.

i.

2 “posito triumviri

**

* ib. vi. 16 (after the words on p. 338 note 4) “Quo pro merito meo
senatus consuUo Aug. appellatus sum/’
* Dio Casa, liii. 12.
Augustus uses the expression con^uXa^e imperiuTn for hia
position at this time {Mon, Atic, ii. 5, 8). It resembled a pro-consular command,
Compare the position of Pompeius in 62 b.c.
but was held within tho city.
® Strabo p. 840 t} vaTpU ^ir^rpc^ev airrtfi r^v wpoarafflaw
icol
dtA ^ov.
Wo\^p0it KAI eip^l^TfS Kar^ATTf
® In tlie Calendar we find for January 13 (the day of the settlement) “qnod
Cf. Ovid Fasti i. 1. 58iJ
rem pubUcam P. R. restituit” {C,1.L, i. p. 312).
“redditaque est omnis populo provlncia nostro”; Veil. ii. 89 “prisca ilia et
antiqua rei publicae forma revocata.”
7 Dio Ca3.s, lii, 1
djtpt/Sws ijp^avTo.
In the
6^ toiJtoo

Cenotaphia Pisana (a.d. 2) ii. 1. 12 Augustus is called “cvistoft imperi
totiusque orbia terranim praeses” (Wilmanns n. 883).
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Its essential features
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were that the

constant investiture with the consulship was dispensed with, that
the tribunida poiestas was shifted from the background to become
the chief symbol of authority for the Princeps in Rome and Italy,
and that an impcrium^ which must now be described as proconsulare^

was renewed and perhaps increased.^ Further isolated grants
were made to fill up the gaps in this heterogeneous association
of powers, and to elevate the new extraordinary magistrate of
the Republic to the requisite height above the ordinary oQicialg
of the state.
*

Dio Cass.

liii.

32.

CHAPTER X
TIIE

§ 1.

PRINCIPATE

The Powers of ike Princess

We

have seen that the powers on which Augustus based his
were the procomulare imperium and the
trihinicia ]potesias.
In the theory of a constitution which ho
presented to the world the first of these prerogatives was
supposed to establish bis power outside Rome and Italy, the
position as Princeps

second, with

purely civic traditions, to bo the basis of his
His object in exalting the
tribunician power to the first place in Rome and her Italian
dependencies now merged in the city, was to conceal as careThe unlimited
fully as possible the military basis of his rula
imperium was to be felt only by his army and his provincial
its

influence within the central state.

subjects.

needed little reflection to show that this principle, alin appearance the most important that underlay the
Government in Rome
Principate, was practically unworkable.
was inconceivable without an imperium^ and ’supreme government impossible without one of such an indefinite character
that it should seem to stand out of relation to the regular
and limited imperia of consuls and praetors. This power was
By a special exemption,
secured by an easy juristic device.
which had its prototypes in Republican history, the Emperor
was allowed to retain the full imperium within the walls ^ and
lawyers were careful not to declare explicitly what was implied
It might have meant
as it would have
in this retention.
meant during the Republic that the Emperor was not debarred
by his presence in Rome from holding command abroad. It
It

though

;

—

—

^

Dio Casa,

liii.

32.
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might signify that the limitations imposed by the

now rendered

city

walla

the pro-consular a quasi-constdar imperiurrij and

Bub a different line of
have rendered it easy to show that the
The nebulous
imperium here as elsewhere was unlimited.
atmosphere of this mockery of a magistracy was as well suited
In the actual
to the despot as to the constitutional ruler.
position of the Princeps within Rome we find traces of all
these theories.
As a provincial ruler he governs from the
capital ; as commander-in-chief ho keeps his praetorian guards
this

was perhaps the ruling theory.

interpretation would

and his fleets at Ravenna and Misenum; while as the
ndelder of an undefined but civic imperium he gives justice, as
a court of first instance or a court of appeal, and issues edicts
in Italy

to

supplement the laws.

But the recognition of an imperium within Rome was not
alone sufficient.
Even when this was joined to the tribiinician
power, great gaps were left in the position which should be
held by a true head of the state.
To fill these up, and thus
supply a solid foundation for autocracy, fresh grants of isolated
powers were necessary ; and these grants, though in theory
occasional, soon became permanent in practice.
The Emperor,
like the tribune, possessed no distinctive official dress while
he resided in Rome hence the consular insignia had to be conf erred 3^ he possessed in virtue of his tribunician power only
the right of making the third proposal at the Senate
hence
the grant of the jus primae relationis.^
Such grants admitted
of indefinite extension, and the stage which they had reached
by the date of the accession of Vespasian is partially known to
ua from the only official document which throws light on the
powers of the early Principate. In the existing fragment of
this charter, which appears to be a decree of the Senate meant
to be submitted to the people for their formal assent,® we find
the Emperor credited with the heterogeneous powers of making treaties, extending the poTnerium^ commending candidates for
magistracies, and issuing edicts as interpretations of law human
and divine. The measure further exempts him from the operation of certain enactments and gives him certain privileges, not
:

:

^

Dio Ca33.

liv.

10.

^

ib.

liii.

32.

930.
It describes itself as a law and is generally known as the
But its wording bears more analogy to that of a
lex de imperio Vespasiani.
consultuin.
UTuUus
See Mommsen StaatsreefU il. p. 878.
*

Q.I.L.
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possessed by the other magistrates, in bis relations with the

These powers cannot be brought under any single
less directly
; but, as most of them are more or
connected with some kind of imjperium^ the view that they were
tacked on to the bill conferring the tribunician power, which
Senate.

legal designation

received the formal ratification of the Plebs,

is

improbable.

On

the other hand, they cannot be said to have belonged originally
imperium for the imperial biographies
to a law conferring

frequently speak of the gift of the proconsulare imperium (by
the Senate) and of the trihunicia potestas (by Senate and People)
without any hint of a general law conferring the “ imperium.” ^

Yet the

gift of

the imperium

is

sometimes mentioned,^ and

if

the second and third centuries,
which speak of imperium being conferred through a lex,^ are
genuine, we must conclude that the centre of gravity in the
powers of the Princeps had shifted with the course of years.
Originally the casual collection of powers, which appears in the
the

passages

of

jurists

of

law sanctioning Vespasian's

ment

nile,

must have been a mere supplethe proconsular and the

—

to the two leading prerogatives

tribunician powers.

But

it is

quite possible that in the course

development and the great importance of these
may have caused the enactment containing
them, now known as the lex de imperio, to overshadow the other

of time the vast

added

privileges

sources of the imperial authority.

There was one source, however, most distinctively expressive
which found no expression in
The military oath {sacraTfierdwm), which durlegal enactments.
ing the closing years of the Republic was tending to become a
bond of personal allegiance between a legion and its chief, was
naturally taken in the Principate by the whole army to its sole
of the character of the Principate,

Probi 12 Maximi et BaLbini 8.
“accepit imperium " (Vita Alexandri 1). It
is possible, however, that these are references merely to the reception of the title
imperaior; cf. Vita Juliani 3 “imperator est appellatus”j Vita Probi 12
“uomen imperatorium." For the view that there was always a lex de imperio
eee Karlowa Rbmische RechUgeschichU i, pp. 493
* Gains InsL L 5 (on the imperial ametitutid) ‘*iiec unquam dubitatum est
qnin id legis vicem obtineat, cum Ipse imperator per legem imperium acciplat ;
Ulpian in Dig. 1, 4, 1 *'Quod priucipi placuil^ legis habet vigorem : utpote
emn lege regia, quae de imperio ejns lata es^ populus ei et in enm omne suum
imperium et poteetatem conferat." The view that these passages are interpolations is possible but hazardous.
A genuine expression of belief in the Ux regia
appears in Justinian (Cod, L 17, 1, 7).
*

®

Vitae Macrini 7

;

Alexandri 8

“Dato imperio ** (Vita

Fieri 4),

;

;
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But on tbo very first transference of the throne
At the accession of Tiberius the
a now departure was made.
oath of fealty was taken voluntarily by the civil orders ; ^ it was
administered by provincial governors and was renewed twice a
year, on the first of January and on the anniversary of the
Emperor’s accession.® The fact that a soldier s oath bound the
whole Roman world was the fittest expression of the military
character of the new despotism.
clasaification of the Emperor’s powers in detail, with an
attempt to deduce each of them from a prerogative conferred on
him at his accession, is rendered difficult by the facts that no
Roman lawyer cared or dared to evolve a complete theory of
the Imperial constitution, and that here, as in so many other
departments of Roman history, we are dealing with an office
which, as it grew, gradually absorbed into itself fresh spheres of
The Principate, in fact, finally absorbed the state,
influence.
and the only adequate formula for its authority which later
jurists could find was that the people had committed its sovereign
power to its delegate. But yet, when we examine the spheres
of the Emperor’s activity, it becomes clear that, while some are
connected with an imperiumy others are attached more closely
to the tribunician power, while others again are associated with
the relics of Republican offices held by the Princeps, or flow from
certain extraordinary rights conferred on him by statute.
(i.) The first rights connected with the mperium that strike
our attention are those exercised in the military sphere
commander.^

A

—

and extend the powers
The Princeps has
possessed by the imperator of the Republic.
the right to raise levies,^ to nominate officers, and to confer
military distinctions.
In declaring war he has replaced the
comitia of the centuries; and the statutory recognition of his
right to ooodudo a treaty ® settled a. vexed ^uestiou of RepdbUeao
on a vast

rights which,

scale, reflect

^ For tha monopoly of the sacraTTienium posaeseed by the Princepa compare the
charge brought against Agripplua after her death (59 a.d.), ‘*Adiciebat crimina
quod consortium imperii jurftturasqiie in femioae verba praetoriaa cobortea
.

.

.

.

.

.

eperavisaet

*'

(Tac.

*

“Roraae ruero

*

Tac.

*

Cf. Tac. Hist,

Ann,

xiv, 11).

eques” (Tac. Ann. i, 7).
65 “Inferioris tamen Germaniae legionea sollemiii Kalendarum Januariarum sacrumento pro Galba adactae,^' For the renewal of the oath
on the anniversary of accession aee Plin. ad Traj. 52.
in servitium consules, patres,

i.

mento adigit.'^
® Lex de imp.

iii.

58

(Vitelliua) “vocari tribua jubefc, dantes

Vtsp, 1 “foeduave

cum quibua

volet focere

nomina

liceat.”

Sacra-

These
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This recognition of the federative power was not
than the reign of the first Claudius,^ but had already
become a permanent element in the imperial authority by the
accession of Vespasian.
The right to extend the pomerium of
the city, which dates also from the reign of Claudius, is also
found amongst the list of imperial prerogatives in 69 A.D.®
The Republican general had often followed up a successful
campaign by assigning lands and planting colonies. These acts
had been done at the mandate of the people; but the new
commander -in -chief needed no such permit.
The Princeps
divides territories that belong to the Roman people and
procedure.^
earlier

colonial settlements at his will.
The gift of the
had also been entrusted at times to the Republican
commander,^ and now it is placed wholly in the hands of the
Emperor, He grants these gifts both to communities and to

establishes

franchise

He

individuals.

gives Latin rights to peregHnae dviiaies^^ and

he may alter the nominal status
a community by changing a municipium into a colony, or a
colony into a municipium.^ His right of conferring citizenship
on individuals was equally unquestioned,^ and he might remedy
the defect of birth by ^ving ingenuiUis to a freedman.®
With the imperium too is obviously connected the administration of those provinces which were peculiarly entrusted to
the care of the Princeps.
The government of these provinces,
as well as the maintenance of the army, necessitated a financial
administration, separate from that of the state and peculiar to
himself, and this was accompanied by a right of coinage.
His criminal and civil jurisdiction over citizens as well as
soldiers are also connected with some uudefi^ned idea of the
imperium^ while his power of legal interpretation, although
citizenship to Latin towns, while
of

powers are

summed up by Dio

Cassius

liii.

17 (as imperators the Emperors have

(T'rr^vZicdoit.

*

*

Dio Caaa.

ix.

(after Claudius'

6 KXa^Stot

diTrdtray, fitras
u>y ical

vpb%

Kai

rfjy

oi

manico."

* p. 240.
* GelL xvi.

Ann,

283.

eti'at.

fines pomerii proferre

republica censebit esse, liceat ita, uti licuit Ti.
Cf. Tac.

p.

conquest of Britain)
ris o'u/i^4<T«5
dyTurrpdTTfyM aCrroO rpSs rivas ‘jrot'^O’Ufyrai,

^ovX^v Tbv re
Ltxdeimp. Vtsp, 15 “utique ei

Kvplas,
*

23

promo vere cum ex

Claudio Caesari Aug(iisto) Ger-

xu. 23.
®

13, 5.

Oaius In&L L 96.
Gaius Inst. iii. 72 and 73.

® This
was effected, either indirectly by the gift of the gold ring (ywj
auTMTUiti anu^oT-umjj or directly by the fiction that the freedman was nata^idta
resiiiuCus.
PUn. ad Traj\ 72 and 73.
See
2, 4, 10, 3 ; 40, 11, 2
;
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specially conferred, does not differ essentially from that of the

praetor,

and

same source. The detailed
must be deferred until we treat of

to be traced to the

is

consideration of these powers

Caesar and the Senate
formal character to the Principate.

that separation of authority between

which gave

its

(ii.) The
irihunicia potestas, which had been
granted to
Augustus in 36, reconferred in 30, and made the chief outward support of his authority in 23 u.O.,^ continued to serve
the Emperors as the ostensible means by which all other magistracies were subject to their control,^ and possessed an artificial
prominence from its employment as a means of dating the years
Positively it conferred the sacrosandila^y which
of their reign.
had encompassed the Republican tribune,* the right of approaching the assembly of the Plebs, which was of value as long as the
Emperors deigned to legislate through popular channels, and
perhaps the only strictly constitutional power which they

possessed of transacting business with the Senate.^
Bub its
negative were now, as ever, of more value than its positive
powers.
The intercessio made its possessor the moderator of

the state,® and the severest means of tribunician coercion could
be employed against every recalcitrant official ; while this veto,
when used in the Senate, became either a means of suspending
the jurisdiction of that body or a method of pardoning the
criminal whom it had condemned.®
The right of help (avsilium) ^
based on the appeal {appelhiio) becomes also, as we shall see,

one of the means of establishing the first true appellate jurisdiction which the Roman world bad seen.
(iii.) With respect to other Republican offices in which the
Dio Caaa. xlix. 15 ; II. 19 ; liii. 32. See pp. 338, 340.
Tac. Ann. iii. 56 'Md sumini faatigii vocabulum Augustus repperit, ue
regia aut dictatoris nomen adsumeret ac tameu appellatione aUqua cetera imperia
praemiuerel."
3
Dio Casa, xlix 15 aoI rb
X67y ti
el
roti
Tbif Toiourh
dpd<rayTa iy^ea^cu olairep Ari T<p btjf^pxv
^ The additional rights granted to the Emperor in connexion with the Senate
[see p. 343) assotne a right of intercourse with it.
^ Dio Cass. liii. 17 (the tribunician power) bihwal
rd re yiyySfieya v<p’
1

^

W

n

^Wpou

tiv6s, Q.V
* Tac. Autl

irat^eiv.
iii.

70

atititque intercedere ”

quam

;

^'recipi

iiv,

Caesar (Tiberius) inter reos vetuit

,

.

.

per-

48 “ credebatorqiia hand perinda exitiuni Antiatio

imperatori gloriam quaerl at condemnatum
senatu interceasione tribunicia morti eximeret*' (Nero),
^ dpiiyeiy (Dio Casa, li 19); cf. Tac, Ann, i. 2 (of Augustus) '‘od tuendam
plebein tribunicio jure contentum.”
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to consider the

censorship, for they were the only two whose

or powers were sufficient to warrant their assumption by

titles

the head of the state.

consulship was no integral part of the imperial power
Augustus had ceased to employ it in this way ; ^ but it was
frequently assumed as an occasional office by the Princeps, who

The

after

held

it

for a short time, generally at the beginning of his rule.

The censorship had disappeared

we might have expected
its

that

its

Republican traditions would have made

ment

to the authority of the Prince.

against
office,

its

and

and

as a Republican office,

vast powers combined with
it

But

a valuable supple-

there were reasons

In its pure form it was an occasional
permanent tenure might have shocked Republican

assumption.
its

sentiment; while the fact that the assessment of the Roman
people for the comitia and the army soon ceased to be necessary
made its absence scarcely felt. Oa the analogy of the irtSuTuem
foiesias, the powers of the office without the office itself were,
in the form of a awra legum et Truyi'um, offered to Augustus, but
There was no constitutional difficulty about
declined by him.^
exercising some of the functions of the censorship through the

whether consular or quasi-consular, and this was done
by Augustus when he revised the list of the Senate in 29 and
18 B.c.^ Two of the succeeding Principes, however, Claudius
and Vespasian, thought fit to assume the office in its old temporary
form, and Domitian carried out the design of making it an integral
part of the Principate by assuming the position of censor for life
{censor pei'petuus)^
His precedent was not followed because it
The revision of the list of the Senate and
^vas unnecessary.
equites
the only meaning that the cura morum now had was
established by consent as an admitted right of the Princeps,® and
even tie
of cre^iiing Patrioi^na c^me to h& recognised os
one inherent in his office. This power had been conferred on
in^eriuniy

—

^

—

p. 340.

of Suetonius {Aug. 27 “ RecepLt et morum legumque regimen
aeque perpetuum*’) is not borne out by the AfonUTnentum Aneyranum or by
Augustus' titular designations.
^ Suet. Aug. 35; M(m* Anc. ii. 6 “consulari cum imperio lustrum solus
^

The statement

^ Dio Cass. Ixvii. 4 rtfirfTTrt 5^ 3td filou ir/JvTOj
5^ /cal
a^oKpardpoiv
® ib. liil. 17 K<tl Tovs ft^y KaraMyovat Kal
ttjv Irirdda

TUcSy, roif Si Kal iTraXdtpovatVt Sirut

aSroit

iroi

iral

ISivruv Kai

it t6 /3ouXeu-
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Caesar and Augustus by law ; Claudius and Vespasian exercised
it as censors ; ^ but, apparently without further enactment, this
power of ennobling, extinct since the beginning of the Kepublic *
and no part of the Eepublican census, became a»i admitted
It was only when the destined Princeps
imperial prerogative.
was himself a Plebeian that this honour, which was considered
a necessary qualification for his office, ivas conferred on him by
the Senate.®
(iv.) The chief of the extraordinary rights conferred on the
Princeps by special enactment were those which had relation to
the Senate, the right of recommendation to office (commendaiio)
and a dispensation from the operation of certain laws.
The special privileges which distinguished the Emperor from
other magistrates in transacting business ^vith the Senate were
First, he has not merely the power to put a
three in number.

when present in the house, but he can send a
recommendation {relationem facere) when the Senate
meets under the presidency of another magistrate.* In such
a meeting the Emperor as a rule only claims priority for one
motion

(referre)

written

item in a single sitting (jus pimae relationis) hence we sometimes find, as a special privilege, the right of priority given him
The power which he possesses of dividfor three, four, or five.®
ing the house upon his motion without debate {senatus consuUum
per discessionem facere) is not a new one, but one that might bo
Secondly, the
exercised by the consul of the later Republic.
Emperor has the power to withdraw a relaiio of his own which
and thirdly,
is already before the house {relationem remitlere)
the- privilege of ordering the Senate to meet under the presidency of another magistrate.
The second special right has reference to the elections of
^ Toe. Ann, xL 25 “Isclem diebua in numerum patriciorum adscivit Caeaar
(Claudiua as censor] vetnsti8S]jnum qnemqne e senata aa£ quibus clan' parentes
fuerant . . . exbaustis etiam qnas (familias) dictator Caesar lege Cassia et
princeps Augnstus lege Saenia sublegere.'' Cf. Suet, Oiho 1 ; and for Vespasian’s
a Veacensorship Vita Marci 1 “Annius Verna , . . adacitus in patricioa .
,
pasiano et Tito censoribus.”
,

« p. 14.
® Vita Juliani 3 ” in patricias familias relatns

;

Macrini 7 “ senatua

.

.

.

Macrinum ... in patricioa allegit novum hominem.” Cf. Dio Cass. Ixrvili. 17.
* Lex fit itnp, Vesp. 1. 3 “ntiqueei eenatum habere, relationem facere, remitIn 1. 7 we
tere, senatus consnlta per relationem dUcessionemqn© facere liceat.**
find the right of the Princeps to

{

summon

Ju^ tertiae relationis ( Vita Probi
Vita Marci 6, Alexandri 1).
®

the Senate ex mandaiu.
( Vita Pertinacis

12), quariae

5),

quirUai
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and introduces us to the question how far the
Two functions are attributed
could control them.
to him by our authorities, that of nomination and that of
commendation ; but the effects of the two are very different.
The ncminaiio is merely the negative power possessed by the
Republician magistrate of receiving names and excluding unWith respect to most
qualified aspirants from candidature.
it was exercised by the
offices
the praetorship, for instance
Princeps conjointly with the consuls, and the number of candimagistrates,

Princeps

—

—

dates

whom

he nominated was, at least

The

in the early Principate,

on the
might be great, but its legal influence was nil,^ Commendatio, on the other hand, a privilege developed from the
Republican practice by which candidates wxre recommended by
limited.^

practical effect of the Prince’s nomination

election

distinguished persons for election,

is

a right legally conferred,

and one which absolutely secures the choice by the electing
body of the person so commended.^ The extent to which it
might be employed differed with the various magistracies ; thus
in Tiberius’

reign, out

of

praetorship only four were

who had gained

trates,

at least twelve candidates for the

commended by the
by

their position

favour, were designated candidati Caesaris,^
of

Magis-

Emperor.'*

this act of

imperial

The highest

office

the consulsiiip, seems, at least in the early Principate,

all,

never to have been awarded on a formal imperial recommendation; for the description of the method by which Tiberius
filled

up

this

post at

effected his object

may have been
^

Tftc.

Ann.

i.

his pleasure

by a clever use

shows that the Emperor
of

the nomination.^

This

a limitation of practice, not of theory, for the
“candidatos praetnra® duodecim nominavit (Tiberius),
traditum, et bortaute senatu ut augeret jure juraudo ob*

14

numenim ab August©

strinxifc se non eycessurum."
® This practical effect seems

sometimes to have been obviated by the Emperor's
candidates for nomination by lot (Dio Cass, IviiL 20).
See Mr,
Strachan- Davidson in Smith Did. qf Antiq. ii. p. 237.
^ Lex de imp.
Vesp. 1. 10 “utique quos magistratum potestatem Imperium
curationemve cujus rei petentes senatu i populoque Eomano commendaverlt,
quibusquo snffragationem euam dederit promUerit, eorum comitis quibnsque
extra ordinem ratio habeatur."
Cf.- Tac. Ann. i. 15 “sine repiilsa et ambitu
designanclos.”
For the precedent set by Caesar's iiae of it see Suet, Coes. 41.
^ Toe. Ann. i. 15 “moderante Tiberio ne plurea quara quattuor candidatoa
cojnmendaret* sine repulsa et ambitu designandos."
* e,g. ^T-oe^or, tribunus, quaestor candidaius (Wilmanns Index
pp. 551 ff.).
® Tac. Ann.
i.
81 “plemmque eos tantum apud se professes disseruit,
quorum nomiua consulibus edidisset posse et alios prohteri, si gratia© aut
selecting

hia

:
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words

the law as

of

perial control,

and

we have

it is

it
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exempt no office from this imfrom the time of Vespasian

certain that

onwards the consulship too was subject to the commendatio}
The Princeps, according to the enactment which confers
powers on Vespasian, was dispensed from certain laws {legihns
solutus)."^
There is no implication here of an exemption from
The
the operation of the ordinary civil and criminal law.
Princeps is not above the laws, nor are the courts of the
community his courts \ and, if he was exempt from prosecution
during his year of office, this was the normal privilege of the
Whab is meant is the dispensation from
Republican magistrate.
certain principles of tho constitution or enactments, which the
Principate as a magistracy necessarily violated or which were
found inconvenient to the Princeps. Such were the leges annales,
or the rule forbidding the holding of the imperium within the
In choosing an heir the Emperor was also exempted
from following the precise formalities of adrogation ] ® he could
manumit without the vindida ^ and was not subject to the dis*
walls.

the Julian and Papian law.®
separation of religious from political duties, which
had been a characteristic of the Republic, was continued theoretically under the Principate. The Emperor was in no sense a high
priest, and ritual was still a function of the sacerdotal colleges.
But he was a member of the groat religious guilds which dealt
with augury and with the jus (imnuTn,® and the law gives him the
power to carry out the orders of such societies if he thinks it
to be in the interest of the stated We have not, however, merely
the phenomenon of the civil assisting the religious arm, for the
abilities of
(v.)

The

mentis confiderent," It may have been a person so appointed who inacc urate ly
describes
“per comTQBndaUon^cm) Tb Caesans Angusti ab senatn
n. 4762; CJ.L. ix. n. 2342).
co{n)8(ul) dest(inatu9y' {Inscr. Reg.
Caesar Aug, Vespasianua iterum cos. fecit'';
C.I.L xiv. n. 3608 *Miunc .
.
Paneg. 77 (of Trajan) “praestare consiiUbue ipsum qui consnles facit."
Mominsen {SlacUsr. it p. 925) thinks that the change came with Nero,
® Lex de imp. Vesp. 1. 22 “ntique quibus legibus plebeive scitis scriptum fuit,
ne divus Aug(ustus), Tiberiusve Julius Caesar Aug(usta9), Tiberi usque Claudius
Caesar Aug(ustuB) CeTmamcns tenerentur, iis legvbus plebisque Bcitis implerator)
Caesar Vespasianus solntus sit”
* Tac. UisL L
15 (Galba to Piso on the latter*® adoption) “si te privatua
lege cariata apnd pootifices, ut moris est, adoptarem.”
* Paulus
® Ulpian in Dig. 1,
in Dig. 40, 1, 14, 1.
3, 31.
^ Dio Cass. liii. 17
vAtrat^ rats lepufcOvais UpunrOat.
’ Lex de imp. Vesp. 1. 17 “utique quaecunque ex usu rei publicae majestateque
.
.
rerum esse censebit, ei ^ere facere jus potestasque ait."
ndivinamm
^

.

Plia.

.
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own

person.

was specially conferred on him with the
other imperial powers; ho may originally have been invested,
like the pontifex of the Republic, by the assembly of the
seventeen tribes,^ but later the creation seems to have been
wholly the work of the Senate, although a formal announcement
of the result {Tenuntialio) was still made before the assembly.^
When the Principate came to admit the principle of colleagueship,
only one of the August! was made chief pontiff,^ and the association of the highest religious and civil power continued until the
stole was rejected by the piety of Gratian.*
It is obvious that the attempt to keep the roles of pontiff and
Princeps apart, even if made, could never have been successful
Where crime was also sin the pontiff could now utter authoritative
law and exercise coercion ; the lay and the religious character are
strangely mixed in the methods adopted by Domitian for the
punishment of incest,® and when the jussio prindpis speaks on a
question of burial law,® it must have been difficult to tell whether
it was the Prince or the pontiff who was giving his decision.
Apart from its influence on law, the chief pontificate was
Few distinctions were
valuable for its powers of patronage.
more earnestly sought by young nobles than admission to the
religious colleges, and the door to them lay chiefly through the
His influence might be exercised by his right of
Princeps.
nomination or by his commendation to the electing body.^

The

chief pontificate

§ 2.

Titles^

Insignia^

and Honours of

the Princeps

In dealing with the titles of the Princeps, it is as well to
begin with those which were not in the list of official titles, for,
impressed on the ruler, as they were, by current usage, they
were often the most significant The word Princeps, although it
^

*

p. 254.
Dio Cass.

maximus

is

^

Mommsen

Staaisr.

ii.

p, 31.

In the decrees to Maximus and Balbinus
pontijicalus
mentioned [Vita 8), and it is possible that it was held by both these
liii.

17.

^ Zosimus iv. 36.
emperors conjointly.
* Suet. Dom. 8 “Incesta Vestalium virginum
.
.
vario ac severe coercuit;
.

priora capital! supplicio ; posteriora, more veteri,’*
« Ulpian in
11, 7, 6.
7 Dio Cass. liii. 17 ; Tac. llisL i. 77 ^‘Otbo pontificatus auguratusque honoratis
cumuluin
dignitatis addidit'* ; PI in. ad Traj. 13 {8) “rogo dignitatt
jam seuibus
ad quam me provexit indulgentia tua, vel auguratum vcl septemviratum, quia
vacent, adicere digneris.’'
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described no office or peculiar authority, was yet a semi-official
designation ; even as employed in the later Eepublic it had
signified a political pre-eminence over other citizens,^

denoted not so much the “chief

it

“ chief

man ”

the

and now

“head”

in the state, the director of the Republic, to

looked for guidance,

all

citizen'^ as

who was

credited with its successes, even

responsible for

when

its

or

whom

failures

and

these were the result of

the actions of other magistrates.^
It was above all a title which
tended to emphasise the continuance of the life of the Republican
government under the new rigime^ and suggested a mental contrast, at once to the Emperor's position as the commander of his
legions, expressed in the title imperaior, and to that absolute
headship which, os exercised in family life at Rome, was
known as dominium? The name, indeed, of dominus inspired such
a horror in the mind of Augustus that he disliked this mode of
address (a familiar one from the members of a family to its head)
to be employed even by his sons and grandsons,"* and Tiberius
insisted that he was dominus only to his slaves.®
But the
language of courtly life, perhaps at times of real affection, forced
the title into use, and the younger Pliny employs it constantly
in his correspondence with Trajan.
It is not, however, until
the time of Severus that it appears on the public addresses of
corporations, and Aurelian is the first emperor who is dominus on
his coins,®
It is probable that these niceties of western nomenclature were always lost on the oriental mind.
To it the
Principate is a monarchy, and Caesar, when he is not a god, is
either avTOKparmp or ^axriKeu^,
If we turn now to the titular designation of the Princeps, we
find chat this consists partfy of

honour.

The word

tifc?es of office, partly of those of
imperator occupies a doubtful place between

4 “ nihil malle Cnesarem qnam principe Pom pei d sine metu
5 “ easet hie quidein (Caesar) clams in toga ct princeps,*’
Cf. Veil, ii, 124 “una tamen veluti luctatio civitatis fuit, pugnantia enm (Tiberio)
Caesare senates popnliqne Romani, nt fiUtioni patemae enccederet, illius, nt potiua
aeqnalem civem quam eininenteni liceret agere principem."
^ Tac. Ann. iii. 53 (Tiberius says) “non aedilis aut praetoris ant cousulis
partes sustineo, majus aliqnid et excelsius a principe postulatur.”
* Dio Casa. IvU8 (see note 5); Ovid Fasti ii. 142 “Tu (Roraule) domini
nomen, principis ille (Augustus) tenet,"
* Suet. Aug. 53.
^

Cic.

vivere**

®

ad AtL

viii. 9,

odFam,

vi. 6,

Dio Cass. Ivil. 8 d^airtyrris fikif rOtv SovXoit^t avTOKpdrfap
6^ Xoivi^y irp6KpiT6s dfu. Cf. Tac. Ann. ii, 87.
See Mommsen Staalsr. ii. p. 760.
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for while denoting no office, it signifies the possession
;
an active and untrammelled imperiim. It occupies a twofold
Augustus employed it aa a praeriomen,
place in the list of titles.
perhaps in accordance with the view that he had inherited the title
from bis imcle, who had borne it (apparently as a cogrumien^) during
the later years of his life, and as a 'pramomn it was used by most
succeeding emperors,^
But it appears a second time in the titular

tho two
of

designation of the Princeps with its old Republican significance
that of an appellation borne by a commander who had been
acclaimed after a victory.^ As so employed it was qualified by
numerals to mark the number of the salutations ; amongst these
was reckoned that which had acclaimed him Emperor, and, consequently, after the first victory won under his auspices, he
appears aa imperator il
more distinctive title of office is that ol proconsul. Although
it merely expresses the fact of a, proconsulare imperium, it waa a
designation that waa avoided by the early Principes, probably out
of deference to the senatorial administration of the public
provinces, which was exercised through proconsuls, and it was
Its employment hints at the practical
first employed by Trajan.
disappearance of the dual control abroad, and suggests the allembracing nature of the Emperor’s imperium.
Amongst the honorary appellations of the Emperor, Caesar
and Au^tus take the foremost place. The latter, although
appended to the Emperor's name like a cognomen^ waa never
It was the highest of all
looked on as a family designation.
personal titles of honour, since it expressed the sanctified majesty
of the Prince alone,^ and was not borne even by that subordinate
partner on the throne {coiisors imperii^ the holder of the proconsulare imperium or tribunicia potestas, through whose assistance the
earlier emperors sometimes lightened the burden of their adminIt was not until the collegiate principle was fully
istration.
recognised in 161 A.D. that the duo Augusli appear.
Caesar,^ on the other hand, was in origin purely a family
designation, since it was the hereditary cognomen of that branch

A

Caesar bad been imperator since bis first salutation in Ganl ; bat the right to
th6 title &s a rumen seems first to have been granted him in 45 b. C, after the
victory of Mxinda (Dio Cass, xliii. 44 iKtlvtf rhre irpt^y re Kal TrptSrov, (So-irep tl
vpootdea-ai/).
ifiJptojf,
It does not seem, however, that he employed it aa a
praeTumerif aa is stated by Suetonius (Goes. 76).
Cf. p. 337.
* Dio Cass. l.c.
» p. 156.
^

56

*

Dio Cass.

liii.

16 ACyovoros wr Kal irXetSp rt

2 A

if

kcetA 6.v0ptlnrovi Gtw
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house which had ascended the throne, and all the
emperors to Caligula could claim a legitimate right to it whether
by descent or adoption. Even Claudius and Nero, connected as
they were with the extinct family of Caesars, might use it with
some show of family right. It is only with Galba and his successors that Caesar becomes strictly an appellative ; it is an
assertion of a fictitious dynastic claim such as that which led the
princes of the house of Emesa to adopt the revered name of
Antoninus, and may be indirectly connected with a claim to
The name, even when thus
succeed to the crown proper tyJ
artificially employed, continued to be a cognoTuen; it was shared
hy the Tuling Ptinceps with his sons and grandsons.
With Hadrian^s reign we find the beginning of a limitation of
its use.
The Caesar is now the presumptive successor to the
throne
the elective monarchy has been recognised as one that
transmission through
is, if not hereditary, at least capable of
nomination, and the choice of the bearer of the name ia made
by the reigning Emperor, although it may be suggested by the
After the beginning of the third century the name
Senate.^
appears as nohilissimus Caesar^ Geta being the first prince to bear
The recognition of the dual monarchy rendered it
this title.
inevitable that two Caesars might be simultaneously designated
of tlie Julian

for the throne.

Other honorary cognomina, such as Cermanicus, Pitu% Felix,
even when transmitted, purely personal, although their
adoption was now reserved for the Emperor, and such designations were no longer borne by the other nobles in the state.
were,

designation pater patriae has more distinct reference to the
title once conferred by
the Princeps.
popular acclamation on Cicero, it is now equally in the gift of the

The

A

political position of

As its conferment was not
people as represented by the Senate.
necessary to the powers of the Principate, the grant of this

much it might be the result of flattery, w^as
always regarded as the reward of merit.^
The order of the imperial titles admits of variations, but, as
finally fixed, was usually poniifex maximus, tribunida potestate

designation, however

^

Karlowa Rechtsgeschichte

2

VUa L. Ven, 2.
Mommsen Slaatsr,

®
'•

App, B.O,

ii.

ii.

p.

i.

p. 508.

1140,

7 odSi yip roloSe Kafirep odai ^a<Ti\eOa'ty

dXXA ciy
Vila Hadriani 6

rats AXXaty ^wru/tittts,

papTvpla ^Tjipl^erai

:

^^s

patria

patriae

dir*
^ttI

dpxv^

fieyla-rois

nomen delatum

Stj

sibi
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(when
was by Claudius, Vespasian, Titus
title adopted by Trajan and occupy^

in. etc.), consul (iL in. etc.), censor

was assumed, as

and Domitian), proconsul
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it

(a

ing the last place after the reign of Hadrian).^

The usual

insignia of the Princeps are those of a

Republican

Within the walls he wears the scarlet-striped gown
{toga praetexta) ; outside them he may don the s(^^T\e,tpaluda7nmtura.
But the laurel crown, which he might wear anywhere and at any
time, ^ and the laurel-wreathed fasces^ are peculiar to him.
At
festivals and games the embroidered robe of triumph {vestis
triumpkalis) might also be assumed.
Like other magistrates he
has lie tors ^ and viatores, but he also boasts a special bodyguard
as well, other than the praetorian cohorts.
This guard was
composed of mounted foreign mercenaries, usually of German
magistrate.

horsemen.
But other peculiar honours seemed to lift the Princeps to
more than magisterial rank. Regular vows (vota) were offered

by the consuls and the colleges of
and the days of his victories were celebrated as public festivals ; ® his statue and image are sacred and
may not be profaned even by juxtaposition with unclean things ;
his genius is the most binding power by which a man can swear
for while perjury in the name of the gods is punished only by
heaven, to swear falsely by the EmperoPs name is treason on
for him, as for the state,®

priests; his birthday

statim, et iterum postea, distulit quod hoc nomen
was declined altogether by Tiberius (Suet. Ttb. 26

It
Augustus sero lueruisset.
and 67) and waa not borne by

the transitory emperors Golba, Otho, and Vitellius.
See Mommsen Siaatsr, ii.
p. 780.
^ See Mommsen Slcuztsr. ii.
As typical instances we may cite an
pp. 782-786.
inscription of Vespasian giving the praeTiomen ir/iperat&ns
“Imp. Caesar.
Vespasianus Aug. pontif. max, tribunic. potest, vi. imp. xiiii. p.p., cos. vi. desig.
vii. censor" (Wilmanns n. 855), and one of Caracalla ijhowing
proconsul
“ M. Anrellins Antoninus Pius Felix Augustus
pontif. max,, trib. pot. xviii.
imp. iiii cos. iiii. p.p. procos." (ib. n. 2868). Pater patriot appears sometimes
.

.

.

before, sometimes after consul.
^

Dio Cass. xlix. 16.
On Gordian’s revolt in Africa the laurelled fasces were immediately assumed
(Herodian vii, 6 ; Vita Afaximini 14),
*
Originally twelve, later twenty-four (Dio Cass, licvii. 4).
® Dio Cass. li. 19.
® ib.
^ For the reverence to the statue of the deified
Emperor see Suet. Tib. 58
*
genus calumniae (sc. majestatis) eo procesait ut haec quoque capitalia essent
circa Augusti simulacrum servnm cecidisse, vestimenta mutasse, nummo vel
annul 0 effigiem impressam latrmae aut liipanari intnlisse."
For the right of
asylum attaching to the living Emperor’s image see Tac. Ann. iii. 36 ; Gains
*

‘

Inst.

1.

53.
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whether struck by the Senate or the Emperori

I

er^\< ^

^

members

n^y

of the imperial house,

^{0^

Cae^ris was, in fact, raised far above the position
noble houses in the state.
It was especially the
(Jesc^^d^^ts of the founder of the d 3 "nasty that were thus

Roman
^

to the inclusion of

idea of the unity of the household
the name of Caesarea relatives in the

Their

fealty.^

effigies, too,

appear on coins

^^-di^^^j.]*ginany restricted to such members
irovernmPint-.. but
ut
^Viared in the government,
huh which
wViinli
glared
^jit

^

—

of the family as
iri later
Inhpp times
t.itnpfl
was in

^

^ compliment to ladies of the imperial house.^
might al&o be distinguished by commands
be interpreted as a promise of the succession. We
elsewhere of this meaning which might be read into
proconsular or trihunician power, and almost
gigrvificant was the appointment of some young member
relatives

P

to the honorary

oj

command

of the corps of eguUes

There was, indeed, one

.J'liventu^isy

title

which seemed to

dignity absolutely equal to that of the Priiiceps himself.
Augusta^ which was borne by certain ladies

th^

fiucli

^

family.
It was originally reserved for a single
as the mother, the grandmother, or the wife of the

and may have originally implied some share
The Principate was not a regular magistracy,
was no valid constitutional ground for excluding

BiJ^peror,

^j-e

^

ffom the throne, although the actual influence of queenguch asLivia, Agrippina, orMamaea, however powerful
h^^® been, was wholly informal.^ The name Augusta
employed merely as an honorary designa^ \)e borne by such a woman as Marciana, the unaspiring
i<y
^ stranger title was developed by the ambition

^

fl

ApoL ZS

“ citiua

, .

.

apud voa per oirmes deoa quam per

iiniiin

genium

In the official oath token
gjer^tur."
taken by the magistrates of Salpensa and
deified Caesaxs and the genius of the living Caesar come betTveen
^
1

Fimtead
with reference to Agrippina (69 a.d.) "an militi
efl^des egset," the answer is '‘proetoriauos toti Caesar um domui
•
^dhil .
atrox ausUTos " (Tac. Ann, liv. 7).
.
Caligvilasj>eci.
names of his sisters in the sacraffientum (Dio Cass. lii. 9).

*g^ceca's question

.

^

SUuiisT.

ii.

Awg«a/«
i

p. 831.

as

assumed by Victorina

claimed to be Empress.

i

t

^

in

Gaul

(a.d. 268) certainly
“

Pliu,

Paneg. 84.

X
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of ladies of the second and third century.
Faustina, wife of
Marcus Aurelius, and Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus,
were both designated “mothers of the camp” {maier castrorum).
One important and disastrous-^ result of this elevation of the
imperial house was that its members were protected, like its

head, against all the attacks of laesa majestas.
As even the
most indirect reflection on the Princeps was treason, because he

represented the state, a similar view was taken of constructive
wrongs to members of the imperial family, because they were
one with the Princeps. This view was too purely Roman to
‘

Even

need time to develop.

we

find that

in the reign of the

a poet has to expiate

second Princeps

by death the

folly of

an

obituary poem on the Emperoria living son.^
As the Princeps was not a king he bad no court, and
“Augustus or Trajan would have blushed at employing the
meanest of the Romans in those menial offices, which, in the
household and bedchamber of a limited monarch, are so eagerly
solicited by the proudest nobles of Britain.”*
Yet, although
the CTdourage of the early Pnneipes was simplicity itself, the
stately life of the Republican noble had already furnished precedents for distinguishing the grades and privileges of those
The younger Gracchus
who sought the Emperor's presence.
and livius Drusus had, at the daily salutaiiOf drawn distinctions
amongst their numerous adherents ; at the morning audience
some were received singly, others in larger or in smaller
groups;® and it is not surprising that this distinction should
have been revived for the great throng of callers who filled the
hall of the imperial palace.
The amici of the Princeps were
those “received at court,” and were divided into friends of the
From this body were selected
first and second “audience.”*
the judicial and administrative advisers of the Emperor (consilium)
as well as the comrades (comites) whom he took with him when
From the latter, who
he quitted Italy on business of state.
^

Tac. Ann,

*

Gibbon

ch.

iii.

49-51,

iii.

* Seneca de Ben. vi, 34, 2 ** Apnd noa primi omniiim Gracchua et raox livina
Druaua institnerunt segregare turbam ««am et alioa in aecretura recipera, alioa cum
Habuemnt itaqne isti amicoa priraoa, habuerunt
pluribus, alios nniversos.

secundos,
*

numquam

veros.*'

Seneca de Clem,
moderationis tantae

i.

10 “cohortem primae admissionia" ; Vita Alex. 20
.
ut amicos non solatn primi ant secuudl loci Bed
.

fuit

.

etiam inferioris aegrotautes viscret.*’
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consisted of senators or knights,

journey,^ and employed
trative, judicial,

and

them

he selected a group

CHAP.
for a special

as delegates in matters adminis-

military,

§ 3. Creofion, Transmission, wnd Abrogation of th& Princi;pate

The Principate was, in the theory of the constitution, an
office, and one based on the principle of occasional
delegation.
It was necessary for the life of the state that there
should be a magistracy,^ but it was not necessary that there
Hence there was no institution such as
should be a Princeps.
the Republican interregnum to fill up the gap left by the vacancy
of the throne,^ and the fact that such gaps did occur in the
elective

history of the Principate shows that the possibility of govern-

ment by magistrates, senate, and people was no mere fiction.
The abstract idea of a Principate was indeed perfectly realised
at the death of the very

men

first

Princeps, in so far as responsible

Roman

world had a perfectly definite idea of the
precise powers that must be vested in an individual in order to
Yet Tiberias can pretend to
save that world from anarchy.
hesitate, not merely about assuming the office, but about the
nature of the office which he assumes;* and, although on the
accession of his successor, Gains Caesar, the soliti honores were
conferred en bloc, yet the idea that the creation of a Princeps
was an act of special investiture always clung to the office. It
was obvious so far as the choice of the person was concerned,
but it even affected the powers conferred, and we have seen
that the grants made to Emperors of the second and third
centuries were in all probability different, both in form and in
matter, from those made to Emperors of the first.®
in the

The electing body was the Roman people, chiefly represented
by the Senate but still retaining in its own hands the formal
But the powerratification of most of the powers conferred.
lessness of this sovereign is of the very essence of the history of
^ Hence
ench titles as “cornea divl Hadrian! in oriente," “comes Imp.
Antonini Ang. et divi Veri bello Gennanico’* (Wilmanns nn. 1184, 637),

* p. 147.
* Interregnum

might be used metaphorically of the interval between the death
and the accession of another. See Vita Tadti 1.
Tac. Ann. I. 12 “dixit forte Tiberius se ut non toti rei publicae parem, ita
quaecumqne pars sibi mandaretnr, ejua tutelam suscepturuni.'*

of one Princeps

®

p. 348.
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the Principate,
As a rule, all that it can do is to recognise an
imperium already established by the army, whether this estab^
lishment be due to the tacit consent of praetorians or legionaries
or to the active use of their swords.
The crucial point in the
creation of an emperor is his salutation by his army as
imperator^
Such a salutation did not mean that the general
who accepted it was Princeps; it meant only that he was
a candidate for the Principate.
The act itself was one of
revolution;

its

legality

depended upon

its

success.

Did the

legions in other provinces accept the candidature, the Senate
fulfilled its formal task ; did rival aspirants meet
was always ready to welcome the survivor. To be
truly a Princeps was to receive the customary honours and
offices from the Senate, and Vitellius was acting in the true spirit

immediately

in battle, it

of the constitution

when he adopted

as the formal date of his

ratified

day on which his claims had been
Vespasian was acting contrary to that

spirit

as

accession {dies imperii) the

by the fathers.^
when he regarded

the beginning of his the

moment

which he had been saluted imperaior by the legions of Egypt.^
Yet although the history of the Empire furnishes an unparalleled series of successful revolutions, it must not be supposed
that the importance of the Senate’s formally transmitting the
succession was ever questioned or obscured.
The Senate’s
authority was rendered stable by the many peaceful instances of
dynastic succession ; it was rendered creditable by such a stand
as that made against the tyrant Maximin; it was kept alive by
the fact that when, in the days of the “thirty tyrants,” the
Empire was breaking up, Italy was still the only formal centre of
a world power ; it was bound up with the magic name of Rome,
and even in the third century was welcomed with relief by an
at

army sick of its own lawless violence.^
But whether we lay more stress on the de facto or the de jure
clement in the act of election, we must admit that the elective
^ Heuzen Ad. Fr. Arv.
Hadrian, after iia saiutation by the soldiera,
p, 64.
wrote to the Senate that he had been praeprqpere addressed as imperator ( Vi(a
Uadriani 6),
Pertinax, after his appointment had been accepted by tlie
praetorian guards, laid down his power in the Senate and wa.*) elected again (Dio

Cass. Ixxiii. 1).
® Snet. Vesp. 6,
® Vita Taciti 2 (after

the murder of Aarelian) “ exercitas, qiii creare imperatorem raptiin solebat, ad senatum literag misit .
petens ut ex ordine buo
principem legerenL Verum senatua, sciens lectos a se principes militibua non
rem
milites
piocure,
ad
rettnlit, dumque id saepius fit, sextos peractus e^t mensis/'
,

.
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was not the solo determinant in the transmission of the
It was crossed by two others, both of which were
Roman. These were the principles of nomination and

Principate.
typically

of hereditary succession.

Nomination took the form of designation by some significant
One of the most significant modes in which the Princeps
could point to his choice of a successor was to invest an
individual with an approximation to those powers which were of
the essence of the Principate, and thus to make him in a sense a
The powers
colleague in the Empire {coUegOy consors imjyerii).
chosen were the proconsulare imperiuTriy the trihinicia poiesiaSy or
It was thus that Augustus at different times designated
both.
Agrippa and Tiberius for the throne,^ that Tiberius pointed to
Germanicus and Drusus as his destined successors, that Nerva
nominated Trajan, Trajan Pius, and Pius Marcus Aurelius.*
Although such a position is described as one of colleagueship in
act.

the imperial power, yet it did not confer, as regards the impaiurOy
the most characteristic rights of the Principate.
The colleague
did not possess joint command over the praetorian guard or the
fleet, nor joint administration over all the Caesarian provinces,^
unless these rights were conferred by special mandate, as they
were on Tiberius during the closing years of Augustus' life ^ ^
nor had the colleague, although in possession of an independent
imperivmy any right to triumph, except by the will of the
Princeps,® for his victory
^

In 13

B.C.

For

liv, 12).

had been due

to legions

which had

Agrippa received tribunicia petestas for five years (Dio Cess,
Ann, i 3 “filius, collega imperii, consors

Tiberiofl’ claims see Tac.

tribuniciae potestatis adsamitnr,”
* Tac. ^717^ L 14 (Tiberius on bis accession, a.d. 14) “Germanico Caesari
pToconsnlare impeilum petivit*'; iiL 56 (a.d. 22) “Tiberius mittit literas atl

For Trajan see PI In.
senatum quls potestatem tribuniciam Druso petebat,**
siiniil
Pamg, 8 “ante pulvinar Jo vis optim! tnAximi adoptio peracta est . •
pe7te?*tatis “ ; Vita Pii
mox imperfiJor et
.

4 “adoptatus est (Pius)

.

.

.

factusque est patri et in imperio proconsulari et
came to the

in tribunicia potestate collega*'; Vita'Mafd 6 (Marcus before he
throne) “ tribunicia potestate donatus est atque imperio extra

urbem

pro-

consulari.'’

Mommsen

^aaXsr, it p. 1158.
121 “cum . . . senatns populusqne Eomanus postulante patre
ejus, ut aequum. ei jus in omnibus provinciis exercitibusqne esset quam erat
ipsi, decreto complexus esset.”
* Agrippa twice declined a triumph offered him by Augustus {Dio Cass,
liv. 11 and 24), and the Senate conferred the title of Tmperaior only on the
proposal of the Princeps (Tac. Ann.
58, Germanicus in a.d. 15, “ exercilum
*

* Veil.

reduxit

ii.

nomenque imperatoris auctore Tiberio

accepit”).
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taken the sacramentum to another.
The name imfcrator was not
borne by this assistant to the throne unless it was specially conferred, as ib was by Vespasian on Titus and by Hadrian on
Antoninus Pius.^ It is uncertain whether the possessor of the
tribunicia poteslas and of the proconsulare imperium in its lower

form had to have these powers reconferred on his accession
In the case of the impmum, since it fell short
the throne.

to
of

that required for the imperial position, reconferment is probable.
But yet the possession of such a power seemed to create a continuity in the Principate,

and the

state

seemed never to have

lost

he^.

its

A

mode

of nomination was effected by the Princeps
It was not
intended successor as his heir.
merely that this was an effective way of showing one's will, but
it actually pointed to a transmission of the crown property
Gaius at(patriTnonium) which accompanied the Principate.
^mpted to employ this mode of designation in favour of his
sister Drusilla,^ and Tiberius showed either that he had left the
succession open, or that he contemplated a joint Augustate, by
making bis great-nephew Gaius and his grandson I'iberius
Gemellus joint heirs.^
Adoption was as effective a means of emphasising one's in
Such an adoption by the Princeps might be by testatentions.
ment, but it need not follow the legal forms, and required only
a public announcement through a coniio whether in the Forum,
It was thus that Galba named Piso
the Senate, or the camp.^
as his successor, but adoption usually accompanied the gift of
quasi-imperial power, as in the cases of Tiberius, Trajan, Antoninus
Pius, and Marcus Aurelius ®
We have already noticed the method by which the Princeps,
sometimes with the help of the Senate, could announce his wishes
as to the succession by the gift of the name of Caesar.®
This

second

designating

his

^

Mommsen

*

Suet Gaius 24

ii. p. 1154.
(Gains Dnisillam) heredem quoque

Staatsr.
**

bonomm

atque imperii

aeger instituit.”
® lb.
14,
Compare Domitian’s contention after the death of Vespasian
“ reJictnm se participem imperii sed frandem testamento adbibitam
(Suet
Dottu 2).
* Tac. Hist. i. 15 (see p. 350)
i. 17 (of the adoption of Piso by Galba) *‘confiultatnm inde pro rostria an in senatn an in castria adoptio nuncuparetur ; Suet.
;

Galba 17 ** (Galba Pisonem) perduxit in castra ac pro contione adoptaviL*’
Kerva proclaims on the Capitol his adoption of Tr^an (Bio Cass. Ixviii. 3).
®

Bee p- 360, n.

2.

• p.

354.
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was a constitutional recognition of a principle of designation
which had hitherto been informal.
Three of the modes of nomination which we have mentioned
those by heirship, adoption, and the gift of the name of Caesar
obviously approach very closely to the principle of hereditary
succession.
Adoption especially created to the Koman mind a
tie only less strong than that of natural birth ; and, whichever of
the three methods was employed, it would have been considered

—

—

almost inconceivable that a man should pass over his own son or
agnatic descendant in favour of a stranger.
Just as in the
I^public son had succeeded father in office, so in the Principate
it was easy to gdn recognition for a dynasty ; and, as a rule, it
was only when the last of a line had, for misgovernmenb or
other reasons, been violently overthrown, that the principle of
selection fotind free pUy.
The magic of the name of Caesar
could call even Claudius to the throne; Vespasian, the 710ms
homOy found it easy to transmit his power; the dynasty founded
by Severus ran through four generations in spite of the murder
of Caracal la and the scandal of Klagabalus’ rule ; the death of
the two elder Gordians made the accession of the third inevitable
and Oarus, the last of the rough soldier emperors, could be
succeeded by the gentle Numerian and the extravagant Carinus.

Tho

lack of any definite principle of succession combined

with the warring forces within the Empire to make the position
of a ruling Emperor one of dazzling uncertainty. The possibility
of election by the legions created a rude standard of merit, and
it is questionable whether any really incapable man ever sat on
But usurpation was often followed by dethe Roman throne.
thronement, tyranny by death or posthumous disgrace; and
although such expulsions, executions, and censures were practically the work of the army, it is of some importance for the
constitutional theory of the Principate to determine the legal
form -which dethronement or condemnation assumed.
As it was the Senate, representing the people, -which gave,"'
so it was this power which took away the Principate; and the
act of deposition is attested in the cases of Nero, Didius Julianus,
and Maximin.^ Deposition was followed by death, and then
came the condemnation of the reign, one that might follow even
^

Topa

Plut. GcUba 7 (a messenger annotmeea that) 6 dTjfios
a&yK\7)roi a^OKpdTdX^av dvayope^tffaev Herodian U. 12 (the Senate)
dyatpedrjvai^
5^ p.6yov a.bTOKpdTopa. rbv "Z^ov^pey*, Vita
:
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the death of the tyrant had not been directly ordered

by

extremest form this was a condemnation of the memory (damruLiio meraoriae) of the late ruler on the
ground that he was a traitor (perduellis),^ His acia were rescinded, his name erased from the records.
A milder form of
censure was the mere neglect of his acta in the form that no
oath to observe them was sworn by magistrates and senators.^
In the latter case there was no wholesale rescission of the acts,
and each special case in which the late Emperor had decided
was approved on its individual merits.
On the other hand the acceptance of a reign took the twofold form of an oath to observe the acta of the dead Emperor *
and a vote to assign him a place amongst the deified Caesars.
The prospect of this posthumous recognition of the merits of a
reign must often have exercised a. stimulating influence on the
occupant of the throne,® although it was somewhat spoilt by the
consciousness that the decision of the Senate would, to a large
extent, be guided by the wishes of his successor in office.
the government.^

§ 4

In

its

The other Powers in the Stale

.

and
(1)

As the Republican
80

its

most

—

the Magistracy^ the

ComiHOy

ike Senate

The Magistracy

constitution continued in form unimpaired,

essential feature, the magistracy, although subjected

MaxinUni 15 “Ubi haec

gesta sunt (i.e, after the recognition of the Gordians)
senatus magls timeus Moxiininum aperte ac libere boater appellat Alaxiinmum et
ejus filmm."
^
This wag the case with Caflgula, aithongh the (iamnaitc was incocnplete.
See Saet. Claud. 11 “Gaii qnoque etsi acta omnia rescidit, diem tamen necis,
quamvis exordium principatns sui, ’pctuit inter festos referri.*’
® The deposed N^ero was thns treated as a traitor (Suet. iVfer. 49 ‘*codicillos
praeripuit legitque se hostem a senalu judicatum et qnaeri at pnniatnr more

majonim
^ The

”).

sworn to (Dio Casa. liz. 9), although his
His reign appears amongst the legitimate precedents for the authority of Yespafiiau in the lex de imperio^ those of Gains, Nero,
acia of Tiberius were not

memory was not condemned-

Gaiba, Otho, and Vitellius being omitted.
* Dio Cans. Ivii. 8 (Tiberius)
rats tow AjJ7oJ5(rTou vpd^eai
re dXXow
TrdvTa^ CffiKOv xal
^ Tiberius characteristicafry enough would not bare bis aeia sworn to during
his lifetime (Tac, Ann. i. 72 ; Suet. Tib. 67), and some thought the motive was
“ ne mox majore dedecore impar tantis honoribus inveniretur
(Saet l.c. ).
objection to his own deidcation was interpreted by some aa a sign '*degenerU

HU

animi" (Tac. Ann.

iv. 38).
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an integral element

Italy during

in the administra-

the Principate.

Few

radical

were introduced into the magisterial qualifications or

career; the innovations affected

only the age for

office,

the

starting point in the cnrstis honoruWy and one of the steps in the
cerius ordo magistraiuum.

The minimum age

was now twenty-five years/

new

qualifications

be held.

for the quaestorship

for the praetorship thirty/

and two

were necessary before the quaestorship could

One was membership

of the vigintivirate, the aggre-

gate of lower magistracies to which the sex-et-viginiiviratus of
The other, perhaps originally
the Republic had now shrunk.®
a practical rather than a legal qualification, was the tenure of
the military tribunate/ the latter being held generally after one
of the magistracies in the vigintivirate had been administered.

This change, though apparently formal, meant a fundamental
alteration in the spirit of the

new

nobility.

culture, to be acquired in the schools of

The

possibilities of

Athens and Rhodes,

were now almost extinct. From the age of eighteen the aspirant
to the highest honours in the State might be serving with
It was through the Emperor's
Caesar's legions on the frontier.
grace that he attained a military position which was at least a
practically necessary qualification for the magistracy; at the
age of twenty-five the young soldier entered on the race for
higher honours ; as an ex-praetor, even at times as an ex-quaestor,
he might be made the general of a brigade (legatus legionis), and
from thence proceed to the government of a military, or the
Nothing shows more clearly
administration of a civil, province.
the true military character of the new monarchy than the fact
that even its civil and Republican posts were administered by
^ Dio Cass. Hi. 20.
Here it is roade the age for entrance into the Senate
but the completion of the twenty-fifth year is meant. Cf. Quintil. Inst. Or. xii.
fi,

1 *'qnaestoTia aetos,”

Dispensations from these rules might be given by the Senate,
jtis liberartm (“ nt singuli anni per singulos liberos remittantur*" Dig. 4, 4, 2), or to metnbers of the imperial house (Tac. Ann. iii.
29 “Per idem tempns (a.D. 20) Neronem e liberia Germanici jam ingressum
juvcjTtam (Tiberius) comnieridavifc patribiia, utque munere capessendi vigintiviratus
Bolveretur et quinquennio raaturius quam per leges quaesturam peleret . . .
^

Dio Cass.

in accordance

l.c.

with the

postulavit
® Dio Cass. ILv. 20
cf. Tac. Ann, iii. 29, quoted in the last note.
*
In inscriptions of the early Principate the vigintivirate is sometimes not
found in the list of honores. But it is more probable that it is omitted than
See Mommsen StaatsT. i.
that it was an alteiuative to the military tribunate.
;

p.

544

n. 4.
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nothing explains more adequately the subservience of
it was composed mainly of exofficers, trained in the habits of rigid obedience and in unwavering respect to the sa^yrammtum of men to whom Caesar
was not Princeps but Imperator.
With respect to the steps in office which followed the quaestorship, a further change was due to the unwillingness of candidates to burden themselves with the aedileship, now that its
powers of bribery were of no avail, and with the now undisIt was laid down that, while
tinguished tribunate of the Plebs.
a Patrician might advance immediately from the quaes torship to
the praetorship, a Plebian must hold one of the two aedileships
or the tribimate»^ An exemption from this lengthy course could^
however, be given by an exercise of the imperial right of adlectio.
In
This was the conferment of an artificial magisterial rant.
form it was a power exercised in the revision of the list of the
Senate and elevated from a lower to a higher grade within that
order.
Bub the adledio also had the effect of qualifying for the
magistracy immediately above the rank thus artificially assigned.
soldiers

;

the Senate than the fact that

—

One who was

was

for

the

tribunate, one adledus inter tribwiicios for the praetorship,

and

adleclus

quaesU/r%o$

inter

qualified

The consulship
one adlectus inter praetorios for the consulship.
was amongst civic magistracies still the crown of a political
hence the rarity of adlection inter consulares?
career
A smaller honour was the conferment by the Senate, generally
on the proposal of the Princeps, of the oriumenia of a magistracy
{quaesicyria^ praeioria^ coneularia) on one who had not held the
magistracy itself.
This honour gave no right of entry into the
Senate, and none of holding the magistracy next in rant to that
whose ornaments were conferred,® but merely the privilege of
wearing the insignia of an office at festivals and on other public
occasions ; ^ it may, however, have given the right of voting with
the class of senators whose (yrnamerda were conferred, if the
person honoured was already provided with a seat at the Senate.**
;

Mommsen

' Dio Cass, liL 20;
Staai^r. i. p. 555.
^ Ita use by Macrinns in the third century excited opposition (Dio Cass, IxxviiL

See

13).
^

Mommsen

Dio Casa.

liv.

(Tiberius

rrjyiKai ri/xas

aee

c.-

10)

;

c,

ii.

p, 942.

Suefc. Auff.

B.C.) 4<rrpaHiyrfo-e

Kalirep ris ffrpa-

had received the omamenta praeloria in 19

32 Druaua dyopavSfios
c,

*

Siaalsr.

19 (of Tiberius in 16
.

.

,

Kalircp

b.C,,

crrpaTijyuAs rifxds

22.

35

;

Dio Cass.

Iviii.

12,

®

Mommsen

i.

p. 458.
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This distinction was by no means reserved for persons legally
qualified for the magistracy ; it might be granted to knights
high up in the imperial service, such as the praefects of the
guard ^ a!id of the watch, ^ or to provincial procurators.^ Claudius
granted it to imperial frcedmen,^ and wo find that even senators
excluded from the curia were sometimes left the mtamenia of
their rank.®

The permission to use the ornaments of a triumph {orvmnmta
was the result of the limitation of the right to the
The application of the principle that this right
actual triumph.
was inconsistent with a subordinate imperiwny^ had, when applied
triumphalia)

to the Principate, the effect of legally confining triumphs to the

Princeps alone ; for the governors of his own provinces were
merely his delegates, while those of senatorial provinces, though
nominally in independent authority, had as a rule no armies at
their command.^
The triumphal insignia might, however, be
granted by the Senate on the proposal of the Princeps.®
The election to the magistracies will be more fitly treated in
connexion with the comitia and the Senate.
The obligations to
which their holders bound themselves on their appointment were
those of the Eepublic, with the exception that the jus jwrandum
in leges was amplified by the inclusion of the valid acta of the
Princeps those, that is, of a living or a previous emperor whose
binding character had been recognised by oath.*^

—

^ Tl»e consular insignia were granted to Nymphidina and to Criapinus under
Nero (Tac. Ann. xv. 72 ; xvi. 17) ; the praetorian insignia to Sejanus and to Macro
under Tiberius (Dio Gaaa. IviL 19
12).
® Quaestorian insignia were granted to Laco under Tiberius (Dio Caag. Iviii. 1 2).
^ Tac. Ann. lii. 21 “consularia insignia Ciloni (procurator of Pontus)
Aecemuntur ; Suet. Olaud. 24 “oraamenta coioaularia eUam proenratoribus
*,

.

ducenariis indulsit.”
^ As the praetorian ijisignia to Pallas, the quaestorian to Narcissus (Tac.

Suet Claud. 28.
Suet Ang. 35 (Augustus) “quosdam ad excusandi

53

xii.

*

;

ri. 38).

.

.

Ann.

Cf.

se verecundiam compulit

serraTitque ctiam excusatis insigne vestis et spectandl in orchestra epulandique
® p. 156,
publice jug, "
In an exceptional case, such as Junius Blaesus' command in Africa, the proconsul might be saluted imperator on the permigaiou of the Princeps (Tac. Ann.
ill. 74), and the first condition of a triumph be fulfilled.
But this incident dating
from A.D, 22, was the last of ita kind on record.
® Suet Ang. 3B
super triginta ducibus justos triumphos et allquanto pluribuft
triumphalia ornamenta decernenda curavit”; Wilmsuns n, 11451. 19 *‘eenatud
triumphal ibus ornamentis honorayit auctore imp. Caesare Augusto Vespash
.
ano’* ; Index p. 609^ Dio Cass. lix. 9.
The obligation to gwear
ac£a Caesaris had, with reference
to the acts of the first Caesar, ^gun in 45 b.c. (App. B.C. ii. 106), and bad been
.

,
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If we turn now to the individual offices, we hnd that the
CONSULS are still the officially recognised heads of the Republic
and of the Senate. On the suspension of the Principate they
are the representatives of the state, ^ and we find them acting in
accordance with this character.
It was tho consuls who, on the
deposition of Nero, sent despatches to Galba with the news of
his selection,^ and it was by the surrender of his dagger to a
consul that the abdication of Vitellius was effected.^ The dignity
of the office is shown by the fact that it was the only one in
which a citizen might have the Princeps as a colleague, and still
more by the view of a gracious emperor that, when he was

performing the functions of that office, tho vast dignity of the
Principate was for a moment lost in that of the consulships
As
presidents of the Senate the consuls were partners in its nominal
They guided its jurisdiction, both in civil and in
sovereignty.
criminal matters, and in the former may have acted as its commissioners.
They also possessed in their own right high judicial
in matters of trust {fdei commissa), for instance
functions
which were originally delegated to them by the Princeps, and of

—

which we shall treat elsewhere.
But the very fact that the consulship was such a

prize,

as

well as the fact that its occupation led to the filling of other

—

the government of certain senatorial and imperial
high offices
provinces and the praefecture of the city induced a shortening
of its tenure and a consequent multiplication of the individuals
who might enjoy its privileges and become qualified for other
duties.
The expensiveness of the office may also have contributed to this end; for the increase "in the number of occupants
would lessen the pecuniary burden imposed by the celebration
Even the half-yearly consulships of the early
of games.®
Principate become in course of time very infrequent, and we

—

renewed during the triumvirate (Hio Cass, xlvii. 18)i the formnJa running se
For the obligation as continued in the
nihil contra acta Caesaris facturum.
Principate cf. p. 363.
*
Herodian (ii, 12), with reference to the downfall of Didius Julianus, speaks
'PJjjutjs Siotxcw diiida<nv ovyivlKa iv ri riji paoi\€la\
of the consuls ot rA
* Plut. Galba 8* Tac. Ilist. iii. 68.
Faneg. 77 “comitia consulum obibat ipse (Trajanus) tautum ex
renuntiatione eorum voluptatis quantum prius ex de&tinatione capiebat .
Adibat aliquis nt principein ; respondebat se conBulem case."
® On the consuls was laid the burden of certain newly -established festivals
sQch as those celebrating the Natalia of Aagnstus and tho victory of Actium (Dio
Cass. Ivi. 46 ; lix. 20).

fierlojpa
*

Plin.

;

.

,
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subsequently find a tenure of bub four or two months.^ Those
appointed for Isb January were ordinarii^ the others suffecii,^ and
the whole year was dated by the names of the former.

The number

of the

praetors varied under Augustus and

successors from tea to eighteen.

Twelve, fourteen,

fifteen,

his

and

sixteen are found at various times, and the final limit of eighteen

was

still

for

this expansion of

maintaining

itself in

their

the time of Hadrian.®

numbers was

The reason

their utility for the

enlarged jurisdiction of the period.
The Republican functions
of the praetor urhanus and the praetor peregrinus continued,
until those of the latter became extinct, perhaps soon after the
conferment of citizenship on the whole Roman world by Caracalla (212 A.D.);^ while other praetors were guides of the
perpduaej until the disappearance of these commissions
towards the close of the second century.® But new spheres of
extraordinary jurisdiction claimed the attention of others. Thus
Claudius instituted two praetors for adjudication on trusts
(Jidei com7rUssarii)f^ Nerva one for the decision of cases arising
between the fiscus and private individuals (facalisy and Marcus
Aurelius another for the granting, and perhaps for the control,
of guardians {tuielaris),^
For a short time the administration of
the aerarium was also in the hands of praetors.®
Most of the specific functions, which the aediles had exercised during the Republic, now passed to other hands or were
shorn of their importance. The history of the later Republic
had shown how incompetent these officials were to exercise an
adequate control of the market, and the cwra annonae passed to
Their
the Princeps and to the prae"fecture established by him.
police functions were to a large extent absorbed by the praefecture of the city, but they still destroyed books condemned by the
Sea Mommsen Staalsr. iL pp. 84-87. The climax was reached with twentyconsulships in a single year (189 a.d.) under Commodns (Dio Cass. Ixxii. 12 \
Vila Cammodi 6).
^ Vila Alexavdri 43,
* Pompon, in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 82.
* Marini AUi Arvali'p. 784.
^ Dio Cassius, 111 cc. 20, 21 (speech of Maecenas), may mean to imply their
existence in his own time,
Geih (OWmiTtaZprocew pp, 392-397) assigns their disappearance to the end of the first century.
® Pompon, in Dig. 1, 2, 2, 32 “divns Claudius duos praetores adjecit qni de
fidei commiaso jus dicerent, ex quibus unnni divns Titus detraxit : et adjecit divna
^

flve

Nerva qui

^ See last note.
inter flsciim et privatos jus diccret.*'
Vita Marci 10 ‘'praetorem tutelarem primus fecit, cum ante tutores a consuUbus poscerentur, ut diligentins de tntoribna tractaretnr."

*

»

See §

5.
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Senate,^ and attempted to carry out the sumptuary law 3.^

cura urhis

still

entailed on

them the duty

of

S69

The

keeping clean the

Home ^ and

a supervision over places of public resort,'^
must have lapsed with the
disappearance of trials before the comitia, but they still retain a
power of inflicting fines and seizing pledges
one which was
limited and regulated during the reign of Nero ®
and the special
civil jurisdiction of the curulo aediles still continues.®
The QUAESTORS still maintained their functions as financial
officials and general assistants to the magistrates.
Their number
had been raised by Caesar to forty, but was again reduced to
For a time two quaestors had the
twenty by Augustus.^
guardianship of the aeratium^ and others were in the public
provinces the financial and judicial assistants of the proconsuls.®
Four more were assigned to the consuls, two to each, as their
agents and assistants;^® while the Princeps himself employed
two, commended by himself {qaaestares Augusti, gmestores candiiati
'pTvucipU)^ chiefly for the purpose of reading his despatches to the
During the reign of Claudius a step was taken which
Senate.^^
‘‘ put up the
quaestorship for sale,*'
and associated it with a
This was the
function that clung to it longer than any other.
exhibition of gladiatorial games at the cost of the exhibitor,^ a
streets of

Much

of their criminal jurisdiction

—
—

^ On the condemnation of the history of Cromutins Cordus In a.D. 26 “libros
per aedilee cremandos censuere paires'’ (Tac. Ann, iv. 85).
^ Tac. Ann. iii. 62-55 (a.d. 22).
*
hear of Vespasian during the reign of Caligula it.yopavofiotyrb^ t<
.
.
tCjv oTtywTrwv /ra^apetdriyros iTrifiMKoMiUvov (Dio Cass, lijt, 12).
Kttl
Cf. Suet.

We

Vesp. 5.
^ Tac.

.

Ann,

ii.

85 (a.d. 19)

apud aedilea vulgaverat”
^ ib. xiii. 28 (a.d. 66)

quantum

*'

Vistilia praetoria (amilia genita licentiam stupri

**coliibita artius et

aedilium potestas Btatutumque

quantum plebei piguona caperout

vel poenae inrogareut.*'
Gains I?is£. i. 6 (of the^iw ediceiuli) “ amplissimum jus est in edictis duorum
item in edictis aedilium curulium."
praetorum . Their edict was codified
under Hadrian, and appears in Dig, 21, 1,
’ Karlowa [Recltisgesch, i. p. $32) thus distributes them
two urban, four of the
consuls, twelve for the public provinces, and two attached to the Emperor,
® See
• See chap. xi.
§ 5.
The practice first began in 38 B.c. (Oio Cass, xlviii. 43). Cf. Tac. Anrw xvl
34 “Turn ad Thraseam in hortis agentem quaestor consulis missus,** They were
selected by the consuls themselves (Plin.
iv. 15, 8).
Dig, 1, 13, 1, 2 and 4 “sane non omnes quacstores provincias sortiebantur,
curules,

®

.

—

verum except! erant candidati principis . qui . . epistnlas ejus in senatu legunt."
Tac. Ann. xi. 22 (a.d. 47) “quaestura . . , velut venuudaretur.’*
The obligation imposed in 47 was modified in 64 a.d. (Tac, Ann, xL 22
xiii. 5), but was renewed under Domitian (Suet. Doin, 4).
2 B
.

.

.
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pecuniary burden which henceforth fell on every aspirant for higher
office, until Severus Alexander ordained that only the quaesiores
candidati should themselves defray the expenses of these spectacles, the cost of the games given by the others being defrayed
from the fisms}

The TRIBUNES OF THE Plebs were not
Princeps,

for the trihunicia potestas

colleagues of

was not the

tribunate,

the

and

the actions in virtue of it were not even theoretically subject
to the tribunes^ veto.
But their great negative powers were

some departments of state during
century of the Principate.
Like the office itself,
however, they were bub a shadow of those of the Republic.^
The intercessio against decrees of the Senate might be attempted
when unimportant matters, such as the right to scourge actors,
were under discussion,* or might be employed as a warning to
the Senate that the Princeps should be consulted on the business
In higher matters of state its exercise might mean
in hand,*
danger or death to the tribune who mistook the fictitious for
the real Republic, or who, recognising the tyranny, chose to
brave the anger of the Emperor,^ The right of auxiUum was still
exercised against a praetor in 56 A.D.,® and appealed to by an
Emperor in 69.^ But this, too, soon disappeared to leave no trace.
In the early Principate the tribunes seem to have possessed some
still

occasionally exercised in

the

first

^
Vita Alexandri 43 “qnaestores candidates ex sna pecunia jussit raunera
populo dare , . . arcarios veto institnit, qui de area fisci ederent munera eadetnque

parciora."'
* The tribunate is to the younger Pliny “ inania umbra et sine honore nomen
{Ep. L 23).
3 Tac, Ann, i, 77 (a.d. 15, on the proposal of jus virgamm mi histriones)
“intercessit Haterius Agrippa tribuniu plebei increpitusque est Asinii Galli
oratione, silente Tiberio, qui ea simulacra libertatis senatui praebebat.*'
* Tac, Hi^t. iv. 9 (a.d.
69, on the praetors of the aerarium announcing a
deficit) “cum perrogarent seutentias consules, Volcatius Tertullinus tribunus
plebis intercessit, ne quid super tauta re principe absente statueretur, ”
This ia
the last recorded instance of the intercessio (Momma. Staatsr, ii, p. 309 n. 1).
® Tac. Ann. vi. 47 [63] (in a.d. 37 a woman was accused of majesias) “qua
damnata cum praemium accusatori decerueretur, Junius Otho tribunus plebei
intercessit, unde
mox Othoni exitium." Rusticus Arulenus, a Jlagrans
.
juvenis^ offered to veto the decree of the Senate which condemned Thrasea Paetus
.

.

in A.B. 66 (xvi. 26).
* ib. xiii. 28 “inter Vibullium praetorem et plebei tribunum Antistiiim ortum
certamen, quod immodestos fautores histriouom et a praetore in viucia ductos
“
tribunus omitti jussisset,
7 Tac. Hist. ii. 91 (Vitellius, when Emperor, attacked by Helvidius Prisons in
non tamen ultra quam tribunes plebis in auxilium
.
the Senate) “ commotus
epretae potestatis advocavit."
.

,
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summoning civil cases from the Italian towns to Rome,^
probably through an exercise of the veto ; and, although their
criminal jurisdiction had disappeared with the comiiia^ they

right of

retained

some power of

inflicting fines (muUae),

during the reign of Nero.^

There

is

which was limited

also evidence that they

still

possessed the right of veto in civil jurisdiction.®
Amongst positive powers their presidency of the Senate stiU survives, as we
shall see in dealing

with that body.

The office of tribune, since it conferred little distinction, was
by no means an object of ambition ; and the difficulty of getting
filled led to the inclusion of this magistracy, as
one of the necessary steps, in the cursus honarum,^ and sometimes
to more drastic measures such as the selection of ex-quaestors by
lot under Augustus,® or the reception of members of the equesYet, with all its disadvantages,
trian order under Claudius.®
the tribunate survived the Principate, and tribunes are named in
imperial despatches of the fourth century

the ten places

(2) The Comilia

An

element in the restoration of the Republic by Augustus,
government of the Triumvirate was over,
was a renewal of the life of the popular assemblies.® But it was
impossible that their purely local character could be reconciled
with the imperial interests of the day, or that their popular
character should be consistent with the rule of the Princeps and
For a moment they remained to a certain extent a
his nobility.
reality, and throughout the Principate they exercised the shadow
of power which was sufficient to express the still surviving theory
of popular sovereignty.
From the first a considerable portion of the powers of the
after the provisional

”

In A.D. 56 they were forbidden “ vocare ex Italia cum qnibua lege agi posset
2
A nn. xiii. 28). See Appendix,
® Juvenal vii. 228 “Raratamen merces, quae cognitione tribuni hon egeat.**
The words doubtless mean “whieh. does nob lead to the appdlatio.'* In such a
case even the Republican tribunes took “cognisance” of tbe merits of the appeal.
The explanation that tbe tribunes were now given some extraordinary jurisdiction
in civil cases is unnecessary.
^

(Tac,

p. 365.

®

Dio Cass.

liv.

26.

« ib. Ix. 11.

319) “Imp. Constantinns A. consulibus, praetoribua
tribiinis plebis senatui salutem.”
® Suet, Aug. 40 “Comitiorum quoque pristmum ju3 reduxit.”
e g. Cod. 6, 60, 1 (a.d
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been transferred wholly to the Princepa ; for to him
belonged the rights of declaring war, of making peace, and of
forming alliances ; ^ while the criminal jurisdiction which the
people exercised at the end of the Republic was no longer
necessary, for while the more definite portion of it was handed
over to the quaesiiimes^^ the more indefinite now fell under the
Legislative power
extraordinary cognisance of the Senate.
tended to centre more and more in the Princeps and Senate, and
it ia only during the first century that enactments are mentioned
which have the true forms of leges and plebiscita.^ The right of
election was the most permanent of the popular prerogatives.
Under Augustus the people still chose its magistrates, although
the choice was considerably influenced by the Princeps;^ and
after Tiberius in the first year of his reign had caused all the
real elements of election
the profession, the nomination, the
vote to be transferred to the Senate,® the formal renuntiaiio of
the successful candidates (an integral part of the election) ® still
continued to be made to the people down to the third century.^
It is only in respect to the consulship that there is a doubt
whether, during the first century a,T)., more than the mere
announcement of the result was not eflfected in the comitia. The
evidence is conflicting, but the indications of a formal popular control of these appointments are on the whole outweighed by those
which refer to the Senate the real elements of election rendered
nugatory at times by the way in which the Princeps exercised
There can be little question, howhis powers of nomination.®
ever, that in the later Principate the consular, like aU other,

comilia had

—

—

—

^

*

p. 344.
Dio Cass, Ivi,
it rijv

TUP

40 (Augustas) ix

•

.

,

roO

rats ^iayyd)-

5tKCurT7)pfciJv 6.icpl^€iaLv fitTa.<fT^<rat.

the Julian laws passed by Augustus in the toTicilium plebis, the Ux Junia
^erhana of the reign of i^beriiis» plebiacUa of Claudius. The last 'kuovra lex za
an agrarian law of Nerva {Dig. 47, 2L 3/ I)*
* DLo Cass. lUi. 21 (when the election was entrusted to the people, Augustus)
4 k vapaKn\€i}(7€wt
kqI
AttoiTr^fie\Eiro
g.'fyr*
SfiKvOi^iyrax.
Cf. Tae. Ann. i. 15 “potissima arbitrio principis, quaedam t&men
* «.g.

atudiU tribuum

fiebant.''*'

Tac. Ann, L 15- The change was, we are told by VeUeiuB (ii. 124), in
accordance with the instrucUons of Augustus.
^ Dio Cass. Iviii. 20,
® p, 188.
® p. 319.
In OJ.L. vi 10213 we find a notice of “improbae comilLu} in
find Viteilius canvassieg for his
AFOctiao, ubi i5ej)aa«3 coa. factua est,*’
candidates in the ctreos (The. Hist. ii. 91 “comitia consuluin cum candidatis
civiliter cclebrans omnem intimae plebis rumorem in theatro ut spectator, in
On the other band, we have ah seTicUu destinal-ux in
cijoo ut fautor adfectavit”).
®

W©
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were vested in the Senate- The Burvival of the comiiia
whether for the purpose of the renuTiiiatio
or for that of ratifying the powers of the Princeps, was no mere
elections

into the third century,

masa^meeting informally assembled.
The stately forms of the
Republic were preserve^ and when the centuries were assembled
the red flag still flew from the Janiculum.^

(3) The Senate
It was through the Senate of the Principate that the idea of
popular sovereignty was most practically and even most formally
expressed ; and, as the Principate claimed and even tried to be
nothing more than the extraordinary magistracy of a Republic,
the most infinite pains was taken with this body to give it
We shall speak elsewhere of the
dignity, stability, and weight.
senatorial “ order which was created during the Principate ; it
was from this order that the Senate was recruited, and the will
of the Princeps could be very distinctly asserted in the selection
Entrance was, as in the Reof m embers of the great council.
public, chiefly through the magistracy, the tenure of the quaestorWhen, therefore, the
ship qualifying for a seat at the board.
Senate became itself the electing body, the principle of entrance
was one of cooptation ; and as the Princeps did not, to any great
extent, influence the selection of quaestors' by bis commendatio^^
But we
the principle was something more than a mere theory.
shall see that he often gave the laius elavus which admitted to
the senatorial order; we have seen that he advanced to the military
tribunate, which became one of the qualifications for the quaestorship ; ^ he might also have exercised an influence in the formal
nomination of candidates for this office ; while his right of adlectio^^
when exercised with reference to persons who had not been
magistrates, gave him the power of actually creating senators.
The qualifications for the Senate had reference to age, wealth,
As twenty -five was the miiumum age for the
and birth.
The
quaeatorship, a man might be a senator at twenty -six.®

Dio Cassias [\ix. 20), in speaking of the
the inscription quoted on p. 349 n. 6.
temporary restoration of popular elections by Caligula, mentioas them in connexion with the consulship.
^

Dio Cass,

zxxvii. 28.

3 p.
^ p.

28

;

• p.

364.

364.

Hence the expression “ nondum sanatoria

i/ist. iv. 42),

*

aetate

''

p. 365.

(Toe.

Ann,

xv.
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req^red, though it varied from time to time during the
of Augustus, was finally fixed at a million sesterces.?
Ingenuitas was required
Claudius even demanded free birth
through three generations^ and it was counted one of the abuses
of tyrannical rule when the favour of Emperors admitted freed*
men into the Senate.^ For a time the council maintained its
mainly Roman character, but “ new men ” from Italy and the
provinces crept in with the censorships of Claudius and Vespasian,^
and the former Emperor even granted admission to the Gallic
Aedui, perhaps by an employment of his right of adlectio.^ The
reign

—
—

reception of provincials finally became so frequent that, to give
'them an Italian interest, it was decreed by Trajan that onethird of their property must be invested in land in Italy,^ a
quota that was changed by Marcus Aurelius to one-fourth.^
Removal from the Senate belonged to the Emperor either as
censor, when he exercised the discretionary moral judgment
which had been associated with the Republican lectiOf^ or in
virtue of that

power of

revision which, as

associated with the Principate.®

The

chief

we have

seen, became
grounds of exclusion

were lack of the requisite census, refusal to take the oath in ada
Caesaris which was demanded of senators as of magistrates,^^ or
condemnation for crimes The Senate itself, in the exercise of
its judicial power, could add to the sentence which it inflicted
on a senator the penalty of expulsion from the house
it might
even make this expulsion a punishment for calumnious accusation.^^
The revised list of the Senate {album senatorium) was
liv. 17, 30 ; Tac. Ann, L 75, iL 37.
declared **iion lecturum se eenatorem nisi civis

^

Dio Cass.

^

He

Romani abnepotem”

(SueL Claud, 24).
* Vila Com/modi 6 *'ad cujus (Gleandri) nixtum etlam libertini tn senatnm
atqne iu patricios lecti snnt y»Vita Elagahali 11 Fecit libertos praesides, legatos,
consulea, duces."
*

Ann,

iiL 4 '^simul hot! homines e mnniclpiis et coloniis atqne etiam
senatnm crebro adsompti ” ; Suet. Vesp, 9 “ Amplissimos ordines
honestissimo quoqne
puTgavit eupplevitqne, recenso senatu et equite

Tac.

provLneiia in
.

*

.

.

.

Italiconim ac provincialinm adlecto."
^ Tac. Ann, xi 25
Prof. Pelham in Classical Review
;

.

.

ix. p.

441.

Vila Marci 11.
* For the infliction of each a nota by Domitian see Saet. Bom. 8, “ quaestorium
virnm, qnod gesticnlandi saltandique studio teneretur, movit senatn.*'
» p. 847.
Tac. Ann, iv. 42 (Tiberius) ‘‘Apidinm . .
Merulam, quod in acta divi
August! non juraverat, albo seuatorio erasiL"
® Plin.

Ep,

Vi.

^

19.

.

“

ib.

iii.

\b,

Iv.

17
31

;

;

vi.

xii.

48.
59.
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posted up publicly every year,^ and tbe Emperor appeared at
The number of the
the head of this list as prijic^s semtus}
Senate was fixed by Augustus at 600,^ and, as there seems to
have been little or no alteration in the number of the quaestors,
the size of the body into which they passed may have been
Augustus also instituted fixed days for meeting.
fairly constant.

These regular meetings {senaivs Ugiiimt) took place twice a
month, on the Kalends and the Ides, except during the autumn
months of September and October, and attendance on these days
was compulsory.'* Even to these meetings, however, there was
a summons through an edict.® Extraordinary sittings (senatu^
indidi) could also be held whenever the magistrate deemed

them

necessary.®

The presidency and summons belonged

chiefly

were possessed also by
the Senate had been sum-

to the consuls, but, as in the Republic,

the praetors and tribunes.^ When
moned, the Prineeps shared in the presidency as a magistrate,
and it is very questionable whether he ever appeared at the
board in the character of a simple senator.® As a magistrate he
might address the house at any moment, and, during the early
Principate at least, custom dictated that there should be a pause
at the opening and at the close of a debate which the Prineeps
might fill up with an expression of opinion if he pleased.® We
have already noticed the singular privileges which he possessed
in the matter of bringing business before the house.
^

Dio Cass. Iv. 3
Dio Cass. liii

;

Ann,

Tac.

iv. 42.

(Augustus in 28

during the censorship of himself
fi.a
airraU (rott dirorypatpais) irpdKpiros
yepoverias
.
r^i y€pov<rlas /rari
cf. 1x1 ili. 5, where Perlinoz irpbKptTOs
iipxniov
.
iTTuvopAc^Brf
an expression which seems to show that it was not a constant
designation of the Prineeps at this period.
2

ami Agrippa)

1

iv

:

.

8
•
^

•

ib. liv.

13, 14.

3 ; Suet. Aug. 35 ; Merkel ad Ovid. Fast, p. vi.
9
si e lege senatus edictus esset haberetnrque."
Lex de imp. Vesp.
Dio Cass. liv. 3,
Vila OordiajiorUTTij 11 ; Vita Iladriani, 7
For the summons by a praetor see Tac. Hist. iv. 39 by tribunes, Dio Cass.
ib. Iv.

;

;

IvL 47, lx. 16, Ixxviii. 37
®

The doubt

“ quo

is

raised

;

by

by

tribunes and praetors,

ib. lix.

24.

during a trial for majestas,
Si pritnua, habebo qnod aequar : si post omnes,
(Tac. Ani^ i. 74),
Dio Cassius also says of

PLso’s address to Tiberius

.
loco censebia, Caesar ^
.
vereor ue iraprudens dissentiam
Tiboriiis (Ivii. 7) Kai y^p avrh? yj/^tpov iroXArf/ifts
But neither writer may
be using strictly technical language ; and it is not certain that the Prineeps could
be asked bis opinion. On the other hand, when Caesar put the question, the other
magiatrabes gave senitnUat (Tac. Ann. ui. 17). The questjon is not of much
importance for the Principate as a whole, as in its later period the Emperor
usually consulted the Senate by letter.
See p. 369.
• See Tac. Ann. L 74, quoted in the last note.
p. 348.
.

EOMAN
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Amongst the powers of the Senate, that which was formally
the greatest was the creation and deposition of the Princeps.
have already seen how this rigJit was limited in practice;^
but its nominal ezercise was an expression of the view that the

We

Roman

sovereignty of the

in the ancient counciL

people now found its chief exponent
The same idea is expressed in the

—

power of dispensation from laws whether in favour
and members of bis house, ^ or in administrative

senatorial

of the Princeps

matters such as the right of forming associations.® The elective
power which the Senate enjoyed from the beginning of the
reign of Tiberius is also a sign of its perpetuating the powers
of the people.

Over foreign administration, once the great bulwark of its power,
Although it still receives
the Senate has now but little control.
messages of the victories of the Princeps, and grants him a triumph,®
all independent rights of war, peace, and alliance.
receives envoys from the provinces which are under its
control,® and from the towns of Italy, ^ and, at least in the first

it

has lost

But

it

century of the Principate, it may act as the advising body of the
Tiberius
Princeps in spheres which pertain wholly to him.
consulted the Senate on military questions ; ® Vespasian waived
an embarrassing offer of help from the Parthian b by urging them
to send an embassy to the Senate ; and Decebalus, after his conquest hy Trajan, obtained his final terms of peace by the same
means.® Such concessions were doubtless acts of grace on the
part of the Princeps, but they also represent a constitutional
principle

which

finally

disappeared

—

the principle of consulting
questions that were of

the representatives of the people on
paTamount interest to the state.

The other powers
or

its

of the Senate, which express its sovereignty
partnership of administration with the Princeps, we must

359.

* p.

1

p.

^

The formula

senatna

[OJ.L.

c,(oTivocari)
vi. n.

of

4416).

372.

* p.
*

Dio Casa.

®

Tac.

®

350.

a colltgium legitivium runs ^qnlbua
c(ogi) permisit e lege Julia ex auctoritate Angusti'*

for the formation

Ixviii. 29.

Ann.

iii. 60
xii. 62.
de legendo vel ezauctorando

^ ib. xiii. 48.

;

milite, ac

”
legionum et auxiliomm descrlptione

(Suet. Tib. 30).
of

® Tac. Uist. Iv. 51
Ixviii. 9, 10.
In 49 A.n. during tbe reign
; Dio Cass.
Claudius we also read of a reception of Parthian envoys in the ^nate (Tac.

Ann,

xii. 10).
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next section, in which we shall attempt to
theory of a dual control which pervades the constitution of the Principate.

reserve

the

for

illustrate the

§

5.

The Chief Departments of the Stale; the Dval Control of
Senate and Princeps

We

have already seen that, in the most essential fact of
the Senate and
the creation of the Principate
people, or rather the Senate as representing the people, was
theoretically supreme.^
The attribute of sovereignty that comes
nearest to this is the power of legislation, for it is one that the
‘‘determinate human superior" genei'ally retains in his o^vn
hands.
The other functions that are usually associated with the
highest authority in a community, such as the control of general
sovereignty

—

—

jurisdiction, finance, cultus and coinago, may
more easily be delegated. If the delegation is temporary, there
is no division of sovereign power; if perpetual, there is such a
di virion unless the legislative power be thought of as capable of
recalling the mandate.
We have already seen to what a large
extent the people had delegated its powers to the Princeps, and
we have also seen that this delegation was, in fact though nob in
theory, perpetual,^
But, in the spheres oi authority which we

administration,

are

now about

to examine, there is neither the theory of complete

retention, nor that of complete delegation, of sovereign power.

The sovereign has partly retained and has partly delegated in
perpetuity every one of the functions of government which we
have enumerated, and this singular dualism affects, not only the
administrative, but even the legislative activity of the stata
Legislation,

(i.)

shown how

—With

the comitia

respect to legislation it has already been
uttered their general mandates until

still

But, even before
a period at least as late as the reign of Nerva,^
the legislative power of the people became extinct, this power
had been passing to the Senate ; and in the strict theory of the
constitution, true legislative authority is to be finally found only
in the great council which represents the people.
The origin of this senatorial legislation is doubtless to be
sought in the advice on legal points which the Republican Senate
had often tendered to the magistrate, and in the interpretation ol
»

p.

358,

p.

868.

• p,

372.
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customary law or of enactments which often accompanied this
It has, indeed, been noted that the senalus ccTisulta of
the Principate, which prescribe general commands such as in the
Eepublic would have been the subject of leges, are often expressed
in this advisory form ; 2 decrees of the Senate never attained the
they also lack its imperative mode of
formal structure of a law
utterance, and for these two reasons they were never described
as leges.
The highest degree of validity which the jurist could
^
but this force was
give them wa§ ‘‘the binding force of laws ** ;
sufficient to make them sources of the jus civile,^ and down to the
third century such general commands as tended to alter the
fundamental legal relations oi Homan citizens to one another,
were generally expressed in the form of senatus consulia.
The Princeps, on the other hand, is not credited directly with
any power of legislation ; hut the faculty for making jus., which
was inherent in the imperium of every Koman magistrate, and
especially apparent in that of the praetor, was manifested by the
Princeps in an unexampled degree.
His methods of utterance
The edict am
are through the edict, the decree, and the rescript.
is, like that of the praetor, technically an interpretation of law
but the creative power associated with interpretation is here
pushed to its extremes t limits, and statute law supplemented this
faculty inherent in the imperium by explicitly declaring that
whatever ordinances the Princeps might lay down should (with
certain limitations fixed by precedents) be considered valid.®
Whether the edict of one Princeps bound his successor must have
depended to some extent on the degree of formality in the
Tiberius professes respect even for the obiter dicta of
utterance.
advice.^

276.
the S* C. VdleianuTn, which limited the obligations which women might
incur, begins, “Quod Marcus Silanns et Velleus Tutor cousules verba feceruut
quid de ea re fieri oportet, de ea re ita censuere ** {THg.^ 16, 1, 2, 1) ; cl Dig.
30, 1, 1, 2 (S. 0. TVebdlianum), 14, 6, 1 (*Sl (7. Macedonianum), and see
Kipp Quellenkunde des rtfm. Rechts p. 27.
* The jurists refer to them by the names of their proposers ; hence such
But such designations
designations as VeUeuinuTiiy Trdidlianum (see last note).
The S. 0. Macedonianum is called after the olTender who had
are not official.
been the occasion of the decree,
^ Gaius i. 4 “ Senatus consuUum est, quod senatus jubet atque coustituit : idque
.

*

p.

*

Thus

.

.

quamvis fuerit quaesitum."
7
1, 3, 9.
Lex de imp. Vesp. 1. 17 “ ntique qnaecnnqne ex usu

legls vicero oblinct,
»
®

Dig.

1, 1,

;

rei

divinamm hnmauarum publicarum privatarumque renim
fuit.’*
facere jus potestasque sit, iU uti divo Augusto
.

.

.

publicae majestateque
esse censebit, ei agere
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Augustus ;

^ but this reverence was exaggerated, and none but the
formal edicts expressed in written form could, as a rule, have
been included in the acta. It is by no means certain that even
these were always included in the acia to which the oath was
taken ; ^ but if an edict had been recognised as valid by several
succeeding Principes and was then abandoned, some formal method
of repudiation seems to have been necessary.^
The dearetum was, in its strict sense, the sentence of the
Princeps when sitting as a high court of justice
asa res judicata
it necessarily possessed absolutely binding force for the case in
which it was issued, and prevented any renewal of this process
but, unless formally rescinded in a succeeding reign, its validity
as a precedent seems not to have been questioned, and the
words Caesar dixit appeal to the jurists almost witli the force

of law.®

The third mode of utterance is by means of the letter {epistola)
or rescript {rescri^tum),^
These letters contained instructions
either on administrative or

on

judicial matters.

In their

first

character they might be addressed either to individual officials
subordinate to the Emperor or to the provincial diet,^ the scope

depending on the Emperor^s discretion at the
time of the issue, and on the interpretation of the rescript after
In matters of justice, whether addressed to the
hia death.
judge or to the litigant, they might settle doubtful points
of Jaw or extend a principle to new cases.
The power of
of their application

interpretation

is

at least as great in the rescript as in the edict

but the rescript was the more powerful vehicle for law-making.
It kept the Princeps in constant touch with the provincial world,
Tac. Ann. L 77 ‘Mivua Augustus iranmnes vertenim histxiones quoDdam
responderat, neque faa Tiberio itifrtogere dicta ejus.*’
* p. 363.
* Paulua in Dig. 28, 2, 26 “ Filins familias, si militet
.
ant heres scribi aut
exheredari debet, jam sublato edicto divi Angosti, quo cautum fiierat ce pater
filinm militcm ezheredet"
*
It was sometimea used in a more general sense for constiiutio prinrApiSy as
wlien Papinian saya “Jus , . . civile est quod ex legibus, plebia scitis, aenatua
consnltia, decretia principum, auctoritate pnidentium venit" {Dig. 1, 1, 7).
® Dig. 4, 2, 13 “ Exstat enim decretum divi Marci in haec verba, etc.
.
.

.

.

Caesar dixit,

.

etc.

“ Bescript " is properly an an^er to a letter, but it soon came to be used as
cxcj^ui valent to epistola.
See Kipp op. ciL p. 37.
^ Cf, Dig. 1, 16, 4, 6 “imperator noster Antoninus Augustus ad desideria
.^sianoruni rcscripsit” (on the mode in which the proconsul should arrive at the
province of Asia).
®
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and was the chief mode in which the uniformity of its administration and its law was moulded.
The rescripts also had, on
account of the precision and permanence of their form, a more
unquestioned validity, as perpetual enactments, than either the
edict

OL the

When

decree.

the acta of an emperor are referred

with the charters or privileges
conferred on states, that
are intended.
The rescripts might be elicited either by the
coTisuliatio of a doubtful official who was subordinated, either as an
administrator or as a judge, to the Emperor, or they might be
written in answer to the petition {liheUuSy supplicatio) of one of
the parties to a suit.
In the latter case they were often a convenient substitute for the personal appearance of the appellant
in the Emperor’s court.
The edicts, decrees, and rescripts came eventually to be
described as “ imperial constitutions ” {(mstituticm^s prindpum), and
although, as we have seen, different degrees of permanence might
attach to each of these methods of utterance, to a jurist of the
second century they all had the force of law.^ From this
category of enactments with binding force one important class
of imperial ordinances seems formally to have been exempted.
This class consisted of the mandata, or general instructions which
the Princeps gave to officials subordinate to himself.
In the
early Principate they were for the most part issued to the
governors of Caesar’s provinces, but the gradual encroachment of
the Emperor’s powers on senatorial administration led to the
mandates being issued to proconsuls as well. When the mandate
dealt with a precise point of the jus civile and w&s repeated by
successive emperors, it doubtless came to have the force of a
rescript;^ but it was more often concerned with the general
to, it is

chiefly these, together

{leges daiae, heneficia) that

he

may have

administrative duties of subordinates, directing them in the
doubtful cases of the moment, and, therefore, not necessarily
laying

down

rules of perpetual validity.

“

In one sense the man-

Constitutio principis eat, quod imperator decreto vel edicto vel
epistola Gonstituit ; ueo unquam dubitatum eat quiu id legia \icem obticeat/’
Cif. Ulpian in Dig. 1,
imperator per epistulam et
.
.
4, 1, 1 ‘‘Quodcumque
aubscriptionem statuit vel cognoscena decrevit ... vel edicto praecepit, legem
ease constat.
Haec sunt quaa vulgo constitutionea appellatnua.”
® Thus the eoldier’a testament waa created by a series of mandates : “ divus
Julius Caesar concessit .
. divus Titus
dedit: post hoe Domitianus : postea
dirus Nerva plenissimam indulgentiam in militea contulit : eamque et Trajauus
secutus est et exinde mandatis iuseri coepit caput tale.
Caput ex mandatis, etc.*'
(Ulpian in Dig. 29, 1, 1).
^

Gaius

i.

5

.

.
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date stands higher than the rescript, for it is as a rule more
general in form, and a mindatum may be the result of a series
of rescripta on the same point ; but in another sense it stands
lower, since it was understood that it might be recalled at any
moment by the Princeps who had issued it, and that it might not
be observed by his successor. The remarkable differences of
treatment to which the Christians were subjected during the
Principate was due chiefly to the fact that, so far as this treatment was a concern of the central government at all, it was one

directed by mandate.

A review of
his

**

the powers of the Princeps as exercised through
and hia mandates shows that he was not

constitutions ”

regarded as a true legislative authority, and that the binding force

by
was never
of much practical
The Romans had lived
for centuries mainly under the rule of interpreted or judge-made
law, and now the Roman world, enlarged and unified, looked for
guidance, not to the comitiOj which were in decay, or to the
Senate, whose contact with the provinces was ever becoming less,
but to the one interpreter who was known to every judge and
eveiy Ktigant^ and whose utterances could be heard at the
farthest ends of the earth.
It was the force of circumstances,
not any constitutional theory, which made the Princeps the

of his ordinances was technically inferior to that possessed

But the theory
importance at Rome.

decrees of the Senate.

highest of

all legislative,

authorities.
(ii.)

Jurisdiction ,

judicial sphere,

we

—

^If

of legislation

because the greatest of

we

find the

turn

same

from the

all

interpreting,

legislative

to the

theoretical assertion of a dual

But

it is complicated in this instance by the fact that
not the sole representative of the Republican side
of the administration.
The state still asserts itself through old
organs such as the praetors and the judices^ while it has acquired
a new organ in the joint activity of consuls and Senate.
In a
sphere parallel to theirs the Princeps works, sometimes exercising a jurisdiction that is all his own, at other times infringing on
their powers, but always occupying a position that exhibits him
to the provincial mind as the highest court in the Roman world.
The jurisdiction of these several courts must be treated in its
separate aspects of civil and criminal, of jurisdiction in the first
instance and by way of appeal.
The power of reversing sentences
and the right to pardon must also be considered.

control

the Senate

is

,
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civil jurisdiction of

tbe Republic, vrith

CHAP.
its

division into

jus 2ind judiciuTTiy continued during ibe greater part of the period

of the Pi'indpate,

and the praetor

still

gave his legal rulings in

the shape of a formula which ho submitted to a judex.

But

these

judida mdinaria tended gradually to be replaced by the personal
cognisance {cognUio) of the magistrate, which, exercised on a
limited scale by the praetor during the Republic, became a
feature of tbe Emperor’s own jurisdiction from the very beginning of the Principate, and was soon extended to provincial
governors and to his great delegates, the praefects.
This jurisdiction was described as extra ordineM^ and, like the other form,
But
it admitted of a distinction between magistrate and^w^^.
judex extra ordinem datus^ is wholly different in character
the
from the judex ordinarius of the older form of process. The new
procedure does not admit the distiuction between
and judicium ; the/tidex is a true delegate, is appointed without &fcrmulay
and decides on the law a3 well aa on the facts of the case. The
sphere of the cognitio of the Princeps was probably unlimited in
theory, and may have been conferred on the first Emperor
by statute.^ It was a voluntary jurisdiction which any one
might request and which the Emperor might refuse. In case of
Tbe early
such refusal the case was taken by the praetor.
Principes, however, showed an unwillingness to interfere with the
common-law jurisdiction of the ordinary courts, and confined
their attention to cases of equity, such as those springing from
matters of trust {Jidei commissum) and guardianship {iutela). But
the number even of these cases soon became too vast for the
cognisance of the

have seen

how

Emperor and

special praetors

and we
were successively appointed to

his occasional delegates,

share in this equitable jurisdiction.^
The civil courts of appeal existingunder the Principate arc partly

due to a survival of the Republican principle of
^

appellatio to a

magistrate with the right of veto, partly to the principle (new for
Rome, though nob for the provinces) of delegated jurisdiction, and
partly to a wholly novel principle of an appeal which can com1 GelL xiL
13, 1 ‘‘Cam Romae a consulibua judex extra ordiDem datus
jussus essem.”
proountiare .
* Dio Cass. Ji. 19 (in 30 b.O. it was decreed) rbi* Kalirapa
re i^ovaLav
(KKXr^Sy re SiKd^eiy.
Si(L piou
.
It is probable that the
Tuty
last words only Klescribe tbe establishment of the Princepa aa a high court
See Greenidge in Classical Jieview viii. p. 144.
of volnntary jurisdiction.
» p. 368.
,

.

.

.
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pletely reverse the decisions of a lower court, which has its origin

mainly

an

attempt at centralising

the higher provincial
the decision of % judex in
judicia
(yrdvmriai there is now, as formerly, no appeal to any authority,
although^ as we shall see^ the sentences of judices might, under
certain conditions, be reversed by the authority either of the
praetor or the Princeps.
From the decision of the praetor in
jure an appeal lies as before to an equal or higher authority,^ and
the veto in virtue of the major potestas or majus imperium is
naturally possessed by the Princeps.
When we find Tiberius
present in the praetoFs court, he may be there for the purpose of
over-ruling that magistrate’s decisions.^
His presence seems to
show tliat the limitations of the old auxilium which must be
were preserved. Whether the veto was
offered in person^
pronounced in virtue of the imperium or in virtue of the tribunida
in

jurisdiction in

Rome.

From

—

—

matter of indifference; how the veto operated is the
On the analogy of the Republican intercession its effects should have been purely cassatory, and perhaps in
But it must be
the early Principate this principle was observed.
remembered that the Princeps is in a very different position
to the vetoing consul or tribune of the Republic, or even to the
Republican praetor who presides over a department other than
These magistrates can
that which he controls by his veto.
negative a decision of a lower court, but they cannot replace this
negatived' decision by a positive judgment of their own.
The
Princeps, on the other hand, has a theoretically unlimited power
He can, therefore, supplement his negative
of civil jurisdiction.^
by a positive judgment, and this unique combination of the power

polestas is, a

really important point

Paulas in Dig, 6, 1, 58 “Judicium solvitur vetante eo qui judicare jusserat
etiam eo qui majua imperium in eadem jurisdictione babet/' The veto in
virtue of par potestas ia here omitted on account of its disappearance in the time
See Merkel Gesch^ der klasHchen. Appellation
'>of Paulus (circa 200 a.d,).
*

vel

it p. 1&.
^ Tac.

Ann, L 75 “ judicUs adsidebat In comu tribnnalia, no praetorem curuli
depelleret ; maltaque eo coram adversus ambitum et potentium preces con&tituta “ ;
Bk /cal ^?rl ri tu>v dpxBifTUv btKacrijpia, /cal irapa.’
Dio Cass, Ivii. 7
axrrufv Kal dvapdKXrpot^ xal . . . iXeye^ 6<ra idlKci
Ka\o6p/cvos
ws wdpeSpo^,
The civil courts are here meant, or at least included ; but it is possible that
Tiberius may often have appeared in them as a seif -constituted adviser, not aa an
authority to be appealed to; cf. Suet. Tib. 33 “ mogistratibus pro tribnoali
cognoacentibus plenimque ee offerebat consiliarium ; adsidebatque juxtim vel
exadveraum in parte primori." According to Snetonina (l.c.) he exercised a similar
influence over the jurisdiction of the quaestiones.
* p,

178.

p.

382.
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of judging is almost unquestionably the

which leads to the reformation of a
came to operate
in this way even against the praetor, although, even if it did not,
Even
the effect of Caesar’s veto would really be reformatory.
the tribunes of the Republic could put pressure on a praetor to
induce him to alter his formula,^ and we can hardly imagine the
praetor withstanding the suggestion accompanying a veto pronounced by the holder of the irihnnida potestas. The jurisdiction
”
of the municipal towns of Italy was, so far as it was “ ordinary
jurisdiction, still under the control of consuls, praetors, and

basis of that appeal to Caesar

sentence.

It is not improbable that the appeal

tribunes, at least as late as the reign of

courts

Nera^

iliese municipal

were technically those of the ^prador urhanus^ and the

Princeps probably interfered (if at all) with their jurisdiction only
through his control of the rulings of the praetor in Rome.
shall trace elsewhere the mode in which the extraordinary juriS'
diction of one of Caesar’s delegates, the praefect of the city,
came to encroach on the ordinary jurisdiction of the Roman

We

courts.

Another method of appeal springs from the principle of
Caesar, when he cares to exercise civil
delegated jurisdiction.
jurisdiction, can perform it either personally or through mandataries, and there is necessarily an appeal from the mandatary to
the higher authority, unless this authority distinctly asserts that
no appeal will lie.® The appeal in such a case, if it is upheld,
issues not merely in the veto but in the reform of the sentence
Caesar may, of course, employ such delegates
of the mandatary.
Augustus used the praetor urbanus and ccnsulares
as he pleases.
for home and foreign appellaiiones* a word which in this context
1 Cic. pro TvUio 16, 38 “quid aUimilt to tam muHis vertis o praetoro
poatulare ut adderet in judicium ‘ikjcria,' et, qnia non impetrasses, tribaaos piehis
^peUaTB ct hie in judicio queri praetoris iniguitatem gnod de iiytiria non
So the tribumciao veto might be employed to elicit an exception.
ftddiderit?’'
Cic. Acad. Prior, it 80, 97 ‘'Tribunuin aliqncni censeo adeant \pX. videant]; a

me

istam exceptionom
® Tac.
*

Dio

Ann,

xiii.

mmquam

28 ( a . d

Cass. lix. 8 b

irm

.

iropctrabmifc.’*

66).

yhp

See Appendix.
oiJrw? aib-^A'

(Silanns) ^rlpyiffey^

&{m

irdyra
tA
aOroO dtKda-at ^^€X^(rai, dXX*
do not know wbat position Silanns held If, as ia
roiavra.
generally supposed, he was consul, the reference may be to appeals from juris^
diction in Jidei commissa delegated by the Pxincepa to the conaul.
^KK\r}76v

dir’

We

* Suet. Auj. 33
'*
Appel latioues quotaniiLs urbanoram qnidem litigator urn
praetori delegabat urbano: at provincialium consulatibus 'viris, quoa aingvilos
That the conjecture pra^tcio
cujusque provjnciae negotiis praeposuisset”
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probably means simply “ requests for cognisance ” made to fcbe
Prmceps. The imperial jurisdiction in matters of trust (Jidei
cornmissa)

from
to

was delegated

to consuls or to praetors

this regular delegation, the

bo his judex extra ordinemt

^

But^ apart

Emperor might instruct any one

when be did not

care to tabe the

case himself-

The appeal from

provincial governors was, so far as the

public or senatorial provinces were concerned, the result of a

conscious striving after unity of administration, although

it

was

Republican precedents; with
respect to Caesaris provinces, it was a direct consequence of the
fact that the governors of these provinces were merely his*
legates, although the frequency with which the appeal was
allowed shows the same stnving for a centralised jurisdiction.
The principle which in the early Principate regulated appeals
from the public provinces was that these should come invariably
to the Senate, and this principle of the dyarchy, which tended to
be disregarded, was emphatically restated by Nero at the
commencement of his reign ^ It was probably a development of
a Republican custom in accordance with which certain important
cases had been summoned from the provinces to Rome by the
but this principle seems
consuls and Senate (Ii(mam reiocaiio)
to have been now extended to include true cases of appeal as
When such appeals in
well as cases of denial of jurisdiction
civil matters came to Rome, it is probable that the Senate
delegated the hearing of them to the consuls.
The fact that this pnnciplo of the appellate jurisdiction of
the Senate required restatement in 54 a B prepares us for the

not wholly

unconnected

with

ultimate neglect into which it fell.
It is certain that by the
close of the second and beginning of the third century, Caesar,
or his great delegate the praefect of the praetorian guard, is the
universal court of appeal for the whole provincial world.
result cannot be attached to

This
any power possessed by the Princeps

delegahal urbis 13 uotenablo has been pointed out by Mommsen {Staatsr. u. p 985
note 1)
^ For the delegation to praetors Bee
p. 368 ; for that to consuls cf Quint
JnsL Or ui 6, 70 "'Non debes apud praetorem petere fidei commissum sed apud
ra^yor enim praetoria cognitioue summa eit.'*
^ Tac. Ann, iili. 4 '^teoeret aotitpia munia senatua, consuliun tnbtmalibuB
”
provinciae adaisterent
Italia et

pubheae

Cjg in Verr ni. 60, 138
(Bruns Fences) I 10*
*

;

ad

FaTo* aiiL 26, 3

2 O

,

rraffjnenium Aiestmam
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over the proconsuls of the public provinces ; for the statement
that he possessed maiiLS imperium over such governors ^ can only
mean that in any collision of authority the Princeps is not

The world- wide appellate jurisdiction
the Princeps was a thing of very gradual growth, and it

inferior to the proconsul.
of

from any idea of his prerogative, but from the
tendency of provincial governors, senatorial as well as

originated, not
irresistible

imperial, to refer their difficulties

authority in the

Roman

to the highest interpreting
world, the Princeps and his consilium of

It is no wonder that the man who became
the central source of law should also become the universal
authority for its interpretation in detail.

judicial advisers.

When we turn to criminal jurisdiction, we find that here
too there are three sources of jus.
The Republic is represented
by the qmesiiones perpetuae with their praetors and equestrian
and also by the new criminal jurisdiction which has been
attached to the consuls and the Senate ; the Principate is
represented by the jurisdiction of the Princeps and his delegates.
The jurisdiction of the gudestioneSy so long as it continued,*
proceeded on the old lines.
They judged except where the case,
through a request of the parties accepted by a higher court, was

judices^

exempted from their jurisdiction.
The higher courts, which
might stop their jurisdiction by accepting a case, were those of
the Senate and the Princeps.
Both of these wefe high courts of
voluntary jurisdiction, and no appeal was permitted from one to
Voluntary jurisdiction is by its nature difficult to
the other.^
define; but custom tended to limit the Senators cognisance to
certain classes of cases.
These classes were determined either by
the position of the accused or the nature of the offenca
The
Senate tried ordinary crimes, such as murder, adultery, incest,
when they were committed by the members of the upper classes
in society,* and there was a growing feeling, which subsequently

When

imperium to Angnatoa is 23 B.C,
t 6 TrXetoy tQp iKaaraxhOi apx^yrwp ({rxOeiy ivirperl/ey (Dio Caas.
Cf. Ulpian in Diff. 1, 16, 8 [“ (proconsnl) majus imperiuin in ea provincia
liii- 32).
babefe omnibus post principem ”} and in 1, 78; 4.
It is a passire rather than
an active majus imperium that is hero contemplated. The whole scheme of the
provincial dyarchy rested on the assumption that there should be no relations
* p. 368,
between the proconsul and the Princeps.
* Ulpian in Dig, 49, 2,
1, 2 ** sciendum est appeUari a senatu non posse
principem, idque oratione divi Hadriani effecWm.’' It was doubtless the original
principle, confirmed and not created by Hadrian,
^ Tac. Ann, iii. 14, xvi. 8
Suet. Aug. 5.
;
^

ip

the Senate granted the proeonstdare

innjK6<fi
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obtained something like legal recognition, that a senator should
be tried by his peers.^ But the character of the offence was the
chief determinant of the Senators jurisdiction.
Any offence of
a directly political character, even in the early Principate a
breach of a treaty by a foreign prince,^ tended to come before
iL
It was the usual court for extortion or other misuse of
powers by provincial governors;* it judged offences against the
majesty of the state ; ^ and when the majesty of the Princeps had
become identified with that of the state, it might be employed
as a convenient engine of judicial tyranny.^
Its utility was
assisted by the unlimited and arbitrary character of its juriS'
It interpreted while it judged ; it might extend the
diction.
incidence of a law and frame new penalties ; it might even punish
in cases where no penalty was fixed by law ; ® and the principle,
forbidden in the qmestioneSf of uniting several crimes in the same
charge, was here admitted.^ This jurisdiction was technically,
^ There was no legal principle of the kind.
According to Dio Cassius (liii,
17 ) the monarchical power extended so far &<TTe ical dvrbs toO nufiyjplov Kal rei)?
iirir^as Kal Tot>s ^ouXeuris davarovv S6va(r6ai, and a senator, like Calpurnius Piso
But
in 20 A,D., might be brought before the Emperor (Tac. Ann. iii 10).
Septimius Severua permitted a senalus consvltum to be passed that the Emperor
should not be allowed to put a senator to death without the will of the Senate
The principle had been stated earlier by
(Dio Cass. Ixxiv. 2 ; Vita SeveH 7).
senatorem nisi ex senatus
Hadrian [Vita Iladriani 7 “juravit se

sententia puniturum

”).

Augustus in 29 B.C. brought Antiochus of Commagene, Tiberius in A.D. 17
Archelaua of Cappadocia before the Senate (Dio Cass. lii. 43, lvii« 17 Tac. Avn,
In A.D. 19 Rhescuporis of Thrace was accused there (Tac. Ann. ii. 67).
LL 42).
’ Cases of extortion are to be found in Tac. Aim. iii. 66, xii. 59
Hist, iv.
;
46.
In A.D. 23 we find the imperial procurator {p(UHmonii) of Asia brought
before the Senate for exceeding his powers (Tac. Ann. ir. 15).
* Toe. Ann. Iv. 13 (a.d. 23) “ Carsidiua Sacerdos, reus tamquam fmmento
hostem Tacfarinatem juvisset, absolvitur, ejusdemqoe criminia C. Oracchus.'*
c Amongst the prosecutions for treason against the Princeps which disfigure
the reign of Tiberius we may mention those against Libo Drusus (Tac, Ann. iL
27 ff.), against Cremutins Cordus (ib. iT. 34, 35), and against Sejanua (Dio Cass.
*

;

Iviii. 9,

10).

In A.D. 37 we find that a mother, who had caused her son to commit suicide,
in senatu . . urbe ... in decern nnnos prohibita eat’' (Tac. Ann. vi.
In A.D. 61 we find interdiction from Italy pronounced against a man for a
49).
kind of praevaricatio, “quod rec«, ne spud praefectnm urbis arguerentur, ad
praetorem detnlisset’* (ib. xiv, 41).
^ Qnintil. Inst. Or. iii. 10, 1 ; vii. 2, 20,
For instances see Tac. A nn. ii. 50,
In the last passage we find the question of the
iv, 21 ; Plin. Ep. ii, 11, 3 ff.
legality of this procedure raised (“Respondit Fronto Caliua deprecatusque est ne
quid ultra repetnudarum legem qnaereretor . . . Magna contentio, magni utrimque
clomores, aliis cognitionem senatus lege conclusam, aliis Uberam solutamque
dicentibus").
®

“ accusata

.
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perhaps, a edgnitio of the consuls.^
But the Senate was their
constant advising body, and the sentence took the form of a
cffrmLltum.
We shall soon see how the Emperor^s
presence at the board enabled him to influence a jurisdiction

senatus

which was technically independent

The voluntary

of his control.

jurisdiction of the Princeps in criminal matters

was theoretically unlimited, and could be exercised at any time
It rested with him whether he would undertake the cognisance (cognitixmem susetpere) at the request of one
or in any place.

of the parties,^ or refer the case to the ordinary court, that

the quaesiio competent

to try it

The

relations

of

the

is,

to

two

high courts of voluntary jurisdiction to the ordinary court of
necessary jurisdiction, are admirably exemplified by the procedure adopted in the trial of Piso for the murder of Germanicus
It is at the outset assumed that the case, which
one of poisoning, will come before the special commission
established by the lex Cornelia de veneficis.
But the Emperoris
cognisance is sought by the prosecutor, and Tiberius and his
(a.d. 19-20).
is

consilium actually listen to the preliminaries of the

the Emperor soon sees

how

trial.

But

invidious it will be to pronounce

in a case in which the murder of his own nephew and
adopted son is the subject of investigation, and he,- therefore,
sends the matter unprejudiced to the Senate with a request that
they should exercise their voluntary jurisdiction
request
which, coming from the Princeps, it was practically, although
not legally, impossible for the Senate to decline.®
But, although any request for cognisance might be listened

judgment

—

was held to continue the extraordinary
Tacitus certainly regards the eognitio aa
belonging to the Senate {Ann. iL 28 “Statim corripit reum, adit conauJea,
c ^gnitionem senatus poscit ").
* Flin. Ep. vi, 31, 8 (in a case of a forgery of a will) “ Heredes, cum Gaeaar
('Tcajanua) esset in Dacia, communiter epistuJa acripta, petieraiit ut ausciperet
^

It

I0

possible, however, that the Senate

criEDlnal jurisdiction of the cotnitia.

ofigiiitionem/'
® Tac. Ann,

?9 “Mareua . . . Vibius nuntiavit Fisoni Bomam ad dicendam
cludens respondit adfuturuna, whi praetor, qui de veneficiis
qiiaereret, reo ntque accusatoribus diem prodixisset ” ; ib. iii. 10 “petitum
eat a principe cognitionem exciperet ; quod ne reus quidem abnuebat, stadia
pi>puU et patnim metuens . . . baud fallebat Tiberium moles coguitiouis quaque
Igitur paucis familiarium adhibJtis minas accusantium
ipse Tama distraheretur.
Reruittit " does
et bine preces audit mtegr&mque eausam ad aeuatum remittit.'*
u<^ imply that the Senate was bound to take the case. For the tecbnically
voluntary nature of its jurisdiction cf. ib. iv, 21, xiii. 10, where we find the
expressions **receptua eat reus,” ‘‘recepti aunt inter reos,”

oiuBam venireL

li.

Ille

.

.

,
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the Princepa usually confiaed hia personal jurisdiction

to,

to

These included senous crimes committed by
members of the upper ranks in society, but especially offences
committed by imperial servants or by the office i^s of the army.^
certain

spheres.

The

Emperor might, of course, delegate this jurisdiction,
although the delegation of special cases seems to have been
unusual.^
On the other hand, the regular delegation of certain
kinds of offences is frequent enough, and is the basis of the
criminal jurisdiction of the Emperor's servants, the various
praefects who presided over the city, the praetorian guard, the
corn-supply, and the watch.®

A

peculiar right of the Princepfl to try cases from the pro

vinces in which the lives of

perhaps, have

Roman

citizens

grown up dunng the

were involved may,

Principate.

It

certainly

does not exist during the early portion of this period
Instances
of the maintenance of the Republican principle, that capital
charges against Roman citizens should be sent to Rome, are

indeed furnished by
Christians in

such

cases

as

those

of

the Pithy man

the reign of Trajan,^ and perhaps of St. Paul's

and perhaps such a demand for a trial
accompanied by a request, usually accepted, to be
tried before the Princeps ; but there are as many instances which
prove the unlimited jurisdiction of the provincial governor, at
appeal in the reign of Nero

at

Rome was

when dealing with oidmary crimes. Thus Manus Priscus
scourged and strangled a Roman knight in the province of Africa,
and Galba, when governor of Tarraconensis, crucified a guardian,
who w'as a Roman citizen, for poisoning his ward ® There are,
however, signs that the right to kill (jus gladii)^ if this expression
refers to ordinary as well as to military jurisdiction, was specially
least

A

^ Dio Cbss. Ill
case of adultery of a centurion with a tribune’s
22, 33
Trajan stated the ground on which he tried
wife conies before the Emperor
Ibis case (Plia Ep, vi. 31, 6 ‘‘Caesar et nomen centunonis et commemorationein
disciplinae militaris eententiae adjecit, ne omues ejusmodi causos revocare ad se

videretnr*').

An

is mentioued by Pliny {Ep vii 6, 8 “ mater, nmisso filio
eosdemque colieredes euos falsi et ^eueficii reos detulerat ad prmcipem judLcemque impetraverot JnUum Sermnum *’)
^ See the section on the functionanes of the Prmceps
(p. 406 sq. ).
”
* V\\rx.ad
Ttqq 96, 4 “ quia cives nomaui erant, adnotavi in urbem remittendos
® It IS not properly an appeal but a denial of jurisdiction
But on what
ground the jurusdiction of the procurator was denied is not clear
The Roman
citizenship, in viptue of which St. Paul claimed exemption from scourging at
Philippi and Jerusalem, is not mentioned here.
See Class. Rev, x p. 231.
® Plm. Ep. u. 11
Suet Galba 9.
,

*

instance

Iibertos ejus

.

.

.
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given by tbe Emperor at least to the administrators of his own
provinces,' which shows that the frequent requests of one who
stood “before Caesa/s judgment seat” to be tried by Caesar
had issued in some standing rule. At a later time, when the
universal criminal appeal to Caesar had grown up, certain persona
^are exempted from capital
senators, officers, and decurions
or severe penalties pronounced by provincial governors,^ and this
jurisdiction, reserved for the Pnneeps, was exercised by the
praefecius praetorio without appeal.
The Princeps was (especially in the early Pnneipate) by no
means a universal court of criminal appeal for the whole Roman
world. There was no appeal to him from the quaestiones perpetuaCy
although he may have had some right of rescinding the inequitable judgments of such courts (in integrum restitiUio) ; nor is there
theoretically any appeal from the Senate, although the Pnneeps
possesses, through the tnbunicia poiestas, a practical power of
In the matter of jurisrescinding the judgments of that body.®
diction delegated to his praefects, the appeal lies unless ho wills
it away, as he does in favour of the prae/eches praetorio.
With
respect to the provinces, the principle of the dual control, which
we have illustrated with reference to civil jurisdiction,* must
have originally been supposed to hold good with reference to
criminal jurisdiction as well ; but the dyarchy was, in this particular, ultimately dissolved.
By the end of tbe second century
Caesar, represented in most cases by his inappellable praetorian
praefect, was the highest court of criminal appeal for the whole

—

—

Roman

world.

Besides the right of appeal, there
residing SQmewWft wtach

a

is

in

or

most

political societies

to bo,

a.

For ita attachment to procurators and to persons with extraordinary commands see the instances given by Mommsen (Sl^sr, u. p. 270)
So the praefec'

tjirea oC the, e^iAEfL,

anrl the.
sjca hm/treA
Aten. 4.^V,
t
In the case of ordinary provincial governors it Is, perhapiv, safer to say that the
^us gladxi is possessed by them, or permitted to them, rather than that it was
attached to them by the Ih’inceps (Ulp. in Dig 1, 18, 6, 8 “qui universas provincias regun t, jus gladii habent et
metailum dandi potestaa iis permissa est^q
* Dio Cass. 111. 22, 33
Dig 48, 19, 27, 1 and 2
;
* Even by Tiberius* reign this procedure had become so formal that a rule was
framed for its exercise.
A definite interval was prescribed within which the
Pnneeps might consider the request for the intercession (Tac. Ann iiL 51 [a.d.
21] “factum senatus consultura, ne dccreta patrum ante diem deevnum ad
aeranum deferreutur idque vitae spatium damnatis prorogaretur ’* ; cf. Dio Casa.

m

Ivu

20

* p.

,

Suet. Tib, 76).
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power

of pardon.

It is

of sovereignty* but
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sometimes regarded as a signal

somewhat improperly,

new

rescinding sentences or of ordering a

since the

trial

may

atti‘ibute

power

of

reside in a

mere executive authority, such as a court of cassation, which
possesses none of the other attributes which we usually associate
with a sovereign.

In the constitution of the Principate

certainly not regarded as a sovereign right, for the

limited and, like

most

theoretically divided

it is

power

is

oi the manifestations of public life, is

between the organa of the Republic and the

Princeps.

The Senate possessed no general power
inherited from the Republic,

right,

pardon beyond the

and

who

are on their trial, on certain public
This right of declaring abolUiones jpublicae

thus releasing people,

and festal occasions.^
was one expression of

of

of annulling charges

its

right of amnesty.^

But the Senate had

own former
might also be occasionally

besides, as a high court, the right of rescinding its

sentences {in integrum

It

restitutio).^

consulted by the Princeps on the advisability of his rescinding
those, as a rule, which had
the sentences of the imperial courts

—

been pronounced by former Emperors.^ But such consultation was
not a right of the Senate, but merely a concession of the Emperor,
The Emperor, in his relation to the courts of Rome, possessed
the full power of restitutio only over his own sentences and those
of his predecessors in
in the

way

office.^

He had no

right of interference

of restitutio with the judgments of the Senate, for

the power which he possessed, of preventing the reception of
the charge ® or the execution of the judgment, was merely a
* **
Ob Uetiti&ixi aliquam vel bonorem domTis divinae vel ex aliqna cauBa, ex
qua BcnatuB cenauU aboVitionem reomiD fieri'* (TRp. ra Dig. 48, 16, 12 ; ef. 48, 3, 2,
Domitian by an edict declared that such abolitumes did not extend to slaves
1).
who were in custody awaiting trial (Dig, 48, 10, 16 ; cf. 48, 3, 2, 1).

2 p.

249.

Dip. in Dig. 3, 1, 1, 10 "De qua autem teslitutioue praetor loquitur 1
(Jtrum de ea quae a principe vcl a senatu ? Pomponius quaerit et putat de ea
restitutione senaum, quam princeps vel senatus indulsit.”
^

:

It is said of Claudius (Suet. CZa'i^* 12) **nexnmem
auctoritate restituit '* ; and of Antoninus Hus ( Vita 6)
*

exulum

nisi ex seuatus

His quos Hadrianus
dicens etiam ipsum Hadrianum hoc

damnaverat in senatu indulgentias petit,
foiase factumm/'
® Such acta are mentioned under Claudius (Dio Casa. lx.
4), Otho (Tac, Hist.
i. 90 ; Plot. OiAo
1), Vitelliua (Tac, Hist. ii. 02), Vespasian (Dio Cass, Ixvi. 9),
Nerva (Plin. £p. iv. 9, 2), Antoninus Caracalla ( Vita 3), and Gordian (Herodiau
rii. 6,

*

4),

Tac.

Ann.

ii.

60

(Tiberiiia) libera vit

graviorem poenam deprecatua."

.

.

.

Appuleiam

lege majeatatis, adulterii
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and accidental consequence of the application of the
power to a decree of the Senate.^ Nor is there any
evidence of his possessing the power of rescinding the

tribunician
distinct

sentences of the qmestimes perpetuaCy although interference with
these on equitable grounds is not improbable, and seems, where
permitted, to have taken the form of consent to a new trial
{rdratadio),^
With respect to the ordinary civil courts, the

praetor possessed the power of equitable restitution,^ but there is
evidence that the Princcps, also as a court of equity, might
rescind inequitable sentences both of ordinary judices and of
ceninmviri}

The Princeps

also possessed a

power of quashing indictments

not seem to have been confined to
his own jurisdiction, but to have been extended to other
Its origin may be explained on two
criminal courts as well.®
grounds.
The first depends on the fact that it was possible to
have any case brought to the Emperor’s court, on the request
The Emperor might,
either of the prosecutor or of the accused.
after listening to the preliminaries, refuse to hear such a case
without “remitting” it to another court,® and it is very improbable that any other authority would listen for a moment to a
The
prosecution to which the Emperor had declined to attend.
dismissal of the case by the Princeps was practically a power of
abolition ; but the right might have been exercised even more
directly.
Kepublican history furnishes an instance of a tribune
prohibiting the president of a quaesiio from receiving a charge,^
and it is obvious that the iribuntcia potestas of the Princeps might
have been exercised in the same way to impede the first step in
the jurisdiction of every criminal court
With respect to the provinces, just as the criminal appeal
finally passes to the Emperor,® so the revision of .the sentences of
{dbolitio)y

which

does

390.

^

p.

*

Gordian

is

spoken of os iraXtvdtKlay Si5ods

rots

KaTaKpi6€T(ri (Herodlan

viL 6, 4).
*

UIp. in Dig.

*

Suet. Claud.

3, 1. 1, 10.

14 “ (Claudius) iis, qui apud prl^atos judices plus petendo
formula excidissent, restituit actiones ; Dom. 8 ** (Domltianus) ambitiosas centiimvironim seutentias rescidit.^'
® lliis
power was employed by Augfustua (Suet. Aug, 32 “Diutamorum
Gaius (Suet.
15 “crimiuum ... si quae
reoruin . . . nomiiia abolevit
residua ex priore tempore manebant, omnium gratiam fecit"; cf. Dio Cass. lix.

6),

Vespasian (Dio Cass.
« p.

388.

Ixvl. 9),
’

and Domitiau (Suet, Dmn,

Cic. in Vat, 14. 33.

9).
« p.
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the local courts, where revision is suggested by the judge, ^ as
such
well as the infliction of punishments denied to the judge
^
as the capital penalty on decurions or deportation on any one

—

—

All right of
the hands of the Princeps.
and restitution is not, indeed, denied to the provincial
governor,^ but while this was finally restricted by certain wellcentre finally in

revision

defined rules, the

EmperoPs power

of restitution appears ulti-

mately to have been unlimited.
“This power might be so
employed by the Emperor as to take the form of a free pardon/
but theoretically it was merely an equitable assistance. As a
legally unlimited power of rescinding sentences, it approaches
very nearly to a power of pardon ; but it is an executive duty
rather than a sovereign right, and we search in vain in the
Principate for a power of pardon regarded as an admitted constitutional right of a sovereign.” ®
(iil) Administration.
^The principle of a dual control is as

—

The spheres
manifest in administrative matters as in any other.
With
of administration are Rome, Italy, and the Provinces.
respect to the first two it is clear that one of the few justifications
for the maintenance of Republican government was that, by
leaving the ordinary administrative duties connected with Romo
and Italy' to the Senate and ordinary magistrates, it enabled the
Princeps to concentrate his attention on his proper sphere, the

and provincial world. But even the provinqes did not
Those whose
deserve the undivided attention of the Princeps.
administration presented no special difficulties, and which required
no military force, might still be left to the care of the Roman
foreign

m

anctoritate ejas poena
Dig. 48, 19, 9, 11 “referre ad prlncipem debet, Tit
permutetur aut liberaretur.*’
* The capital punishmeut of decurions was prohibited by Hadrian (Dig. 48.
19, 15), and the earliest inandata, dii'ectiog the procedure of govemora in anch
TJie punishment
cases, proceed from the divi /raires (ib. 48, 19, 27, 1 and 2).
of deportation had been confined to the Princeps and tlie praefects of the praetorian guard and the city by the time of Septimius Severua (ib. 48, 19, 2, 1 and
^

a\it

48, 22, 6, 1 ; cf. § 7).
* Pliny often raises this question in

liis correspondence with Trajan (31 [40],
56 [64], 3 ; 57 [65], 1). The passages seem to show (i.) that there was at the
no
time
fixed rule defining the governor's power of restituiio, at least in public
provinces ; (ii.) that restitutio by a governor was felt to be permissible in certain

4

;

cases.

A

*
passage in Justinian’s Code (9, £1, 1) shows us Antoninus (Caracalla)
saying to a man, who had been deport^ to an island, ** Restitno te in integrum
provinciae tuae/’
® Greenidge in Classical Review viii.
p, 437.
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This division of responsibility might have continued
the Principate continued to be what it was in

a reality had

—a

provisional government by an individual who had
But as this rule
personal assistance at his command.
gradually assumed the form of a huge government department,
origin
little

with an organised civil service which
by freedmen and slaves, it
not unnaturally tended to encroach on the Republican spheres
of administration.
The motive for the tendency was chiefly the
fact that the Prince ps was, in the eyes of all men, not the head
of a department but of the state, and a responsibility, which he
would gladly have disclaimed, for the acts of all officials, even
those of Republican departments, was thus thrust upon him.^
There is no particular ground for believing that the Princcps
managed departments such as Rome or Italy better than the
Republican officials.
The important fact was that public opinion
forced him to manage them, whether for good or ill.
(iv.) Finarice,
Finance at Rome was always so intimately
bound up with provincial control, that the division of the pro-

overshadowing

all others,

replaced the assistance furnished

—

vinces into public

and imperial implied

of itself the existence of

two separate financial departments. The Senate still asserts
control over the aerarium, and gives instructions to the guardians
of the chest.
The qualification of these guardians varied from
time to time.
The dictator Caesar had in 45 B.c, given the
charge to two aediles, but quaestors seem again to have been
the presidents of the treasury^ until Augustus in 28 B.C. instituted two praefecti aerarii Satumiy chosen yearly from the expraetors by the Senate.®
Even this change was short-lived, and
the praefects were soon replaced by two of the praetors of the
year who received their provincia by lot^
Claudius in 44 a.b.
restored the Republican method of administration through
quaestors; but these were no longer to be annual oflicials
designated by lot, but to be chosen by the Emperor for a period
of three years.®
Finally under Nero {56 a.d.) the elements of
Ann.

*

Cf. Tac.

*

Dio Cass,

xliii,

53 (quoted p. 352).
48 ; Momma, Slaatsr, ii. p. 557,
29 ; Bio Cass, liii, 2 ; Suet. Aug. 26.

iii.

Tac. Ann. xiii.
Tac. l.c. ; Dio Cass. liiL 32.
^ Tac. l.c.
Dio Cass. lx. 24 ; Saet. Claud. 24. For tbe election by the
;
Princeps see the inscription to Ti. Domitiiia Deciding “electo (Mommsen, “ adlecto”
qui primus quaestor per trieniiium citra
Wilmanns) a T. Claudio Caesare ,
,
ordinem praeesset aerario Satumi ” ('Wilmnnns n. 1135).
*

*

.
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the Augustan and the CJaudian arrangements were combined ^
in the provision that two ex-praetors should be appointed as
praefects of the treasury, but that these should be named, generfor three years, by the Princeps.^
The fact that the
Princeps appointed the guardians of the public chest was by no
means an assertion that he controlled its funds, and, although
his indirect influence on the aerarium was unquestionably great,
this treasury still remained in principle under the direction of
the Senate alone.
Even in the second century it voted a loan
to Marcus Aurelius for carrying on a war.®
The Princeps was rendered financially independent of the
Senate through the possession of his own treasury {jisatis or
focus Caesaris)^^ into which flowed the revenues from his own
provinces, certain dues owed by the public provinces, and
some extraordinary revenues, such as the confiscated goods of
condemned criminals or lapsed inheritances {bona damnatorv/niy
bom vacantia)y in the claim to which the focus finally replaced
the aerarium.
The Princeps was the owner of the focus, but
was regarded as a trustee of tho wealth which it contained, To
sue the fiscus was to sue the Princeps ; but^ although he was
the sole subject of rights in relation to this treasury, he did not
regard the money which it contained as though it were his own
private property.
Even in the early Prjncipate there is evidence
of the existence of crown property {patrimonium or pairimonium
piivaium), the use of which for private purposes was vested in
the Princeps.^ The patrimonium doubtless commenced by being
the strictly personal property of the first family of Caesars, and
much of it wag acquired by bequest ; ® but, when the Principate
had ceased to be hereditary in the Julian line, it seems to l^ve
ally

'

Momms.

^ Tafi, l.c.
*
*

m

Staaisr.
;

ii.

p. 559.

Mommsen

l.c.

Dio Cass. Ixxi. S3 Kal xp-jJ/tara
For tho meaijing of tho word

the state treasuries

—

^jc

—

see

toC

^tlie

Mommsen

tt/v jSouXiJy.

^i^juocrfoi;

great haalcet in which
Staatsr.

ii.

p.

998

n.

money was kept
At the be1.

ginning of the Principate there were, perhaps, Jisd rather than a Jiscus (cf. Suet.
Aug. 101), although there must always have been a central controlling department.
^ Tiberius in ^3 B.O. says of LucUins Capito, procurator of Asia, “non so jus
nisi in servitia et pecunias familiares dedisse'' (Tac. Ann. iv. 15).
He was
doubtless a “procurator patrimonii.*'
Cf. Tac. Ann. xii. 60 (“cum Claudius
qnos
rei
familiari
libertos,
praefecerat, sibique et legibus adaequaverit ”) ; xiii. 1
“P. Celer eques Itomanus et Helius liberlus, rei familiari principia in Asia
Inpositi.’*
®

3/arquardfc SCacUsverwaltung it p. 256.
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been looked on as crown property, which was heritable only by
the successor to the throne.
The bequeathal of this property,
which was implied when the Princepa selected an heir, might
thus be regarded as a mode of designation ; although, if the
destined heir did not succeed, the patrimonium passed to his
successful rival.
It was probably due to the uncertainty of the
tenure of the pairimonium that with Septimius Severus we find
the creation of a new aggregate of private property, the res
privaia} the administration of which was kept quite distinct
from that of the patrimonium. All Caesaris property, whether
held in trust for the state or for the crown, or applied to the
needs of his family, was equally administered by his own private
servants.
Of these we shall speak when we deal with the
functionaries of the Princeps as a whole.
Another treasury under imperial control, which served a
public purpose, was that established for supplying pensions to
discharged soldiers.
The want of it had been severely felt in
the last years of the Republic, when the mercenary army looked
for its final rewards to plunder or the political influence of its
generals; and, when Augustus created a professional army by
the introduction of the long-service system, he found it necessary
to establish a pension fund for those who had given twenty of
the best years of their life to the practice of arms.
The result
was the aerarium militarey which the Emperor endowed with a
large capital,^ and to which, as fixed sources of revenue, the two
taxes of the vicesima hereditatum and the centesima remm vemlium
were assigned.® The administration of this chest was given to

three praefects (praefecti aerarii miliiaris)y who remained three
years in office, and were chosen from ex-praetors, originally by
lot

but later by the Princeps^

^
ViCa Seven 12
bona publicata aunt

omniuni
innumeris Abani p&rtmm viria
Tuucque primuin privatanim r<irum procaratio conThe ordinarily accepted view of the relations of theije two departstitTita est.'^
ments to one another is that of Hirachfeld and Marqiiardt, viz. that the jjoinrrumium was the inalienable crown property, the res privaia the strictly personal
property of the Princeps,
Kariowa {Iteciuscgeshichte i, p. 505) takes an exactly
‘Miiterfectis

.

.

.

.

,

.

oppesitive view of their reUtiona, based partly on the fact that extant inscriptions
show the procurator mtionis privatat to have bad a higher rank than the procurator patrimoniL
® Mon. Anc. jib 39 “HS milliecs et septingentiena (170 million sesterces)
ex natrfnjonio meo d«tulr.‘*
^ Dio Gass. Iv. 25
Tac. Ann. i. 78.
;
*
Dio Cass, I.C.; cf. Tac. Ann. v. 8 (vl. 8).

CULTUS AND COINAGE

£

CuUus,

(v.)
is

—In matters

again apparent.

So

of religion

far as the state

307

and worship the dyarchy
had a religious head, the

Princeps, in virtue of the chief pontificate, occupied this position,

and we have seen the influence which this headship gave him.^
But the Senate had not lost all its control over the cultus of
the community or its right to pronounce on foreign worships,
when their social merits or their legality were in question.
It is the Senate that is consulted on the growth of Egyptian
and Jewish worship at Rome,® and on the right of asylum
Claudius questions it on the subject of the
in the provinces.^
restoration of the college of haraspices* and Aurelian asks it
temple of the sun-god at
appointment to the great priestly
colleges was not controlled by the Princeps, the gift of this
honour was now in the hands of the Senate,
(yl) Coinage,
^The right of coinage, although its possession
by a state may be taken as a mark of sovereign rights being
enjoyed by that comm^iuity, is scarcely a significant mark of the
Whether the Senate or the Princeps
sovereignty within a state.
possessed this right would make little difference to the" theory
As a fact, the right was possessed by both
of the constitution.
powers, and was an additional illustration of the principle of the
Prom the year 15 B.c, the Princeps undertakes the
dyarchy.
The possesgold and silver coinage, the Senate that of copper.
sion of the latter was a privilege in so far as the exchange value
of copper was higher than its intrinsic value, and payments of
any amount could be made in what was really a token currency.®
We have now exhibited the system of dual control as it
It would be
existed in all the chief departments of the stafca
easy to prove that in almost every particular it might be made
a fiction. The senatorial power of legislation is directed to so
large an extent by the imperial initiative that the OTaiio of the
Princeps is sometimes cited in place of the decree of the Senate
to which it gave birth ; ^ the independence of senatorial jurisdiction is often infringed, by the tribunician power of the,
for a pontifex to dedicate the great

Palmyra,^

So

far as the

—

'

^ Tac.

351.

p.

ib.

xL

16.

*

A Tin.

ii.

85.

ib, iii Bl.

Vi(a Aurei. 31.

Mommaen Ji^'miscJias Munxzoesen pp. 742 ff. He shows that the transitory
usurpation of the copper coinage by Nero was due to the same desire of making a
proflt aa his reduction of the value of silver.
Dig. 2, 1 5, 8 ^ divua Marcus oiatione in senatu recitata effecit ne, etc." C£
®

24, 1,

23

;

27, 9, 1.
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Emperor, while his authority ia directly or remotely in conflict
with that of the other courts at every turn his praefects tend
to usurp the administration of Eome and Italy, while his procurators are a check on the activity of the proconsuls of the
public provinces ; his influence over the aerarium can be asserted
whenever he cares to take the trouble to initiate or support in
the Senate the proposal of a grant of money to himself.^
But
such a control of departments, if wisely asserted, by no means
rendered the dyarchy nugatory.
Under a judicious prince the
Republican constitution was sufficient for its own sphere in
perhaps ninety-nine cases out of every hundred ; because in the
hundredth some pressure was felt from the head of the state, we
cannot pronounce the dyarchy to he a fiction.
If the control by
the Princeps is brutally and unwisely, however legally, asserted,
he is by common consent not a Princeps but a tyrant. We must
judge the Principate by its best names, by a Nerva, a Trajan,
a Marcus Aurelius, an Alexander, a Decius.
In the reigns of all
these princes the dyarchy ia a living thing.
If it is objected
that it becomes a living thing merely through a concession of the
Princeps, the answer is that this concession was certainly not
pictured by these Emperors to themselves as an act of grace^ but
was regarded as mere obedience to the constitution; and to
maintain the theory that a constitution which demands obedience
from the wise is a palpable fiction because it cannot enforce
obedience on the headstrong, is to wring a strange admission from
;

political science.

§ 6.

The Semlorial and

the EqaesU'ian Nobility

Although the authority of the Princeps rested virtually on the
support of the army, his position might have been unsafe, and
would have been embarrassing, had he not secured for the work
of administration at homo and abroad an official class, that was
dependent to some extent on imperial creation and, therefore,
worked in harmony with himself. The old Republican nobility,
so far as it had not been extinguished, might be utilised; but it
could be employed only by being kept in fetters, and by power
We
being given to the Princeps to recruit its ranks at his will
^ TacitUB [Ann, vL 2
[8]) remarkg, with reference to proposals, craried in the
Senate in 32 a.d., **et bona Sejani ablata aerario ut in fiscuni eogerentnr. tanquam

referret.’'
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have already considered his control of

and

power

office, his

But

right of

399

adlectio,

a wider

power,
cognate to the gift of the Patriciate, was needed, to make him
the patenter of a nobility from whicli alone senators and magistrates were to be chosen.
Such a power had been usurped by
Augustus, and the recognition of a “ senatorial order was its
his

of

creating

Perhaps in

result.

the

Patricians.

later

Republic society

had already

recognised the right of the prospective senator to wear the broad
scarlet stripe (lal'us clams) on his tunic, but the right became
more clearly defined with the commencement of the Principate

and the laticlam are prospective senators and holders
publican

offices,

of Re-

by the Princeps or
senatorial rank.
The

either recognised as such

endowed by him with the symbol of
wear the
attend the meetings of the rum, in which he

clams and to
one day take
an active part ; ^ the eques to whom the symbol has been given
may qualify for the Senate through the vigintivirate and the
The first steps to office and to the Senate were,
quaes torship.
as we have seen, usually through the army; but the young
soldier who was destined for the Senate differed, in service and
in title, from his purely equestrian compeer. The iribuni latidavii ^
are a special class of officers, who may often have started their
service, as mounted officers of the legions, with the brevet rank
of tribune, and whose service was shorter than that of the other
equites in order that they might be qualified for the quaestorship
by the age of twenty-five.® The possessors of the latus clavus must
always have been expected to pursue a senatorial career ; ^ by the
time of Claudius they might be compelled to this course, the
penalty of refusal being the deprivation of the broad stripe, but
sometimes of equestrian rank as well.®
senator's son possesses the right to

latus

will

A

38 “Liberia Benatorum, quo celerina rei^ publlcae assueacerent,
latum clavum indiiere et curiae icteresse permiait.”
Wilmaims Index p. 602 ; cf. Suet Dom. 10.
* Augustus had given the post of praefecttis alae as well as that of iHbunus
mililum to senators" sona (Suet. Aug, 38). Mommsen (iS^ofar. i. p. 518) thinks
that after Tiberius these latidavii, as a rule, filled the office of tribune alone.
They could scarcely have been given a real command when they first joined the
^

Suet.

protinus

.

.

.

*

standards.
^ The poet Ovid,
who assumed the latus davus by right of birth, took the first
steps towards a senatorial career by filling two posts in the vigintivirate, but he
went no further and subsided into equestrian rank (Ovid TrisU iv. 10, 29 ;
Fasti iv. 383).
^ Suet.
(Jlaud, 24 “Senatoriam dignitatem recusantibus eqnestrem quoque
ademiL"'
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Great care was taken to preserve the dignity and purity of
The laius clavus was granted only to those
who could trace free birth through four generations, and Claudius
was forced to excuse his conduct in giving it to a freed man's
Bon.^
The Julian marriage laws prohibited marriage with f reedwomen or actresses, not only to senators, but to their sons,
‘*The order” was reckoned
grandsons, and great-grandsons.^
to include the wives of senators and all descendants in the male
lino,® together with adoptive children, until they were emancipated, and even those natural children who had been emancipatei*
The commercial disabilities of senators were perpetuated and
sharpened.
The Republican prohibition that they should not
be purchasers of public contracts* was renewed by an edict of
They were permitted to invest capital at a moderate
Hadrian.®
rate of interest, but at times even this was disallowed.*^
These disabilities were, however, to some extent compensated
by privileges. As the senators ceased to be purely Roman, the
question of their duties to their native states had to be considered, and the rule was fixed that, while they were allowed to
retain their domicile of origin {origo\ they owed no public duties
{munera) to the cities of their birth.® We have already mentioned
the growth of the principle which reserved criminal jurisdiction
on a senator to the senatorial court.®
In the early Principate there was no distinct title reserved
for the order, but after the close of the first century the epithet
darissimus came to be applied to its members, and the title
clcLTissiTna is even given to women of senatorial rank.^®
A distinction in office and dignity but no distinction in rank separates
this senatorial order.

•

Suet. Claud. 24 **IAtuin clavnm (quanivis initio affirmasset

non lectnrum

se

Romani abnepotem) etiam libertini filio tribuit, sed^sub
Claudius then appealed
condLtione si prius ab cquite Romano adoptatns esset.^*
to the famous precedent set by his ancestor Appius Caecus.

senatorem

nisi

a

Dig. 23,

«

ib.

clvis

« ib. 1, 9,

2, 44.

1, 9, §§ 5, 6, 7. 10.
• Asc, in or. in Tog. Cand. p. 94.
® Bio Cass. Ixix, 16 ivotLoShTiffi 3^

SC h'ipQv rAos TTC
^ Severus Alexander at

.

.

.

8

;

60, 1, 22, 6.

a(rrhs

first forbade the taking of interest, but subsequently
allowed 6 per cent ( Vita 26), For investment by a senator at an earlier period cf.
“
quidem
prope totus in praediis, aliqnid tamen fenero.‘*
sum
Plin. Ep. iii. 19, 8
^ Dig. 50, 1, 23 “miiniceps esse desinit senatoriam Septus
dignitatem,
quantum ad munera ; quautum vero ad honorem, retinere creditur originem.''
Cf. ib. 1, 9, 11 ; 60, 1, 22, 5 ; Cod. 10, 40 [89], 8.
^ Friedlander Siltengesch. L 3.
• p. 387,
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the Princeps from the senators. They are his “ peers {o/aoti/xoi),^
and this peerage is chiefly shoirn in their sole participation in
Republican offices. They might, indeed, be delegates of the

Princeps, but not his servants in the sense in irhich the procurators were.

Besides

filling

the regular offices of state, senators

provincial government, where the
country governed was a true provinda and not a department
assigned temporarily or permanently to a procurator or praefect ;
they were the sole commanders of the legions, and, as Caesar's
nominees, they filled the office of praefect of the city and the
various commiasionerships (awrationes) for duties which he had
undertaken, such as the care of the water-supply, of the roads,
of pubhc works, and of the banks and channel of the Tiber
(cwratores aguaniTn^ viamm, openim publicorum^ alvei et riparum

possessed a monopoly of

TiU^is).^

We have already
of this nobility,®

spoken of the military training and attitude

and

also of ita gradually increasing provincial

Both these characteristics were in harmony with
A successful
its sphere of duties, which were mainly provincial.
member of the order could have seen but little of Borne or Italy
If his early military service was real
until his declining years.
and not nominal,^ he spent most of the years between eighteen
and twenty-five in the camps and on the frontiers. If he had
shown military ability, he might be sent back" as an ex-quaestor
to take command of a legion, although such a legatesbip was
character.*

usually reserved to

and consulship

men

qualified

of praetorian rank.®

him

The praetorship

for long terms of service in succes-

and for the annual governorship of those
under the control of the Senate.^ This identification with
provincial life was an identification with the Principate, for there
were few Republican associations to impress the mind when the
bounds of Italy had been, passed. The principles of selection,
sive Caesarian provinces,
still

^ See p. 413.
111. cc. 7t 15, 31 ; IxvU. 2.
* p. 374.
364.
" Suet. Claude 25 “ stipendiaque instituik (Claudius) et iniaginariae militiae
g&n\is, quod vocatur * aupra uuTneTUTu,* quo abseutea et titulo teuua fuugereutur,**
^ In A.n. 16 a proposal was made In the Senate ''ut . . . [egionum I^ti,
quL ante praekuram ea militia fungebantur, jam turn praetores deatinarentur
(Tac, Ann. ii. 36).
7 Galba's is a good instance 6f a distinguiahed senatorial career.
He obtained
after the praetorship lie governed Aquitania,
office ante legitimum lempua
after the consulship Upper Germany ; he was then proconsul of Africa, anil finally
for eight years legate of Tarraconensia.
Sea Suet. Galba 6, 7, 8.
^

Dio Cass.

» p.

2

D
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training, and habituation to which this nobility was subject
were thus directed to inspire it with a belief in, if not with an
enthuaiaam for, the accepted order of things.
The second order which supported the throne and did the
work of the Empire was that of the Equifces. The word equss
has now, as in the Erepublic, a dual signification.
Tacitus
employs it to describe the capitalist class, presumably the
possessors of a census of 400,000 sesterces,^ and it is obvious
that current terminology did not accept the restrictions which
the Principate may have wished to impose on the use of the
It is uncertoin what these restrictions were, for literature
and inscriptions mention two methods of conferring equestrian
rank, and it is nob known whether these methods
the gift of
the rank through the gold ring and through the public horse
were sometimes alternative or always concurrent Bub the grant
of knighthood to freed men is described as having been effected
by the gift of the gold ring ^ a gift which, as early as the time
of Hadrian, had come to confer free birth {ingenuitas) merely and
not equestrian rank,* and it cannot be shown that the public
horse was always given to members of this class when they were
endowed with the insignia of knighthood.^ It is nob improbahle,
however, that when the gold ring had lost its earlier signification
and become merely a means of conferring free birth, only one
order of official equites was recognised, and that the title in its
proper sense was restricted to the order whose members had,
from the time of Augustus, been pre-eminently the bearers of
This order was the old one of the elites eqao jmblico,
the name.

term.

—

—

^

Tac. jiriTk

iv.

6 “(tie state contracts) sociefcatibus equitum

Komanoriim

agitabaatar.*'
® Dio Cass. liii. 30.
On Antonina Musa, who had saved Augustus' life, was
yb.p ^v)
it. xlviii. 45
conferred rb x/’t/trots ffaii-ri'Xfofs
(Augustus, on the reception of Menas the former £needman of Sex. Fompeius)
Kal
t^¥ iTr-jr^ciyif rfXos f 0’f7 pa'/'e. Tbeso words
fia/ervX/biS re
may mean that Menas was made an eques equo publico as well.
^ A rescript of Hadrian is quoted with refereoce to the ingenuitas conferred
by the gold ring (IDp. in Dig. 40, 30, 6). For other references to this right see
Dig. 38, 2, 3 ; Justin. Nov. 78,
* The usurpation of the gold ring by freedmen, which was repressed by Claudius
(Suet. Olaud. 25) end Domifcian, and the inspection in the theatre instituted by the
letter (Martial v. 8} seem io refer to a civil class ; at least there is no evidence
When Dio Cassius (Ivi. 42)
that such people claimed to be equitss equo pvUico.
tou tAoi/v aal ot dXXoi, it is not clear who “ the
speaks of o7 re la-Treis-, of re
"
are, but the passage shows that persons other than those in the corps
others
were colled “equites.”
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which was reorganised and vastly extended in scale at the very
beginning of the Prmcipate.
We are told that even under
Augustus the annual parade might witness the appearance of
five thousand knights,^ and these could have been but a portion
of the order, for many members of the corps must have been
detained on financial, administrative, and military duties in the
provinces.
This increase in numbers seems to have led to the
abandonment of the old centuriate organisation, ior the equites
of the Principate are grouped in iurmae and commanded by
seviii,^
Selection for the order was entirely in the hands of the
Princeps,® and probably any one with the requisite qualiheatioua
free birth, good character, and a property of 400,000 sesterces
could get this patent of nobility from the Emperor^s hands. At
the times when the censorship was revived in the person of the

—
—

and elimination of equites may have
followed the rules prevailing under the Republican system of
revision ; ® but, as the censorship was no part of the constitution
of the Principate, some department must have existed from the
first for the purpose of registering the names of applicants.
Princeps,* the selection

We

permanent bureau eventually established for this purpose.
It bore the title a censibus equitum Romanomm^ and seems to have
been a branch of the general department of petitions {a libellisy^
Although this office was concerned primarily with the duty of
admission to the order, yet its holders must have pointed out
to the Princeps cases where the qualifications requisite for
knighthood had ceased to exist, and they must thus have acted
The
as the board that really controlled the tenure of the rant.
find a

formal control in this particular was, however, effected, now as
The act, although
in the Republic, by a solemn and public act^
a Republican survival, was not employed with its !^publican
meaning.
The parade of the knights (trajisvectio equitum) on the
Ides of July had, during the Republic, been a Tnexe procession
it was now given the significance of the censorian review in the
1

Dionye.

*

The

vi. 13.

seviri

would

y erwaltUTigsgesch.

p.

seeni to

243

ahow that thei© were

six turmae.

See Hlrscbfeld

n. 1.

Hence such expressions aa a dvoo Hadria/no eqiui pvhlico honoratus (Wilmanns
1825), equo pvUico ecomatw ab Impp. Severe et Antmino Angg. (jh. 1595).
- p. 347.
® p. 225.
It ifl probable that the revision of the knights described in
Claud. 1 6, Vesp. 9 refers to the censorship of these emperors.
® a (xnsibue equitum Remanorum (Wilmanns 1275), a emsibus a
*

(ib.

1249

b\^

a

libellis ct

censibus {\h. 1257).
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Forum,* and became the means of testing the qualifications of
of the order (prohatio equitum).^
The knights now
passed on horseback, not on foot ; they could not ask for their
discharge (missio), for the tenure of their rank was no longer
conditioned by military service, although Augustus finally pei^
mi t ted all members of the age of thirty-five, who were unwilling
to continue in the corps, to return their public horses;^ but the
knights were still questioned and made to givo an account of their
conduct,* and those whose answers were unsatisfactory were
dismissed from the ranks.*
That Augustus took this duty
seriously is shown by the fact that he more than once asked the
Senate for committees, whether of three or ten members, to
assist him in the work.®
But, although this parade is found in
the reigns of subsequent Emperors,^ and can be traced as late as
the fourth century A.D.,® the serious duty of rejection was prob'
ably exercised more and more by the permanent bureau which
admitted to the order.
The eighteen centuries of Roman knights had, even at the
end of the Republic, never lost touch mth the army.
They had
ceased to be the citizen cavalry, but they were composed of the
young nobility who furnished the mounted officers of the legions.
This secondary military character was retained by the corps in
the Principate; but jt had an additional significance as well
There can be no doubt that it was from the eguUes equo jpublioo

members

that the Emperors chose those

—procurators and
less certain

praefects

whether

members

of the

official

hierarchy

— who were of equestrian rank.

this corps furnished all the judices

It is

during

whether civil or criminal,
been imposed on all
who possessed the requisite census, whether they had made
the early Principate.

Jurisdiction,

was a burden (mumis), and

this

may have

profession for the order or not.®
i

p.

225.

Aug. 38 “equitum turmaa frequenter recognovit, post longam intercapedincm reducto more transvectionis,*’
^ ib. 38 “mox reddendi eqoi gratiam fecit eia, qui majores annorum quinque
et triginta retinere eum noUent'"
* ib. 39 “ Unurn quemque equitura ralionem vitae redder© coegit.”
* Snet Oalig. 16 “palam adempto equo, quibus aut probri aliquid aut
• Suet. Aug. 87, 39.
Ignomuuae iaesset.”
^ In those of Caligula (Suet Calig. 16) aud Nero (Dio Cass. Ixiii, 13), and
perhaps in those of Vitellius (Tac. HisC. ii. 62) and Severus Alexander {VUa 15),
® Zosimas
29,
® By the side of such titles as e^uo publico judesc sdeciua ex V decuriis
(Wilinauns 2110) and eguuia jntWicum Aatens adUcius in V dccurias (ib. 2203)
^

Suet.
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It was natural that an order thus definitely constituted, and
which became more rigid as time went on, should end by enjoying titles of honour peculiar to itself.
This stage had been
attained by the second century ; but the titular designations are
not strictly those of the equestrian order, but of the grades of
After the reign of Marcus Aurelius the
office to which it led.
equestrian hierarchy was divided into three classes; the first
contained only the praefect of the praetorian guard who was

called vir eminentissimus ; the second the other equestrian praefects
and higher procurators, who boro the title j^fectissimi the third

— the possessors

of all other equestrian posts

—were

egregii}

The

equestrian officers of the army were not graduated on a similar
scale of rank, and the municipal knights of Italy are designated

only by the old Eepublican and non-official epithet of spl^idi^
definite, but equally non-official, epithet of illusiris may
have been applied to individuals who possessed the senatorial
census and the htus davus^ but who were passing through the
equestrian service in the army {equestris i(nilitia\ which was

The more

preparatory to entrance into the Senate.* But the name more
particularly designated men who, possessed of a senatorial
fortune, preferred to retain their equestrian rank, and even
perhaps any equites of fortune and dignity such as the holders
of the great praefecturea.^

§ 7-

The Funciionaties of

the Princeps

The Princeps, since he is not a king, has neither magistrates
nor ministers subject to his will ; but he possesses a number of
delegates and servants who assist in the performance of his vast
Some of these, such as the legates,
duties of administration.
we

find the iii\&quin. decur*

wliich a purely

monetary

judi[<mm)

{inter) quatringenarios

^

Wilmanjis nn. 1639, 2841, Index p. 564

*

Wilmanns

n,

2858

;

(Henzen 6469),

in

qiiaJification is expressed.

Mommsen

;

Mommsen

Staatsr,

iii.

p. 565,

ih. n. 3.

? These njight have been included in the equites Ulv^ires whom Augustus
forbade to set foot in Egypt (Tac. Ann, ii 59 ‘^vetitis nisi permisau ingredi
senatoribus aut equitibus Romanis illustribus *'), but the knights chiefly referred to
here are doubtless distinguished permanent members of the order.
* The variants used by Tacitus would apply to both of these classes.
He naes
insignia {Ann. xL 5) and speaks of primorea equitUTn {Hist. i. 4).
Two expraefects of the praetorian guard are described as equites Romani dignitate senatoria
{Ann, xvL 17). Cf. note 3.
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curators, find analogies in the Republican

con-

such as the procurators and secretaries of
departments, are borrowed from the organisation of a Roman
household and are transferred from the life of the palace to that
of the state*
We may neglect for the moment the legates and
provincial praefects, who will he considered in the section dealing
with the organisation of the provinces, and fix our attention on
the offices of the central government, which are either peculiar
to Rome and Italy or common to them and the provincial world.
The Praefects,
The four great praefectures, which were
(i.)
concerned originally with the administration of Italy and Rome,
were those of the city {urhi\ the praetorian guard (praetorio), the
Of these the first
corn-supply (annonae), and the watch (vigilum).
stands entirely out of relation to the others so far as the career
and qualification of its holders were concerned ; for, while the
praefecture of the city was a senatorial post, all the others were,
Of the
during the greater part of the Principate, equestrian.
three latter offices the praefecture of tho praetorian guard was the
highest in rank, next came that of the corn-supply, and thirdly
that of the watch.
Tho praefecture of the city was the continuation in name, and
stitution;

others,

—

some extent in functions, of one of the oldest offices in Rome ; ^
but the historical continuity is rendered somewhat imperfect by
the fact that the ancient praefecture, which had originated with
the kings and had ceased to be a reality only with the appointment of the first praetor,® still continued in a shadowy form during
the Principate aa the praefecture created when tho days of the
But the
Latin festival drew the magistrates away from Rome.^
new office of the Principate was, in a eense, a continuation oi the
Both were products of personal rule
old one of the monarchy.
and were based on the theory of delegation ; the later office was
suggested by the earlier, and both had much the same sphere of
administration.
The link between the Republican office and that
of the Principate is found in the arrangements of the dictator
Caesar and in the earlier procedure of Augustus. The link was
broken when, under Tiberius, the praefecture became a permanent
and not an occasional office.
In 46 B.C. Caesar had left six
to

^

ii.

p.

For the promotiona from one praefecture to another, see
1042 n. 1.

Mommsen

Staatsr,

> p. 120.
61.
Tac. Atiti, vi. 11 [17] ‘Mnratquo simulacrum, quotiens ob ferias Latinos
praefleitur qui consulare munus usurpet,’^
2 p.
*
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to administer the affairs of the city during his

Maecenas had had a similar, though less definite,
position given him by Augustus;^ and when the latter became
Princeps, the praefecture between the years 27 and 24 B.C.
became a more regular, although still an occasional office, and was
renewed from time to time by Augustus during his absences from
absence

^

;

the capital.^

Tiberius' long periods of retirement

made it

practi-

and under subsequent reigns the praefect remains
It was,
in office even when the Princeps is present in Rome.®
perhaps, due to its associations with the Republican magistracy
The same
that this office was filled by a senator and a consular.®
cally perpetual,*

may account for the facts that the praefect of the
although a delegate of the Princeps and nominated by him
for an inde^wte period,'^ is yet accounted a magistrate, and is
even credited with imperium.^
One of the early occupants of the office® sent in his resigna^
tion six days after his appointment on the ground that he had
held an incivilis potesias
and indeed the scope of the praefect's
duties and the extent of summary jurisdiction and coercive
power which they involved, might easily lead a sensitive mind
The praefect was
to shrink from such un-Republican authority.
briefly the guardian of the city (cusios UTbts)y and nothing that
was exempt from
could be construed as a part of that iuUla
his control
It was his duty to keep order everywhere, at the

associations
city,

^

Suet

Coes.

pro praetoribus constitnit, qui abseuto se res
76 “praefectas ,
**
fis run doxet,
; Bio Cass, x^iii 28 iroX(ai'6/to(s naly
.

,

urbanas administrarent

^

^1, djs

fiaWoif

‘rr€Trl<n‘€VTaiy iTriTpi-ij/as,

^

Tac. Ann. vi, II [17j.
Tae. l.c. ; ct Dio Cass. liv. 19,
*
In Tac. Ann. vi. 10 [16^ it ia aald of L. Piso (died 32 a,d.) “praefectus
urbi recens contmuam potestatem et insolentia parendi graviorem mire tempera vit^'
*
flod Maximus as praefect during Caligula's presence in Rome in 39 A-C.
(Dio Cass. lix. 13).
® Tac. Ann. vi. 11
[17] “(Augustus) sumpsit e consularibus."
Vita Commodi 14 “ praefectos urbi eadem facilitate mutavit '* ; Vita Pii 8
“ successorem viventibono judici nuUi dedit nisi Orfito praefecto nrbi, sed peteriti.’'
For the frequent life-long tenure of the office see Dio Case. lii. 24.
® Paulus in Dig.
5, 1, 12, 1 “(Judicem dare possunt) hi quibus id more
concessura 'est propter vim imperii, sicut praefectua urbi ceterique Romae
TiiagiatTa.tna “ ; coutmt Pompon, in Dig. 1,
2, 33 “ natn praefectua annonae
et vigilum non sunt magistratns, sed extra ord^em utilitatis causa constituti
*

We

^

suuL"
*

Messala Corviuus,

praefect eirca 26

B.C.

(Jerome in Euseb. Ohron.

a.

1991).

Seneca Ep. 83, 14 “L. Piso urbis custos
officium
.
”
tutela orbis coutinebatur, diligentissime adminiatravit.
.

.

.

.

.

suum, quo
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urhanae)

which were quartered in

Rome

during the reign of Tiberius/ But the preservation of order
implied interference with a great many departments of civic
life.
The praefect controlled the theatre, the money-changers, the
sale of meat, the trading and religious guilds ; he listened to the
grievances of slaves or to the complaints of patroni about their
freed men, and finally even had cognisance of serious offences
committed by guardians/ The criminal jurisdiction, which was
the complement of his authority, was so indefinite that at a very
early period it crossed that of the quaesliones perpeimey^ and, as
the tendency of the Principate was to make the latter give way
before the former, we are not surprised at the unlimited criminal
jurisdiction described by Dio Cassius and recorded in the Digest
as vested in the praefect in the third century A.D,®
He might
at this time inflict the severest punishments, even deportation
His police control and criminal
or condemnation to the mines.^
jurisdiction extended to the limit of a hundred miles from
Within the city he might judge in person ; jurisdiction
Rome."^
in Italy he exercised through delegates.®
He also possessed a
certain, civil jurisdiction connected with his functions of preserving order/ and finally became the court of appeal, in civil
cases, from officiala in Rome.^^ But he was not a final court, for
a further appeal lay from the praefect to the Emperor.
• Dig, 1, 12.
* Tac. Ann, iv. 6.
61) *‘pari ignominia (interdiction from Italy)
Valerias Ponticas adficitiir, qnod reos, ne apud praefectum nrbis arguerentur, ad
praetorem detulisset, interim specie legum, mox praevaricando xiltionem elusurus.*'
" Dio Cass. lii. 21 /fal tAs 5ijcas, rds re irapA iti.vTUiv
t&v elirov
7r(5Xei, TrXi^v Hfv
re Kal dyaTrofivlfiovi koX tAj rod daydrov, roi^ re iy
^
^

Af

Suet Aug,
Tac. Ann,

etiru,

Kdl

xlr.

ToU

41

(a.d.

a^rrjs

irevT'i^KQVTa #cai iiTTaKoalfiiv aradltiiy

oUovffi

Ulp, in Dig. 1, 12, 1 “Omnia omnino crimina praefectnra nibis eibi
vindicavit [a praefectnra nrbis sibi vindicari, J/owiww,], nec tantnm ea, quae
intra nrbem admittuntur, vernm ea quoque, qnae extra nrbem intra Italiaiii
[intra c lapidem, Momms.y cf. 1, 12, 1, 4]epistnla divi Severi ad Fabium Cilonem
* Dig. 1, 12, 3
praefectum nrbi missa declaratur.’*
48, 19, 8, 5,
;
7 Collatio 14, 3, 2
Dig, 1, 12, 1, 4.
Cf. note 5.
;
^ Ulp. in Dig. 1, 12^ 3 “Praefectus nrbi, enm tenninos nrbis exierit, potestatem
non habet : extra nrbem potest jubere jndicare.’'
* Dig, 1, 12, 1, 6 “
et ex interdictis quod vi ant clam ant interdicto unde
vi audir© [aut unde vi adiri, Mormtis.'] potest*’
Dio Cass. liL 21 (quoted n. 5) ; Cod. 7, 62, 17 (Constantine, a.d. 322) “sJ
apud ntrumqne praetorem, dum quaestio ventilatur, ab aliqua parte auxilium provocationis fuerit objectum, praefccturae urbis judicium sacrum appellator observet."
Kpivjj:
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commander

of the

Emperor’s bodyguard.
This corps d'dlite, which even in the
Republic had grouped itself round a commander in the field, was
given a definite existence and organisation in the year 28 b.o.,^
and became the police of Italy, the selected home force composed,
unlike the legions, mainly of Italian citizens,^ and the protector,
often the transmitter, of the throne.

Its praefects at this early

stage represent the military character of the despotism perhaps

more purely than any other officials, and even the reign of the
second Caesar could show in Sejanus one of the most formidable
The
of those praefects who were almost partners of the throne.
danger threatened by the office illustrates its power, and this
was recognised when Vespasian sought security by giving the
praefecture to his own son Titus, * or Severn s married his elder
more
son to the daughter of his praefect Plautianus.*

A

favourite

method was

to increase

the

number

holders.

of its

Two

were frequently appointed, and three are found on two
Gradually the military
occasions since the time of Commodus.*^
functions of the office ceased to be the most important, although
its military history had determined its character.
The praefect
of the guard had always been the man who stood next the
he was a truer alter ego of the Princeps than the
throne
;

was not confined to Rome
was he who issued rapid injunctions for the

praefect of the city, for his activity

and

It

Italy.

organisation of the

army or

for the guidance of the civil service

throughout the Empire, and at times we find two praefects, such
as Adventus and Macrinus in the reign of Caracalla, representing
respectively the military

and

civil spheres.

But

jurisdiction,

the most constant of the Emperor's cares, and the framing of

demanded the attention of the praefect^ and
hence it was necessary to entrust the office to the first jurists of
Papinian, Ulpian, and Paulus were all praefects of
the Empire.
The change in the character of the office perhaps
the guard.
began with Hadrian ; it was carried on during the reigns of the
Antonina Emperors, and finally achieved in that of Septimius
legal decrees, also

^

Dio Casa.

^ Tac.

Ann.

Uii.

11.

iv. 5.

Otho speaks of the corps as "Itoliae alumni

et

Romans

**

(Tac. Hist. L 84),
vere juventus
* Suet, TU. 6.
^ Two are regarded os the normal

*

Vita Severi 14,

number by Dio Cassius (lii.
found under Commodus, Didius Julianus, and Sevenis Alexander.
Staalsr,

ii.

p. 867.

24).

See

Three are

Mommsen

m
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was now paramoxmt.
become the highest criminal judge in Italy
outside the hundredth mile-atone;^ he is the court of appeal
in criminal cases from all provincial governors,^ and judges in
those cases which the provincial governor was not competent to
He is also the court of appeal from provincial goyernors
decide.®
in civil cases.^
This extensive jurisdiction was a result of the
centralisation of judicial power in the Emperor, which we have
already traced.® It had to be delegated, and no fitter delegate
could be found than the praefect.
Convenience also dictated
that the delegation should be final, and the principle was finally
arrived at that there should be no appeal from the praefect to
the Emperor.^
This did not mean that the Emperor ceased to
judge for ab any moment he might displace his praefect and
hear the case himselfAs the praefect judged vice principis^ it

The

Sevenis.

The

judicial aspect of the office

praefeeb has

;

natural

is

to

suppose that

consUmm^ which
Hadrian
and

atfcaine<l

he presided over the imperial
a definite organisation in the reign of

shaken by the fact
nominated for the praefect,®
for he exercised a varied jurisdiction and might be holding
a court at the same time as the Emperor.
Apart from jurisdiction, his general mandates and ordinaucoB had legal force,
that

^

we

find

this probability is scarcely

special

Oollatia 14, 3, 2.

est constitntiombua"').

consiliarii

The right wias given byconatitations (“jam eo peryeatum
The citation is from Ulpian, and this jurisdiction had

clonbUeas been attained before the time of Caracalla. Cf. Vita Altx. 21.
* Cod. 9, 2) 6, 1 (Gordian, a.jx 243, with reference to appeal against a praises
prenrincuu oo the ground of condemoation in absence) *‘praefdctoa praetorio
adire cura/'
* ib. 4, e6, 4, 1 (Alexander, AD. 222) *' si majorem animadversioneiii eiigere
rem deprebenderit (praesos provinciae), ad Domitium Ulpianum praefectum
praetorio et parentem tneum reos remittere curabit
; cf. 8, 40 [41], 13.
* Dig^ 12, 1, 40 " liccta est in anditorio Aemilii Papiniani proefecti praetorio
juris consnlti cautio bujusmodi
cf, 22, 1, 3, 3.
p- 38C® Dig. 1, 11,1, 1 (Arcadius in early part of fourth century A.V.) “ praefectorum
auctoritaa ... in t^tum meruit augeri ut appellari a praefectis praetorio non
Nam cum antea qnaesitum fuisset an Uceret .
possit.
et extarent exempla
eomm qui provocaverint, postea public© sententia principali lecta appeBandi
facult&a interdicta est;^' Cod. 7, 62, 19 (Conslantine, a.d. 331}
praefocti$
antem praetorio provocar© non ainimus.”
^ Cf. Vita Marci 11 ‘'habuit secum praefoetoa, quorum et auctoritate et
periculo semper jura dictari V’
® See below on the co?mlium.
’ Karlowa Decfitsgesch. i. p. 549.
A kni^^t of the third century is appointed
Cf.
in consilium praef. praet. item wr6(t) ev sacra jussiojic (Henzen 6519).
.

Mommsen

Staatsr.

ii.

p.

1122

n. 1.

.
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provided that they

not

did

conflict

with

bws

or
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imperial

constitutions.^

During the greater part of the Principate equestrian rank
Senators
was a necessary qualification for this praefectore.
first began to hold this office from the time of Scvenis Alexander^
who gave his praefects senalmia dignitas and the title clarissimusy^
for it was held that one who pronounced judgment on a senator

At the time when the
praefect was a knight^ dismissal from office often took tho form
of making him a senator or a member of the senatorial orders
The ;praefectu^ aancmag was the final product of a question
should himself be of senatorial rank.^

that had never ceased to agitate Rome from tho close of the
Punic wars. Anxiety about the supply of com to tho capital

had raised Pompeius to an extraordinary position in 57
and
in 43 the Senate, alarmed at the possible designs of Antonius and
Octavian, had agreed that no individual cwraior for com should
In the early Principate the duty belonged
again be appointed.®
technically to the aei^ cereales instituted by Caesar;'^ but
epochs of scarcity led to its being taken over by the Princeps.
Augustus accepted the task in 22 b.c.,® but whether as a permanent cura is uncertain,^ and in 18 B.a and 6 a.I). experiments
were made to carry it through by the appointment of curaiores
of praetorian or consular rank.^®

Finally, as a definite cura of the

was given to a praefect. The ci^ra annonae as undertaken by the Princeps involved two charges ; firstly, the gratuitous distribution of corn to the poorer classes at Rome, and
secondly, the placing of com on the Roman market for purchasers as well as recipients.
It was with the latter of these
duties that the praefect was chiefly, perhaps exclusively, conPrinceps,

^

it

26, 2 (Alexander,

Cod.

etsi generalis eit,

luinime

ex auctorltate mea innovatum
* Vita Alex. 21.

235) “Formain a praeiccto praetorio datam,
v^l coQstitutionibua contrariaoi, ei nib.U postea
est, Bervari aequuin eat.”
A.x>.

Alexander antera idcirco senatores case voluit praef. praet., ne quia non
de Romano sens tore judi caret.”
^ ib.
quis imperalorum Bucceasorem praef. pract. dare vellet, laticlaviam
summitteret ” ; cf. Viia Cammodi 4 ; Vita BadrutTii 8 “cum Attianiiin
eidem
ex praefecto praetorii omameiitis consolaribus praeditam faceret senatorem.’*
^ Cic. ad Ati. iv. 1, 7
; Dio Casa, zxxix. 9.
*

ib.

sezzator

.

.

.

8

Dio Casa.
Dio Casa.

®

Mommsen ^aaUr.

®

ilvi. 39.
iiv. 1

;

Karlow'a RechCsgesch.
Dio Casa. Iiv. 17

2)ig. 1, 2, 2, 32.

Ifcm. Ane. Or,
i.

)

iii.

6.

iL p.l038ii- 1; Hirschfeld VerwaltuTig^gtsch. p.

663.
Iv, 26.
p.

130

n. 1;
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had

brought

to the market,
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mass of grain Avas
and that it was sold at a moderate and
Assistance was furnished him by subordinate
stable price. ^
officials in Rome itself, in the harbours of Italy, and in the
provinces, senatorial as well as imperial ; but the number of these
procurators was not large, since the lower departments of the
corn-supply were managed by guilds, such as those of the
wmsores and naviculari%^ “associations that originally leased
their services to the state and finally became its instruments.'' ^
The praefect possessed a jurisdiction arising from his administrative duties.

to see that the requisite

He

listened to criminal informations touching

the public supply of corn,® and seems even to have heard certain
The appeal from his
civil actions arising out of the corn trade.®

judgment went immediately

The

to the Emperor.^

institution of the praefeclus vigilum

was equally the

result

Emperor’s undertaking a special department of administration that had formerly belonged to Republican magistrates.
The guardianship of the town against fires and nocturnal disturbances had belonged chiefly to the triumviri capitales,^ and in
But the Republican applia more general way to the aediles.
ances were found insufficient, and Augustus formed an early
scheme for giving the curule aediles a fire-brigade of six hundred
Even this did not prove satisfactory, and in a.d. 6 he
slaves."®
undertook the new citra an undertaking which was followed by
the establishment of seven cohorts of vigiles, one for every two
of the fourteen regions of the city, and tiie creation of a praefect
set over the tribunes who were commanders of these divisions.^®
This praefecture was, like that of the corn-supply, equestrian, and
the two differ little in rank ; for, although the praefectura annonoe
waa reckoned superior, direct promotion from the command of
The
the vigiles to that of the praetorian guard is found.
of the

—

Pra^ecii frumenii dandi are foimd, appareDtIy for the purpose of distribuas Uto aa the aCGond century. They were geueTftUy ©x-praetora and
appointed ex senatus consndio, probably because tiie aerarium bore or contributed
KarJoiva Rechisgesch. u p. 553.
to the coat.
See Mommsen StaaUr. ii. p. 673
* Dio Casa. lii. 24 ; Seneca dt Breu. VUae 19, 1,
^

tion,

*
*
"

^

Hirachfeld in Philologus 1870, pp. 79 ff.
i. p. 556,
« ib. 14, 5, 8
Big. 48, 2, 13 ; cf. 48, 12, 1.
; 14, 1, 1, 18.
^
ib. 14, 5, 8 “ Bententiam (praefecti aunonae) conserravit imperator*';

Karlowa Rechtsgesch,

Dio Casa. lii. 33.
® p. 235.
Paulus in Big.

•
1, 15, 1

and

3.

Dio Cass. Uv. 2.
Karlowa Rechtsgeech.

i.

cf.

p. 558.
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town and patrolled the streets by night,
and he exercised a jurisdiction closely connected with his police
functions, and resembling, in a lower degree, that of the praefect
He tried cases of arson, robbery, burglary, and
oi the city.
thefts in baths
but the higher jurisdiction in such cases
belonged to the praefectus wrU, and the praefect of the watch
could not try Roman citizens on capital charges-^ In the third
century he possessed some civil jurisdiction in matters connected
with leases and house-rent.®
(ii.) The Curators
^There were certain cwrae undertaken by
Augustus which he did not give to equestrian praefccts, but to
These curat of the roads of Italy, of the
senatorial cfuraiores.
public works, of the public water-supply, and of the channel and
banks of the Tiber {viaruTriy operumpublicoi'um, aquamm puhlicarum,
alvei et riparum Tiberis)^ were filled by nomination of the Princepa,
but their holders were perhaps, like the praefects of the aerariuiiiy
regarded as officials of the people or of the Senate rather than of
the Emperor ; the reason for this view probably being that the care
of the roads, opera publicay and the like was concerned with solum
puhliainty and “ the public soil in Rome and Italy was, even after

pracfect profceet-ed the

,

—

the foundation of the Principate, not the property of the Emperor but of the people or the Senate.” ^ Hence in the early Principate the pecuniary means for this administration was guaranteed

from the aerarium, the Jiscus merely contributing.® Hence too the
occupation of these posts by senators and their method of
In 11 B.C. Augustus nominated curalores aquarum
appointment.
with the consent of the Senate {ex consensu senalusy ex senalus
auctorilate)
the curalores qpenimpublicorum and viarum were perhaps nominated in the same way, and the curalores of the Tiber
were in Tiberius' reign appointed by lotJ
J

IJtg. i.

16

;

c/.

» ib.
1, 15, 3 and
* Dig, 19, 2, 56

12y 4,

4

;

16

Cod.

;

iT, 2,

67 (661

1.

1, 43, 1.

Pratfteti vigilum (one of whom is the jurist
20, 2, 9,
;
Herennius Modesljnus) take part in a controversy which has come down to us
known as the lis fullonum (BruDs Fonits ; C,I.L, vi, n. 266). Tbo case has
been discussed by BetbTnann-HoUweg Oii?i(proaess i\. p. 767 n. 60 and Mommsen
in C,I.L, l.c. ; Siaaiar. ii. p. 1058 n. 3.
*

Karlowa Rechtsgesch.

®

Coins of 16 B.O. exist (Eckhel

i.

p, 539-

105) with the inscription “s. p. q. R. imp.
ex ea p(ecuiiia) q(uam) is ad a(erarium) de(tulit)”; cf. Vita Pert, 9 “aerarium in suum statum restitoit.
Ad opera
puhlica certum sumptum constituit,
Reformandis viis pecimiam contulit,"
® Froutiaws cte Aquaxd, 100 and 104.
^ Bio Cass, IvU. 14.
Cfte(aari),

quod

vi.

v(iae) in(unitae)s (unt)
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(iii.) The Procurators,
The quasi-magistcrial position of the
occupants of the higher imperial posts could not be reflected in
the lower grades of office.
So far as the detailed ministeria

principatus^ were concerned, the Princeps adopted

the analogy
house, not of the Roman state, and employed
either general agents (promraiores) or assistants designated by
the secretarial or other duty which they performed (ab epislulis^

tha

of

Roman

There was always a distinction between the
which was still preserved now that they had become
official.
The agaofc of domestic life might indeed approzimate to the condition of a mere bailiff, and might be a slave
but the necessity for representing the absent dominus in courts
of law had made it convenient that the procurator should be a
free man; and the idea of agency, usually of general agency
{procaratio ernmium rentm),® was closely associated with the word.
On the other band, the slaves and freedmen of the household
who copied and kept accounts, were not agents; and, in ac*
cordance with this distinction, the officials of the Principate who
bear such titles as oh epistulis^ a lilelliSy a rationibuSy are not
spoken of as procurators, although one of these posts might rise
to the dignity of a procuratorship, as that a rationitm did.
Although from the point of view of functions the two classes
must be kept distinct, from that of qualification they may be
In both we observe the tendency for the
discussed together.
household to become a bureau, for the freedman and slave to
Tiberius* household consisted
give place to the Roman knight.
mainly of freedmen,^ and their influence reached its zenith in
An Emperor who sought popularity
the reign of Claudius,
a

TalionibiiSy etc.).

two

classes,

;

might, like Vitellius, transfer the ministeria of the Principate to
knights ; * but no comprehensive attempt seems to have

Roman

been made to reorganise the bureaucracy on this footing until
Henceforth the higher grades were held
the time of Hadrian.®
as a rule by knights, only the lower being possessed indifferently
by equites or freedmen,^ The procuratorship was the patent of
® Cic. pro Oaec, 20, 57.
6 "intra paueos libertoa doimia.*'
* Taxi, JIUL i 68 “YitelUus ministeria principatos per libertos agi solita in
eqiiitea Romanos ciisponiL'*
In Otho’s rei^L we dad a mention of Seenndus the
^

*

Tio. Hist,
Tac. Ann.

!.

58.

iv,

imaroKOtv
(Pint. Otho 9).
for Hadrian's change is mainly' epigraphic.
See Hirschfeld
Vrrwfdtungsgesch. i. p. 32. Two instances of it are found in Vita Uadr, 22 “ah
® Bio Cass, lii, 25
epistulLs et a libeUis primus ©qnites Romanos habnit"

rhetor
*

rQ>v

The eridenca
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equestrian nobility (equestris
titles

torial

were

nobiliias),^
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and we have seen that

finally devised to express the differences in procura-

rank.^

The

civil service

now became

with the army, and the occupants of
retired officers,

men who had

closely connected

civil posts

were mainly

held at least one of the

positions in the equestrian servicc^^

and who,

after

three

the second

century, had generally filled every grade before they took the

This militarising of the administrative service
one of the moat curious features of the Principate. It gave
that service its precision, its rigidity, its tendency to work as
a emooth machine almost independently of personal controK
This tendency was a blessing in so far as it was calculated to
diminish the influence due to the idiosyncrasies of the Princeps,
or of any individual holder of office; but one cannot help suspecting that a great deal of the administrative tyranny, which
darkened the closing years of the Principate and weakened the
Empire, was due to the ineradicable habits of routine inspired
by a military Kfe, and that the Greek or Graeco- Asiatic freedman, although a more corrupt, was, on the whole, a more capable
administrator.
The military supply was not, however, altogether
sufficient, and from the time of Hadrian a civil career was aj«5
open, which gave a chance to the aspiring lawyer.
Theoretically the procurator’s duties were those of /ieJSro
agency, and he had little discretionary authority and no
Tiberius’ emphatic statement that his procu^oA
official power.
business was merely to manage the Emperor’s slaves and peVsonal
property® is echoed in the language of the Digest^ which\^ls
us that the duties of these servants of the Emperor were strictly
defined, that they were accountable to their master for the use
made of the finances or property under their care, that they
could not give, sell, or transfer it* and that
careful management ’’ was the limit of their power.® It was only when they
kept -tvithin these bounds that their acts had all the authority
procuratorsbip.^
is

^ Tac. Agric, 4
“Co. Julins Agricola
Caesarum tabuit, quae equestria nobilitaa est.'"
.

.

.

utrunnqu©

avum

procuratoreco

2 p. 405.
* i.e. the posts of pra^eetus cohorti^ trUninvs mililtmj prc^fectus alae.
Suet. Claud, 25.
*

See

Hirschfeld cp, cit. p. 248.
^ Tac. Ann, iv. 15,
See p. 395.
® UIp. in Dig. 1, 19, 1, 1 “si venditionia vel douationla vel transactiooia causa
quid agat, nihil agit: non enim alienare ei rem Caosaria, sed diligcnter gerers
coiuinissuTn eat/^
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But the extending spheres
rendered it impossible for these iimits to be
rigorously preserved.
Claudius asked and obtained that his
procurators should be permitted jurisdiction within their own
an almost necessary result of the fact
financial departments ^
that in the provinces (and especially in those under senatorial
management) there was no convenient court of arbitration to
decide when money was or was not owing to the Princeps.^
The consent of the Princeps, also, to the procurator's acts must
eventually have meant the consent of the chief bureau at Eome
for, in spite of the extraordinary capacity for personal government possessed by the Eoman Emperors, the fiscal system was
too complicated for every detail to reach their ears.
The chief duties of the procurators were financial, and most
of these agents can be summed up under the title procuratores
number of titles are met with which clearly have referfiscL
Such are procuraior
ence to the central department at Rome.
summarum found in an inscription of Nero's time and borne by
a freedman/ procuraiores rationum summarum,^ raiionalis stimmae
of those of the Princeps himself. i
of their operations

—

A

reij^

dispensalor or dispensai^ siimriumira^

and

vilicus

summarum.^

belong to different epochs, and it is difficult to establish
their precise import.
It is generally agreed that from the time
of Claudius the title a rationilus was reserved for ‘the chief
controller of the Jisctis.
After the reign of Hadrian this post
was reserved for oquibes,^ and the members of the central bureau
had a higher standing than the financial agents in the provinces.
The title procurator rationum summarum, which belongs to the
second century, denotes some highly placed official connected
with this central chest; but> as it does not seem to be identical
with the title a rationilmSy it has been thought to represent a
subordinate controller perhaps instituted by Marcus Aurelius.^®

The

i

titles

Dig.

1,

19, 1.

Claud. 12 “ut .
rata easent, quae procura tores sui in jndicando
Tacitua exaggerates the nature
etatuerent, precario ezegit ” (from the Senate).
ke
of tha change
that “ CVaudixia \ibertoa, quoa rel famiUari praefecerat,
fiibique et legibua adaequaverit
(Ann. ziL 60).
® Cf. Ulp, in Dig. 1, 16, 9 (with reference to the duties of a proconsnj) “Bane
si fiscaiis peermiana causa bit, quae ad procuiatorem piincipis respicit, Tnelius
* Suet.

.

,

abstineat."

fecerit, si
^

Henzen 6525.

®

»

Cod. 3, 26,

^

®

C.LL.
ib. p.

V. n.

35.

7.

737*

Wilmanns 1259, 1262.
Suet. Vesp. 12; Henzen 6396.

* Hirschfeld VeiiBaltungsgesch.

i.

p, 32.
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The

title rationalis, which was often identical with procurator
seems at some period within the third century to have replaced
a ratiomCiais as the designation of the chief officer of the
Amongst provincial procurators we may enumerate first those
who were confined to the imperial provinces. The procurator
here occupied the position which the quaestor held in the public
provinces ; he was the chief officer of the provincial fiscas^
collected the taxes due to it, and managed the disbursement of
There was also a treasury connected with the military
its funds.
station in the province (_/iscus casiTreTisis)^ and at the head of it a

who siiperintended the payments made to the
and military expenses in general. Other procurators
were common to all the provinces; for even those that were
“public” paid certain dues to the Emperor.^ Such were lapsed
legacies and the goods of the condemned (horn caduca and
damnQioTU7n)y after the fiscus had assorted its claim to these
revenues,® and the taxes owed by Homan citizens everywhere,
such as the vicesima liereditaium and the emtedrm rerum vemlium.

procurator castrensis,
soldiers,®

owed more direct dues to the Princeps
Thus Africa, a corn -supplying but not an imperial
province, was brought into the closest relation with his cwra
annomey and even the most peaceful districts must have defrayed
But

the public provinces

as well.

the expense of the necessary military protection, and surrendered
certain revenues to

Common
managed

»

too,

be collected by imperial officials.
all the provinces were the agents who

to

the imperial estates (procuratores patrijnenii ov patrirnonii

We

have already noticed that after the time of Severus
a distinction was drawn between the res privata and the patriTiwmwm of the EmperorJ From this time onward the procurator
rerum privaiarum is distinct from the procurator patrimonii^
priua^i).^

Cf. the title of Dip. 1, 19 “De officio procuratoris Caesaris vel ratiotjalis.'*
VeriPaltuTigsgesch. p. 32.
Hirschfeld, op. ciL p. 37 ; Liebeoam Beitrdge
® Strabo iii. p. 107.
The title a copitg miliiarQms is found in inscriptions
'

mr

*

(Orelli 2922,

3505)

Tac. Ann. ii. 47.
Here it is said of cities of Asia, “quantum aerario ant
The proewrator Asia^ of
fisco pendebanfc, in quinquennium remisit (Caesar)/*
Ann. iv. 16 is probably a procurator pairiTHonii. See p. 395.
" p. 395.
For procurators ad bona damnatorum see Wilraanns 1278, 1291.
For a procurator a caducis, O-I.L. iii. n. 1622.
® Wilmanns 1257, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1285.
7 p. 396.
* Timesitheus, the father- in Jaw of Gordian, waa proc. tarn patrimoni quam roL
privatar. in one district, proc. ration, privat. in another (Wilmanns 1293).
^

2 E
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The

noH-fiiiancial procurators,

districts, will

be discussed

LIFE

who were

when we

CHAP.

actually governors of

are dealing with the organis-

ation of the provinces.

The tenure of office by a procurator was indefinite, and
Technically their posts
depended on the imperial pleasure.
expired when the Princeps who had appointed them died,^ and
the renewal oi iheix office by his BUccestsor, a\thoug\i it must have
been the rule, was treated as a new appointment.
The posts
were well paid and procurators bore the titles trecenarius^ duc^
nariuSy centenarius^ and sexagenarius, according as their salaries
varied from 300,000 to 60,000 sesterces.
The salaries of the
procurators at Rome were probably higher thau those belonging
to the same departments in Italy and in the provinces.
Thus
the froawratio raOonis jnrvvdtae was probably in Rome a freceTUina,
in the provinces a ducenarm^ in Italy, where it would be merely
a branch of the central office, a cenCemria frocwralio?
Promotion
seems to have been determined chiefly by merits and one of the
strong points oi the system was that there was no mechanical
It was possible for a secretary, who had
system of advancement.
never been a procurator proper, to be appointed to a praefeeture,^
but, as a rule, several procuratorsliips were passed through before
this summit of equestrian ambition was attained.*
Personal AssistaniSs

(iv.)

was, as

a

we have

Roman

—

^The secretariate of the Principate

seen, but the business side oi the organisation of

household, but so rapidly did the importance and oflicial
these posts develop that already by Nero's reign a

aspect of

Roman
and a
^

noble,

Uhellis,

who kept

assistants with such titles as ah

might be suspected

of treasonable designs.^

Herodian Vit 1 (Ma? Imin) r^v re depaireiav

tcv(«>7 WV iruvj

Traerar,

^

ej>istulis

These

T<? *AX€^di/4p<iJ

cf. Vita PerU 12 “Sane nullum
a^X^s
ex eifl, quos CotamoduS rebus gerendis imposuerat, mutavit, exspectaua urbia
uatalem, quod eum dieni rerum principium voletat esse.”

2

Liebenam

)9ao-iXf£om

ciL p. 55.

Vita Kigri 7 “cum unus ad memftriam, alter ad libellos paruisset, etatim
praefecti facti suut (Paulas et Ulpiauua).”
* This may be illustrated by the careers of Burr us (pfoc, Augusiae^ proc. Ti^
*

CoesarC*, proc. divi OLmdii^ pfo^eeCo praetori, C.LC. xit 6842), of Vibvanus
Tertullus {ab epUiuLU Qraecisy proc. a tationibiis^ prat^ectus
0.1. L. iii.
6574) and of Sex. Var. Marcellua {proc. aquaruvij proc. BrUtaniat, proc. rationU
privatae, vice-pra^/ecties praetoru?’, Orelli 946).
® Tac. Ann. xv. 35 {under Nero, in a,t>. 64, Torqimtus Silanug was forced to
death ou various grounds “quin eum inter libertos habere, quos ab epistulis et
Iibe)Jis et ratioflibus appellet, nomina siimmae curae et meditiuncnta"; cf. ib.
xvL 6 (a.D. 65) “Ipaum dehlnc Silauum increpiiit isdem qulbua patruum ejne
]
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secretaryships became, in fact though not in law, great offices of
state.
They required more highly trained ability than most of
the procuratorships, and, as they brought their holders into close
with the Princeps, the influence and the power of

relations

patronage which they conferred must have been enormous.
The official ah epistulis put into shape all the decisions of the
Princeps which took the form of letters, so far as these were not
written personally by the Princeps himself,
Tho answers to
the coTisullaliones of officials, to the despatches of generals and
provincial governors, or to deputations from foreign communities, together with the nomination of officials and officers
and the conferment of privileges, passed through his hands.
The official a libellis drew up the answers to petitions (prec,es^
made by private individuals to the Emperor.
The
answer was generally given in a short suiscriftw appended to the
document^ The framing of such replies required considerable
legal knowledge; hence it is not surprising to find that jurists
like Papinian and Ulpian held this post.
The official a cognitimihus was the adviser of the Emperor on

which were settled by imperial decree. The points
on which advice was given were perhaps wholly those of civil
jurisdiction, and were probably such as did not need to como
The office was in existence at the
before the imperial consilium.^
beginning of the third century,^ but ia thought to have been
subsequently merged in that a libellis.^
The official a memoria is first mentioned about the time of the
Emperor Caracalla. His function was probably to put into form
and reduce to writing (often by dictation to a secretary) ^ such
legal points,

Torquatum, tanquam disponeret jam imperii curaa

praeficeretqiie rationibua et

libellis et epistulis libertos,”
1

Dio Cass,

lii.

33

;

Stat. SUv. v. 1, esp.

83-107

;

JustmusxUii.

5,

12

;

Suid.

fl.v,

^

Seoeca Cons, ad Polyb. vt 4 and 6.
Vita Oarini 16 ‘‘fastidium subscribendi tan turn habuit ut inpnrum quendam
... ad fiobscribeadum pooeret.'* The Princeps himself may not h&\re written more
than his signature. See Vita Commodi 13 “ ipse Conimoilua in subscribenJo tardus
et neglegens, ita ut libellis una forma multis subscriberet.’*
^

*
®

•

Karlowa Peehtsgcsch.
Dio Cass. Ep. Ixxviii.
Karlowa l.c.

i.

p.

545.

13.

Ho attended
Vita Carini 8 “Julius Calpnrnius, qui ad niemoriamdictabat."
the Princeps with til e other secretaries { see Vila Alex. 31 “Postraeridianas boras
subscriptioni et lectioni epistularum semper detlit, ita ut ab epistulis, a libellis et
a memoria semper adsisterent,'*
^
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speeches and verbal decisions of the Emperor as did not
the competence of the other officials.

fall

under

—

(v.) Tke CoTisilium.
The consilium of the Princeps ^ was merely
a renewed manifestation of that eternal principle of Roman public
life which directed that a ma^atrate should seek advisers.
A
council waa necessary for public confidence, but an imperial consilium was Originally no part of the constitution of the Principate.
Tiberius imitated Augustus in seeking advice before coining to a
decision on important matters;^ yet when he sat as a high
court of criminal jurisdiction, his board of assessors could be
described aa consisting of a “ few friends.^* *
The board may have
become more determinate in succeeding reigns, but the first
Princeps whom we hear of as giving it a definite organisation was
Hadrian.
That Emperor, we are told, when he held a court of

justice,

summoned

as Ins advisers jurisconsults

approved by the

only a judicial council that is here described, atid
there is nothing to show that these legal experts were necessarily
consulted on administrative matters.
The basis, however, was
laid for a permanent council of state, and the coTisiliarii Augusti
Senate.'^

Xt

is

this period became a definite and salaried class. ^
They
included both senators and equites,® and some bore the title
jurisperiti?
Others may not have been gifted with special- knowledge of the law, and may have been employed in cases where
general ability or experience may have been of more value than
juristic training.
Actual jurisdiction was not, however, the only

of

^ This coTisilium inasfc Bot be confosed with the committee of the Senate which
had been employed by Augustus and Tiberius, but was subsequently discontinued.
T?iis board, composed of Bome of Che magistraCes and a number of senators cbosea
by lot, had given a preliminary consideration to the business to be submitted to
the Senate (Suet Aug. 36 ; Tib. 55 ^ Dio Caaa. liu. 21). Something like it was
devised by Mamaea in the reign of Severus Alexander (Dio Cass. lixx. I
;

llerodian vi. l).
«

Dio Casa.

27 ; Ivii. 7.
10 “ panels familiarium adhibitia*' (in the trial of Piso, a.d.
In 2?ero’6 trial of Octavia in a.d. 62 his body of advisers (‘‘ainicos quoa
20).
velub consilio adhibuerat princeps*' Tac. Ann, xiv. 62) may have been regarded
* Tac.

Iv.

Ann.

iii.

as a consiliuyn domeaticum.r

“cum jiidicaret, in conailio habuit non amicos suos aut
quoa tainen senatus oranes probasaet.*’
.
,
Verwaltungsgesch, i. p. 215.
Probably only the equestrian
members of this board received salaries (Mommsen Staatsr. 11. p. 990).
* Cf. Vitet Hadr. 8 ‘*erat . . . tunc mos, ut, cum princeps causas agnosccret,
et aenatores et equibea Romanos in consilium vocaret et sententiam ex omnium
*

Vita Itadr. 18

coiuites solum, sed juris consnltos
^

.

Hirschfeld

lieMberaiiou^ pToferret.'*
^

e,g.

“centenario conailiario Ang(usti)

.

.

.

juris perito”

(Wilmanns 1286).
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occasion on which legal knowledge was indispensable in an adviser,

had to be sought in the framing of the
and we are told that for this pui-pose
out of a cofir
Soverus Alexander was assisted by twenty
A difference of personnel
silium numbering seventy in alL^

Tlie help of the jurist

imperial

coTisiUulimes,'^

branches of administration is easily comprehensible,
improbable that the Emperor needed to summon all his
The
councillors on every occasion on which he took advice.^
mode of consultation was wholly informal and depended on the
for different

for

it

is

discretion of the Princeps.

Augustus in the exercise

of his juris-

diction distributed voting tablets {tabellae) to his councillors, on
inscribe acquittal or condemnation or a
modified verdict^
cannot imagine that the votes were
reckoned as in the jury system. The iahdlae were for the enlightenment of the Princeps, and he may have decided according
Nero,
to the weight of the names of those who handed them in.
we are told, took opinions on paper, and, after reading them,
gave his own judgment as though it were that of the majority
Under Severus Alexander opinions were given
of his advisers.®
verbally and taken down in short-hand.®
We have already shown that it is probable that the imperial
consilium in its developed form was employed by the praefect of
the praetorian guard when he gave judgment vice the Princeps,'^

which they could

We

^ p. SSO.
^ Vita Alex,

16 ‘^iieque nllam coDstitntionem sacravit Bine viginti JurisperitiB
et doctissimis ac aapientibns vlris iBdemqne diseriissimlB non tninus quinqnaginta.”
^ In Maecenas* supposed advice to Augustus, which in this, as in other respects,
probably reflects the practice of the time of Dio Caasins, it is said of the coniuiwn
AXXot flXXore SiayivijffK&wffav (Dio Cass.
*
®

Suet Aug,
Suet A^ero
V'ita Aiex.

410.

33).

15.

16 “nt

quisque dixL&set**
’ p.

lii.

33.
iretur

per sententias singulomm

ac

Bcriberetnr quid

CHAPTER
ITALY

AND THE PROVINCES UNDER THE PRINCIPATE
§

The

XI

1.

The Organisation of

Italy

chief feature of the organisation of Italy during the early

made during the
^public at incorporating its towns with Rome. The unity
aimed at was chiefly that of jurisdiction, but we have no evidence
Principato was the completion of the efforts
later

Augustus took to perfect the system of judicial
which had been devised at the close of the
Republic.^
At the same time this Emperor adopted a device
which, though its full details and effects are unknown, seemed
of the steps wliich

centralisation,

to

foreshadow the later principle of a close administrative

cation of Italy with the capital.

unifi-

He

divided the peninsula,
exclusive of the immediate territory of Rome, into eleven regions
(re^wmes).^ The immediate purpose contemplated by this division
is unknown ; but it laid the basis for subsequent distributions of
many branches of Italian administration. The public domains,
taxes paid by Roman citizens such as the vicesima hereditatum,
and the results of the census, were organised or calculated by
regions,®
They were employed, therefore, for work which neces-

on tho central government, and this organisation so
no infringement on the communal autonomy of the
towns.
Such infringement came as a necessary result of the
influence of the personality of the Princeps, which finally dominated Italy as effectually as it controlled Rome. But its coming
was very gradual.
The final change may be illustrated by the

sarily fell

far implied

314.

46 ‘'nunc ambitum ejua (Ttaliae) urbesqiie enunierabimus,
necessarimn est auclorem noa divum Au^stum sccuturos.
ilesciiptionemque ab eo faciam Ttaliae totiua in regiouea XJ."'
* See the referenew in Marquardt SlaaCscfru?, I. p. 220.
®

qua

Plin. //.iV.

in

iii.

re praefari
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disappearance of the municipal comitia^ the limitation of local

an independent system of local finance,
and the control ultimately assumed by the central government

jurisdiction, the loss of

of the actual administration of

many

of the Italian states.

Of these changes, the downfall of the comitia is perhaps less
remarkable than their continuance for so long a period after the
assemblies had ceased to he a reality at Rome.
A Latin colony
in the time of Domitian still elects its magistrates at a comiiia
curiata} and the transference of this principle to Spain shows its
prevalence at the time in Italy.

The paucity

of inscriptions of

the early Principate which speak of elections by the only alternative body, the local Senate, is remarkable, and there are clear
indications of the survival of the principle of popular election

Antoninus Pius.^
It doubtless retained its
hold on Italy as late as it did on the western provinces ; its
disappearance from tho whole municipal sphere was the result
of a new system of creating magistrates, the characteristics of
until the time of

which

will

be traced when

The

we

are dealing with the provinces of

power

of the assemblies no doubt
survived all their administrative functions.
The tendency even
of the early Principate was to confine these to the local Senates,
which were accounted more responsible bodies, and were far
better instruments of the central controlling power of Rome.
The limitation of the local courts of law cannot be fully illuS'
trated, but it is to some extent connected with the establishment
of high individual authorities for jurisdiction in Italy, which
begins with Hadrian.
That Emperor divided Italy into four
great circuits, and placed each of them under a c(ynstLlaris^
These magistrates were replaced under Marcus Aurelius by
juridid^ of praetorian rank, whose purely civil jurisdiction was
finally concerned with that portion of Italy which was separated
from the urUca dioecesh^ the sphere of the praetor's competence.®
this period.^

^

Lex Malacitana

^

Kuhn

elective

c. lii.

ff.

VerfassuTig des r^misc^ien Reiches I. pp. 236, 237.
In an inscription
of Hadrian's time we find in Ostia II. vir ... in comiiiis faelus {G.I.L. xiv. 375).
For this and other instances see Liebcnam Stddteverwaltung p. 479.
3 p. 438.
*
Vila Hadr. 22 “quattuor consularea per omnem Italiam judices constitnit."
Of Antoninus Pius, who was one of these, it is said “cum Italiam regeret “ ( Vila
Anion. 3).
Cf. App. R.C. i. 38.
* Vita M. Anion. 11 “datis juridicis Italiae consuluit ad id exempliim, quo
Hadrianus consnlares viros reddere jura praeceperat.”
® Ulpian 111 Fragmenia Valicana 205, 232, 241.
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These officials are mentioned only in connexion with extraordinary
junsdiction concerned with trusts, the nomination of guardians,'
or questions of administrative law, such as a controversy
concerning the qualification for the decurionate.^ But, as extraordinary jurisdiction was gaining the upper hand of the Jus ordinarium, and as such administrative questions would at an earlier
period have been settled by the mumcipalities themselves,^ the
powers of the jmidici may be regarded as a very real limitation

We

of those of the local magistrates and senates.
have already
seen that all the higher cnminal jurisdiction of these towns had
Within the limit of a hundred miles from Rome
disappeared.
such cognisance belonged to the praefect of the city, outside this
limit to the praefect of the guard.

The financial difficulties under which many of the Italian
towns laboured, invited a further system of imperial control.
This took the form of the institution of curalores rei ptiblicae, of
senatorial or equestrian rank, whose existence is traceable from
the close of the first century A.B., and who were given by the
Princeps as extraordinary commissioners to reinvigorate the
financial life of poverty-stricken municipalities.®

'

Bat an even more vigorous control was impending, which was
The extra-

to bring Italy nearer to the condition of a province.

ordinary commissioners known as correciores (fitopdwrat); whom
the Principate often gave to free cities or districts in the provinces,^

were finally transferred to Italy

When its municipalities

were placed under this tutelage, there was little more than a
formal difference between tlieir condition and that of the subject
towns, and nothing but a more regular system of administration and the imposition of direct taxation was wanted to change
Italy into a province.
Both these changes were effected under
the rule of Diocletian.
Italy was, it is true, not divided into
Ulp. Lc. > Dig. 40, 6, 41, 5.
Fronto ad A micas ii. 7.
* Marquftidt [Slaataverw. i. p. 1^2^) remarkB ftiat sucli a question as the qualification oi a decurioQ heJoaga under Caesar'a Je^Jatinn (lea: Ursonezisis c. 105} to
the municipal courts.
^

^

*

pp. 408, 410.

®

Mommsen

logue
^
^

Ivi.

290

£f.

Staatsr, iL p. 1082, Liebenam Slddieverw. p. 480, and in Pkilo'
How far this curatot^hip
a
o&te is nneertain.

p. 428.
'Fhe first official

ad coTTig&ndttfVi statum Italiae belongs to the year 214 A.r,,
while the provincial corredor goes hack to the time of Trajan {Marquardt StoolsveriD. L pp. 228, 229).

ITALY

SI

promucme, but
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and to Rome.
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were placed under regularly-appointed

lands supplied revenues to the imperial court

This climax of centralisation was probably the
and the external circumTo the Princepa Italian and provincial
stai\ce9 of the time.
problems were the same; Italy was not always the country in
inevitable result of the imperial system

which the Emperor established

his

permanent residence, and,

as

the onset of the barbarians threatened even the Italian frontier,
there

was no

possible reason

why

Italy should not

to the general taxation.

But economic and

have

imperial

contributed

to

the

pay

social

its

evils

quota

may

encroachments on Italian

The weaknesses which led to imperial control
been those which the Emperors sought to cure. These
were poverty and depopulation, and how earnestly they were
grappled with may be seen by a glance at the system of state
support known as the alimeniarium.
The leading idea of this
institution is the endowment of a state or district with a fund
which should give partial support to children, and by this means
encourage production and relieve the responsibilities of parents
Such charitable efforts had, at an early period,
or guardians.
been made by individuals ; ^ and from the reign of Nerva the
state, as represented by the Princeps, took up the enterprise.
Nerva's example was followed by Trajan,^ who extended and
organised the system, and similar efforts were made by Hadrian,
Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, and Severus Alexander.^ Tiie
form usually taken by the endowment was an advance by the
Princeps of funds which were deposited on good landed security
at moderate interest, 5 or 2^ per cent.
From this interest a
certain number of boys and girls were to be supported, by the
gift either of a certain amount of com or of a sum of money
twelve, sixteen, or twenty sesterces
This support
^per month.
was guaranteed until the boys had attained their eighteenth and
The details of this organisation
the girls their fourteenth year^
administration.

may

hav^a

—

^ See the inscription of Atina of the time of Augustus (Wilmanns 1120), “T.
Helvio , .
legato Caesaria Auguati, qui Atiuatibua HS . . . legavit, ut liberia
eomm ex reditu, dum in aetatem pervenirent, frumentum et postea sestextia
.

singula millia darentur."
^ Victor Epit. 12
; Dio Casa. IxviiL 5.
® MftTqvrardt Sta/atsvena. \\. pp. 14S, 144.
Pins, in honour of hia wife Faustina,
created a fund for pwdLat Faustinianae ( VUa 8) \ Alexander, in honour of his
mother, one for pueri pudlaeqv^ Mawmuani ( Vtfa 57).
^ Oar knowledge of this institution ia derived chielly from two metal tables,
the Tabula, Veleiad (of Velafa in Cisaipina Gaul) and the Tadula Baedianorum (of
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were supervised in each locality by a quaestor alimentorum, while
general control of the funds over a large district was
usually entrusted to the curators of the roads ^ which ran through
that domain* who sometimes bore the title praefednSy sometimes
This wise method of charitable
that of cunitor alimentomm*^
relief, which inspired an interest in agriculture while it relieved
poverty and encouraged the growth of population, continued in
force until the close of the Principate, and tlie praefect% who
administered this department, can be traced till the time of
the

Diocletian.^

§ 2,

Tke Organisation of the Provinces

The imperial problem
finding a frontier

and

Principes,

—

of

—the

the later Republic

task of

^occupied the unceasing energy of the early

in this, as in similar cases in the history of the

Sometimes the viewi
and advance was at times
Thus Augustus sought the Elbe
succeeded by retrogression.
only to fall back on the Rhine, and Trajan adopted against the
great eastern power a heroic policy of annexation which did not
world, delimitation involved extension.
as to the proper

commend

boundary

altered,

—

successor.
In one instance, too
that of
forward movement was made which can scarcely be
But, on the
explained as the search for a scientific frontier.
whole, the slow and ordered progress was one that sought not
territories, but boundaries, and the movement necessitated expansion, whether it took the form of the annexation of the wild
districts to the south of the Danube, or the gradual absorption of
the kingdoms and principalities which intervened between the old
Asiatic provinces and the Euphrates or the African dominions
The Danube, tbe Rhine, and the North Sea
and the ocean.
the Euphrates and the Syrian Desert; tbe Ethiopian kingdoms,
the Sahara, and the Atlantic, were the limits within which

Britain

itself to his

—a

See E. Desjardina De tahylis cdvmtn'
the Ligiires Baebianl near Beneventum).
On the iustitutiOD see
tariisy Mommsen in LR.N, 1354, Wilmanns 2844, 2045.
Marquardt Staatsverw. ii. pp. 141*147, Liebenam Stddtecerw. pp. 105, 360.
1 p. 413.
® e.g. curaU/r viae Appiae, prae/ectus alimenCoruTn: curator viarum tipraeftciui
alivieTUorum Clodiae et coherentium : curator viae Aemiliae et alimentoncm (Wil-

See Marquardt, Liebenam ll.ee., and Mommsen Staaisr,
In districts not pierced by tbe great roads, procurators {cUimentoruTU,
* Marquardt l.c. p. 147.
ad alimenta) were employed.

manns 1189, 1215, 1211).

iL p. 1079.

.
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was to strive to make the best of the means
by the victorious Republic for the government of the
world.
The Republic had indeed laid a solid foundation
for ordered rule, and although we are accustomed to think of
the Roman Empire chiefly in connexion with the three peaceful
the Principatc

left

centuries of the Principato^

work

of the latter

was

it

should not be forgotten that the

chiefly the introduction, not of original

but of those slight but decisive modifications which are
change a clumsy into a workable machine.
more
effective, although far from perfect, system of military defence,
a greater division of authority amongst the organs of government,
a more careful estimate of provincial burdens, a competent
although perhaps over-rigid civil service,
these were the immediate gifts of the Principate to the world. The results were
comfort and peace ; but a comfort that was too often divested of
even local patriotism, and a peace that was singularly devoid of
ideas,

A

sufficient to

—

A universal citizenship was also amongst the
hidden treasures of the Empire, but it was a gift conferred in
proportion to its valuelessness, and the Princeps whose edict was
to make the world a city was a calculating spendthrift bent only
on increasing the taxes of his subjects. But, since the golden
mean of Empire had yet to bo found, we cannot blame the
Principate for doing too much tliat which the Republic did too
Every reaction is violent, and in this instance at least overlittle.
government was intended to be in the interest of the subject.
The subject acclaimed it, at least in its initial stages,^ although
his descendant was to find it a burden in comparison with which
the yoke of the Republican proconsul would have seemed
a trifle.
Augustus with characteristic modesty and discretion reserved
those on the
his strength for the most difficult of the provinces
frontier which demanded military occupation and unusual vigilance in administration and thus created the distinction between
Caesar's provinces and those which were public (jpublicae) and
were entrusted to the care of the Senate and people.^ There
were occasional interchanges of provinces between the co-rulers.
intellectual ideals.

—

—

^ Tac. Ann, i. 2 “ Neque pTOvinciao ilium rerum statum abnuebaut, suspecto
senatiw populique imperio ob ccrtaniiiia potentiuQi et avaritiam magistratuum,
iuvalido legum auxilio, quae vi, ambitu, postremo pecunia turbabantur.”
drjftoi Kal yepov<rtcL (Dio Cass. liii. 12).
These provinces are “ propnae popiili
’*
Romani as opposed to those “ propnae Caesaria '* (Gaius ii. 21).
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Thus Achaea and Macedonia were relinquished by the Senate in
A.D. 15, but restored to it in A-D. 44,^ and Marcus Aurelius took
over or surrendered districts according to the necessities of war.^
But in the middle of the Principate the Senate possessed but
eleven,® the Princeps twenty-one under regular governors,^ nine
administered by procurators,^ one, Egypt, ruled by an equestrian
praefect.

As

in

the Republic, the only true provincial dviiaies were
were stipendiariae. The free or free and allied

those which

exempt from the governor's
were lessened in number and
The supposed abuse of its self-governrestricted in privileges.
ing powers by a foederata civitas might cause the treaty to be
rescinded and the state to be brought under direct provincial
rule ® while, even when liherias was retained, its merits might
be suspected, and the state might be placed under the financial
communities were

still

But the

control.

free

technically
cities

;

(Aoywrat) or the administrative care of
appointed by the Princeps.^ It is also
certain that libertas no longer conferred immunity from taxation.
We know that, of the cities of Asia which are described as
tributary in the reign of Tiberius,® two, Magnesia ad Sipylum
and Apollonidea, were liberae,^ while Byzantium, which had
been in alliance with Rome during the Republic, also paid tribute
This change, which is specially
in the reign of Claudius.^®
noticeable in the East, has been with great probability attributed
While granting or renewing charters and privh
to Pompeius.
of curaioreB

tutelage

correclores

{3iop0(i>TaC)

Tac. Ann» i. 76 ; Dio Cass, lx, 24 ; Suet Claud, 25.
Vita Mard 22 “Provincias ez proconsularibus consulares (i.e. governed by
consular legaii) aut ex conaularibus proconsulares aut praetorias pro belli necessitate fecit”
^ Aala, Africa, Baetica, Narbonensis, Sardinia and Corsica, Sicilia, ^lacedonia,
Achaea, Greta and Gyrene, Cyprus, Bithynia.
^

•

Tarraconensis, Germania superior, Germania inferior, Brittania, Pannonia
Pannonia iuf., Moesiasnp., Moesia inf., Dacia, Dalmatia, Cappadocia, Syria,
Lusitania, Aquitania, Lugdunensis, Belgica, Galatia, Pamphylia and Lycia, Cilicia.
See Marquardt Staatsv, i. p. 494.
Arabia, Nnmidia.
® Alpes Maritimae, Alpes Cottiae, Alpes Poeninoe, Raetia, Noricum, Thracia,
•

sup.,

See Marquardt l.c.
Epirus, Mauretania Tingitana, Mauretania Caesariensia.
® Suet. Aug. 47, Claud, 25, Ve^, 8.
7 Mommsen Staatsr. ii. p. 858 ; Marquardt Slaatsverw, i. p, 358. The earliest
known commissioner dates from the time of Trajan. He was “ missus in proTinciam Achaiam
viii.

... ad ordinandum

statum liberarum civitatum”

(Plin.

Ep

24).

Ann.

®

Tac.

•

Strabo

ii.

xiii. p.

47.

621

;

Clc,

pro Flacco 29, 71.

Tac.

Ann,

xiL G3.
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Romo

the right to tax,^ and thus dissociated
and immunitasy which had hitherto been
The new principle was so fully accepted by the
inseparable.
Principate that even the possession of Latin rights could not have
exempted a state from taxation,^ and the immunity of cities
became more of an exceptional political privilege. Sometimes it
took the form of exemption only from a special tax, such as the
freedom from the port dues of Illyricum claimed by the state
Tyras in Moesia.^ Less frequently it was a freedom from all
external burdens, such as that enjoyed, on account of its historical
associations, by the town of Ilium.^
But the favourite means of
granting immunity to a state was to confer the right known as
the jvs Italicum
a right which implied that the members of the
city were, like the inhabitants of Italy, in quiritarian ownership
This
of their soil, and, therefore, exempt from the land-tax.
right generally accompanied the honorary designation of the town
as a colmiay although the title might be conferred without the right,®
Many states in
or be accompanied by only a partial immunity.®
Lusitania, paul, Germany, Syria, and Phoenicia were made
coloniae and granted the jus Italicum^
The two great problems in taxation which confronted the
early Principate were the formation of an estimate of the resources of the Empire, and the apportionment of burdens by
Both tasks
reference to the capacities of the various countries.
were undertaken vigorously by Augustus. To both belong his
budget of the resources of the Empire,® the geographical works
undertaken under the auspices of Agrippa,® and the comprehensive
legeSj

the ideas of

lihertas

—

assessments made in various provinces.
The right of making
such assessments belonged to the Princeps,^® and seems not to
have been limited to his own provinces, although it is to these
that our definite information chiefly refers.
The first known
^

Mommsen
Mommsen

Siaatsr.

iii.

points out

p. 684.

685) that, if it did, Spain after the time of
® C.I.L, iii. n. 781.
Vespasian would have paid no taxes.
* Dig. 27, 1, 17
cf. Suet. Olaud. 25.
;
® Dig. 50, 15,
“Divus Antoninus Antiochensea colouos fecit salvis
8, 5
(ib. p.

tributis."

7 “Divus Veapasiauus Caesarienses colonos fecit non adjecto ut et juris
sed Lributuni his remisit capitis ; sed divus Titus etiam solum
immune factum interpretatua est,”
Dig. l.c.
®
“Rationes imperii'’ {Suet. Cal. 16),
(Dio
tQ}v
Cf. Tac, Ann. i. 11.
Cass. lix. 9).
® Marquardt Staatsverw. ii.
Dio Cass, liii. 17.
pp. 207-211.
® ib,

Italic! easeiit,
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census of the kind was that undertaken in the three Gauls in 27

which we find renewed in the years 14, 17, and 61 A.D.*
There is a trace of an Augustan census in Spain, ^ and a similar
task was undertaken in Syria.*
When these great preliminary
estimates were ov^er, provision had to be made for a periodical
This was done under imperial conrevision of the assessment.
trol and for each province separately.
A special imperial decree
was issued, and under it the commissioner (censor^ cmsitor, ad census
accipiendo^ ^ made a renewed estimate, with the assistance of
delegates, in the shape of equestrian oflScers and procurators, for
the special communities or districts in the provinces subject to
Originally the chief officials were of senatorial rank,
the census.
but after the end of the second century equestrian procurators
were generally entrusted with the census ® a circumstance which
is probably to be accounted for by the fact that in the course of
years the duty of making out the returns had become more
automatic and therefore simpler.^ It is not known whether there
were fixed dates for the regular recurrence of the census in each
province \ ^ but there were tares, such as the
cajniis in
Syria, paid only by people of an age that fitted them for labour,®
which would have demanded renewed registration at somewliat
short intervals ; and in Egypt there was a cycle of fourteen years
for the payment at least of the poll-tax, which goes back to the
time of Tiberius and perhaps of Augustus.^® The careful nature of
the estimate of the land-tax is shown by the official form of the
schedule of returns {forma censualis)y which has been preserved.
This specified the community and 'pagus in which the farm was

B.G.,^

—

'

Liv,
^ Tao.

Ep, 134
Ann, L

;

Dio Cass, liiu 22.
and 33 ; ii, 6 ; xiv^

cf.

46.

Dio Cassius (liii, 22), after saying that Augustus made 6,iroypa(Pal in the Gallic
provinces, adds k^vtcvOcv
re
d^iVcro, aal Kar^ffT-^aaro xal
^ St. liUke ii.
2 ; Joseph. Antiq. xvii. 355.
® See the inscriptions collected
by Kubitschek in Pauly - Wissowa Heal*

Enc'j/clopddie, s-v. census.
^
The tres GoUioue honour a procurator as ** primus umquam eq(ues) E(onianufl}
a censibus accipiendis " (Wiliiiauns 1269).
The inscription is attributed to the
joint rule of Severua and Caracalla.
Kubitschek l.c.
® The chief evidence that there was comes from the provinco of Dacia.
In a
document of sale from Alburnum Mtyua, dated May 6, 159 a.D,, the purchaser ol
a bouse binds himself “[uti] . . . pro ea domo trihnta usque ad recensum
dep[e]ri[dat} " (Bruns Fontes).
® Diff. 60, 15, 3 “ in Syriis a quattuordecim annis masculi, a duodecim feminae
usque ad sexagensimum quintum annum iributo capitis obligantur.^*
Grenfell and Uunt Oxyrhynchus Papyri ii.
207 ff.
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two neighbours, and the character

of the

land assessed.^

The

taxes were either imposts on the land {iribulum sol^ or on

the person (trihutwm

paid either in
in certain

capitis).

money

minor

wholly, in kind.

The land-tax was in most provinces
more usually in the former ; but
it was delivered wholly, or almost

or grain,

districts

Gyrene sent

Pontiis wax, and the Frisii of

famous

its

Germany

silphiura, the

Sanni in

The

the skins of oxen.^

personal tax might be one on professions, income, or movable
property.
It was rarely a poll-tax pure and simple, although
this is found in Egypt ^ as a relic of the Ptolemaic organisation;

amongst the Jews, when the BlSpax^wv had been diverted from
the Jewish temple to that of Jupiter Capitolinus ; ^ in Britain,®
where it would have been difficult to collect any other personal
tax from the mass of the people ; and in the tiny island of Tenos,®
whose poverty probably forbade any other method of assessment.
It may, however, have existed in many provinces by the side of
other personal taxes as a burden imposed on those whose property
fell below a certain rating.
The collection of the chief imperial taxes was now direct, since
the system of deewmae with the accompanying tax-farmers
But there seem to have been
{decuTThani) had been abolished.’^
different degrees of directness in the

A

method.

distinction

is

and the tribuium of
Caesar’s provinces,® and as this distinction can scarcely be one of
a method of taxation, it must be one based on the method of
Perhaps in the public provinces the taxes were still
collection.
collected by the states themselves and paid by them to the

drawn between

the stipendium of tlie public

Forma censiiaU cavetur, nt agri gic in eensum referantur,
Dig. 60, 15i 4
fundi ciij usque et in qua civitate et in quo pago sit et quos duos vicinos
Et arvum . . , viuea . . . olivae
.
pratutn . •
pa&cua
proximoB habeat,
^

Nomen

:

:

.

«

.

.

BJlvae

.

.

caednaa

Ann,

72.
40 ; xxi. 77 ; Tac.
Jud. ii. 16, 4 ; cf- Grenfell and Hunt l.c,
The
vii.
seem,
Jews
however, to have paid other
Jvd.
6, 6.
See App. Syr. 50 ; Marquardt Staatsverw. ii. p. 202.
personal taxes as well.
^ Boadicea is made to saj that, besides the land-tax, ruv
ainwy
* Pliu. TZ.iV. xix.
®

*

Josephus
Josephus

BdL

Bell,

S(3i(iy}iV ^rija-iov <p4pojjLev

«

a

(Dio Cass.

Ixii. 3).

Or. 2336.
7 p. 321.
® Gaius ii. 21
{provincialia praedia)
vocamus. Stipendiaria sunt eo, quae hi

Romani

iv.

I.

quorum
iis

alia stipendiaria, alia tributaria
provinciis sunt quae propriae populi

Tiibutaxia aunt ea, qnae in hia provinciis sunt quae
esse inteUlguiituT.
propriae Caesaris esse creduntur.'^
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came
But much was still left
to the efforts of private companies, and the abolition of the
deciimani was perhaps the sole infringement made on the vast
operations of the puhlicani
The extent to which the system of
contracting out was still employed may be illustrated by the

quaestor, while in the imperial provinces the procurator
into direct contact with the tax-payer.

facts that ‘‘companies of

gathered in the

—

pecmme

Roman

knights’' are said

veciigaks

— by

which the

—
—

still

have

to

porioria are

the revenues from
meant
and other publid fructus
during the reign of.
mines, salt-works, quarries, and the like
Tiberius,^ that in the reign of Nero severe measures had to be
taken to repress the exactions of the puhlicani^^ and that these
chiefly

middlemen have a title devoted to them in the Digest of
Even a tax which fell to an imperial treasury, such
as the vicesima hereditatum, was collected by contractors in the
The contracts were no longer leased by a
reign of Trajan.^
central authority in Rome, but by the official who controlled the
In most cases
department with which the tax was concerned.
it was an imperial procurator who leased the tax, and perhaps to
some extent supervised its collection,® The direct taxes were
state

Justinian.^

.

paid to the quaestor in the public provinces, and in the imperial
were collected by the procurators, of whose functions and
In connexion with the
operations we have already spoken.®
^ in which
were kept.
The method of government in the public provinces underwent
considerable modifications, but suffered little formal alteration.
The tenure of office
still annual, and the regulation that a
five years’ interval must elapse between home and foreign com*
mand,® which had been neglected by Caesar,® was revived by
Augustus,^® but considerations of fitness and another method of

fiscus of

each province there was a bureau (tabularium)

the assessments

determining seniority considerably interfered with the application
^ Tac.
Ann. 17 6 ''fnimenta et pecuniae vectigalea, cetera publiconim
‘‘societates
Cf.
fructuum, societatibus equitum Romanorum agitabantur.”
^ ib. xiii. 50, 61.
vectigalium
(xiii. 50).
* Dig. 39, 4.
Pliu- Paneg. 37.
® PTOcuTai(yres and puhlicani are found concerned with the same taxes in the
same province, e.g. procurator llll. puhlicorum Africae [C.I.L. iii. 3925 ;
Wilmanns 1242), condructor llll. p. Afr. [G^T-L- vi. 8588).
p. 417.
^ Tabularium censuolc {C.I.L. ii. 4248).
For the officials connected with it
.

called tahvXarii^ see
® p.

323.

Wilmanns Index
®

Dio

Cass.

p. 572.
xiii.

20.

ib.

liii.

14
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Some qualified candidates were set aside
by the Senate either on its own motion or by the advice of the
Emperor/ and the jus liberorum admitted some to the soiiitio in
All the governors of public provinces were
preference to others.^
now called proconsuls, whether they had previously held the
consulship or not,^ in order to distinguish them from the legates
of the latter principle.

of Caesar’s provinces,

who

all

bore the

title

pro praetore.

The

two greatest of the public provinces, Asia and Africa, were always
given to cormdareSy while the other governments might be held
by men of praetorian rank. A definite allowance (salarium) was
now given to the governor,^ which must have removed some of his
Each proconsul was attended by lictors
temptation bo extortion.
and had the other insignia of his rank. Bub the proconsulare
imperium was in many respects a mere shadow of its former self.
not wear the sword or the military dress, ^ to
military one, and in deference
to the full proconsulare imperium possessed by the Princeps.
It
was an exception to this rule that until the time of the Emperor
Gains the legion in Africa was under the command of the
governor of that province ; ® but even here, where the employment of active military power was needed, the appointment of
the proconsul was thrown practically on the Princeps.^
The
Its possessor did

show that

his

command was nob a

governor was also hampered by assessors® more carefully selected
Tlie legaii proconsulis pro
than the legati of Pepuhlican times.
praetore^ three of whom were assigned to the higher class of
provinces, such as Asia and Africa, and one to the lower, such as
Sicily and Baetica, although nominally selected by the proconsuls
themselves, had to be approved by the Princeps ; and the fact
that they bear a title which suggests the imperium shows, that
although they were still delegates of the governor, their jurisdiction was more definite and independent in the dioceses assigned
them than it had been in Republican times. Even the quaestor
now bears the title quaestor pro praetors^ and exercises, besides his
^ Tac. Ann. iii. 32.
In a.D. 22 it was determined afresh that the Flamen Diali?
might not leave Italy, “ita sora Asiae in eum qiii consiUarinm . .
proximus
erat conlata” (ib. iii. 71).
^ ih.
® Dio Cass. liii. 13.
* “ Salarium proconsulare " (Tac.
Agric. 42).
* Dio Gass. l.c.
® Tac. Hist. iv. 48.
^ Tac. Ann. iii. 35 (on the outbreak of the war with Taefarinas in a .13.
21)
M’. LepiUum et Junium Blaesum nominavit, ex quis pro consule
“Tiberius
.

.

.

.

Africae legeretur.*^
® irdpeSpoi (Dio Cass, Uii, 14),

®

2 F

Wilmanns Index

p.

553.
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—

the kind of juriswhich was in the hands of the curule aedile at !Rome.'
We have already shown the possibilities of imperial interference
with the administration and jurisdiction of proconsular governors
through the presence of procurators in their provinces, and
through the tendencies which led to the Emperoris becoming a
court of appeal for the whole provincial world.®
In his own provinces Caesar was the only possessor of the
proconsulate impeiium?
Hence his governors were merely legates
They were nob, however, regarded
Qegati Caesaris pro praeiore).
They exercised an independent jurisdiction,
as mere delegates.
which they could delegate to their subordinates ^a proceeding
of which the mere mandatary is incapable.^
Their military
command was delegated, but some at least of them exercised the
power of life and death over the soldiers in their province.®
All the legates wore the military dress and sword,® since all
governed provinces in which legions were quartered. But even
their military discretion was to some extent limited by the fact
that the legions now had their own regular commanders {legati
Ugionum\ while their civil authority was lessened by the circumstances that the financial affairs of the province were chiefly in
the hands of a procurator responsible to the Princeps or to a
bureau, and that in many provinces after the time of Hadrian
and the Antonines we find a special legate appointed for jurisdiction (legatus juridicus)^ who, though inferior to the governor
financial functions, a definite judicial charge

diction

—

in rank, was* a delegate not of

One

him but

of the Princeps.

of the secrets of the better administration of Caesar’s

provinces was the length of time during which one of these
legates might be kept in a single province.
Thus in Tiberius'
reign Sabinua governed Moesia for twenty and Silius Gaul for
seven years,® while somewhat later Galba was in Spain for eight®
In every case the tenure of such commands depended on the
Emperor’s discretion,^® and the holders drew fixed salaries from
^

Gaius

I.

6.

On

Bfithmann-HoUweg
a

the changed position of these assistants of the proconsuls, see
102 ; Greenidga in Qlass. Rev. ix. p. 258,

Qivilprozess it p.

pp. 417, 385.

Except when a colleague was occasionfllly appointed. See p, 360.
mg. 1 , 21 , 6
® Dio Cassius (lii. 22) attributes this power h iibvov rhv il»7rarei;/f6ra
Le. to a legaius cofisutaris.
^ Wilmanns Index p. 659.
® Dio Caas. liii. 13.
® Pint Galba 4.
® Tac. Ann. i. 80 ; vi. 39 \ iv. 18.
Dio Cass, liiu 13 Tac, Ann. i. 80.
®
*

.

;
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the higher class of provinces, such aa

were sent; those of a lower class, such as
Aquitania and Galatia, might be governed by men of praetorian
Syria,

consulares

rank.

The sphere of imperial rule included a class of dependencies
which had not yet become, or were not thought worthy of being,
organised as definite provinces and placed under senatorial legates.
They were governed by personal agents of Caesar, who were in
this case

known

as procuraiores

Caesaris pro legato}

Some

of

these districts, such as the three Alpine provinces, were comparatively small ; but others, such as the Mauretanias, Thrace,

Judaea,^ were of considerable size, and the presence of mere
procurators in such countries must be accounted for by the fact
that they were not important military stations but defended by
some great command in a neighbouring province. The procurator, was, indeed, sometimes under the partial control of the
neighbouring imperial legate; thus Judaea was in some way
attached to the larger province of Syria, and Pilate was deposed
office by Vitellius its governor.*
But even in this case the
procurator is the delegate, not of the governor, but of the
Thus, when St. Paul appealed against the jurisdiction
Princeps.
of Festus, the appeal was made directly to Caesar.

from

Anomalous methods

government were adopted for the two
Empire Germany,
which was divided into an upper and a lower province, and Egypt.
The two strips of land west of the Rhine, which contained the
garrisons not merely of the river frontier but of Gaul, were not
placed under the ordinary provincial legates.
Tlie two consular
Ugaiij not of the separate legions, but of the armies, were themof

greatest military and strategic positions in the

the governors of the districts

—

they bore the title pro
over Gaul and
the Germanies was assumed by a colleague of the Emperor,® were
selves

praeiore} and, except

^

Bio Cass.

llii.

when

;

the supreme

command

23

Wilmaims 1267 procurator vices agms legati (ib. 1622 a). Tie title proThe procurator vice praesidis was
curcUor et praeses was also applied to them.
*

;

an ordinary procurator holding an interim command for the regular governor of a
province (Wilmanns Index p. 668).
® See p. 428
and cf. Tac. JlisL i. 11.
;
Josephus Aniiq, Jud. iviiL 4, 2.
® Leg, pro pr, exercitvs Qermanici superioris^ legato pro pr,
Oermaniat
sujjcr(‘wrw) el exerdius in. ea, tendentis (Wiltnanna 867, 1186).
Gf. Tec. Ann,
vi. 30 “ Gaetiilicus ea tempestate superioris Germaniae legiones curabat.**
•

Tac.

Arm,

i,

31,
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not under the control of any governor of the neighbouring Gallic
Egypt, in a sense a piivate domain of the Princeps/
and, as the key of land and sea, guarded even from the approach
provincea.

a

of

man

of

senatorial ranh,^

was entrusted

to an equestrian

praefect {j^raefectus Aegypti\ who exercised the reality without
the name of the imperium^^ wielded all the powers of a governor/

and had an army under

The Romanisation

his control.

of

the

provinces w’as

still

effected

by

the insensible channels which had been operative during the
Republic social intercourse, commerce, and the forms of the

—

But more conscious efforts in the same direcwere made in the Western world.
The foundation of
municipalities of an Italian type, the encouragement given to a

provincial edict.
tion

Latin^speaking foreigner to find a career in the imperial service,
all
the state support given to Roman systems of education
tended to make portions of provinces, such as Gaul and Spain,
centres of as pure a Latinity as could be found in Italy itself.
Even when the full civitas was not at once conceded, preparation
for it was made by the grant of Latin rights which were now

—

conferred on whole provinces, such as Sicily, the Maritime Alps,
and Spain, ^ and made the dwellers in these regions participants
The general tendency
in all the private rights of Roman law.

was to elevate the West at the expense of the East, or rather
perhaps to decline the struggle with Hellenic civilisation, and to
rest content with Romanising the barbarism of the lands that
In spite of this, the greatest triumphs of the
encircled Italy.
legal genius were to be found in the East ; the gift for theory
seemed to bo still peculiarly a property of the Greek or Oriental
mind, and it was Asia, Plioenicia, and Syria that produced the
names of Gains, Ulpian, and Papin ian. Such men had the signal
advantage of comparing and even practising two perfected systems;
^

Tac,

Ilist.

i.

11

“Aegyptum

copiasque, quibus coerc€retur,

jam

inde a divo

Augusto equites Romani obtinent loco regnm: ita viaum oxpedire provinciam
. . domi retinere.’"
atlitn difficilera, annonae fecundam
® Tac. Ann. U. 59 “Augustus . . . vetitis nisi perraisau ingredi senatoribus
aut equitibua Romania illustribua, seposuit Aegyptum, ne fame urgueret Italiam,
,

qniaqiiis earn
*

Ulpian

mam

provinciam claustraque teirae ac
insedisseL'*
.
.
.
Dig. 1, 17, 1) speaks of his having an “imperium

(in

...

ad

Rimilitudineni procoiisulU."
* Tac, Ann. xii. 60 “ divus AugusUis apud equestres, qui Aegypto praeaiderent,
lege agi decretaque eoriim proinde haberi jusserat, ac si magistratus Romani
constituissent.’*
* Oic.

ad AU.

xiv. 12, 1

;

Tac.

Ann.

xiii,

32

;

PHn. ]/.N.

iii.

30.
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for until tbe beginning of tlie third century, Graeco-Oriental forms

were the common law of the Eastern half of the Empire, and the
edict of Caracalla, which by the grant of the dvitas implied the
future currency of Eoman forms, must have created something
like a legal revolution in this part of Kome’s dominions.^
The omnipresence of Roman law was a fitting consequence
and symbol of the even, harmonious, uneventful working of
provincial life, and of the uniform machinery which was eliminating national characteristics and reducing all provinces to the
same level of excellence or decadence.
But, in spite of tlie
highly organised character of provincial administration, it was
the city-state
of

its

of the

public

{civitas)

life

Eoman

that was

remained at

all

the unit, and the character
times the test of the effectiveness

still

system.

Amidst the brilliant variety of the urban life of the Empire,
some uniformity had been secured oven during the days of the
Republic by Rome's leaning to aristocratic types of organisation.
But a alight modification of existing forms of constitution was all
that was needed to bring the local machinery into harmony with
that of the central government, and there was no effort made to
create a uniform type of administration or to regard the provincial state as a mere municipality adapted only to serve the

The Principate ushers in this
purposes of the imperial system.
In its initial
latter tendency, but at first it is very gradual.
stages it manifests itself in the light of a paternal interest,
whether on the part of governors or Emperors, in the all airs of
local corporations, in minute regulations as to the csponsibilities
of magistrates, the use of public funds, and the care of public
property,^
Perhaps for a time such measures were beneficial
certainly for nearly two centuries, in spite of the fact that there
is boro and there observable a tendency to shirk municipal office
as a burden,^ the vitality of the towns, fostered by peace and
i

the large revenues of commerce, was strong enough to resist the
enervating effects of this interference, and hundreds of inscriptions show U3 a wealth, a splendour, a generosity in endowment,
and a thirst for municipal fame, that seem a sufficient reward for
^

See Mittels Rsicksrecht

und

VoVesrechl.

Epp. ad Traj. 17 (28), 37 (46), 39 (48), 47 (56), 54 (62), 111 (112).
MaXacUatia (the charter of a Latin colony in Spain founded between

* Cf. Plin.
*

The

lex

81 and 84 a.h.) contains (c. IL) elaborate provisiona for forcing candidates to
come forward for office (Bruns FonUsY Trajan in a letter to Pliny epeahs of
inviti fiunt decurioueg ” (Plin. Ep. ad Trc^. 113 [114]).
those

.
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But this
the untiring exertions of an anxious government.
government finally came to lean on what it had fostered. The
same tendencies, still very imperfectly understood, which changed
professions into corporations, trades into guilds, and made even
military service a hereditary burden, fastened on the towns, and
the government sought to find in them a class which would be
This was
solely responsible for local and imperial duties.
found ultimately in the local Senate the order of decwrioTies or
curiales
which had always formed the pivot of municipal
administration controlled or created by Rome, but which now
tended to become sharply severed from the other classes in the
communities, and, while solely endowed with the privileges of
office, held these privileges at a tenure which it would gladly
have surrendered. The legal texts of our period do not yet
show the crushed and broken aristocracy of a later date but
they reveal the beginning of the movement which was to* lead
men to regard membership of the Senate as certain ruin, and to
In the first place,
flee from office as though it were the plague.
the local magistracy was ceasing to be a stepping-stone to the
There is a tendency to recruit the order through an
Senate.
adledio of otherwise unqualified members,^ a tendency which
reveals an anxiety to preserve the maximum numbers of the
order.
This admission is efl'ceted by the board itself, and prepares us for the practice of the later Empire by which the order
recruits itself from all qualified persons who are bound to serve.

—

—

;

In another way also the earlier relation of magistrate to senate
was being reversed. The principle of the earlier law, in accordance with which the previous possession of office is a necessary
qualification for the
has been changed for one in accordance
vfith which none but a decurion can be a magistrate.
definite
grade of municipal nobility has been evolved, an official caste
has been created, and the decurions are sharply severed from
the Plebs.^

A

Se« Maxquardt StcKUeverw, i. p- 190 ; Kuhu Ver/a&svng dcs T(S7tiischen Reicha i.
C/. PliD. ad Traj, 112 (113) “ii quos indulgentia tna quibusdam civitatibus saper legitimiun numerum adicere pennisit,” Coatraat with this the principle
of admission to local senates recognised by tbe lex Julia Munic, 1. 65 “ nei quia
eomm qnem . . leg! to nere sublegito . , . niai in demortuei damnateive locum.”
* Lex Julia Munic. 1. 135 *‘li vir(atuni) mi vir(atum) aliamve quam potestatem, ex quo bonore in eum ordioem perveniat”
* Paulas in Dig. 50, 2, 7» 2 *‘Ie, qui non sit decurio, dunmviratu vel aliis
hoDoribus fungi non potest, quia decurion am honor! bus plebeii fungi prohibentur.”
^

p. 238.

.
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Each class has its burdens, and, though the severest of these
were ultimately to fall on the curialeSy the municipal law of the
Digest calls on all members of the communes to do their duties
Each class has its appropriate
to their state and to the Empire.
to the decurions belong the higher branches of adminisbub every category of citizens has its munera congrueniia.^
The legal writers divide the burdens of public life into two
categories.
The munera personalia are those that demand the
activity of the person ; the munera patrimonii those that are
incumbent on wealth.^ To the former belong the functions of
public officials such as those concerned with the finances of the
state, with the inspection of the martet, roads, buildings and
aqueducts, with the maintenance of the peace or the representa-

duties

3

tration,

But municipal

tion of the interests of the city.

duties

by no

The state
such burdens.
finally saddled the municipalities with the returns for the census
and the raising of the revenue in corn or money, and made the
The cost of the imperial
collectors responsible for any deficit.^
These
ti’ansport and post had also become a municipal burden.^
last obligations introduce us to the idea of the patrimonial
burdens, which existed wherever by law or custom expense was
There were few
incurred by the individual undertaking them.
in which such expenditure was not incurred, and the policy of
the dying Principate was to lay heavy imposts on capital, which
increased in proportion to the diminution in number of the
wealthier classes.
When exertion was met with this reward
it tended to relax, and a decaying agriculture and an enfeebled
commerce were the results of the oppression of the government.
Whatever the primary cause of these evils was, whether military,
social, or economic, they were doubtless aggravated by the
relentless system of imperial administration, which marshalled
citizens as though they were soldiers, treated all classes as the
fitting instruments of official life, and regarded the subject as
existing for the Empire rather than the Empire for the subject,

means exhausted the category

1

Dig. 50,

of

2, 1.

“Rlud tenendum est generaliter personale quidem munus
quod corporibus labore cum sollicitudino animi ao vigilautift sollem niter
But tbe two ideas
extitit, patrimonii vero, in quo sumptus maxiine poatulatur/^
were often inseparable. Hence the Tecoguition of mixla munera by Arcadius
For a complete enumeration of munera see Kuhn Verfemung i. pp.
(SiX 4, 18).
2 ib.

50, 4, 1, 3

esse,

35

ff.

3

Dig. 50,

4, 1,

2

;

60, 4, 18, 8, 16

and

26.

«

ib. 60, 4, 1. 1.
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§ 3 . ^The W'orship of the

CHAP.

Emperor

we have described was
though not a warm, imperial
sentiment.
A gentler bond of union amongs^ the provinces and
of attachment to the imperial house was to be found in the
carefully cultivated world-religion which expressed itself in the
form of Caesar-worship.
The cult of the Emperor, although stimulated and encouraged
by the imperial government, was by no means a purely artificial
One

result of the discipline which

doubtless

to

product.

Had

create

a strong,

it oflfended

against

Roman

or Italian sentiment,

would have been strangled in its birth ; and had it met with
no genuine response from the subject nations, coercion ^ and
rewards would probably have given it merely a precarious and
transitory existence.
The worship assumed two forms, neither
In its
of which was a strain on the religious beliefs of the age.
application to the living Emperor, it was merely a reverence
it

permitted to his spiritual personality, that

numm

or genius^ the

abstract duplicate of man, the ever-present guardian -angel

to

the Roman had often drunk or
If to the mind of the barbarian the genius and the self
prayed.
were still more truly one, the conception of the new worship was
simpler but by no means less strong.
The reverence paid to the
dead Caesar was a still more natural effort of grateful piety, not
unwelcome to a cultured society which accepted Eubcmeristic
explanations of the gods, and indigenous at least amongst the

whom,

as realised in the

self,

Greek-speaking and oriental portions of the Empire.
provinces, too,

all

In the

the sordid aspects of imperial humanity were

to the provincial mind Caesar was a potent and unseen
;
power, a distant incarnation of wisdom and order, a being whose
sway was far wider than that of any local god, whose ordinances
penetrated to the ends of the earth, and in whose hands the
The idealism
safety and happiness of the human race were set^
which to-day makes of a king something more than a man, had,

removed

^ That coercion was sometimes employed is shown by Tacitus Anii, iv. SG
ohjecta publlce Cydeenis incuria caerimoniarum divi Auguski, additis violentiae
criminibus adversum cives Eomanos. Et amisere libertatem."
^ or. riin. Paneg. 80 ** velocissiroi sideris more omnia invisere, omnia andire,
Talia esse
et nndecomqna invocatum fitatim, velut nuinen, adesse et adsistere.
tantum caelo vacat, postcredlderim quae ipse mundi parens temperat nutn . .
qiiam te dedit, qui erga omne hominum genus Tice sua fungereris.*’ Boissier
.
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in

a

less

fastidious religious environment,

Emperor a god, and even

made
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of the

Roman

more prosaic West, in countries
such as Gaul or Spain or Britain, where Cacsar-worship required
a certain amount of cultivation, we must suppose an underin the

current of genuine belief.
The first step taken in the inauguration of the

new worship

was a happy one. It was a graceful act to honour a predecessor,
who had been the ruler of the Roman world, and might be
regarded as a martyr in its cause, and Octavian permitted the
consecration of a temple to dims JuUus^'^ who was regarded, from
a sentimental if not from a legal point of view, as the founder
His o^vn worship the Emperor prohibited
of the new dynasty.
But in the year
in Italy, and he declined an altar in the curia!^
20 B.O.^ a temple dedicated to him under tho name of Augustus
rose at Panium in Palestine,^ and in the next year tho form of
dedication to “Roma and Augustus, which associated his nuinen
with that of the city, and whose modesty secured his consent,^
began to spread through the provinces. A temple with this rite
sprang up at Pergamum,® and in 1 2 B.C. a similar worship, which
replaced that of the native sun-god Lug, was established for the
An attempt was also made to
Gallic nobles at Lugdunum.®
consolidate

the

Germany by

infant

organisation

establishing

of

the

new

province of

an altar at the Oppidum Ubiorum

(Koln) as the centre of its religious life.^ Rome itself could not
wholly be deprived of a cult that was becoming universal, and in
8 B.C. a recognition of the divinity of Augustus was permitted in
His
the only form which he would allow during his life-time.
genius was associated with the household gods or Lares in the
worship of the vici of the capital.® Tho movement spread
through Italy. The old magistri viem-um become the Tmgi&tri
Lamm, and soon gain tho title magisiri Augustales, They are
(La Religicm Ilomainei. pp. 206, 207) quotes a very similar passage from Bossuet,
which concludes '^qu'il faut ob4ir aux princes comma i ia justice meme ; ils sent
des dieux et participeut en quelque fajon & I'ind^peudaDco divine.**
^
* ib. liv. 25.
‘Bio Cass. IL 22.
* Joseph. Anliq. xv. 10, 3.
**
* Suet. Aug. 52
templa, quamvia eciret etiam proconaulibus decerni solere,
in nuJJa tamen provincia nisi com muni sno Bomaeque nomine recepifc.**
* Eckhel Doclnna Numorum ii. 466.
® Dio Cass. liv. 32
Rhys IUbbert LectutM pp, 409, 421, 424.
j
^ Tac. Ann. i. 57.
® Egger Kxanun critique dea historiena du rlgne d'A uguate App. ii.
pp. 360375.
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found in every part of Italy, and beyond ifc in Saidinia, Narand even Egypt.' On the death of the
first Princcps his complete deification was accorded by the
Senate, 2 and the recognition was followed by the permission to
erect temples in the provinces,^ while private as well as public
initiative fostered the cult of divu& Augy&iviS.
The precedent set
in the cases of the first two emperors had finnly established the
practice of posthumous deification, and its denial to a Princeps was
almost equivalent to the condemnation of his reign.^ Although
the merits of Claudius as a divinity might be questioned, and
Vespasian, with sceptical tolerance, regarded his own deification as an inevitable consequence of his position,® yet by the
close of the second century the virtues of the Antonines had
made the worship of the deified Emperor a more genuine cult
than ever, and a man was regarded as impious who had not some
image of Marcus Aurelius in his house.® This worship oF the

boncnsia, Spain, Dacia,

Caesars had two lasting effects on the social and political life of
the Roman, Italian, and provincial worlds.
On the death and
(1) It established a priestly aristocracy.
deification of Augustus a college of Sodales Augu&tale^ was created
for Rome, consisting of twenty- one nobles, and containing in
Flandnts Augfudales
addition members of the imperial house. ^
held the same dignified position in their provinces or in their
native towns, and were drawn from the aristocracies of the states.
The Flamen of the worship of Roma and Augustus, that had its
centre at Narbo, wore the praetexta, was attended by a lictor, had
a front seat at games, and the right of taking part in the deliberations of the local Senate.
His wife, the Flaminica^ was clothed
on festal days in white or purple, and, like the Flaminica Dialis
at Rome, might not be compelled to take an oath.®
The lower
and middle classes were not forgotten in the distribution of these
religious honours.
Prom the magislri AugustaleSf whom we have
*

Mourlot Hisiovre de VAug^tstaliU dan* VEmpiu HoTnain pp. 29-33.
Ann, L 73.
Thns in 16 A.D. & temple was erected at Terraco (Tac. Ann, L 78).

^ Tac,
®

^ p. 363.
® Suet.
Vap.

Deu»

23 “Prima quoque morbi

aecessione,

*Vae,' inqnit,

*

‘puto»

”
flo.*

^ Tac. Ann, I 64.
Vila Afarci 18.
See the inscription of Narbonne
Rusbfortb Latin UiatarUal lnscTipiion$
In this case the Flaminica was the wife of the Flamen^ as at Rome ; hut
D. 35.
thw was usually not the case in the luunLcipal towns. See Marqiiardt StoAtsverw,

®

m

®

I

p.

174.
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already mentioned, developed an or do Augusialium^ which existed
before the death of Augustus both in Italy and the provinces,
and the cult with which it was associated was partly of

spontaneous origin, partly cultivated by the imperial government,
and may in some cases have been founded by the municipal
towns themselves. The Augusiales were not priests, like the
Fhmines and Sacerdoies, but merely an order with certain insignia
which they displayed in
the 'praeiezta, the fasces^ the tribunal
the performance of their official duties, and they have been compared to magistrates without secular magisterial functions.^ The
form which the organisation assumed was the appointment of
sexviri or seviri, probably by the senate of the municipal town
after the year of service they pass into the order of Augusiales}
The order was composed mainly of freed men of a class, that is,
whose birth excluded them from the public offices of their states,
but -who, forming as they did a large portion of the trading
population, contributed, perhaps more than any other, to the
The worship of Augustus, by
economic vitality of the towns.
giving them insignia and certain proud moments in which they
appeared to dazzling effect before the public eye, compensated to

—

—

—

for the loss of privileges which the law withheld.
Caesar- worship was the only force that gave a kind of
Great provincial diets
representative life to the provinces.

some extent
(2)

{concilia, communia, koivo) made their appearance both in the
Asia had already dedicated temples
Eastern and Western world.

to kings, proconsuls,

and

to

the city of

Rome

®
;

and

in

the

Hellenic world the national assemblies which survived the Roman
conquest may have suggested, or may even at times have been

The favour
these new amphictyonic gathering.
shown by the imperial government to this proof of loyalty soon
led* the West to follow the example of the East, and the
establishment of the worship of Roma and Augustus at
Lugdunum, by creating a concilium for the three Gauls, was the
prototype of a similar organisation in other European provinces.

continued

Mommsen SlaaUr. iii. p, 455.
This was the usual type, but there were local variations, and the relation of
In Cisalpine Gaul we have sevi/ri et
sevir to Augusialis was not always the same.
In southern Italy Augusialis is
Augusiales^ where the ex-sevir retains his title.
used for sevir.
See Mourlot qp. dU pp. 69-72 ; Rushforth op. ciL p. 64.
® For a '• templnm et monumentura
in honour of the governor see Cic. ad Q.
A temple to Roma was erected by Smyrna as early as 196 b.c.
fr. 1, 1, 9, 26.
^

*

( Tac.

Ann,

tv.

56).
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Eventually every province of the Empire seems to have evolved
a diet of some kind, and even Britain, the least organised of
Roman dependencies, possessed at Colchester a temple to the
deified Claudius.'
The high -priests of the cult {sojcerdoies
provindae, dpxu/Kts) were chosen annually from the most distinguished families, and delegates {legati, avvESpot) from the
various districts or states, which made up the province, were
despatched to the yearly meetings {concilia, koivo).
These
delegates elected the high-priests and voted the sums required
But they felt themselves to be
for the purposes of the cult.
representatives of the province ; they voiced its nationality and
represented its collective interests as no other power did, and it
would have been impossible except by force to limit their
This compulsion tlio
utterances to purely religious questions.
government did not attempt. It permitted, perhaps encouraged,
these delegates to make representations about the condition of
the province,^ and even to utter complaints about the conduct of
Roman officials.® It is a pity that the imperial government did
not do even more to preserve the fast- waning sense of nationality ;
but the value of what it did is proved by the fact that these
assemblies and the dignified orders which they created survived
into tlie Christian Empire.
Titles such as Asiarch, Syriarcli,
Phoenicarch, derived from the high-priesthood of Caesar’s cult,
were respected by Cons tan tineas legislation,^ and survived like
ghosts of the pagan past to haunt for a time the life of a newoecumenical church which, through a fuller faith and a higher
allegiance, had effected its triumph over the old.
^

Tac. Ann, xiv. 31

“templum divo Claudio conatitutum

quasi arx aetemae

concUiaor KOiyd are frequeut.
1,16, 4, 6.

Diff. 47, 14, 1

* Imperial rescripta to
1,

,

1; 48,

6, 6, 1.

Cf.

See

;

4&,

* PI in. £p, iii. 4, 2.
Where, os in this passage, the Uffati of a province* are
represented aa making a complaint, they doubtless represent llie concilium. In
**
ne quia ad concilium sociomm. referret
A.D. 62 a senatus consultum was pa.s8ed
agendas apud senatum pro praetoribua prove consulibus grates*' (Tac. Ann*

XV. 22).
*

Cod.

5,

27, 1 (a.d. 336).

APPENDIX

1

TUB TWO ASSEMBLIES OF THE TRIBES
The

existence of a comitia tributa popul% aa distinct from the con-

first demonstrated by Mommsen (Bbmische
FoTBchungen^ Die pairicisch-plehejiscken Trihutcomitien der Ecpuhlih),
The chief lines of evidence on which the proof of the existence of
this parliament rests are aa follows :

cilium plehis trihutim, was

We

which prove the continued disand the Pleba and of patrician and plebeian
magistrateg^ and which show that these magistrates could only
summon the bodies of which they were respectively the representatives.
(i.)

have a

series of passages

tinction of the Populus

TJicse passages are :
Pestug p. 293 “ Scita plebei appellantur ca,

quae plebs rao suffragio

sine patribus jussit, plebeio magistratu rpgante.”
ih.

p.

330

‘^Scituni populi (est,

(rogavit populusque

fiuis

quod eum

suf )fragis jussit

.

.

,

jnag)stra}tus patricius

Plebes autem est (populus

universus) praeter patricioe.**

iK p. 233 ‘*cum plebes sine patrifbua a buo magistratu rogatur)
quod plebes scivit, plebi(ficitiim est: plebs enim cum) appeUatur,
patmm com(munio excluditur),”
(ii,) There are abundant evidences of the early existence of a comitia
of the tribes

\a) The

:

kw

to jurisdiction,

ne ferunto"

of the

“de

Twelve Tables (451 B.a) ordained, with respect

capite civis nisi per

maximum

The mention

(Cic. dc Leg. ixL 4, 11).

comitiatum

.

.

.

of the “greatest

comitia ” clearly implies the existence of a lesser one with judicial
powers ; and as this is not likely to have been the comitia curiata of
the period, it can hardly be any other assembly than the comitia of

the tribes.
(6)

The

quaestors were fimt elected

by the people

in

447

and in later times their appointment was
comitia of the tribes (Cic. ad Fam. vii. 30).

Ann. XL
(c)

22),

The

first

legislative

act of

the people gathered

B.c. (Tac.

nfiade

by a

tributim

ia
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viL 16 (consul)

“legem novo

tributim de vicensima eorum, qui

mitterentur, tulit”).

The comitia

was probably created between 471 B.C.,
tributiTriy and 451, the
which the existence of such an assembly ia hinted at in the
irihuta •populi

the date at which the Plebs began to meet

date at

Twelve Tables.
(iii) In the developed Republic we find an assembly meeting by
tribes

() which is presided over by magistrates of the people, e.g, by
the consuls Manlius (Idv. vii 16) and T. Quinctius Crispinus (Frontinua
de Aquaed. 129), by the dictator Caesar (Gic. ad Favu vii 30), and by
P. Clodina as

cumle

aedile (Cic. pro

44,

95

ad

;

Q. /r. 2, 3)

() which electa magistrates of the people, e.g. the quaestors (Cia
ad Fartu viL 30 “ comitiis quaestoriis institutis
ille (Caesar)
qui comitiis tributis esset auapicatua *') and the curule aedilea (Cell
vii. 9 “[Cn. Flavium] pro tribu aedilem curulem renuntiaverunt
This legislative power is shown by the lex
(c) which legislates.
Quinctia de aquaeductihui of 9 B.a (Frontinus de Aquaed. 129);
This judicial power is shown
{d) and exercises judicial power.
in the trial of Milo for vw in 66 RO. (Cic. pro Sest. 44, 95 ; ad
.

Q, ft,

2,

3).

place in the

.

.

The prosecutor was a curule aedile, and the
Forum (“ ejectua de rostris Clodins,” l.a § 2).

.

trial

.

.

took

Perhaps the most striking demonstration of tlie existence of this
assembly is contained in the prescription to the lex Quinctia de aquaeductibus (Frontinua La), which runs as follows
“ T. Quinctius Crispinus consul populum jure rogavit populusque
jure scivit in foro pro rostria aedis divi Julii pr(idie) [k.] Julias.
Tribus Sergia principium fuit, pro tribu Sex.
L. f. Virro [primus
•
:

.

.

scivit}”

Here we
magistrate of

find

an assembly of the Populus, presided over by a
the Forum and voting by

the people, meeting in

It can, therefore, be none other than a comitia iributa populi.
Although the formal difference between this assembly and the
the one being summoned by
concilium plebis tributim was great
magistrates of the people, the other by plebeian magistrates ; the one
electing to popular, the other to plebeian offices ; the one passing
the material difference between the two
leges, the other plebisdta
This consisted in the exclusion of Patricians from
bodies was smalL
tribes.

—

—

When the consul or praetor summoned the
members of the few patrician families could attend when
the tribune summoned the tribes, these members were bound to keep
plebeian gatherings.

tribes,

away.

the

;

APPENDIX

II

A lilMITATION OF THE TRIBUNATE IN THE REIGN OF NERO
Tacitus In the AnnaU (xiii 28, 2), in describing certain limitations
on the powers of tribunes and aediles which were introduced in the
year 66 A.D., mentions one respecting the tribunate, the nature of
which has never yet been explained. He expresses it in the words
**prohibiti tribuni jus praetorum et consulum praeripcre, aut vocare

—

tribunes were forbidden
cum quibus lege agi posset”
usurp the authority of praetors and consuls, or to summon out of
legal proceedings”
It seems generally to be
Italy persons liable
agreed that the aut here is conjunctive, not disjunctive^ i.e, that there
is the closest connexion between “jus praetorum et consulum pracripere" and " vocare ex Italia,” and it seems that this must be the case
for Tacitus^ vague as his references are in this chapter, could never
have referred to anytlung so indeterminate as a “ usurpation of the
authority of praetors and consuls,” without some specification of the
I shall, therefore, assume that
sphere or extent of this usurpation.
the second clause is explanatory of the first, and that the ‘‘summons
from Italy” in some way defines the “usurpation” although, as will
be seen, this assumption is by no means necessary to my main argument,
which will centre round the expression “ vocare ex Hah a.”
The remarks of commentators on this passage have been for the
moat part confined to expressions of bewilderment at the constitutional
anomalies it displays. They make the inevitable comment that the
tribune had properly no right of vocalio, although he sometimea
exercised it (Varro ap. GelL xiii. 12), and that, if even he possessed
this rights it ought not to have been exercised outside the city walls.
The only positive fact to be elicited from such statements is that the
vocatio here referred to is some kind of personal summons; who is
summoned or for what purpose are questions which they seem to
regard aa incapable of an answer.
The opinion of an eminent writer
on Roman Law, who attempts to push his analysis deeper than this,
exhibits only the desperate nature of the means which have to be
applied to elicit a meaning from the passage.
Karlowa {Itom. Hechts-

ex Italia
to

^

;

—
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530) suggests that the tribunes had themselrea issued
which were to take
place before the Senate
the initiation of such trials belonging properly
This apparently means that the
only to the consuls and praetors.
prosecutor approached the tribunes as presidents of the Senate, instead
of, as was usual, the consuls (Taa Ann^iu 28, ^^adit consules^^) and
perhaps the praetors, and that the tribunes issued the citation following the nominis delatio and preceding the cognisance of the Senate.
But, besides the difficulty of taking lege agere in the unusual sense of

(jescK

1.

p.

summonses

to accused persons in criminal trials

—

the fulfilment of a penal law, this interpretation gives

no explanation

of the phrase “vocare ex Italia,’^ for the criminal jurisdiction of the
**
Senate extended to the provinces, and “ ex Italia does not even seem
to include

To

Borne

itself.

discover the true sense of the passage

we must

seek for some

sphere in which the tribunician veto continued unimpaired during
the Piincipate ; hut, before doing this, we must ask whether the

any suggestions of such a sphere. It is
words “vocare ex Italia” as meaning “to
summon from any part of Italy,” “ to summon, i.e, from Rome and
Italy ” ; but I venture to think that cx Italia excludes the idea of
Rome, and that the meaning of the words is “ to summon from a
municipal town of Italy to Rome.”
On what grounds such a summons
might be made is shown by the words “ cum quibus lege agi posset”
The sphere of the summons is civil jurisdiction in the munici^ia as
divided between the Roman and the local authorities by statute on
the settlement which gradually followed the close of the social war
The whole
a settlement known to us chiefly through the lez JRubriar
sentence, if literally though somewhat clumsily translated, would slate
that “the tribunes were prohibited from summoning litigants from
an Italian town in cases where a civil action at law would have been
words used by Tacitus

offer

possible to translate the

possible in that town,”

On
is

this hypothesis, the sphere of the tribune’s

power

referred to

the very familiar one of the veto on appeal in civil jurisdiction

How

frequent the appellatio to the tribunes in matters of civil juriswas during the later Republic is shown by the fact that, out
those for Quinctius and
of the four private orations of Cicero, two
record the use of this appeal (Cia pro Quinct V, 29 ; pro
for Tullius
TuUio 16, 38, 39); and that tliis appellate cognisance continued
during the Principate is shown by the obvious interpretation of tlie

diction

—

—

well-known

lines of

Juvenal

(vii.

228)

Rara tamen mercea quae cognitione tribuni

Noq

egeat

words which almost certainly mean “it
does not lead to a court of appeal.”

is

seldom that such mercet
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It may seem Btrange that the veto of these purely city magistrates
should be thought of in. connexion with municipal jurisdiction, until
we remember the anomalous nature of the settlement made after the
social war.
By that settlement jurisdiction in Italy is a mere annexe

Rome, as is
no interval between the
jurisdiction of law intra prmum miliarium and the jurisdiction of
the imperium in the provinces.
The praetor^s formula and the
praetor’s writ run through the whole of Italy, although the praetor
himself cannot quit Rome for more than ten days during his year of
office (Cic. Phil ii. 13, 31) ; and, if the appellate power of the tribune
was to be preserved, it had to be regarded as coextensive with the
imperium of the magistrate whom he vetoed. The intercession of the
tribune in municipal jurisdiction required no creation by law ; it was
still the veto of one city magistrate by another within the walls of
Rome. If even the tribune’s ordinances and his eoercitio were valid
without the walls, it could be explained in accordance with the pre*
vailing fiction
but the supposition of such an extension is not
absolutely necessary, as the following pictures of what probably took
place in a conflict between the central and the local courts will show.
Suppose Aldus Agerius brings an action against Nuraerius Negidius
in the town of Arpinum.
The local magistrate decides to take the
case;
Numerius Negidius denies the competence of the court and
appeals to whom ?
In the first instance, probably to the colleague
of the local magistrate, for the lex Eubria (a xx.) forbids the intercession only in the case where the local court is admittedly competent.
This colleague pronounces the veto, the judiciv/m is quashed all that
the local magistrate can now do is to compel the parties to enter into
a vadimonium to appear before the praetor, and the case moves to
Rome,
But supposing, when it has got there, that the praetor
decides that it was really within the competence of the municipal
magistrate and issues an order that it ehaU go back f Now Numerius
to jurisdiction in Borne; technically it is jurisdiction in

shown by Gaius

(iv.

103-105),

who

recognises

;

;

;

The veto is issued and, if the case is to be
appeals to the tribune.
tried at all, the praetor is bound to take it
can also imagine a case with the same preliminaries in which
Numerius appeals to the colleague of the local magistrate against the

We

competence of the local court, but in which this ooReague declines to
interfere.
Is Numerius left stranded ?
Unquestionably there must
have been in such a case a further appeal to Rome, whether to the
praetor or perhaps, in this case, to his higher colleague the consul
But the praetor or consul now decides against Numerius. The appeal
is

made

to the tribune,

be quashed-

The

and the decree of the consul or praetor may
be tried at all, must be tried at

case, if it is to

Rome.

2 G
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In both these instances the tribune pronounces bis veto M-ilbin
and yet in both, if his decision is improper, his position is
In both cases
one of “ vocarc ex Italia curu quibus lege agi posset,”
it is not a true use of magisterial vocatio^ and thus one' of the difficulties discovered by commentators in this passage is removed ; it is
simply an illustration of the positive effects of a negative power.
Just as the tribune can by a persistent veto force the praetor to alter
his formula (Cic. Acad. Prior, ii. SO, 97 ; pro Tnllio 16, 35), so by
a persistent denial of the praetor’s orders to the local magistrate he
We do not know the method by
can force the praetor to judge.
which the positive effect of the veto was in this case Bccured, but it is
clear that some means must have been provided for having a municipal
action tried at Borne when the municipal court had been declared
the city,

incompetent.
But, apart from the procedure springing from these rigid rules
of competence, there is some evidence of a discretionary power of

what

called

is

Eomam

which was exercised and abused by

revocation

nmgistratea towards the close of the Republic.
The Fragrrimtum
Alesiinum (perhaps a part of the lex Ruhria) enacts (L 16 sq.) with
reference to municipal jurisdiction

—

^“ejus rei pequn[iaet’^] quo magig
ex‘hac lege nihilum rogatur” i.e,
this law does not permit (or imply) a revocatio to Rome in the
We do not know what magistrate effected this
specified cages,

privato

Romae

revocatio.

revocatio

With

sit

,

.

.

respect to criminal jurisdiction in the provinces, it

was the duty of the consuls (Cia in Verr. L 33, 84); and, if they
exercised this power in civil jurisdiction aa well, the jus eonsulum
praeripere of our passage may refer to tribunician interference with
It may be worth noting that Plutarch
this consular prerogative.
his narrative of this
(Caes. 4) associates the power with the tribunes
trial of P. Antoni us is edmost unquestionably wiong, but it may be
taken to show that in his belief (Le. in a belief current during the
Principate) the tribunes had something to do with summoning cases
;

to

Rome,

Hitherto vre have been dealing with the praetor and the judfeia
Is it possible that the tribune also interfered with the
extraordinary jurisdiction created during the Principate, and thus
with the judicial powers of the consuls ? The consular jurisdiction
in fideieommissa had been given to praetom by Claudius
1, 2, 2,
Quintilian Bho\vs that in greater
32), but not the whole of it
matters it still belonged to the former {Inst. Or. iil 6, 70 ^^non
debea apud praetorem petere fideicommissum sed apud consulea, major
ordinaria.

enim praetoria cogiiidone summa

est”).

when the Jideicommiseum was veiy
smaller, it

is

If the consuls tried the cose

large and the praetors

when

it

was

not altogether impossible that the municipal magistrates

APPENDIX
migltfc

have tried

local cases

the trust, was insignificant

competence of

local

of

wheu
It

the sum, which was the subject of
thus possible that questions of the
magistrates may have cropped up in

is

and Roman

although I should prefer to explain the
consulum praeTipere of Tacitus on the already mentioned hypotheses

reference to this question
jiLS
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II

some consular right of

;

vocatio or revocaiio in matters of ordinary

jurisdiction.

Much must remain

obscure

;

All that we can do

we cannot

get at the details of the

show that there

is evidence for
the tribune’s interference with the rights of magistrates in matters of
municipal jurisdiction, and to suggest methods of interference. Nor

procedure.

can

we determine

is to

the precise limitations of his authority introduced

But it
when a civil

from the tribune the
summoned from a
Either his intercessio in this matter of
municipal town to Rome.
municipal jurisdiction was abolished, or his veto was made purely
In this very chapter of Tacitus we find that the enforcesuspensory.
ment of the tribunician multa is subjected to the decision of the
consul.
Similarly, with reference to the power which we have discussed, the urban praetor or the consul may have been declared
absolutely competent to decide, after cognisance, when a case should
be tried in the local courts and when it should be reserved for the

by the change of

A.D. 56.

final decision as to

tribunals at

Rome.

clearly took
case should

he
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Administrative functions, of people,
249, 314, 315 ; nature of hia dictatorships, 336 foil. ; his other
243 of magistrates, 163 ; of Senate
powers, 337 ; a title of the Prinand Princeps, 893 ; rescrij^its of
ceps, 353, 354
Prince ps, 879, 380
Caesar- worship, 440
Adoption, 17, 32
Aedilea, 208-212, 246, 366, 368; Capital punishment within the walls,
see Appeal ; without the walls,
cnmle, 121, 153, 160, 246, 365 ;
see Jurisdiction, military ; 8emdebeian, 98
pronian law, 281
{iea of Eome, origin, 299 ; status,
Caput, 31, 33 ; see Rights
305 foil. federated, 311
Censorship, 114-116, 122, 163, 198,
Amalgamation of races, 8
216-233, 347, 374, 430
Amnesty, a prerogative of the Senate,
Census, 347, 430
249
Centuriate
organisation, 70-78
party,
foil.
331
Anti-senatorial
Appeal, 106, 109, 410 ; from the Character, a qualification for public
rights, 116, 183
king, 64 ; from the consul, 79, 167 ;
from the dictator, 194 ; against Citizenship, 34, 35, 132-140, 184,
fines, 170 ; not applicable to trl240, 310 foil. ; how conferred, 133,
bunician coercion, 168 ; nor after
134, 240, 300, 303, 304 ; complete
or partial 300 foil. ; exclusiveness
decretum ultimum, 279 foil. ;
of Roman, 301
courts of appeal under Principate,
City, growth of, 2, 8
382, 390, 412
Army, 41, 68 foil., 154 ; auxiliaries, Clan, 1, 9-17
controls
appointment of Claud iau gens, 1, 5, 14, 16
307
Clientship, 5, 7, 8. 45
Princeps, 369
Codification, 102
Augurs, 37, 123
Coercion, a magisterial prerogative,
Augury, see Auspices
167-171 ; of tribunes, 95, 98 ; relaAuspices, 36-40, 162-167, 172, 190,
tion to jurisdiction, 167
how
257
affected by the ultimum decretum,
Autonomy of Roman subject states,
279
325 ; inconsistent with imperium,
Colleagueship, 47, 79, 114, 150, 194,
329 its dangers, 324
19/, 218, 351
Colonisation of Latin league, 297,
Ballot, 258
Banausia, 185, 400
300 ; a prerogative of Princeps, 345
Comitia, in monarchy, 43 ; in early
Republic, 88
in later Republic,
Caesar, 141, 142, 198, 201. 235, 248,
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

References to subgects will also

tie

found lu Ihe Index of Latin words.
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Family, 18-23, 140, 226 ; the imperial
356
Federal Government, traces of, 295,
311, 336
Fotiales, 56, 60, 290
Finance, 213, 286 ; public finance,
229, 394 foil. ; the Budget, 231,
finance in allied cities,
287, 429
307, 424; in provinces, 417, 429;
the fisous, 895, 416
'Fines, 169, 246, 371
Flamens, 52, 53, 189
Fleet, 236
Foreign elements in early Rome, 3,
293 ; foreign influences, 4, 209
Foreign policy, controlled by the
Senate, 60, 282, 376 ; by the
Princepg, 372, 376
Forms of law, 66, 87, 128, 205
Franchise, 241 ; a gift of the Princeps,
345
Freedmen, 144-146 ; freedmen's vote,
145 ; freedmen under the Principate, 414

;

I

mnnicipaL 423
Commerce, 'its iDflucnce on Roman
la\v, 293
Concilium of the Plebs, 96

;

to

meet

I

101 ; its jurisdiction,
100, 107, 254 ; its continuity, 149
Conflict of powers, 172-181
Constitution, the Roman, 146, 147,
261 , 262 ; effect of foreign wars on,
83, 92, 117, 141, 151, 182
Consuls, 78, 112,
196 202;
153,
plebeian, 121 functionslimited by
quaestorship, 80 ; censorship, 114 ;
praetorship, 121 ; appeal from,
79 ; under the Principate, 367
Cooptation of gentea, 13 ; in priestly
coHeges, 124 j in Senate, 373
Corn-supply, 210, 411
Curators, 413 foil.
tributim,

I

;

I

I

;

Curies, 40, 41, 42, 250
Custom, 22, 68, 269

Debt, 90-92, 106. 117, 127
Decern virate, 30, 104-108
Declaration of war, 66, 290, 344, 372,
376
Delegation, 61, 80, 98, 323, 324,
327, 358, 377, 382. 384, 389, 406
Dictator, 84, 85, 91-195, 336 foil,
Dispensation from laws, 276
Divine right, 45, 77

Germany, administration

of, 435
Gracchus, Gains, 142, 184, 201, 254

I

I

Domitian law, 255

Hereditary succession, 45, 362

Imprisonment, 168
Inauguration, 50
Infamia, 185 ; grounds
effects of, 229

Economic

condition of Italy, 90
foil., 332, 425
measures of relief
under the Principate, 425
Edict, 163, 177, 178, 205 ; provincial,
326 ; Emperor's, 342
Egypt, 435
Election, not primitive, 46 ; method
of appointing Republican magistrates, 7S ; of appointing Princeps,
358, 376 ; a prerogative of the
people, 245, 372 ; procedure, 186,
187, 349 ; control of Frinceps over,
349
Empire, 316, 427 ; effect on Roman
constitution, 147
Equltes, 41, 73, 224, 402 ; revision
of,
224, 402 ; formation of an
equestrian order, 225, 404, 4Z5 ;
their policy, 334, 402 ; influence
on the Revolution, 333
Exile, 139, 140

;

Tiberius, 176, 248
I

;

j

i

of,

226-228

Intercession, 176,
217 ; not
181,
applicable to censors, 217 ; nor to
judicea, 177
International law, 56, 60, 139, 141,
244, 283, 289 foil.
Interregnum, 47, 48, 83, 147
Italy, organisation of, 285, 422 foil. ;
races of, 289

Jurisdiction, civil, 242 ; distinction
of jus and judicium, 64, 204, 382 ;
exercised by king and judex, 62 ;
magistrate and judex, 12], 204,
205, 382 ; curule aedilcs and judex,
210, 211, 369; by personal cognisance of praetor, 382 ; and of Princeps, 382, 419 ; by procurators, 416
;

'

by consuls and Senate, 385

;

tri

INDEX OF SUBJECTS
buue’B interceasion, 175, 371, 383,
384, and Appendix
Jurisdiction, criminal, 62, 187 ; exercised by kin*g, 62 ; by duumviri, 63,
101 ; consuls, 86, 199 ; nediles, 211,
369 ; people, 88, 83, 372 j quaestors,
63, 80, 211 foil. ; praetors, 207 ;
Senate and consuls, 386, 387 ;
Princeps, 388 ; praefeefcus nrbi,
408, 424 ; pr. annonae, 412 ; pr.
vigilum, 413; pr, praetorio, 410,
424 ; in standing courts, 177, 183,
207, 213, 236, 372, 386, 390 ; by
special cominissions,
239, 278 ;
tribune's intercession, 178, 371
administrative, of consula, 198 ;
censors, 232
capital, 79, 107, 109, 161 ; of
people,
on appeal
the
245 ;
from consuls, praetors, quaestors,
o^nile
tribunes,
aediles,
and
246 ; of Pleba on appeal from
tribunes, lOO, 107, 161, 168, 246;
and plebeian aediles, 248 ; procedure in judicia populi, 246
domestic, 2
international, 294 foll.
military, 63, 76, 79, 84, 85, 108,
161, 155, 279, 828, 389
municipal, 302, 304, 423
political, 182, 211
provincial, 165, 325, 435

Magistracy,

455
84,

162-191,

160,

183

foil,; qualifications,

ture, 187 foil-

;

;

363

candida-

minor magistracies,

234 foil., 864
Manumission, 133, 134
Marins, 134, 240, 249
Marriage, 17, 39, 111, 136 ; interTuarriage with foreigners, 295
Martial law, 279
Master of the Horae, 196
Military service, 41, 68-74, 137, 138
conscription, 154 ; cavalry, 41, 73,
225 ; pensions, 396
Monarchy, 44, 45-65, 337

Municipal administration of Italy,
304, 305, 313 foil. ; in the provinces, 437

Nobility, in later Eepublic, 129, 266

;

in Pnneipate, 398 foil.
to office, 47, 78, 98, 191,

Nomination
245, 360

Pardon, 391
Patria potestas, 18-23
Patricians, origin

of,

possess caput,

5
;

predomi nance in early Republic,
with
86, 87 ; aUiance
plebeian aristocracy, 129 foU- ;
created by Princeps, 347, 899
Gpecial powers of patrician senator^ 265, 273, 275
31

:

Plebeians, origin of, 5, 6

;

generally

excluded from clang, 10, 11 members of Populus, 66 ; gradual rise
Land, public, 89, 90, 117, 229, 286,
to power, 92 foil., Ill, 120, 126,
413 tenure, 8, 15, 65-69, 75, 310 ;
connexion with Servian tribes, 67,
127 ; plebeian law, 17, 28, 29, 304
in Italy, 307 ; in provinces, Political misdemeanours, 181, 182,
223
227
320, 430
Latin league, 295 folL j status of Pomerium, extension of, 342, 345
Pontifex Maximus, in monarchy, 50,
'Latins, 308
Law, religious, 23, 61-57 ; judge61 ; conducts an election of tribunes, 108 ; in Principate, 350,
made, 206 ; form of a, 242 ; influence
of Koman law on the Empire, 437
351, 897
Pontifical college, in monarchy, 50
Legates, 434 foil.
folk; exponents of fas, 64 ; or jus,
Legislation, procedure in, 256 foil.
Legislative powers, of Populiis, 5, 42,
86 ; admission of Plebeians, 123 ;
magisterial
by
election
to, 124, 254
239, 377 ; limited
initiative, 43, 88 ; by veto, 86, Praefects, 394, 396, 401, 406
of
Princeps
encroachments
by
Praetors,
179 ;
120, 153, 157, 202-208;
and Senate, 372, 377 foil.
under l^rincipate, 364, 368 ; see
of Fiebs, 96-97, I09, 124, 126
Edict
Priestly orders, 442
Licinio-Sextian laws, 120, 130, 216
Lot, 47, 124, 148, 191, 188, 200. 204, Primogeniture, 22, 130
Prisoners of war, X41
213, 285, 433
;

;

;
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Procurators,
263, 347, 374 ; reform attempted
by Sulla, 266, 835, 373 ; under the
Prohibition, magisterial right of,
Principate, 373 ; couscripti, 82;
119, 173-176
fienatoml order at Rome, 399, 411 ;
Property, tenure of, 6, 8, 35 ; Servian
in municipalities, 438.
claaaification, 69 foil.; registration
by censor, 221-223 ; tenure by Servian organisation, 65 foil., 138, 145
Serviua Tullius, 58, 62, 138
foreigners, 295
Provinces, 317 foil,, 426 foil. ; juris- Slavery, 24 folk, 105, 141 folk ;
Manumission
diction, 165, 325 ; revenues, 231,
286, 417, 429 foil. ; formation, 284, Solon, 69, 137
285 ; arrangements of Sulla, 201, Sulla, 140, 180, 183, 189, 197, 202,
204, 207, 213, 221, 234, 253, 254,
251, 322 ; of Gracchus, ISO, 201,
266
of Pompeius, 323 ; of the
322
Principate, 345, 401, 428
Taxation, Roman theory of, 319
Public works, 209, 232, 413
direct, 320, 431 ; tithes, 321, 431 ;
Publilian law, 124, 125, 126, 216
see 'Tribute
;

Testaments, 26 folk, 106, 135, 136,
144, 251, 295
Titles, 3, 40, 67 (priorca, posteriores,
246 ; for finance, 81, 155, 178, 394,
73)
432 ; in the field, 117> 141 ; funcTreaties. 56, 60, 139, 244, 283, 291,
no vocatio or
tions, 212, 216 ;
’
345, 372, 376 ; commeTciak 293
appointment, 81,
prensio, 181 ;
Tribes, original, 8, 40, 41, 66, 67
102 ; qualifications, 184, 364, 373 ;
Servian, 66 folk ; Republican, 101,
under Principate, 869
223, 252
Tribunate, consular, 112* 114 ; miliRamnea, 3, 40, 67, 73
tary, 364, 873 ; of the Plebs, 93
Religions ideas, 36, 46, 61, 162, 440
folk, 108, 365; invioUhility, 99,
their connezion with the clans, 16 ;
345 ; power of prohibition, 119,
international infiuenee of, 56, 2S9,
176 ; intercession, 178 folk, 346,
291
370; jurisdiction, 168, 169, 371;
Religious sanctions, 54, 99, 109
relation to the Senate, 101, 179,
Representation, 312, 443
371, 375 ; to the Plebs, 96, 124,
of
sentences,
248
Rescission
126, 346
Responsibility of magistrates, 181, Tfibanician
power possessed by
217
Princeps, 338, 370
Revenues, 229
Tribute, from citizens, 41, 75, 137,
Revolution, 332
138, 222, 303 ; ixom subject states,
Rights, 31, 33, 136, 138 foil., 240,
319 foU,, 430
241 ; see Caput and Citizenship
Triumph, 156-168
Roraanisation of provinces, 436
Triumvirate (43 n.o.), 338
Rotation in tenure of power, 198, 199 Twelve Tables, 7, 16, 19, 26, 29, 87,
Quaestors, delegates of king, 63 ; of
consul for jurisdiction, 80, 161,

Scourging, 168
Senate, 147, 161, 261, 262; relation
to king, 58 foil. ; to consuls and
other magistrates, 61 foil., 264, 267;
to Princeps, 348, 369, 362, 876 ;
powers, 59 folk, 83, 273, 276, 282
foil., 395, 897 ; control of legislation and elections, 125, 254, 273
procedure, 268 folk,
foil., 377 ;
348 ; insignia, 265 ; revision, 219,

91, 92, 102, 104 foU.,
161, 205, 241, 281

ni,

126,

ValeriO'Hotatian kwa, 108 foil., 124,
126, 236
Varian commission, 176, 248
Veatala, 52, 63
Voting! procedure, 258, 259; basis
of division, 253 ; deprivation of
right of, 241 ; freed men's vote,
148 ; rights of new citizens, 312

‘
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tripudiis,
147,

165

;

majora,

;

maxima, 165

;

minora,
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245, 299, 306, 317. 428 libera, 245,
306, 317, 428 ; libera et foederata,
perogriua, 345 j sine
300, 317
suffragio, 304
Civium capita. 133
;

privata,

39 ; publica, 39, 166
Auxilium, 92, 94, 90, 178. 194, 346,
370 383
Aves internuntu Jovis, 164
Avocare contionem, 172

;

,

Clarissimus, 400, 411
Classici, 73
Classis, 69, 70, 72, 74, 75, 137

Clavi fingendi causa, 193
Clavus annalis, 193
CUentela, 6, 46

Beiie6cia, 380

Bona caduca, 417 ; damnatorurn,
417 ; fidea, 227
Boni, 833

;

395,

vacantia, 395

Clientes, 0

Coemptio, 17
Caduca, 163, 417
Caesar dixit, 379
Calcens mulleua, 265
Gallea, 215
Calumnja, 228
Candidates, 187 j Caesaris, 349
Capito censi, 73, 184, 221

Coercitio, 95, 98, 154, 167, 170, 171,
17S, 178, 181, 190, 191, 199, 210,
211, 246

Cootes nocturui, 107
Cogere, 200
Coguitio, 382, 388
Cognitionem suscipere, 388 a cogni•
tionibus, 419
Capitis demine tio, 32, 33, 133, 139,
Cognomen, 353, 354
140
Cohortes urbanae, 408
Captes, 53
Caput, 31, 32, 33, 73, 86, 138, 139, Collega, 360 ; major, 193
Collegia, 4, 71, 107, 114, 178, 236,
281
Carmen, 67
255, 282
Colonia, 315, 429 ; civium Roman Castellum, 1
orum, 300; Latina, 296 maritima,
Casua belli, 306
Celeres, 41, 42
301
Censibus equitum Romanorum (a), Coloniae deducendae causa, 237
Comitea, 324, 357
403
Comitia, 43, 75. 76, 84. 87, 107, 108,
Censi tor, 430
Censor, 115, 365, 430; perpetuus, 347
125, 127, 130, 149, 160, 164, 105,
Censoria potestas, 217
172, 174, 182, 191, 198, 199, 240,
;

;

Census,

4, 75, 136, 217, 218, 219. 220,
221, 223, 229, 263, 374

Census accipiendos (ad), 430
Oentenarius, 418
Centesima rerum renaliutn, 390, 417

Centum viri,

13, 392
Centiiriae, 41, 69, 70, 97
74, 224

;

;

i

I

;

eqiiitum,

praerogativa, 253

Cerealia, 211
Certao prccationes, 87

Gertua ordo magistratuum, 186, 364
Cessio in jure, 135
Ci^ta, 259

241, 245, 247, 248, 250, 254, 255,
257, 261, 273, 288, 315, 335, 338,
347, 366, 369, 371, 372, 373, 377,
calata, 26, 27,
381, 423
251 ;
centuriata, 27, 88, 89, 97, 102, 103,
112, 115, 125, 145, 172, 195, 196,
216, 224, 244, 246, 248, 252, 250 ;
curiata, 9, 12, 14, 26, 42, 46, 47,
48, 49, 8Q, 78, 88, 89, 25Q, 251,
423 ; tributa, 102, 115, 125, 145,
155, 161, 170, 208, 210, 224, 235,
236, 237, 238, 246, 249, 253, 304.

,

I

Comitiaies dies, 255
Gomitiatus maxinius, 107, 252
Civis, 34, 35, 133, 207, 281, 295, 299, Commendatio, 348, 349, 350, 373
300, 301, 303 ; optimo, non optimo CommeTcium, 22, 33, 35, 295, 296,
jure, 132, 133 ; sine sufifragio, 300,
304, 308, 310
CoTumunia, 443
301, 302
Civitas, 6, 14, 133, 134, 139, 140, 273, Commutatio, 32
277, 300, 301, 309, 310, 311, 312, Oomparatio, 191, 198
313, 317, 428, 436 437 ; foederata, Conceptivae, 255

INDEX OP LATIN WORDS
Concilia, 93, 209, 315, 443, 444
Concilium plebis, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98,
100, 102, 103, 107, 109, 110, 116,
126, 127, 145, 149, 161, 170, 172,
210, 221, 224, 237, 246, 250, 253,

255
Concordia ordinum, 333
Condemtia, 205
Conductor, 229
.Confaireatio, 17,

39
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Curia,

6, 16, 40, 41, 42. 43, 49, 69,
75, 88, 93, 97, 101, 102, 196, 222,
251, 255, 259, 315, 399, 438, 441
Curiales, 41, 42, 88, 438, 439

Curiatim, 89, 93
Curio, 42
Cursus hoiiorum, 218, 364, 371
Curules, 270
Custodes, 259
Gustos urbis, 407

Con^uentia, 439

Damnatio memoriae, 363
Damno, 258

Conj uratioDCSj 279
Coiisaepta, 258

Datio in mancipium, 32
Decemviri, lOO, 108, 288 ; sacria
Consensua, 17, 226
faciundis, 119, 123; stUtibua judiConsiliarii, 410 ; Auguati, 420
candis, 236
Consilium, 48, 61, 85, 219, 285, 328, Deere turn, 379
357, 386, 388, 410, 419, 420, 421 ; Decuma, 231, 320, 321, 431
domesticum, 22 ; publicum, 58, 61 Decumani, 431, 432
Coneora imperii, 3^, 360
Decuriae, 47
Consortes, 26
Decuriati, 282
Cons libuti ones principum, 380, 421
Decurio, 315, 438
Consul, 79, 365 ; major, 198
Dediticia civitas, 306
Consulare imperium, 94, 152
Deditio, 306
Consulares, 265, 269, 271, 365, 384, Deditus, 139
436
Demiuutio
capitis, 32, 33, 138
423, 433,
Conaularis potestaa, 152
Designatus, 189
Consul tatio, 380, 419
Detestatio sacrorum, 251
Consul turn, 272
Devotio, 57
Contio, 168, 169, 191, 213. 246, 247, Dicere dictatorem, 191
255, 256, 257, 361 j contionem dare, Dico, 258
160
Dictator, 2, 44, 78, 84, 157, 191
Diem a praetore peterc, 161 ; dixit,
Contra rem publicam, 277
Oonubinm, 33, 35, 39, 133, 295, 296,
161
Diescivilia, 165 ; fasti, 128, 176, 255
304, 308
CoDYcntio in manum, 32
imperii, 359 ; legitirai, 187 ; neCoDventiis, 327, 328
fasti, 255
Comicines, 71, 253
Dilectus, 154, 300
Corpus Romani juris, 105
Dirae, 163, 172
Coirectores, 424, 425, 428
Diribitio, 259
Oreatio, 78, 148
Diribitorea, 259
Oultus, 51, 53, 54, 209
Discessio, 271
Cnra, 412, 413 ; alvei et riparum Diaciplina, 38
Tiberia, 413 ; annonae, 210, 368, Dispensator summarum, 416
411 aquarum, 413 ; legum et mor- Ditio, 306
mn, 347 ; mornm, 219, 347 ; operum Divisorcs, 188, 282
pnblicorum, 413 ; viarum, 413
Divus, 441, 442
Curatio, 401
Domi, 79, 163, 166, 197
Curatores, 411, 413, 428 ; alimentor- Dominica potestas, 18, 25
nm, 426 ; alvei et riparum Tibens, Domini uni, 24, 26, 144, 352
401 ; annonae, 237 ; aquarum, 401, Dominufl, 25, 26, 142, 143, 144, 352,
413 operum publicorum, 401, 413
414
rei publicap, 424 ; tribuum, 221
Domus Cae saris, 356
viarum, 237, 401, 413
Ducenarius, 418
Conscript!, 82, 83, 315
Gonsocratio bonorum, 170

;

capitis, 55

;

;

;

;
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314

Diici jubere,

Duo

Augufltij 353

Duumviri J ari dioundo, 313; uavaled,

purgandis, 235

Edictum, 177, 378
perpetQuTii, 326

;

proviuciale, 207

;

Forma censualis, 430
Formula, 66, 62, 205, 210, 211, 238,
242, 293, 294, 307, 382
Forura agere, 327
aestimatmn,
Fr amentum
321 ;
emptuxn, 321 ; in cellam, 321
Furiosus, 22
Furtum, 181

perduellionia, 63, 80, 161,
;
246, 247 ; sacris faciuudis, 119

236

viis
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Foedera, 60, 283, 299, 300, 317
aequuni, iuiquum foedus, 307
Forensis factio, 223

;

Elogimn, 129
*
Eminantisaimua, 405
Genius, 355, 440, 441
Enipti, 29
Gena, 1, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Epistola, 379 ; ab epistulis, 414, 418,
17,

419

16, 16,

40, 41, 67, 101, 130, 222, 251,

294, 295 ; gcntes majores, mmores,
Jovis, 124
12, 41
Equestria militia, 405 ; nobilitas, 416
Gentilis, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 41, 106
Equitea, 73, 138, 196, 224, 253, 265,
GentUitas, 10, 17, 88
333, 334, 336, 347, 356, 402 ;
Gradus honorum, 180
Romani eqiio pubKco, 74, 184, 402,
404
Habere auspicia, 38
Equitum census, 225
Haruapex, 196, 397
Evocatio, 57
Heredium, 15, 30
E^ecratio, 189, 243
Heres, 8, 16, 27, 29, 30
E^ercitua, 27, 68, 217
Honor, 138, 183, 305
Eshercdatio, 30
Hordearium, 74, 137
Exiliuni, 309
Hostis, 6, 249, 279, 281, 290, 292
Extra ordinem, 204, 382 ; propiiwve
urbem, 235 ; aortem, 200
IgnobiUs, 130

Epulum

I

Illustris,

Imminuto jure, 193

Facultas agendi, 62
Familia, 10, 12, 16, 18, 21, 23, 24,
29, 32, 88, 91, 140, 143, 145
Fas, 23, 61, 62, 54, 56, 87, 239
Fasces, 44, 48, 80, 355, 443

;

Filius familias, 30, 31
Fiscalia,

368
395,

Flamen Augustalis, 442
42 ; Dialia, 189

418,

;

417

;

curialia,

Flaminea, 51, 52, 131, 251, 443
Flaminica Augustalis, 442 ; Dialis,

442
Floi'alia,

211

Immunitas, 429
Imperator, 60, 154, 156, 283, 292,
331, 837, 344, 352, 363, 356, 359,
861

Imperium,

288
Feriarum constituendarum causa, 193
Fetialea, 56, 245, 290
Fides, 45, 227, 306 ; publica, 66 j
Komaua, 127 ; fidei commissa, 367,
fidei coznmissaru, 368
382, 385
Filia familias, 32
Feriac, 87, 255,

Fiscus, 368, 370,
castrensis, 417

406

Imagines, 129

Fabri, 71, 253
Pacio, 71, 253

2, 44, 47, 49, 67, 76, 78,
79, 84, 99, 113, 120, 121, 122, 127,
130, 147, 152, 153, 160, 167, 158,
160. 162, 165, 167, 171, 189, 190,
192, 195. 196, 199, 200, 201, 202,
203, 204, 211, 213, 215, 217, 239,
251, 252, 267, 278, 279, 301, 302,

316,
341,
353,
407,

322,
342,
369,
433,

327, 320, 337, 338, 339,
34S, 344, 345, 347, 350,
360, 361, 866, 378, 383:

436
Impetrativa, 36, 162, 163, 238
Impolitia, 225

Improbe factum, 168
Improbi, 333
Incenai, 138, 139
Inci villa potestaa, 407
Incola, 309, 311, 315

INDEX OF LATIN WORDS
InfameSt 185
Infamia, 221
Inl'ra classem, 70
Ingenui, 5, 1X6, 136
Ingenuitas, 135, 136, 140, 346, 374,
402
In judicio, 204
Injure, 178, 204, 383
Injuria, 181
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ordinarium,

tionis,

169

poenae,

postliminii,
relatioms, 342, 348

primae
vatum,

;

95

424

140

;

;

pri-

publicum, 23, 62
aenatum, 161 ; rogandi, 58 ; vitae nccisque, 20
Jusjuraudum in leges, 366
Jussio principia, 361
Jussu populi, 134
Insignia. 4, 43, 44, 45, 99, 113, 233, Justitium, 176, 277 ; remittere, 176
Jus turn bellum, 157 piumque, 66
265, 342, 356, 366, 402, 443
Interceasio, 166, 173, 176, 178, 274, Justus magistratus, 251
346, 370
Laeaa majestas, 357
Intercessionem remittere, 180
Interdictio (aqua© et ignis), 65, 140, Lares, 441
Laticlavii, 265, 399
249, 254
Interregnum, 47, 48, 69, 82, 83, 131, Latinitas, 297, 308
147, 148, 149, 166, 187, 188, 276, Latrooinia, 154
Latua clavuB, 205, 373, 399, 400, 406
358
Lectio senatus, 217, 219, 263, 374
Interrex, 46. 47, 48, 108, 265, 273
Legati, 183, 284, 318, 323, 324, 433,
Italici, 305, 308
«
435, 444 ; Caesaris pro praetore,
Judex, 44, 65, 78, 100, 167, 177, 205,
434 ; juridici, 434 ; legionuzn,
210, 211, 212, 214, 227, 233, 236,
364, 434 ; proconsulis pro praetore,
433
248, 325, 381, 382, 383, 886, 392,
404 ; extra ordinem datus, 382, Leges annales, 186, 350 ; d© jure
magistratuuiu, 329; de provinoiis
385 ; ordinarius, 382 ; peregrinus,
ordinandis,
fnimeutariae,
326 ; privatus, 64
329 ;
Judicium, 64, 281, 382; dare, 206;
210, 335 ; regiae, 58 ; repetunlegitimuin, 302 ; ordinarium, 882,
damm, 329; V^erJaeHoratiae, 108
383 ; populi, 181, 214, 246, 246, Legibus solutus, 350
Legio, 41, 112, 138
247 ; publicum, 207
JunioreB, 70, 154, 252, 253
Legis actio, 35, 57, 87, 128, 134, 205,
Jupiter lapis, 291
242, 295
Jurare, 206
Legitima militia, 154
Juridici, 423, 424
Legitimum matrimonium, 35
Jurisdictio, 302
Legitimus dies, 187
Jnrisperiti, 420, 421
Lex, 43, 58, 62, 75, 96, 107, 109, 112,
Juris statio, 175
124, 120, 134, 179, 189, 234, 238,
Juris sui, 137, 138, 140
242, 246, 249. 251, 259, 325, 343,
Jua, 52, 66, 62, 64, 65, 88, 113, 130,
372, 378 ; Aelia, 173 ; Aemiiia
•138, 239, 373, 382, 383, 386; agendi
(Jklamerci), 115; Aemiiia (Scauri),
cum patribua, 161 ; agendi cum
145 ; Aemiiia (provinciae Maceplebe, 96, 161 ; agendi cum populo,
doniae), 318 ; annua, 206
Appuleia, 240 ; Aternia Tarpeia, 169 ;
160, 161, 246; auspiciormn, 36,
baebia, 202 ; Oaeeilia Didia, 239,
172 ; auxilii, 95 ; civile, 35, 139,
CO0, 242, 294, 295, 378, 380 ;
277 ; Caelia, 258 ; Calpurnia de
coTumerciJ, 6, 298 ; consuleudi sen'
ambitu, 228 ; Cassia (104 ii.c.},
atua, 161 ; conubii, 7, 298 ; di228 ; Cassia (137 B.C. tabellaria),
vinum, 350 ; edicendi, 153 ; exu*
258 ; censoria, 230 ; ceusui eculandi, 6 ; gentium, 139, 141, 207,
sendo, 221 ; centumta, 75, 93, 217,
294 ; gladii, 389 ; honorarium,
241 ; Cornelia de provinciis ordinhonoruni petendorum, 183 ;
206
andis, 201, 251 ; Cornelia de veneimaginum, 129 ; Italicum, 307,
licis, 388 ;
Cornelia Gellia, 134
429 ; liberorum, 433 ; multae dicCornelia (67 b,c.), 206
curiata,
64

;

reierendi ad

_

;

;

;

;

;
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PDMC

Maucipium,

48, 49, 76, 89, 179, 192, 195,

203, 216, 251 ; data, 245, 285,
817, 380 ; de ambitn (5th centu’T)*
181 ; de imperio, 343 ; dicta, ^^0 ;
DooiLtia, 124 ; duodecim t^bulariim, 104; Fanoia, 308;

173
321

Gabinii, 258

;

;

Hieroaica,

lAVincria,

;

minus quam 7'^’

Ogulnia, 51, 1^3
242 ;
Ovinia, 219 ; Papiria, 258
fecta, 242 ; Plautia Papiria, $y^ \
Poetilia, 127 ; Pompeia (de
inagistTatumn),
Pomp®^*
187
(provinciae Bithyniaej, 284, 3^® 1
provinciae, 244, 284, 286, 9^8
publica, 110 ; rogata, 245, 1^85
315 ; Rupilia, 284, 3^8 ;
^ feubtia,
sacrata, 243 ; Sempronia, 180,
322 ; Valeria (509 B.C.), 63, 79,
86. 109 ; Valeria (300 b.o.),
194 ; Voconia, 242
Libellus, 380, 419 ; a libellis, 403,
414, 418, 419
fecft-,

;

15,

19

Mandatum,

380, 3S1
Manumissio censu, 135 ; inter amicos,
135 ; justa, 134 ; per epistolam,

menaam, 1S5

;

testamento,

135

vindicta, 134

^I> Manus,

126, 132, 1^2
imperfecta, 242 ; Julia (90 b.^-)i
;
311; Julia (municipalis),
Julia Papiria, 169 ; Maenia, 1^5 ;
Marcia, 127 ; Menenia Sextia, 1^9 ;
Ilortensia,

;
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32

15,

;

injectio, 91, 127
familiaa, 31
;

Mater castrorum, 357
Matrimonium, 35

Meddix

tuticus, 304,

305

Megalesia, 211

Memoria, 419
yL'VTfiRTi'ws,

itVi

Miles, 41
Militia, 138
Militiae, 79, 153, 165, 158, 197, 199

Ministeria principatus, 414
Minores magistratus, 234
Missio, 404 ; in possessionem, 314
Moderator rei publicae, 333

Moenia, 232

Mods

aacer,

92

Montani, 2
Montes, 2

Morbus

comitialis, 163

Mo8 majorum,

22, 63
Multo, 169, 170, 210, 211, 232, 871
suprema, 169, 170 , 210 246

;

,

Blunera, 46, 136, 138, 232, 303, 400,
Libero, 258
404, 439
Libertas, 139, 140, 306,. 307, 428, ^29
Municepd, 303, 304, 315
Libertinus, 135, 144, 145, 146
Municipium, 241, 303, 304, 305, 303,
Libertus, 144
315, 345
Libram (per aeg et), 28, 90, 106
Munitio, 137
Libripens, 29
Lictores, 44
Loci sacri, 87
liocupletes, 73

Ludi

211 ; Romani, 211
faciendoruiu causa, 193

plebeii,

Ludonim

Lustratio, 115, 229
75, 218, 219, 221, 231

Lustrum,

Magister equitum, 84, 196 ; Larumt
populi, 44, 78, 84
441
Magistratus populi, 147, 187, 245,
246 ; potestatesve, 815
442 ;
Magistri Augustales,
441,
vicorum, 441
Majestas, 100, 212
Major potestas, 173, 175, 178, 179,
268, 275, 383
Majoies m^istratus, 217
Majus imperium, 383, 386
Mancipatio, 28
Mancipatus, 33, 294

Naturalis obligatio, 143
Naviculatii, 412
Nefas, 278
Kexum, 90
Kexus, 24, 91, 92, 127
Nobiles, 130
Nobilissimus Caesar, 354

Nobi litas, 129
Nomenclator, 183

;

Nominare

provincias, 200

Nomina tio, 349
Notae, 220

Novi cives, 312
Novus homo, 130, 335, 862
Noxae deditio, 8, 19
Numen, 440, 441
Nuncupatio, 29
NundinaJ 257
Nundmae, 91, 255
Nuntiatio, 163

INDEX OF LATIN ^VORDS
Obiter dicta, 378
Oblativa, 38, 162, 163, 166, 172, 173,

257
Obnuntiatio, 163, 172, 173, 174, 218

Obsequium, ll4
Occu patio, 90
Opera publica, 219, 232, 413

Pomerium,

;

equeater,

Bacerdotum, 61
Origo, 400
Ornamenta, 365
;

109, 163,

Parrioidium, 213

230
Passus mille, 285
Pastor, 230
Pater, 21, 26, 30 ; familias, 10^ 21,
patratus, 290,
23 , 30, 45, 69, 116
292 ; patriae, 354
Pati quicquam agi, 180
Pasciia,

’;

Patres, 5, 10, 40, 46, 48, 69, 66, 77,
82, 111, 113, 120, 136, 147, 149
Patria potestas, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25,
35, 186, 140, 296
Patricii, 148

Patrimouium, 137, 361, 395, 396, 417,
439 privatum, 395, 417
Patronus, 7, 35, 144, 408
;

auctoritas, 46, 48, 59, 83, 97,

120, 125, 131, 275
Peculium, 8, 143, 144
;

Pontifex maximus, 47, 60, 61, 52, 54,
108, 251, 351, 364
Pontifices, 16
Populares, 332, 833
Populus, 1, 33, 34, 68, 109, 147,

Postlimiuii (jus), 140
Potestas, 10, 17, 18, 25, 32, 83, 62,
113, 126, 140, 162, 166, 182, 189,
218, 251, 306

190, 355
Par potestas, 176, 179
Paret (non parct), 205

222
432

165,

545

Portitores, 321
Portoria, 230, 321, 432
Possessor, 229, 230, 233, 307

Paludamentum,

attributa,

232

Pecus, 69
Pedarii, 270
Pedites, 226
Penetralia, 128
Perduellio, 8, 99, 106, 181, 191, 258
Perduollis, 363
Peregrinus, 121, 133, 202, 204, 205,

207

3, 79,

302

Pacata provincia, 167
Paelex, 65
Pag us, 1, 2, 6, 430
Pallium, 305

69,

1,

19^, 2,55,
Pons, 258, 259

Ordo Augastalium, 443

isectigalis,

Piaculum, 54, 87, 106
Pignoris capio, 170

Poena, 242

Ordines, 135

Pecunia,

(edicta), 153, 206
Personalia (munera), 439

249, 254, 255, 277, 308, 372
Plebs, 5, 109 ; urbana, 336

Ordinarii,

Patnim

Perpetua

Plebiscita, 94, 97, 109, 110, 118, 123,
124, 125, 126, 158, 159, 176, 179,
186, 217, 219, 2;i4, 239, 245, 248,

Operae, 98, 137, 145
Optimatea, 333
Optimo jure, 34
Oratio, 397
Qratores, 290

224

463

Pcrfectissimi, 405

Praeconea, 190
Praefecturae, 302, 304, 815 ; annonae,
412 ; morum, 337
Praefectus, 407, 426 ; Aegypti, 436 ;
aerarii militaris, 396 ; aerarii Sa*
turn], 394 ; annonae, 406, 411
juxi dicundo, 302 ; praetorio, 390,
406, 409 ; urbi, 61, 161, 406, 413 ;
yigilum, 406, 412
Praeteriti, 69

Praetexta, 129, 190, 196, 208, 365,
442, 443
Praetor, 2, 44, 78, 203 ; peregrinus,
204, 207, 368 ; urbanus, 204, 205
207, 301, 313, 868, 384
Praetorii, 265, 269, 366
Praevaricatio, 228
Precario, 8, 45
Preces, 419
Prensio, 171, 181
Princeps, 123, 361; civitatis, 333;
jnventutis, 356 ; senatus, 12, 269,

375
Privatus, 181, 232, 233
Privilegia, 107, 239

Probatio cquitum, 404
Procinctu, in, 27
Proconsul, 353, 355
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Proconsulare imporium, 335, 340, 341,
343, 353, 360, 361, 433
Procuratio ommuin rerum, 414; rationis priratae, 418
Procurator Cfleaaria pro legato, 435 ;
castrensis, 417 ; fisci, 416 ; patrimonii, 417
patrimonii privati,
417 ; rationis Bummae rei, 416
ration urn summarum, 416 ; summarum, 416
Procuratorea, 414, 417, 434
Prodere intenegem, 148
Prodigus, 22
Producere in contionem, 160
Profeasio, 187
Profiteri, 187
Proletnrii, 72, 73, 224, 253
Pronuntiatio, 259
Pro praetore, 433, 435
Provmcia, 178, 200, 202, 208, 213,
285, 816, 394, 401, 425 ; aquaria,
216 publica, 427
;

;
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Recuperatorea, 205,
293

207,

210,

233,

Referre, 348

Rages

socii,

318

Regimen mornm,

116, *217, 219
Regina aacronim, 61
Regiones, 422
Regnum, 70, 337, 338
Rei gerundae causa, 192, 193
Relatio, 267, 268, 348
Relationem face rei, 348 ; remittere,
348
Renovatio auspicionim, 166

Reuuntiatio, 188, 189, 259, 351, 372,

373
Rapetere auspicia, 166
Res, 24 ; cenaui censeudo, 69, 70
judicata, 379; mancipi, 69, 137,
222 ; nec mancipi, 26 ; privata,
396, 417
Rescriptum, 379, 381
*
Restituere, 249
63, 64, 76, 86, 92, 95, Restitutio in integrvun, 140, 390, 391

Provooatio, 42,
100, 108, 154, 156, 167, 170, 171,
194, 245, 247, 254, 328
Publicani, 183, 214, 229, 230, 231,
233, 320, 326, 432
Publici fructus, 432
Pugio, 190
Puilarii, 164

Puncta, 258

Retractatio, 392

Rex, 44, 47, 52, 76, 337, 338 ; aacrorum, 44, 47, 60, 51, 131, 251
Rogatio, 97, 109, 111, 125, 174, 177,
179, 180, 204, 238, 247, 248, 256,
257, 277
Rogator, 185, 258, 269^
Romam revocatio, 365

w
Quadrata (Roma), 2

Sacer, 88, 65, 99, 109, 164
Scicerdos, 443 ; provinciae, 444
Sacra, 16, 17, 42, 64, 56, 226 ; privata, publica, 54
Sacramentum, 66, 154, 343, 301, 365 ;
in leges, 189, 236
Quaes tores aerarii, 80, 212 ; alL
Sacrorum detestatio, 16, 17
mentorum, 426
Augusti, 369
Candida ti principis, 309, 370 ; Sacrosanctitas, 100, 109, 119, 182
209, 340
classici^ 215 ; parricidii, 63, 80,
106, 161, 211, 212 ; pro praetore, Salarium, 433
SaTll, 52, 131
433 ; urlaiii, 80, 213
Saltus, 230
Quaestorius, 365
Salutatio, 357
Quarta accusatio, 247, 258
Quattnorviri Tiar-am cnrandamm, Saturam (lex lata per), 239
235 ; viia in urbe purgandis, 235 ; Scribae, 190
Selecti, 325
praefecti Capnam Cumas, 236
Sella curulis, 44, 129
Quid censos, 260
Senatoria dignitas, 411
Quirites, 33, 34, 35, 124
Senatui legendo, 193
Senatua, 34, 68, 316 ; auctoritas, 413 ;
Rationales, 417
consensus, 413 ; consuUuiu, 177,
Rationibud (a), 414, 416, 417
179, 180, 209, 272, 275 ; consultum
Recitatio, 269
ultimum, 281 de pTovinciia ordi
Recognitio equitum, 224, 225

Quaestio, 63, 177, 199, 208, 211, 214,
234, 248, 372, 387, 388 ; perpetua,
183, 207, 236, 249, 368, 386, 390,
392, 408 ; de sicariis, 213, 236

;

*,
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nandis,
facere,

287

348

;

per

;

discessionem Tabularium, 432

indictus, 375

;

Templum,

legiti-

mus, 376

'

Seniores, 70, 224, 252, 253
Sententia, 267, 270, 271
Septimontium, 2

Toga

135

picta, 45, 129

;

prae texts, 129,

355
Togati, 306, 307
Trabea, 44
Traditio, 294

Traduc equum, 226
;

su^f‘^agia,

Tralaticiuni, 153, 206

74

Transitio ad plebem, 7
Transvectio cquitum, 403
Trecenarius, 418
Tribules, 68

Tribunal, 443
Tribuni celerum, 41, 196 laticlavii,
399; militum, 41; militum consulari no testate, 112
Tribunicia potestas, 152, 335, 337,
338, 340, 341, 343, 346, 347, 353,
354, 360, 361, 370, 383, 384, 390,
;

Sil^a, 230
Sooii, 299, 305, 307, 308,

311

Sodales Augustales, 442
Sodalicia, 107
SodaliUtes, 138, 282
Solatium, 142

392

358

Tribunicius, 366
Tribus, 1, 13, 32, 40, 67, 101, 115,
222 ; tribu movere, 228, 241 ;
urbanae, rusticae, 101, 223
Tributim, 101, 109

Solium, 44
Solum publicum, 413
Solvere, 206
Sortitio, 47, 191, 198, 200, 204, 285,

Tributum,

433

75, 76, 115, 137, 221, 222,
286, 803, 431 ; capitis, 320, 430,
431 ; soli, 320, 431

Spectio, 39, 60, 162, 172, 173

Splendidi, 405
Spousio, 91, 291, 295
Spurii tilii, 136
Status, 32, 303, 306, 308, 845
Stemma, 129, 130
Stimuli, 265
Stipendia, 138, 319. 320, 323, 431
Stipcndiarius, 307, 318, 428

Trinum nuudinum, 187
Tripudium solistimum, 164
Triumphalia, 366
TViumviri
capitsJes,
235,
coloniae deducendae, 134
lones, 124 ; monetales, 235
turni, 235
Tumultua, 175
Tuiinae, 403

412 ;
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